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Introduction

Idioms are a colourful and fascinating aspect of English. They
are commonly used in all types of language, informal and formal,
spoken and written. Your language skills will increase rapidly if
you can understand idioms and use them confidently and
correctly. One of the main problems students have with idioms
is that it is often impossible to guess the meaning of an idiom
from the words it contains. In addition, idioms often have a
stronger meaning than non-idiomatic phrases. For example,
look daggers at someone has more emphasis than look angrily
at someone, but they mean the same thing. Idioms may also
suggest a particular attitude of the person using them, for
example disapproval, humour, exasperation or admiration, so
you must use them carefully.

The Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms explains the
meaning and use of around 7,000 idioms in a clear and helpful
way. It is a truly international dictionary: it covers current British,
American and Australian idioms.

It includes:

• traditional idioms (e.g. turn a blind eye to sth, throw the
baby out with the bathwater)

• idiomatic compounds (e.g. fall guy, turkey shoot)

• similes and comparisons (e.g. as dull as ditchwater, swear like
a trooper)

• exclamations and sayings (e.g. Bully for you!, Over my dead
body!)

• cliches (e.g. all part of life's rich tapestry, There's many a true
word spoken in jest.)

The definitions are clear and precise. They have been written
using a carefully controlled defining vocabulary of under 2,000
words. Every idiom is illustrated with examples based on
sentences from the Cambridge International Corpus. This means
that all of the examples reflect natural written and spoken
English. Information about grammar is shown clearly, without
complicated grammar codes. The origins of idioms are explained,
where appropriate, to help understanding.



In addition, there are theme panels showing idioms grouped
according to their meaning or function. There are also
photocopiable exercises at the back of the dictionary. This
dictionary aims to help you not only as a comprehensive
reference book but also as a valuable learning aid.



viii

How to use this dictionary

Finding an idiom

Where do you look?

The best way to search for an idiom is to look in the index at the back of the dictionary. You can
look under any important word in the idiom to find out where the entry for that idiom is. The
keyword (the word where you will find the entry) isshown in dark type:

take pot luck (pot is the keyword, so the entry is at 'pot')
give someone a taste of their own medicine (medicineis the keyword, so the entry is at

'medicine')

Eachentry is listed under a keyword. The
keyword isshown in dark type in the index.

an acid test
a test which will really prove the value,
quality, or truth of something. The new
show was well received but viewing
figuresfor the next episode will be the real
acid test.

Idioms are not usually listed in the index under words like 'a', 'the', 'all', 'these', 'where' or 'no',
except when the whole idiom ismade of such words, e.g. be all in, be out of it.

Words are listed in the index in the same form as they appear in the idiom. For instance, look up
'pushing up the daisies' at 'pushing' or 'daisies', not 'push' or 'daisy'.

When there are several idioms listed under one keyword, the entries are ordered asfollows:
• entries beginning with the keyword
• entries beginning with 'a'+ keyword
• entries beginning with 'the' + keyword
• all other entries in alphabetical order of the words they begin with

For example, the entries under the keyword 'tongue' are ordered like this:
tongue in cheek
tongue-in-cheek
a tongue-lashing
bite your tongue
find your tongue
get your tongue round/around sth
hold your tongue
loosen your tongue
trip off the tongue

Where British and American idioms have different spellings, e.g. take centre stage (British)/take
center stage (American), the idiom is at the British keyword, but you can look up the American
spelling in the index to find out where it is.



This isthe basicform of the idiom.

Many idioms have different possible forms.
When that difference is just in one word, it is
shown like this.

When the difference ismore than one word,
the alternative forms are shown on different
lines.

Words in brackets can be omitted, and the
meaning will be the same.

Idioms with different forms in British, American
or Australian are shown on separate lines.There
isa list of regional labels on page xv.

If an idiom isformal, informal, old-fashioned,
etc., this isshown with a label. There isa list
of register labels on page xv.

ix

paint the town red informal
to go out and enjoy yourself in the
evening, often drinking a lot of alcohol
and dancing • Jack finished his exams
today so he's gone off topaint the town red
with hisfriends.

-1put/stick the knife inlBritish &
Australian, informal
to do or say something unpleasant to
someone in an unkind way. 'No one in
the office likes you, you know, Tim,' she
said, putting the knife in.• The reviewer
from The Times really stuck the knife in,
calling it the worstplay he'd seen in years.

raise (sb's) hackles
make (sb's) hackles rise
to annoy someone ID Hacklesare the hairs
on the back ofa dog's neck which stand up
when it is angry. • The politician's frank
interview may have raised hackles in his
party .• The mavie'spro-war messagemade
many people's hackles rise.

blow a raspberry British & Australian,
informal

give a raspberry American, informal
to make a rude noise by putting your
tongue between your lips and blowing
• (often + at) A boy of no more than six
appeared, blew a raspberry at me and
then ran away.

"<,b~/go(out) on the razzle British,
~ informal, old-fashioned I
to enjoy yourselfby doing things like going
to parties or dances> We'regoing out on
the razzle on New Year'sEve-doyoujancy
coming?



'sb' means 'somebody'. It can be replaced by
a person's name or by 'him/herlyou/them/
me/us'.

'sth' means 'something'. It can be replaced
by a non-human object.

'your' can be replaced by 'his/her/their/our/my'.

'swh' means 'somewhere'. It can be replaced
by the name of a place.

Some idioms have more than one possible
meaning. In such cases, the different
meanings are numbered.

Sub-entries

Sometimes idioms have a basic form but are
often found in slightly different constructions.
If they are common, these different
constructions are shown in sub-entries.

x

give sb the push
1 British & Australian, informal to end
someone's employment • After twenty
years' loyal service, they gave her the
push.

let sth ride
to not take action to change something
wrong or unpleasant. Don't panic about
low sales. Let it ridefor a while till we see if
business picks up.

blo your stack/top informal
to suddenly become very angry • My
mother blew her top when she saw the
mess we'd made in the kitchen.

m swhBritish
be fresh out of swhAmerican &

Australian
to have just finished education or
training in a particular school or college
and not have much experience • Our
course is taught by a young professor fresh
out of law school.

without fail
1 if something happens without fail, it
always happens • Every Tuesday
afternoon, unthoutfail, Helga went to visit
her father:

2 something that you say in order to
emphasize that somethingwill be done or
will happen. 'You will meet me at the
airport, won't you?' 'Don't worry, I'll be
there toithoutfail. '

have your head in the clouds
to not know what is really happening
around you because you are paying too
much attention toyour ownideas. He's an
academic. They've all got their heads in the
clouds.
~with your head in the clouds. He was
walking along with his head in the clouds
as usual when he tripped over a paving
stone.



Sometimes different parts of speech can be
formed from the basic idiom. In this case, the
main form is a verb phrase and the sub-entry
is an adjective.

opposites are shown as sub-entries.

The definitions

All definitions use simple words to make
them easy to understand.

Definitions show the most typical range of
objects for an idiom.

Definitions show the typical range of
subjects for an idiom.

For adjectival idioms, the definition explains
what the idiom usually describes.

xi

catch sb's eye
1 to be noticed by someone because you are
looking at them. She lit a cigarette while
he tried to catch the waiter's eye.

2 to be attractive or different enough to be
noticed by people • There were lots of
dresses to choose from, but none of them
really caught my eye.
eye-catching. There is an eye-catching
mural in the hall.

strike a blow for sth/sb
to do something to support an idea or to
change a situation to something which
you believe is good • He claims to be
striking a blow for gender equality by
employing an equal number of men and
women .• This latest agreement will strike
a blow for free trade within the EU.
OPPOSITE strike a blow againstlat sth/sb
• The court's decision strikes a blow against
minority rights.

at the top of your voice
if someone says something at the top of
their voice, they say it as loudly as they
can. 'Stop it Nathan!' she shouted at the
top of her voice.

day-ta-day
a day-to-day activity is one of the things
you have to do every day, usually as part of
your work. (always before noun) It's Sheila
who's responsiblefor the day-to-day running
of the school.



The emotions or attitude of the person using
the idiom are explained in the definition.

Individual words in the idioms are explained
when this helps to understand the meaning
of the idiom.

The history of idioms isexplained when this
helps to understand the meaning of the
idiom.

Examples

Examplesshow how idioms are used in
natural speech and writing.

Very common collocations are shown in dark
type.

Grammar

xii

On yer bike! British &Australian, very
informal
an impolite way of telling someone to go
awayp 'Canyou lend me some money?' 'On
yer bike, mate!'

be in the doldrums
1 if a business, an economy or a person's job
is in the doldrums, it is not very successful
and nothing new is happening in it Ib The
doldrums was the name for an area of sea
where ships were not able to move because
there was no wind.

put a bomb under sth/ sb British &
Australian
if you want to put a bomb under a person
or an organization, you want to make them
do things faster. I'd like to put a bomb
under those solicitors.

blow-by-blow
a blow-by-blow description of an event gives
every detail of how it happened. She gave
me a blow-by-blow account of her car
crash.

The basicgrammatical structure of an idiom isshown in its entry:

This idiom isfollowed by an infinitive.

This idiom isfollowed by an -ing form.

be man enough to do sth
to be brave enough to do something. He
was man enough to admit he had made a
mistake.

be on the brink of doing sth
to be likely to do something very soon. The
club's manager dismissed reports that he
was on the brink of buying PeterBeardsley.



This idiom is always reflexive.

This idiom is always used in continuous tenses.

Idioms which are whole sentences start with
a capital letter and end with a full stop or
other punctuation.

This idiom is always used in negative
sentences.

xiii

tie yourself (up) in knots
to become very confused or worried when
you are trying to make a decision or solve
a problem

pushing
be pushing up (the) daisies humorous

to be dead> It won't affect me anyway. I'll
be pushing up the daisies long before it
happens.

,lAd your age! I
V something that you say to someone who is

being silly to tell them to behave in a more
serious way. Oh, actyour age, Chris! You
can't expect to have your own way all the
time.

not look a gift horse in the mouth
if someone tells you not to look a gift horse
in the mouth, they mean that you should
not criticize or feel doubt about something
good that has been offered to you> Okay,
it's not the job ofyour dreams but it pays
good money.I'd be inclinednot to lookagift
horse in the mouth if I wereyou.

Common grammatical features are labelled at examples which demonstrate them:

This idiom is often followed by the
preposition 'of'.

This idiom is often followed by a question
word.

This idiom is often an order.

a rich seam formal
a subject which provides a lot of
o ortunities for people to discuss, write
about or make jokes a ou • (often + of)
Both wars have provided a rich seam of
dramafor playwrights and noveltsts alike.



This idiom is usually used in a passive
construction.

This adjectival idiom is always used before
the noun it describes.

Figurative meanings

Some keywords have groups of idioms which
all usethe same figurative meaning of the
keyword. In such cases,a note explains the
figurative meaning and all the idioms which
follow it have that meaning.

Common idioms

Idioms which are highlighted are very
common and useful for learners of English to
learn.

xiv

bring sbto book British &Australian
to punish someone' (usually passive) A
crime has been committed and whoever is
responsible must be brought to book.

up-and-coming
becoming more and more successful in a
job' (always before noun) She founded a
summer school for up-and-coming
musicians.

Knife is used in the following phrases
connected with unpleasant behaviour.

have your knife into sb British &
Australian, informal
to try to cause problems for someone
because you do not like them' Mike's had
his knife into me ever since he found out I
was seeing his ex-girlfriend.

put/stick the knife in British &
Australian, informal
to do or say something unpleasant to
someone in an unkind way' 'No one in the
office likes you, you know, Tim,' she said,
putting the knife in .• The reviewer from
The Times really stuck the knife in, calling
it the worst play he'd seen in years.

turn/twist the knife
to do or say something unpleasant which
makes someone who is already upset feel
worse' Having made the poor girl cry, he
twisted the knife by saying she was weak
and unable to cope with pressure.
a turn/twist of the knife' 'I never loved
you,' she said, with afinal twist of the knife.

not have a clue informal



Regional labels

British

American

Australian

mainly British

mainly American

Register labels

informal

formal

very informal

old-fashioned

taboo

humorous

literary

xv

this idiom is only used in British English

this idiom is only used in American English

this idiom is only used in Australian English

this idiom is mainly used in British English

this idiom is mainly used in American English

idioms which are used with friends and family or people you know in
relaxed situations

idioms which are used in a serious or polite way, for example in business
documents, serious newspapers and books, lectures, news broadcasts, etc.

idioms which are used in a very informal or not very polite way, often
between members of a particular social group

idioms which are still used but sound old-fashioned

idioms which are likely to offend people and are not used in formal
situations

idioms which are intended to make people laugh

idioms which are mainly used in literature





A
fromAtoZ

including all the facts about a subject
• This book telis the story of Diana's life
fromAtoZ.

get/go from A to B
to travel from one place to another place
• When I'm traveliing, I try to work out the
quickest way of getting from A toB.

about-face
an about-face mainly American X

a sudden and complete change of
someone's ideas, plans, or actions- In an
about-face on the morning of his trial, the
accused changed his plea to guilty .• Both
papers did an about-face and published
a condemnation of his actions.

above
above and beyond sth

more than. The support given to us by the
police was above and beyond what we
could have expected.• She doesn't receive
any extra money, above and beyond what
she's paid by the council.• The number of
hours she puts into her job is definitely
above and beyond the call of duty.
(= more than is expectedof her)

absence
Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

something that you say which means
being apart from someone that you love
makes you love them even more • 'My
boyfriend's going to South America and I
won't see him for six months.' J4.h well,
absencemakes the heart grow fonder:'

accident
an accident waiting to happen

a very dangerous situation in which an
accident is very likely • The speed that

account

people drive along this road, it's an
accident waiting to happen.

(whether) by accident or design
whether intended to be this way or not
• The system, whether by accident or
design, benefits people who live in the
cities more than people who live in the
country.

more by accident than (by) design
because of luck and not because of skill
• I kicked the ball and, more by accident
than design, itfound its way into the net.

accidentally
accidentally on purpose humorous

if you do something accidentally on
purpose, you intend to do it but you
pretend that it was an accident • If L
accidentaliy on purpose, forget to bring
her address with us, we won't be able to
visit her after all.

accidents
accidents will happen

something that you say in order to make
someone feel less guilty when they have
just damaged something that does not
belong to them • Oh weli, accidents will
happen. I can always buy another bowl.

accord
of your own accord X

if you do something of your own accord,
you do it without being asked to do it
• She left of her own accord. I didn't tell
her togo.

account
be brought/called to accountformal

to be forcedto explain something you did
wrong, and usually to be punished
• What concerns us most is that the people
responsible for the violence should be
brought to account.

on sb's account
if you do something on someone's
account, you do it because of that person
• Don't cook anything special on my
account. I'm not even very hungry.

on your own account
if you do something on your own
account, you do it by yourself or for
yourself. I decided to ask afeui questions
about the accident on my own account.



accounting

on no account must/should sb do sth
formal
if you tell someone that on no account
must they do something, you mean that
they must never, for any reason do that
thing. On no account must the contents of
this document be shown to any other
person.

accounting
There's no accounting for taste!

something that you say when you cannot
understand why someone likes
something or someone s 'I love having a
cold shower before breakfast. ' 'Well,
there's no accounting for taste!'

ace

An ace is a playing card which usually
has the highest value in a game and
which you need to win. It is used in the
following phrases connected with
achieving success.

an ace in the hole American
an advantage that you have that other
people do not know about • The local
team has an ace in the hole with their new
player. "'~~~~

come within an ace of sth/doing sth "
to almost achieve something • Linford
Christle came within an ace of the world
indoor recordfor the tocm last night.
be within an ace of sth/doing sth • Her
ambition to star in a musical is within an
ace of being (= is almost) fulfilled
following talks with a WestEnd producer.

have an ace up your sleeve
to have an advantage that other people do
not know about. The new game show has

2

an ace up its sleeve.It will allow viewers to
play from home and win prizes.

play your ace
to do the thing that you know will bring
you success • The prosecutor played her
ace, the results of the DNA tests on
samples taken front the victim's clothing.

aces
have/hold all the aces

to be in a strong position when you are
competing with someone else. because
you have all the advantages • In the
battle between road builders and
environmentalists, the road builders seem
to hold all the aces.

Achilles
an Achilles' heel X.

a small fault in a person or system which
might cause them to faillb Achilles was
a man in Greek mythology (= an ancient
set of stories) who was killed when he
was injured on the heel. This was the
only part of his body where he could be
harmed .• As a team they're strong on
attack but they have a weak defence that
might prove to be their Achilles' heel.

acid
an acid test )(

a test which will really prove the value,
quality, or truth of something. The new
show was well received but viewing
figures for the next episode will be the real
acid test.

act
a balancing/juggling act

a difficult situation in which you try to
achieve several different things at the
same time • It's so exhausting having to
perform the balancing act between work
and family.. Keeping both sides in the
dispute happy was a difficult juggling act
which required an extraordinary degreeof
diplomacy.

be a hardltough act to follow
to be so good it is not likely that anyone or
anything else that comes after will be as
good » Last year's thrilling Super Bowl,
when the New York Giants beat the



Buffalo Bills 20-19will be a hard act to
follow. • The new Chairman knows his
predecessor is a tough act tofollow.

catch sbin the act )(
to discover someone doing something
wrong> I was trying to clear up the mess
on the carpet before anyone noticed it, but
Isobel came in and caught me in the act.

clean up your act informal
to stop doing things that other people do
not approve of and start to behave in a
more acceptable way • There's a very
strong anti-pressfeeling at the moment. A
lot of people think it's time they cleaned up
their act.

action

put sth out of action • The freezing
weather has put many trains out of action.

2 if someone who plays sport is out of
action, they are injured and cannot play
• Towers is out of action with a broken
wrist.
put sbout of action • A btuifal! put him
out of actionfor 2 manths.

a piece/sliceof the action informal
being involved in something successful
that someone else started. Now research
has proved that the new drug is effective,
everyone wants apiece of the action.

3 ado

actions
Actions speak louder than words.

something that you say which means that
what you do is more important than what
you say > Of course the government have
made all sorts of promises but as we all
know, actions speak louder than words.

Adam
not know sbfrom Adam

to have never met someone and not know
anything about them. Why should I lend
him money? I don't know himfrom Adam.

ad hoc
ad hoc

an ad hoc organization or process is not
planned but is formed or arranged when
it is necessary for a particular purpose
• An ad hocgroup of 75 parents is leading
the protest to demand the resignation of
the headteacher. • He doesn't charge a set
amount for his work but negotiatesfees on
an ad hoc basis.

ad infinitum
ad infinitum

if something happens or continues ad
infinitum, it happens again and again in
the same way, or it continues forever
• The TV station just shows repeats of old
comedy programmes ad infinitum .• Her
list of complaints went on and on ad
infinitum.

ad nausea m
adnauseam

if someone discusses something ad
nauseam, they talk about it so much that
it becomes very boring • She talks ad
nauseam about how brilliant her children
are.

ado
much ado about nothing X

a lot of trouble and excitement about
something which is not important
Ib Much Ado about Nothing is the title of
a famous play by Shakespeare .• People
have been getting very upset about the
seating arrangements for the Christmas
dinner, but asjar as I'm concerned it's all
much ado about nothing.



afraid

without further/more ado
without any delay • And so, without
further ado, let me introduce you to
tonight's speaker.

afraid
be afraid of your own shadow

to be extremely nervous and easily
frightened. She's always having panic
attacks, she's the kind of person who's
afraid of her own shadow.

age
Act your age!

something that you say to someone who
is being silly to tell them to behave in a
more serious way • Oh, act your age,
Chris! You can't expect to have your own
way all the time.

come of age slightly formal
1 to reach the age when you are an adult

and are legally responsible for your
behaviour • So what of all the fifty-
thousand youngsters who come of age this
spring? Who will they be votingfor?

2 something or someone that has come of
age has reached full, successful,
development After years of
sophisticated mimicry, Japanese design
has come of age.

agenda

An agenda is a list of subjects to be
discussed at a meeting. Agenda is used
in the following phrases connected
with discussing or achieving
something.

at the top of the/sb's agenda
high on the/sb's agenda

if a subject or plan is at the top of
someone's agenda, it is the most
important thing they want to discuss or
deal with • The government has put
education at the top of its agenda .• When
the schoolteachers meet, classroom
violencewill behigh on the agenda. (= one
of the most important subjects to
discuss)

a hidden agenda
a reason for doingsomething that youare
hiding by pretending that you have a

4

different reason • He stressed that the
review was to identify staffing needs and
there was no hidden agenda to cut jobs.

on the/sb's agenda
if a subject, plan, or activity is on the
agenda, people are willing to talk about
it, or to try to make it happen. Hemade it
clear that strike action was not on the
agenda
OPPOSITE off the/sb's agenda • Foreign
travel is off the agenda (= not going to
happen) until we've got some money
together.

set the agenda
to decide what subjects other people
should discuss and deal with, often in a
way which shows that you have more
authority than them s Opposition parties
have managed to set the agenda during
this election by emphasizing the public's
fear of crime.

agony
pile on the agony British &Australian,

informal
to try to get sympathy from other people
by making your problems seem worse
than they really are • (usually in
continuous tenses) He was really piling
on the agony, saying he was heart-broken
and hadn't got anything left to lioefor;

aid
What's sth in aid of? British &Australian,

informal
something that you saywhen you want to
know why someone has done something
• I heard the shouting from the other side
of the building. What was that in aid of?
• A present! What's this in aid of?

aide-memoire
an aide-memoireformal

a piece of writing or a picture that helps
you to remember something • I write
notes to myself and put them on the board.
It serves as an aide-memoire.

air
be floating/walking on air

to be very happy and excited because
something very pleasant has happened to



you' When the doctor told me I was going
to have a baby, I was walking on air.

be in the air
1 if a feeling, especially excitement, is in

the air, everyone is feeling it at the same
time' There was excitement in the air as
people gathered in the main square tohear
theproclamation.

2 to be going to happen very soon • The
daffodils are in flower and spring ls
definitely in the air. • I get thefeeling that
change is in the air.

pluck sth out of the air
if you pluck a number out of the air, you
say any number and not one that is the
result of careful calculation· Thatfigure
of eighty thousand pounds isn't
something we've just plucked out of the
air. We've done a detailed costing of the
project.

airs
airs and graces

false ways of behaving that are intended
to make other people feel that you are
important and belong to a high social
class' The other children started calling
her 'princess' because of her airs and
graces.• It's no goodputting on airs and
graces with me. I knew you Whenyou were
working in a shop! • Look at you giving
yourself airs and graces - think you're
better than us, doyou?

airy-fairy
airy-fairy British, informal

not practical or not useful in real
situations • She's talking about selling
her house and buying an old castle in
Ireland. It all sounds a bit airy-fairy tome.

5 albatross

a la carte
ill la carte

if you eat it la carte, you chooseeach dish
from a separate list instead of eating a
fixed combination of dishes at a fixed
price • I don't know whether to have the
set menu orgo a la carte.
ill la carte • I'm just going topick a starter
and a main course from the a la carte
menu.

Aladdin
an Aladdin's cave British

a place that contains many interesting or
valuable objects' (often + of) Wefound a
shop that was a real Aladdin's cave of
beautiful antiques.

a la mode
ill la mode

fashionable. Velvettrousers area la mode
this season.

alarm
set (the) alarm bells ringing

if something sets alarm bells ringing, it
makes you feel worried because it is a
sign that there may be a problem
• Symptoms which should set alarm bells
ringing are often ignored by doctors.
ring/sound alarm bells • The huge vote
for fascist candidates should ring alarm
bells (= cause people to worry) across
Europe.
alarm bells start to ring • Alarm bells
started to ring (= I became worried) when
I found out that he still lived with his
mother.

albatross
albatross around/round your neck

literary
something that you have done or are
connected with that keeps causing you
problems and stops you from being
successful /::J An albatross is a large
white bird. In the poem The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner, by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, a man on a ship kills an
albatross which is then hung round his
neck to show that he has brought bad
luck. • The company that he founded in
1983is now an albatross around his neck,



alert

making losses of several hundreds of
thousands ayear.

alert
be on full/red alert

if soldiers are on full alert, they know
that a situation is dangerous and are
prepared to act immediately if necessary
• The British flagship in the area went to
battle stations and remained on full alert
for twenty minutes.
be put on full/red alert • The army was
put on red alert as thepeace talks began to
breakdown.

al fresco
al fresco

outside • Weate al fresco under the olive
trees. • An al fresco performance of The
Tempest was the highlight of our visit.

alive
be alive and kicking )(

to continue to live or exist and be full of
energy' She said she'd seen him last week
and he was alive and kicking .• Theatre in
Madrid is alive and kicking.

be alive and well
to continue to be popular or successful
• Despite rumours to the contrary,
feminism is alive and well.• (often + and
doing sth) Quadrophonic sound is alive
and well and making money for its
inventor.

be alive with sth
to be covered with or full of something
that is moving. Don't sit there - the grass
is alive with ants.

eatsb alive
to criticize someone very angrily. If we
get our facts wrong we'll be eaten alive by
thepress.

skin sbalive
to punish someone very severely
• Sharon will skin me alive if I'm late.

all
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all or nothing
completely or not at all • If she can't be
the best she won't even compete.It's all or
nothing with her. • Tom has an all or
nothing approach to relationships.

all told
in total' There were 550people there, all
told.

be all in old-fashioned
to be very tired and unable to do any
more' I've had six children to look after
today and I'm all in.

be all oversb
to touch and kiss someone sexually again
and again in a public situation. He was
all over her at the party last night.
• (humorous) It was disgusting, he was all
over her like a rash.

be all over the shopBritish, informal
be all over the lot American, informal
1 to be scattered in a lot of different places

• What have you been doing with your
clothes?They're all over the shop!

2 to be confused and badly organized. I've
been so unimpressed by their campaign.
They're all over the shop.• How can I tell
what's the best deal when lending rates
are all over the lot?

be all sweetness and light
to be very pleasant and friendly,
especially when other people are not
expecting you to be • I was expecting her
to be in a foul mood but she was all
sweetness and light.
all is sweetness and light if all is
sweetness and light, everyone is being
friendly and pleasant with each other,
especially when this was not expected
• They had afurious argument last night
but this morning all was sweetness and
light.

not be all there informal
to be slightly crazy' Some of the things
she said made me think she's not quite all
there.

be all very well
be all well and good

if you say that something is all very well,
you mean that although it is good in some
ways, it is bad in some ways too' (usually



+ but) Electric heating is all very well, but
what happens if there's apower cut?

be as [fastlhotlthin etc.] as all get out
American &Australian, informal
to be extremely fast, hot, thin etc.• He's a
terrific runner - asfast as all get out.
be [fasterlhotter/thinner etc.] than all
get out • It's hotter than all get out
(= extremelyhot) in here.

for all sbcares informal
if you say that someone can do
something unpleasant for all you care,
youmean that youdonot care about what
happens to them. She can go to hell for
all I care.

for all sbknows informal
if you say that a situation could be true
for all you know, you are emphasizing
that you do not know anything about it
• Heidi could be married with ten children
for all I know! We haven't spoken for
years.

give your all
to do everything you can in order to
achieve something. You've really got to
give your all in the championships.

give it your all
to do everything you can in order to
achieve something. I want the job badly
and I'm prepared togive it my all.

go all out
to use all your effort and energy to
achieve something. (often + to do sth)
They went all out to make the party a
success.• (often + for) The team is going
all outfor victory.
all-out • (always before noun) We made
an all-out effort to finish decorating the
hall by the end of the weekend.

it's all (that) sbcan do to dosth
if it's all someone can do to do
something, they just manage to do it
although it is difficult. It was all I could
do to stop myself screaming with pain.

It's all the same to me. British, American
&Australian

It's all one to me. Australian
something that you say when it is not
important to you what happens. 'Would
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you prefer to go out for a meal or eat in?'
'It's all the same to me.'

That's sball over! informal
something that you say when you are
talking about something bad that
someone has done and you want to say
that it is typical of their character. She's
always complaining. That's Claire all
over.

That's all she wrote! American, informal
something that you say when something
has come to an end and there is nothing
more that you can say about it • Wewent
out twice - once to the movies and once to a
restaurant and that's all she wrote.

to cap/crownltop it all
something that yousaywhen youwant to
tell someonethe worst event in a series of
bad events that has happened to you s He
spilled red wine on the carpet, insulted my
mother, and to cap it all, broke my
favourite vase.

alley
be (right) up sb's alley informal
be (right) down sb's alley American &

Australian, informal
if something is right up someone's alley,
it is exactly the type of thing that they
knowabout or like to do • The job should
be right up Steve's alley - working with
computers, software and stuff

all-rounder
an all-rounder British &Australian

someone who is good at many different
things, especially in sport • The most
recent member of the England team is a
good all-rounder.

all-singing
all-singing, all-dancing humorous

very modern and technically advanced
• She showed us the new all-singing, all-
dancing graphics software she'd bought
for her computer.

alma mater
your alma mater formal

the school, college, or university where
you studied • She has been offered the



alone

position of professor of international
economic policy at Princeton, her alma
mater.

the alma mater American
Jhe official song of a school, college, or
university • We ended our class reunion
by singing the alma mater.

alone
go it alone

to do something by yourself and without
help from other people • Honda has
chosen to go it alone rather than set up a
joint venture with an American partner.

leave/let well alone British, American &
Australian

leave/let well enough alone American
to leave something the way it is, because
trying to improve it might make it worse
• In cases of back trouble, it's difficult to
know whether to operate or leave well
alone. • I'm not doing any more on that
painting - it's time to let well enough
alone.

altogether
in the altogether humorous

naked' He was just standing there in the
altogether.

amber
an amber gambler British, informal

someone who drives very fast past the
lights that control traffic when the signal
is about to tell them to stop • She's an
impatient driver - a bit of an amber
gambler.

ambulance
an ambulance chaser informal

a lawyer who finds work by persuading
people who have been hurt in accidents
to ask for money from the person who
injured them • He was a notorious
ambulance chaser.Hemade millions out of
otherpeople's misfortunes.

American
be as American as apple pie

to be typically American • Country and
western music is asAmerican as applepie.
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amiss
not go amiss British, American &

Australian, informal
not come amiss British &Australian,

informal
if something would not go amiss, it
would be useful and might help to
improve a situation • (usually in
conditional tenses) A word of apology
would not go amiss .• Some extra helpers
never comeamiss.

amour propre
amour propreformal

the good feelings and respect you have for
yourself > The critics' negative reaction to
hisfirst novel wounded his amour propre.

another
live to fight another day

to lose a fight or competition but not be
completely defeated and therefore be able
to try again in the future • The anti-
pollution campaigners lost the debate but
lived tofight another day.

answer
sb's answer to sb/sth

someone or something that is just as good
as a more famous person or thing in the
place where it comes from' The Kennedy
clan was America's answer to the royal
families of Europe.

the answer to sb's prayers
someone or something that someone has
needed very much for a long time. A new
supermarket delivery service was the
answer to my prayers.

ante
raise/up the ante -:'>Z

to increase your demands or to increase
the risks in a situation, in order to
achieve a better result lib The ante is an
amount of money that must be paid in
card games before each part of the game
can continue. • The government has
upped the ante by refusing to negotiate
until a ceasefirehas beenagreed.



ants
have ants in your pants humorous

to not be ableto keep still because youare
very excited or worried about something
• She's got ants in her pants because she's
going to aparty tonight.

anybody
anybody who is anybody humorous

if anybody who is anybody is doing
something, all the most famous and
important people are doing that thing
• Anybody who is anybody will be at the
Queen'sbirthday celebrations.

apeX.
go ape informal
go apeshit taboo

to become very angry » Yicky'll go ape
when she sees this mess.

apology
be an apology for sth humorous

to be a very bad example of something
• That old thing is an apologyfor a car.

appearances
keep up appearances

to hide your personal or financial
problems from other people by
continuing to live and behave in the same
way that you did in the past • Simply
keeping up appearances was stretching
their resourcesto the limit.

appetite
whet sb's appetite

if an experience whets someone's
appetite for something, it makes them
want more of it. That first flying lesson
whetted her appetite.• (often+ for) I did a
short course last year, and it's whetted my
appetitefor study.

apple
An apple a day keeps the doctor away.

old-fashioned
something that you say which means
eating an apple every day will keep you
healthy • If 'an apple a day keeps the
doctor away,' then why have I got this
terrible cold?
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the apple of sb's eye
the person who someone loves most and
is very proud of • His youngest son was
the apple of his eye.

a bad/rotten apple
one bad person in a group of people who
are good. You'llfind the occasional rotten
apple in every organization.

applecart
upset the applecart

to cause trouble, especially by spoiling
someone'splans- I don't want to upset the
applecart now by asking you to change the
datefor the meeting.

apple-pie
be in apple-pie order

to be very tidy and in goodorder > Wendy
kept all her belongings in apple-pieorder.

apples
apples and oranges American

if two people or things are apples and
oranges, they are completely different
• Youcan't compare inner city schools and
schools in the suburbs - they're apples and
oranges.

How do you like them apples!
1 American & Australian, informal

something that you say when you want
someone to know how clever or
successful you are, especially when you
have done something better than they
have· You know that girl we were talking
to last night - with the long blond hair?
Well, I got her number. How do you like
them apples!

2 American & Australian, informal
something that you say to show you are
surprised or disappointed by something
that has happened • So Marilyn has
moved to Florlda? Well, how do you like
them apples!

She'll be apples. Australian, informal
She'sapples. Australian, informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone that they do not need to worry
and that everything will happen as it
should • 'What if it rains for the
wedding?' 'Don't worry, she'll beapples.'



apres-ski

apres-ski
apres-ski

the social activities that take place in the
evening at hotels and restaurants in
towns where people go to ski • If it's
apres-ski you're after, this town with its
hundred or so bars is the resort for you.
• Bars and dancing are among the apres-
ski actioitiesfor the adults.

a priori)(
a prioriformal

accepted without being thought about or
questioned • The existence of God is a
priori for most people with a religious
faith. • In a court of law, a priori
assumptions about guilt and innocence
can bedangerous.

argy-bargy
argy-bargy British, informal

loud arguments • Did you hear all that
argy-bargy outside the Kingston Arms
last night?

ark

The ark is a large wooden ship in a
story from the Bible. It is used in the
following phrases connected with
things that are oldor old-fashioned.

be out of the ark British &Australian
to be very old-fashioned. My granny's
hat was straight out of the ark.

went/had gone out with the ark British
& Australian, humorous
if an object or method went out with the
ark, it is not used any more • These old
manual printing presses went out with the
ark - everything's computerized these
days.

arm
chanceyour arm British &Australian,

informal
to take a risk in order to get something
that you want. Aren't you chancing your
arm a bit giving up a securejob to start a
business?

cost (sb) an arm and a leg informal
to be very expensive' These opera tickets
cost us an arm and a leg!
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hold/keep sbat arm's length
to not allow someone to become too
friendly with you' I always had thefeeling
she was keeping me at arm's length.

put the arm on sb American, informal
to try to force someone to do something
• If he won't pay up, we'll get Rick toput
the arm on him .

twist sb's arm
to persuade someone to do something
that they do not want to do • He might
help us with the painting if you twist his
arm .• (humorous) 'Have a cream cake?'
'Oh,go on then, if you twist my arm. '

armed
be armed to the teeth

if a person or a country is armed to the
teeth, they have many weapons • We
walked past a group of soldiers, armed to
the teeth.

armpit
be the armpit of the world/universe

humorous
to be a very unpleasant and often dirty
place' For some people it's an exciting,
big city - for others it's the armpit of the
universe.

arms
be up in arms

to be very angry' (often + about) The
students are up in arms about the
standard of teaching at the college.
• (often + over) Local traders are up in
arms over the effect of the new parking
regulations on their businesses.

around
have been around (a bit) informal

if someone has been around, they have
had a lot of experience of life and knowa
lot of things' She's been around a bit -
she should know how to look after herself.

arse
arse about face British &Australian, very

informal
if something is arse about face, it is
placed or arranged the opposite way to
the way it should be • No wonder it
doesn't look right, mate, you've got the
uiholeframe in arse aboutface.



arse over tip British, very informal
arse over tit British &Australian, very

informal
if you go arse over tip, you turn upside
downwith your feet aboveyour head. He
put on the front brake too hard and went
arse over tip over the handlebars.

be (right) up sb's arse British, very
informal
to be driving too close to the car in front
of you. That police car's been up my arse
since we left London.

kiss/licksb's arse British & Australian,
taboo
to try too hard to please someone and to
agree with everything they say, in a way
which other people find unpleasant- I'm
not interested in promotion if you have to
lick the boss's arse to get it.
arse-lickerlkisser British & Australian,
taboo • He surrounded himself with arse-
lickers.

lick my arse! British &Australian, taboo
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you will not do what they
want you to • 'I think you'd better leave
right now.' 'Lick my arse!'

In the following phrases, arse is used
in British and Australian English, and
ass in American English.

can't tell your arse from your elbow very
informal

not know your arse from your elbow
very informal
if you can't tell your arse from your
elbow, you are stupid and become
confused about simple things • It's no
good asking him to organize anything - he
can't tell his arse from his elbow.

get your arse in gear very informal
to force yourself to start working or to
hurrv - If she doesn't get her arse in gear
she'll be late again.

get off your arse very informal
to stop being lazy and start doing
something • Tell that lazy sod to get off
his arse and get some work done!

Kissmy arse! taboo
something that you say in order to tell
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someone that you will not do what they
want you to. He asked for money, and I
told him he could kiss my arse!

Move/Shift your arse! very informal
something that you say to tell someone to
hurry or to get out of your way • Shift
your arse! We're late.

My arse! very informal
something that you say after repeating
something someone has just said, in
order to show that you do not believe it
• 'She's offering good money.' 'Good
money, my arse! I can't feed my kids on
that!'

Shove/Stick sth up your arse! taboo
something that you say in order to tell
someone in a very angry way that you do
not want or need something they could
giveyou. Tell Mr Peabody he can take his
job and shove it up his arse!

sit on your arse very informal
to do nothing, especially when other
people are busy or need your help. It's
time you stopped sitting on your arse, and
found yourself a job.

talk out of your arse very informal ,l

talk through your arse very informal ,,-
to say things which are stupid or wrong
• She says she'll sue us, but she's talking
out of her arse.

arsed
can't be arsed British, taboo X

if you can't be arsed, you will not make
the necessary effort to do something
• (often + to dosth) I can't be arsed to go to
the party. It's too far away.

article
an article of faith X

something that someone believes very
strongly without thinking about whether
it could be wrong • It was an article of
faith with Mona that everything she used
should be recycled.

arty-farty
arty-farty British, informal
artsy-fartsy American, informal

something or someone that is arty-tarty
tries too hard to seem connected with



as

serious art, and is silly or boring because
of this » Rob's friends were a couple of
arty-farty types who talked endlessly
about the decline of the modern American
novel.

as
asis

exactly as something is without any
changes or improvements made to it. I'll
have to hand this report in as is - there's
no time to update it.

ashes
rake over the ashes

to think about or to talk about unpleasant
events from the past ID Ashes are what
is left of something after it has been
destroyed by fire.• There is no point in
raking over the ashes now, you did what
you thought was right at the time.

ask

Don't ask me. informal
something that you say when you do not
know the answer to a question' 'Who's in
charge round here?' 'Don't ask me. I'm as
confused as you.' • (often + question
word) She's decided to dye her hair bright
green, don't ask me why.

I ask you! informal
something that you say in order to show
your surprise or anger at something
someone has done • They stayed for a
month and left without even saying thank
you! Well,I ask you!

You may well ask! humorous
Well may you ask! humorous,formal

something that you say when someone
asks you about something which you
think is strange, funny, or annoying
• 'Why is Timothy sitting in the kitchen
with a saucepan balanced on top of his
head?' 'You may well ask!' • 'What
happened to the money you gave Sharon to
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buyfood?' 'Wellmay you ask! She says she
lost it. '

asking
be sb's for the asking

if something is someone's for the asking,
they only have to ask for it and it will be
given to them. The contract was Ron 'sfor
the asking.

be asking for trouble X
to behave stupidly in a way that is likely
to cause problems for you' Drinking and
driving isjust asking for trouble.

asleep
be asleep at the switch American

if someone is asleep at the switch, they
are not ready to act quickly to avoid
problems and do their job well. Let's face
it, if employees were stealing all that
money, then management was asleep at
the switch.
fall asleep at the switch • The Party
was simply too confident of victory and
fell asleep at the switch.

aspersions
cast aspersions on sb/sthformal

to criticize someone or someone's
character. His opponents cast aspersions
on his patriotism.

ass
sb's ass is on the line American, very

informal
if someone's ass is on the line, they are in
a situation where they will be blamed if
things go wrong. I hope this conferenceis
a success- my ass is on the line here.

ass over teacuplteakettle American, very
informal
if you go ass over teacup, you turn upside
down with your feet above your head
• She slipped and fell ass over teakettle
down the hill.

be on sb's ass
1 American, very informal! to annoy

someone by always watching what they
are doing and criticizing them. She was
on my ass all morning telling me the
things I was doing wrong.



2 American, very informal! to be driving
too close to the car in front of you
• There's a Mercedes on my ass and he's
making me nervous.

bust your ass American, very informal X.
to work very hard. He'll just have to bust
his ass to make sure thejob isfinished on
time.

chew sb's ass (out) American, very
informal
to speak or shout angrily at someone
because they have donesomething wrong
• His boss will chew his ass if he doesn't
finish the report on time.

haul ass American, very informal
to move very quickly,especially in order
to escape· When the shooting started we
hauled ass out of there.

kick (sb's) ass mainly American, very
informal
to punish someone or to defeat someone
with a lot of force. The General saw the
conflict as a chancefor the Marines to go
in and kick ass.• We want to go into the
game and kick some ass.

kiss (sb's) ass American, very informal
to try too hard to please someone and to
agree with everything they say,in a way
which other people find unpleasant • If
you want promotion around here, you're
going to have to kiss ass.
ass-kisser American, taboo. They're just
a load of ass-kissers!

get sb's ass American. very informal
to find someone and punish them for
something they have done>Don't worry-
the cops'll get that maniac's ass.

You bet your (sweet) ass! American, very
informal
something that you say in order to
emphasize what you have said. You bet
your ass [feel bad about her leaving.• You
can betyour sweet ass he's guilty!

make an ass of yourself
to behave in a silly way s Simon drank too
much and made a complete ass of himself
at theparty.
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astray
lead sb astray
1 to influence someone so that they do bad

things s Parents always worry about their
children being led astray by unsuitable
friends.

2 to cause someone to make a mistake
• The police were led astray by false
information from one of the witnesses.

at
be at it informal
1 informal if two people are at it, they are

having sex > They're at it the whole
time!

2 informal if two or more people are at it,
they are talking too much in a way that
annoys other people. [wish they'd shut
up - they've beenat it all morning.

atmosphere
you could cut the atmosphere with a

knife
something that you say to describe a
situation in which everyone is feeling
very angry or nervous and you feel that
something unpleasant could soon
happen • There was a lot of tension
between Diane and Carol; you could cut
the atmosphere in that room with a knife.

au courant
au courant
1 formal if you are au courant, you have

the most recent information about
something or someone. (usually + with)
I bought a copy of Hello magazine in an
attempt to be au courant with the lives of
the rich and famous.

2 mainly American modern and
fashionable s If you want to keep your au
courant status this winter, you won't be
wearing black.

au fait
be au fait with sth

to know a lot about a subject. Are you au
fait with the latest developments in
computer technology?

au naturel
au naturelformal
1 without clothes or without make-up

(= substances that women put on their



automatic

faces to improve their appearance) • I
thought I'd leave off the lipstick for a
couple of days and go au naturel.

2 without having been cooked, or cooked in
a very simple way with nothing added
• You can stew these berries briefly with a
little sugar oryou can eat them au naturel.

automatic
on automatic pilot informal
on autopilot informal

if you are on automatic pilot, or do
something on automatic pilot, you do
something without thinking about what
you are doing, usually because you have
done it many times before' By the second
week of the election campaign she was
making all her speeches on automatic
pilot.

autumn
autumn years literary

the later years of a person's life,
especially after they have stopped
working • He spent his autumn years
surrounded byfamily and friends.

avant-garde
the avant-garde

the artists, writers, musicians etc. of any
period whose work is very modern and
very different to what has been done
before • Since 1948, the exhibition has
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been a major showcase for the aoant-
garde.
avant-garde • They are currently
exhibiting a collection of postwar avant-
garde art from Japan .

awkward
an awkward customer

a person, group, or thing that causes
problems, usually because they will not
behave in the way you want or expect
them to • There's usually at least one
awkward customer who insists on doing
everything according to the rule book.

axe
I Ax is the American spelling of axe.

get the axe X
be given the axe ,,,-
1 if a person gets the axe, they lose their

job' Senior staff are more likely toget the
axe because the company can't afford their
high salaries.

2 if a plan or a service gets the axe, it is
stopped' My researchproject was thefirst
thing to begiven the ax when the new boss
took over.

have an axe to grind
to have a strong opmion about
something, which you are often trying to
persuade other people is correct • As a
novelist, he has nopolitical axe togrind.



babe
a babe in the woods American &

Australian
someone who has not had much
experience of life and trusts other people
too easily. When it comes to dealing with
men, she's a babe in the woods.

baby
a baby boomer mainly American

someone who was born between 1945and
1965, a period in which a lot of babies
were born • Clinton was the first baby
boomer in the White House.• The ads are
supposed to appeal to the baby boomer
generation.

the baby blues
a feeling of sadness that some women
experience after they have given birth to
a baby. According to this article, as many
as 60% of women suffer from the baby
blues.

cry like a baby X
to cry a lot. When I heard that she was
safe, I cried like a baby.

throw the baby out with the bath water
to get rid of the good parts as well as the
bad parts of something when you are
trying to improve it • I don't think we
should throw the baby out with the bath
water. There are some goodfeatures of the
present system that I think we should
retain.

back
back and forth

if someone or something moves back and
forth between two places, they move from
one place to the other place again and
again • Nurses went back and forth
among the wounded, bringing food and
medicine.

15 back
back-to-back mainly American

back-to-back events happen one after the
other > He appeared in three back-to-back
interviews on television last night. • His
idea of a good time is togo to three French
movies back-to-back.

at the back of your mind
if a thought that worries you is at the
back of your mind, it is always in your
mind although you do not spend time
thinking about it • It's always at the back
of my mind that the illness could recur.

at/in the back of beyond
in a place which is far away from other
towns and difficult to get to • He lives in
some tiny, remote village in the back of
beyond.

be fed up/sick to the back teeth British.)( .e',

& Australian, informal .
to be bored or angry because a bad
situation has continued for too long or a
subject has been discussed too much
• (often + with) He's been treating me
badly for two years and, basically, I'm fed
up to the back teeth with it.• (often + of)
You're probably sick to the back teeth of
hearing about my problems!

be on sb's back informal
to keep asking someone to do something,
or to keep criticizing someone in a way
that annoys them. He's still on my back
about those end of term reporis.

be on the back burner
if a plan is on the back burner, no one is
dealing with it at present, but it has not
been completely forgotten • For the
moment, strike action is on the back
burner.
put sth on the back burner· Plansfor a
new sports complex have been put on the
back burner.



back

behind sb's back X
if you do something behind someone's
back, you do it without them knowing, in
a way which is unfair. I don't want to
talk about it behind his back.• She was
accused of going behind her colleagues'
backs to talk to management. ,

break your back informal <;
to put a lot of effort into doing something
• (often + doing sth) I'm not going to break
my back uiorking for £120a week!

by/through the back door .>(
not in a direct, official, or honest way. He
accused the government of privatizing the
health service through the back door.
back-door • The minister dismissed
suggestions that the move was a back-door
attempt to introduce national identity
cards.

could do sth with one arm/hand tied
behind their back informal
if someone could do something with one
hand tied behind their back, they can do
it very easily • Her part in the film was
not very demanding - she could have
played it with one hand tied behind her
back.

fit/write sth on the back of a postage
stamp
if you say you could write what you know
about a subject on the back of a postage
stamp, you mean you know very little
about that subject • What I know about
car maintenance could be written on the
back of apostage stamp.

get sb off your back informal
to stop someone trying to force you to do
something, or to stop someone criticizing
you • I had to sell my house to get the
creditors off my back.
get off sb's back informal. Can'tyou just
get off his back and lethim restfor a while?

"get/put sb's back up informal ---'\.
to do or say something which annoys
someone fb When a cat feels angry it
raises its back. • She put my back up
immediately by interrupting everything I
said.

have your back againstlto the wall
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to have very serious problems which
limit the ways in which you can act- With
rising labour costs, industry has its back to
the wall .• When his back was against
the wall he becamevery aggressive.

know sth like the back of your hand
informal
to know a place very well » He knew East
London like the back of his hand .

off the back of a lorry British, humorous
off the back of a truck Australlan,

humorous
if you say that you got something off the
back of a lorry, you mean that it was
probably stolen. I don't know where he
gets this stuff - probably off the back of a
lorry. • There's a new stereo too which, I
suspect,fell off the back of a lorry.

put your back into sth
to use a lot of physical effort to try to do
something. You could dig this plot in an
afternoon if you put your back into it.

ride on the back of sth
to use something successful which
already exists or has already happened in
order to achieve something else. Poetry
performances are riding on the back of the
popularity of stand-up comedy.

stab sb in the back X
to do something harmful to someone who
trusted you. He had been lied to, stabbed
in the back, bypeople he thought were his
friends.
a stab in the back. To haveyour brother
tell the press about your private life. That
mustfeel iike a real stab in the back.

take a back seat
1 if an activity takes a back seat, you spend

less time doing that than other things
• He's been putting all his energies into
house-hunting recently so his studies have
had to take a back seat.• (sometimes + to)
In my early twenties. politics very much
took a back seat to sport and socializing.

2 to let other people take a more active and
responsible part in an organization or a
situation • I was content to take a back
seat and let the rest of myfamily deal with
the crisis.



talk out of the back of your head British
& Australian, informal
to talk nonsense. (usually in continuous
tenses) He's talking out of the back of his
head - you can't get a flight to Australia
for lessthan £500thesedays.

turn your back on sb X
to refuse to help someone s Thesepeople
are appealing to our government to help
them. Wecan'tjustturn our backs on them.

turn your back on sth
to stop being involved in something
• Spain cannot afford to turn its back on
tourism.

watch your back informal
to be careful of the people around you,
making sure that they do nothing to
harm vou- It's a rough neighbourhood so
watch your back when you're walking
around the streets.

whenJwhile sb's back is turned
while someone is somewhere else or
unable to notice what is happening
• When my mother's back was turned, my
grandmother would give mechocolates.
the minute sb's back is turned • The
minute the teacher's back is turned (= as
soon as she cannot see them), they start
messing around and throwing things at
each other.

You scratch my back and I'll scratch
yours.

I'll scratch your back if you scratch
mine.
something that you say to tell someone
that you will help them if they will help
you • I do have some information you
might be interested in, but what can you
offer me in return? You scratch my back
and I'll scratch yours.

backing
backing and filling American

continuously changing or delaying a
decision. After much backing andfilling
she finally agreed to hand over the
company's books.

backroom
a backroom boy informal

someone who does a lot of work in the
type of job where they are not often seen
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by the public· (often plural) Editors are
very much the backroom boys of the film
world.

backs
live off the backs of sb X

to use what other people produce in order
to live, without giving them anything in
exchange • He was one of the wealthiest
dictators of all time and he lived off the
backs of thepeople.

backseat
a backseat driver
1 a passenger in a car who continuously

tells the driver how they should drive
• Mike's a real backseat driver and Ifind
it so irritating.

2 mainly American someone who expects
to control things although it is not their
responsibility to do this· Tell her you're
in charge now. It's time she stopped being
a backseat driver.

backside
get off your backside British &

Australian, very informal
to stop being lazy and start doing
something. It's time the government got
off its backside and did something about
improving the railways.
sit (around) on your backside British &
Australian, very informal to do nothing,
especially when other people are busy or
need your help • How do people expect
things to change if they just sit on their
backsides and don't bother to vote?

backward
not be backward in coming forward

British & Australian, humorous
to be confident and always ready to
express an opinion » If he doesn't like it,
he'll tell you. He's not exactly backward in
coming foruiard.

without a backward glance
if you leave without a backward glance,
you are completely happy to leave and
have no sad feelings about it • She left the
city she had lived in all her life without a
backward glance.



backwards

backwards
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be bad news
to be unpleasant and to have a bad effect
on other people or situations • I've
worked with her in thepast and I'm telling
you she's bad news.• (often + for) The
government's failure to be firm on air
quality is bad neuisfor the environment.

know sth backwards British & Australian
know sth backwards and forwards

American
if you know a subject or a piece of
writing backwards, youknowit verywell
• Ed knows theplay backwards - he's seen
it eight or nine times.• After 30years in the
business she knows it backwards and
forwards.

bacon
bring home the bacon informal
1 to earn moneyto live on • If Jo's going to

beat home looking after the kids, someone
needs to bring home the bacon.

2 to do something successfully;especially
to win a game or race • Racegoers
crowded the stand to see him bring home
the bacon. (= win the race)

save sb's bacon mainly British, informal
to save someone from failure or
difficulties • You saved my bacon there.
I'd probably have lost myjob if you hadn't
beenready with an explanation.

bad
bad blood

feelings of hate between people because
of arguments in the past • (often +
between) Policesay the arson attack may
have been the result of bad blood between
the twofamilies.

a bad egg mainly American, informal )Z-.
someone who behaves in a bad or
dishonest way' He's a bad egg - don't
believeanything he says.

A bad workman blames his tools.
something that you say when someone
blames the objects they are using for
their own mistakes • 'This oven burns
everything.' 'You know what they say, a
bad workman blames his tools. '

be in bad odour with sb British &
Australian, old-fashioned

be in bad odor with sb American, old-
fashioned
if you are in bad odour with someone,
they are angry with you because of
somethingyouhave done. (often + with)
He's in bad odour with his business
partners for having pulled out of the deal
at the last minute. I

give sth/sb a bad name J'..-
to cause people to lose respect for
something or someone • A few badly
behaved football fans give all football
supporters a bad name.
have a bad name • Foreign aid has a
bad name because it oftenfails to help the
people most in need.

give sth up as a bad job
to stop doing something because you do
not feel it is worth continuing • After
three attempts to explain thejoke I gave it
up as a bad job.

go from bad to worse
if a situation goes from bad to worse, it
gets worse than it already was • The
troubles started when John lost his job
last March and things haoegonefrotti bad
to worseever since.

have a bad hair day
1 humorous to not feel attractive or happy

all day because you cannot make your
hair looknice. I'm having a bad hair day
today - I just couldn't do a thing with it
this morning.

2 humorous if a machine has a bad hair
day;it does not work as it should all day
• My computer's having a bad hair day.



have got it bad informal, humorous
to be very much in love • He missed the
football game to seeher - he must have got
it bad!

leave a bad taste in your mouth X
if an experience leaves a bad taste in
your mouth, you have an unpleasant
memory of it • I think we all felt that he'd
been treated unfairly and it left a bad taste
in people's mouths.

take the bad with the good
to accept the unpleasant parts of a
situation as well as the pleasant parts
• Bringing up children certainly has its
problems, but you learn to take the bad
with the good.

turn up like a bad penny old-fashioned
to arrive at a place or event where you are
not wanted' She'll turn up again, like a
bad penny, just you see.

bad-mouth X
bad-mouth sb/sth

to say unpleasant things about someone
or something, especially in order to spoil
other people's opinions of them • She's
always bad-mouthing her colleagues.
• Bad-mouthing the police is hardly an
original occupation.

bag
bag and baggage slightly formal

with all the things that you own • Wewere
told we'd have to be out of the house, bag
and baggage, in a week's time.

sb's bag of tricks
all the clever methods by which someone
achieves something' It remains to beseen
what this side will pull out of their bag of
trickster the semi-final.

a bag lady
a woman who has no home and carries
everything she owns around with her in
plastic bags • Did you see that bag lady
looking through the rubbish at the side of
the road?

a bag of bones informal .>(
a person or animal that is extremely thin
• All the plumpness she'd acquired in
middle age had gone. She was a bag of
bones.
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not be your bag informal
to not be something that you are
interested in • Country music isn't really
my bag.

in the bag informal
if something is in the bag, you are
certain to get it or to achieve it
Ib Someone who hunts puts what they
have killed in a bag .• Once we'd scored
the third goal, the match was pretty much
in the bag.• Nobody knows who'll get the
job, despite rumours that Keating has it
in the bag.

pull something out of the bag X
to suddenly do something which solves a
problem or improves a bad situation
• They're really going to have to pull
something out of the bag tonight if they
want to qualify for the championship.

bags
pack your bags

to leave a place or a job and not return
• The Chief of Police has defied the order
topack his bags.

bait
Fishor cut bait. American

something that you say to someone when
you want them to make a decision and
take action without any more delay
• Your relationship's going nowhere. It's
time tofish. or cut bait.

Bait is a small amount of food put onto
a hook in order to catch a fish. It is
used in the following phrases to mean
something that is being said or offered
which makes people react.

rise to the bait
to react to something that someone has
said in exactly the way that they wanted
you to react, usually by becoming angry
• (often negative) Anthony keeps saying
that women make bad drivers but I refuse
to rise to the bait.

swallow/take the bait
to accept something that is only being
offered to you so that you will do
something' The offer of afree radio with
every television proved very popular; and
hundreds of shoppers swallowed the bait.



baker

baker
a baker's dozen old-fashioned

thirteen » The judges selected a baker's
dozen of promising entries from the
hundreds they received.

balance
be/hang in the balance

if something hangs in the balance, no
one knows whether it will continue to
exist in the future or what will happen to
it· Judd's career hung in the balance last
night after his team lost their sixth
successivegame.• Thefinancial situation
is by no means resolved and the club's
future is still very much in the balance.

on balance
after thinking about all the different facts
or opinions. On balance, I would say that
it hasn't been a bad year. • The report
found that, on balance, most people would
prefer afemale doctor to a male one.

swing/tip the balance X
to make something more likely to happen,
or to make someone more likely to succeed
• They were both uiell-qualified for the job
but Ian had more experience and that
tipped the balance. • The successof this
film could tip the balance in favour of
other British films in thefuture.

throw sboff balance
to confuse or upset someone for a short
time by saying or doing something that
they are not expecting. (usually passive)
I wasn't expecting any interaction with the
audience and was thrown off balance by
his question.

bald
be as bald as a coot humorous

to be completely bald (= having no hair
on your head) fb A coot is a small, dark
grey bird with a circle of white feathers
on its head .• Then he took off his hat and
he was as bald as a coot.

ball
a ball and chain

something which limits your freedom
fb A ball and chain was a heavy metal
ball that was fastened to a prisoner's leg
by a chain, used to stop them moving.
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• The house had becomea ball and chain-
we couldn't sell it and neither could we
rent it out.

a ball-breaker British & Australian, very
informal
a woman who does not like men and is
unpleasant towards them > I don't think
you're going to like your new flat mate -
she'sa bit of a ball-breaker.

the ball is in sb's court
if the ball is in someone's court, they
have to do something before any progress
can be made in a situation fb In a game
of tennis, if the ball is in your court then
it is your turn to hit the ball .• I've told
him he can have his job back if he
apologizes. The ball's in his court now.
put the ball in sb's court • This pay offer
has put the ball firmly in the court of the
union.

be no ball of fire American & Australian,
informal ><-
to lack energy and Interest > It's a little
ironic that he criticizes Bill for not being
dynamic. He's no ball ot'fire himself.

be on the ball informal X
to be quick to understand and to react to
things. I rely on my co-driver to be on the
ball .• I didn't sleep well last night and I'm
not really on the ball today.

carry the ball American
to take control of an activity and do what
is needed to get a piece of work done
• The people who carried the ball for his
campaign were mainly volunteers.

drop the ball American, informal X
to make a mistake, especially by doing
something in a stupid or careless way
• For god's sake don't drop the ball- we're
relying on you.

have a ball old-fashioned
to enjoy yourself very much • 'So how
was the party last night?' 'It was
wOnderful- we had a ball!'

pick up/take the ball and run (with it)
mainly American
to take an idea or plan and develop it
further > This is a good proposal. I think
weshould pick up the ball and run with it.



play ball informal X
to agree to do what someone asks you to
do, or to agree to work with someone in
order to achieve something together
• (usually negative) Fourteen out of the
fifteen nations have agreed to the new
restrictions but one country still refuses to
play ball.

keep the ball rolling • The product has
been a great success, and we hope this
advertising campaign will keep the ball
rolling.

the whole ball of wax American,
informal
the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it • She
started working on the project in '96 and
within six months was running the whole
ball of wax.

a whole new ball game
a totally different ball game

a completely different situation, often
one which is difficult or which you know
very little about • We'd done a lot of
climbing in SCotland, but the Himalayas
werea wholenew ball game.

ballistic
go ballistic informal

to become very angry and start shouting
or behaving violently • Apparently, he
told Sandra that he'd been out for a drink
with his ex-girlfriend and she went
ballistic.

balloon
the balloon goes up

if the balloon goes up, a situation
suddenly becomes very serious or
unpleasant • The balloon went up last
Friday when the scandal became
public.
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ballpark
a ballpark estimate/figure

a number which is only approximate, but
which should be near to the correct
number • We're expecting sales of the
book to generate around $10000 dollars,
although obviously that's just a ballpark
figure.

be in the same ballpark X
to be of a similar amount or cost. Jamie
makes over two hundred thousand dollars
and I don't know exactly how much Tom
makes but I guess it's in the same
ballpark.
be in the (right) ballpark • And do you
think the projected sales figures are
realistic?' 'They're in the right ballpark. '
(= they are close to the right amount)

balls
have sbby the balls very informal X

to have someone in a situation where you
have complete power over them • I owe
them £5,000. They've got me by the balls.

balls-up
a balls-up British &Australian, very

informal
a situation in which everything goes
wrong > The trip was a complete balls-up
from beginning to end.

banana
a banana republic informal

a small, poor country with a weak or
dishonest government. Peoplefear that
thecountry will becomea banana republic
if the economydoesn't pick up.

a banana skin British
something which causes or is very likely
to cause embarrassing problems • The
new tax has proved to be a banana skin
for thegovernment.

bananas
go bananas informal

to become very angry. She'll go bananas
if she sees the room in this state.

band-aid '>(
a Band-Aid American

a temporary solution to a problem, or



bandwagon

something that seems to be a solution but
has no real effect ID Band-Aid is a
trademark for a thin piece of sticky
material used to cover small cuts on the
body. • A few food and medical supplies
were delivered to the region but it was
little more than a Band-Aid.
Band·Aid American • He criticized what
he called 'the government's Band-Aid
approach' to serious environmental issues.

bandwagon

the bandwagon effect The
bandwagon effect accounts for the
increasing number of girl groups on the
pop scene.

bane
the bane of your life X

someone or something that is always
causing problems for you and upsetting
you' I have a sister who's always getting
into trouble and expecting me to sort her
out. She's the bane of my life.

bang
Bang goes sth! informal

something that you say when you have
just lost the opportunity to do something
• I've just been told I'm working late this
evening. Oh well, bang goes the cinema!

a bang up job American, informal
a very successful piece of work' You've
done a bang upjob clearing out thegarage.

be bang on informal X
to be exactly correct. Yousaid she'd be in
her early forties, didn't you? You were
bang on.

go with a bang British & Australian,
informal

go over with a bang American, informal
if an event, especially a party, goes with a
bang, it is very exciting and successful
• A karaoke machine? That should help
your party go with a bang!
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not with a bang but with a whimper
literary
if something ends not with a bang but
with a whimper, it ends in a
disappointing way • The concert ended
not with a bang but with a whimper; the
rainforcing theperformance to stopfifteen
minutes early.

[more/a bigger etc.] bang for your buck
American, informal
if something that you buy gives you more
bang for your buck, you get more value
for your money by buying this product
than from buying any other ID 'Buck', in
American English is an informal way of
saying 'dollar'. (= a unit of money in
America) • If all you want is death-benefit
cover; this type of insurance policy will
give you more bangfor your buck.

bank
not break the bank

to not be too expensive. And at £12.99a
bottle, this is a champagne that won't
break the bank.

banner
under the banner of sth

if you do something under the banner of
a belief or idea, you say that you are doing
it in order to support that belief or idea
• Thepro-lifers are campaigning under the
banner of traduionalfamily values.

baptism
a baptism by/of fire

a very difficult first experience of
something' I was given a million-dollar
project to manage in my first month. It
was a real baptism byfire.

bare
bare your heart/soul

to tell someone your secret thoughts and
feelings' (often + to) Wedon't know each
other that well. I certainly wouldn't bare
my heart to her.

the bare bones X
the most basic parts of something,
without any detail • We believe we have
the bare bones of an agreement.• Reduced
to its bare bones, the theory states that
animals adapt to suit their surroundings.



bare-bones • (alwaysbeforenoun) Even
from this bare-bones plot summary, we
can deduce that the story is highly
implausible.

lay bare sth X
to discover or tell people about
something that was not previously
known or was previously kept secret
• It's beenpromoted as the biography that
lays bare the truth behind the legend.

with your bare hands
without using any type of tool or weapon
• The court heard how Roberts strangled
the woman with his bare hands.

bargain
into the bargain British, American &

Australian
in the bargain American

in addition to the other facts previously
talked about • Caffeine is a brain-
stimulant, does not have any beneficial
effects on health and is mildly addictive
into the bargain.

bargaining
a bargaining chip British, American &

Australian
a bargaining counter British

something that you can use to make
someonedowhat youwant. The workers'
strongest bargaining chip in the
negotiations is the threat of strike action.
• Hostages were used as a bargaining
counter during the seige.

bark
sb's bark is worse than their bite

if someone's bark is worse than their
bite, they are not as unpleasant as they
seem, and their actions are not as bad as
their threats. I wouldn't be scared of her
if I wereyou. Her bark's a lot worse than
her bite.

barking
be barking mad British & Australian, old-

fashioned
to be crazy • You went swimming in the
sea in the middle of winter? You must be
barking mad!
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be barking up the wrong tree informal K
to be wrong about the reason for
something or the way to achieve
something • New evidence suggests that
we have been barking up the wrong tree in
our searchfor a cure.

barrel
not be a barrel of laughs informal

to not be enjoyable • 'He's a bit serious,
isn't he?' 'Yeah, not exactly a barrel of
laughs.'

be more fun than a barrel of monkeys
American

be as funny as a barrel of monkeys
American
to be very funny or enjoyable • Their
show was oneof thefunniest I've ever seen
- morefun than a barrel of monkeys!

have sb over a barrel X
to put someone in a very difficult
situation in which they have no choice
about what to do • She knows I need the
work, so she's got me overa barrel in terms
of what shepays me.

scrape the barrel informal
to use something or someonethat you do
not want to use because nothing or no
one else is available • (usually in
continuous tenses) You know you're
really scraping the barrel when you have
to ask your old mother to come to the
cinema with you.

bars
behind bars informal

in prison. He spent ten years behind bars
after being conoictedfor armed robbery.

base
be off base American & Australian X

to be wrong • The company chairman
dismissed the experts' report as completely
off base.

touch base
to talk to someone in order to find out
how they are or what they think about
something • (usually + with) I had a
really good time in Paris. I touched base
with some oldjriends and made afeui new
ones.



bases

bases
cover all the bases American &

Australian
touch all the bases American

to deal with every part of a situation or
activity' It's a pretty full report. I think
we've coveredall the bases.

bash
have a bash British & Australian,

informal
to try to do something, or to try an
activity that you have not tried before
• (often + at) I thought I'd have a bash at
fIXing the washing machine tonight .• I've
never programmed a video before but I'll
have a bash if you want.

basket
a basket case
1 informal someone who is crazy and

unable to organize their life. She'll never
get ajob. She's a basket case.

2 a very poor country which needs
economichelp from other countries, or a
business that is in a very bad financial
situation' Twenty years ago the country
was an economicbasket case.

bat

go to bat for sb American &Australian
to givehelp and support to someonewho
is in trouble, often by talking to someone
else for them • Give me some decent
evidenceand I'll go to batfor you.

like a bat out of hell
if you gosomewherelike a bat out of hell,
you go very fast • He ran out of the
building like a bat out of hell.

off your own bat British & Australian
if you do something off your own bat,
you do it without anyone else telling you
or asking you to do it • He chose to talk to
thepress off his own bat.

(right) off the bat American &Australian
inunediately • I couid tell right off the bat
there was something different about this
man.
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bated
with bated breath X

if you wait for something with bated
breath, you feel very excited or anxious
while you are waiting' 'His name wasn't
by any chance, Max Peters?'Helena asked
with bated breath. • We were waiting
with baited breath for the prizes to be
announced.

baton
pass the baton

to give responsibility for something
important to another person Ib If
someone running in a race passes the
baton, they givea stick to the next person
to run .• (often + to) Dougal resigns as
head of the treasury this month, passing
the baton to one of his closestassociates.

bats
have bats in the belfry old-fashioned

to be crazy' Don't tell anyone else I said
that or they'll think I've got bats in the
belfry.

batteries
recharge your batteries

to rest in order to get back your strength
and energy» A week away would give you
time to rest and rechargeyour batteries.

batting
be batting a thousand American

to do something extremely well and
better than you had hoped to do it
• Gloria felt she was batting a thousand.
She'd got everything she asked for when
she saw her boss.

battle
a battle of wills

a situation in which there are two
competing people or groups, and both
sides are equally determined to get what
they want. I'm sure there was somepoint
to the original dispute but it's become a
battle of wills over the months.

a battle of wits
a situation in which twopeopleor groups
try to defeat each other by using their
intelligence • (often + between) It
appears that the battle of wits between the



two negotiating teams is set to continuefor
sometime.

the battle lines are drawn
something that you say when two
arguing groups have discovered exactly
what they disagree about, and are ready
to fight each other. The battle lines are
drawn for the leadership contest.

the battle of the sexes
the disagreements and fight for power
that exist between men and women' So
has equality brought an end to the battle
of the sexes?

bay
keep sth/sb at bay X

to prevent something or someone
unpleasant from coming too near you or
harming you' If we can keep the rabbits
at bay, we should have a good crop of
vegetables in the garden. • For me,
overeating is a way of keeping myfeelings
at bay.

be
be that as it may formal

something that you say which means
although you accept a piece of
information as a fact, it does not make
you think differently about the subject
that youare discussing' Hecertainly was
under pressure at the time. Be that as it
may, he was still wrong to react in the way
that he did.

bead
draw/take a bead on sb/sth American

to aim a gun at someone or something
• He drew a bead on the last truck in line
and fired at thefuel tank.

beady
have your beady eye on sth/sb humorous

to watch someone or something very
carefully • We'd better not talk - Miss
Stricket's got her beady eyeon us.

be-all
the be-all and end-all

the most important thing Ib This phrase
comesfrom the play Macbeth by William
Shakespeare.• (often + of) It would be
wrong to seeManhattan as the be-all and
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end-all of the financial world. • We all
agreed that winning was not the be-all
and end-all.

beam
be off beam British &Australian

to be wrong' Overall the article was well-
written although one or two points that
she made were a little off beam. • I'm
afraid your calculations are way off
beam.

bean
a bean counter informal )(

an impolite way of describing someone
who is responsible for the financial
decisions within a company • When
decisions that affect people's lives are in
the hands of bean counters, it's bad news.

not have a bean British &Australian X
to have no money • Most people in the
area are unemployed and don't have a
bean to spend.

beans
not know beans about sth American &

Australian, informal
to know nothing about something • I
don't know beans about computers - I've
never even used one.

spill the beans X
to tell people secret information' It was
then that she threatened to spill the beans
about her affair with thepresident.

bear
bear testimonylwitness to sthformal

if something bears testimony to a fact, it
proves that it is true • The numerous
awards on his walls bear witness to his
great success.

a bear hug

an action in which you put your arms
tightly around someone and hold them
close to you in order to show them
affection • Her cousin gave her an
affectionate bear hug which almost took
her breath away.

be like a bear with a sore head British &
Australian, humorous X
to be in a bad mood which causes you to
treat other people badly and complain a
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lot • If his newspaper doesn't arrive by
breakfast time he's like a bear with a sore
head.

bring sth to bear formal 'v
to use influence, argumentsror threats in
order to change a situation > (often + on)
Pressure should be brought to bear on the
illegal regime and support given to the
resistance.

beast
a beast of burden literary

a large animal, such as a donkey (= an
animal like a small horse with long ears),
which is used for pulling vehicles or
carrying heavy loads • Huskies are
traditionally used in theArctic as beasts of
burden.

beat
beat sb to it informal X

to do something before someone else does
it • I was just about to open some wine but
I seeyou've beaten me to it.

Beat it! mainly American, informal
a rude way of telling someone to go away
• OKyou kids, beat it!

If you can't beat 'em, Ooin 'em)!
informal
something that you say when you decide
to do something bad because other people
are getting an advantage from doing it
and you cannot stop them .• If everyone
else is making a bit of money out of it I
will too. If you can't beat 'em,join 'em, is
what Tsay:

beaten
be off the beaten track British, American

&Australian
be off the beaten path American

if a place is off the beaten track, not
many people go there • Unfortunately,
because the gallery's a bit off the beaten
track, it doesn't get many visitors.

beating
take a beating

to be defeated or to lose a lot of money
• The Knicks really took a beating in last
night's game. • The company took a
beating last year, losing $50 million in
profits.
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beats
(it) beats me informal

something that you say when you cannot
understand something (often +
question word) It beats me how he
managed to suruioe for three weeks alone
in the mountains.
what beats me informal • What beats
me is how he persuaded Pam to lend him
the money.

That beats everything! British, American
& Australian, informal

That beats all! American, informal
something that you say when something
has surprised you, or you find something
hard to believe. I can't believehe expected
you to drive all that way in the middle of
the night. That beats everything!

beau monde
the beau mondeformal

rich and fashionable people. She took no
interest in the glittering beau monde that
she had married into.

beauty
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. ~,

something that you say which means that
each person has their own opinion about
what or who is beautiful • Personally, I
can't understand why she finds him
attractive, but they do say.beauty is in the
eyeof the beholder.

Beauty is only skin deep. X
something that you say ;"hich means a
person's character is more important
than their appearance • She may not be
conventionally pretty but you know what
they say, beauty's only skin deep.

sb's beauty sleep humorous
the sleep that someone needs in order to
feel healthy and look attractive • If you
don't mind, I'm going to bed now. I have to
get my beauty sleep.

beck
be at sb's beck and call

to be always willing and able to do what
someone asks you to do • She had a dozen
servants at her beck and call. • TV
companies should not be at the beck and
call of government ministers.



bed
be a bed of nails

if a situation, especially a job, is a bed of
nails, it is difficult or unpleasant • He
resigned last week, describing thepost as a
bed of nails. X

be in bed with sb /"
to work witb a person or organization, or
to be involvedwith them, in a way which
causes other people not to trust you
• They were accused of being in bed with
the communists.
c1imb/getlhop into bed with sb
• Rather than hopping into bed with a
leading merchant bank, it chose to remain
an independent partnership.

be no bed of roses X
not be a bed of roses

if a situation is no bed of roses, it is
difficult or unpleasant • It's no bed of
roses, raising two kids on one salary,
that's for sure.• Life isn't a bed of roses,
you know.

go to bed with sb
to have sex with someone. I can't believe
she went to bed with him on their first
date!
get sb into bed to persuade someone to
have sexwitb you. It took 3months before
shefinally got him into bed.

put sth to bed
if you put sometbing that is printed, for
example a book or magazine, to bed, you
finish writing it • Weput thefirst edition
to bed an hour beforethe deadline.

You've made your bed (and you'll hC!.ve
to lie in it). ):

You made your bed (now lie in it).
something that you say in order to tell
someone tbat tbey must accept that tbey
will suffer as a result of sometbing bad
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tbat tbey have done. Don't comecrying to
me if it all goes wrong. You've made your
bed and you '11have to lie in it.

bedroom
bedroom eyes

if someone has bedroom eyes, tbey look
as if tbey are interested in sex. He told
me I had bedroom eyes.

bee
be the bee's knees British &Australian,

informal
to be extremely good. Have you tried this
double chocolate-chip ice cream? It's the
bee's knees, it really is.

have a bee in your bonnet
to keep talking about sometbing again
and again because you tbink it is
important, especially sometbing tbat
otber people do not tbink is important
• (often+ about) She 'sgot a real bee in her
bonnet about people keeping their dogs
under control.

beef
Where's the beef? American, informal

sometbing that you say when you think
someone does not have enough ideas to
make their plans work. Where's the beef?
The Senator has no new political
initiatives or ideas.

beeline
make a beeline for sb/stb

to move quickly and directly towards a
particular person or tbing • Phil arrived
at about nine and made a beeline for the
champagne.

beer
not be all beer and skittles British &

Australian, old-fashioned
if a situation or activity is not all beer
and skittles, it has unpleasant parts as
well as pleasant ones • It's not all beer
and skittles, this job. It's hard work.

beeswax
none of your beeswax American &

Australian, informal
an impolite way of saying tbat you donot
want someone to know about your
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private life • 'So where the heck have you
been?' 'Noneof your beeswax!'

beet
go beet red American
go as red as a beet American

to become very red in the face, usually
because you are embarrassed fb A beet
is a small, round vegetable that is a very
dark red/purple colour. • I only had to
smile at him and he went beet red.

beetroot
go beetroot (red) British &Australian
go as red as a beetroot British &

Australian
to become very red in the face, usually
because you are embarrassed fb A
beetroot is a small, round vegetable that
is a very dark red/purple colour.
• Whenever the kids asked him about his
girlfriend he'd go beetroot.

beg
I beg to differ/disagreeformal X

a polite way of saying that you disagree
with something that someonehas said. I
beg to differ with Mr Stahl's final
assertion.

beggars
Beggars can't be choosers.

something that you say which means
when you cannot have exactly what you
want, you must accept whatever you can
get. I would have preferred a house of my
own rather than sharing but I suppose
beggars can't be choosers.

begging
be going begging

if something is going begging, it is
available to be taken because no one else
wants it • There's a big box of apples
going begging.

beginning
the beginning of the end

the time at which it becomes clear that a
situation or process will end, although it
does not end immediately. (often + for)
The ban on tobaccoadvertising may be the
beginning of the end for the cigarette
companies.
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believe
I'll believe it when I see it.

something that you say in order to show
that you do not think something will
happen, and youwill not believeit until it
doeshappen. Hesays he'sgoing todecorate
the house,but I'll believeit when I seeit.

If you believe that, you'll believe
anything! informal
something that you say in order to
emphasize that something is obviously
not true. He said the car in front backed
into him, and lf you believe that, you'll
believeanything!

make believe X
imaginary or invented. I had to explain
to Sam that it was only make believe and
that they weren't real monsters.

bell

ring a bell
ring any bells

if a phrase or a word, especially a name,
rings a bell, you think you have heard it
before. Doesthe name 'Fitzpatrick' ring a
bell? • (often + with) No, I'm sorry, that
description doesn't ring any bells with me.

Saved by the bell.
something that you say when a difficult
situation is ended suddenly before you
have to do or say something that you do
not want to fb In a boxing match, a bell
rings when it is time for the fighting to
stop. • Luckily, my bus arrived before I
had time to reply.Saved by the bell.

bells
bells and whistles

the things that something, especially a
device or machine, has or does that are
not necessary but that make it more
exciting or interesting • Your computer
software may have all the latest bells and
whistles, but is it good ualuefor money?

with bells on
1 British, humorous if you describe

something as a particular thing with
bells on, you mean that it has similar



qualities to that thing but they are more
extreme> This latest series is melodrama
with bells on.

2 American & Australian, humorous if you
gosomewhereor do something with bells
on, you do it with a lot of interest and
energy> I'll beat theparty with bells on.

belly
a belly laugh

a loud laugh which cannot be controlled
• It's not often you hear the kind of jokes
that give you a real belly laugh.

go belly up informal X
if a business goes belly up, it fails
• Factories and farms went belly up
becauseof the debt crisis.

bellyful
have had a bellyful of sth informal

if you have had a bellyful of an
unpleasant situation or someone's bad
behaviour, you have had much too much
of it and it has made you angry > He's
probably had a bellyful of your moaning.

belt
be below the belt

if something someone says is below the
belt, it is cruel and unfair fb In a boxing
match it is wrong to hit the person you
are fighting against below the belt.• It
was below the belt to mention his brother's
criminal record.
aimlhit below the belt. In the run-up to
the election, politiclans won't hesitate to
aim below the belt.

tighten your belt
to spend less than you did beforebecause
you have less money. I've had to tighten
my belt since I stopped workingfull-time.

under your belt
if you have an experience or a
qualification under your belt, you have
completed it successfully,and it may be
useful to you in the future • She was a
capable individual, uiithfourteen years as
managing director under her belt. • He
has several major drama awards under
his belt.
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bend

round the bend informal
crazy > Tell me frankly: do you think my
father's round the bend? • I was sure I'd
locked that door. I must be going round
the bend .

bended
on bended kneelknees humorous

if you ask for something on bended knee,
you ask very politely or with a lot of
emotion for something that you want
very much. I had togo down on bended
knee and beg my Dad to let me have the
party .• He begged me on bended knee to
marry him.

benefit

bent
get bent out of shape American,

informal
to become very angry or upset. It's ok,
don't worry about returning the books. I
don't get bent out of shape about things
like that.

beside "-
be beside yourself X

to feel an emotion that is so strong it is
impossible to control • He was beside
himself when she didn't come home last
night .• (often + with) We were beside
ourselves with excitement as we watched
the race.

best
sb's best bet

the thing someone should do which is
most likely to achieve the result they
want • If you want a cheap jacket, your



bet

best best is to try the second-hand shops.• I
told him his best bet would be to get a bus
as thereare no direct trains.

your best bib and tucker old-fashioned,
humorous
the best or most formal clothes that you
own. We were all dressed in our best bib
and tucker for my aunt's wedding.

as best you can British &Australian
as best as you can American

if you do something that is difficult as
best you can, you do it as well as you are
able to do it • If one of us loses our job
we'll just have to cope as best we can.
• Just clean up the mess as best as you can.

at the best of times
even with the best possible conditions or
in the best possible situation
• Journalism is a highly competitive
profession at the best of times.• Even at
the best of times, this region is hard to
farm.

be for the best
if an action is for the best, it seems
unpleasant now but it will improve a
situation in the future. I know it's hard
to end a long-term relationship, but in this
case it'sfor the best.

be on your best behaviour British &
Australian

be on your best behavior American &
Australian
to behave very well, usually because you
are in an important or formal situation
• Now children, I want you all to be on
your best behaviour when grandma
arrives.

be the best of a bad bunch/lot British &
Australian
to be slightly less bad than other bad
people or things in a group > This picture
isn't exactly what I would have chosen,
but it was the best of a bad lot.

give it your best shot
to do something as well as you possibly
can, although you are not sure whether
you will be able to succeed. Greg will be
a tough opponent to beat, but I'll giue it my
best shot.
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make the best of sth British, American &
Australian

make the best of a bad job British &
Australian
to try to think and act in a positive way
when you have to accept a situation
which you do not like but cannot change
• The room they've given us is too small
really, but uie'll just have to make the best
of it .• It was a difficult speechtogive, but
I think she made the best of a badjob.

May the best man win.
something that you say just before a
competition starts to say that you hope
the person who deserves to win will win
• Is everyone ready? Then may the best
man win.

put your best foot forward
1 to do something as well as you can. Make

sure you put your best foot forward for
tonight's performance.

2 to start to walk more quickly. You'll
have to put your best foot forward if you
want to be there by nine.

with the best will in the world
if something cannot be done with the
best will in the world, it is impossible,
although you would make it possible if
you could. With the best will in the world,
if you don't have apassport you can't go.

bet
you can bet your Iifelyour bottom

dollar
if you say you can bet your life that
something will happen or is true, you
mean you are completely certain • You
can betyour life she won't apologize.

bet the farm/ranch American
to spend almost all the money you have
on something that you think might bring
you success. (often + on) TV networks
are obutousiy willing to bet the ranch on
special sports events - they paid millions
to broadcast the Olympics.

Don't bet on it. informal
Iwouldn't bet on it. informal

something that you say when you do not
think that something is likely to happen
or to be true. 'Doyou think the builders



will finish by Friday?' 'I wouldn't bet on
it.'

a safe bet British, American &Australian
a sure bet American X
1 something that you are certain will

happen. It's a safe bet that those two will
settle down and have children .• Wheeler
is a sure betfor aplace on the team.

2 someone or something that you are
certain will win or succeed. She is still a
safe bet for re-election. • Simplicity of
design is a sure bet in thefashion world.

bite noire
sb's bite noire

someone or something that you really
hate or that really annoys you • People
who use jargon are his particular bete
noire.

bets
hedge your bets X

to try to avoid giving an opmion or
choosing only one thing, so that whatever
happens in the future you will not have
problems or seem stupid. (sometimes +
on) Journalists are hedging their bets on
the likely outcome of the election. • I
decided to hedge my bets by buying shares
in several different companies.

better
Better (to be) safe than sorry. X.

something that you say which means it is
best not to take risks even if it seems
boring or hard work to be careful > I'll
hold the iadder while you climb up. Better
safe than sorry.

Better late than never. ~
something that you say which means it is
better for someone or something to be
late than never to arrive or to happen
~ 'Karen's card arrived 2 weeks after my
birthday. ' 'Oh well, better late than never.'

against your better judgement
if you do something against your better
judgement, you do it although you think
it is wrong. I lent him the money against
my betterjudgement.

for better or (for) worse 'X'
for better, for worse \.

if a situation exists or happens for better
or for worse, it exists or happens whether
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its results are good or bad Ib This
phrase is used in a traditional marriage
ceremony in which the man and woman
promise to stay together whether their
life is good or bad .• France has a new
government, for better or for worse.• We
cannot deny that our childhood
experiences affect us.for better.tor worse.

get the better of sb
if a feeling gets the better of you, it
becomes too strong to control • Finally
curiosity got the better of her and she
opened the letter. • Try to remain calm -
don't letyour anger get the better of you.

think better of sth >(
to decide not to do something you had
intended to do • I nearly told him I was
leaving, but then I thought better of it.

You('d) better believe it! informal
something that you say to emphasize that
something strange or shocking is true
• 'Doeshe really know the President?' 'You
better believe it!'

between
between you and me British, American

& Australian
between you, me and the

bedpost/gatepost British &Australian,
humorous
something that you say when you are
going to tell someone something you do
not want them to tell anyone else • Just
betweenyou and me, I don't think his work
is quite up to standard .• Between you, me
and the gatepost, I'm thinking of leaving.

bible
a Bible-basherBritish & Australian,

informal
a Bible-thumper mainly American,

informal
an insulting way of describing someone
who tries very hard to persuade other
people to believe in Christianity. I have
nothing against religion, but I hate Bible-
bashers.

the Bible Belt
the southern and central area of the
United States, where many people have
very strong traditional Christian beliefs



biblical

• Country music is very popular in the
Bible Belt.

biblical
but not in the biblical sense humorous

if you say you know someone but not in
the biblical sense, you mean you havenot
had sex with them (b In the Bible, 'to
know' someone meant to have sex with
them.• 'Didyou know her then?' 'Yes,but
not in the biblical sense. '

bidding
do sb's bidding old-fashioned

to dowhat someonetells or asks youto do
• In some societies, men still assume their
wives are there to do their bidding.

big
Big Brother

a government or a large organization
which tries to control every part of
people's lives and to know everything
about them (b In the book 1984 by
George Orwell, Big Brother is the very
powerful ruler. • Many people are
concerned about Big Brother having
computer files on them to which they do
not have access.
Big Brother • (always before noun)
Employees have complained about the
'BigBrother' approach of the new security
measures.

Big deal! informal
. something that you say in order to show

that you do not think that something is
either important or interesting • 'Did I
tellyou Ann got a new car?' 'Big deal!'

big ticket American & Australian
very expensive' (alwaysbeforenoun) It's
a good time to buy a big ticket item like a
car or household appliance, asprices have
fallen.

big time informal X
very much • He really owes her big time
for everything she has donefor him .• The
school was into discipline big time.

a big ask Australian
a request to someone to do something for
you that you know will be difficult for
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them' It's a big ask but couldyou feed our
catsfor the two weeks we'reaway?

a big cheese humorous
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization • Apparently her
father is a big cheese in one of the major
banks.

a big deal
a subject, situation, or event which
people think is important. I don't know
why this issue has becomesuch a big deal.
• Losing the match was no big deal .• All
I said was, I'm going to have a baby -
what's the big deal? • Yes, it's his
birthday today, but he doesn't want to
make a big deal of it. (= make people
notice it byhaving a special celebration)

a big fish informal
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization' Mrs Coughlin is
one of the directors- a bigfish:

a big fish in a small pond -Y!.
one of the most important people in a
small group or organization, who would
have much less power and importance if
they were part of a larger group or
organization' As the manager of a local
company, he enjoys being a big fISh in a
small pond.

a big girl'S blouse British & Australian,
humorous
a man or a boy who behaves in a way
which other men think is how a woman
would behave, especially if they show
they are frightened of something' Come
on you big girl's blouse, drink up and I'll
get you another pint.

a big gun/noise informal
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization' She's a biggun in
citypolitics.

a big mouth informal
if you have a big mouth, you talk too
much, especially about things that
should be secret. Helen's got such a big
mouth - the neuis'll be all over the town by
tonight. • I knew I shouldn't have
mentioned the letter.Oh dear, me and my
bigmouth!



a big-mouth • Dave's a real big-mouth,
so don't tell him anything.

a big shot/wheel American & Australian,
informal )<
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization' Mr Madison is a
big shot in the world of finance.

the big daddy American &Australian
the biggest or most important person,
animal or thing in a group' It's the largest
electronicscompany in the world - the big
daddy of them all • Shamu the killer
whale is the big daddy of the aquarium.

the big picture X
the most important facts about a
situation and the effectsof that situation
on other things' In mypolitical work I try
toconcentrate on the bigpicture and not be
distracted by details.

the big time informal
the time when someone is famous or
successful 0 Miss Lee hit the big time
(= became famous) after winning a talent
contest.• The band is hoping to return to
the big time.
big-time • Heplayed the saxophone with
big-time swing bands.• It's a film about
drug dealers and big-time gangsters.

be big of you
if an action is big of you, it is kind, good,
or helpful (b This phrase is usually used
humorously or angrily to mean the
opposite.• It was big of him to admit that
these problems are really his fault .• You
can spare me an hour next week? That's
really big of you!

be big on sth X
to be very interested in something and
think that it is important. The magazine
is big on research into what their readers
want .• He's not big on self-analysis - it's
no good asking him why he left her.

have big ears Australian, informal
to listen to other people's private
conversations • Don't talk so loudly
unless you want everyone to know. Bill has
big earsyou know.

make a big thing (out) of sth
to behave as if something is very
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important. He always makes a big thing
out of helping me cook.• I want some sort
of party, but I don't want to make a big
thing of it.

make it big informal
to become very successful or famous
• After years of trying, hejinally made it
big in America.

Xthink big
to have big plans and ideas and be keen to
achieve a lot » When it comes to starting
your own business, it canpay to think big.

too big for your boots British, American
& Australian, informal

too big for your britches American,
informal
someone who is too big.for their boots
behaves as if they are more important or
more clever than they really are • Since
he was made team captain, he's been
ordering us all around and generally
getting much too big for his boots.

What's the big idea? informal
something that you say when you want to
know why someone has done something
that annoys you' What's the big idea?
That's my lunch you're eating.

bigger
The bigger they are, the harder they

fait
something that you say which means the
more power or success a person has, the
harder it is for them to accept losing it
• She's very bitter about losing the
directorship. The bigger they are, the
harder theyfall. .

big-head
a big-head British & Australian

someone who believes that they are very
cleveror very goodat an activity and Who
thinks that other people should admire
them • Dan's such a big-head, always
reminding us tohatfontastic results hegot
in his exams.
big-headed British, American &
Australian • Mary's got so big-headed
since she won thegeography prize.



bike

bike
On yer bike! British &Australian, very

informal
an impolite way of telling someone to go
away- 'Canyou lend me same money?"On
yer bike, mate!'

bill
bill and coo old-fashioned

if you bill and coo with someone you
love, you talk quietly to them and kiss
them fb If birds bill and coo,they touch
beaks and make noises to each other.
• (often in continuous tenses) I don't
know why they bather to came aut if
they're going to spend all their time billing
and cooing.

fit the bill British, American &Australian
fill the bill American & Australian X

to have the qualities or experience which
are needed. I'm lookingfar someone with
several years of publishing experience
and you seem tofit the bill.• The city needs
a strong leader, and the new mayor just
doesn'tfill the bill.

footthe bill )(
to pay for something. (often+ for) Who's
going tofoot the bill for all the repairs?

sell sba bill of goods American ',,~
"...~"

to make someone believe something that
is not true> Politicians have sold all of us
a bill of goods, that if weput morepeople
in prison we're going to be safer- • The
electrician said I'd need the outdoor
lighting an a different circuit - is he just
selling me a bill of goods?

billet-doux
a billet-doux humorous

a love Ietter > They've been exchanging
billets-doux, but I don't know haw serious
it is.

bird
A bird in the hand (is worth two in the

bush).
something that you say which means it is
better to keep what you have than to risk
losing it by trying to get something better
• If I wereyou I'd accept the money they're
offering.After all, a bird in the hand ...
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The bird has flown.
something that yousay which means that
someone has escaped or disappeared
• It's no use searching any mare. The bird
hasfloum.

a bird's eye view
a view from a very high place which
allows you to see a large area. Wehad a
bird's eye view of the old toumfrom the tap
of the city walls.

eat like a bird
to eat very little. Wewent aut far a meal,
but she ate like a bird and hardly said a
word.

flip/give sbthe bird American &
Australian, very informal
to make a very impolite sign by raising
your middle finger towards someone in
order to show that you are angry with
them· If he'd shouted at me like that I'd
tuuieflipped him the bird.

bird-brain
a bird-brain informal

a stupid person. He's just a bird-brain -
he can't get anything right.
bird-brained informal very stupid
• (alwaysbeforenoun) I'm not listening to
her bird-brained schemes any longer-

birds
Birdsof a feather flock together.

something that you say which means
people who have similar characters or
similar interests will often choose to
spend time together. I saw the bay who
stole my bag with that gang of trouble
makers last night - well, birds of afeather
flock together,they say.
birds of a feather people who are
similar • The survey reports that people
who are 'birds of a feather' make better
marriages than those who are opposites.

the birds and the bees humorous
if you tell someone, especially a child,
about the birds and the bees, you tell
them about sex • My parents never
actually sat down and told me about the
birds and the bees.



be (strictly) for the birdsAmerican &
Australian, informal
if you think something is for the birds,
you think it is stupid and has no use
• Gambling, games of chance - that sort of
thing is strictly for the birds.

birthday
in your birthday suit humorous

not wearing any clothes fIb Babies are
naked at the time of their birth. • He
walked out of the bathroom in his
birthday suit - obviously not expecting to
find anyone in theflat.

bit
a bit of all right British, very informal

if you describe someone as a bit of all
right, you mean that they are sexually
attractive> Cor!She's a bit of all right.

a bit of fluff/skirt British & Australian,
old-fashioned, very informal
a sexually attractive woman • Who was
that nice bit of skirt I saw you with last
night?

a bit of how's your father British &
Australian, humorous
sexual activity • Apparently he came
home and discovered them having a bit of
how's your father in the kitchen.

a bit of roughBritish, humorous
someone, usually a man, from a lower
social class than their sexual partner
• Jenny's chatting up the barman again.
She likes a bit of rough.

a bit on the sideBritish & Australian,
informal
if someonehas a bit on the side, they are
involved in a sexual relationship with
someone who is not their usual partner
• Hehad a bit on the sidefor years until his
toifefound out.• I knew she'd never leave
her husband for me. I was just her bit on
the side.

get a bit much • It gets a bit much
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sometimes having to listen to other
people'sproblems all the time.

It'sfThat'sa bit steep! British &
Australian
something that you say when you think
something is not fair > Keith, calling me
boring? That's a bit steep!

the whole bit American, informal
the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it
• And what a night it was - moonlight,
wine, good tood, soft music- the whole bit.

In the followingphrases, 'bit' refers to
a piece of metal which is put in a
horse's mouth and which can be pulled
to control its movements or to stop it.
These phrases are all connected with
being free and able to do what you
want without being controlled.

be champing/chompingat the bit
be chafing at the bit

to be very keen to start an activity or to
go somewhere. By the time he arrived to
pick us up we were champing at the bit
with impatience. • I'm not sure if he's
readyfor extra responsibility yet, but he's
chafing at the bit.

get/take the bit between your teeth
British, American & Australian

take the bit in your teeth American
to start doing something in a very keen
way • When the team really gets the bit
between their teeth, they are almost
impossible to beat.
have the bit between your teeth
British, American &Australian • Caroline
had the bit between her teeth and nothing
would stop her Iromftnding out the truth.

bite
a bite of the cherryBritish &Australian

a part of something good, especially
when there is not enough for everyone
who wants it • Job-sharing would give
twice as many people a bite of the cherry.
another bite at the cherryBritish
a second bite at the cherry British
another opportunity to achieve
something or to get somethhIg you want
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• He just missed a gold medal in the 100
metres, but got another bite at the cherry
in the 400 metres .• Shefailed the exam but
she will get a second bite at the cherry next
year.

put the bite on sb American, informal
to ask someone for something that you
want, especially money. (often + for)
She put the bite on her sister for $20.

sb/sth won't bite humorous
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to be frightened of someone
or something s I think you should talk to
your uncle about this. Go on, he won't bite.

biter
the biter (is) bit British, old-fashioned

someone who has caused harm to other
people in the past has now been hurt. It's
a case of the biter bit. After years of
breaking girls' hearts, he finally fell for
someone who didn't love him.

biting
What's biting sb? informal

something that you say in order to ask
why someone is in a bad mood. What's
biting her? She hasn't said a word all
morning.

bits
bits and pieces British, American &

Australian
bits and bobs British

small things of different types. Gan you
tidy away all your bits and pieces before
you go to bed? I put all the bits and bobs I
can'tfind a home for in this drawer.

love sb/sth to bits intormat ;»;
to like or to love someone or something a
lot. Glive's the nicest person I know. I love
him to bits .• 'Do you like your new bike,
then?' 'Oh, I love it to bits!'

bitter
a bitter pill (to swallow)
bitter medicine

a situation that is unpleasant but must be
accepted. Losing the championship to a
younger player was a bitter pill to
swallow .• Guts in salaries are a dose of
bitter medicine that may help the company
to survive.
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the bitter fruits literary <-
the unpleasant results of something
• Disease and malnutrition are the bitter
fruits of an inefficient social healthcare
policy.

be bitter and twisted
to be angry and unhappy, usually because
you are unable to forget bad things which
have happened to you in the past. I had a
difficult childhood, but there's no point
getting all bitter and twisted about it.

to the bitter end
if you do something to the bitter end, you
continue it until it is finished, although it
is diffIcult and takes a long time. Many
climbers gave up before they reached the
summit, but I was determined to stick it
out to the bitter end.

black
black and blue

if a person or part of their body is black
and blue, their skin is covered with
bruises (= black marks caused by being
hit) • He was beaten black and blue at
boarding school.

black and white
if you think facts or situations are black
and white, you have a simple and very
certain opinion about them, often when
other people think they are really more
complicated • The issue of nuclear
weapons isn't as black and white as it used
tobe.

in black and white X
written down· I wouldn't have believed
him capable of fraud, but there it was, in
black and white.

pretend/say that black is white
to say the opposite of what is really true
• She'll say that black is whtte if she
thinks it's to her advantage.

Black is used in the following phrases
connected with sad or unpleasant
things.

a black day
a day when something very unpleasant
or sad happens. (usually + for) A bomb
went off early this morning. This is a
black day for the peace process.



a black mark
if you get a black mark, people think that
something you have done is bad and they
will remember it in future • This
administrative error will be a black mark
on his record.• (often + against) If I'm
late for work it'll be another black mark
against me.

the black sheep (of the family)
someone who is thought to be a bad
person by the rest of their family • My
father was the black sheep - he ran away
at 16 to become an actor and his parents
neverforgave him.

not be as black as you are/it is painted
if people or situations are not as black as
they are painted, they are not as bad as
people say they are • I've met him a few
times. He's not as black as he'spainted.

blank
a blank cheque X

as much money to spend as is wanted or
needed> (not used with the) We are not
giving the redevelopment project a blank
cheque. The organizers will be working
within a strictly limited budget.

draw a blank
to be unable to get information, think of
something, or achieve something • Ask
them about the car's performance and
you'll draw a blank .• We've asked 2000
schools to join the campaign, but so far
we've drawn a blank. (= none of them
agreed)

blanks
fire/shoot blanks humorous

if a man is fIring blanks, there is no
sperm (= the cells which combine with
the female's egg to start life) in his semen
(= the liquid produced in the male sexual
organs) • (usually in continuous tenses)
They had a series of fertility tests done
and found out that basically Tony was
firing blanks.

blast
a blast from the past informal

something that suddenly and strongly
makes you remember a previous time in
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your life • Hearing that recordagain was
a real blast from thepast.

blazes
Go to blazes! old-fashioned, informal

a rude and angry way of telling someone
to go away and that you do not care what
happens to them • Just go to blazes! I'm
sick of your rudeness! • If he's going to
start making demands, he can go to
blazes.

[WhatlWhylWho etc.] the blazes old-
fashioned, informal
if you start a question with
what/who/why etc. the blazes, you show
that you are very surprised or angry
about the thing you are asking about
• What the blazes are they doing up on the
roof?

bleeding
a bleeding heart

someone who shows too much sympathy
for everyone The anti-hunting
campaigners are just a bunch of bleeding
hearts who don't understand the
countryside.

blessing
be a blessing in disguise

to be something which has a good effect,
although at first it seemed that it would
be bad or not lucky • Losing my job
turned out to be a blessing in disguise
because it forced me to think carefully
about myfuture.

blessings
count your blessings

to think about the good things in your
life, often to stop yourself becoming too
unhappy about the bad things • School
children today should count their
blessings. At least they're not beaten for
talking in class as we were.

blind
a blind alley

a method of thinking or acting which is
not effective because it does not produce
any results • The latest evolutionary
theory may turn out to bea blind alley.



blinder

)(a blind date
an arranged meeting for two people who
have never met each other before, in
order to try to start a romantic
relationship • I agreed to go on a blind
date with one of Savita's ex-boyfriends.

a blind spot
something that you do not understand at
all, often because you are not willing to
try' He had a complete blind spot where
public relations were concerned, so his
political career was doomed from the
start .• Languages are my blind spot - I
was always terrible at French.

the blind leading the blind
a situation where someone is trying to
show someone else how to do something
which they do not know how to do
themselves • I tried to explain how the
software works, but it was a case of the
blind leading the blind, really.

be as blind as a bat humorous X
to be completely blind. I'm as blind as a
bat without my glasses.

fly blind
to try to do something new without any
help or instructions • (usually in
continuous tenses) We'venever dealt with
Eastern Europe before, so we're flying
blind.

blinder
play a blinder British, informal

to perform with a lot of skill, especially
when you are playing sport. He's played
a blinder in every game sofar this season.
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blink
be on the blink informal

if a machine is on the blink, it is not
working as it should • I think the
photocopier's on the blink.

before sb could blink )<.
very quickly or suddenly • Before you
could blink, he'd grabbed the purse and
was halfway down the street.

in the blink of an eye 'X
extremely quickly' In the blink of an eye
the handsome prince was transformed
into an uglyfrog.

block
knock sb's block off informal

if you say you will knock someone's
block off, you mean you will hit them
very hard. Say that again and I'll knock
your block off!

on the block American
if something is on the block, it is for sale,
especially at an auction (= a sale where
the person who offers most money for
something can buy it) • The best pieces of
furniture from the old mansion are going
on the block next month. • The Seattle
radio station has been on the block for a
year with no offers to buy it.

put your head/neck on the block
to risk doing something which will make
other people lose their good opinion of
you if it fails fb In the past, the block was
a large piece of wood on which criminals
had their heads cut off.• Heput his head
on the block by promising his team
wouldn't lose any more matches this year.
• I'm not going toput my head on the block
for you - it could costme my promotion.

blocks
be off the (starting) blocks
be out of the (starting) blocks

to have started an activity • Rival
telephone companies were quick off the
blocks with their reduced price offers.
• The project for rebuilding the theatre is
now off the starting blocks.
on the/your (starting) blocks to be
ready and waiting to start an activity
• The management is on its starting
blocks,prepared for aflood of orders.



blood
blood and guts informal

violence shown on television, film, or in
the theatre, where people are seen being
injured or killed • It was all blood and
guts. I came outfeeling quite ill.

be after sb's blood X
to want to catch someone in order tohurt
them or punish them' He'd cheated them
and now they wereafter his blood.

be baying for blood British
if a group of people are baying for blood,
they want someone to be hurt or
punished • Families of the victims were
baying for blood during the trial.

be out for blood
if you are out for blood, you are
determined to find someone to attack or
blame for something • These people are
out for blood and if they find out you're
involved you're in serious trouble.

blood. sweat and tears
a lot of effort and suffering' This house
is the result of 3years' blood, sweat and
tears.

burstibust a blood vessel informal
1 to use a lot of effort doing something' I'd

like the designs as soon as possible, but
don't bust a blood vessel!

2 to become very angry and start shouting
• He nearly burst a blood vessel when he
heard what they'd done to his car.

get blood out of a stone
if making someone give or tell you
something is like getting blood out of a
stone, it is very difficult. Collecting the
rent money from him each month is like
getting blood out of a stone .• I tried to
talk to her,but I may as well have tried to
get blood out of a stone.

have blood on your hands
have sb's blood on your hands

to be responsible for someone's death
• The leadersof this war have the bloodof
many thousands of people on their hands.

have tasted blood
if you have tasted blood, you have
achieved a small victory which has made
you believe you can win a more
important victory • The Welsh team
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tasted blood in the local championships
and want toplay at national level now.

scent blood
to believe that someone you are
competing against is having difficulties
or problems and to use this to get an
advantage for yourself • The manager
has already made some serious errors of
judgement and it is clear that other
employees scent blood.

sweat blood X
1 to work very hard. He says that writing

does not come naturally to him and he
sweats blood over every sentence.• I sweat
blood every week just to earn enough
money tofeed my family.

2 to feel very worried or anxious • We
sweated blood as we waited for the police
tophone, not knowing if Charlie was alive
or dead.

Blood is used in the followingphrases
connected with people's feelings and
emotions.

blood and thunder
a speech or performance that is loud and
full of emotion, especially anger' Wesat
through 2 hours of bloodand thunder and
came outfeeling exhausted.

sb's blood is up
if someone's blood is up, they are very
angry or excited about something and
may act in a violent way' Now Tom's
blood was up - he ran at Bob waving his
lIStS.

draw blood
to make someone very angry or upset
• He always draws blood with his film
reviews.

make sb's blood boil
to make someone very angry • When I
saw the rude way she talked to him it made
my blood boil.
sb's blood boils • His blood boiled when
he thought about how unfairly he'd been
treated.

make sb's blood run cold
make sb's blood curdle

if something makes someone's bloodrun
cold, it makes them very frightened



bloodied

• I heard a scream which made my blood
run cold.
sb's blood runs cold
sb's blood curdles • Steph's blood ran
cold as she heard someone move in the
shadows.

spit blood
to speak or behave in a way that shows
you are very angry • After her speech,
people who she had criticized werespitting
blood.

Blood is also used in the following
phrases torefer to the connectionsthat
exist between members of the same
family.

Blood is thicker than water.
something that you say which means
family relationships are stronger and
more important than other kinds of
relationships, such as being friends
• They say blood is thicker than water,so
how come so many families hate each
other?

a blood brother
a man whohas promised to treat another
man as his brother, often in a ceremony
in which they cut themselves and mix
their blood together • We were blood
brothers - I was ready to diefor him.

be in the/your blood
if an ability or a skill is in someone's
blood, they have it naturally; usually
because it already exists in their family
or is a tradition of their social group
• She's a wonderful dancer just like her
mother.It must be in her blood.

bloodied
bloodied but unbowed literary

harmed but not defeated by an
unpleasant situation or competition • I
emerged bloodied but unbowed from my
oral exam.

bloody
bloody minded British & Australian,

informal
someone who is bloody minded makes
difficulties for other people, usually by
arguing against their actions or ideas
without a goodreason. There's no reason
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why we shouldn't do aerobics in the
squash court - the sports committee are
just being bloody minded.

give sb a bloody nose
to defeat or damage someone, but not
permanently or seriously • The pro-
europeans gave their opponents a bloody
nose in the debate.
get a bloody nose • They got a bloody
nose when their new satellite channel
failed due to lack of funding.

blot
a blot on the landscape

something which looks unpleasant and
spoils a pleasant view • That new
chemical factory is a real blot on the
landscape.

blow
blow your stackltop informal

to suddenly become very' angry • My
mother blew her top when she saw the
mess we'd made in the kitchen.

blow a fuse/gasket informal .r':
to become very angry and shout or
behave in a violent way. Jim'll blow a
fuse if he finds you here. • When her
husband realised how much she'd spent he
blew a gasket.

blow it informal
to spoil your chance of achieving
something you want because of
somethingyoudoor say. She was hoping
for promotion but she blew it when she got
pregnant. • They want to publish his
autobiography so let's hope he doesn't
blow it by arguing with thepublishers.

a blow job taboo
the sexual activity of touching a man's
penis with your mouth and tongue to
givehim pleasure. She gave him a-blow
job.

cushion/soften the blow
to make a difficult experience less
unpleasant • Free street parking is to be



abolished, but residents are being offered
reduced price parking permits in an
attempt to cushion the blow.

strike a blow for sth/sb
to do something to support an idea or to
change a situation to something which
you believe is good • He claims to be
striking a blow for gender equality by
employing an equal number of men and
women.• This latest agreement will strike
a blowfor free trade within the EU
OPPOSITE strike a blow against/at sth/sb
• The court's decision strikes a blow
against minority rights.

blows
come to blows

to have a fight or a serious argument with
someone' Demonstrators nearly came to
blows with the police during the march.
• (often + over) It seems increasingly
unlikely that the two countries will come
to blows over this latest territorial dispute

blue
blue blood

someone who has blue blood is from a
family of the highest social class. Hehas
a fair bit of blue blood coursing through
his veins.
blue-blooded • He comesfrom the blue-
bloodedsection of the ruling classes.

into the widelwild blue yonder literary
if you go into the wide blue yonder, you
go somewhere far away that seems
exciting because it is not known. I have
a sudden desire to escape, to head off into
the wide blueyonder and never return.

like blue blazes American &Australian,
old-fashioned
if someone or something does something
like blue blazes, they do it a lot • This
sweater itches like blue biazes.
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talk a blue streak American
to say a lot very fast • She talked a blue
streak and wejust had to listen.

until you are blue in the face
if you say something until you are blue in
the face, you keep saying the same thing
again and again but no one listens to you
• I can tell him to tidy his room until I'm
blue in theface, but it's always a mess.

blue-arsed
[run around/rush around etc.] like a

blue-arsed fly British & Australian,
informal
to move around quickly trying to flnish
your work when you are very busy' I've
been running around like a blue-arsed.fiy
trying to get everything organized beforeI
go on holiday.

blue-collar
blue-collar X

a blue-collar worker is someone who does
physical work, often in a factory
• (always before noun) Blue collar
workers in the factories and shipyards
were demanding wage increases. • They
are hoping the new factory will create
many more blue collar jobs. (= jobs for
blue collar workers)

bluff
call sb's bluff

to make someone prove that what they
are saying is true, or to make someone
prove that they will really do what they
say they will do, because you do not
believe them Ib If you are playing a card
game and you call someone's bluff, you
force them to show you the cards they
have. • Alice called his bluff and dared
him to tell everyone what he knew about
her.

blushes
save/spare sb's blushes British &

Australian
to do something to prevent someone
feeling embarrassed. Granger saved the



board

team's blushes by scoring the only goal in
the last five minutes of the game. • The
audience's blushes were spared because
the censorshad removed all the explicit sex
scenesfrom thefilm.

board
acrossthe board X

if something is done, happens, or exists
across the board, it is done, happens, or
exists in every part or area of something
• The company is proposing to cut
spending right across the board .• Even
as late as September, there are still course
vacancies across the board, although the
majority are in sciences.
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on board the message that it's not cool to
smoke.

boards
tread the boards

to act in the theatre. So you're treading
the boards these days, Emma. Earning
any money?

boat
miss the boat A

to be too late to get something that you
want • Anyone still hoping for concert
tickets will discover they have missed the
boat.• I sent off my university application
at the last minute and nearly missed the
boat.

go by the board British, American &
Australian

go by the boards American
if something that has been planned or
arranged goes by the board, it does not
happen, and if something that exists goes
by the board, it ends • All our careful
arrangements went by the board when
the trip was cancelled at the last
minute. • When modern machinery
was introduced, old-fashioned printing
methods went by the board.

onboard X
if someone is on board, they are working
with an organization or group of people
• A new financial director has been
brought on board to help us assess the
cost of theproject.• Wehope to have a new
doctor on board by the end of the month.

sweep the board British
to win all the prizes or votes in a
competition or an election • Her latest
film swept the boards at last night's
cinema awards .• The liberals look set to
sweep the board in the local elections.

take on board sth
to understand and accept ideas and
opinions which may change the way you
behave in the future' Banks need to take
on board the views of their customers.• It
seems that young people arefinally taking

rock the boat informal X
to do or say something that causes
problems, especially if you try to change
a situation which most people do not
want to change' Wecertainly don't want
anyone rocking the boat just before the
election.• I tried to suggest a feto ways in
which we might improve our image and
was told veryfirmly not to rock the boat.

bob
Bob'syour uncle! British & Australian,

informal
something that you say after you have
explained how to do something, to
emphasize that it will be simple and
successful • You simply put on the stain
remover, leave it for an hour and Bob's
your uncle, the stain's gone.

bodice-ripper
a bodice-ripper humorous

a romantic book,usually where the story
happens a long time ago, in which the
characters show very strong emotions
• She's written a serious novel, not some
sort of bodice-ripper.



body
body and soul

if you do something or believe something
body and soul, you do it or believe it
completelv > She dedicated herself to her
research, body and soul.

a body blow mainly British )(
something that causes serious difficulty
or disappointment. Losing the court case
was a body blow to animal rights
campaigners .• Her hopes of competing in
the Olympics were dealt a body blow
when shefell and injured her back.

keep body and soul together
to just be able to pay for the things that
you need in order to live. Wecan barely
keep body and soul together on what he
earns.

bog
bog standard British, informal

completely ordinary • I just want a
completely bog standard washing
machine.

boil
go off the boil
1 British & Australian to become less

successful s After winning their first two
matches this season, the French team seem
to have gone off the boil.

2 British if a situation or feeling goes off
the boil, it becomes less urgent or less
strong • The housing issue has gone off
the boil recently,despite attempts to revive
public interest.• Our affair went off the
boil when I discoveredhe was married.

on the boil British
if a situation or feeling is on the boil, it is
very strong or active • The corruption
scandal is being kept on the boil by a series
of new revelations.

boiling
reach boiling point

if a situation or an emotion reaches
boiling point, it becomes impossible to
control because the emotions involved
are so strong • Public anger reached
boiling point when troops werecalled in to
controlprotesters.
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bold
as bold as brass )(

with too much confidence. He walked up
to me bold as brass and asked if I had any
spare change.

bolt
bolt upright

in a position where you are sitting up
with your back very straight. He woke to
seeher sitting bolt upright beside him and
wondered what was the matter.

a bolt from the blue
a bolt out of the blue

something that you do not expect to
happen and that surprises you very
much • The news that they had got
married was a bolt from the blue. • He
seemed to be very happy in his job, so his
resignation came as a bolt out of the
blue.

shoot your bolt
to use all your energy trying to do
something, so that you do not have
enough energy left to finish it • (never in
continuous tenses) By the end of the third
lap it was obvious that she had shot her
bolt, and the Canadian runner took the
lead.

bomb
go (like) a bomb British & Australian,

informal
to be very successful. Judging from the
noise they're making, the party must be
going like a bomb.

go like a bomb British &Australian,
informal
if a vehicle goes like a bomb, it can move
very fast. Henry's new sportscar goes like
an absolute bomb.

put a bomb under sb British &Australian
if you want to put a bomb under
someone, you want to make them do
things faster • I'd like to put a bomb
under those solicitors.

bona fide
bona fide

if someone or something is bona fide,
they are what they seem to be and they
are not trying to deceive you • The new
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immigration policy is so severe it risks
rejecting bonafide political refugees.

bone
be bone dry
be as dry as a bone

to be completely dry • The ground was
bone dry after 3weeks without rain.

be bone idle British
to be very lazy. She's bone idle - shejust
sits around the house all day watching TV.

be close to the bone
be near the bone

if something you say or write is close to
the bone, it is close to the truth in a way
that may offend someone. Hesaid he was
only joking, but his comments were a bit
close to the bone. • Your remark about
people uiho'ue been in trouble with the
police was very near the bone.

be cut to the bone )<
if a service or an amount of money is cut
to the bone, it is reduced as much as
possible • How can we create quality
programmes when our funding has been
cut to the bone?

he/she doesn't have a Uealous, mean,
unkind etc.] bone in hislher body
something that you say in order to
emphasize that someone is not jealous,
mean, unkind etc. He'd never
deliberately hurt someone's feelings - he
doesn't have a mean bone in his body.
there isn't a [mean, jealous, unkind
etc.] bone in sb's body • She wasn't the
possessive type, and there wasn't a jealous
bone in her body.

Bone is used in the following phrases
connected with arguing or feeling
annoyed about something
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bones
I (can) feel it in my bones . .x.

something that you say when you are
certain something is true or will happen,
although you have no proof • Something
terrible is going to happen. I feel it in my
bones.

make no bones about sth /X
to say clearly what you think or feel
although you may embarrass or offend
someone • He made no bones about his
dissatisfaction with the service in the
hotel. • She makes no bones about
wanting John to leave.

bon mot
abonmot

a funny or clever remark > Wilde's bons
mats are legendary.

bon viveur
a bon viveur mainly British

someone who enjoys good food and wine
• A noted ban oioeur; he had a passion for
French cuisine.

boo
not say boo American, informal

to say nothing. She expected the boss to be
really angry, but he didn't say boo.

wouldn't say boo to a goose British,
informal

wouldn't say boo American, informal
wouldn't say boo to a fly Australian,

informal
if someone wouldn't say boo to a goose,
they are shy and nervous s She uiouuin't
say boo to a goose,so I don't think she's cut
out/or a career in thepolice.• I remember
her as a quiet little girl who wouldn't say
boo.

book
crack a book American, informal

to open a book in order to study' (usually
negative) I haven't seen her crack a book
and the French test is tomorrow.



go by the book X
do sth by the book

to do something exactly as the rules tell
you • My lawyer always goes strictly by
the book.• This is aprivate deal- wedon't
have to do everything by the book.

in my book informal X
in my opinion· She's never lied to me, and
in my book that countsfor a lot.

read sb like a book
if you can read someone like a book, you
know exactly what they are feeling or
thinking without having to ask. You're
bored, aren't you? I can read you like a
book.

You can't judge a book by its cover.
something that you say which means you
cannot judge the quality or character of
someone or something just by looking at
them. She doesn't look very intelligent,
but you can't judge a book by its cover.

Book is used in the following phrases
connected with punishing people.

bring sbto book British &Australian
to punish someone. (usually passive) A
crime has been committed and whoever is
responsible must be brought to book.

throw the book at sb informal
to punish or criticize someone as
severely as possible. It was thefifth time
Frank had been arrested for drink-
driving, so the judge threw the book at
him.

books

cook the books informal X
to record false information in the
accounts of an organization, especially
in order to steal money • (usually in
continuous tenses) One of the directors
had been cooking the books and the firm
had been losing moneyfor years.
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hit the books American &Australian, \/
informal -",
to study. I can't go out tonight. I've got to
hit the books.

That'sfThere's one for the books. British,
American &Australian, informal

That'srrhere's a turn-up for the books
British &Australian, informal
something that you say when something
strange or surprising happens. My sister
stayed in on a Saturday night! There's one
for the books.• That's a turn-up for the
books - a Frenchman who loves English
food.

boom
lower the boom American, informal

to suddenly stop someone doing
something you do not approve of • Dad
loweredthe boom. I have tostay in the next
two weekends.

boot
give sbthe boot K
1 informal to stop employing someone

• They gave him the bootfor swearing at
his manager.
get the boot informal • Did she tell you
why she got the boot?

2 informal to end a romantic relationship
with someone • She gave him the boot
becausehe wouldn't stop talking about his
ex-girlfriends.

put the boot in British, informal
1 to make a bad situation worse • He lost

his job and then his wifeput the boot in by
announcing she was leaving him.

2 to attack someoneby kicking them again
and again, usually when they are lying
on the ground • Four lads pushed him
down and thenput the boot in.

boots
die with your boots on X

to die while youare still actively involved
in your work. I never want to retire - I'd
rather die with my boots on.

hang up your boots
to permanently stop playing a sport
• After a disastrous season it is rumoured
that Gregory may hang up his boots once
and for all.



bootstraps

lick sb's boots informal X
to try too hard to please someone
important • I'm not prepared to lick
someone's boots toget apromotion.
boot-licking • Far toomuch boot-licking
goes on in this office.

bootstraps
haul/pull yourself up by your bootstraps

to improve your situation by your own
efforts without any help from other
people • My father pulled himself up by
his bootstraps to becomeone of the richest
men in the country.

bore K
bore the arse off sb British &Australian,

very informal
bore the ass off sb American, very

informal
to make someone very bored • These
wildlife programmes bore the arse off me.

bored
be bored to death/tears informal X
be bored stiff informal

to be very bored • The speeches went on
for an hour.1was bored to death.
bore sb to deathttears
bore sb stiff. That film boredme to tears.

born
born and bred

if you were born and bred in a place, you
were born and grew up in that place and
have the typical character of someone
who lives there. (often + in) She was
born and bred in Jamaica but now lives in
France.• He's a Londoner born and bred.

be born with a silver spoon in your
mouth
to be the son or daughter of a very rich
family • His complete lack of concern
about money is natural of someone who
was born with a silver spoon in their
mouth.

Ilhe/she wasn't born yesterday!
something that you say in order to tell
someone that a person is not stupid and
cannot be easily deceived. You'd better
think of a better excuse about the dent in
my car.1wasn't born yesterday,you know!
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• You can't expect your mother to believe
that - she wasn't born yesterday!

bosom
in the bosom of sb literary

if you are in the bosom of a group of
people, especially your family, you are
with people who love you and make you
feel safe· She was glad to be home again,
back in the bosom of herfamily.

bossy
a bossy boots British & Australian,

informal
an impolite way of describing someone
who always tells other people what to do
• Karen's such a bossy boots - ordering us
around all the time.

bottle
hit the bottle

to start drinking too much alcohol
regularly, usually in order to forget your
problems • He lost his job and hit the
bottle.
be on the bottle • She wasn't making
much sense when 1talked to her. 1think
she's on the bottle again.

bottom
sb's bottom drawer

the things a young woman collects to use
in her home after she is married • I've
given her some silver cutlery for her
bottom drawer.

sb's bottom line
the lowest amount of money that
someone is willing to give or receive in
payment for something. My bottom line
on this job is $5000-1 can't do it for less.

the bottom drops/falls out of the
market
if the bottom drops out of the market of a
product, people stop buying it • The
bottom fell out of the art market and
dealers were left with hundreds of
unsaleable paintings.

the bottom line

2 the total amount of money that a
business makes or loses. The bottom line



is what counts in most companies these
days.

at the bottom of the heap/pile
in a worse situation than anyone else in a
group of people • Those at the bottom of
the heap feel that society has failed them.
• The homeless are at the bottom of the
pile with little hope of improving their
situation.

be bumping along the bottom British
if an economic system is bumping along
the bottom, it is working very slowly
• With the economy bumping along the
bottom, it seems unlikely any newjobs will
be created.

bellie at the bottom of sth
to be the real reason for something
unpleasant. I don't know for certain why
she dislikes you, but I suspect jealousy is
at the bottom of it.

from the bottom of your heart
with sincere feeling • We would like to
thank you from the bottom of our hearts
for all your help.

knock the bottom out of sth informal
to harm something and make it weaker,
especially by taking away the thing it
needs in order to continue or be
successful • Ben losing his job has
knocked the bottom out of our plans to buy
a house.

bottomless
a bottomless pit X

someone or something that always needs
or wants more of whatever they are
given, especially money • It's a poor
country with a bottomless pit of debt.
• Seb'll eat any food that's left over.He's a
bottomlesspit!

bound
be bound and determined American

to have a strong wish to do something
and to not allow anything to stop you
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from doing it • (often + to do sth) She's
bound and determined to make her career
in medical research.

bounds
be out of bounds
1 if an area is out of bounds, you are not

allowedto gothere. All military sites are
totally out of bounds.

2 if an activity or object is out of bounds, it
is not approved of or not allowed > High
fatfoods are out of bounds on this diet.

know no boundsformal
if an emotion or quality knows no
bounds, it is not limited. Tom's loyalty to
the company knows no bounds.

bow
bow and scrape

to try too hard to please someone in a
position of authority • (often in
continuous tenses) It's embarrassing to
see staff bowing and scraping to the new
Prime Minister.

boy
a blue-eyed boy British &Australian
a fair-haired boy American &Australian

a man who is liked and admired by
someone in authority. He was very much
the blue-eyedboy in the office.

a mummy'slmother's boy British &
Australian

a mama's boy American
a boy or man who allows his mother to
have too much influence on him • Derek's
a bit of a mummy's boy.Hefinished with
his last girlfriend because his mother
disapproved .• He was often depicted as a
weak-willed mama's boy with a
domineering mother.

boys
Boyswill be boys.

something that you say which means it is
not surprising when boys or men behave
in a noisy, rude, or unpleasant way s He
goes drinking on a Friday night and
always ends up in a fight. Boys will be
boys.

the boys in blue British & Australian
the police. The boys in blue were round
again last night, asking questions.



brain

brain
a brain box British & Australian, informal

a very intelligent person. Comeon brain
box, what's the answer?

a brain drain
the movement of people with education
and skills from their own country to
another country where they are paid
more for their work • There is a brain
drain of British mathematicians to the
UnitedStates.

a brain trust American &Australian
a group of people with special knowledge
or skills who give advice to someone in a
position of authority • He joined the
President's brain trust for the election
campaign.

be brain dead humorous
if someone is brain dead, their mind is
not working effectively, usually because
they are very tired or very bored. By the
time I leave work I'm completely brain
dead. .

be out of your brain British, very
informal
to be very drunk • By the time I arrived at
theparty he was out of his brain.

get your brain in gear informal
to make yourself start thinking clearly
and effectively. I've got toget my brain in
gearfor the meeting this afternoon.

have sth on the brain informal
to not be able to stop thinking or talking
about one particular thing. You've got
cars on the brain. Can't we talk about
something elsefor a change?

rack your brainlbrains
to think very hard, usually in order to
remember something or to fmd a
solution to a problem. I've been racking
my brains but I still can't remember who
wrote that play.

brains
be the brains behind sth

to be the person who plans and organizes
something, especially something
successful • He was the brains behind
many of the best movies ever made.
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beat your brains out
to spend a lot of time worrying about a
problem and thinking about how to deal
with it • (often + doing sth) I've been
beating my brains out trying to think of a
way of getting the money to her in time.

blow sb's brains out
to kill someone by shooting them in the
head • After two unsuccessful suicide
attempts, shefinally blew her brains out.

pick sb's brains
to ask for information or advice from
someone who knows more about a
subject than you do • I'd love topick your
brains about computers - you seem to be
the expert around here.

brakes
put the brakes on

to stop an activity. The government has
put the brakes on any further spending.

brass
brass monkey weather British, very

informal
extremely cold weather • It's brass
monkey uieather today, isn't it!
be cold enough to freeze the balls off
a brass monkey British, very informal
• We were in Moscow, and it was cold
enough to freeze the balls off a brass
monkey.

the brass ring American
success or a reward that you try to
achieve, often by competing against
other people. Our aim is to have the best
team in the league - the brass ring is there
guys, go and get it.

get down to brass tacks
to start talking about the most important
or basic facts of a situation I!!::J Brass
tacks is Cockney rhyming slang (= an
informal kind of language said to be used
in parts of London) for facts .• Let's get
down to brass tacks. Who's paying for all
of this?

have the brass (neck) to do sth British,
informal

have the brass (balls) to do sth American
& Australian, very informal
to have the confidence to do something
that is rude or shows a lack of respect,



without caring whether people approve
• How does she have the brass to ask for a
day off during our busiest period? • He
had the brass balls to announce his
engagement to Sally in front of his ex-
wife.

brave
put a brave facelfront on sth

to behave in a way that makes people
think you are happy when you are not
• They've had some bad luck, but they've
put a braueface on their problems .• She's
very ill but she's putting a brave front
on it. (= making people believe her
illness doesnot worry her)
put on a brave face/front· He doesn't
seem upset about losing. Doyou think he's
just putting on a braueface?

brawn
be all brawn and no brains

to be physically strong but not very
intelligent. I agree he's got a good body,
but he's all brawn and no brains.

breach
step into the breach formal

to do someone's work when they are
SUddenlynot able to do it • Professor
Collier stepped into the breach when the
guest lecturerfailed to turn up.

bread
sb's bread and butter informal

a job or activity that provides you with
the money you need to live. Teaching at
the local college is his bread and butter.
bread and butter a bread and butter
subject or problem is about things that
people need in order to live. such as
money and jobs • Unemployment and
taxes are the bread and butter issues of
this campaign.

bread and circuses
activities that are intended to keep
people happy so that they do not
complain about problems • Tax cuts are
just bread and circuses designed to
distract attention from the underlying
economiccrisis.
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breadline
bellive on the breadline British &

Australian
to be very poor /!::; In America,
breadlines were very poor people
standing in a line waiting for free food
provided by the government. • Most
families of the unemployed are on the
breadline. • How many elderly people in
Britain are living on the breadline?
bellive below the breadline • Thereare
immigrant families living below the
breadline in some areas.

break
give sba break informal X

to stop criticizing or behaving in an
unpleasant way to someone. Give her a
break - she's only a child and she didn't
mean any harm.

Give me/us a break! American &
Australian, informal
something that you say when you do not
believe what someone has just said
• 'You're going to run a marathon? Give
mea break!'

breakfast
eat sbfor breakfast )<

to speak angrily to someone, or to
criticize someone· My boss would eat me
for breakfast if I asked for more money.

breast
beat your breast

to publicly pretend that you feel sad or
guilty • Managers are beating their
breasts about the loss of 50jobs, but staff
suspect more redundancies are on the way.
breast-beating • No amount of breast-
beating will bring back those who died in
the crash.

breath
a breath of fresh air X

someone or something that is new and
different and makes everything seem
more exciting. Angela's like a breath of
fresh air when she comes tostay.• After all
the criticism, his positive comments came
as a breath of fresh air.



brick

catchyour breath
1 to stop breathing for a moment because

something surprises or frightens you. I
caught my breath when I saw the scar on
her face.

2 to rest for a moment after doing physical
exercise and wait until you can breath
regularly again s She stopped to catch her
breath at the top of the hill. _

Don't hold your breath. ><:.
something that you say in order to tell
someone that an event is not likely to
happen. She said she'd phone but don't
hold your breath.

take your breath away X
if something takes your breath away,you
feelsurprise and admiration because it is
very beautiful, good, or exciting • The
beauty of the Taj Mahal took my breath
away.

under your breath
if you say something under your breath,
you say it very quietly so that people
cannot hear the exact words • 'I don't
believe you.' she muttered under her
breath.

waste your breath
to tell or ask someone something
although this will have no effect. (often
negative) Don't waste your breath. I've
already asked her to help and she said no.
• You'd be wasting your breath reporting
it to the police - they never lookfor stolen
bikes.
a waste of breath • I could try and
persuade her to stay, but it wouldprobably
bea waste of breath.

brick
be/come up against a brick wall

to not be able to continue an activity or do
something you want to do • I've tried
everywhere I can think of for funding but
I've come up against a brick wall. • My
brother wants to leave home but he can't
find ajob. He's up against a brick wall.

shit a brick taboo .>(
to be very frightened or worried • My
niece took me on the rollercoaster and I
nearly shit a brick.
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bricks
You can't make brickswithout straw.

something that you say which means you
cannot do something correctly without
the necessary materials • I need an
electric drill to put these shelves up. You
can't make bricks without straw.

bridge

bridges /
build bridges X

to improve relationships between people
who are very different or do not like each
other » (often + between) A local charity
is working to build bridges between
different ethnic groups in the area.

bright
bright and early

very early in the morning. You're up
bright and early.

a bright spark British &Australian
an intelligent person tb This phrase is
often used humorously to mean the
opposite. • Some bright spark was
clearing up and threw my invitation away.

a bright spot
a pleasant or successful event or period
of time when most other things are
unpleasant or not successful • (often +
in) The only bright spot in Liverpool's
disastrous performance was a stunning
goal in the secondhalf.

the bright lights
exciting and attractive people and places
in big cities • I went in search of the
bright lights, but all I found was poverty
and loneliness.

be as bright asa button British &
Australian
to be intelligent and able to think quickly
• She was bright as a button - always
asking questions and quick to help.



be bright and breezy
to be happy and confident • I get a bit
depressed at times, whereas Gill's always
bright and breezy.

look on the bright side X
to try to see something good in a bad
situation • Look on the bright side. The
accident insurance might pay for a new
car.

bright-eyed
be bright-eyed and bushy-tailed

humorous
to be full of energy and eager to dothings
• She was bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
the next morning, despite having been up
half the night.

bring
bring out the best in sb

to make someone show or use the good
qualities they have. Stressful situations
don't usually bring out the best inpeople.
OPPOSITE bring out the worst in sb • I
can't stop criticizing her - she just brings
out the worst in me.

brink

on the brink of sth
if someone or something is on the brink
of a situation, that situation is likely to
happen soon> The country is on the brink
of civil war. • We are teetering on the
brink of bankruptcy .• She is on the brink
of international stardom.

broad
broad (brush) strokes

if you describe a situation with broad
strokes, you describe it in a very general
way without giving any details • The
novel's historical background is filled in
with broad brush strokes.• In afeto broad
strokes he summed up his beliefs.

a broad churchBritish
an organization that includes many
different types of people with different
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opinions. The Congress remains a broad
church with members from a diversity of
backgrounds.

be broad in the beam old-fashioned
to have a large bottom. Tess has always
been rather broad in the beam, despite all
those diets.

in broad daylight
if a crime is committed in broad
daylight, it happens during the day when
it could easily have been seen and
prevented • The man was shot at close
range in broad daylight in front of his
house.

broke
go for broke informal X

to risk everything in order to achieve the
result you want • She decided to go for
broke and pursue her acting career full-
time. "

If it ain't broke, don't fix it. )<',
something that you say which means if a
system or method works well there is no
reason to change it • We're happy with
our exam system in Scotland, and as they
say, if it ain't broke, don'tfix it.

Bronx
a Bronx cheer American, informal

a rude sound you make by holding your
tongue between your lips and blowing
• Cindy turned around and blew a Bronx
cheerat the kids who'd been teasing her.

brown
be as brown as a berry British &

Australian
if someone is as brown as a berry their
skin has becomemuch darker because of
the effects of the sun. She's as brown as
a berry after a month in Greece.

brown-bagging
brown-bagging American, informal

taking your ownfood,usually in a brown
paper bag, to eat in the middle of the day
when you are not at home· We'vestopped
brown-bagging - it's toocold now to eat in
thepark.
brown-bag • (always before noun) We
had our meeting over a brown-bag lunch.



brownie

brownie
earn/get brownie points informal

to get praise or approval for something
you have done> I thought I might get some
brownie points by helping to organize the
party.

brown-nose X
brown-nose informal

to try too hard to please someone,
especially someone in' a position of
authority, in a way that other people find
unpleasant • The rest of the class were
sick of watching him brown-nose.

brows
knit your brows literary

to move your eyebrows (= the hair above
your eyes) closer together when you are
worried or thinking carefully • Sasha
knitted her brows as she listened to the
storm forecast.

brunt
bear/take the brunt of sth X

to receive the worst part of something
unpleasant or harmful, such as an attack
• The oldest parts of the town bore the
brunt of the missile attacks.

bubble
the bubble bursts

a very happy or successful period of time
suddenly ends. (usually in past tenses)
The economy was booming, then the
bubble burst with the stockmarket crash of
October1987.
burst the bubble • Their first argument
burst the bubble.

buck
buck naked American & Australian,

informal
completely naked • I got a shock when I
saw her sitting buck naked, drink in
hand, watching TV.

The buck stops here.
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you will take responsibility
for a situation or problem> Wecarry out
all the safety tests in this department, so
the buck stops here.
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The buck stops with sb. • The police
authorized the raid and they must accept
that the buck stops with them.

make a fast/quick buck American &
Australian, informal /<
to earn money quickly and often in a way
that is not honest Ib A buck is an
informal word for a dollar (= a unit of
money in America) .• Times are hard -
you have to make a fast buck wherever
and however you can.

pass the buck k
to blame someone or to make them
responsible for a problem that you should
deal with yourself Ib In the card game
poker, the buck is an object passed to the
person who wins in order to remind them
that they must be the first person to give
money for the prize in the next game.
• (sometimes + to) Parents often try to
pass the buck to teachers when children
misbehave in school.• Bus companies are
just passing the buck by saying their
drivers are responsiblefor delays.

bucket
kick the bucket informal »:

to die • Didn't you hear? He kicked the
bucket. Had a heart attack, I think.

buckets
sweat buckets informal

to sweat (= lose water through your skin)
a lot • I was sweating buckets under my
plastic rain jacket.

bucks
a bucks party Australian

a party for a man who is going to get
married to which only his male friends
are invited. I got a bit drunk at Pete's
bucks party and disgraced myself.

bud
nip sth in the bud

to prevent a small problem from getting
worse by stopping it soon after it starts
• The strike was nipped in the bud by some
clever negotiation.

buff
in the buff old-fashioned

naked· He came out of the bedroom in the
buff.



buffers
hit the buffers British

if a plan or activity hits the buffers, it
fails to develop or is stopped (b The
buffers are twopiecesof metal at the end
of a railway line that a train will hit if it
does not stop.• The talks hit the buffers
after only 4 hours.

built
be built like a brick shithouse British &

Australian, very informal
if someoneis built like a brick shithouse,
they are very strong and very big • I
wasn't going to argue with him - he was
built like a brick shithouse.

be built like a tank
if a person or a vehicle is built like a
tank, they are very strong and very big
• These cars are built like tanks .• I should
imagine he's pretty strong - he's built like
a tank. •

be built on sand X
if something is built on sand, it is not
firmly established and is likely to fail
• They seem quite happy now but I have a
feeling that this marriage is built on sand.

bull
be like a bull in a china shop

to oftendrop or break things becauseyou
moveawkwardlyor roughly. Rob's like a
bull in a china shop - don't let him near
thoseplants .• She's like a bull in a china
shop when it comes to dealing with
people's feelings. (= behaves in a way that
offendspeople)

like a bull at a gate
if you do something like a bull at a gate,
youdo it very quickly. Al wants tofinish
the shelves today so he's going at them
like a bull at a gate.

take the bull by the horns
to dosomething difficult in a determined
and confIdent way. Why don't you take
the bull by the horns and tell him to leave?

bullet
bite the bullet X

to make yourself do something or accept
something diffIcult or unpleasant
(b When army doctors performed
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painful operations without drugs, they
gave patients a bullet to put between
their teeth. • They decided to bite the
bullet and pay the extra for the house they
really wanted .• Car drivers are biting the
bullet after another rise inpetrol prices.

bullets
sweat bullets American, informal

to be very worried or frightened. He was
sweating bullets by the time thepolice had
finished questioning him.

bull-headed
bull-headed

someone who is bull-headed is
determined to do exactly what they want
to do, and does not think about what
other peoplewant. He's completely bull-
headed. I asked him not to throw out that
old table, but he did it anyway.

bully
Bully for you! informal

something that you say when you do not
think what someone has done deserves
praise or admiration, although they
think it does. 'I cleaned the whole house
yesterday. ' 'Bully for you!'

a bully pulpit American
an important job or position that
someone can use to persuade other
people to accept their ideas • The
presidency is a wonderful bully pulpit to
convince the country of the need for a
balanced budget.

bum
a bum rap American, informal

blame or punishment that is not fair
• Teachers are getting a bum rap from
people who say they don't work hard
enough. • She was sent up to the
penitentiary on a bum rap.

a bum steer American &Australian,
informal
information that is not correct or not
helpful • The bus driver gave us a bum
steer and weended up mitestrom where we
wanted to go. • Her suggestion to eat at
that little Italian restaurant was a bum
steer.(= a bad suggestion)



bump

the bum's rush American, informal
the action of getting rid of someonewho
is not wanted • The photographer was
given the bum's rush by two policemen
guarding the office. • Why do I feel I'm
getting the bum's rush? Where are you off
to?

bump
like a bump on a log American, informal

if someonesits or stands somewherelike
a bump on a log, they do not react in a
useful or helpful way to the activities
happening around them. Don't just sit
there like a bump on a log, come and help
us!

bumper
bumper to bumper

vehicles that are bumper to bumper are
in a line one after another and are
moving very slowly or stopped • Cars
were lined up bumper to bumper along the
whole length of the road.
bumper-to-bumper • (always before
noun) We were caught in bumper-to-
bumper trafficfor over an hour.

bun
have a bun in the oven British &

Australian, humorous
to be pregnant. I hear Wendy'sgot a bun
in the oven.

bundle
a bundle of joy informal

a baby • Three days after the birth,
Sandra took home her little bundle of joy.

not be a bundle of laughs informal
to not be entertaining or enjoyable
• She's not a bundle of laughs, your
cousin. • The funeral wasn't exactly a
bundle of laughs.

not go a bundle on sth British, informal
to not like something. I don't goa bundle
onAnne's new haircut.

bunnies
fuck like bunnies American, taboo

if people fuck like bunnies they produce
too many babies very quickly e Ten kids!
Thosepeoplefuck like bunnies.
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burn
burn your boats British & Australian
burn your bridges British, American &

Australian
to dosomething that makes it impossible
for you to change your plans and goback
to the situation you were in before. She
didn't want to burn her boats by asking
for a divorce, so she suggested a trial
separation instead.• I'd already burned
my bridges with my previous employer by
publicly criticizing their products.

burning
have sth burning a hole in your pocket

humorous
if someonehas money burning a hole in
their pocket, they want to spend it as
soon as possible. I had a fifty dollar bill
that was burning a hole in my pocket, so I
figured I'd go out and have a really good
time.

bush
bush league American, informal

not done to the usual or accepted
standards. His article was a bush league
stunt to discredit the company, and he has
apologized.

the bush telegraph British & Australian
the way in which people quickly pass
important information to other people,
especially by talking • News of the
redundancies spread immediately on the
bush telegraph.

beat about/around the bush X
to avoid talking about a difficult or
embarrassing subject because you are
worried about upsetting the person
you are talking to • (usually negative)
Don't beat around the bush. Just tell
me wheremy brother is.• There is nopoint
in beating about the bush. I'm leaving
you.

bushes
beat the bushesAmerican

to try very hard to get or achieve
something. She's not out there beating
the bushes for a job - she's just as happy
not working.



business
business is business

something that you say which means the
purpose of business is to make a profit,
and that other things, such as personal
feelings, must not be allowed to prevent
this • Business is business, and if your
friend can't produce the work on time, I'll
have to find someone else.

the business end informal
the business end of a weapon or tool is
the end which does the damage or work
• She screamed when she found herself
facing the business end of his gun.

not in the business of doing sth
if you are not in the business of doing
something, you do not do it, usually
because you think it is wrong. I'm not in
the business of causing trouble.

mix business with pleasure
to combine work with social activities or
enjoyment s (usually negative) Let's keep
this relationship strictly professional. I
prefer not to mix business with pieasure.

business as usual X
a situation that has returned to its usual
state again after an unpleasant or
surprising event • It was business as
usual at the school yesterday only a month
after the fire.

be in business informal X
to be able to start doing something
because you have everything you need to
do it • As soon as I find my map and my
keys we're in business.

do the business British &Australian,
informal

1 to achieve what is wanted or needed in a
situation- As long as he does the business
on thefootballfield, the club is happy with
him.

2 to have sex » Sohe went home with her. Do
you think they did the business?

mean business
to be serious about achieving something,
even if other people disagree with you
• The changes the new government has
made show they mean business.
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busman
a busman's holiday

time away from work that is spent doing
something that is similar to your usual
job. Going to the beach is too much of a
busman's holiday for him - he's a
lifeguard!

bust
bust your ass/balls American, very

informal
bust your arse Australian, very informal

to use a lot of effort to do something « I
busted my balls getting him that ticket,
and now he's changed his mind! • He bust
his arsefor ten years in that job and got no
thanks for it.

busy
be as busy as a bee old-fashioned
be a busy bee old-fashioned

to be very busy or very active· She's as
busy as a bee, always going to meetings
and organizing parties.

butt
sb's butt is on the line American & X

Australian, very informal
if someone's butt is on the line, they are
in a situation where they will be blamed
if things go wrong. It's my butt on the
line if we don't make this delivery today,
so get moving guys.

kick (sb's) butt American & Australian, )(
very informal
to punish someone or to defeat someone
with a lot of force • The officer told his
men to move in on the protestors and kick
butt - show them who's boss! • We went out
with the gang to kick some butt.

butter
butter wouldn't melt in sb's mouth

if butter wouldn't melt in someone's
mouth, they look as if they would never
do anything wrong although you think
they would. She looks as though butter
uiouldn't melt in her mouth but I've seen
her fighting with the younger kids.

butterflies
have butterflies (in your stomach)

to feel very nervous, usually about



button

something you are going to do • She had
butterflies in her stomach as she walked
out onto the stage.

button
Button it! informal

an impolite way of telling someone that
you want them to stop talking. Button it,
OK!I'm trying to think.

on the button mainly American, informal
if something happens at a particular
time or is a particular amount on the
button, it happens at exactly that time or
is exactly that amount • We always sit
down to eat at 6.00on the button.

(right) on the button mainly American,
informal X
if a remark is on the button, it is exactly
right • Your remarks about Tim were
right on the button. He's arrogant, rude
and selfish.

buzz
abuzzword X

a word or phrase that people in a
particular group start to use a lot
because they think it is important
• Minimalism is the latest buzz word in
modern architecture.
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'./
give sb a buzz /\,.
1 informal to telephone someone· Give me

a buzz when you get home.
2 if something gives you a buzz, it makes

you feel excited • Watching live bands
really gives me a buzz.
get a buzz from sth/doing sth informal
• I get a real buzz from seeing my name in
print.

bygones
Let bygones be bygones. slightly formal

something that you say in order to tell
someone to forget about unpleasant
things that have happened in the past
• Why can't you put all that bad feeling
behind you and let bygones bebygones?

by-your-Ieave
without so much as a by-your-Ieave old-

fashioned
if you say that someone does something
without so much as a by-your-leave, you
mean you are angry because they did not
ask your permission to do it • That's
twice now he's just marched in here
without so much as a by-your-leaue and
picked a book off my shelf!



caboodle
the whole (kit and) caboodle informal

the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it • I
like everything about Christmas - the
presents, the food, the carois - the whole
caboodle.

cack-handed
cack-handed
1 British & Australian, informal lacking

skill with your hands. Rob made a cack-
handed attempt tofix the door and now it
won't closeat all.• She doesn't strike me as
thepractical sort - she's a bit cack-handed.

2 British & Australian, informal lacking
skill in the way that you deal with people
• What struck me was the cack-handed
way that hedealt with the whole situation.

cage . /"
rattle sb's cage )<

to make someoneangry onpurpose, often
in order to make them seem silly • She
tried to rattle his cage with questions
about his failed army career.

cahoots
be in cahoots

to be secretly planning something
together, especially something dishonest
• (usually + with) There are theories that
someone in thegovernment was in cahoots
with the assassin.

Cain
raise Cain oldjashioned

to complainangrily about something and
to cause a lot of trouble for the people
who are responsible for it • They know
that the children's parents will raise Cain
if they're excludedfrom. classes.
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cake
have your cake and eat it (too) )<

to have or do two good things that it is
usually impossible to have or do at the
same time. He wants to have his cake and
eat it. He wants the security of marriage
and the excitement of affairs .• You can't
have your cake and eat it. If you want
better local services,you have topay more
tax.

the icing on the cake British, American &
Australian X

the frosting on the cake American
something which makes a goodsituation
even better. I was just content to see my
daughter in such a stable relationship but
a grandchild, that was really the icing on
the cake.

call
call the shotsttune X

to be the person who makes all the
important decisions and who has the
most power in a situation. She was used
tocalling the shots, to being in charge.

a call girl
a woman who has sex with men for
money,especially one who arranges her
meetings by telephone • His ex-wife
claimed that call girls had visited his
apartment each week.

answer the call of nature humorous X
to urinate (= pass liquid from the body)
• I had to go into the woods to answer the
call of nature.

calling
a calling card
1 something that showsa person or animal

has been in a place • The beetles leave
behind their calling cards: little white
balls on the outside of the trees.

2 mainly American a quality or
achievement that gives someone an
advantage. This performance acted as the
calling card that landed Taylor her first
majorfilm role.

calm ,
the calm before the storm X

a peaceful and quiet period before a
period of activity or trouble> Thefamily



camp

are arriving this afternoon so I'm just
sitting down with a cup of coffee,enjoying
the calm beforethe storm.

camp
a camp follower X

someone who strongly supports a person
or group although they are not a member
of an official organization • The
campaign for real ale had gathered quite a
number of campfollowers.

can

be in the can
if a film is in the can, it has been
completed and is now ready to be shown
• Westarted filming in April so the final
sequence should be in the can at the end of
the month.

carry the canBritish &Australian
to take the blame or responsibility for
something that is wrong or has not
succeeded. (often + for) She suspected
that she'd be left to carry the can for her
boss's mistakes.

candle
burn the candle at both ends

to get little sleep or rest because you are
busy until late every night and you get up
early every morning • (usually in
continuous tenses) She'd been burning
the candle at both ends studying for her
exams and made herself ill.

can't hold a candle to sb/sth
if someone or something cannot hold a
candle to someone or something else,
they are not as good as that other person
or thing. Thesepop bands that you hear
nowadays can't hold a candle to the
groups we used to listen to in the sixties.
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can-do
can-do

willing to try different ways to solve
problems and confident that you will
succeed s (always before noun) Her can-
do attitude is the reason we chose her for
the job.

candy
eye/mind candy American X

something that is intended to be pleasant
to look at but has no real meaning. A lot
of these books are little more than eye
candy: cute photos with one-line captions
and that's about all.

cannon
cannon fodder X

soldiers who are not believed to be
important and who are sent to fight in the
most dangerous places where they are
likely to die • Inexperienced troops were
used as cannon fodder:

canoe
paddle your own canoe informal

to be independent and not need help from
anyone else • We hoped that after he left
collegehe'd paddle his own canoe.

cap
to cap it all

if you have been describing bad things
which happened and then say that to cap
it all something else happened, you mean
that the final thing was even worse. He
spilled red wine on the carpet, insulted my
mother, and, to cap it all, he broke my
favourite vase.

capital
with a capital [AIB/Cetc.]
1 something that you say in order to

emphasize a particular quality. You're
trouble with a capital 1;you are!

2 if you talk about a subject with a capital
A/B/C etc., you mean the most formal
and often limited understanding of that
subject s The Academy has been criticized
for being too traditional and only
supporting Art with a capital A.



carbon
a carbon copy

someone or something that is extremely
similar to someone or something else
• (usually + of) He's a carbon copy of his
father.

card
be one cardJseveral cards short of a full

deck humorous
if someone is one card short of a full
deck, they are stupid or crazy • Do you
think your cousin might be one card short
of afull deck?

have a card up your sleeve X
to have an advantage that other people do
not know about. I still had a card up my
sleeve in the form of a letter from his
father.

cardboard
cardboard city X

an area of a large city where many people
without a home sleep outside
tb Cardboard is a type of thick, stiff
paper used to make the type of boxes that
people living outside sometimes sleep in
to keep warm .• Young people come to the
capital full of hope and end up in
cardboard city.

cards
the cards are stacked against sb

if the cards are stacked against someone,
they are not at all likely to succeed in a
particular situation because they have a
lot of problems • He fought a brilliant
campaign, but the cards were stacked
against him from the start.

(if you) play your cards right informal X
something that you say to someone
which means that if they behave in the
right way, they might succeed at
something • Play your cards right and
you could bemanaging this place in ayear
or so.
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have/hold all the cards X
to be in a strong position when you are
competing with someone else, because
you have all the advantages. There isn't
much hope of him getting custody of the
children - asfar as the law goes, she holds
all the cards.

Cards is used in the following phrases
connected with telling or not telling
people your thoughts or plans.

keep/play your cards close to your chest
to not tell anyone what you plan to do • I
never know what Martin's next move will
be.Heplays his cards closeto his chest.

lay/put your cards on the table ><
to tell someone honestly what you think
or what you plan to do • I' II put my cards
on the table: I don't like the way you've
been behaving .• She thought it was time
toput her cards on the table and tell him
that she had no intention of marrying
him.

care
not have a care in the world

to be completely happy and not have any
worries • I was sixteen years old and
didn't have a care in the world.• He was
walking along the street whistling,
looking as if he didn't have a care in
the world.
without a care in the world. This time
last week I was lying on a sunny beach
without a care in the world.

carried
be carried out feet first )<

if someone will not leave a place until
they are carried out feet first, they will
not leave until they are dead • James
would never leave his home to go to a
retirement village - he'd becarried outfeet
first!

carrot-and-stick "j/
carrot-and-stick .F\

if you use a carrot-and-stick method to
make someone do something, you both



carrot-top

offer rewards and threaten punishments
• (always before noun) I've had to take the
carrot-and-stick approach to
disciplining my kids. The harder they
work, the moremoney they get.

carrot-top
a carrot-top informal

a person with hair that is an orange
colour. Joe's blond and Rosie's a carrot-
top.

cart
put the cart before the horse X

to do things in the wrong order. Deciding
what to wear before you've even been
invited to the party is rather putting the
cart beforethe horse, isn't it?

carte blanche X
give sb carte blanche slightly formal

to let someone do whatever they want in
a particular situation s (usually + to do
sth) She gave her interior decorator carte
blanche to do up her apartment.
getlhave carte blanche slightly formal
• He had carte blanche when it came to
choosing which actors he wanted to work
with.

case
a case in point X

an example which shows that what you
are saying is true or helps to explain why
you are saying it Lack of
communication causes relationships to
fail. Your parents' marriage is a case in
point.

get on sb's case informal X
to criticize someone in an annoying way
for something that they have done. I just
don't want him getting on my case for
being latefor work.
be on sb's case informal • Some
feminists decided that my remarks were
sexist and they've been on my case ever
since.
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OPPOSITE get off sb's case informal. I told
him very straightforwardly that the
problem had already been dealt with and
he was to get off my case. (= stop
criticizing me)

I rest my case.
something that you say when someone
says or does something that proves the
truth of something you have just said
• 'It's time Nigel left home, or he'll never
learn to be independent.' 'Hedoesn't even
know how to boil an egg.' 'I rest my case.'

make (out) a case for sth/doingsth
to give good reasons why something
should be done· You've certainly made
out a casefor us buying a dishwasher.

cash
cash on the barrelhead American

money that is paid immediately when
something is bought. She's asking $6000
for the car - cash on the barrelhead.

a cash cow X
a business or a part of a business that
always makes a lot of profit. The British
newspapers are the group's biggest cash
cow,earning nearly 40%of group profits.

hard cash British, American &Australian
cold cash American & Australian

money in the form of coins or notes
(= paper money) • Wegave him half the
money in hard cash and wrotea chequefor
the rest.

casting
the casting couch humorous

a situation in which an actor, usually a
woman actor, agrees to have sex with
someone in order to get a part in a film or
play. Thankfully, the casting couch is no
longer the only route to success for
aspiring young actresses.

cast-iron
cast-iron

a cast-iron promise or arrangement is
one that can be trusted completely
• (always before noun) No new business
comes with a cast-iron guarantee of
success.



castles
castles in the air X

plans or hopes that have very little
chance of happening' She tells me she's
planned out her whole career,but asfar as
I can see it's all just castles in the air.
• Beforeyou start building castles in the
air, just think how much all this is likely
to cost.

cat
be like a cat on a hot tin roof

to be nervous and unable to keep still
• What's the matter with her? She's like a
cat on a hot tin roof this morning.

be the cat's whiskers British &
Australian
to be better than everyoneelse. I thought
I was the eat's whiskers in my new dress.

fight like cat and dog British &
Australian

fight like cats and dogs British &
American
to argue violently all the time' Weget on
very well as adults but as kids uie fought
like cat and dog.

Has the cat got your tongue?
something that you say to someonewhen
you are annoyed because they will not
speak. Well, has the cat got your tongue?
I'm uxuting for an explanation.

not have a cat in hell's chance British
to have no chance at all of achieving
something' (usually + of + doing sth)
Thay haven't a cat in hell's chance of
getting over the mountain in weather like
this.

let the cat out of the bag X
to tell people secret information, often
without intending to • I was trying to
keep the party a secret,.but Jim went and
let the cat out of the bag.

like the cat that got the cream British &
Australian

like the cat that ate the canary American
if someone looks like the cat that got the
cream, they annoy other people by
looking very pleased with themselves
because of something good that they
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havedone. Of courseMark got a glowing
report so he was sitting theregrinning like
the cat that got the cream.

look like something the cat
brough~draggedininformal
if someone looks like something the cat
brought in, they are very untidy and
dirty' You can't possibly go to school like
that - you look like something the cat
dragged in!

Look what the eat's dragged in!
informal
an insulting wayof saying that someone
has just arrived, suggesting that they are
ugly and badly dressed. Well, look what
the eat's dragged in. Did you make that
dress or borrow it from your mother?

play cat and mouse
to try to defeatsomeoneby tricking them
into making a mistake so that you have
an advantage over them. (often + with)
The 32-year-old actress spent a large
proportion of the week playing cat and
mouse with thepress.
a cat and mouse game' It's just the
latest manoeuvre in the eternal cat and
mouse game between the police and drug
runners.

p~set the cat among the pigeons
British &Australian
to do or say something that causes
trouble and makes a lot of people angry
or worried • Tell them all they've got to
work on Saturday. That should set the cat
among thepigeons.

WhenlWhile the cat's away (the mice
will play).
something that you say which means
when the person in authority is absent,
people will not do what they should do
• Do you think it's wise to leave the
children alone for so long? You know,
while the eat's away...

catbird
be (sitting) in the catbird seat American,

old-fashioned
to be in a position of power and
importance' He'll besitting in thecatbird
seat when the boss retires.
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catch
catch 22
a catch 22 situation

a situation where one thing must happen
in order to cause another thing to
happen, but because the first thing does
not happen the second thing cannot
happen tb Catch 22 is the title of a book
by Joseph Heller about the experiences of
an American pilot. • If you don't have a
place to stay, you can't get a job and with
no job, you can't get an apartment. It's a
catch 22 situation.

you'll catch it British, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone they will be punished for
something bad they have done' You'll
catch it if dad seesyou smoking.

catch-as-catch-can
catch-as-catch-can American

achieved any way that is possible and not
in a planned way • We were working
round the clock tofinish theproject sofood
and sleep werecatch-as-catch-can.

catty-corner
catty-corner American
catty-cornered American

in a direction from one corner of a
square to the opposite, far corner' (often
+ to) Catty-corner to the theatre, there's a
drugstore.

caught
be caught in the crossfire \/ ...

to be badly affected by a situation where
two people or groups are arguing with
each other • (often + at) Unhappy
children are often caught in the crossfireof
arguing parents .• (often + between) She
became caught in the crossfire between
two bosses with different ideas about what
herjob involved.

be caught napping
to not be ready to deal with something at
the time when it happens • Arsenal's
defence was caught napping as Andrews
chipped in agoal from. the right.

be caught short
1 British & Australian, informal to have a

sudden urgent need to go to the toilet
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• You should go to the toilet before you
leave. Youdon't want to becaught short on
thejourney.

2 American & Australian, informal to
suddenly find you are not prepared for a
situation, especially to be without money
when you need it • I'm caught short. Can
you you lend me some money so I can pay
for my lunch?

be caught with your pants/trousers
down X

1 to be suddenly discovered doing
something that you did not want other
people to know about, especially having
sex • Apparently he was caught with his
pants down. His wife came home to find
him in bed with the neighbour.

2 to be asked to do or say something that
you are not prepared for • He asked me
where I'd been the previous evening and I
was caught with my trausers down.

cause celebre X
a cause celebre

a famous event or legal case which people
discuss a lot because it is so interesting
or shocking • The relationship between
Edward Prince of Wales and Wallis
Simpson became an international cause
celebrein the 1930s.

caution
throw caution to the wind(s)

to take a risk • You could always throw
caution to the wind and have another
glass of wine.

centre
be/take centre stage British
be/take center stage American

to be the most important thing or person
at an event or in a situation, or to be the
thing or person that people notice most
• A new range of electric cars will be
centrestage at next month's exhibition.

certain
sb of a certain age humorous

used to avoid saying that a person,
usually a woman, is no longer young but
is not yet old • It's a clothes boutique
which caters tor women of a certain age.



c'est la vie
C'est la vie. X

something that you say when something
happens that you do not like but which
you have to accept because you cannot
change it • I've got so much work that I
can't go away this weekend. Oh well, c'est
la vie.

chain
pulllyank sb's chain American &

Australian, informal
to say or do something that upsets
another person, especially because you
enjoy upsetting them • Boy, she really
knows how to pull your chain!

chalk
be (like) chalk and cheese British &

Australian
be as different as chalk and cheese

British & Australian
if two people are like chalk and cheese,
they are completely different from each
other > I don't have anything in common
with my brother. We're like chalk and
cheese.

chalkface
at the chalkface

a teacher who is at the chalkface is
teaching students, and is not working in
any other kind of job connected with
education· The media give a picture of
falling standards in schools, but there is
optimism at the chalkface,

chance
Chance would be a fine thing! British,

informal
something that you saywhich means that
you would very much like something to
happen but there is no possibility that it
will • He said I could do it in my spare
time. Spare time? Chance would be a fine
thing!
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change
a change of heart

if someone has a change of heart, they
change their opinion or the waythey feel
about something s The revised legislation
follows a change of heart by the
government. • She was going to sell the
house but had a change of heart at the
last minute.

the change of life
the time in a woman's life when she is no
longer youngand stops having a monthly
flowof blood s For the last ten years she's
been blaming all her health problems on
the change of life.

get no change out of sb British &
Australian, informal
if you say that someone will get no
change out of another person, you mean
that person will not help them • You'll get
no change out of Chris. He'll just say it's
not his problem.

changes
ring the changes British & Australian

to make something more interesting by
changing it in some way • Bored with
your old look? Ring the changes with our
new-look hairstyles and make-up!

chapter
be a chapter of accidents British &

Australian,formal
to be a series of unpleasant events. The
whole trip was a chapter of accidents.

give/quote (sb) chapter and verse
to give exact information about
something, especially something in a
book • The strength of the book is that
when it makes accusations it gives chapter
and verse, often backed up by
photographic evidence .• I can't quote you
chapter and verse, but I'm pretty sure it's a
ttnetromMacbetti'.

charity
Charity begins at home.

something that you say which means you
should try to help your family and



charley

friends before you help other people
• You ought to stay in and look after your
father. Charity begins at home.

charley
a charley horse American, informal

a sudden, painful tightening of a muscle
in your arm or leg • She got a charley
horse in her leg and had to stop dancing.

charm
work like a charm

if a plan or method workslike a charm, it
has exactly the effect that you want it to
• I tried that stain removeryou gave me on
my tablecloth and it worked.like a charm.

charmed
have/lead/live a charmed life

to always be lucky and safe from danger
• After her miraculous escapefrom thefire
we've decided she leads a charmed life.

chase
cut to the chase informal

to talk about or deal with the important
parts of a subject and not waste time
with things that are not important • I
didn't have long to talk to him so I cut to
the chase and asked whether he was still
married.

chasing
be chasing your tail

to be very busy doing a lot of things, but
achieving very little • I've been chasing
my tail all morning trying to fix a day
when everyone can attend.

chattering
the chattering classes British, humorous

educated people who like to discuss and
give their opinions about political and
social matters • Football has recently
become a trendy topic among the
chattering classes.

cheap
cheap and cheerful British, informal

costing little money but attractive,
pleasant, or enjoyable' They specialize in
cheap and cheerful package holidays to
Spain and Portugal.
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cheap and nasty British &Australian
costing little money and of bad quality
• You know the sort of cheap and nasty
clothes that are sold on market stalls.

Cheap at half the price! British &
Australian, humorous
something that you say when something
is very expensive • 'That'll be £3.20
please.' 'What? For one bottle of beer!
Cheapat half theprice. '

a cheap shot X
a criticism of someone that is not fair
• She dismissed his comments as a 'cheap
shot', saying that he was only concerned to
defend himself. • Federal bureaucracy is
the target for every cheap shot artist
(= someone who likes criticizing other
people)in America.

on the cheap
if you buy or do something on the cheap,
you buy or do it for very little money;
often with the result that it is of bad
quality' The buildings would have beena
whole lot better if they hadn't been built
on the cheap.

check
holdlkeep sth/sb in check

to keep something or someone under
control, usually to stop them becoming
too large or too powerful • The natural
order of things is that thepredators of an
animal keep thepopulation in check.• The
central banks' action seemed at the time to
beholding the dollar in check.

checks
checks and balances X

rules intended to prevent one person or
group from having too much power
within an organization • A system of
checks and balances exists to ensure that
our government is truly democratic.

cheddar
HardITough cheddar! British &

Australian, informal
Stiff cheddar! Australian, informal

something that you say to or about
someone to whom something bad has
happened in order to showthat you have
no sympathy for them • It's about time



Richard realized that he can't have
everything his own way - tough cheddar,
that's what I say!

cheek
cheek by jowl

very close together #b Jowl is a word for
the loose flesh by the lower jaw, which is
very close to the cheek .• The poor lived
cheek by jowl in industrial mining towns
in Victorian England.

cheese
HardITough cheese! British &Australian,

informal
Stiff cheese! Australian, informal

something that you say to or about
someone to whom something bad has
happened in order to show that you have
no sympathy for them • So he's fed up
because he's got to get up early one
morning in seven, is he?Wellhard cheese!

Say cheese! informal )(
something that someone who is taking a
photograph of you tells you to say so that
your mouth makes the shape of a smile
• OK everyone, look at the camera and say
cheese.

cheese-paring
cheese-paring British

actions that show you are not willing to
spend or give money. I'm fed up with all
this cheese-paring. You've got to spend
money if you want to make money.

chef d'oeuvre
a chef d'oeuvreformal

an artist's or writer's best piece of work
• The Decameron is widely regarded as
Boccaccio'schef d 'oeuvre.

cherry-pick
cherry-pick sb/sth

to choose only the best people or things in
a way that is not fair • (usually in
continuous tenses) Isn't there a danger
that the state schools might start cherry-
picking the pupils with the best exam
results?
cherry-picking • I suspect there's some
cherry-picking going on, with lawyers
only taking on the sort of cases that
they're likely to win.

6S chickens

chest
get it off your chest X

to tell someone about something that has
been worrying you or making you feel
guilty for a long time, in order to make
you feel better • It was something that
had been bothering mefor some time and
itfelt good toget it off my chest.

chew
chew the fat British, informal
chew the rag American, informal

to have a long friendly conversation with
someone s Wespent the evening watching
the TVand chewing thefat,

chicken
chicken feed

a very small amount of money, especially
money that is paid for doing a job • He
pays his labourers chickenfeed.

a chicken and egg situation 'A-
a situation in which it is impossible to
say which of two things existed first and
which caused the other· It's a chicken
and egg situation - I don't know whether I
was bad at the sciences because I wasn't
interested in them or not interested in them
and thereforenot good at them.

like a headless chicken British
like a chicken with its head cut off

American
if you do something like a headless
chicken, you do it very quickly and
without thinking carefully about what
you are doing • (usually in continuous
tenses) I've got so much work to do - I've
been running around like a headless
chicken all week.• He was racing around
like a chicken with its head cut off trying
to do the work of twopeople.

chicken-hearted
chicken-hearted American '7<...

not brave • These chicken-hearted bosses
always seem togive in at theftrst sign of a
strike.

chickens
chickens come home to roost

if you say that chickens are coming home
to roost, you mean that bad or silly things
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done in the past are beginning to cause
problems' There was too much greed in
thepast, and now the chickens are coming
home to roost with crime and corruption
soaring.
come home to roost· The city's budget
problems are coming home to roost and
everybody ispaying with higher taxes.

Don't count your chickens (before
they're hatched).
something that you say in order to warn
someone to wait until a good thing they
are expecting has really happened before
they make any plans about it • You might
be able to get a loan from the bank, but
don't count your chickens.

chief
be chief cook and bottle washer

humorous
to be the person who is responsible for
cooking meals and washing the pans and
dishes' It's my birthday party, so Alan is
chief cook and bottle washer tonight.

chiefs
too many chiefs (and not enough

Indians)
too many bosses, and not enough people
to do the work' I can't find anyone to do
the photocopying. There are too many
chiefs and not enough Indians in this
company.

child
be child's play »:

to be very easy' Using this new computer
is child's play.

be like a child in a sweetshop British
to be very happy and excited about the
things around you, and often to react to
them in a way which is silly and not
controlled » Give him a room full of old
books and he's like a child in a sweetshop.

be with child old-fashioned
to be pregnant • Emily was unable to
make thejourney, being heavy with child.

children
Children should be seen and not heard.

something that you say which means that
.children should be quiet. I can't stand all
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that shouting. Children should be seen
and not heard, in my opinion.

chill
chill sb to the bone/marrow

to make someone feel very frightened
• The sound of scraping at the window
chilled me to the bone.

chilled
be chilled to the bone/marrow

to be very cold' After an hour standing at
the bus stop I was chilled to the bone.

chills
send chills down/up sb's spine

to make someone feel very frightened
• Just thinking about walking back
through the dark streets sent chills down
her spine.

chin
Chin up! old-fashioned

something that you say to someone in a
difficult situation in order to encourage
them to be brave and to try not to be sad
• Chin up, you'll feel better after a few
days' rest.
keep your chin up' We'repleased to hear
that you're keeping your chin up despite
all your difju:ulties.

take it on the chin
1 to be brave and not to complain when bad

things happen to you or people criticize
you • Atkinson took it all on the chin,
though some members of his team were
very upset by the criticism they received.

2 to have a lot of bad things happen to you
or to be criticized a Iot - The company has
been taking it on the chin in recent
months, but the future looks much
brighter now and their sales are picking
up.

chink
a chink in sb's armour British &

Australian
a chink in sb's armor American &

Australian
if someone or something which seems to
be strong has a chink in their armour,
they have a small fault which may cause
them problems • She's a brilliant



businesswoman, but her lack of political
awareness may be the chink in her
armour.

chinless
a chinless wonder British & Australian,

humorous
an English man from a high social class,
who thinks he is intelligent and
important, but who other people think is
weak and stupid • He's just another
chin less wonder doing a job that his
Daddy gotfor him.

chip
a chip off the old block

if someone is a chip off the old block,
they are very similar in character to one
of their parents or to another older
member of their family. (not used with
the) Look at her bossing everyone around
<she's a real chip off the old block!

have a chip on your shoulder
to blame other people for something bad
which has happened to you and to
continue to be angry about it so that it
affects the way you behave· (often +
about) Even though he went to university,
he's always had a chip on his shoulder
about his poor upbringing.

chips
be in the chips American, informal

if someone is in the chips, they have
suddenly got a lot of money. Apparently
his uncle's left him everything, so he's
really in the chips.

call/cash in your chips
1 humorous to die. He cashed in his chips

shortly beforehis ninetieth birthday.
2 to sell things that you own, especially

shares (= parts of a business), because
you need some money Ib Chips are the
round pieces of plastic that are used in
some games played for money. • I think
it's time to cash in our chips. It's the only
way wecanpay the bill.

have had your chips
1 British, informal if you have had your

chips, something bad is going to happen
to you, usually a punishment for
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something bad you have done· When the
police knocked on his door early in the
morning, he knew he'd had his chips.

2 British, informal to miss an opportunity
to achieve something you want > John's
had his chips. I gave him the chance of a
promotion and he threw it away.

have had its chips informal
something that has had its chips is going
to end because it is not wanted or needed
any more • It looks as though the
mainframe computer has had its chips.

let the chips fall where they may
American
to do something without worrying about
the effects of your actions. She promised
toask a seriesof questions in her interview
and let the chipsfall where they may.

when the chips are down
when you are in a difficult or dangerous
situation, especially one which tests
whether you can trust people or which
shows people's true opinions. When the
chips are down, you need people around
you that you can depend on. • When the
chips were down, she found she didn't
really lovehim as much as she thought.

chocolate
chocolate box

a chocolate box place or thing is very
attractive in a way that does not seem
real • (always before noun) We drove
through a series of chocolate box villages
on our way down to Brighton.

choice
be spoilt for choice mainly British
be spoiled for choice mainly American

to have so many good possible choices
that it is difficult to make a decision
• With 51 flavours of ice-cream to choose
from you are spoiledfor choice.

chop
chop and change British &Australian

to keep changing what you do or what
you plan to do, often in a way that is
confusing and annoying for other people
• After six months of chopping and



chord

changing, we've decided to go back to our
old system.

Chop chop! British & Australian, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to hurry • Come on, chop chop,
up to bed!

get the chop
be given the chop
1 British, informal if a person gets the

chop, they lose their job • Anyone who
argued with the foreman was liable to be
given the chop.
be for the chop British, informal. The
boss has asked to seeHenry this morning.
I've afeeling he'sfor the chop.

2 British, informal if a plan or a service
gets the chop, it is stopped. Our local bus
service got the chop, so I have to walk to
work or use the car.
be for the chop British, informal. There
are rumours that children's hearing tests
may befor the chop.

chord
strike a chord x:,

if something you hear or see strikes a
chord, it seems familiar to you. Carson?
That name strikes a chord.

strikeltouch a chord
if something strikes a chord with
someone, they are interested in it and
like it because it is connected with their
own lives or opinions • Clearly the book
has struck a chord, as we can seefrom the
hundreds of letters we have receiuedfrom
readers.• (often + with) Her ideas on
social reform will strike a chord with poor
people everywhere.

chosen
the chosen few

a small group of people who are treated
differently or better than other people,
often when they do not deserve it
• There's a special entrance with revolving
doorsfor the chosenfeui in the company.

chump
be off your chump British, old-fashioned

to be crazy > Don't listen to him. He's off
his chump.
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circle
square the circle

to find a good solution to a problem when
that seems impossible, especially
because the people involved have very
different needs or opinions about it • Few
poor countries can afford to look after
their works of art properly, but neglect is
unwise if you want to attract tourists.
Thailand is attempting to square the
circle.

circles
go around/round in circles

if you go round in circles when you are
discussing something or trying to
achieve something, you do not make any
progress because you keep going back to
the same subjects or the same problems.
• I need some more data to work on,
otherwise I'm just going round in circles.
• We can't go round in circles all day -
someone will have to make a decision.

go around/round in circles
run around/round in circles

to use a lot of time and effort trying to do
something, without making any progress
• Wespent the whole day running around
in circles looking for a document which
everyone thought was lost but which
wasn't.

circulation
out of circulation

if someone is out of circulation they are
no longer taking part in social activities
• Work on my latest book has kept me out
of circulation for thepastfeto months.
OPPOSITE back in circulation. I hear she's
back in circulation again after her
occtdent.

civil
keep a civil tongue in your head slightly

formal
if you tell someone to keep a civil tongue
in their head, you are telling them to be
polite, especially after they have said
something rude. (often an order) Try to
keep a civil tongue in your head. Wewant
him on our side.



claim
sb's claim to fame

a reason for a person or place to be well
known or famous • The town's main
claim to fame is that the President was
born here.• (humorous) His only claim to
fame is that he nearly met Princess Diana.

stake alyour claim
to make it clear that you want something,
and that you think you deserve to get it
• (often + to) Descendants of the original
settlers are going to court to stake their
claim to the land. • In order to stake a
claim for worldprominence in astronomy,
the university is building a huge new
optical telescope.

clam
shut up like a clam X

to suddenly stop talking and to refuse to
say any more lib A clam is a fish with a
shell which closes up very quickly if
something attacks it. • When I asked him
about his trip to Korea, he shut up like a
clam.

clanger
drop a clanger British & Australian,

informal
to say something by accident that
embarrasses or upsets someone • I
dropped a clanger by asking John how his
dog was when it's beendead three months.

clapham
the manlwoman on the Clapham

omnibus British
an imaginary person whose opinions and
behaviour are thought to be typical of
ordinary British people • (usually
singular) The man on the Clapham
omnibus probably knows nothing about
Rwanda.

clapped-out
clapped-out British &Australian,

informal
if something, especially a car, is clapped-
out, it is in a very bad condition because
it is old or has been used a lot » He still
drives a clapped-outMini which he bought
when he was at college.
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c1appers
like the c1appersBritish, informal

very quickly. He works like the clappers-
he'll have it finished in no time! • They
ran like the clappers when the policeman
came round the corner.

clarion
a clarion call literary

a strong and clear request for people to do
something. (often + for) The charity
commission's clarion call for more
donations has produced an immediate
response.• (often + to) Her unification
speech was seen as a clarion call to party
members.

claws
get your claws into sb informal

to find a way of inlluencing or
controlling someone • If the loan
company gets its claws intoyou, you'll still
bepaying off this debt when you're 50.

get her claws into sb informal
if a woman gets her claws into a man, she
manages to start a relationship with him,
often because she wants to control him or
get something from him • If she gets her
claws into that young man she'll ruin his
political career.

clean
a clean bill of health

if you give someone or something a clean
bill of health, you examine them and
state that they are healthy, in good
condition, or legal. John will have to stay
at home until the doctorsgive him a clean
bill of health .• Of 30countries inspected
for airline safety only 17 received a clean
bill of health.

a clean break
if you make a clean break from someone
or something, you leave them quickly
and completely, and are not involved with
them at aJi in the future· (often + with)
Sometimes we need to make a clean
break with thepast .• (often + from) The
Japanese areplanning a clean breakfrom
the old television technologies.

a clean sheet
1 mainly British if you are given a clean

sheet, you can start something again, and



cleaner

all the problems caused by you or other
people in the past will be forgotten • I
want us to forget all the arguing of the
past, and start the New Yearwith a clean
sheet.

2 British if a football team or a goalkeeper
(= the player who stands in the goal) has a
clean sheet, they do not allow the other
team to score any goals • United kept a
clean sheet in an away match for the first
time this season.

a clean slate
if you are given a clean slate, you can
start something again, and all of the
problems caused by you or other people
in the past will be forgotten • The
company's debts have beenpaid so that the
new manager can start with a clean
slate.
wipe the slate clean to make it possible
to start something again, without any of
the mistakes or problems of the past
• The time he spent in prison should have
wiped the slate clean.

a clean sweep
if you make a clean sweep, you win a
competition or an election very easily or
you win all the prizes in a competition
• China's women divers achieved a clean
sweep in yesterday's competitions.
• Analysts arepredicting a clean sweepfor
the ruling party in the forthcoming
elections.

be as clean as a whistle
if someone is as clean as a whistle, they
are not involved in anything illegal. He
hasn't got a criminal record- he's clean as
a whistle.

be as clean as a whistle
be as clean as Cl new pin

to be very clean' The cafe's as clean as a
whistle, and thefood's excellent.

comeclean X
to tell the truth, often about something
bad that you have been trying to keep a
secret» Lfelt it was time to comeclean and
tell her what the doctor had told me.
• (often + about) It's time for the
Chancellor to come clean about the
proposed tax rises.
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make a clean breast of it
to tell the truth about something,
especially something bad or illegal that
you have done, so that you do not have to
feel guilty any more • After months of
lying about the money, I decided to make a
clean breast of it and tell the truth.

show sb a clean pair of heels British
to go faster than someone else in a race
• Butler showed them all a clean pair of
heelsas he racedfor thefinishing line.

cleaner
take sbto the cleaner's
1 informal to get a lot of money from

someone, usually by cheating them' He
got into a game of poker with two
professional gamblers and, of course, they
took him to the cleaner's.

2 informal to defeat someone by a very
large amount - They don't like playing us
because we took them to the cleaner's last
year and theyear before.

cleanliness
Cleanliness is next to Godliness. old-

fashioned
something that you say which means that
except for worshipping God, the most
important thing in life is to be clean
• Could you try to wash behind your ears
occasionally? Cleanliness ts next to
Godliness,you know.

clear
be as clear as crystal

to be very easy to see or understand' ll.re
the instructions easy to understand?' 'Yes,
clear as crystal. '
crystal clear • She made it crystal clear
that she was only helping us because she
had to.

be as clear as mud humorous
to be impossible to understand • 'Does
that make sense?' 'Yes, it's as clear as
mud.' .•

be in the clear X
to not be guilty of a crime, or not be
responsible for a mistake' Videoevidence
proved that the boys were in the clear.

steer clear of sth/sb X
to avoid something or someone because
they are dangerous or bad for you' I'd



steer clear of Joe if I wereyou - he'll only
cause trouble.• I try to steerclear of heavy
meals thesedays.

clear-cut X
clear-cut er

clear and certain, so that there is no
doubt about something. She has clear-cut
evidence that the company cheated her.
• The link between alcohol and crime is
clear-cut.

clear-eyed
clear-eyed mainly American

a clear-eyedunderstanding of a situation
is correct. (always before noun) John's
clear-eyed assessment of the company's
problems saved it from bankruptcy.

cleft
in a cleft stick British &Australian, old-

fashioned
if someone is in a cleft stick, they have a
problem which is very difficult to solve
• I'm in a real cleft stick becauseI can't sell
my house.• Because of new employment
laws, these companies are caught in a
cleft stick.

clever
a clever clogs British & Australian,

humorous
a clever boots Australian, humorous

if you call someone a clever clogs, you
mean that they are very clever. I bet old
clever clogs here knows the answer.

a clever dick British &Australian
someone who tries too hard to show that
they are clever, in a way which annoys
other people • He's such a clever dick,
talking loudly on the phone in lots of
different languages.

be too clever by half British
to be too confident of your own
intelligence in a way that annoys other
people. At school he had a reputation for
arrogance. 'Too clever by half' was how
oneformer teacherdescribed him.

box clever British
to behave in a clever and sometimes
slightly dishonest way to try to achieve a
result you want Ib A goodboxer (= man
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who fights as a sport) is a person who
uses skill as well as strength to win
fights.• Obviously he would have to box
clever in the witness stand to avoid
implicating himself.

climbing
be climbing the walls informal )\

to be extremely nervous, worried, bored,
or annoyed • I was practically climbing
the walls at her stupidity.

cloak-and-dagger
cloak-and-dagger

cloak-and-dagger behaviour is when
people behave in a very secret way,often
when it is not really necessary Ib A
cloak is a type of long, loose coat and a
dagger is a small sharp knife used as a
weapon. In 17thcentury Spanish theatre,
cloak-and-dagger was worn by a
dishonest character in the play.• (always
before noun) Is all this cloak-and-dagger
stuff necessary? Why can't uie just meet in
a cafe like everyone else?

:~:~:dJrOUndthe clock X
all day and all night. Doctors and nurses
worked around the clock to help thepeople
injured in the train crash.• This station
broadcasts news round the clock.
around-the-c1ock • (alwaysbeforenoun)
The police are mounting an around-the-
clockguard on the embassy.

putlturn the clock back
to make things the same as they were at
an earlier time. The court's decision has
put the clock back a hundred years.
• (often + to) Let's turn back the clock to
1963 and listen to the Beatles singing
'Love,love me do'.

race against the clock
in sport, if people race against the clock,
they try to race faster than a particular
time instead of racing against other
people • In time trials, cyclists race
against the clock.

run out the clock American & Australian
kill the clock American

to keep the ball away from the team
competing against you at the end of a
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game so that they cannot score any
points • The Pistons thought they were
running out the clock but lost the ball and
the game in the last nine seconds.

watch the clock /
to keep looking to see what the time is
because you are eager to stop what you
are doing. I can tell if ajilm isn't holding
my attention because I find myself
watching the clock and changing position
a lot.
clock-watching· A lot of clock-watching
goes on during the general lectures,
especially in the second hour.

work against the clock -X
to work very fast because you know you
only have a limited period of time to do
something • Scientists were working
against the clock to collect specimens
before the volcano erupted again.

clockwork
go/runlwork like clockwork

if an event or a system goes like
clockwork, it happens exactly as it was
planned, without any problems • The
whole ceremony went like clockwork .• The
Swiss railways run like clockwork.

like clockwork
if something happens like clockwork, it
happens at regular times •He arrived at 7
every evening, like clockwork.

clogs
pop your clogs British, humorous

to die. This place hasn't been the same
since poor old Harry popped his clogs.

close
a close call >(
1 a situation where something very

unpleasant or dangerous nearly
happened. We managed to get out of the
car before it caught fire, but we had a very
close call .• The business survived, but it
was a close call.

2 if a competition or an election is going to
be a close call, more than one person has
a good chance of winning. It's going to
be a close call. The vote could go either
way.
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be too close to call if a competition or
an election is too close to call, it is
impossible to guess who will win • The
election result is still too close to call.

a close shave
a situation where something unpleasant
or dangerous nearly happened • I had a
close shave when a tree fell just where I
had been standing.

be close to home
if a subject is closeto home, it affects you
in a personal way,and it can upset you if
someone says something unpleasant
about it • His comments about working
mothers were a bit close to home for me.

be too close for comfort
to make people worried or frightened by
being too close in distance or too similar
in amount • Those lions were much too
close for comfort .• The party will have to
work. hard to improve its image - the last
election result was too closefor comfort.

Close. but no cigar. American &
Australian, humorous
something that you say to someone if
what they tell you or what they do is
nearly correct but not completely I!::JA
cigar (= a type of thick cigarette) was
sometimes used as a prize in games and
competitions people paid to play.• 'Is his
name Howard?' 'Close, but no cigar. It's
Harold.'

sail close to the wind
to take risks which could cause problems
or danger. (often in continuous tenses)
We may have just enough fuel to get there,
but we'll be sailing a bit close to the wind.

closed
be a closed book

to be something that you know or
understand nothing about • (usually +
to) I'm afraid physics will always be a
closed book to me.

behind closed doors
if something is done behind closeddoors,
it is done in private. The United Nations
Security Council met behind closed doors
in New York. x..
closed-door a closed-door event is one
that is secret and not open to the public



• (always before noun) At a special closed-
door session of the UN, the ambassador
confirmed the withdrawal of his country's
troops.

closet
come out of the closet X
1 to talk in public about something which

you kept secret in the past because you
were embarrassed about it • It's time
hairy women came out of the closet. It's a
problem that affects all women to agreater
or lesserdegree.

2 to tell people that you are homosexual
(= sexually attracted to people of the
same sex as you) so that it is no longer a
secret s Hefinally decided to come out of
the closet so his mother would stop asking
him why he wasn't married.
OPPOSITE in the closet· Youcan't liveyour
life in the closet.At some stage you've got
to come out and admit you're gay.

cloth
cloth ears British, old-fashioned,

humorous
something you call someone who has not
heard something you said • Hey, cloth
ears, I asked if you wanted a drink.

cut your coat according to your cloth
cut your cloth according to your means

to only buy what you have enough money
to pay for' Of course we'd love a huge
expensive house, but you have to cut your
coat according toyour cloth.

take the cloth formal
to become a priest • He took the cloth in
1945.

cloud
be on cloud nine informal

to be very happy. For a few davs after I
heard I'd got thejob, I was on cloud nine.

Cloud is used in the following phrases
connected with a problem or an
unpleasant situation.

a cloud hangs over sb/sth
if a cloud hangs over someone or
something, people believe something bad
about them and do not trust them or like
them completely because of it • There's
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still a cloud hanging over the school's
director because of the allegations of
former pupils. • A dark cloud still hung
over the research project despite denials
that any animals had beenharmed.

a cloud on the horizon X
a problem or difficulty which you expect
to happen in the future • The only cloud
on the horizon is thephysics exam in June
-Tm sure I'll dofine in all the others.

be under a cloud
if someone or something is under a
cloud, they are not trusted or not popular
because people think they have done
something bad • The bishop's brother
resignedfrom his job under a cloud.• The
hotel business is under a cloud at the
moment after newspapers revealed that
many tourists were being systematically
overcharged. ./

Every cloud has a silver lining. 7--.
something that you say which means that
there is something good even in an
unpleasant situation. As the trip's been
cancelledI'll beable togo to the match this
Saturday. Every cloud has a silver lining.

cloud-cuckoo
live in cloud-cuckoo land

to believe that things you want will
happen, when really they are impossible
• Anyone who thinks this project will be
finished within six weeks is living in
cloud-cuckooland.

clover
be in clover X(.

to be in a very pleasant situation,
especially because you have a lot of
money' With the incomefrom thefamily
estate, she's in clover

club
be in the club British, old-fashioned

to be pregnant. Is Tina in the club? She's
looking quite large around the tummy.

Join the club! British, American &
Australian

Welcome to the club! American &
Australian
something that you say to someone who
has just told you about an experience or



clue

problem that they have had in order to
show that you have had the same
experience or problem too. 'I can't stop
eating chocolate.' 'Join the club!' • 'We
can't afford a vacation this year.' 'Welcome
to the club!'

clue

clutches ,/
fall into sb's clutches r ,~

to become blfluenced or controlled by
someone who is likely to use their power
in a bad way· He fell into the clutches of a
nationalist terrorist group. • There were
fears that the weapons might/all into the
enemy's clutches.
be in sb's clutches· She couldn't bear to
think of her precious daughter being in
the clutches of a religiousfanatic.

C-note
a C-note American, informal

a piece of paper American money that is
worth 100dollars. Joe took a wad of bills
out of his pocket, peeled off a c-note and
handed it over.

coach
drive a coach and horses through sth

British
if someone drives a coach and horses
through a rule, an opinion, a plan, or a
tradition, they destroy it by doing
something against it which it is too weak
to prevent • His company drove a coach
and horses through employment
legislation. • She produced statistics
which drove a coach and horses through
the chairman's argument.

coalface
at the coalface British &Australian

someone who is at the coalface is doing
the work involved in a job, not talking
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about it, planning it, or controlling it
• You sit in your office looking at
consultantsreports, but it's the men and
women at the coalface who really
understand the business.

coals
carry/take coals to Newcastle British

to take something to a place or a person
that has a lot of that thing already
Ib Newcastle is a town in Northern
England which is in an area where a lot of
coal was produced. • Exporting pine to
Scandinavia is a bit like carrying coals to
Newcastle.

drag/haul sb over the coals
to speak angrily to someone because they
have done something wrong s If I make a
spelling mistake, I get hauled over the
coals by my boss.• (often + for) They
dragged her over the coals for being late
with her assignment.

rake over the coals
to talk about unpleasant things from the
past that other people would prefer not to
talk about • (usually in continuous
tenses) There's no point in raking over the
coals - all that happened twenty years ago,
and there's nothing wecan do about it now.

coast
(from) coast to coast

from one side of a country to the other
• We travelled across America coast to
coast.
coast-to-coast • It was the first fully
paved coast-to-coastUS highway, between
New Yorkand San Francisco.

the coast is clear X
if the coast is clear, you can do something
or go somewhere because there is no one
near who might see or hear you. Youcan
come out now, the coast is clear.• I waited
outside the house until the coast was clear,
then softly tapped on the window.

coat-tails
on sb's coat-tails

if you achieve something on someone's
coat-tails, you only achieve it because of



their help or influence • She'd risen to
fame on the coat-tails of her half-sister.

cobwebs
blow away the cobwebs British &

Australian X
to do something which makes you feel
less tired or bored, especially to spend
time outside in the fresh air Ib Cobwebs
are made by spiders (= small insects with
8legs) and are usually found in rooms or
places that no one uses very much.• A
stroll along the cliffs will blow away the
cobwebs.

cock
the cockof the walk British, old-

fashioned
a man who acts as if he is more
fashionable or important than other
people> He acts like the cock of the walk
around the OffLee.

cock-and-bull
a cock-and-bull story l('

a story or explanation which is obviously
not true. She told me some cock-and-bull
story about her car breaking down.

cockles
warm the cocklesof your heart old-

fashioned
if something you see or hear warms the
cockles of your heart, it makes you feel
happy because it shows that people can
be good and kind » It's an old-fashioned
romance that will warm the cockles of
your heart.

coffee
a coffee table book

a large, expensive book with a lot of
pictures, that is often kept on a table for
people to look at • A glossy coffee table
book of his art work will bepublished next
year.

Wake up and smell the coffee! X
something that you say in order to tell
someone that they should try to
understand the true facts of a situation
or that they should givemore attention to
what is happening around them • It's
time you woke up and smelled the coffee,
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Don. We're just not getting enough
business any more.

cog
a cog in the machine/wheel

one part of a large system or
organization. He was just a small cog in
the large wheel of organised crime.• This
warehouse is an important cog in our
distribution machine.

coining
be coining it British & Australian,

informal
be coining money American &

Australian, informal
to be earning a lot of money quickly
• The magazine has been coining it since
the new editor took over.

cold
cold turkey

the unpleasant physical and mental
effects someone suffers when they
SUddenlystop taking drugs • The addict
himself must make the decision that he
wants to go cold turkey .• The nurses are
there to encourage patients through cold
turkey.
cold-turkey· (alwaysbefore noun) Cold-
turkey treatment of addicts will always
produce withdrawal symptoms.

a cold fish
a person who doesnot seem very friendly
and does not show their emotions • He
isn't very demonstrative, but his mother
was a coldfisn so heprobably gets it from
her.

a cold snap
a sudden and short period of cold
weather. The recent cold snap has led to
higher food prices.

be as cold as ice
to be very cold. Come in and get warm,
your hands areas cold as ice.

be cold comfort
if something someone tells you to make
you feel better about a bad situation is
cold comfort, it does not make you feel
better • (usually + to) The doctor said
only his legs are paralysed, not his whole



cold

body, but I think that will be cold comfort
to him.

catch sb cold American 'X
informal to surprise someone with an
event, a question, or a piece of news they
are not expecting • You caught me cold
with this news - I didn't know anything
about it.

get cold feet
to suddenly become too frightened to do
something you had planned to do,
especially something important like
getting married • We're getting married
next Saturday - that's if Trevor doesn't
get cold feet! • I'm worried she may be
getting cold feet about our trip to
Patagonia.

give sb the cold shoulder
to behave towards someone in a way that
is not at all friendly; sometimes for
reasons that this person does not
understand. What have I done to him?He
gave me the cold shoulder the whole
evening at theparty.
cold-shoulder sb • After their argument,
Peter cold-shouldered Jonathan for the
rest of the week.

in the cold light of day
if you think about something in the cold
light of day; you think about it clearly
and calmly;without the emotions youhad
at the time it happened, and youoftenfeel
sorry or ashamed about it • The next
morning, in the cold light of day, Sarah
realized what a complete idiot she had
been.

leave sb cold X
if something leaves you cold, it does not
cause you to feelany emotion. Mary said
the book had her in tears, but it left me
cold.
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pourlthrow cold water on sth informal
if you pour cold water on opinions or
ideas, you criticize them and stop people
believing them or being excited about
them • Margaret Thatcher poured cold
water on the idea of a European central
bank.

take a cold shower humorous
if you tell someone to take a cold shower,
you mean they should do something to
stop themselves thinking about sex
• She's clearly not interested, so why don't
you just take a cold shower?

when sb/sth sneezes, sb/sth catches a
cold mainly British

if sb/sth catches a cold, sb/sth gets
pneumonia mainly British
when one person or organization has a
problem, this problem has a much worse
effect on another person or organization
• When New York sneezes, I'm afraid
London catchesa cold- that isjust the way
the stock markets operate now. • If the
country's economy catches a cold, local
businesses getpneumonia.

Cold is used in the following phrases
connected with not being part of a
group or activity.

come in from the cold
if someone comes in from the cold, they
become part of a group or an activity
which they were not allowed to join
before • Turkey is now keen to come in
from the cold and join the European
community .• After four years away from
thefashion scene,Jasper has come in trom
the cold with his new 1997 designer
collection.
bring sb in from the cold • (usually
passive) South African cricket has finally
been brought in from the cold after years
of exclusionjrom the international cricket
scene.

leave sb out in the cold
to not allow someone to becomepart of a
group or an activity. The government's
transport policy leaves people who do not
own cars out in the cold. • Women's
football teams feel they are left out in the
coldasfar as media coverage is concerned.



collision
be on a collision course :x:

if twopeopleor groups are on a collision
course, they are doing or saying things
which are certain to cause a serious
disagreement or a fight between them
• All attempts at diplomacy haue broken
down and the two states now appear to be
on a collision course.• (often + with) The
British government is on a collision course
with the American administration over
trade tariffs.
put/set sb on a collision course
• (usually + with) Her statements to the
press have put her on a collision course
with theparty leadership.

colonel
a Colonel Blimp British, old-fashioned

an old man who has old-fashionedideas
and believes he is very irnportant » He's
very much a Colonel Blimp with his
comments about foreign influences
dividing our society.

colour

Color is the American spelling of
colour. Australians use both
spellings.

see the colour of sb's money
to make sure that someone can pay for
something beforeyou let them have it • I
want to see the colour of his money beforeI
say the car's his.

colours

Colors is the American spelling of
colours. Australians use both
spellings.

nail your colours to the mast
to publicly state your opinions about a
subject • Nobody knows which way he's
going to vote because he has sofar refused
to nail his colours to the mast.

show sb in their true colours X
to showwhat someone'sreal character is,
especially when it is unpleasant • By
showing the terrorists in their true
colours, the government hopes to
undermine public support for them.
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show your true colours. When someone
is faced with such a terrible ordeal, it
shows their true colours.
see sb in their true colours. At last he
saw her in her true colours as a ltar and a
cheat.
see sb's true colours. It wasn't until we
started to live together that I saw her true
colours.

come
Come again? informal X

something that you say when you want
someone to repeat what they have just
said because you did not hear or
understand it • 'What's amazing is that
Pauline's half sister's son is the father of
her cousin's child. ' 'Comeagain?'

come out fighting British, American &
Australtan

come out swinging mainly American
if someone comes out fighting, they
defend themselves or something they
believe in, in a very determined way
• They were criticized from all sides but
they came out fighting. • The candidates
came out swinging in thefirstfeui minutes
of the debate.

come what may X
whatever happens • I shall be there
tonight come what may.• It's always good
to know that, come what may, your job is
safe.

be as [crazy/rich etc.] as they come ><.
to be very crazy; rich etc. • Jenny's as
crazy as they come.

comes
as it comes British & Australian

if someone asks you how they should
prepare your drink and you say as it
comes, you mean that any way they
prepare it will be acceptable • 'How do
you like your coffee?' 'Oh, as it comes,
please -L'm notfussy; '

comeuppance
get your comeuppance

if you get your comeuppance,something
bad happens to you as a result of
something bad that you have done to
someoneelse· He'll get his comeuppance,



coming

you'll see.Youcan't treatpeople the way he
doesand not go unpunished in this world.

coming
had it coming informal

if someonehad it coming,something bad
happened to them which they deserved
• (often + to) I wasn't at all surprised to
hear he'd been fired. With all that
unexplained time off he had it coming to
him.

have sth coming out of your ears
informal
to havemore of something than youwant
or need' He'sgoing tohave money coming
out of his ears if this deal comesoJ]

comings
the comings and goings

the movements of people arnvmg at
places and leaving places • One of our
neighbours is always at her window
watching the comings and goings of
everyone in the street.

comme iI taut
be comme iI fautformal

behaviour that is commeil faut is correct
because it follows the formal rules of
social behaviour. It's not exactly comme
ilfaut to beseen making jokes at afuneral.

common
common ground X

shared opinions between two people or
groups of people who disagree about
most other subjects It seems
increasingly unlikely that the two sides
uiill find any common ground.

the common touch
the ability of a rich or important person
to communicate well with and
understand ordinary people • It was
always said of the princess that she had
the common touch and that's why she
was so loved by the people. • He was a
dedicated and brilliant leader but he
lacked the common touch.

as common as muck British &Australian,
informal
an impolite way of describing someone
who is from a low social class • You can
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tell from the way she talks she's as
comman as muck.

make common cause with sbformal
if one group of people makes common
cause with another group, they work
together in order to achieve something
that both groups want • Environment
protesters have made common cause with
local people to stop the motorway from
being built.

common-or-garden
common-or-garden British

very ordinary • (always before noun) I
just want a common-or-garden bike - it
doesn't have to have special wheels or lots
of gears or anything like that.

comparison
pale by/in comparison

to seem less serious or less important
when compared with something else
• (often + with) I thought I was badly
treated but my experiences pale in
comparison with yours.

compliment
a back-handed compliment British,

American & Australian
a left-handed compliment American

a remark which seems approving but
which is also negative' He gave me that
classic back-handed compliment. He said I
playedfootball very well 'fora woman'.

return the compliment
to do something for someone because
they have done something for you
• Thanks for looking after the house white
we were away. I hope I'll be able to return
the compliment some time.

compliments
fish for compliments X

to try to make someone praise you, often
by criticizing yourself to them' (usually
in continuous tenses) Emma, you know
you don't look fat in that dress. Are you
fishing for compliments?

compos
be compos mentis humorous

if someone is compos mentis, they are
able to think clearly and are responsible



for their actions • My mother was quite
old at the time but she was perfectly
compos mentis.

conclusions )(
jump to conclusions -,

to guess the facts about a situation
without having enough information • I
might bejumping to conclusions but I've
seen them together twice in town.

conniption
have a conniption fit American, old-

fashioned
to be very angry or upset • My mother
would have a conniption fit if she could
seeme now.

conscience
prick sb's conscience

to make someone feel guilty • Seeing
pictures of starving children pricks my
conscience, but I rarely give money to
charity.

conspicuous
be conspicuous by your absence

humorous
if someone is conspicuous by their
absence, people notice that they are not
present in a place where they are
expectedto be • Helen was conspicuous by
her absence at the meeting yesterday.

contradiction
a contradiction in terms

a phrase that is confusing because it
contains words that seem to have
oppositemeanings s A British summer is
a bit of a contradiction in terms.• Euro
Disney always seems to me a contradiction
in terms because Disney is so typically
American.

contrary
contrary to popular belief/opinion x

something that you say before you make
a statement that is the opposite of what
most peoplebelieve. Contrary topopular
belief, bottled water is not always better
than tap water.
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conversation
a conversation piece

a strange or interesting object that
people talk about. Charlotte's collection
of Victorian cards were a good
conversation piece.

converted
preach to the converted X

to try to persuade peopletobelievethings
they already believe • (usually in
continuous tenses) There's no need to tell
us about the benefits of recycling. You're
preaching to the converted.

cookie-cutter
cookie-cutter American ),(

a cookie-cutterbuildingor plan is exactly
similar to many others of the same type
• (always before noun) The architects
were determined that it wouldn't be just
another cookie-cuttermall .• Management
too often uses a cookie-cutter approach to
solving problems.

cooking
be cooking on gas British, informal
be cooking with gas American, informal

to be making good progress and to be
likely to succeed. We're cooking on gas.
Keepthe work coming in like this and we'll
meet the deadline.

What's cooking? American, old-fashioned
something that you say in order to ask
someone what is happening • Hey, you
guys, what's cooking?Are wegoing outfor
a drink or not?

cooks
Too many cooks (spoil the broth).

somethingthat yousay whichmeans that
if too many people try to work on the
same piece of work, they will spoil it
• There were so many people working on
the same project, no one knew what
anyone else was doing. I think it was a
caseof toomany cooks.

cool
Cool it! informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone to stop arguing or fighting



coop

• Hey, cool it, you guys, fighting's not
going to solve anything.

a cool customer informal
someone who stays calm and does not
show their emotions, even in a difficult
situation s I can imagine Pete being good
at negotiating. He's apretty coolcustomer.

a cool head
the ability to stay calm and think clearly
in a difficult situation • These are high
pressure situations and you have tokeep a
cool head.

be as cool as a cucumber humorous
to be very calm and relaxed, especially in
a difficult situation » I expected him to be
all nervous beforehis interview but he was
as coolas a cucumber.

keep your cool
to remain calm, especially in a difficult
situation » If you see a difficult question
in the exam, don't panic. Just keep your
cool.

lose your cool
to suddenly become very angry and start
shouting. I try to bepatient with her but
she was so irritating in that meeting, Ijust
lost my cool.

play it cool informal Z
to pretend to be calmer, or to be less
interested in something or someone,
than you really are • Sometimes if you
play it cool with a guy he gets more
inierested.• (often an order) Play it cool.
Don't let them know how much you need
the money.

coop
fly the coop mainly American

to leave somewhere, especially to leave
your home for the first time in order to
live away from the family Ib A coop is a
place where chickens are kept. • The last
of our kids has finally flown the coop so
we have the whole house to ourselves.

cop
not be much cop British, informal

to not be very good> These scissors aren't
much cop- doyou have any sharper ones?
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copper-bottomed
copper-bottomed

a copper-bottomed plan, agreement, or
financial arrangement is completely safe
• (always before noun) She has a copper-
bottomed contract with a very successful
company.

copybook
blot your copybook British & Australian

to do something which spoils someone's
opinion of you. She blotted her copybook
by arriving late to a meeting.

cord
cut the (umbilical) cord

to stop needing someone else to look after
you and start acting independently
Ib An umbilical cord is a long narrow
tube of flesh which connects a baby to its
mother when it is growing inside her. • In
order to achieve true independence,
smaller nations must cut the cord and stop
depending on the United States for
financial aid.

cordon bleu
cordon bleu

cordon bleu cooking is food which is
prepared to the highest standard and a
cordon bleu cook is someone who cooks
to a very high standard s (always before
noun) She spent five years working as a
cordon bleu chef before opening her own
restaurant.

core
to the core X

in every part Ib The core is the central
part of something, for example an apple
or the earth .• He's convinced that the
army is rotten to the core.• I'd never
heard anything like it. I was shocked to the
core.(= extremely shocked)

corner
around the corner

going to happen very soon. With the end
of the century just around the corner,
major celebrations are beingplanned.

be backed into a corner
to be forced into a difficult situation
which you have little control over. I feel



I've been backed into a corner and I have
no choicebut to sign the contract.

fight your corner British
to defend something that you believe in
by arguing > You'll have to be ready to
fight your corner if you want them to
extend theproject.

have sb in your corner
to have the support or help of someone
• We're lucky we've got James in our
corner.No onecan beat him in a debate.

paint yourself into a corner X
to do something which puts you in a very
difficult situation and limits the way that
you can act • I've painted myself into a
corner here. Having said I won't take less
than £20 an hour, I can't then be seen to
acceptajob that pays less.

turn the corner
if something or someone turns the
corner, their situation starts to improve
after a difficult period • Certainly, the
company's been throughdifj1.Cult times
but I think we can safely say that we have
now turned the corner.• I was really ill on
Tuesday and Wednesday but I think I've
finally turned the corner.

corners
cut corners X

to do something in the easiest, quickest,
or cheapest way, often harming the
quality of your work. We've had to cut
corners to make a film on such a small
budget. • Companies are having to cut
corners in order to remain competitive in
the market.

corridors
the corridors of power X

the highest level of government where
the most important decisions are made
• His laziness became a legend in the
corridors of power.

cost X
count the cost

to start to understand how badly
something has affected you. I didn't read
the contractfully beforeI signed it but I'm
counting the cost now.
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costs
atallcosts X

if something must be done or avoided at
all costs, it must be done or avoided
whatever happens. The only other option
is working on Saturdays which is
something I want to avoid at all costs.• He
appears to have decided that he must stay
inpower at all costs.

cotton
Bless her/his cotton socks. British &

Australtan, humorous
something that you say when you want to
express affection for someone· My little
niece - bless her cotton socks - won the
schoolpoetry prize this year.

wrap sb up in cotton wool British &
Australian
to protect someone too much without
allowing them to be independent enough
• She wraps that child up in cotton woolas
if he's someprecious jewel.

cotton-picking
cotton-picking American & Australian,

informal
something that you say before a noun to
express anger • Get your cotton-picking
feet off my chair!

couch
a couch potato informal X

a person who does not like physical
activity and prefers to sit down, usually
to watch television Ib A couch is a piece
of furniture that people sit on. • The
remote control television was invented for
couchpotatoes.

counsel
keep your own counsel slightly formal

to not tell other people about your
opinions or plans • He was a quiet man
who kept his own counsel.

count
be out for the count

to be sleeping deeply Ib When boxers
(= men who fight as a sport) are still not
conscious after ten seconds have been
counted they are described as 'out for the



counter

count.- I was out for the count so I didn't
hear any of it going on.

counter
over the counter

if a type of medicine is available over the
counter, you can buy it without the
permission of a doctor • You can't buy
antibiotics over the counter - they're a
prescription drug.
over-the-counter' (alwaysbeforenoun)
Many over-the-counterpainkillers contain
paracetamol.

under the counter
if something is bought or sold under the
counter it is bought or sold secretly or in
a waythat is not legal. Many of his books
are banned and only available under the
counter.

country
go to the country British &Australian,

slightly formal
if a government or the leader of a
government goes to the country, they
havean election. The Prime Minister has
decided togo to the country next spring.

coup de grace
a coup de graceformal

an action or event which ends or destroys
something that is gradually becoming
worse' Jane's affair delivered the coup de
grace to herfailing marriage.

courage
have the courage of your convictions

to have the confidence to do or say what
youthink is right evenwhen other people
disagree • Have the courage of your
convictions - don't go out to work if you
feel your children needyou at home.

screw up your courage
to force yourseif to be brave and do
something that makes you nervous' She
screwed up her courage and asked to see
the manager.

course
be on course for sth
be on course to dosth

to be very likely to succeed at something
• If he keeps playing like this, Henman is
on coursefor his third victory.
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run its course
if something runs its course, it continues
naturally until it has finished • Many
people believe that feminism has run its
course.• The doctor insisted Irestfor afeui
days while the infection ran its course.

stay the course
to continue to do something that is
difficult or takes a long time until it is
finished • Giving up smoking won't be
easy - you must be prepared to stay the
course.

court
hold court humorous

to get a lot of attention from a group of
people by talking in a way that is
entertaining, especially on social
occasions #b In the past, a king or queen
held court when they talked to the people
who gave them advice.• You'll find Mick
holding court in the kitchen.

laugh sth/sb out of court
to refuse to think seriously about an idea,
belief or a possibility' (usually passive)
At the meeting, her proposal was laughed
out of court.• Anyone who had made such
a ludicrous suggestion would have been
laughed out of court

Coventry
send sbto Coventry British, informal

if a group of people send someone to
Coventry,they refuse to speak to them,
usually in order to punish them • The
other workers sent him to Coventryfor not
supporting the strike.

cover
cover your back British, American &

Australian
cover your assAmerican &Australian,

very informal
to make sure that you cannot be blamed
or criticized later for something youhave
done • The race organizers cover their
backs by saying they can't take
responsibility for any injuries. • I'm
gonna cover my ass and get written
permission beforeI go.

blow sb's cover
to let people know secret information
about who someone is or what someone



is doing • Someone recognised him and
phoned the newspapers, which blew his
cover.

COW

have a cow American
to be very worried, upset, or angry about
something • I thought he was going to
have a cow when I told him I'd lost his key.

cows
until the cows come home X

for a very long time. Wecould talk about
this problem until the cows come home,
but it wouldn't solve anything.

crack

have/take a crack at sth
to try to do something although you are
not certain that you will succeed • He
didn't win the tennis championships, but
he plans to have another crack at it next
year.
get a crack at sth » Don't worry,you'll all
get a crack at using the camera.

cracked

cracking
Get cracking! informal X

something that you say in order to tell
someone to hurry. Get cracking! We're
leaving in 5minutes.

cracks
fall/slip through the cracks X

to get lost or be forgotten, especially
within a system. It seems that important
information given to the police may have
fallen through the cracks.

paper/smooth over the cracks
to hide problems or faults, especially
arguments between people, in order to
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make a situation seem better than it
really is • The two-party coalition has so
far been successful in papering over the
cracks.• (sometimes + in) I'm tired of
smoothing over the cracks in our
marriage - I want a divorce!

cradle
from the cradle to the grave X

during the whole of your life • Free
medical care might not be with usfrottt the
cradle to thegrave, as we oncehoped.

cradle-robber
a cradle-robber American, humorous

someone who has a romantic or sexual
relationship with a much younger
partner. He's a cradle-robber.He married
a 16-year-oldand he's nearly 30!
rob the cradle American, humorous
• People are always telling her she's
robbing the cradle. She's ten years older
than Joe.

cradle-snatcher
a cradle-snatcher British &Australian,

humorous
someone who has a romantic or sexual
relationship with a much younger
partner • He's three years younger than
you? Youcradle-snatcher!
cradle-snatching British & Australian,
humorous. Pete's new girlfriend's only 15.
I'd call that cradle-snatching.

crap
Cut the crap! very informal ><

an impolite way of telling someone to
stop saying things that are not true or not
important • Just cut the crap, will you,
and tell me what really happened last
night.

crash
crash and burn American & Australian, .>(

informal
to fail suddenly and completely • While
the big companies merge, the small
companies crash and burn.

craw
stick in your craw
1 old-fashioned if a situation or someone's

behaviour sticks in your craw, it annoys



crazy

you, usually because you think it is
wrong 0 I do lots of jobs in the house but
my brother says I'm lazy, and that really
sticks in my craw.

2 Australian if someone sticks in your
craw, they annoy you 0 She sticks in my
craw every time I have to deal with her.

crazy
like crazy informal

if you do something like crazy, you do it a
lot or very quickly 0 We'll have to work
like crazy to finish the decorating by the
weekend.

cream
the cream of the crop

the best of a particular group 0 These
artists are the best of this year's graduates
- the cream of the crop.

creature
creature comforts

things that make life more comfortable
and pleasant, such as hot water and good
food 0 I hate camping. I can't do without
my creature comforts.

credibility
a credibility gap

a difference between what someone says
about a situation and what you know or
see is true 0 There's a credibility gap
developing between me and my builders.
This is the third week they've told me
tnev'llftnisii by Friday.

creek
be up the creek (without a paddle)

informal
be up shit creek (without a paddle) very

informal
to be in a very difficult situation that you
are not able to improve «If the car breaks
down we're really up the creek. 0 He'll be
up shit creek unless hefinds the money to
payoff his loan.

creme de la creme
the creme de la creme

the best people or things in a group or of
a particular type 0 (often + of) The creme
de la creme of young designers will be
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showing their collections at London
Fashion Week.

crest
be on the crest of a wave

to be very successful so that many good
things happen to you very quickly 0 The
band are currently on the crest of a wave,
with a new album and a concert tour
plannedfor next year.
ride the crest of a wave 0 (usually in
continuous tenses) Our local team are
rlding the crest of a wave with their third
win this season.

cricket
It'slThat's (just) not cricket! British &

Australian, humorous
something that you say when you think
something someone has said or done is
not right or not fair 0 You can't make me
do the washing up after I did all the
cooking - it's just not cricket!

crime
Crime doesn't pay.

something that you say which means if
you do something illegal, you will
probably be caught and punished 0 Police
arrests are being given maximum
publicity as a reminder that crime doesn't
pay.

crisp
be burnt to a crisp mainly British
be burned to a crisp mainly American

to be very burnt 0 By the time I
remembered the pizza was in the oven, it
was burnt to a crisp. X

crock
be a crock of shit American & Australian,

taboo X
to be stupid or not true 0 He says he's not
to blame? What a crock of shit.

crocodile
shed/weep crocodile tears

to show sadness that is not sincere
ID Some stories say that crocodiles cry
while they are eating what they have



attacked .• Political leaders shed crocodile
tears while allowing the war tocontinue.

cropper
come a cropper
1 British, informal to fall to the ground

• Supermodel Naomi Campbell came a
cropper last week on the catwalk of a
Parisfashiott show.

2 British, informal to make a mistake or to
have something bad happen to you which
makes you less successful than before
• The leading actor came a cropper when
he forgot his lines halfway through the
secondact.

cross
a cross (sb has) to bear British &

Australian
a cross (sb has) to carry American &

Australian
an unpleasant situation or responsibility
that you must accept because you cannot
change it Ib In the past, criminals were
made to carry crosses as a form of
punishment. • Someone has to look after
mother and because I live the closest it's a
crossI have to bear.
Everyone has their cross to bear .• I
hate my red hair and pale skin, but
everyone has their cross to bear.

crossed
get your lines/wires crossed

if two people get their lines crossed, they
do not understand each other correctly
Ib When telephone lines get crossed, a
mistake is made and you are connected to
the wrong person .• Somehow we got our
lines crossed because I'd got the 23rd
written down in my diary and Jenny had
the 16th.

cross-purposes
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crow
as the crow flies

if the distance between two places is
measured as the crow flies, it is measured
as a straight line between the two places
• 'How far is it from Cambridge to
London?' 'About 50miles as the crowflies. '

crowd-puller
a crowd-puller British & Australian

something or someone that many people
are keen to go and see' This vear's ftnal
will bea major crowd-puller.

crows
Stone the crows! British &Australian,

informal, old-fashioned
something that you say in order to show
that you are very surprised. So she's a
film director now. Well,stone the crows!

cruel
You have to be cruel to be kind.

something that you say when you do
something to someone that will upset
them now because you think it will help
them in the future' I told her she's just
not good enough to be a professional
dancer - sometimes you have to be cruel to
be kind.

crunch
if/when it comes to the crunch

if you talk about what someone will do if
it comes to the crunch, you mean what
they will do if a situation becomes
serious or they have to make an
important decision • If it comes to the
crunch, will sheplay well enough to win?

cry-baby
a cry-baby informal

someone, usually a child, who cries too
easily and too often. Don't be such a cry-
baby - I hardly touchedyou.

crying
For crying out loud! informal X

something that you say when you are
annoyed. For crying out loud! Can't you
leaveme alone euenfor a minute!

It's a crying shame!
something that you say when you think a
situation is wrong' (often + that) It's a
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crying shame that she only gets one
month's maternity leave.

It's no good/use crying over spilt milk.
There's no point crying over spilt milk.

something that you say which means you
should not get upset about something bad
that has happened that you cannot
change • Sometimes I regret not taking
that job in London. Oh well, there's no
point crying over spilt milk.

cud
chew the cud informal

to think about something carefully and
for a longtime. Hesat chewing the cud all
morning.

cudgels
take up the cudgels for sb/sth British &

Australian
take up the cudgels on behalf of sb/sth

British & Australian
to argue strongly in support of someone
or something (b A cudgel is a short,
heavy stick which is used as a weapon.
• Relatives have taken up the cudgels for
two British women accused of murder.
OPPOSITE take up the cudgels against
sb/sth British & Australian
• Environmental groups have taken up
the cudgels against multinational
companies.

culture
a culture shock

feelings of being confused or surprised
that you have when you are in a country
or social group that is very different from
your own • The first time she went to
Japan, Isabel got a huge culture shock.

a culture vulture humorous
someone who is very keen to see and
experience art, theatre, literature, music
etc.• She's a bit of a culture vulture.
She'll only visit places that have at least
one art gallery.

cup
not be sb's cup of tea

if someone or something is not your cup
of tea, youdonot like them or youare not
interested in them. If Yeats isn't your
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cup of tea, why not try some of the more
contemporary Irish poets?

cupboard x>"'0cupboard love British & Australian
love that you give in order to get
something from someone » I suspected all
along it was just cupboard love, and what
she really liked about him was his car.

cups
be in your cups old-fashioned

to be very drunk • When he was in his
cups he would recite lines of poetry in a
loud voice.

curate
a curate's egg British

something which has both good and bad
parts (b A curate is a priest. There is a
joke about a curate who was given a bad
egg and said that parts of the egg were
good because he did not want to offend
the person who gave it to him .• Queen's
College is something of a curate's egg,
with elegant Victorian buildings
alongside some of the ugliest modern
architecture.

curiosity
Curiosity killed the cat.

something that you say in order to warn
someone not to ask too many questions
about something • 'Why are you going
away so suddenly?' 'Curiosity killed the
cat.'

curl
want to curl up and die

to feel very embarrassed about
something that you have said or done. I
spilt coffeeall over their precious new rug
and I just wanted to curl up and die.

curtain
the curtain comes down on sth
the curtain falls on sth

if the curtain comesdown on something,
especially a period of time, it ends (b In
a theatre the large curtains above the
stage are brought down at the end of a
performance. • Last night, the curtain
came down on 14years of Tory rule.



curtains
it's curtains informal

something that you say when you believe
something will end or someone will have
to stop doing something. (usually + for)
If audience figures don't improve, it's
curtains for DJ Mike Hamilton.

curve
throw (sb) a curve (ball) American &

Australian, informal
to surprise someone with something that
is difficult or unpleasant to deal with
• The weather threw a curve at their
barbecue and they had to eat indoors.

cut
cut a fine figure British, American &

Australian, old-fashioned
cut a dash British, old-fashioned

if someone cuts a fine figure, people
admire their appearance, usually
because they are wearing attractive
clothes. Gilescut afinefigure in his black
velvet suit .• Lucy cut a dash in herpurple
satin ballgoum.

cut and run
to avoid a difficult situation by leaving
suddenly • When his business started to
fail, he decided to cut and run, rather than
facefinancial ruin.

the cut and thrust of sth
lively discussion or activity • James
enjoys the cut and thrust of debating.

be a cut above sth/sb
to be better than other things or people
• This dark chocolate contains 70%cocoa
solids. It's a cut above ordinary chocolate.
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• Our new luxury apartments are a cut
above the rest.

be cut from the same cloth
to be very slmilar s Despite differences in
age and in experience, these two great
writers are cutfrom the same cloth.

can't cut the mustard British, American
& Australian

can't cut it British
if you can't cut the mustard, you cannot
deal with problems or difficulties· If she
can't cut the mustard, we'll have to find
someoneelse to do thejob.

cut-and-dried
cut-and-dried
1 if a decision or agreement is cut-and-

dried, it is final and will not be changed
• Although a deal has beenagreed, it is not
yet cut-and-dried.

2 if a subject, situation, or idea is cut-and-
dried, it is clear and easy to understand
• The human rights issue is by no means
cut-and-dried.

cute
be as cute as a button American &

Australian
to be very attractive • At 14,she was as
cuteas a button and the boys werestarting
to notice her.

cutting
at/on the cutting edge ><

in the area of a subject or activity where
the most recent changes and
developments are happening « (often +
of) New, young, Italian designers are at
the cutting edgeof fashion.
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dab
be a dab hand British &Australian

to be very goodat an activity' (often+ at)
You should get Ann to have a look at that.
She's a dab hand at getting stains out of
clothes. • (often + with) I hear you're a
dab hand with the paintbrush. (= you are
goodat painting)

daft
be as daft as a brush British, informal

if someone is as daft as a brush, they
behave in a very silly way • I remember
him as a kid and he was as daft as a brush
then.

daggers
be at daggers drawn British &

Australian
if two people or groups are at daggers
drawn, they are angry and ready to fight
or argue with each other Ib Adagger is a
sharp pointed knife that was used in the
past as a weapon.• (often + with) Local
residents are at daggers drawn with the
council over rubbish collection .• (often +
over) The two countries have several
times been at daggers drawn over the
future of the island.

look daggers at sb
to look very angrily at someone • I
suddenly noticed David looking daggers
at me and thought I'd better shut up.

damn
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damned
be damned if you do and damned if you

don't
if you say that someone is damned if
they do and damned if they don't, you
mean they will be criticized whatever
they do • When it comes to removing
children from parents suspected of abuse,
social workers are damned if they do and
damned if they don't.

damp
a damp squib British &Australian

an event which people think will be
exciting but which is disappointing when
it happens Ib A squib is a type of
firework (= a small container filled with
chemicals which explodes to produce
bright lights and loud noises) and if it
becomes wet, it will not explode. • The
party turned out to be a bit of a damp
squib. Half the people who'd been invited
didn't turn up.

damper
put a damper/dampener on sth

to stop an occasion from being enjoyable
Ib A damper is a device used on piano
strings to make the sound less loud.
• Steve lost his wallet so that rather put a
damper on the evening .• Wewere both ill
while we were in Boston, which put a bit of
a dampener on things.

dance
lead sb a (merry) dance old-fashioned

to confuse someone or to cause problems
for them by deceiving them or behaving
in a way that they cannot understand
• She's led us a merry dance over theplans
for theparty.

dark
a dark horse ~
1 British & Australian, humorous a person

whodoesnot tell other peopleabout their
ideas or skills and who surprises people
by doing something that they do not
expect> I didn't know Linda had written a
novel. She'sa bit of a dark horse, isn't she?

2 a person who wins a race or competition
although no one expected them to
• (sometimes + for) 17-year-old Karen



Pickering could also be a dark horse for
(= she could win) a medal in the European
Championships.
dark-horse American • (always before
noun) She's a dark-horse candtdtue for
theposition of company director.

keep/leave sb in the dark to not tell
someone about something • She claims
she knew nothing about the deal and was
deliberately kept in the dark.

keep sth dark
to keep something secret> If he did know
that Anna was leaving, he certainly kept it
dark.

darkest
The darkest hour is just before the

dawn.
something that you say which means a
bad situation often seems worse just
before it improves' There's still a chance
she might recover.The darkest hour isjust
before the dawn.

Davy Jones
Davy Jones'slocker humorous

the bottom of the sea' No one knows how
many wrecked ships there are in Davy
Jones's locker.

day
day in, day out X
day in and day out

if you do something day in, day out, you
do it every day over a long period, often
causing it to become boring • Life can
become very tedious if you do the same
work day in, day out.• Dave wore the same
tie day in and day out.

the day of reckoning
the time when an unpleasant situation
has to be dealt with, or the time when you
are punished or criticized for the things
you have done wrong Ib In the Bible, the
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day of reckoning is the day at the end of
the world when God will judge everyone.
• Taking out a further loan to cover your
debts will only postpone the day of
reckoning.

be all in a day'Swork
if something difficult or strange is all in
a day's work for someone, it is a usual
part of their job' (often + for) Drinking
champagne with Hollywood stars is all in
a day's work for top celebrity reporter
Gloria Evans. • We worked in blizzard
conditions to restore all the power lines,
but it's all in a day's work.

be as clear/plain as day
to be obvious or easy to see' She's in love
with him - it's asplain as day.

call it a day informal X
to stop doing something, especially
working • After playing together for 20
years the band have finally decided to call
it a day.• It's almost midnight - Ithink it's
time to call it a day.

carry the day
1 to win a war or a fight. At the beginning

of the American Civil War, many
southerners believed their soldiers and
statesmen would carry the day.

2 if you carry the day,you persuade people
to support your ideas or opinions, or if a
particular idea carries the day, it is
accepted by a group of people • The
Republicans carried the day in the dispute
over the new jet fighter. • Her argument in
favour of pay increaseseventually carried
the day.

Don't give up the day job! humorous
something that you say to someone who
is performing in order to tell them that
you do not think they are very good at it
• 'What did you think of my singing,
then?' 'Er,don't give up the day job!'

getlhave your day in court American &
Australian
to get an opportunity to give your
opinion on something or to explain your
actions after they have been criticized
• She was fiercely determined to get her
day in court and the TV interview would
give it to her.
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have had its/your day X
to be much less popular than before. The
general view in the country is that
socialism has had its day.• She was a best-
selling author in the 1950sand 60s, but I
think she's had her day.

in this day and age
in modern times • She said she was
appalled that so much injustice could exist
in this day and age.

make sb's day Y--
to make someonevery happy. Goon, tell
him you like his jacket. It'll make his day!
• I was so pleased to hear from Peter. It
really made my day.

name the day X
to announce when you plan to do
something important, especially get
married. Have you and Chris named the
day yet? .'

save the day /X",
to do something that solves a serious
problem. Schwarzenegger saves the day
by arriving just in time to shoot the
kidnappers and rescue the hostages.

seize the day formal
to use an opportunity to do something
that you want and not to worry about the
future • Seize the day, young man. You
may never get the chance to embark on
such an adventure again.

take each day as it comes
take it one day at a time

to deal with things as they happen, and
not to make plans or to worry about the
future • I've lived through a lot of
changes recently, but I've learnt to take
each day as it comes.

That'lI be the day!
something that you say in order to show
you think an event or action is not likely
to happen. A pay rise?That'll be the day!

win the day
if youwin the day,youpersuade people to
support your ideas or opinions, or if a
particular idea wins the day, it is
acceptedby a group of people. By the end
of the meeting it became clear that the
radicals had won the day. • I was pleased
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to hear that common sense had won the
day and theproposal had beenaccepted.

daylights
beatlknock the (living) daylights out of

sb
to hit someone very hard many times
• I'll knock the living daylights out of him
if I catch him doing it again!

frighten/scare the (living) daylights out
ofsb
to frighten someone very much. Don't
come up behind me like that. You scared
the living daylights out of me!

days
sb's/sth's days are numbered

if someone's or something's days are
numbered, they will not exist for much
longer. As our local cinema struggles to
survive, it seems clear that its days are
numbered.

I've never [feltlheard/seen etc.] sth in all
my (born) days! old-fashioned
something that you say when you are
shocked or very surprised by something
• There were two men kissing in the street.
I've never seen anything like it in all my
born days!

Thosewere the days! X
something that you say which means life
was better at the time in the past that you
are talking about. Wehad no money but
we were young and madly in love. Oh,
those were the days!

day-ta-day
day-to-day X

a day-to-dayactivity is one of the things
that you have to do every day,usually as a
part of your work- (alwaysbefore noun)
It's Sheila who's responsiblefor the day-to-
day running of the school.

dead
Dead men tell no tales.

something that you say which means
peoplewhoare dead cannot tell secrets. I
suspect they killed him because he knew
toomuch. Dead men tell no tales.

a dead duck
1 British, American & Australian, informal

something or someone that is not



successful or useful • The project was a
dead duck from the start due to a lack of
funding. • Myfirst agent turned out to bea
bit of a dead duck and hefailed tofind me
any work.

2 American & Australian, informal
someone who is going to be punished
severely for something they have done
• If Dad finds out you used the car,you'll
bea dead duck.

a dead end X
a situation in which no progress can be
made {!:J A dead end is also a road which
is closed at one end and does not lead
anywhere.• Negotlators have reached a
dead end in their attempts to find a
peaceful solution to the crisis.
dead-end • (always before noun) He
found himself stuck in a low-paid, dead-
end job .• She moved to London to escape
from a dead-end relationship.

a dead weight
1 if someone is a dead weight, they are

very heavy and difficult to carry, often
because they are not conscious • Tom
was a dead weight and her muscles ached
as she carrled him upstairs.

2 something or someone who prevents
other people from making progress. We
must free ourselvesfrom the dead weight
of history.• She's just a dead weight on the
business at the moment.

the dead hand of sth
something that stops progress from
being made • Economic development has
been held back by the dead hand of
bureaucracy.

be a dead cert British &Australian,
informal
to be certain to happen or to be certain to
achieve something. (often + for) He's a
dead certfor an Oscarnomination.

be a dead loss
1 informal if something or someone is a

dead loss, they disappoint you because
they are of bad quality or because they
are not able to do what you want them to
do • The meeting was a dead loss. We
didn't come to a single decision.• He may
have been a great poet, but he was a dead
loss as a husband.
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2 informal to be very bad at a particular
activity or subject. (sometimes + at) I
was an absolute dead loss at sport when I
was at school.

be a dead ringer for sb/sth
to look very similar to someone or
something. He's a dead ringer for Bono
from U2- people often come up to him in
the street and askfor his autograph.

be as dead as a doornail informal
to be dead • I found the fish, dead as a
doornail, floating on the surface of the
water.

be dead and buried
to be ended completely • As far as I'm
concerned the matter's dead and buried.
• I won't rest until fascism is dead and
buried in this country.

be dead from the neck up humorous
if a person is dead from the neck up, they
are very stupid. Her last boyfriend was
deadfrom the neck up.

be dead from the waist down humorous
if someone is dead from the waist down,
they donot experience sexual excitement
• It's no goodflirting with him - he's dead
from the waist down.

be dead meat American &Australian,
informal
if you say that someone is dead meat, you
mean that they will be punished severely
for something they have done. You touch
any of my things again and you're dead
meat!

be dead on your feet
to be very tired. I've spent the whole day
cleaning the house and I'm dead on my
feet.

be dead to the world
to be sleeping very deeply • Guy was
curled up on the sofa, dead to the world.

be the dead spit of sb British
to look very much like someone else
• He's the dead spit of this bloke I used to
know.

come back from the dead
rise from the dead

to become successful or popular again
after a period of not being successful or
popular • This was a company that had
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risen from the dead under the new
direction of Tom Wiles.

cut sb dead
to ignore someone when you see them or
when they speak to you because you are
angry with them or do not like them· I
asked her about it in the meeting and she
just cut me dead.

Drop dead! very informal
a rude way of telling someone that you
are very angry at something they have
just said or done. A guy started hassling
me while I was ordering drinks at the bar,
so I told him to drop dead.

in the dead of nightlwinter X
in the middle of the night or in the
middle of winter. The fire broke out in
the dead of night.

knock them/'em dead informal
to perform so well or to look so attractive
that other people admire you a lot. You'll
knock them dead at the party tonight in
your new black dress! • (often an order)
Just go out there tonight and knock 'em
dead!

over my dead body ~
if you say that something will happen
over your dead body, you mean that you
will do everything you can to prevent it
• 'Josh says he 'sgoing to buy a motorbike.'
'Over my dead bodyl'» If they cut down
those trees, they'll do it over my dead body.

Dead is used in the following phrases
connected with people or things that
are not useful, effective, or successful.

deadwood
people in a group or organization who
are not useful any more and who need to
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be removed. There's a lot of dead wood in
the team which needs to beclearedout.

a dead letter
an agreement or a law which still exists
but which people do not obey or which is
not effective any more • The ceasefire
agreement was a dead letter as soon as it
was signed since neither side had any
intention of keeping to it.

be as dead as a dodo informal
if something is as dead as a dodo, it is not
important or popular any more Ib The
dodo was a large bird which could not fly
and which does not exist any more .• Who
cares about socialism any more?
Socialism's as dead as a dodo.

be dead in the water
if something is dead in the water, it has
failed, and it seems impossible that it will
be successful in the future. So how doesa
government revive an economy that is
dead in the water?

flog a dead horse British, American &
Australian X

beat a dead horse American
to waste time trying to do something that
will not succeed. (usually in continuous
tenses) You're flogging a dead horse
trying topersuade Simon to come to Spain
with us - he hates going abroad.• Doyou
think it's worth sending my manuscript to
other publishers or I am just beating a
dead horse?

deaf
be as deaf as a post British, American &

Australian, informal
be as deaf as a doorknob/doornail

Australian
to be completely deaf • She's 89 and as
deaf as apost.

fall on deaf ears X
if a request or advice falls on deaf ears,
people ignore it • Appeals to release the
hostagesfell on deaf ears.• Warnings that
sunbathing can lead to skin cancer have
largelyfallen on deaf ears in Britain.

turn a deaf ear
to ignore someone when they complain
or ask for something. (often + to) In the



past they've tended to turn a deaf ear to
such requests.

deal
cut a deal American X

to make an agreement or an
arrangement with someone, especially in
business or politics • The property
developer tried to cut a deal with us to get
us out of the building.

What's the deal? informal X
something that you say in order to ask
someone to explain what they have been
doing or what they are planning to do
• 'You haven't been at work all week -
what's the deal?'. So, what's the deal- are
wegoing out to dinner?

dear
a Dear John letter humorous

a letter that you send to a man telling him
you want to end a romantic relationship
with him. I've always thought Dear John
letters a cowardly way of ending a
relationship.

cost sbdear >c
if something that someone does,
especially something stupid, costs them
dear, it causes them a lot of problems
• Later that year he attacked a
photographer, an incident that cost him
dear.

hang/hold on (to sth/sb) for dear life
to hold something or someone as tightly
as you can in order to avoid falling' I sat
behind Gary on the bike and hung on for
dear lifeas wesped off. • A rope waspassed
down and she held on to it for dear life as
she waspulled tosafety.

death
a deathtrap

a building, road, or vehicle which is very
dangerous and which could cause people
to die. The whole house was a death trap
with faulty gas fires, broken stairs, and
bad wiring. • The road becomes a death
trap in icy weather.

be at death's door informal
to be nearly dead • Don't exaggerate, it
was only flu - you were hardly at death's
door.
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be done to death informal
if a particular style or subject is done to
death, it is used or discussed so many
times that it is not interesting any more
• The military look was done to death in
last season'sfashion shows.

You'll catch your death (of cold)!
informal
something that you say to warn someone
that they will become ill if they go
outside while they are wet or wearing too
few clothes' You can't go out dressed like
that in this weather - YOU'llcatch your
death of cold!

dice with death
to do something very dangerous' (often
in continuous tenses) You're dicing with
death driving at that sort of speed on icy
roads.

flog sth to death British, American &
Australian, informal <, /'

beat sth to death American ~
to use a particular style or to discuss a
particular subject so many times that it
is not interesting any more' He basically
takes one theme and flogs it to death for
three hundred and fifty pages. • No
sporting event is beaten to death more
than the Sugar Bowl- it is analyzed again
and again by the commentators.

like death (warmed up) British &
Australian

like death (warmed over) American
if you feel or look like death warmed up,
you feel or look very ill • I wish I'd got to
bed earlier last night - I feel like death
warmed up. • The poor guy looked like
death warmed over.

to death
if someone is worried or bored to death,
they are very worried or bored • Why
didn't you ring and say you weregoing to
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be late?I was worried todeath. • Youmust
be bored to death, sitting here all day with
nothing to do.

Death is used in the following phrases
connected with things that fail or end.

"a death blow X
an action or an event which causes
something to end or fail' (usually + to)
This renewed outbreak of fighting has
beenseen as a death blow to any chancefor
peace.• The scandal dealt a death blow
to (= ended) his political ambitions.

die a death British
die a natural death American &

Australian
to fail and end • The principle of free
health carefor everyone is likely to die a
death in the next tenyears.• The play, like
so many others, died a natural death after
only one week.

sign your own death warrant
to do something which will stop you from
being successful i!b A death warrant is
an official document which orders
someone to be killed as a punishment.
• The company signed its own death
warrant by choosing to remain
independent rather than going into
partnership.
sign sth's death warrant to cause an
organization or an activity to fail or end
• The cancellation of the multi-million
dollar order signed the company's death
warrant.

sound/toll the death knell
to cause an organization, system, or
activity to fail or end i!b A knell is the
sound of a bell being rung slowly to tell
people that someone has died .• (often +
for) The new superstore will sound the
death knell for hundreds of small
independent shops. • (sometimes + of)
The closure of the local car factory tolled
the death knell of thetown.
the death knell the reason why
something fails and ends. (often + for)
Computer-operated machinery has been
seen as the death knell for traditional
skills.
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deck
on deck
1 American & Australian if someone is on

deck, they are present and ready to do
something' Bill's batting next - tell him
toget on deck.• Ann, if you can beon deck
at 9.00I'llgiveyou a lift to the meeting.

2 Australian, informal alive. Don't tell me
old Bill's still on deck. I thought he died
years ago.

stack the deck mainly American
to arrange something in a way that is not
fair in order to achieve what you want
i!b This phrase comes from the idea of
arranging a set of cards in a card game so
that you will win .• The manager stacked
the deck in Joe's favor so he got the
promotion.

decks
clear the decks informal

to finish dealing with what you are doing
so that you can start to do something
more important i!b If navy officers clear
the decks they prepare a ship for war.
• His company is clearing the decks for
major new investment in the Far East.

deep
deep down

if you know or feel something deep down,
you are certain that it is true or you feel it
strongly although you do not admit it or
show it • Deep down, she knew that what
she was doing was wrong. • He tried to
convince himself that he was enjoying his
job, but deep down he was really
miserable.

deep pockets
if an organization or a person has deep
pockets, they have a lot of money
• Anyone who tries to help that company
will need deep pockets - it is nearly
bankrupt.

get into deep water to become involved
in a difficult situation • I think we're



getting into deep water here talking about
gender issues.

be in too deep informal
to be so involved in a situation or
relationship that you are unable to stop
being involved. I knew I should leavehim
but I was in toodeep.

dig deep
to use a lot of your own money to pay for
something • Church members dug deep
into their pockets to pay for a new roof.
• The city will have to dig deep if it wants
to host the next Olympics.

go off the deep end informal
to suddenly become very angry or upset
and start shouting at someone • One
minute we were having a perfectly
reasonable discussion and the next minute
you just went off the deepend!

go/run deep
if a feeling or a problem goes deep, it is
very strong or serious and has existed for
a long time. Feelings of anger went deep
on both sides. • Underlying problems in
the company run deep and it is unlikely
that a new director will be able to solve
them.

jump in at the deep end to start a new
job or activity without being prepared for
it • Phi lips is jumping in at the deep end,
acting as captain in his first match with
the team.

deep-six
deep-six sb/sthAmerican, informal

to get rid of someone or something
• They want to deep-six theproject because
it's costing toomuch money.

de facto
de facto formal

a de facto situation is one which exists or
is true although it has not been officially
accepted or agreed • (always before
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noun) Edwards has established himself
as the defacto leader of thegroup.
de facto formal. The UnitedNations has
recognized de facto the country as
independent.

deja vu
deja vu

the strange feeling that you have already
seen or experienced something • As I
walked into the house, I had a strange
sense of dejii vu.

delusions
delusions of grandeur >(

the belief that you are much more
important or powerful than you really
are • Young bands sometimes get
delusions of grandeur after their first
number one hit.

demon
the demon drink humorous

a way of referring to alcohol when you
are talking about the unpleasant effects
it can have • My grandfather used to
lecture us about the dangers of the demon
drink.

den
beard sbin their den
beard the lion in their den

to visit an important person in the place
where they work, in order to tell or ask
them something unpleasant s A group of
journalists bearded the director in his den
to ask how he was going to deal with the
crisis.• Who's going to beard the lion in
her den and explain what's gone wrong?

dent
make a dent in sth British, American &

Australian
put a dent in sth American

to reduce the amount or level of
something. The roof repairs made quite
a dent in our savings .• (often negative)
Policeefforts have hardly put a dent in the
level of drug trafficking on the streets.

department
not be sb's department informal

if something is not your department, you
are not responsible for dealing with it or
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you do not know much about it • As
regards getting your computer fixed,
you'll have to ask someone else - I'm
afraid it's not my department .• In general
doctors don't know much about nutrition:
that's not their department.
OPPOSITE be sb's department informal
• I've chosen the paint and wallpaper; but
the actual job of decorating is Neil's
department.

depth

depths
plumb the depths
1 to experience extreme sadness. (usually

+ of) His wife left him in May and during
the following months he plumbed the
depths of despair.

2 to understand something in detail,
especially something that is difficult to
understand • (usually + of) In hypnosis
weplumb the depths of the unconscious.

3 if something that someone does or says
plumbs the depths, it is very bad. (often
+ of) I read one review which said the
show plumbed the depths of tastelessness.
plumb new depths to become even
worse than before. Man's inhumanity to
man has plumbed new depths in this
conflict. • Industrial relations had
plumbed new depths, even for Hackney,
with a series of disputes and strikes.

sink to such depths
to behave very badly • I find it hard to
believe that human beings could sink to
such depths.

de rigeur
de rigeur formal

if something is de rigeur; it is necessary
if you want to be thought fashionable or
if you want to followa custom. Leather
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jackets and jeans are still de rigeur for
hard rock fans.

designated
a designated driver American

one person in a group who agrees not to
drink alcohol in order to drive the other
people to and from a place where they
will drink alcohol. Tom said he'd be the
designated driver when wego out tonight.

designs
have designs on sb

to want to have a sexual relationship
with someone. She suspected that Helen
had designs on her husband.

have designs on sth
to want to have something and to plan to
get it • I knew that David had designs on
my half of the business.

de trop
de tropformal

more than is needed or wanted. (always
after verb) I thought his comments at the
meeting werea little de trop.

deus ex machina
a deus ex machinaformal

a way of ending a play or event that
seems false and that involves problems
being dealt with too easily. Shakespeare
produces a very unsatisfying deus ex
machina in 'The Winter's Tale' when a
statue of the queencomesto life.

devil
The devil finds work for idle hands.

something that you say which means
people who have no work or activity are
more likely to do things they should not
do, such as commit crimes • There's
plenty more tidying to do if you've
finished the bedroom. The deuilfinds work
for idle hands.

(let) the devil take the hindmost old-
fashioned
something that you say to mean that you
should only think about yourself and
your own success and not care about
other people. You've got to be tough to



survive in this business - grab what you
can and let the devil take the hindmost.

better the devil you know (than the
devil you don't)
something that you say to mean it is
better to deal with a person or thing you
know, even if you do not like them, than
to deal with a new person or thing who
could be even worse· I know Mike can be
difficult to work with sometimes, but
better the devil you know.

between the devil and the deep blue
sea
if you are between the devil and the deep
blue sea, you must choose between two
equally unpleasant situations. For most
people a visit to the dentist is the result of a
choice between the devil and the deep blue
sea - if you go you suffer, and if you don't
go you suffer.

Go to the devil! old-fashioned
an impolite way of telling someone to go
away because you are annoyed with them
• I told him that if he wasn't prepared to
change his ideas he could go to the devil!

have the devil's own job doing sth/to do
sth old-fashioned
to spend a long time trying to do
something difficult· I had the devil 's own
job tofind a parking space near here.

have the devil's own luck old-fashioned
to be very lucky. He found a job and an
apartment within a week - he really has
the devil 's own luck, that man.

play devil's advocate >(
to pretend to be against an idea or plan
which a lot of people support in order to
make people discuss it in more detail and
think about it more carefully tb The
'Advocatus Diaboli' was a person
employed by the Roman Catholic church
to argue against someone being made a
saint (= someone given the honour of
being called Saint by the Roman Catholic
church) .• I don't think he was really in
favour of getting rid of the scheme, he was
just playing devil 's advocate .• I know that
most people here support the project, but
let me play devil's advocate for a moment
and ask if anyone has considered the cost?
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speak/talk of the devil humorous
something that you say when a person
you are talking about arrives and you are
not expecting them • Apparently, Lisa
went there and wasn't very impressed - oh,
talk of the devil, here she is.

devil-may-care
devil-may-care old-fashioned

relaxed and not worried about the results
of your actions • He had a rather devil-
may-care attitude towards money which
impressed me at the time.

dibs
have dibs on sth American, informal

to make it clear that something belongs
to you or that you should be the next
person to use something. I have dibs on
the Sunday paper.

dice
the dice are loaded against sb

if the dice are loaded against someone,
they are not likely to succeed • When I
realized I was the only male applicant I
knew that the dice were loaded against me.

diddly-squat
diddly-squat American, informal

nothing at all • What does he know about
the South? Diddly-squat! • The lyrics in
his songs aren't worth diddly-squat - it's
the melodies that make youfeel good.

die
the die is cast

something that you say when a decision
has been made or something has
happened which will cause a situation to
develop in a particular way tb A die is a
small block of wood or plastic with
different numbers of spots on each side,
used in games, and 'cast' means to throw.
• From the moment thefirst shotuiasfired,
the die was cast and war became
inevitable.

to die for informal
if something is to die for, it is extremely
good. The weather's fantastic, the people
are warm and friendly and the food is to
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die for. • She's a beautiful-looking girl
with a voice to diefot:

difference

different
(It's) different strokes for different

folks. mainly American
something that yousaywhich means that
different people like or need different
things. I've never enjoyed winter sports,
but different strokes for different folks.

march to a different drummer mainly
American

march to a different tune British
to behave in a different way or to believe
in different things from the people
around you • Whiie most of the country
supported military action, Santini was
marching to a different drummer.

dignity
stand on your dignity

to demand to be treated with more
respect than other people because you
think you are more important • And
although he held a senior position in the
company he would never stand on his
dignity.

dime
be a dime a dozen American & X

Australian, informal
to be common and not have much value
• Romantic novels like these are a dime a
dozen.

not be worth a dime American, informal X
to have little or no value. It turns out her
precious painting isn't worth a dime - it's
afake.

on a dime American, informal
if a vehicle or its driver turns or stops on
a dime, they turn or stop in a very small
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space. His car is great for parking - it can
turn on a dime.

dinner
be done like a (dog's) dinner Australian,

informal
to be completely defeated • Whatever
possessed her to play tennis against Sue?
She was done like a dinner.

dire
be in dire straits X

to be in a very difficult or dangerous
situation • The earthquake and the war
will leave the country in dire straits for a
long time. • They are in dire financial
straits.

dirt /

dirt cheap informal )<,
extremely cheap • This may seem like a
great deal of money but in advertising
terms it is dirt cheap.

dirt-poor informal
extremely poor » Most of the population
in this undeveloped area were dirt-poor
and jobless.

dig the dirt
dig up dirt

to try to find out bad things about
someone in order to to stop other people
admiring them > (often + on) No effort is
being spared to dig up dirt on the enemy.

dish the dirt informal
to tell people unpleasant or shocking
personal information about someone
• (often + on) Shauna agreed to dish the
dirt on her millionaire ex-lover for afee of
£5,000. • Some journalists just enjoy
dishing the dirt.

do sbdirt American, informal
to behave unfairly or badly towards
someone, often without them knowing
• Mack really did me dirt - he stopped me
from getting my promotion.

treat sb like dirt X
to behave badly towards someone in a
way that shows that you do not respect
them » I don't know why she stays with
him. He treats her like dirt.



dirty
a dirty old man informal

an older man who shows a strong and
unpleasant interest in sex • On the top
shelf they've got all those horrible
magazines for dirty old men.

a dirty weekend British &Australian,
humorous
a weekend when two people who are not
married goaway somewhere to have sex
• At first I thought he was asking me togo
awayfor a dirty weekend.

a dirty word
if something is a dirty word, people do
not generally approve of it • For the
environmentally conscious, 'disposable'
has becomea dirty word.

give/shoot sba dirty look
to look at someone in an angry way • I
didn't know what I'd said that was so
offensive but she gave me a really dirty
look.

talk dirty informal
to talk rudely about sex,usually in order
to make someonesexually excited. I love
it when you talk dirty to me.

wash your dirty laundry/linen in public
British &Australian

air your dirty laundryllinen in public
American &Australian
to talk to other people about personal
things that you should keep private • I
was brought up to believe that it was
wrong to wash your dirty linen in public.

Dirty is used in the followingphrases
connected with doing something
dishonest or unpleasant.

a dirty trick
a dishonest action • He resigned after
allegations of dirty tricks during the
election campaign. • Telling her you
needed the money for afriend was a dirty
trick.

do sb's dirty work
to do something unpleasant or difficult
for someone else because they do not
want to do it themselves. Wellnext time,
Kevin can do his own dirty work.• (often+
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for) Tell her yourself - I'm not going to do
your dirty workfor you!

do the dirty on sb British & Australian,
informal
to behave unfairly or very badly towards
someone, often without them knowing
• And then he did the dirty on her and
went and had an affair with her best
friend.

play dirty informal X
to behave dishonestly, especially by
cheating in a game • He loses his temper
from time to time, but he neverplays dirty.

disaster , ,
a disaster area X.
1 if a place is a disaster area, it is very

untidy' ~ A disaster area is also a place
where an event like a storm or a flood
causes serious damage and the
governmentgiveshelp for the emergency:
• The kitchen was a disaster area, with
greasy plates piled high in the sink.

2 if a subject, a piece of work, or an
organization is a disaster area, it causes
many problems, often because it is badly
organized. Government housing policy is
a complete disaster area.

discretion
Discretion is the better part of valour.

British &Australian, literary
Discretion is the better part of valor.

American &Australian, literary
something that yousaywhichmeans that
it is better to be careful and think before
you act than it is to be brave and take
risks • She decided not to voice her
opposition to the Chairman's remarks.
Perhaps discretion was the better part of
valour.

distance
go the (full) distance

to continue to do something until it is
successfully completed • It's a really
tough course - I'm just worried that I
won't beable togo the distance.

inlwithin spitting distance
in/within striking distance

very close to something or someone
• (often + of) The great thing about the
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house is that it's within spitting distance
of the sea. • The move to Ascot put us
within striking distance of London.

distraction
drive sbto distraction

to make someone very angry or very
bored • Looking after six children every
day is enough to drive you to distraction.
• There's a constant buzzing noise and it's
driving me to distraction.

divide
divide and conquer/rule

a way of keeping yourself in a position of
power by making the people under you
disagree with each other so that they are
unable to join together and remove you
from your position • A small minority
have continued to govern by a policy of
divide and conquer.
divide-and-conquer/rule (always
before noun) They used divide-and-rule
tactics to isolate their opponents.

dividends
pay dividends

if something you do pays dividends, it
causes good results at a time in the future
tb In the financial world a dividend is
part of the profit of a company that is
paid to the people who own shares in it.
• Plenty of practice early in the season will
pay dividends later on.

do
It's do or die.

something that you say when you are in a
situation in which you must take a big
risk in order to avoid failure. It's now or
never - do or die - risk everything or regret
itfor the rest of your life.
do-or-die· (always before noun) It was a
do-or-diesave by the goalkeeper that won
thegame.

doctor
be just what the doctor ordered

humorous
to be exactly what is wanted or needed
• ;4ndy's making us some lunch.' 'Great,
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just what the doctor ordered.:»A night out
on their own was just what the doctor
ordered.

dog
dog eat dog

if a situation is dog eat dog, people will
do anything to be successful, even if
what they do harms other people • In
showbusiness it's dog eat dog - one day
you're a star, the next you've been replaced
byyounger talent.
dog-eat-dog • It's a dog-eat-dog world
out there so you've got to know who your
realfriends are.

a dog and pony show American
a show or other event that has been
organized in order to get people's support
or to persuade them to buy something
• The film is part of the dog and pony
show the company puts on for the benefit
of foreign journalists.

a dog in the manger
someone who keeps something that they
do not really want in order to prevent
anyone else from having it • Stop being
such a dog in the manger and let your
sister rideyour bike if you're not using it.
dog-in-the-manger • (always before
noun) The British have a dog-in-the-
manger attitude to the island, no longer
needing it themselves, but wanting to deny
it to others.

the dog days
the hottest days of the summer tb Some
people believe there is a star called the
dog star which can only be seen during a
hot period in the summer. • (usually + of)
At times, during the dog days of summer,
the stream dries up completely.

be like a dog with two tails ;;<
to be very happy. Ben's team won the
match. Their manager was like a dog with
two tails.

a dog's breakfast/dinner British &
Australian, informal
something that has been done very badly
• She tried to cut her hair and made a real
dog's breakfast of it. • You should have
seen the ceiling after he'd finished



painting it. It was a complete dog's
breakfast.

done up/dressed up like a dog's dinner
British & Australian
wearing clothes which make you look
silly when you have tried to dress for a
formal occasion • There she was, all
dressed up like a dog's dinner, in a
rtdiculousfrtlly shirt and a skirt that was
far tooshort.

Every dog has its day.
something that you saywhich means that
everyone is successful during some
period in their life • He'll get that
promotion eventually. Every dog has its
day.

not have a dog's chance informal
to not have any chance of doing
something that you want to do • (usually
+ of + doing sth) He hasn't a dog's chance
of getting that job.

It's a dog's life.
something that yousay which means that
life is hard and unpleasant. I've got togo
to the supermarket, then cook a meal, then
pick Dave upfrom the station - it's a dog's
life!

put on the dog American &Australian,
informal
to try to seem richer or more important
than you really are • They really put on
the dog infront of their guests.

Why keep a dog and bark yourself?
British &Australian
something that you say which means
there is no purpose in doing something
yourself when there is someone else who
will do it for you- Just leave the glasses on
the table - the bar staff will collect them.
After all, why keep a dog and bark
yourself?

doggo
lie doggo British &Australian, old-

fashioned
to hide, especially in order to avoiddoing
something that someone wants you to do
• 'Where's Mike?' 'Probably lying doggo
till the washing up's done. '
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doghouse
be in the doghouse informal

if someone is in the doghouse, another
person is annoyed with them because of
something they have done • I forgot to
turn the oven off and the dinner's ruined,
so I'm really in the doghouse.

dogs
call off the dogs x::

to stop attacking or criticizing someone
• The bank has agreed to call off the dogs
until we can get the business up and
running again.

go to the dogs
if a country or an organization is going
to the dogs, it is becoming less successful
than it was in the past • (usually in
continuous tenses) They sat in the bar the
night before the election, moaning that the
country was going to the dogs.

throw sbto the dogs
to allow someone to be criticized or
attacked, often in order to protect
yourself from being criticized or
attacked • I really felt as if I'd been
thrown to the dogs just to save other
people's reputations.

dog-tired
dog-tired informal

extremely tired> He usually got home at
around seven o'clock, dog-tired after a
long day in the office.

doldrums
be in the doldrums
1 if a business, an economy or a person's

job is in the doldrums, it is not very
successful and nothing new is happening
in it !b The doldrums was the name for
an area of sea where ships were not able
to move because there was no wind.
• High-street spending remains in the
doldrums and retailers do not expect an
imminent recovery.
OPPOSITE out of the doldrums· A cut in
interest rates will be needed to lift the
property market out of the doldrums.

2 to feel sad and to lack the energy to do
anything. He's been in the doldrums these
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past couple of weeks and nothing I do
seems to cheerhim up.

dollars
dollars to donuts/doughnuts American,

informal
if you say that something will happen,
dollars to donuts, you mean you are sure
it will happen • Dollars to donuts the
company is going to fold .• I'll bet you
dollars to doughnuts she won't come to
theparty.

dollar signs in sb's eyesAmerican &
Australian
if someonehas dollar signs in their eyes,
they are thinking about the money they
could get. Local taxi drivers approached
us with dollar signs in their eyes. .

dollars-and-cents
dollars-and-centsAmerican &Australian

if something is discussed or thought
about in a dollars-and-cents way, the
exact amounts of money involved are
thought about. (alwaysbeforenoun) The
dollars-and-cents details of the new
budget will bepresented tomorrow by the
government.

domino
a domino effect

the effect which a situation or event has
on a series of other situations or events
fb Dominoes are a set of small,
rectangle-shaped pieces of wood or
plastic, marked with spots on one side. If
dominoes are placed standing next to
each other, each one will knock the next
one over.• Young couplescan't afford even
the small houses, so the people in those
houses can't move on to the bigger houses.
It's the domino effect.

done
a done deal mainly American

a final decision or agreement. (often
negative) It's not a done deal- we're still
talking about who to hirefor thejob.

be done in British, American &
Australian, informal

be all done in American
to be too tired to do any more' She was
done in by the time she had cleared up
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after theparty .• I'm all done in - sorry, but
I can't walk any further without a rest.

don juan
aDonJuan X

a man who has had sex with a lot of
women • At 47he detests his image as a
Don Juan.

donkey
donkey's years informal

a very long time. I've been doing this job
for donkey's years.

doom
doom and gloom )(

the feeling that a situation is bad and is
not likely to improve' Come on, it's not
all doom and gloom, if we make a real
effort wecould still win.

door
close/shutthe door on sth

to make it impossible for something to
happen, especially a plan or a solution to
a problem. There arefears that this latest
move might have closed the door on a
peaceful solution.

give sb a foot in the door • The
freelance work I did gave me a foot in the
door.

lay sth at sb's door
to blame someonefor something bad that
has happened. The blamefor their deaths
was laidfirmly at thegovernment's door.

never darken your door again old-
fashioned
if you tell someone never to darken your
door again, you mean you never want to
see them again. Did herfather really tell
you never to darken his door again? How
melodramatic.
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open the door to sth /'-
to allow something new to start • The
ceasefire opens the door to talks between
the two sides.• A new kind of fat-free fat
could open the door to a revolution in
snackfoods.

show sbthe door X
to make it clear that someone must leave
• I told her that I wasn't interested in her
scheme and she showed me the door in no
uncertain terms.

doors
open (new) doors X

to give someone new opportunities
• (sometimes + for) The success of that
film opened new doors for him.
• (sometimes + to) Early results show that
the new system would open doors to
disadvantaged people.

doorstep

dos
dos and don'ts

rules about what you must do and what
you must not do in a particular situation
• In the back of the guide there's a list of
the dos and don'ts of localetiquette.

dose
go through sb/sth like a dose of salts

old-fashioned
if something you eat goes through your
body like a dose of salts, it goes through
you very quickly • Those beans went
through me like a dose of salts.

dot
dot the/your l's and cross the/your t's

informal
to do something very carefully and in a
lot of detail e She writes highly accurate
reports - she always dots her i's and
crossesher t's.

on the dot
if something happens at a particular
time on the dot, it happens at exactly that
time. Shops in this part of the city shut at
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5.30pmon the dot.• (sometimes + of) The
first customers arrived on the dot of 9am.

dotted
sign on the dotted line

to formally agree to something by signing
a legal document. According topromoter
Andrew James, the band has signed on the
dotted line and will be playing at the
Coliseumon November 2, 3 and 4.

double
double Dutch British & Australian

speech or writing that is nonsense and
cannot be understood. He came out with
a load of sophisticated grammatical codes
and it all sounded like double Dutch.

a double bind
a situation in which you cannot succeed
because whatever you decide to do, there
will be bad results • Women find
themselves in a double bind. If they stay
at home with their kids they're regarded
as non-achievers and if they go out to
work, people say they're neglecting their
family.

a double whammy informal
a situation where two bad things happen
at the same time • Critics claim that the
cuts in public spending coupled with apay
freeze is a double whammy which will
affect low-paid workers badly.

at the double British & Australian
on the double American & Australian

if you go somewhere or do something at
the double, you go there or do it very
quickly • Two surgeons arrived in the
emergency room at the double.

do a double take
to look at something or someone twice
because you are so surprised at what you
have seen • He walked past her and she
did a double take. Without his beard he
was quite transformed.

double-dipping
double-dipping American

the activity of receiving money from two
different places or two different jobs,
often when it is not honest or legal « The
government has introduced tighter rules
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on employees' pensions to discourage
double-dipping.
double-dip American» It is tempting for
physicians to double-dip by sending their
patients to labs they have a financial
interest in.

double entendre
a double entendre

a word or phrase which has two different
meanings, one of which is sexual or rude
• His speech at the dinner was full of bad
jokes and double entendres.

double-talk X
double-talk British, American &

Australian
double-speak mainly American

a way of speaking that confuses people in
order to avoid telling them the truth. He
said the new train service would run fewer
trains, but wouldprovide a better service-
sheer double-talk.

doubting
a doubting Thomas

a person who refuses to believe anything
until they are given proof ib In the
Bible, Thomas would not believe that
Jesus had come back from the dead until
he saw him. • He's a real doubting
Thomas - he simply wouldn't believe I'd
won the car until he saw it with his own
eyes.

down
down-and-dirty
1 American, informal down-and-dirty

behaviour is not pleasant or honest. He
ran a down-and-dirty political campaign.

2 American, informal something that is
down-and-dirty is shocking, often because
it is connected with sex • He likes his
films down-and-dirty.

down the drain British, American &
Australian, informal

down the gurgler Australian, informal
if work or money goes down the drain, it
is wasted • Then our funding was
withdrawn and two years' work went
down the drain. • Say he gives up his
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training, that's four thousand pounds
down the gurgler.

down the toilet British, American &
Australian, informal

down the pan British, informal >(
if something goes down the toilet, it is
wasted or spoiled • After the drug
scandal, his career went down the toilet.
• If the factory closes, that'll be a million
pounds' worth of investment down the
pan .

Down Under informal
Australia and New Zealand, or in or to
Australia and New Zealand. The British
rugby team are going on a tour Down
Under later this year. • I think she's from
down under judging by her accent.

a down and out British &Australian
a down-and-outer American

someone who has no home, no job and no
money. I just assumed he was a down
and but, begging on the street corner.• She
was one of the many down-and-outers
uiaiting for the soup kitchen to open.
down-and-out • (always before noun)
His nextfilm was about two down-and-out
drifters who met in New York.

down-at-heel
down-at-heel British, American &

Australian
down-at-the-heel American

badly dressed or in a bad condition
because of a lack of money> When Lfirst
met her she was down-at-heel but still
respectable.• The play was set in a down-
at-heel hotel inpost-war Germany.

downer
have a downer on sb British &

Australian, informal
to not like someone· I didn't realise she
felt like that about Julian. She's got a real
downer on him.

downhill
go downhill

to gradually become worse. The area has
started to go downhill economically in the
last ten years.• Westarted to argue soon



after we got married, and things went
doumhill from there.

down-home
down-home American

down-homethings are simple and typical
of life in the countryside' (alwaysbefore
noun) It's a diner with down-home
American cooking whereyou can take all
thefamily..• He's a folksy, down-home sort
of guy.

down-to-earth

dozen
by the dozen X

if something is being produced by the
dozen, large numbers of that thing are
being produced • The government is
producing newpolicies by the dozen.

nineteenlten to the dozen British &
Australian, informal
if someone is talking nineteen to the
dozen, they are talking very fast, without
stopping • Gaby was chatting away
nineteen to the dozen behind me and I
couldn't concentrate.

drag
drag your feetlheels

to deal with something slowly because
you do not really want to do it > (often +
on) He was asked why the government
had dragged its feet on the question of a
single European currency. • (often + over)
Wedon't want to look as if we're dragging
our heels overpromoting women to senior
positions.

dragon
chase the dragon

to take heroin (= a powerful drug which
is taken illegally for pleasure) by
smoking it • The drug can be smoked,
which is known as chasing the dragon.
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drain
laugh like a drain British & Australian

to laugh very loudly' I told her what had
happened and she laughed like a drain.

draw
be quick on the draw

to be fast at understanding or reacting to
a situation • He was quick on the draw
answering the reporter's questions.
OPPOSITE be slow on the draw mainly
American' You're a bit slow on the draw
aren't you? Can't you see thejoke?

drawing
a drawing card American & Australian

a famous person who attracts a lot of
people to a public event. Babe Ruth was
the outstanding player of his time - the
real drawing cardfor Yankee Stadium.

back to the drawing board X
if you go back to the drawing board, you
have to start planning a piece of work
again because the previous plan failed
• If the education reform is too expensive
to implement, it's back to the drawing
board for the committee. • Our proposal
might not be accepted, in which case we'll
have togo back to the drawing board.

dreaded
the dreaded lurgy British &Australian,

humorous
an illness that is not serious but passes
easily from person to person' My throat
is sore and my head hurts. I think I've
caught the dreaded lurgy.

dream
Dream on! humorous X

something that you say to someone who
has just told you about something they
are hoping for, in order to show that you
do not believe it will happen • 'I've a
feeling I'll win something on the lottery
this week. ' 'Dreamon!'

a dream ticket
two politicians who have joined together
to try to win an election and who are
likely to succeed because together they
have the support of many different



dreams

groups of people • Clinton and Gore
transformed themselves into a dream
ticket in the last American election.

be/live in a dream world
to have ideas or hopes which are not
practical and are not likely to be
successful • (usually in continuous
tenses) If she thinks he's suddenly going
to turn into the perfect boyfriend, she's
living in a dream world.

like a dream ><-.
if something or someone does something
like a dream, they do it very well
• Everything had happened as it was
meant to. Oscar's plan had worked like a
dream.• Our new car goes like a dream.

dreams
In your dreams! humorous

something that you say to someone who
has just told you about something they
are hoping for, in order to show that you
do not believe it will happen' Daue, buy
you a car?In your dreams!

the manlwomanlsth of your dreams
the person or thing that you would like
more than any other. I'm not sure I'll
ever meet the man of my dreams, or if he
even exists.• At last, we'd found it, the
house of our dreams.

dressed
be all dressed up and/with nowhere to

go
to be dressed and ready to go somewhere
nice, but not have anywhere to go • Rob
rang up and said he had to work late, so
there I was, all dressed up with nowhere to
go.

be dressed to kill
to be wearing clothes which are intended
to make people sexually attracted to you
• Rosie emergedfrom the house, dressed to
kill and clutching a bottle of champagne.
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be dressed up to the nines informal
to be wearing very fashionable or formal
clothes for a special occasion' They must
have been on their way to a wedding or
something. They were dressed up to the
nines.

dribs
in dribs and drabs

in small amounts or a few at a time' We
could only afford to pay the builder in
dribs and drabs.• The hostages have been
released in dribs and drabs.

drift
get sb'slthe drift informal
catch sb'slthe drift informal

to understand what someone is saying
• Canyou explain that again? I don't quite
get your drift. • I didn't understand
everything he was saying but I think I
caught the drift.
if you catch/get my drift informal
if you catch/get the drift informal
something that you say to suggest that
you have left out information or your
opinion from what you have just told
someone' She always has to be the centre
of attention, if you catch my drift.

drink
drive sbto drink humorous

to make someone extremely anxious and
unhappy • I just couldn't live with
someone like Malcolm. It would drive me
to drink.

drop
drop a bombshell British, American &

Australian X
drop a bomb American

to suddenly tell someone a piece of news
that upsets them very much • My sister
dropped a bombshell by announcing she
was leaning her job. • Her husband
dropped a bomb over dinner. 'I'm seeing
another woman, ,he said.

drop everything
if you drop everything, you suddenly
stop what you are doing in order to do
something else instead • I can't just



drop everything and go into town with
you. I have tofinish this letter.

a drop in the ocean British, American &
Australian X

a drop in the bucket American <,

a very small amount in comparison to the
amount that is needed • A hundred
thousand may seem a lot but it's a drop in
the ocean compared to the millions that
need to bespent.

at the drop of a hat
if you do something at the drop of a hat,
you do it suddenly and easily, often
without any preparation • I can't go
rushing off toFlorida at the drop of a hat .
• Wenow have a situation where laws may
bechanged at the drop of a hat.

fit/ready to drop .>(
extremely tired • I'd just walked 10miles
and I was ready to drop.

drop-dead
drop-dead informal

a drop-deadperson or pieceof clothing is
very beautiful. (alwaysbeforenoun)Her
exquisite figure was shown off to the full
in a drop-dead black dress.• He turned up
to the concert with a drop-dead gorgeous
woman on his arm.

dropping
be dropping like flies

if people are dropping like flies, large
numbers of them are dying or becoming
ill or injured within a short period of
time • The heat was overwhelming and
people weredropping likeflies.

drowned
look like a drowned rat

to be very wet, especially because you
have been in heavy rain • I had to cycle
home in the rain and came in looking like
a drowned rat.

drum
banglbeat the drum

to speak eagerly about something that
yousupport. (often+ for) Onceagain she
was banging the drum for pre-school
nurseries. • The opposition parties are
always beating the environmental drum.
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drunk
as drunk as a lord/skunk

very drunk. He rolled out of the club into
a taxi, drunk as a lord.' We'dget drunk as
a skunk at lunch and sleep all afternoon.

dry ?

be as dry as a bone ~
to be extremely dry' I don't think he's
been watering these plants - the soil's as
dry as a bone.

bleed sb dry
to take someone'smoneyuntil most or all
of it has gone • Repayments on the new
furniture werebleeding me dry.

There wasn't a dry eye in the house.
something that yousaywhichmeans that
all the people in a particular place were
very sad about what they had seen or
heard and many of them were crying
• She began to talk about her son who had
died and by the end of her speech there
wasn't a dry eye in the house.

duck
be duck soup American, informal

to be very easy to do • Winning your case
in court ought to beduck soup.

take to sth like a duck to water
to learn how to do something very
quickly and to enjoy doing it • Sue just
took to motherhood like a duck to water.
• He's taken to his new school like a duck
to water.

ducking
ducking and diving informal

if you spend your time ducking and
diving, you are involved in many
different activities, especially ones
which are not honest • 'What do you do
for a living?' 'This and that, ducking and
diving. ,

ducks
get your ducks in a row American,

informal
to organize things well' The government
talks about tax changes but they uson't fix
a date or an amount - they just can't get
their ducks in a row.



due
due
give sb their due
give the devil his due

something that you say when you want to
describe someone's good qualities after
they have done something wrong or after
you have criticized them. She might be
bad at writing letters but I'll give her her
due, she always phones me at the end of
the month. • GeojJ usually forgets my
birthday, but give the devil his due, he
always buys me a lovely Christmas
present.

in due course slightly formal ;?Z
if you say that something will happen in
due course, you mean that it will happen
at a suitable time in the future> You will
receive notification of the results in due
course.

dues
pay your dues

to work hard or do something unpleasant
over a long period in order to achieve
something. I've looked afterfour kids for
sixteen years, I've paid my dues, and now I
want some time to enjoy myself.

duff
be up the duff British & Australian,

informal
to be pregnant s Oh, don't tell me Kylie's
up the duff again!

dull
be as dull as dishwater/ditchwater

informal
to be very boring s He loved the book but I
thought it was as dull as ditchwater.

dumps
be down in the dumps informal

to be unhappy. Things hadn't beengoing
so uiellfor her at work and she wasfeeling
a bit down in the dumps.

dust
the dust settles

if the dust settles after an argument, a
problem, or an event which has caused a
lot of changes, the situation becomes
calmer « Wedecided to let the dust settle
before trying to deal with any other
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problems .• You'd better wait until the
dust settles beforeyou mention anything
else.

bite the dust X
1 informal to fail or to stop existing s Three

hundred morepeople lost their jobs in the
same region when another firm bit the
dust .• She can't make it on Saturday? Oh,
well, another good idea bites the dust!

2 humorous to die· Two Hollywood stars of
the thirties have recently bitten the dust.

gather dust ><-
to not be used for a long time. (often in
continuous tenses) If these books are
going to sit around gathering dust in the
garage you might as well give them to
Frank.

not see sb for dust British &Australian,
informal
if you say that you won't see someone for
dust, you mean that they will leave a
place very quickly, usually in order to
avoid something • If you tell her that
Jim's coming, you won't seeherfor dust!

dutch
Dutch courage humorous

the confidence that you get by drinking
alcohol before you do something that you
are frightened of doing. He had another
drink to give him Dutch couragefor what
he mightftnd at home.

a Dutch treat
an occasion when two or more people
agree to share the cost of something,
especially a meal • She and Callahan
often metfor lunch. It was always a Dutch
treat.

go Dutch
to share the cost of something, especially
a meal • 'Will you let me take you out
tonight?' -'4.slong as wego Dutch.'

duty
be duty bound to do sth

if you are duty bound to do something,
you have to do it because it is your duty
• The government is duty bound to
compensate those who lost money. • I've
been given a certain amount of training



so [feel duty bound to stay in thejob for at
least ayear:

do (double) duty as/for sth American &
Australian
to also have another purpose- They make
an electronic identity card that will do
duty for a credit card and pocket
calculator: • She's really the secretary but
she does double duty as the receptionist
during Katrirui's lunch hour:
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dyed-in-the-wool
dyed-in-the-wool

if you describe someone as dyed-in-the-
wool, you mean they have very strong
opinions and will not change • (always
before noun) He's a dyed-in-the-wool
traditionalist where cooking is concerned
- he won't have any modern gadgets in the
kitchen.



each

each
each to his/her own " /'
to each his/her own A"

something that you say which means that
it is acceptable for people to like or
believe in different things. I find it hard
to believe that anyone enjoys gardening.
Ah well, each to his own.

eager
an eager beaver

someone who works very hard and is
very eager to do things t£;J A beaver is a
small animal which people traditionally
believe to be hard-working .• Who's the
eager beaver who came in at the weekend
tofinish this work off?

eagle
watch sb/sth with an eagle eye
watch sb/sth with eagle eyes

to watch someone or something very
closely and carefully t£;J An eagle is a
large bird which can see very well .• The
teacher was watching the children with an
eagle eye, making sure they behaved
themselves.
an eagle eye· if someone has an eagle
eye, they are good at noticing small
details because they watch things very
carefully» Nothing escapeshis eagleeye.
eagle-eyed • This article is full of
printer's errors, which an eagle-eyed
proofreader would have spotted.

ear
be out on your ear informal

to be forced to leave your job because you
have done something wrong, or because
your work is not good enough. You'll be
out on your ear if you don't start doing
some work around here.
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can do sth on their ear Australian,
informal
if someone can do something on their
ear, they can do it very easily. Ask Jane
to make it, she can bake a souffle on her
ear.

grin/smile from ear to ear
to look extremely happy • (usually in
continuous tenses) We've had a fantastic
response,' he said, grinning from ear to
ear.

Ear is used in the following phrases
connected with listening and talking
to people.

bend sb's ear informal
to talk to someone for a long time, usually
about something boring. (often + about)
Don't let her bend your ear about how
overworked she is.

have sb's ear
if someone has the ear of an important
and powerful person, that person is
willing to listen to their ideas • He's a
powerful industrialist who has the
President's ear.

have an ear for sth
if someone has an ear for music, poetry;
or languages, they are good at hearing,
repeating, or understanding these
sounds> (often negative) She's never had
much of an earfor languages.

keep an/your ear to the ground
to watch and listen carefully to what is
happening around you so that you know
about everything t£;J American Indians
used to put their ear against the ground
to help them discover where animals or
other people were .• I' II keep an ear to the
ground and tell you if I hear of any
vacancies.

lend an ear
to listen carefully and in a friendly way to
someone, especially someone who is
telling you about a problem «If you have



any problems, go to Cldire. She'll always
lend a sympathetic ear.

earful ')(
give sban earful informal .

to tell someone how angry you are with
them. Youcan just imagine the earful he
gave her when they got home.

early
an early bath British &Australian,

informal
if you take an early bath, you are forced
to stop doingan activity sooner than you
intended to Ib This phrase is often used
about sports such as football. • The
spokesman took an early bath after a
series of embarrassing and incorrect
statements .• And that's his secondyellow
card so it looks like an early bath for
Taylor;

an early bird X
someone who gets up early in the
morning > Ellen's the early bird in this
house, not me.

The early bird catches the worm.
something that you say in order to tell
someone that if they want to be
successful they should do something
immediately • If you see a job that
interests you, apply as soon as possible.
The early bird catches the worm.

ears
(sb's)ears are flapping informal

something that you say when you think
that someoneis listening to your private
conversation. I can't talk now. Ears are
flapping.

your ears must be burning
something that you say to someonewho
is being talked about. All that talk about
William - his ears must have been
burning.
Were your ears burning? • Wereyour
ears burning? We werejust talking about
you.
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about/around sb's ears
if something falls, or is brought about
someone's ears, it suddenly fails
completely and destroys someone's
hopesand plans> His business folded and
collapsed about his ears. • Her entire
world seemed to have come crashing
around her ears when he died.

be all ears informal X
to be very eager to hear what someoneis
goingto say. 'Doyou want to hear what
happened at theparty last night?' 'Ohyes,
I'm all ears'.

box sb's ears old-fashioned
to hit someone,usually as a punishment
• I'll box your ears, young man, if you
come home late again!

can't believe your:ears
if you can't believe your ears, you are
very surprised at something that
someone tells you • (usually in past
tenses) She couldn't believe her ears when
they told her Jim had been arrested.

have nothing between the/your ears
informal
to be stupid. He's very good-looking but
has absolutely nothing between the ears,
I'm afraid.

pin back your ears British
to listen carefully to something • (often
an order)Pin backyour ears- she could be
about to say something important.

prick your ears up informal
to start to listen carefully to what
someone is saying, often because you
think you may find out something
interesting fb Many animals prick up
(= raise) their ears when they hear
something. • Eve pricked her ears up
when she heard her name being
mentioned.

earth
an earth mother

a womanwhohas children and whohas a
natural ability as a mother • My older
sister's a real earth mother. She has four
kids and she's completely happy to stay at
home all day with them.



earth-shattering

the earth moved humorous
something that you say to describe how
gooda sexual experience was' 'How was
it for you?' 'Ooh, the earth moved!'.• Did
the earth mouefor you?

come (back) down to earth (with a
banglbump/jolt)
to have to start dealing with the
unpleasant or boring things that happen
every day after a period of excitement
and enjoyment s Wecame down to earth
with a bump when we got back from our
holidays tofind we had a burst pipe.
bring sb (back) down to earth' I had a
huge pile of work waiting for me on my
desk so that brought me back down to
earth.

go to earth British & Australian
to go away somewhere where peoplewill
not be able to flnd you' I'll go to earth in
my uncle's holiday cottage until all the
publicity has died down.

run sb to earth British &Australian
to flnd someone after searching for them
• The film star was run to earth by
reporters in an exclusive golf complex.

earth-shattering
[hardly/scarcely etc.] earth-shattering

not very surprising or shocking • We
were all expecting the announcement. It
wasn't exactly earth-shattering news.

easier

easy
easy come, easy go informal

something that you say in order to
describe someone who thinks that
everything is easy to achieve, especially
earning money,and who therefore does
not worry about anything • Les could
certainly spend money. Easy come, easy go
it was with him.
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Easy does it! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to do something carefully
• 'Easy does it!' Bob shouted, as I steered
the boat into the dock.

easy money X
money that you earn with very little
work or effort • It must be easy money
writing for one of those magazines.

be as easy as abc
to be very easy • You won't have any
problems assembling your new bed - it's
as easy as abc.

be as easy as falling off a log British,
American & Australian

be as easy as rolling off a log American
to be very easy' She said writing stories
was as easy asfalling off a logfor her.

be as easy as pie
tobevery easy' Oh, comeon!Even a child
could do that, it's as easy as pie.

be easy meat British &Australian,
informal

be an easy mark American
someone or something that is easy meat
is easy to beat, criticize, or trick. United
were easy meat in the semifinal on
Wednesday.• The elderly living alone are
an easy mark for con-men.
make easy meat of sth/sb British &
Australian, informal • Our team made
easy meat of them in thefinal.

be easy on the ear
if music is easy on the ear, it has a
pleasant and relaxing sound' When I'm
driving, I like to listen to music that's easy
on the ear and not toodemanding.

be easy on the eye »:
to have an attractive appearance' It's not
a painting which is easy on the eye, but it
attracts your auentionfor other reasons.

go easy informal
to not take or use too much of something
• (often + on) Avoid fried foods and go
easy on the snacks.• Go easy! There's not
much left!

go easy on sb informal
to treat someone in a gentle way and not
punish them severely if they have done
something wrong' They'll probably go



easy on him since he hasn't been in trouble
before.

It's easy to be wise after the event.
British, American &Australian

It's easy to be smart after the fact.
American
something that yousay which means that
it is easy to understand what you could
have done to prevent something bad from
happening after it has happened • In
retrospect I suppose we should have
realised that she was in trouble and tried
to help her but then I suppose it's easy to be
wise after the event .• People often tell me
they'd never have taken out a loan if
they'd thought about it more carefully -
but it's easy to be smart after thefact.

take it easy
to relax and not use up too much energy
• You'd better take it easy for a while-you
don't want to get ill again.

Take it easy!
something that you say in order to tell
someone to be calm and not to get too
angry or excited s Take it easy! I didn't
mean any offence.

eat
eat humble pie British, American &

Australian
eat crow American

to be forced to admit that you are wrong
and to say you are sorrv - The producers
of the advert had to eat humble pie and
apologizefor misrepresenting thefacts.

eating
what's eating sb? informal

something that you ask when someone is
angry and you want to know why • He
suddenly noticed I wasn't joining in the
conversation. 'What's eating you tonight?'
he asked.

ebb
the ebb and flow

the way in which the level of something
frequently becomes higher or lower in a
situation » (often + of) The government
did nothing about the recession, hoping it
was just part of the ebb and flow of the
economy.
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echo
cheer sb to the echo British, old-

fashioned
to shout and clap a lot in order to support
someone· The team captain was cheered
to the echo when he was presented with the
cup.

eclipse
be in eclipseJiterary

if something is in eclipse, it is less
successful than it was before. His career
was in eclipse until he made a comeback in
this surprise hitjilm.

economical
y

be economical with the truth humorous . "-
to not be completely honest about
something. He was economical with the
truth - he gave her a censored account of
what was discussed.

edge
be on edge

to be nervous or worried about
something. The players were all a little
on edge before the big game.
put sb on edge· Knowing that I might be
called on to answer a question at any point
always puts me on edge.

have the edge on/over sb/sth
to be slightly better than someone or
something else. He's got the edge over
other teachers because he's so much more
experienced. • The new Renault has the
edge on other similar models - it's larger
and cheaper.

keep sb on the edge of their seat British,
American &Australian

keep sb on the edge of their chair
American
if a story keeps you on the edge of your
seat, it is very exciting and you want to
know what is going to happen next. You
must rent this video. It keeps you on the
edge of your seat right up to the end.

live on the edge X
to have a type of life in which you are
often involved in exciting or dangerous
activities • If you were always living on



edges

the edge like that I'm sure you wouldn't
livepast the age of sixty.

lose your edge
to lose the qualities or skills that made
you successful in the past • She's still
competing, but she's two years older now
and she's lost her edge.

push/drive sbover the edge informal X
if an unpleasant event pushes someone
over the edge, it makes them start to
behave in a crazy way • She had been
driven over the edge by the separation
from her husband.

edges
fray around/at the edges

to start to become less effective or
successful This songwriting
partnership began to fray at the edges
after both partners got married.

educated
an educated guess

a guess that is likely to be correct because
you have enough knowledge about a
particular subject • Scientists can do no
more than make educated guesses about
future climate changes.

effing
effing and blinding British & Australian,

informal
swearing angrily t!b Effing here
represents the letter 'F' as a way of
avoiding saying 'fuck' or 'fucking'.
Blinding comes from an old-fashioned
phrase 'Blind me!' .• I could hear Bill
effing and blinding as he tried to repair
the washing machine.

egg
can't boil an egg humorous

if someone can't boil an egg, they are not
able to cook t!b This phrase comes from
the idea that boiling an egg is a very easy
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thing to do. • Don't expect a dinner
invitation from Laura - she can't boil an
egg.

have egg on your face informal X
to seem stupid because of something you
have done· You'll be the one who has egg
on your face if it goes wrong.

lay an egg American, informal
to fail to make people enjoy or be
interested in something • Our first two
sketches got big laughs, but the next two
laid an egg.

eggs
put all your eggs in one basket X

to risk losing everything by putting all
your efforts or all your money into one
plan or one course of action. If you're
going to invest the money, my advice
would be don't put all your eggs in one
basket.

eggshells
be walking/treading on eggshells

if you are walking on eggshells, you are
trying very hard not to upset someone
fb An eggshell is the hard outside
covering of an egg which breaks very
easily. • It was like walking on eggshells
with my father. The smallest thing would
make him angry.

ego
an ego trip .7<-

something that you do in order to make
yourself feel important • Running the
university Film Society is a big ego tripfor
her.

eight
be behind the eight ball American &

Australian, informal
to be in a difficult situation and unable to
make progress fb In a game of pool (= a
game in which you hit numbered balls
into holes around a table), if you are
behind the black, number eight ball you
are in a difficult position to take your
next turn. • The police are very much
behind the eight ball - they've had no
more leads on these burglaries.



elbow
elbow grease humorous

hard work, especially when you are
cleaning something' With determination
and elbow grease we soon transformed the
filthy kitchen.

elbowroom
1 space which allows you to move around

• There's no elbow room at all in this
kitchen.

2 the freedom to do what you want to do
• The President should be given as much
elbow room as he needs to solve these
international problems.

at sb's elbow
near someone, often in order to help them
• She hovered constantly at Charles's
elbow to make sure he had everything he
wanted.

give sbthe elbow British, informal
to end a romantic relationship with
someone • They went out together for a
month and then she gave him the elbow.

elders
your elders and betters old-fashioned

people who are older than you and who
should be treated with respect. When we
were children, we were always taught to
respectour elders and betters.

element
be in your element

to feel happy and relaxed because you are
doing something that you like doing and
are good at • You should have seen her
when they asked her tosing, she was in her
element.

be out of your element
to feel unhappy or strange because you
are in a situation that you are not
familiar with > Hefelt out of his element
at such aformal occasion.

elevator
elevator musicAmerican

pleasant but boring recorded music that
is played in public places' You can't get
away from elevator music in some
shopping malls.
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eleventh
at the eleventh hour X

almost too late • Negotiators reached
agreement at the eleventh hour, just in
time to avoid a strike.
eleventh-hour • (always before noun)
The accused was saved from execution by
an eleventh-hour confession from her
father.

else
if all else fails

if you decide that you will do something
if all else fails, you decide that that is
what you will do if none of your ideas or
plans succeed' Well, if all elsefails you 'll
just have toget apart-time job to earn a bit
of extra money.

embarrassment
an embarrassment of richesformal

if you have an embarrassment of riches,
you have more of something than you
need and this makes it difficult for you to
make a choice • This club has an
embarrassment of riches.All theirplayers
are good, so who do they pick for their
side?

eminence grise
an eminence griseformal

someone who has a lot of power and
influence but no official position
• Although he never became a minister, he
was the party's eminence grise for 15
years.

empty
empty nest syndrome

the sad feelings which parents have when
their children grow up and leave home
• The last of her children had recently
moved out and she was suffering from
empty nest syndrome.

Empty vesselsmake (the) most
noise/sound.
something that you say which means that
people who talk a lot and frequently
express their opinions are often stupid
• David talks as if he's an expert on
everything, but empty vessels make most
noise.



enchilada

enchilada
the whole enchilada informal

the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it • We
had theflouiers. the speeches, the presents-
the whole enchilada.

end
end it all informal X,

to kill yourself • After his wife died, he
was so depressed he decided to end it all.

End of story. informal >(
something that you say when you think
that the opinion you have just expressed
about something is correct and that there
is no other possible way of thinking
about it· If you don't have the money, you
don't spend it. End of story.

an end in itself
if an activity or action is an end in itself,
it is important to you not because it will
help you to achieve something else, but
because you enjoy doing it or think that it
is important. Education should be an end
in itself.

The end justifies the means.
something that you say which means that
in order to achieve an important aim, it is
acceptable to do something bad
• Unfortunately, we'll have to cut down the
forest to make space for the golf course,
but [feel the end justifies the means.
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reach the end of your tether British,
American &Australian
reach the end of your rope American
• She finally reached the end of her tether
and told him exactly what she thought of
his behaviour.

be the end of the line/road
to be the end of a situation or process
• After losing his title in last night'sj"zght,
the former heavyweight champion knows
that this is the end of the road. • (often +
for) When she found out that Jim had
been seeing another woman, it was the end
of the line for their marriage.
reach the end of the line/road' Lthink
our friendship has reached the end of the
road - you've lied to me once too often.

can't see beyond/past the end of your
nose
if you can't see beyond the end of your
nose, you think so much about yourself
and what affects you that you do not see
what is really important • These people
are so busy making money, they can't see
beyond the end of their nose.

getlhave your end away British, very
informal
if a man gets his end away, he has sex
• Did you get your end away last night,
then?

holdlkeep your end up British, informal
to do what you are expected to do • After
my maternity leave, [made sure I kept my
end up at work. I didn't want to give my
boss an excuse to complain about working
mothers.

You'll never hear the end of it. informal
something that you say which means that
someone will continue to talk about
something they have achieved for a long
time and in an annoying way' If she wins
you know we'll never hear the end of it.



[days/months/weeks etc.] on end
if something happens or continues for
days, months etc. on end, it continues for
several days, months, or weeks without
stopping • We sometimes don't see each
other for months on end, but we're still
goodfriends.

ends
go to the ends of the earth

to do everything possible in order to
achieve something • (often + to do sth)
Some journalists would go to the ends of
the earth toget a story.

play both ends against the middle
American, informal
to try to make two people or groups
compete with each other in order to get
an advantage for yourself. He's playing
both ends against the middle - telling two
prospective employers that the other has
offereda higher salary.

enfant terrible __
an enfant terrible X

a famous or successful person who likes
to shock people by behaving badly
• (usually + of) Jean Paul Gaultier; the
enfant terrible of French fashion, arrived
at the show wearing a mini kilt.

Englishman
An Englishman's home is his castle.

British, old-fashioned
something that yousaywhich means that
British peoplebelievethey should beable
to control what happens in their own
homes, and that no one else should tell
them what to do there. An Englishman's
home is his castle. The government has no
right to interfere in our private lives!

enough
Enough is as good as a feast. British, old-

fashioned
something that you say which means you
should not have more of something than
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you need • No, thank you, nothing more
to drink for me. Enough is as good as a
feast.

enough isenough ~
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you think what is
happening should stop' Look, enough is
enough. He's borrowed £300already.

Enough said. X
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you have clearly
understood what they have just said and
do not need any more explanation' 'His
father's a duke. ' 'Enough said. '

en route
en route

if you are en route to a place, you are on
your waythere. (usually + to) They were
en route to Geneva when they heard the
news.

error
see the error of your ways

to understand that you have been
behaving badly and to decide to improve
your behaviour • It's the story of a
corrupt policeman who finally sees the
error of his ways.

esprit de corps
esprit de corpsformal

feelings of pride and loyalty that are
shared by members of a group
• Companies that involve their employees
in planning have the best esprit de corps.

essence
be of the essence

to be the most important thing for
achieving success • Time is of the
essence because the building must be
completed by June. • For successful
military strategy, secrecyis of the essence.

et al.
etal.

something that you say after a name or
list of names to refer to other people in
the group' This issue isdiscussed in more
detail in the article by Cooperet al.



even

even
even stevens British, informal
even steven American & Australian,

informal
if two or more people are even stevens,
they have the same amount of something
or are at the same level. Give me £20and
we're even stevens - I'm not worried about
a feui pence.

break even
if a person or a business breaks even,
they donot make or lose any money from
their business· After a bad year in 1995,
the company just about broke even in 1996.

get an even break American &Australian
if someone gets an even break, they get
the same opportunity to improve their
situation as other people. This guy has
the talent. He just needs to get an even
break and he could be up there with the
best of them.
give sb an even break American &
Australian • Until now no one had given
her an even break toprove what she could
do.

get even informal ~
if you get even with someone who has
done something bad to you, you do
something bad to them • Vinnie's a
spiteful kind of guy. Who knows what he
might think up to get even.• (often +
With) He swore he'd get even with Leefor
humiliating him.

on an even keel
calm and not likely to change suddenly
• My main priority is to keep my life on an
even keelfor the sake of my two boys.

every
every man jack (of usfthem) old-fashioned
every last man (of usfthem) old-fashioned

every single person • If you sack me the
others will walk out too,every man jack of
them.• Every last man of us is ready to
fight for their country.

every now and again/then
every so often

sometimes • Every now and then I go to
town and spend loads of money.
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every other
happening or existing regularly on every
secondone of the things youare counting
• Our discussion group meets every other
Friday at eight o'clock.• Every other shelf
on the bookcaseuxis full of books.

every time sbturns around/round
informal
something that you say when you think
something happens very often or too
often. Every time I turn around she's
giving me some new rule about recycling
the trash.

every which way American & Australian,
informal
in many different directions • The
documents lay scattered every which way
on his desk.

everyone
everyone and his brother American

a very large number of people • We
couldn't get in to see the movie - everyone
and his brother had decided togo.

everything
Everything's coming up roses.

something that you say when a situation
is successful in every way. Everything's
coming up rosesfor Georgeat the moment
- he's beenpromoted at work and he's just
got engaged.

evidence
turn king's/queen's evidence
turn state's evidence

if someone who has been accused of a
crime turns king's evidence, they give
information in a court of law about other
people involved in the crime in order to
have their own punishment reduced
• She was given a lenient sentence in
exchangefor turning king's evidence.

evil
give sbthe evil eye

to look at someone in an angry or
unpleasant way • I arrived late for the
meeting and Steve Thomson gave me the
evil eye.

ex cathedra
ex cathedraformal

if someone speaks ex cathedra or makes



an ex cathedra statement, they say
something in an officialwayas if it must
be obeyed or accepted • His policy
pronouncements made ex cathedra
angered many of his colleagues.

exception
be the exception that proves the rule

if you say something is the exception
that proves the rule, you mean that
although it does not support the
statement you have made, the statement
is usually true • This woman is the
exception that proves the rule that it is
impossible to be a warmonger and a
feminist at the same time.

ex gratia
ex gratia

an ex gratia payment is one which
someone makes in order to show that
they are kind and not because it is legally
necessary • (always before noun) The
company has refused to admit it acted
unlawfully but it has offered the victims
an exgratia payment of £5,000each.

exhibition
make an exhibition of yourself

to do something that makes you look
stupid and attracts other people'S
attention· If he keeps on drinking he's
going to end up making an exhibition of
himself!

expense
no expense isspared

if no expense is spared in arranging
something, a lot of money is spent to
make it extremely good • No expense
was spared in making the guests feel
comfortable.
no expense spared· It was only the best
for his daughter's wedding, no expense
spared.

experience
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extra
go the extra mile X

to make more effortthan is expected of
you. (often+ for) He's a niceguy, always
ready togo the extra milefor hisfriends.

extracurricular
extracurricular activity humorous

sexual activity, especially when it is
secret Ib Extracurricular activities can
also mean things that you do which
are not part of your school or college
course.• You're looking very tired these
days, Ron. Been indulging in too much
extracurricular activity?

eye
An eye for an eye (and a tooth for a

tooth).
something that you say which means if
someone does something wrong, they
should be punished by having the same
thing doneto them Ib This phrase comes
from the Bible.• If you murder someone
you deserve todie.An eyefor an eye.

be in the eye of the storm
to be very much involvedin an argument
or problem that affects a lot of people
• International aid agencies were in the
eyeof the storm when war broke out in the
country.

cast/run your/an eye over sth
to look at something quickly without
looking at the details • Would you mind
casting an eye over my essay and giving
meyour comments?

catch sb's eye
1 tobe noticedbysomeonebecauseyouare

lookingat them· She lit a cigarette while
he tried to catch the waiter's eye.

2 to be attractive or different enough to be
noticed by people • There were lots of
dresses to choosefrom, but none of them
really caught my eye.



eyeball

eye-catching • There is an eye-catching
mural in the hall.

get your eye in British &Australian
to become very good at a sport or other
activity by practising it • It'll take me a
while to get my eye in. I haven't played for
years.
keep your eye in British & Australian
• I try toplay regularly to keep my eye in.

give your eye teeth for sth informal
give your eye teeth to do sth informal

if you would give your eye teeth for
something, you would very much like to
have or be that thing. I'd give my eye
teethfor a house like that .• Most women
would give their eye teeth to be tall and
thin like you.

have your eye on sth
to have seen something that you want
and that youintend to get. I've got my eye
on a really nice sofa - I just hope we can
afford it.

have an eye for sth .r\
to be goodat noticing a particular type of
thing > She has an eye for detail .• He
had an eyefor the unusual and the exotic
which made him a very good shopping
companion.

have an eye for/on the main chance
British &Australian
if someone has an eye for the main
chance, they are always looking for
opportunities to make money and to
improve their situation • She was
someone who had an eye on the main
chance and who never missed an
opportunity to exploit others.

keep your eye on the ball
to give your attention to what you are
doing all the time. You have to keep your
eyeon the ball in business.
OPPOSITE take your eye off the ball • If
you're a manager, you can't afford to take
your eyeoff the ball for one minute.
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keep an eye out for sb/sth
to watch carefully for someone or
something to appear. Keepan eye outfor
signpostsfor Yosemite.

look sb in the eye/eyes
to look directly at someone without fear
or shame. Look me in the eyes and tell me
the truth .• I felt so embarrassed - I just
couldn't look him in the eye.

There is more to sth/sb than meets the
eye.
something that you say when you think
that something or someone is less simple
than they seem to be at first • There's
more to this than meets the eye. I suspect
Tom's not telling the truth .• There must
be more to him than meets the eye, or else
why would she be interested in him?

with an eye to sth
if you do something with an eye to
something else, you do it for that reason
• With an eye to the upcoming election the
President has hired a new speechwriter.
• A lot of costume drama isproduced with
an eye toAmerican sales.

eyeball
eyeball to eyeball

if you are eyeball to eyeball with an
enemy or someone that you are arguing
with, you deal with them in a direct way
• Troops on the ground are likely to
remain eyeball to eyeballfor a while yet.
eyeball-to-eyeball • (always before
noun) The public wants to see an eyeball-
to-eyeball confrontation between the two
party leaders.

eyebrows
raise (a few) eyebrows A

to shock or surprise people· Anna's
miniskirt raised eyebrows at the board
meeting. • The player's huge transfer fee
raised a few eyebrows in the football
world.



raised eyebrows • There were raised
eyebrows and coughs of disapproval
when the speaker turned up drunk for the
lecture.

eyeful
get an eyeful informal

to clearly see someone or something that
is surprising • Ed got an eyeful on the
beach when a woman took her top off
right in front of him .• (often an order)
Get an eyeful of this! (= Look at this) I
bet you've never seen so much money in
oneplace before.

eyes
sb's eyes are bigger than their

belly/stomach humorous
something that you say when someone
has taken more foodthan they can eat. I
can't finisti this piece of cake. I'm afraid
my eyes were bigger than my stomach as
usual.

sb's eyes are out on stalks informal
sb's eyes are popping out of their head

informal
if someone's eyes are out on stalks, they
are looking at someoneor something in a
way that shows that they think that
person or thing is extremely surprising
or attractive ;b In funny drawings,
people and animals are often drawn with
their eyes coming out of their head to
show that they are very surprised .• You
should have seen Pete when Bee turned up
in her short skirt. His eyes were out on
stalks.

all eyes are on sb/sth
if all eyes are on someone or something,
everyone is watching that person or
thing and waiting to see what will
happen • All eyes are on the Prime
Minister to see how he will respond to the
challenge to his leadership.

be all eyes
to watch something or someonewith a lot
of interest. Wewereall eyes as theprince
and princess emergedfrom thepalace.

can't takelkeep your eyes off sb/sth
if you can't take your eyes off someone
or something, you are unable to stop
looking at them because they are so
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attractive or interesting • I thought he
was so beautiful- I couldn't take my eyes
off him .• I couldn't keep my eyes off her
amazing hairdo.

Close your eyes and think of England.
mainly British, humorous
if you close your eyes and think of
England when you have sex with
someone, you do not enjoy it, but do it
because you think you should. Just close
your eyes and think of England. He'll
never notice.

close/shut your eyes to sth >-,<
to pretend that something bad does not
exist because you do not want to deal
with it • She was besotted with him and
closed her eyes to his character defects.
• You can't just shut your eyes to your
problems and hope that they'll go away.
OPPOSITE open your eyes to sth • He's
finally opened his eyes to what has been
going on behind his back.

sb could dosth with their eyes
closed/shut
if someone could do something with
their eyes shut, they can do it very easily,
usually because they have done it so
many times before. I've driven along this
route so often, I could do it with my eyes
shut.

cry your eyes out informal
to cry a lot and for a long time. I cried my
eyes out when my cat died.

feast your eyes on sth
to look at something with a lot of
pleasure • Just feast your eyes on this
fabulous painting.

have eyes in the back of your head
informal
to know everything that is happening
around you • Parents of young children



eyes

have to have eyes in the back of their
heads.

have eyes like a hawk
if someone has eyes like a hawk, they
notice everything • The supervisor has
eyes like a hawk, so be careful she doesn't
catchyou eating at your desk.

hit sb(right) between the eyes informal
if something hits someone between the
eyes, it shocks them. I remember when I
read that article. It hit me right between
the eyes.

in sb's eyes
in someone's opinion. And although she
was probably just an ordinary-looking
kid, in my eyes she was the most beautiful
child in the world.

keep your eyes peeled/skinned informal
to watch very carefully for something
• (often + for) Keepyour eyespeeledfor a
signpost.

lay/set eyes on sb/sth British, American
& Australian

clap eyes on sb/sth British & Australian
to see someoneor something for the first
time. I've loved him ever since I first set
eyeson him .• I wish I'd never clapped eyes
on that money.
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make eyes at sb
to look at someone in a way that shows
them that you think they are sexually
attractive • (usually in continuous
tenses) Sally spent the whole evening
making eyesat Stephen.

only have eyes for sb :X::,
to be interested in or attracted to only
one person. You've no need to bejealous.
Ionly have eyesfor you. X

open sb's eyes to sth ;'X
to make someone understand something
for the first time and know how difficult
or unpleasant it is • Having children of
my own opened my eyes to the hurt I had
caused my parents.

with your eyes open
knowing about all the problems there
couldbe with something that youwant to
do • 'You want to get married? But you're
only 18!' 'I'm doing this with my eyesopen,
so don't worry about me. ' • It was difficult
to succeed in the acting profession but I
went into it with my eyes open.



face
sb's face doesn't fit

if someone's face doesn't fit, their
appearance or personality are not
suitable for a particular job or activity
• He'd always wanted to star in action
movies but hisface just didn't fit.

sb's face is a picture
if someone's face is a picture, their face
shows that they are very surprised or
angry. Herface was a picture when I told
her the news.

a face as long as a wet week Australian,
informal
a very sad expression • (not used with
the)As soon as I saw her I knew it was bad
news. She had aface as long as a wet week.

be in your face American, informal
if someone is in your face, they criticize
you all the time s One of the managers is
always in myface.

be in your face informal
to be shocking or annoying in a waythat
is difficult to ignore. It's pop music that's
sexy,colourful and in your face.
in-your-face • (always before noun) We
ran an in-your-face poster campaign to
promote the magazine.

blow up/explode in sb's face
if a plan or situation blows up in your
face, it has a bad effect on you instead of
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the result you expected The
government's attempts at reform have
blown up in its face, with demonstrations
taking place all over the country.

come face to face with sb
to suddenly meet someonebychance. As
I was going into the restaurant, I came
face toface with my ex-husband who was
just leaving.

come face to face with sth
to see or experience a problem for the
first time • It was only after I started
working for the charity that I cameface to
face with poverty.
bring sb face to face with sth • They
werebrought face toface with thefact that
their son was a drug addict when he took
an overdose.

disappear/vanish off the face of the
earth British, American &Australian

fall off the face of the earth American
to disappear completely. We lost contact
with Ed after he left college - he just
disappeared off theface of the earth.

fly in the face of sth slightly formal X
to be the opposite of what is usual or
accepted • These recommendations fly in
the face of previous advice on safe limits
for alcohol consumption.

Get out of my face! very informal J«
something that you say in order to tell
someone to stop annoying you· Just get
out of myface and leave me alone!

laugh in sb's face ~<
to show someone that you do not respect
them and do not think their ideas are
important. Heasked them toput out their
cigarettes but theyjust laughed in hisface.

look sbin the face
to look directly at someone without fear
or shame· I don't know how you can look
your sister in the face after what you've
done.

on the face of it X
something that you say when you are
describing the way a fact or situation



faces

seems in order to show that you think it
may really be completely different • On
the face of it, the trip seems quite cheap,
but there could be extra expenses we don't
know about yet.

set your face against sth! doing sth
formal
to be determined not to do something
• Despite Fierce competition from rival
companies, they've set their face against
price cuts.

show your face
if you show your face in a place, you go
there, even when you feel embarrassed
about something that you have done
• (always+ adv/prep) I don't know how he
dares show his face in this pub after how
he behaved the other night! • If he ever
shows his face in this town again, I'll get
thepolice.

stuff your face very informal
to eat a lot of food • (usually in
continuous tenses) We've been stuffing
our faces with Susannah's delicious
chocolatecake.

take sth at face value )<
to accept something because of the wayit
first looks or seems, without thinking
about what else it could mean tb The
face value of a note or a coin is the
number written on it. • (often negative)
These results should not be taken at face
value - careful analysis is required to
assess theirfull implications.

throw sth back in sb's face
to refuse to accept someone's advice or
help in an angry or unpleasant way
• Each time I make a suggestion she just
throws it back in my face and says I don't
understand.

to sb's face X
if you say something unpleasant to
someone's face, you say it to them
directly, without worrying whether they
will be upset or angry> Everyone refers to
him as 'Junior' but no one would dare call
him that to hisface.

what's hislher face informal
a way of talking about someone whose
name you have forgotten s Have you seen
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the new Bond film with Pierce Brosnan
and what's herface, that model?

lose face X
to do something which makes other
peoplestop respecting you. He refused to
admit he made a mistake becausehe didn't
want to loseface.

save face X
to do something so that people will
continue to respect you • Are the
ministers involved more interested in
saoingface than telling the truth?
face-saving. (alwaysbeforenoun) They
denied that the decision to sack the
director was simply aface-saoing exercise.

faces
make (funny) faces

to make silly expressions with your face
in order to make people laugh. (usually
in continuous tenses) Karl was making
faces at me across the library and I
couldn't stop giggling.

fact
a fact of life X

an unpleasant fact or situation which
people accept because they cannot
change it • (not used with the) She grew
up in Northern Ireland during the 1970s
when violencehad becomeafact of life.

factory
factory farming

a system for producing eggs, meat, and
milk quickly and cheaply by keeping
animals in small closedareas and giving
them food which makes them grow
quickly. They've launched a campaign
against the abuses of factory farming.
a factory farm· The use of antibiotics in
somefactory farms has been linked to the
recent increase infood poisoning.
factory-farmed mainly British
factory farm American. Factory-farmed
chickens contain a lot of fat because
they're kept indoors and don't get any
exercise.

on the factory floor
1 if someone works on the factory floor,

they are one of the ordinary people who
work in a factory. He spent five years on



the factory floor before being promoted to
supervisor.
the factory floor. She's worked her way
upfrom. thefactory floor to a topjob in the
union.

2 in the part of a factory where goods are
produced • The problem was only
discovered when the system was tested on
thefactory floor.
the factory floor • The new computer
system ensures that orders reach the
factory floor in less than 24 hours.
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faint
damn sb/sth with faint praise

to praise something or someone in such a
weak way that it is obvious you do not
really admire them • She damned
Reynolds with faint praise, calling him
one of the best imitators in the world.

faintest

fag
a fag hag very informal

an impolite way of referring to a woman
with a lot of male friends who are
homosexual (= sexually attracted to
other men) fb 'Fag' is an offensiveword
for a homosexual man, and 'hag' is an
offensiveword for an old woman.• Have
you been out clubbing with Mark and Jim
again? You're turning into a realfag hag!

fag-end
the fag-end of sth British &Australian,

informal
the last part of a period of time, usually
the least interesting or least exciting part
• Wewent away at thefag-end of summer
when all the shops and restaurants were
starting to close.

fail
without fail
1 if something happens without fail, it

always happens Every Tuesday
afternoon, toithoutfail, Helga went to visit
her father:

2 something that you say in order to
emphasize that something will be doneor
will happen • 'You will meet me at the
airport, won't you?' 'Don't worry, I'll be
there toithoutfatl.'

not be for the faint-hearted X
if something is not for the faint-hearted,
it is not suitable for people who become
frightened easily • The drive along the
winding coast road is not for the faint-
hearted, particularly when it'sfoggy.

fair
fair and square
1 in an honest way and without any doubt

• Wewon the match fair and square.
2 if you hit someone fair and square on a

particular part of their body, you hit
them hard exactly on that part. She hit
mefair and square on the nose.

fair dinkum Australian, informal
true or honest. 1didn't believeher atjirst
but she swore the story was fair dinkum.
• He's a fair dinkum sort of guy - he
wouldn't lie toyou.

Fair dosBritish, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someonethat you think something is fair
• Fair do's, Josh. You've been on the
computer for hours - let your sister use it
fora while!

fair enough
something that you say in order to show
that you understand why someone has
said or done something. '1don't feel like
going out tonight - I've got a bit of a
headache. ' 'Fair enough. ' • Having health
warnings on cigarette packets is fair



fairer

enough but I do think alcohol should
carry warnings too.

fair play
1 if there is fair play in a game or

competition,peopleobeythe rules and do
not cheat. The World Cup organizers are
keen topromote the idea of fair play.

2 a way of treating people that is fair and
equal> Ministers are demanding fair play
and more access to European markets for
British companies. • The committee's
decision offended her sense of fair play.
(= she believed their decision was not
fair)

fair to middling informal
neither very goodnor very bad. 'What's
your French like?' 'Oh.fair to middling. '

a fair shakeAmerican, informal
a way of treating someone that is fair
• They want a lawyer who will make sure
they get afair shake in the courts.

All's fair in love and war.
something that you say which means
behaviour that is unpleasant or not fair
is acceptable during an argument or
competition • We weren't cheating, we
were just playing to win. Anyway, all's
fair in loveand war.

be fair game )<
to be easy to criticize, or to deserve
criticism • Members of the Royal family
are considered fair game byjournalists.

by fair means or foul
if you try to achieve something by fair
means or foul, you use any method you
can to achieve it, even if it is not honest
or fair • He was determined to become
senator,byfair means orfoul.

Fair'sfair. informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that a particular type of
behaviour is fair s Fair's fair, Chris. You
chose where to eat last time so it's my turn
this time.

the fairlfairer sex old-fashioned
women (b Some women think this
phrase is offensive.• Myfather hated the
idea of me joining the army. He always
said it wasn't a suitable occupationfor the
fair sex.
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give sba fair crackof the whip British &
Australian, informal
to give someone an opportunity to do
something • Will you make sure all the
speakers aregiven afair crack of the whip
in the debate?
getlhave a fair crack of the whip
• We'll take turns to host the conference.
That way we'll all get a fair crack of the
whip.

have had more than your fair share of
sth X
to have had more of something
unpleasant than other people when you
do not deserve it • Jane's had more than
her fair share of bad luck recently, what
with losing herjob and getting divorced.

It's a fair cop.British & Australian, very
informal
something that you say in order to admit
that someone has caught you doing
something wrong. It's a fair cop. I was
driving way too fast.

with your own fair handshumorous
if you do something with your own fair
hands, you do it yourself without any
help. 'Didyou buy this cake?' 'No,I made
it with my oum fair hands.'

fairer
INou can't say fairer than that. British &

Australian, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that an offer you have made is
fair and that you think they should
accept it • I'll wash the dishes if you cook
dinner. You can't say fairer than that, can
you?

fair-weather
a fair-weather friend

someone who is only your friend when
you are happy and successful. I had a lot
of money and I knew a lot of people, but
most of them turned out to befair-toeather
friends.

fairy
a fairy godmother

someone who helps you solve your
problems, usually by giving you money
(b In children's stories, a fairy



godmother is a woman with magic
powers who helps someone who is in
trouble .• A local company acted as fairy
godmother to the theatre by giving a £1
million donation.

fait accompli
a fait accompli

a decision or action which has already
been made or done and which cannot be
changed • The sudden change in policy
was presented to the party as a fait
accompli, without any consultation.

faith
in good faith

if you act in good faith, you believe that
what you are doing is right and legal
• His defencewas that he had acted in good
faith. He did not know when he bought the
car that it had been stolen.
OPPOSITE in bad faith if you do something
in bad faith, you know that it is not
honest or Iegal > The court ruled that the
sellers had acted in badfaith,

Faith is used in the following phrases
connected with support for an idea or
person.

break faith with sth/sbformal
to stop supporting an idea or person,
especially by not doing what you
promised to do • She claims that the
government has broken faith with
teachers by failing to give additional
funds to education.

keep faith with sth/sbformal
to continue to support an idea or person,
especially by doing what you promised to
do • Has the company kept faith with its
promise to invest in training?

fall
fall over yourself to do sth British,

American & Australian
fall all over yourself to do sth American

to be very eager to do something
• (usually in continuous tenses) They
uierefalling over themselves to be helpful.

a fall guy mainly American, informal
someone who is blamed for another
person's mistake or crime • The book
claims Lee Harvey Oswald didn't kill
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President Kennedy - he was just the fall
guy.

be heading/riding for a fall
be headed for a fall

to be behaving in a way that is likely to
cause problems for you- Greg's riding for
a fall - he gets to work late and spends
hours talking to hisfriends on thephone.

take the fall for sb/sth mainly American,
informal
to accept the blame for something bad or
not legal that another person has done
• Bob'll take thefall for the director - he'd
do anything tosave his boss.

fallen

Fallen is used in the following phrases
connected with someone who has lost
the good opinion that people had about
them.

a fallen angel
a company or sports team that was
successful in the past but is not
successful now· (usually plural) Derby
County were this season's fallen angels,
being sent into the Second Division after
losing all their matches.

a fallen idol
a person who was admired in the past but
who is not admired any more • Highly
respectedduring his lifetime, he became a
fallen idol after his death when his
research uiasfound to befull of errors.

a fallen woman old-fashioned
a woman who is not respected any more
because she had sex without being
married. Many falleti women uiereforced
to work as prostitutes, some were shut
away in asylums.

false
a false alarm

a situation when you think that
something bad or dangerous is going to
happen but you discover you were wrong
• Someone called to say there was a bomb
inside the building, but it turned out to be
afalsealarm.

a false dawn
something which seems to show that a
successful period is beginning or that a
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situation is improving when it is not
I!::J False dawn is the light which appears
in the sky just before the sun rises in the
morning .• His victory in the French Open
proved to be afalse dawn after hefailed to
win another titlefor the next fioe years.

a false economy
something that you think will save you
money but which means you will have to
spend a lot more money later. She told
me that buying a cheap washing machine
was a false economy because it was more
likely to break down.

a false start
a failed attempt to begin an activity or
event I!::J In a race, a false start is when
one person starts before the signal has
been given.• After a false start when he
left his first job after only a week, he was
offeredsome modelling work.

sail under false colours British &
Australian

sail under false colors American &
Australian
to pretend to be something that you are
not in order to deceive people I!::J If a
ship sails under false colours, it uses the
flag of another country in order to
deceivepeople.• Lewis was sailing under
false colours - he never told her he was a
journalist. -;;

under false pretences ;1',
if you do something under false
pretences, you do it when you have lied
about who you are or what you are doing
• The police charged him with obtaining
money underfalse pretences.

familiar
have a familiar ring (to it)

if something has a familiar ring, you
believe that you have heard it before • I
thought that name had a familiar ring. I
went to school with that girl.
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familiarity
Familiarity breeds contempt. X

something that you say which means if
you know someone very well or
experience something a lot, you stop
respecting them • You two are going to
find it difficult living and working
together.Familiarity breedscontempt, you
know.

family
a family man

a man who likes to spend a lot of time
with his wife and children • He was
known as a devotedfamily man who was
closely involved in community life.

in the family way old-fashioned
pregnant> Have you heard that Jean's in
thefamily way?

run in the family
if a particular quality or ability runs in
the family,a lot of people in that family
have it • Athletic ability runs in the
family: his father played basketball in
college and his mother was a high school
athlete.

famous
Famous last words. humorous

something that you say in order to
emphasize that what someone said is
wrong or is very likely to be wrong
• James assured me it was always sunny
in Italy in June. Famous last words. It
rained every day of our trip.

fancy
takeltickle sb's fancy informal

if something takes someone's fancy,they
suddenly think it seems interesting
• She's got enough money to buy whatever
takes herfancy.

fancy-pants
fancy-pants American & Australian,

informal
trying to seemtoo attractive or too clever
in a way that is false • (always before
noun) We liked the restaurant's food but
not the fancy-pants decor. • I don't know
what she sees in that fancy-pants college
professor of hers.



far
far be it from me to do sth

something that you say when you are
giving advice or criticizing someone and
you want to seem polite. Far be it from
me to tell you what to do, but don't you
think you sh~u!J1apologize?

Far from it. /\,
something that you say in order to tell
someone that something is not true • 'I
thought Jeff spoke fluent French.' 'Far
from it ~all he can say is "bonjour"!'

be a far cry from sth
to be very different from something. His
new luxury mansion is afar cryfrom the
one-bedroomcottage he lived in as a child.

be far and away the
[best/greatest/worst etc.]
to be much better or much worse or to
have much more of a particular quality
than anyone or anything else· He's far
and away the best tennis player I've ever
seen.

fashion
a fashion victim humorous

an impolite way of referring to someone
who buys too many fashionable clothes
• She's a completefashion victim! Why else
would shepay £100for apair of jeans?

after a fashion
1 if you do something after a fashion, you

manage to do it although not very well> I
canpaint after afashion, but I'm certainly
not as good asyou.

2 almost, but not completely» )i vegetarian
diet is much healthier.' 'That's true after a
fashion, although I don't believe all meat
is badfor you.'

fast
fast and furious

if an activity is fast and furious, it is done
quickly and with a lot of energy • The
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first half of thegame uiasfast andfurious
with both teams scoring threegoals each.

a fast talker American &Australian,
informal
someone who can talk in a clever way in
order to persuade people to do or believe
something, often something that is not
honest or not true. Don't trust him Sal,
he's a fast talker who's always out for his
own good.

a fast track X,
a very quick way of achieving something
or dealing with something. (often + to)
Management training offersafast track to
the top of the company.• The government
has announced that the reforms will be
put on the fast track. (= dealt with very
quickly)
fast-track. (always before noun) Weare
introducing a fast-track procedure for
dealing with applications.

play fast and loose with sth/sb
to treat something or someone without
enough care. Like many film-makers, he
plays fast and loose with the facts to tell
his own version of the story.

pull a fast one informal K
to successfully deceive someone • (often
+ on) I paid him for six bottles of
champagne, but hepulled afast one on me
and gave me six bottles of cheap wine.

fat
Fat chance! informal K.

something that you say which means
something is not very likely to happen
• 'D'you think your Dad'll drive us to the
disco?' 'Fatchance!'

a fat cat informal
an impolite way of referring to someone
who is very rich and powerful. He's just
another fat cat - a corporate tycoonfrom
Boston.
fat-cat informal. (always before noun)
There's a lot of resentment against fat-cat
lawyers who've made huge amounts from
the case.

a fat lot of good/use informal
not helpful or useful • She can't lift
anything heavy, so she's a fat lot of use!
• 'I'm going to tell him exactly what I
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think of him.' 'Afat lot of good that'll do
you!'

the fat is in the fire old-fashioned
something that you say which means
there. will soon be problems because of
something that has happened • Susie
knows you've beenseeing her boyfriend, so
thefat's in thefire.

It's not over until the fat lady sings.
informal
something that you say when someone is
losing a game or competition but you
think there is still a chance they might
win • Tony's only two games behind. And
as they say, it's not over until thefat lady
sings.

live off the fat of the land Y
to have enough money to live in a very
comfortable way without having to do
much work » Times have changed for the
upper classes, many of whom are no
longer able to live off thefat of the land.

fate
be a fate worse than death humorous

to be the worst thing that can happen to
you. Whenyou're 16,an evening at home
with your parents is a fate worse than
death.

seal sb's fate
if an event seals someone's fate, they are
certain to fail or to have an unpleasant
experience in the future • His father's
illness sealed his fate - Sam gave up his
hopes of a college education and stayed
home to run thefamtly business.

fatted
kill the fatted calf

to celebrate in order to welcome a friend
or relative that you have not seen for a
long time tb This phrase comes from a
story in the Bible when a father killed a
young cow in order to celebrate the
return of his son who he thought was
dead .• Annie's coming home, let's kill the
fatted calf!

fault
to a fault

if someone is generous or has another
good quality to a fault, they are very
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generous or have more of that good
quality than other people • Nigel was
generous to a fault, taking me out to
dinner and buying me flowers and
chocolates.

faux pas
a faux pas

an embarrassing mistake made in public
• I realized I'd made a real faux pas by
eating my soup with my dessert spoon.

favour
Do me a favour! British &Australian,

informal X
something that you say in order to tell
someone that what they have just said is
stupid • 'Why don't you go out with
Brian?' 'Oh, do me a favour! He's almost
50,and he still lives with his mother!'

In the following phrases, favor is
the American spelling of favour.
Australians use both spellings.

curry favour
to try to make someone like you or
support you by doing things to please
them. (usually + with) The government
has promised lower taxes in an attempt to
curry favour with the voters.

do yourself a favour -\
something that you say when you are
advising someone to do something which
will have a good effect or will give them
an advantage. (often + and + do sth)
You're looking really tired. Why don't you
doyourself aftuiour and take a break?

do me/us a favour informal )<,
if you tell someone to do you a favour, you
are telling them to stop doing something
that is making you angry s (often + and +
do sth) Why don't you do us all atauor and
keepyour opinions toyourself!

favourite
a favourite son British & Australian
a favorite son American &Australian

a famous person, especially a politician,
who is supported and praised by people
in the area they come from • Let me



introduce to you the fauorite son of
Russell, Kansas: Bob Dole.

favours
not do sbany favours British, American

& Australian
not do sbany favor American

to do something that is likely to have a
bad effect on you or on another person
• (often reflexive) You're not well, and
you're not doing yourself any favours by
taking on extra work. • (usually in
continuous tenses; often + by + doing
sth) The government isn't doing the
families of the victims anyfavor by hiding
the truth about what really happened.

fear
put the fear of God into sb

to frighten someone very much > What
wereyou doing up on the roof? Youput the
fear of God into me!

feast
feast or famine

something that you saywhich means that
you either have too much of something
or you have too little. It's either feast or
famine on television; last week there was
nothing I wanted toseeand this week there
are threegoodfilms on at the same time.

the ghostlspectre at the feast British,
literary
something or someone that spoils your
enjoyment by making you remember
something unpleasant • John was the
spectre at thefeast, always reminding her
of her broken promise.

feather
a feather in sb's cap old-fashioned

something very good that someone has
done • A new television series will be
another feather in his cap.

You could have knocked me down/over
with a feather! humorous
something that you say in order to
emphasize how surprised you were when
something happened· I only enteredfor a
joke and I wonfirst prize. You could have
knocked me down with afeather:
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feathers
the feathers fly American

if the feathers fly,people fight or argue a
lot > The feathers'll fly lf he finds out
you've borrowed his car.

ruffle sb's feathers
to make someone annoyed • He wasn't
asked to speak at the conference, and I
know that ruffled hisfeathers a bit.

federal
make a federal case (out) of sth

American
to make something seem more important
or serious than it really is • (usually
negative) He only swore at you - there's no
need to make afederal caseout of it!

feeding
a feeding frenzy

a situation where people try to get as
much information as possible about an
event, or to make as much profit as they
can from it, especially in an unpleasant
way ffb If hungry animals have a feeding
frenzy, they become very excited by the
smell of foodand fight each other to get a
share of it. • Her sudden tragic death
sparked off afeedingfrenzy in the media.

It's feeding time at the zoo! humorous
something that you say when a group of
peopleare eating together in a way that is
not controlled or organized • I see it's
feeding time at the zoo. I'd better help
myself to somefood before it's all gone.

feel
cop a feel American, very informal

to touch someone's body without their
permission in order to get sexual
excitement s He saw she was drunk and
tried to copafeel.

feelers
put out feelers

to try to discover what people think about
something that you might do ffb An
insect's feelers are the two long stick
parts on its head which it uses to touch
things and discover what is around it.
• I've beenputting out afew feelers and it
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seems that most people are against
changing the way weelectthe committee.

feet
feet of clay

if you say that someone you admire has
feet of clay, you mean they have hidden
faults » Some of the greatest geniuses in
history had feet of clay.

be run/rushedoff your feet
to have to work very hard or very fast
• There's only one secretary working for
the whole accounts department and the
poor woman is run off her feet. • We
weren't exactly rushed off our feet - there
was only one visitor all afternoon.

be under your feet
if someone is under your feet, they annoy
you because they are always near you in
a way that makes it difficult for you to do
something. The children have been under
my feet all morning so I haven't been able
toget any work done.
get under sb's feet. Why don't you ask
Kelly to sit in the other room for a while?
That way she won't keep getting under my
feet.

find your feet
to become familiar with a new place or
situation • It's important to give new
students a chance tofind theirfeet.

get your feet under the table British
to become familiar with and confident in
a new job or situation s It's better to wait
until you've got your feet firmly under the
table beforeyou make any big changes.

get your feet wet mainly American
to experience something for the first
time, especially something that involves
taking a risk. Investors are encouraged to
get their feet wet by buying just a few
shares to begin with.

jump in with both feet
jump in feet first

to become involved in something very
quickly, often without thinking carefully
about it first e Take time to think things
over before you make a decision, don't
jump straight in with bothfeet.
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keep yourlboth feet on the ground
to not have your character spoilt by
becoming famous or successful' Friends
say she's kept herjeetfirmlv on theground
-fame hasn't changed her.
have your/both feet on the ground
• Acting is a tough profession and you
need to have both feet on the ground if
you're going to survive.

land on your feet British, American &
Australian

fall on your feet British &Australian
to be lucky or successful after you have
been in a difficult situation • She really
landed on her feet - she found an
apartment right in the middle of San
Francisco.• Richard takes the most auful
risks, but he always seems to fall on his
feet.

sweep sboff their feet
if someone sweeps you off your feet, you
fall suddenly and completely in love with
them • She was hoping that some
glamorous young Frenchman would come
along and sweep her off herfeet.

think on your feet
to think and react quickly, especially in a
situation where things are happening
very fast. An ability to think on your feet
is a definite advantage when you're doing
live comedy shows.

vote with your feet
to show that you do not support
something, especially an organization or
a product, by not using or not buying it
any more' Parents are voting with their
feet and moving their children to schools
where there is better discipline.

fell
at/in one fell swoop X

if you do something at one fell swoop, you
do everything you have to do at the same
time' I'd prefer to do the paperwork in
onefell swoop. At least then we know it's
finished with.
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a femme fatale
a woman who is sexually attractive but
who is likely to cause trouble for men
who are attracted to her • She plays a
Russian femme fatale in the latest Bond
film.

fence
sit on the fence

to delay making a decision when you
have to choose between two sides in an
argument or a competition • She
criticized members of the committee for
sitting on the fence and failing to make a
useful contribution to the debate.

fences
mend (your) fences X

to try to become friendly again with
someone after an argument. (usually +
with) China is trying to mend fences with
Russia after the recent border dispute.

fender
a fender bender American, informal

a car accident in which a car is slightly
damaged. Wegot into afender benderjust
as we were leaving the parking lot at the
mall.

fever
fever pitch

if you say that a feeling or a situation has
reached fever pitch, you mean that
people's emotions have become so strong
that they can only just control
themselves • By the time the princess
appeared on the balcony, excitement
among the crowd was at fever pitch.
• Tension reached fever pitch as reports
came in of further bomb attacks in the
north.

few
be few and far between X

to be very few' There areplenty of houses
for sale, but buyers are few and far
between.

hoist a few American, informal
to drink several glasses of beer or other
alcoholic drink. Westopped at Donovan's
on the way home and hoisted afeu:

be on the fiddle British &Australian,
informal
to get money in a way that is not honest
or not legal. If he's not on thefiddle, how
did he afford that huge car?

field
have a field day

to have an opportunity to do a lot of
something you want to do, especially to
criticize someone • The newspapers
would have afield day if their affair ever
becamepublic knowledge.

lead the field
1 if you lead the field in a race or a sports

event, you are better than all the people
competing against you and are likely to
win » At the end of the second day's play,
Ballasteros is leading thefield.

2 if you lead the field in an activity or
business, you are more successful than
anyone else • There are some areas of
medical research where Russian scientists
still lead thefield.

leave the field clear for sb
to stop competing with someone, which
gives them a better chance of achieving
success' John decided not to apply for the
job, which left thefield clearfor Emma.

play the field
to have many romantic or sexual
relationships • She's not interested in
marriage at this stage, so she's quite
happy toplay thefield.

fifth
I take/plead the Fifth (Amendment)

American, humorous
something that you say in order to tell
someone you are not going to answer a
question tb The Fifth Amendment is the
part of American law that says someone
does not have to answer questions about
themselves in a law court. • (sometimes +
on) 'So who do you like best, Jenny or
Kim?' 'Sorry, I take the Fifth on that. '

fifty-fifty
fifty-fifty

if something is divided fifty-fifty, it is
divided equally between two people' We
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decided to split the moneyfifty-fifty .• Let's
gofifty-fifty on the expensesfor our trip.

a fifty-fifty chance
if there is a fifty-fifty chance of
something happening, it is equally likely
to happen or not to happen. (usually + of
+ doing sth) I'd say he's got a fifty-fifty
chance of winning the race.

fig
a fig leaf

something that you use to try to hide an
embarrassing fact or problem fb In the
Bible, Adam and Eve used fig leaves to
cover their sexual organs when they
discovered they were naked. • Are the
peace talks simply providing afig leaf for
the continuing aggression between the two
countries?

not be worth a fig old-fashioned
to not be important or useful. She's just
an ignorant old busybody and her
opinions aren't worth afig.

not care/give a fig old-fashioned
if you say that you don't care a fig, you
mean that something or someone is not
important to you at all • They can say
what they like, I don't give afig.

fighting
a fighting chance

a small but real possibility that you
might do or achieve something. (often +
of + doing sth) If we can raise another
thousand pounds we'll have a fighting
chance of saving the theatre. • A good
education will ensure that even the most
disadvantaged chiidren are given a
fighting chance.

be fighting fit
to be very healthy • She was fighting fit
after 10weeksof intensephysical training.

be fighting for your life
1 to be so ill or injured that you might die

• One of the passengers was fighting for
her life last night after receiving multiple
injuries in the collision.
a fight for life Throughout
Christopher's fight for life, his parents
never left his bedside.

2 if an organization or system is fighting
for its life, people are trying very hard to
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prevent it from being defeated or
destroyed. With debts of over $2million
dollars, the corporation isfighting for its
life.

be fighting mad American & Australian,
informal
to be very angry • When Dad finds out
you've crashed the car, he'll be fighting
mad.

be in fighting trim mainly American
ready to deal with a situation, especially
because you are in good physical
condition • It was a challenging
performance, but the dancers were in
fighting trim.

figment

figure
a figure of fun

someone who people laugh at because
they seem silly or stupid » She's fed up
with being treated as a figure of fun and
insists that her ideas deserve serious
attention.

cut an [interesting/ridiculous/unusual
etc.] figure
if someone cuts an interesting,
ridiculous, unusual etc. figure, they seem
interesting, ridiculous, unusual etc.• My
Russian uncle cut an unusual figure
among the very British audience.

fill
have had your fill

to have had enough to eat or drink. No
morepudding thanks, I've had my fill.

have had your fill of sth
if youhave had your fill of an unpleasant
situation, you will not accept it any
longer • People have had their fill of
empty promises and want action.

final
the final curtain

the end of something, usually something
that has lasted for a long time • As the



final curtain fell on the longest match in
tennis history,Agassi emerged victorious.

in the final analysis
something that you say when you are
talking about what is most important or
true in a situation » In thefinal analysis,
the only people who will benefit are
property owners.

finders
Finderskeepers (losers weepers).

something that you say when you fmd
something that belongs to someone else
and decide you are going to keep it
• 'Finders keepers,' he said, putting the
money away in his pocket.

fin de siecle
fin de siecle

typical of or existing at the end of a
century, especially the 19th century. The
fin de siecle despair increased in the last
few years of the century.• Tanya chose a
course infin de siecle literature.

fine
be a fine figure of a man/woman old-

fashioned
to be someone who is big and strong with
an attractive body> She's a fine figure of
a woman - not like all these skinny
modeis.

be in fine fettle
to be very healthy or working well. She
was infine fettle when she came backfrom
her trip to the States. • The business is in
fine fettle and we're even planning to
expand.

have sth down to a fine art British,
American & Australian )(

have sth off to a fine art British &
Australian
to be able to do something very well,
usually because you have been doing it
for a long time • He's got sandwich
making down to afine art.
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not to put too fine a point on it
something that you say when you are
going to say exactly what you mean, even
if other people may not like it • Well,not
to put too fine a point on it, it's entirely
vour fault.

You're a fine one to talk! informal
something that you say when someone
criticizes another person for doing
something that they do themselves. 'He's
always complaining.' 'You're afine one to
talk!'

fine-tooth
with a fine-tooth comb

if you examine something with a flne-
tooth comb, you examine every part of it
very carefully. I'd advise you to examine
your insurance policy with a fine-tooth
comb to make sure you're covered if you
take your car abroad.

finger
get/pull your finger out British &

Australian, very informal
if you tell someone to get their fmger out,
you mean they should start working hard
• You'd better pull your finger out, you
should haueftnished this job hours ago.

give sbthe finger American, very ,-
informal
to make an offensive sign at someone by
raising your middle finger towards them
• When the kids weretold to leave the store,
they gave the manager thefinger and ran
off.

have your finger on the pulse
to be familiar with the most recent
developments. Whoeverdesigned the new
model obviously had their finger on the
pulse - it's precisely the sort of computer
everyone's been uxiiting for:
keep your finger on the pulse • As
editor of a fashion magazine, she keeps
her finger firmly on the pulse of the
London scene.

have a finger in every pie
to be involved in and have influence over
many different activities, often in a way
that other people do not approve of • You
can't make a decision on any kind of



fingernails

funding without consulting him - he has a
finger in everypie.
have a finger in the pie to be involved
in a particular actlvlty s When it comes to
trade in the underdeveloped parts of the
world, most Western countries want to
have afinger in thepie.

have alyour finger on the button
to be the person who controls the nuclear
weapons (= weapons that use power
made by dividing atoms) that a country
has and decides whether to fire them » If
Europe has its own nuclear deterrent,
uihosefinger would beon the button?

lay a finger on sb! sth
to touch or harm someone or something
• (usually negative) Honestly, I never laid
afinger on him, he iustfell over.• If you so
much as lay afinger on my sister;I'll break
your arm!

point the finger at sb X
to accuse someone of being responsible
for something that has happened> Critics
werequick topoint thefinger at the board
of directors when the theatre started
losing money.

put the finger on sb very informal
to tell someone in authority, especially
the police, that someone has committed a
crime • If Big Joe finds out you put the
finger on him, you won't live long enough
to spend the reward money.

fingernails
cling onlhang on by your fingernails

if you are clinging on by your
fingernails, you are only just managing
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to avoid danger or failure • (usually in
continuous tenses) We're hanging on by
our fingernails and hoping that it rains
beforewe loseour entire crop.

fingers
burn your fingers X '
have/get your fingers burnedlburnt

to suffer unpleasant results of an action,
especially loss of money, so you are not
keen to try the same thing again> Many
investors burn their fingers when they are
tempted by get-rich-quick schemes.
• Several art dealers got their fingers
burned on old master paintings that later
turned out to befakes.

can count sth on the fingers of one
hand
if you say that you can count things on
the fingers of one hand, you are
emphasizing that they are very rare • I
can count on the fingers of one hand the
number of times she's actually offered to
buy me a drink.

crossyour fingers .x
keep your fingers crossed

to hope that things will happen in the
way you want them to fb People often
cross their middle finger over their first
finger as a sign that they are hoping for
luck. • We're crossing our fingers and
hoping that the weather staysfine .• (often
an order) Keep your fingers crossed,
everyone, Jane's only got to answer one
more question.
fingers crossed something that you say
to show that you hope that what you have
just said will happen or be true s Fingers
crossed, we'll get the job done in time, but
there's still an awful lot to do.

slip through your fingers
1 if something you hope to achieve slips

through your fmgers, you do not manage
to achieve it • He has seen the world
championship slip through his fingers
twice.• This is my big chance to make a
career in journalism. I can't let it slip
through my fingers.

2 if someone slips through your fingers
they manage to escape from you. We've
got men guarding all the exits and more



men on the roof He won't slip through our
fingers this time.

wear/work your fingers to the bone
to work very hard for a very long time
• I've been working my fingers to the bone
to get the dress ready in time for the
wedding.

fingertips
at your fingertips

if you have information at your
flngertips, you are able to get it very
easily • Every fact and figure he needed
was at hisfingertips.

be an [artist/patriot/professional etc.]
to your fingertips
if you say that someone is an artist,
patriot, professional etc. to their
fingertips, you mean that they behave in
a waywhich is completelytypical of such
a person, and it is the most important
part of their character • Mark, a
professional to his fingertips, insisted that
we should make proper joints, not simply
nail thepieces of wood together.

cling on/hang on by your fingertips
if you are clinging on by your fingertips,
you are only just managing to avoid
danger or failure (usually in
continuous tenses) We were clinging on
by our fingertips, desperately trying to
stop them scoring another goal.

fire
fire in your/the belly

if you have fire in your belly, you are
ready to fight with energy and
determination for what you believe is
right • He will approach the committee
with plenty of fire in his belly.

breathe fire X
to be very angry about something
• (sometimes + over) The bishop was
breathing fire over the press release made
ateio days ago.

come under fire X
to be criticized • (often + from) Last
night's announcement quickly came under
firefrom the trade unions .• (sometimes +
for) Mr Johnson has since come underfire
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for being sarcastic and dismissive of his
clients.

draw (sb's) fire mainly American
if something or someonedraws fire, they
are criticized • (often + from) The
advertisements have drawn fire from anti-
smoking campaigners • His radical
approach is expected to drawfire.

fight fire with fire .X
to attack someone with a lot of force
because they are attacking youwith force
• In thetace of stiff competitionfrom rival
firms we had to fight fire with fire and
slash our prices.

go through fire and water old-fashioned
to experience many difficulties or
dangers in order to achieve something
• (often + to do sth) They went through
fire and water to ensure theprince's safety.

hang/hold fire
to delay doing something, especially
making a decision, because you are
waiting to see what will happen • It
would have been good to settle the matter
now, but I think we should hang fire until
the general situation becomes clearer.
• (often + on) The chancellor has said he
will continue to hold fire on a further
reduction in interest rates.

light your fire informal
to make someone excited, especially
sexually • I've met some decent men but
none that light myfire.

light a fire under sb mainly American
to make someone work better or harder
• It's time you lit afire under thoseguys or
they'll neverfinish painting the house.

play with fire
to be involvedin an activity that couldbe
dangerous • (usually in continuous
tenses) We're playing with fire if we
continue with genetic modification of our
food.

firing
be firing on all cylinders

to be operating as powerfully and
effectivelyas possible • Dawson will be
firing on all cylinders after 2 months of
fitness training.



first

be in the firing line British, American &
Australian

be on the firing line American &
Australian
if someone or something is in the firing
line, they are likely to be criticized,
attacked, or got rid of. The judge found
himself in the firing line from women's
groups after his controversial comments
about sexual assault. • Recent cuts in
council budgets mean that concessionary
fares werenext on theftrtng line.
OPPOSITE out of the firing line. As the
president's wife, there was little hope of
her staying out of the firing line during
the electioncampaign.

first
first and foremost

more than anything else • He remains
first and foremost a businessman, not a
politician .• In order to besuccessful afilm
has to be.first and foremost; agood story.
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First things first.
something that you say in order to tell
someone that more important things
should be done before less important
things - I know you want to talk about my
trip, but first things first, how have you
been while I Wasaway?

the first string American, informal
the group of people who are regularly
chosen to play in the best sports team, or
to do the most important work in a job
• Hedidn't makefirst string on thefootball
team until his senior year at college.
first-string American, informal» She's a
first-string reporter on thepaper.

at first blush mainly American
when you first start to think about
something s His decision isn't as odd as it
may seem atfirst blush.

first-come, first-served. Tickets for the
show are limited and we operate on a
first-come, first-served basis.

fir.st hand >( .
if you experience something first hand,
you experience it yourself • Many
reporters based in the capital are
experiencing the war first hand. • It is
difficult to appreciate the scale of the
problem without seeing the effects of the
famine at first hand.
first-hand • (always before noun) I've
been a teacherfor a long time, and have
first-hand experience of the way these
students behave.

First in, best dressed. Australian
something that you say which means that
the first people to do something will get
something first or will have an advantage
• I've got ten free tickets to the movies to
hand out, so it'sfirst in, best dressed.

be first among equals
to officially be on the same level as other
members in a group, but in fact have
slightly more responsibility or be
slightly more important » The chairman
of the joint chiefs of staff was always
consideredfirst among equals.

be first past the post British &
Australian
if someone is first past the post in a
competition, they are the first to achieve
sornething » The Russian team werefirst
past the post in the race to complete the
expedition.
first-past-the-post in a first-past-the-
post system of voting, a person is elected
if they get the most votes in a particular
area, even if their political party did not
get most votes in the whore country
• (always before noun) Many people think
the British first-past-the-post system is
unfair.

be in the first flush of sth
if someone is in the first flush of
something, they are at the start of it



• You're no longer in the first flush of
youth, you know, Dad!

get to first base
1 American & Australian, informal to

begin to have success with something
that you want to do Ib First base is the
first place a player must run to after they
hit the ball in a game of basebalL. They
won't even get to first base with the
directors with aproposal like that.

2 mainly American, humorous to get to the
first stage of a sexual relationship, where
partners kiss and touch each other
• Jimmy hasn't even gotten tofirst baseyet
with his girlfriend.

give sb(the right of /to) first refusal
to offer to sell someone something before
you offer it to anyone else. (often + on) I
have given my existing publishers first
refusal on my next book.
have (the right of/to) first refusal
• Manfieui has the right of first refusal on
any surplus stock.

have first call on sth
to have the right to use something first
• John has first call on the car as he needs
itfor uiork.

If at first you don't succeed,(try, try,
and try again).
something that you say in order to tell
someone they must keep trying in order
to achieve something. My novel has been
rejected by three publishers already. Still,
if atfirst you don't succeed...

in the first place
in the beginning. Weshould never have
agreed to this in thefirst place.• Weonly
had four of theseglasses in thefirst place,
and now I've broken two of them.

not know the first thing about sth
to not know anything about a particular
subject > I don't know why you're asking
Rob, he doesn't know thefirst thing about
classical music.

fish
be like a fish out of water

to feel awkward because you are not
familiar with a situation or because you
are very different from the people around
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you s All the other children in the school
had rich, middle-class parents, and she
was beginning to feel like a fisli out of
water.

be neither fish nor fowl
if something is neither fish nor fowl, it is
difficult to describe or understand
because it is like one thing in some ways
but like another thing in other ways
• The hovercraft has always sufferedfrom
thefact that it is neither fish norfowl.

drink like a fish informal
to regularly drink a lot of alcohol
• Harriet had two bottles of wine with her
meal- that girl drinks like afishl

have bigger/other fish to fry
to have something more important or
more interesting to do • I couldn't waste
my time trying to reach an agreement with
them, I had otherfish tofry.

fishing
a fishing expedition mainly American

an attempt to discover the facts about
something by collecting a lot of
information, often secretly The
investigators' request for the company's
accounts is simply a fishing expedition -
they have no real evidenceof wrongdoing.

fishy
smell fishy informal ",.1(.

if a situation or an explanation smells
fishy, it causes you to think that someone
is being dishonest· Webbers'saccount of
what he was doing that evening smells a
bitfishv to me.

fist
make a good fist of sth/ doing sth British

& Australian, old-fashioned
to do something well. He made a good fist
of explaining why we need to improve our
public transport system. • He built the
house himself and made a surprisingly
good fist of it.
OPPOSITE make a bad/poor fist of
sth/ doing sth British & Australian, old-
fashioned. Our lawyer made a poorfist of
advising us.



fit

fit
be as fit as a fiddle British, American &

Australian
be as fit asa flea British &Australian

to be very healthy • My Dad's nearly
eighty now but he's asfit as afiddle.

be fit to be tied American
to be very angry or upset. She wasfit to
be tied when she discovered she'd left her
purse on the train.

-'c?
havelthrow a fit informal

to be very angry s My mother threw a fit
when she saw the mess we'd made.

fits
If the cap fits (wear it). British, American

& Australian
If the hat/shoe fits (wear it). American

something that you say to tell someone
that if they are guilty of something bad,
they should accept criticism • Look, I
didn't say who was to blamefor this mess-
but if the capfits, wear it.

in fits and starts
if somethinghappens in fits and starts, it
oftenstops and then starts again. Replies
are arriving infits and starts.

five
Give me five! mainly American, informal

something that you say when you want
someone to hit your open hand with
theirs, in order to greet them or to show
how pleased you are • Hi there little
buddy,give mefioe!
Give me a high five! American,
informal something that you say when
you want someoneto hit your openhand
with theirs, at a level above your
shoulder. Yo,Bob! Giveme a high five!

Takefive! American, informal
something that you say in order to tell
other people to take a short rest from
work or exercise • 'OK everybody, take
five.'

fix
be in afix

to be in a difficult situation. I'm in a real
fix, the tyre'sflat and I haven't got a spare.
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flag
drape/wrap yourself in the flag

to pretend to do something for your
country when you are really doing it for
your own advantage • Companies in the
UK are finding it useful to wrap
themselves in the Britishflag.

fly/showlwave the flag
to support or to represent your country
• (often + for) In the absence of any other
Italian film directors, Mr Infascelli
bravelyflew theflag for his country.

flagpole
run sthup the flagpole mainly American

to tell peopleabout an idea in order to see
what they think of it • Run your
suggestion up the flagpole and see what
the others say.

flags
Put the flags out! British, humorous

something that you say when you are
pleased and surprised that something
has happened. John's done the washing
up. Put theflags out!

flak
get/take (the) flak informal

to receive strong criticism • (often +
from) Channel 4 took theflak from angry
viewersprotesting about the show.• (often
+ for) She got a lot of flak for deserting
her children.

flames
fan the flames

to cause anger or other bad feelings to
increase • (usually + of) His speeches
fanned theflames of racial tension.

go up in flames X.
to fail or come to an end suddenly and
completely • Final hopes of a pay
settlement went up in flames yesterday
after talks broke down.

shoot sth/sb down in flames informal
to strongly criticize an idea or plan, or to
refuse to accept it • Several months ago
this highly impractical idea would have
been shot down inflames .• I thought I'd
made a sensible suggestion, but they just
shot me down inflames.



flash
a flash in the pan

something that happens only once or for
a short time and will not be repeated
• We're hoping that this is a long-term
opportunity, and not just a flash in the
pan.

flat
flat out
1 if a person or a machine is doing

something flat out, they are doing it as
fast and with as much energy as they can
• (often + to do sth) The decorators have
been working flat out to get the job
finished .• My car only does 60mph, even
when it's going flat out.

2 American if someone says something flat
out, they say it in a very clear and direct
way, even if it might upset people • He
called up and flat out asked if I was
having an affair with Bob.

be as flat as a pancake
to be very flat. My cake hasn't risen - it's
asflat as apancake!

be flat broke informal
to have no money at all • I can't even pay
the rent this month. I'mflat broke.

fall flat )(
1 if an entertainment or a joke falls flat,

people do not enjoy it and do not think it
is funny • Several attempts at humour
during his speechfellflat;

2 if an attempt to influence people's
behaviour or opinions falls flat, it fails
• The advertising campaign which had
worked so well in the USfellflat in China.
• The statement that pregnancy is not an
illness falls flat with many morning
sickness sufferers.

fall flat on your/its face
to fail or make a mistake in an
embarrassing way' The new schemefell
flat on its face in spite of all the financial
support that was given. • It's always
amusing to seea newscasterfallfla: on his
face.

flattery
Flattery will get you nowhere. humorous

something that you say to someone in
order to tell them that their praise will
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not persuade you to do anything that you
do not want to do • Well, I'm glad you
liked the meal, but flattery will get you
nowhere!

flaunt
If you've got it, flaunt it! informal

something that you say which means if
you have something you are proud of,
such as beauty or wealth, you should
make it obvious' If I had legs like yours
I'd wear really shart dresses. If you've got
it.flaunt it!

flavour
the flavour of the month British &

Australian
the flavor of the month American &

Australian
someone or something that has suddenly
become very popular. but may not remain
popular for long. Role-playing games are
suddenly theflaoour of the month.

flea
send sbaway with a flea in their ear

British & Australian, informal
to angrily tell someone to go away • A
young kid came asking for money but I
sent him away with aflea in his ear.

flesh
flesh and blood
1 human. Many of the cartoon characters

are more popular than their flesh and
bloodcounterparts.

2 if you say that someone is flesh and
blood, you mean that they have feelings
or faults that are natural because they
are human. I may be apriest, but I'm not
immune to pretty women. I'm only flesh
and blood, after all.

be sb's (own) flesh and blood
to be someone's relative. How can you be
so cruel to him when he's your own flesh
and blood?

make sb's flesh crawl/creep
if someone or something makes your
flesh creep, you think they are extremely
unpleasant or frightening' (often in
present tenses) Spiders and insects really



flies

make my flesh crawl. • I hate that guy in
accounts, he makes myflesh creep.

press the flesh mainly American,
humorous
if politicians or famous people press the
flesh, they shake hands with the public
• Even after 12 hours on the campaign
trail, he was still meeting his supporters
and pressing theflesh.

put flesh on (the bones of) sth
to add more detail to something in order
to make it more interesting or easier to
understand • We need some real figures
and evidence toput flesh on the theory.• It
would be wise to put flesh on the bones of
your basicproposal beforeyou ask them to
consider it.

meet/see sb in the flesh
to meet or see someone yourself, instead
of watching them in a film or on
television, etc .• I knew his face so well
from the photographs that it felt a bit
strange when I finally saw him in the
flesh.

flies
There are no flies on sb.

something that you say which means that
someone is intelligent and able to think
quickly • The minute she heard the
business uiasfor sale she was on thephone
making an offer.There are noflies on her.

flight
a flight of fancy/fantasy/imagination

an idea which shows a lot of imagination
but which is not practical or useful in
real situations • You were talking about
cycling across the US, or was that just
another flight of fancy?

flip-flop
a flip-flop American

a complete change, especially from one
decision or opinion to another • The
government has made a policy flip-flop
over arms sales.
flip-flop American » (often + on) The
Senator wouldn't dare flip-flop on the
abortion issue - he'd losetoomany votes.
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floodgates
open the floodgates

if an action or a decision opens the
floodgates, it allows something to happen
a lot or allows many people to do
something that was not previously
allowed • (often + to) If they win their
case it could open the floodgates to others
with similar compensation claims.

floor
floor it American, informal

to drive a car as fast as it will go • He likes
to take his sports car out on the road and
floor it.

fall/go through the floor
if the price or value of something falls
through the floor, it becomes very low
• Houseprices have gone through thefloor
this year.

wipe the floor with sb British, American
&Australian . . X

mop the floor With sb American - .
to defeat someone easily. Alex is always
really good in a debate, she'll wipe the
floor with them.

flotsam
flotsam and jetsam

people or things which are not wanted or
have no value i!D Flotsam and jetsam are
the pieces of broken wood and other
waste material found on the beach or
floating on the sea. • Drug addicts, the
homeless, all are viewed as theflotsam. and
jetsam of today's society.

flow

OPPOSITE go against the flow. I decided
to go against the flow and try something
different from the rest of them.

fly
a fly in the ointment

someone or something that spoils a
situation which could have been



successful or pleasant. The onlyfly in the
ointment was my mother, who insisted on
whispering through the first half of the
show.

It'll never fly. American .)(."
something that you say when you think
an idea will not be successful s He sent me
a movie script but it'll never fly - it's just
too unbelievable.

let fly (sth) X
to start shouting angrily. (sometimes +
at) I was so angry Tlet fly at them as soon
as they came in. • Gripping the arms of
his chair, he letfly a barrage of offensive
comments.

on the fly American
if someone does something on the fly,
they do it quickly and without thinking
carefully before they do it • She was the
sort of person who would make decisions
on the fly rather than allowing herself
time to think.

wouldn't harm/hurt a fly
if you say that someone wouldn't hurt a
fly, you mean that they are a gentle
person and that they would not do
anything to injure or upset anyone
• Damian just isn't the violent type. He
wouldn't hurt afly.

fly-by-night
fly-by-night

a fly-by-night person or organization
cannot be trusted because they have not
been established long, and could leave or
close at any time. (always before noun)
They've opened one of those cheap and
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nasty fly-by-night stores on the High
Street.• I'm serious about representing my
constituents. I'm not a fly-by-night
politician.

flying
be flying high
1 if a person or a company is flying high,

they are very successful • The company
was flying high as a maker of personal
computers.

2 American, informal to be very excited or
happy, often because of the effect of
drugs • The guy was on drugs - flying
high and scaring everyone around him.
• When the winter Olympics came to
Canada, the whole country was flying
high.

come through/pass with flying colours
British &Australian

come through/pass with flying colors
American &Australian
to pass an examination with a very high
score or to complete a difficult activity
very successfully She took her
university entrance exam in December
and passed with flying colours. • The
officer training was gruelling, but he came
through withflying colours.

get off to a flying start
to begin an activity very successfully
• Maria got off to aflying start in her new
job.• With several customers on the books
already, Tim's new business had got off to
aflying start.

foaming
foaming at the mouth

very angry' The court's decision has left
bloodsport enthusiasts foaming at the
mouth.

foggiest



food

food
give sbfood for thought X

to make someone think seriously about
something. What you've suggested has
certainly given mefoodfor thought.

fool
A fool and his money are soon parted.

something that yousay which means that
stupid people spend money without
thinking about it enough • Gianni
relishes his extravagant lifestyle - but
then afoot and his money are soonparted.

act/play the fool
to behave in a silly way,often in order to
make people laugh • Come on guys, stop
acting thefool and pay attention.

be no/nobody's fool
to be intelligent • John's no fool. He's
never going to believe that excuse.

a fool's errand jr
an attempt to do something that has no
chance of success • Billions of dollars
have been spent on long-range weather
forecasting, but it's afoot's errand.

live in a fool's paradise
to be happy because you do not know or
will not accept howbad a situation really
is • James is living in a fool's paradise if
he thinks things are always going to be
this good.

make a fool of yourself
to do something which makes you seem
stupid. He's always getting drunk and
making afool of himself at parties.

More fool you! British, American &
Australian

The more fool you! American
something that you say in order to show
that you think someone has done
something stupid • You lent her sixty
pounds and expected it back? More fool
youl» 'He'svolunteered to work late.' 'The
morefool him, then.'

play sbfor a fool American &Australian
to treat someone as if they are stupid,
especially by trying to get something
from them in a way that is not fair » He's
playing you for afool. Just don't lend him
any mare money.
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fooled
. )(You could've fooled me. informal , .

something that you say when you do not
believe what someone says about
something that you saw or experienced
yourself. 'No.Luuisn't angry.Luias just a
little surprised.' 'Really? You could've
fooled me. ,

fools
Fools rush in (where angels fear to

tread).
something that yousay which means that
stupid people do things without thinking
about them enough. Aian volunteered to
be chairman and now he regrets it. Fools
rush in, is all I can say.

not suffer fools gladly X
to become angry with people you think
are stupid • Jim's a fair boss, but he
doesn't suffer fools gladly.

foot
the boot is on the other foot British &

Australian
the shoe is on the other foot American

if you say that the boot is on the other
foot,you mean that a situation is now the
opposite of what it was before, often
because a person who was in a weak
position is now in a strong position s In
thepast, we had great influence over their
economy, but the boot is on the other foot
now.

OPPOSITE get off/start off on the right
foot. (usually in past tenses) I got off on
the right foot by telling her how impressed
I was with her work.

2 to start an activity badly > If I get off on
the wrongfoot with one of my paintings, I
know it will never be right.
OPPOSITE get off/start off on the right
foot. The commission has started off on
the riglufoot by consulting localpeople.



havelkeep a foot in both camps
to be involved with two groups of people
who often have very different aims and
opinions • He has moved from fringe to
mainstream theatre, but he still keeps a
foot in both camps.

My foot! old-fashioned
something that you say after repeating
something someone has just said, in
order to show that you do not believe it
• A fluent French speaker my foot! He
knows afeto words at the most.

2 mainly British, inforrna to suddenly
increase your speed when you are
driving. The road ahead was clear,so I
put my foot down and tried to overtake the
car tn tront.

put your foot to the floor American
to suddenly increase your speed when
you are driving. I put my foot to thefloor
and reached the apartment in less than an
hour.

not put a foot wrong British &Australian
to not make any mistakes • Angie has
always beengood at herjob, she neverputs
afoot wrong.
can't put a foot wrong British &
Australian if someone can't put a foot
wrong, people like them so much that
they think everything they do is perfect
• As far as Charles is concerned, she can't
put afoot wrong. \

shoot yourself in the foot X
to do or say something stupid which
causes problems for you. He shot himself
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in the foot by suggesting that women
politicians were incompetent.

footloose
be footloose and fancy-free old-

fashioned
if someone is footloose and fancy-free,
they can do what they want because they
are not married or do not have many
responsibilitles s Jane's planning togo to
parties and clubs every night now that
she'sfootloose and fancy-free.

footsie
play footsie informal

to secretly touch someone's feet under a
table with your feet, in order to show that
you are sexually attracted to them
• (usually in continuous tenses) I think
they wereplaying footsie in the meeting!

play footsie with sb mainly American
to be involved with a person or an
organization secretly, because you know
that other people will not approve. The
government neverforgave him for playing
footsie with the terrorists.

footsteps
follow in sb's footsteps

to do the same job or the same things in
your life as someone else, especially a
member of your family. Hefollowed in
his father's footsteps and went into the
army.

forbidden
forbidden fruit

something that you want very much but
are not allowed to have, especially a
sexual relationship Ib In the Bible, the
forbidden fruit was an apple which God
told Adam and Eve they could not eat.
• He'd spent many years lusting after his
brother's wife - theforbiddenfruit.

force
force of habit

if someone does something from force of
habit, they do it without thinking
because they have done it so often before
• Even though he's gone she still keeps
laying the tablefor two - force of habit, I
guess.



foregone

be a force to be reckoned with
if an organization or person is a force to
be reckoned with, they are very powerful
• The Scottish team's performance last
month shows that they are once again a
force to be reckoned with.

\
be out in force .X(

to be present in large numbers • The
Prince's young supporters were out in
force.

foregone
a foregone conclusion

a result that is obvious to everyone even
before it happens' (not used with the) It
seems like this year's election results are a
foregone conclusion.• (often + that) It's
certainly not a foregone conclusion that
we'll win.

forelock-tugging
forelock-tugging British

showing too much respect towards
someone who is in a high position • As
the General marched in, the collective
forelock-tugging began.

forewarned
Forewarned is forearmed.

something that you say which means that
if you know about something before it
happens, you can be prepared for it
• Apparently Simon has some criticisms of
my book. Still.foreuiarned isforearmed.

forked
speak with (a) forked tongue

to make false promises or to speak in a
way which is not honest s The minister is
speaking with aforked tongue, promising
support he will never deliver.

fort
hold the fort British, American &

Australian
hold down the fort American

to be left in charge of a situation or place
while someone is away' Someone had to
stay at home and hold the fort while my
mother was out.

Fort Knox
be like Fort Knox humorous

if a building or an area is like Fort Knox,
it is very difficult to enter or leave it
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because it is so well protected fb Fort
Knox is the building where the United
States keeps its supplies of gold .• Our
house is like Fort Knox with all these extra
security locks.

forty
forty winks informal

a short sleep during the day • She just
had time toput herfeet up and catch forty
winks beforedinner.

foul
foul play
1 actions which are not fair or honest. A

virus wiped out all our computer-held
records. Wesuspectfoul play on thepart of
an ex-employee.

2 murder • It's not clear why the man
drowned, but the police haven't ruled out
foul play:

fall foul of sb
to upset someone, so that they do not like
you and try to harm you' Officials who
fall foul of the mayor find themselves
exiled to the most boring departments.

fall foul of sth slightly formal
to break a law or a rule, and often be
punished • If their market share grows
too large, they will fall foul of anti-
monopoly laws.

foul-mouthed "
X

foul-mouthed - "
someone who is foul-mouthed swears a
lot. He uiasfoul-mouthed and violent.

foundations
rock/shake sth to its foundations
rock/shake the foundations of sth

to damage or change an organization or a
person's beliefs very much' Allegations
of scandal and abuse have rocked the
party to its foundations. • The ideas
seemed to make sense, but shook the
foundations of her own Christian beliefs.

four
the four corners of the earth/world

every part of the world' Wedding guests
arrivedfrom thefour corners of the world.



four-letter
a four-letter word

a short word that is extremely rude. The
player was suspended after using a
variety of four-letter words in front of the
umpire.

frame
a frame of mind

the way someone feels at a particular
time' Afeui hours later he was in a much
more positive frame of mind .• Whether
or not you enjoy the film may depend on
your frame of mind.

be in the frame British &Australian
to be likely to achieve something or to be
chosen for a job or an activity' (often +
for) Anderson was in theframe jor thejob
in sales, but decided not to take it.
• (sometimes + to do sth) Only Ferrari are
in theframe to win the championship.

frankenstein
a Frankenstein's monster

something that cannot be controlled and
that attacks or destroys the person who
invented it fb This phrase comes from
the book Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
• Giving extrapowers to the army turned it
into a Frankenstein's monster that is now
threatening to overthrow the ruling party.

fray
enter/join the fray

to become involved in an argument or a
fight » Members of the royal family rarely
enter thepoliticalfray.

frazzle
wear sbto a frazzle informal

to make someone feel very tired and
nervous' (often reflexive) She's worn
herself toafrazzle trying toget that report
finished .• You've been looking after her
kids for a month? You must be worn to a
frazzle.

free
free and easy

relaxed and informal' The atmosphere in
our office is aluxiys free and easy.

a free agent
someonewhoseactions are not limited or
controlled by anyone else • Once the
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divorce has come through you'll be a tree
agent again.

a free ride
an opportunity or advantage that
someone gets without having done
anything to deserve it • Just because he
was the boss's son didn't mean Tim got a
free ride.

a free spirit X
someone who does what they want and
doesnot feel limited by the usual rules of
social behaviour • His brothers describe
Nick as something of a free spirit,
unconventional and adventurous.

allow/give sb(a) free rein
to allowsomeoneto dowhat they want or
gowhere they want to • (often + to do sth)
The older kids were given free rein to do
whatever they wanted .• Weshut the kitten
out of the bedroom but allowed her free
rein in the rest of the apartment.

allow/give sth (a) free rein
if you give ideas or emotions free rein,
you allow them to developand do not try
to control them' With all these materials
available, we can give our creativity free
rein.

as free as a bird
completelyfree to do what you want and
without any worries • She'd been
travelling alone round the Greek islands
for ayear -free as a bird.

feel free
something that you say in order to tell
someone that they are allowed to do
something • (often + to do sth) The
restaurant doesn't sell alcohol, sofeel free
to bring your own beer and wine.• If you
want to use my computer for your report,
feel free.

give sba free hand
to allow someone to do whatever they
think is necessary in a particular
situation • (often + to do sth) His
manager had given him a free hand to
make whatever changes hefelt necessary.
have a free hand. (sometimes + in +
doing sth) The editor said I could have a
free hand in designing the coverpage.



free-for-all

It's a free country!
something that you say which means that
you have the right to do something even if
someone else has criticized you for it
• I'll shout if I want to - it's afree country!

make free with sth
to use something a lot, even when it does
not belong to you- I won't have him in my
house, making free with my whiskey. >(

There's no such thing as a free lunch. /
something that you say which means that
if someone gives you something, they
always expect you to give them
something or to do something for them
• He offeredme a room in his house, but he
seems to expect me to do all the housework.
I should have known there's no such thing
as afree lunch.

free-for-all
V

a free-for-all '\
a situation that is not controlled, and
where everyone does what they want or
fights for what they want to get. This is
supposed to bea sensible debate, don't let it
degenerate into a free-for-all. • In the
economicfree-for-all of the final years of
communism, he was able to amass a
sizeablefortune.

french
French leave old-fashioned, humorous

a period when you are absent from work
without asking for permission ttb In the
18th century in France, it was the custom
to leave an official event or party without
saying goodbye to the person who had
invited you.• Is Ray really ill again, or is
hejust taking French leave?

a French letter informal, old-fashioned
a thin rubber covering that a man can
wear on his penis during sex to stop a
woman becoming pregnant or to protect
him or his partner against infectious
diseases • In those days, French letters
were the only form of contraceptive we
had.

Pardon my French! British, humorous
something that you say which means you
are sorry because you have said an
impolite word. The silly sod never turned
up,pardon my French.
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fresh
be as fresh as a daisy

to be full of energy and enthusiasm. It's
been a long drive but give me a cup of tea
and I'll soonfeelfresli as a daisy.

be fresh from swh British
be fresh out of swh American &

Australian
to have just finished education or
training in a particular school or college
and not have much experience • Our
course is taught by ayoung professorfresh
out of law school.

be fresh out of sth American &
Australian
to have just finished or sold a supply of
something, and have no more left s Sorry,
uie'refresii out of bread this morning.

get fresh
to show by your actions or words that you
want to have sex with someone. (usually
+ with) If he tries to get fresh with you,
tell him to keep his hands to himself.

get fresh with sb American &Australtan
to talk to someone in an impolite way or
behave in a way which shows you do not
respect them· Don't you get fresh with
me,young lady!

Friday
a girl/man/person Friday

a person who does many different types
of usually not very interesting work in
an office ttb Man Friday is the name of
the servant in the book Robinson Crusoe
by Daniel Defoe. • The ad said, 'Person
Friday requiredfor general officeduties'.

friend
A friend in need (is a friend indeed).

something that you say which means that
someone who gives you help when you
need it is a really good friend. She looked
after my dogs while I was in hospital. A
friend in need is afriend indeed.

friends
have friends in high places

to know important people who can help
you get what you want> He has plenty of
friends in high places willing to support
his political career.



With friends like that, who needs
enemies? humorous
something that you say when someone
you thought was your friend treats you in
an unpleasant way' He told my girlfriend
I was boring. With friends like that, who
needs enemies!

frighteners
put the frighteners on sb British, old-

fashioned, informal
to threaten someone' Hesaid he wouldn't
pay up so I sent my brothers round toput
thefrighteners on him.

fritz
be on the fritz American, informal

if a piece of equipment or machinery is
on the fritz, it does not work as it should
• It will be a long, hot summer - our air
conditioning is on thefritz.

frog
have a frog in your throat informal

to be unable to speak clearly until you
give a slight cough> Excuse me, I've got a
bit of afrog in my throat.

front
the front office American .x..

the managers of a company • The front
office has decided to cut back on technical
staff.
front-office American • (always before
noun) She's one of the key front-office
advisers.

be in the front line
to be in an important position where you
have influence, but where you are likely
to be criticized or attacked » (often + of)
Many social workers are in thefront line of
racial tension.

put on/up a front X
to pretend to feel a certain way • He
hasn't shown any signs of grief over his
father's death, but I'm sure he's just
putting up afront.

up front
if you give someone an amount of money
up front, you pay them before they start a
job • Did you pay up front or are you
waiting till they'ueftntstied thejob?
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fruit
the fruit of your loins humorous

your children » The fruit of my loins you
may be, but that doesn't mean I have to
lookafter you all my life!

frying
jump out of the frying pan (and) into

the fire
to go from a bad situation to an even
worse one • Many kids who run away
from unhappy homes discover they've
jumped out of thefrying pan and into the
fire .

fuddy-duddy
a fuddy-duddy informal

someone who has old-fashioned ideas
and dresses in an old-fashioned way
• You don't want to take any notice of her,
she's just apompous oldfuddy-duddy!
fuddy-duddy informal • His ideas were
irrelevant, boring andfuddy-duddy.

fuel
add fuel to the fire/flames ><

to make an argument or a bad situation
worse' His mild words only addedfuel to
thefire. Isabelle uias furious.

full
,/

(at) full peltlsteamltilt informal X
as fast as possible' He was going full pelt
down the motorway but he still didn't
make it to the airport in time.

full steam ahead
with all possible energy and enthusiasm
• We'regoing full steam ahead to expand
the business .• Now we've solved a few
problems tt'sfull steam ahead.

(at) full throttle
if a person or a machine is at full throttle,
they are doing something as well and
with as much energy as they can' By the
end of May, the assembly line will be
working atfull throttle.



full

the full monty mainly British, humorous
if something is the full monty, it is as
complete as possible> Their wedding was
magnificent, with a champagne reception,
three-course dinner and a band - the full
monty.

allow/give sthfull play )<.
if something is given full play, it is used
or developed as much as possible • The
themes of love and bereavement are given
full play in Oliver's new novel .• He urges
that market forces should be allowed full
play in the villages.
come into full play· Here, his genius for
networking came into full play.

at full stretch British
if someone or something is at full
stretch, they are working as hard as
possible • The emergency services are
working at full stretch to cope with the
accident .• When the plant is operating at
full stretch it can employ 800people.

be as full asa boot/tick Australian,
informal
to be very drunk' Old Glive was asfull as
a boot when he left the hotel last night.

be full of yourself "X"_
to think that you are very important in a
way that annoys other people • I'm not
sure I like Sarah, she's so full of herself
all the time.

be full of beans
to have a lot of energy and enthusiasm
• I've never met anyone so full of beans
before breakfast.

be full of crap/shit British, American &
Australian, taboo X

be full of bull American, very informal
to often say stupid or wrong things • I
wouldn't listen to what Jeremy says, he's
aluxiys full of shit.

be full of holes
if an idea or plan is full of holes, it is not
complete or has many faults. His theory is
full of holes so we should have no problem
convincing people that he's wrong.

be full of pi ss and vinegar American,
very informal
to have a lot of energy » He's full of piss
and vinegar this morning.
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be full of the joys of spring British &
Australian, humorous
to be very happy • He bounced into the
office.full of the joys of spring.

be in full cryBritish & Australian
to criticize someone or something in a
noisy and eager way. The opposition was
in full cry over the changes to the
education bill.

be in full flow/spate British & Australian
if an activity is in full flow, it is happening
fast and with energy • He had this
annoying habit of interrupting her when
she was in full spate .• The royal wedding
preparations were now infull flou:

be in full swing
if an event is in full swing, it has already
been happening for a period of time and
there is a lot of activity > When we got to
Vicki's place the party was in full swing.

not be the full quid Australian, informal
to be slightly crazy or stupid. He's a bit
odd - I don't think he's thefull quid.

come to a full stoP7-
to end, especially because of a problem
or difficulty • After a series of health
problems his career came to a full stop.

come/go/turn full circle X.
if something or someone has come full
circle after changing a lot, they are now
the same as they were at the beginning
• My career has come full circle and I am
back at the school where I started out as a
teacher thirty years ago .• In the meantime
her opinions have gone full circle and she
has decided to rejoin the party.
bring sbfull circle. The poem brings us
full circle, and leaves us with an image of
the daffodils still dancing by the lake.
The wheel has come/turned full circle.
something that you say which means a
situation is the same now as it was before
things started to change. The wheel had
finally come full circle; we were together as
afamily again.

in full force
if a group of people are at a place in full
force, all of them are there. Heidi's side
of the family were there in full force but
Bill's brother was the only one to show up.



full-court
a full-court pressAmerican

a big effort to achieve something • The
Mayor has urged a full-court press for
civil rights andfair housing in the city.

fullness
in the fullness of time

if you say that something will happen in
the fullness of time, you mean that it will
happen if you wait long enough
• Everything will become clear in the
fullness of time.

fun
not be all fun and games X

if an activity is not all fun and games,
parts of it are difficult or unpleasant
• Being a tour representative isn't all fun
and games, I can tellyou.

have fun and games humorous
to have difficulty doing something or
dealing with someone· (often + doing
sth) Wehad fun and games trying to give
the dog a bath. • (often + with) She's had
fun and games with the tax office.

It was fun while it lasted.
something that you say when something
good has ended but you are not sorry. I
wouldn't have wanted more than 3years
at university, but it toasfun while it lasted.

funeral
it's your funeral

something that you say in order to tell
someone that if they suffer bad results
from their actions it will be their own
fault • 'I'm not coming to the meeting, I
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can't afford the time.' 'Okay, it's your
funeral.'

funk
be in a (blue) funk

to be very worried or unhappy about
something. He's been in a realfunk since
she left him.

funny
funny businessinformal

dishonest or unpleasant actions s If you
try any funny business you'll be sorry.

funny money
money that has been printed by
criminals, or which has come from
dishonest activities • He was caught
passing funny money through the
business.

a funny farm humorous
a hospital for people who are mentally ill
(b This expression may be offensive in
some situations. • If things get much
worse they'll be carrying me off to the
funny farm.

fur
the fur flies

if the fur flies, people have a bad
argument • The fur was really flying
during that meeting.
set the fur flying
make the fur fly • to cause a bad
argument • She set the fur flying by
demanding to seethe letters.

furrow
plough a lone/lonely furrow mainly

British, literary
to do something alone and without help
from other people • He'd always been
happier working in isolation, ploughing a
lonefurroui



gaff

gaff
blow the gaff British, old-fashioned,

informal
to cause trouble for someone by letting
other people know something that they
were trying to keep secret. (often + on)
They killed Green becausehe was about to
blow the gaff on their drug dealing.

gallery
play to the gallery

to spend time doing or saying things that
will make people admire or support you,
instead of dealing with more important
matters. Politicians these days are more
interested in playing to the gallery than
exercising real influence on world events.

gallows
gallows humour British &Australian
gallows humor American &Australian

humour that makes unpleasant things,
such as death, seem funny ib The
gallows are a wooden frame used in the
past for killing criminals by hanging
them from a rope tied around their neck.
• Many of thepatients I worked with knew
they were dying. There was a lot of
gallows humour.

game
a game plan

a plan for achieving success, especially
in business or politics s Part of thefirm's
game plan is to expand into Eastern
Europe.

be ahead of the game X
to know more about the most recent
developments in a particular subject or
activity than the people or companies
with whom you are competing • A very
extensive research and development
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programme ensures that we're ahead of
thegame.
stay ahead of the game· Staying ahead
of the game in these days of rapid
technological advancements is no easy
task.

be on the game informal
if someone,especiallya woman, is on the
game, they regularly have sex with men
for payment. Her older sister was on the
game by the time she was sixteen.
go on the game tnformai» A lot of these
girls find they can't even pay the rent so
they go on thegame.

The game's up! informal
something that you say to tell someone
that their secret plans or tricks havebeen
discovered and they cannot continue
• Okay, you two, the game's up! Give me
the cigarettes - this time I'm telling your
parents.

play the game~
to behave in a way that is accepted or
demanded by those in authority • You
have to learn toplay the game if you want
to besuccessful at work.

raise your game
to make an effort to improvethe way that
youplay a game. They're going to have to
raise their game if they want to stay in the
Premier Dioision this season.

What's sb's game? informal
something that you say when you want to
know the real reason for someone's
behaviour. You're being exceptionally
nice today. What's your game?

games
play games

to deceive someone about what you
intend to do. (often + with) I don't think
they ever really intended to buy the
software. They were just playing games
with us.



gangbusters
come on like gangbusters American,

informal
to start doing something eagerly and
with a lot of energy, especially
performing or talking to people
Ib Gangbusters was a radio program in
the US about police who went after
criminals with much energy and success.
• In one of his most renowned
performances, Cagney comes on like
gangbusters as hoodlum Tom Powers.

like gangbusters American, informal
very successfully' Both books have been
selling like gangbusters.

garbage
Garbage in, garbage out. mainly X

American
something you say which means that
something produced from materials of
low quality will also be of low quality
• The meals are pretty poor but then they
never use fresh ingredients - garbage in,
garbage out.

garden
Everything in the garden is rosy.

something that yousaywhich means that
there are no problems in a situation
• (often negative) But not everything in
thegarden is rosy.Sales may lookgood but
they're actually 10%down on last year.

lead sbup the garden path British,
American & Australian, informal

lead sbdown the garden path American,
informal
to deceive someone • We were led up the
garden path about the cost of the building
work - it turned out really expensive.

garden-variety >(
garden-variety American & Australian

very ordinary' (alwaysbefore noun) It's
just a garden-variety shopping mall, large
but not special in any way.

gas X
a gas guzzler American, informal

a car that uses a lot of fuel' I want to sell
this huge gas guzzler and buy something
that's cheaper to run.
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gauntlet
run the gauntlet

to have to deal with a lot of people who
are criticizing or attacking you' (usually
+ of) The minister had to run the gauntlet
of anti-nuclear protesters when he arrived
at theplant.

throw down the gauntlet
to invite someone to argue, fight, or
compete with you • A price war could
break out in the High Street after a
leading supermarket threw down the
gauntlet to its competitors.
OPPOSITE pickltake up the gauntlet. He
challenged me to a game of squash last
week and I'm thinking I might just take
up thegauntlet.

gear X
get in/into gear

to start to work effectively and with
energy' After a jeio days out of the office
it always takes me a while to get into gear
when I come back.

move/step up a gear
to start to work or play more effectively
or quickly than before • With just five
lengths to go, the German swimmer
stepped up a gear and edged ahead to win
the race.

generation
a generation gap J-(

the lack of understanding between older
and younger people that is caused by
their different experiences, opinions and
behaviour • It is unusual for a singer to
bridge the generation gap and appeal to
both young and old alike .• There's a big
age difference between us but we've never
been troubled by a generation gap.

genie
let the genie out of the bottle mainly

American
to allow something bad to happen which
cannot then be stopped Ib In old
Arabian stories, a genie was a magic
spirit that woulddo whatever the person
who controlled it wanted. • With the
Internet, we really let the genie out of the
bottle. People now have unlimited access
to all manner of material.



gentle

put the genie back in the bottle mainly
American» Now that these sorts of drugs
are so widely available, it may be too late
toput the genie back in the bottle.

gentle
a gentle giant

a man whois very tall and strong, but has
a very quiet, gentle character that does
not match his appearance. As placid and
amiable as he was tall, he became known
as thegentle giant of the squad.

be as gentle as a lamb
to be very calm and kind e I thought she
was gentle as a lamb until I heard her
shouting at Richard.

get
Get away with you! British &Australian,

old-fashioned
something that you say when someone
says something that is silly,surprising or
not true. 'Behonest with me, do I lookfat
in these trousers?' 'Getaway with you!'

get-up-and-go
get-up-and-go

if someone has get-up-and-go,they have
energy and enthusiasm s You needa bit of
get-up-and-go if you're going to work in
sales.

ghost
not a ghost of a chance

if someone does not have a ghost of a
chance, they are not at all likely to
succeed » (sometimes + of + doing sth)
Against competition like that, they didn't
have the ghost of a chanceof winning.
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or upset you for a long time • With one
stunning performance, Chelsea have laid
to rest the ghost of their humiliating
defeat at Old Trafford last season.

gift
the gift of the gab British, American &

Australian
the gift of gab American

an ability to speak easily and confidently
and to persuade people to do what you
want • An Irishman, he had the gift of
the gab. You might hate what he said but
you had to listen.

not look a gift horse in the mouth
if someone tells you not to look a gift
horse in the mouth, they mean that you
should not criticize or feel doubt about
something good that has been offered to
you> Okay, it's not thejob of your dreams
but it pays good money. I'd be inclined not
to look a gift horse in the mouth if I were
you.

ginger
a ginger group British & Australian

a small group within a larger political
party or organization that tries to
persuade the other members to accept
their beliefs and ideas> He was soon won
over to the left wing as a member of a
marginal ginger group called the New
Beginning.

give
give sbthe creeps/willies informal

to make you feel frightened and anxious,
especially when there is no real reason
for this • This old house gives me the
creeps. • I've never liked spiders - they
give me the willies.

lay the ghost of sth/sb (to rest)
to finally stop being worried or upset by
something or someone that has worried

Don't give me that! informal
something that you say when you do not
believe an explanation that someonehas
given you. Don't give me that! I saw you
with him, Karen - I drove right past you!

I'll give you what for! informal
something that you say when you are
very angry with someone and intend to



punish them • I'll give you what for,
young lady, coming home at 2 o'clock in
the morning!

give-and-take

a give-and-take American
a conversation in which peoplegivetheir
opinions and listen to those of other
people • The candidates entered into a
lively give-and-take.

given
given half a/the chance informal

if someone would do something given
half a chance, they would certainly do it
if they had the opportunity. He'd steal
from his own grandmother, given half the
chance.• Given half a chance I'd leave
this job today.

glad
your glad rags old-fashioned

the clothes that you wear when you are
going somewhere special. Put your glad
rags on, we'regoing toaparty.

give sb the glad eye British & Australian,
old-fashioned
to look at someone in a way that makes it
obviousthat you are sexually attracted to
them. I think you have an admirer. That
man in the corner is giving you the glad
eye.

glamour
a glamour girl/puss British &Australian
a glamor girl/puss American &Australian

a sexually attractive woman who is very
interested in her clothes and appearance
• His name was always linked to some
glamor girl .• I think she sees herself as a
bit of a glamour puss with her high heels
and her blonde hair.
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glass
a glass ceiling

the opinions of people in a company
which prevent women from getting such
important positions as men • The
problem for women in broadcasting is the
glass ceiling. Womenrise but not to the top.

glory
sb's/sth's glory days

a time in the past when someone or
something was very successful • The
bookfocusses on the glory days of thejazz
scene in the early 1940'sand 1950's.

glove ..
fit (sb) like a glove /X

if a piece of clothing fits someone like a
glove,it fits their bodyperfectly. My new
jeans contain Lycra so theyfit like a glove.

gloves
the gloves are off informal

if the gloves are off in an argument or
competition, the people involved have
started to argue or compete in a more
determined or unpleasant way· She gave
a second interview later that year but this
time the gloves were off Her ex-boss, she
said, was 'a tyrant and afraud'.

glutton
a glutton for punishment humorous

someonewho seems to like working hard
or doing things that most people would
find unpleasant. So as well as afull-time
job and afamily to look after,she's started
taking an evening class. She's a glutton
for punishment, that woman.

gnashing
gnashing of teeth humorous

angry complaining • There was much
gnashing of teeth over his omission in the
England squad.

go
go to show (sth)

if an event or situation goes to show
something, it proves that it is true
• (never in continuous tenses; usually +
that) There are more women in
parliament now than ever before. It just
goes to show that things are changing.
• (often + question word) The painting



goat

was gonefor a week beforeanyone noticed,
which only goes to show how unobservant
people are.

. "(be on the go informal / .
to be very busy and active' I've been on
thego all morning and I'm exhausted.

have stb on the go British & Australian
if you have sometbing on the go, it is
happening or being produced now' She's
got twofilms on the go, but still finds time
to spend every weekend with herfamily.

have a go at sb
1 British & Australian, informal to

criticize someone angrily' She had a go
at me over breakfast this morning - she
said I wasn't doing my share of the
housework.

2 British & Australian, informal to attack
someone physically • A couple of kids
had a go at him as he was leaving school.

It's all go. British & Australian
something that you say when you are
very busy or when lots of things are
happening around you' I've got an hour
to do the shopping before I pick the
children up from school. It's all go, I tell
you. • It was all go in the office this
morning, thephone never stopped ringing.

make a go of sth
1 informal if two people who are in a

romantic relationship make a go of it,
they try to make tbat relationship
succeed. Wedecided to try and make a go
of itfor the sake of the children.

2 informal to try to make something
succeed, usually by working hard. He's
determined to make a go of the bookshop.

goat
act/play the goat informal

to behave in a silly way, sometimes in
order to make people laugh • Insecure
and lonely,he resorted to acting the goat to
getpeople's attention.

get your goat British, American &
Australian, informal

get on your goat Australian, informal
to annoy you » It really gets my goat when
people push past without saying 'Excuse
me'.• The kid never stops whingeing - he
really gets on my goat.
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God
God rest her/his soul. old-fashioned

sometbing that you say when you are
talking about someone who is dead, to
show tbat you respect tbem • Myoid
father - God rest his soul - now he could
drink apint or two.

play God
to behave as if you have tbe right to make
very important decisions tbat seriously
affect otber people'S lives • Genetic
engineers claim that most countries have
already put legislation in place that will
stop themfrom playing God.

think you are God's gift to women
humorous
if a man thinks he is God's gift to women,
he tbinks he is extremely attractive and
that all women love him. He's the most
arrogant man I've ever met and he thinks
he's God'sgift to women.• Ohfor goodness
sake, you really think you're God's gift to
women, don't you!

God-given
a God-given right

if someone thinks they have a God-given
right to do something, they think they
should be allowed to do it even if otber
people do not like it • (often + to do stb)
Heseems to think he has a God-givenright
to tell us all what to do.

go-getter
ago-getter

someone who has a lot of energy and
confidence and wants to succeed • I
remember him as a real go-getter -
someone who you knew would reach the
top of whatever profession he chose.

goggle-box
the goggle-box British & Australian, old-

fashioned
the television. There are plenty of good
shows on thegoggle box at the moment.

going
be going spare British & Australian

if something is going spare, you can have
it because no one else wants it • 'Doyou
want some more cheesecake?' 'Yes, if it's
going spare. '



have a lot going for you
to have many good qualities or
advantages that will make it easier for
you to succeed' She's bound tofind ajob.
She's got such a lotgoingfor her.
OPPOSITE not have much going for you
• Poor thing, she hasn't got much goingfor
her really. She's neither clever nor
attractive.

have something going with sb informal
have a thing going with sb informal

if you have something going with
someone, you are having a sexual
relationship with them • She had
something going with a guy on the staff
• Larry's obviously had a thing going
with herfor several months now.

like it's going out of fashion informal
if you use something like it's going out of
fashion, you use large amounts of it very
quickly • Emma spends money like it's
going out of fashion.

when the going gets rough/tough
when a situation becomes difficult or
unpleasant • I run the farm on my own,
but a local boy helps me out when the
going gets tough.
if the going gets rough/tough • I'm
spending Christmas with my family, but if
thegoing gets tough I might escapeback to
London.

while the going is good informal
if you do something while the going is
good, you do it while it is still easy to do
• If you are unsure about marrying him,
get out now while the going is good.

gold
a gold digger old-fashioned

a woman who has relationships with rich
men so that they will give her money
• I'm not saying she's a gold digger, but
how come all her boyfriends have been
rich?

All that glistens/glitters is not gold.
British, American & Australian

All that glisters is not gold. British,
literary
something that you say to warn someone
that sometimes people or things that
appear attractive have no real value
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• This film has an all-star cast, but all
that glisters is not gold. It fails because of
its weak story.

like gold dust British &Australian
like gold American

if things or people are like gold dust, they
are difficult to get because a lot of people
want them' Tickets for the Oasis concert
werelike gold dust. Wewerereally lucky to
get them.• Skilled workers are like gold in
the engineering industry.

strike gold informal X
1 to become rich • Some investors have

struck gold investing in airlines.
2 to win a gold medal (= a round piece of

metal given as a prize) in a sports
competitlon s Not since the 1964 Olympics,
when Ann Packer and Mary Rand struck
gold have women's expectations been so
high.

golden
golden handcuffs

financial arrangements given by a
company to an important employee in
order to influence them to stay with the
company' Share options are offered to top
executives as golden handcuffs.

a golden boy/girl
someone who is successful and admired
• (often + of) Henman is the golden boy of
British tennis this season.

a golden handshake Y
a large sum of money which is given to
someone when they leave a company,
especially if they are forced to leave. The
manager got early retirement and a
£600,000 golden handshake when the
company was restructured.

a golden oldie
a record that was very popular in the past
and that people still know and like today
• I listen to the Sunday morning show
when they play all thegolden oldies.

a golden parachute -r
if an important manager in a company
has a golden parachute, the company
agrees to give them a very large sum of
money if they lose their job. He insisted
on a substantial golden parachute as part
of thepackage beforetaking up thepost.



gone

gone
gone for a burton British, old-fashioned

to be broken, spoiled or dead. There's our
quiet evening gonefor a burton!

be gone on sb informal
to be very attracted to someone » Sue's
really gone on this new boyfriend of hers.

good
good and proper informal

if someone does something good and
proper, they do it completely and with a
lot of force· He warned me off good and
proper after I kissed his girlfriend.

Good riddance (to bad rubbish)!
informal
an impolite way of saying that you are
pleased someone has left • Good
riddance! I hope she never comes back.

a good egg old-fashioned, humorous
a person with good qualities such as
kindness. He's a good egg,your brother-
he visited me every day while I was ill.

a good Samaritan
someone who tries to help people who
have problems tb This phrase comes
from a story in the Bible where a
Samaritan man helped someone who was
injured even though others would not
help him .• He's such a good Samaritan.
He used to go shopping for my gran when
she was ill.

the good old days
if you talk about the good old days, you
mean a time in the past when you believe
life was better • I wish my grandma
would stop going on about the good old
days.• In the good old days, we used to
tell stories round thefire,

All in good time.
something that you say to tell someone to
be patient because the thing they are
eager for will happen when the time is
right. 'Can we open our presents now?'
'All in good time. Let's wait till Daddy
comes.'

be as good as your word
to keep a promise • Jack said he would
call and he was as good as his word.
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be as good as gold
if a child is as good as gold, they behave
very well. The children were as good as
gold today.

be as good as new
if something is as good as new, it has
either been kept in the same good
condition as when it was new, or repaired
so that it is as good as it was then. The
exterior of the building has been restored
and it now looks as good as new.

be in good company
to have done or experienced something
bad which someone who people admire
has also done or experienced • Don't
worry, Einstein did badly at school, so
you're in good company.

be on to a good thing informal
to be in a pleasant or successful situation
• 'My wife does all the housework and
cooking.' 'You're on to a good thing there!'
• (often + with) He's on to a good thing
with this chauffeur service he runs.

be too good to be true X
if something is too good to be true, you do
not believe it can really be as good as it
seems • The job turned out to be really
boring. I knew it was toogood to be true.

be up to no good informal \<
if someone is up to no good, they are
doing something bad • She thinks her
husband has been up to no good because
shefound long blonde hairs on hisjacket.

for good British, American &Australian,
informal

for good and all American, informal
forever· I'm leavingfor good this time.

for good measure
if you do something or add something for
good measure, you do it or add it in
addition to something else • In today's
programme we have a full report on
today's top football matches, with some
cricket and athletics thrown in for good
measure .• I swept the floor and polished
the table, and then, for good measure, I
cleaned the windows.



have a good head on your shoulders
to be clever- Youcan trust Laura with the
money - she's got a good head on her
shoulders.

have a good mind to dosth informal
if you say you have a good mind to do
something,especiallyto punish someone,
youmean that youwouldlike to do it, and
might do it, although you probably will
not. I have a good mind to report you to
the headmaster for playing truant.

have had a good innings British &
Australian
to havehad a longand active lifeor a long
and successful period of time in a job
Ib In cricket, the innings is the time
when one team or player is batting
(= hitting the ball). • I've had a good
innings but myoid heart is very weak now.
• He's had a good innings as club
president.

have it on good authority
to believe that a piece of information is
true because you trust the person who
told you. (often + that) I have it on good
authority that we're about to be given a
pay increase.

hold good
if a statement holds goodfor something
or someone, it is true of that thing or
person. (often + for) The saying 'good
things come in small packages' holds good
for this excellent miniature TV set. • It
looks as though my predictionsfor snow at
Christmas are holding good.

if sb knows what's good for them
if you say that someone will do
something if they know what's goodfor
them, you mean that they should do that
thing or else something bad might
happen to them » You'll obey my orders if
you know what's goodfor you.

make (it) good American &Australian
to become successful or to achieve
something you want > The film's main
character is apoor Mexican boy who made
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it good in Chicago.• He'll make good,
you'll see.He works hard and knows what
he's after.

make good on sth American &
Australian, informal
to give back money that you owe
someone, or to keep a promise to do
something. I want to make good on that
loan I got from Joan .• Tom made good on
his promise topaint the living room.

put in a good word for sb informal '$(
to try to help someoneachievesomething
by saying good things about them to
someone with influence. (sometimes +
with) I'm applying for ajob in your office.
Could you put in a good wordfor me with
your boss?

stand sbin good stead
if an experience, a skill, or a
qualification will stand you in good
stead, it will be useful in the future. She
hoped that being editor of the school
magazine would stand her in good stead
for a career injournalism later on.

take sth in good part British
if you take criticism or jokes in good
part, you are not upset or annoyed by
them • His friends used to call him 'Big
Ears' but he took it all in good part.

throw good money after bad
to spend more and more money on
something that will never be successful
• Investors in theproject began topull out
as they realised they weresimply throwing
good money after bad.

too much of a good thing
if you have too much of a good thing,
something pleasant becomes unpleasant
because you have too much of it • I felt
sick after I'd eaten all those chocolates.
Youcan have too much of a good thing.
• All this attention she's getting could
prove to be toomuch of a good thing.

turn/use sth to good account formal
to use something to produce goodresults
• She turned her natural curiosity to good
account by becoming a detective.

You can't keep a good man/woman
down. humorous
something that yousaywhichmeans that



goodbye

a person with a strong character will
always succeed, even if they have a lot of
problems. When they sacked her, she
simply set up a rival company of her own.
Youcan't keep a good woman down.

goodbye
kiss/saylwave goodbye to sth

if you say goodbye to something, you
accept that you will not have it any more
or that you will not get it • You can say
goodbye toyour £10.Tom never repays his
debts.

good-for-nothing
a good-for-nothing

a person, usually a man, who is lazy and
doesnot doanything useful> That man is
a crook and a good-for-nothing.
good-for-nothing • Where's that good-
for-nothing husband of mine?

goods
your goods and chattels formal

all the things that belong to you Ib This
is an old legal phrase .• Jim arrived at the
flat with all his goods and chattels packed
into two shopping bags.

deliver the goods informal
come up with the goods informal

if someone or something delivers the
goods,they dowhat peoplehope they will
do • So far the team's new player has
failed to deliver the goods. He hasn't
scored in hisfirst fiue games.

goody-goody
a goody-goody

someone who tries too hard to please
people in authority, especially teachers
or parents. Sandra's a realgoody-goody-
always doing extra homework and
arriving early to lessons.

goose
cook sb's goose informal

if you cook someone's goose, you do
something that spoils their plans and
prevents them from succeeding

Disgruntled employees cooked
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Blackledge's goose by leaking private
documents to thepress.

kill the goose that lays the golden egg
to destroy something that makes a lot of
money> If you sell your shares now, you
could be killing the goose that lays the
golden egg.

What's sauce for the goose (is sauce for
the gander). British, American &
Australian, old-fashioned

What's good for the goose (is good for
the gander). American & Australian,
old-fashioned
something that you say to suggest that if
a particular type of behaviour is
acceptable for one person, it should also
be acceptable for another person • If
your husband can go out with his friends,
then surely you can go out with yours.
What's saucefor the goose is saucefor the
gander.

gooseberry
play gooseberry British, humorous

to be with two people who are having a
romantic relationship and who would
prefer to be alone • Yes, thank you, I'd
lovetogo to the cinema, if you two are sure
you don't mind meplaying gooseberry.

Gordian
a Gordian knot formal

a difficult problem Ib In an old story,
King Gordius of Phrygia tied a
complicated knot which no one could
make loose, until Alexander the Great
cut it with his sword.• Homelessness in
the inner cities has becomea real Gordian
knot.
cut the Gordian knot to deal with a
difficult problem in a strong, simple and
effective way • There was so much
fighting between staff, she decided to cut
the Gordian knot and sack them all.

Gordon Bennett
Gordon Bennett! British, old-fashioned

something that you say when you are
surprised, shocked, or angry Ib This
phrase was originally said in order to
avoidsaying 'God'.• GordonBennett! The
mortgage rate's gone up again!



gory
the gory details humorous X

the interesting details about an event. I
hear you went away with Stuart. I want to
hear all the gory details.

gospel
the gospel truth X

the complete truth. I didn't touch your
stereo,and that's the gospel truth.

accept/take sth as gospel (truth)
to believe that something is completely
true • You shouldn't accept as gospel
everything you read in the newspapers.

grab
a grab bag American & Australian

a mixture of different types of things
• (often + of) Airlines are offering a grab
bag of discounts, air miles and car rentals
to attract customers.

grabs
up for grabs informal X

if something is up for grabs, it is
available to anyone who wants to
compete for it • We've got $1000 up for
grabs in our new quiz. All you have to do
is call this number.

grace
fall from grace

to do something bad which makes people
in authority stop liking you or admiring
you • When a celebrity falls from grace,
they canfind it very difficult toget work in
television.
a fall from grace • He used to be one of
the president's closest advisers before his
fall from grace,

There but for the grace of God (go 0,
something that you say which means
something bad that has happened to
someone else couldhave happened to you
• When you hear about all these people
who've lost all this money, you can't help
thinking there but for the grace of God
go I.

grade
make the grade

to succeed at something, usually because
your skills are good enough. (often
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negative) He wanted to get into medical
school but hefailed to make thegrade.

grain
a grain of truth

a small amount of truth s There's a grain
of truth in what she says but it's greatly
exaggerated.

grand
the grand old man of sth humorous

a man who has been involved in a
particular activity for a long time and is
known and respected by a lot of people
• It was in this play that he formed a
double act with that other grand old man
of the Berlin theatre, Bernhard Minetti.

grandmother
teach your grandmother to suck eggs

British &Australian
to giveadvice to someone about a subject
that they already know more about than
you. You're teaching your grandmother
to suck eggs, Ted. I've been playing this
game since beforeyou wereborn!

granted

take sth for granted
to expect something to be available all the
time and forget that youare lucky to have
it. Wetake so many things for granted in
this country - like having hot water
whenever we need it.

take itfor granted
to believe that something is true without
first thinking about it or making sure



grapevine

that it is true. (usually + that) I'd always
seen them together and just took it for
granted that they weremarried.

grapevine
hear sth onlthrough the grapevine

to hear news from someone who heard
the news from someone else. (usually +
that) I heard on the grapevine that she
was pregnant, but I don't know anything
more.

grass
a grass widow humorous

a woman who spends a lot of time apart
from her husband, often because he is
working in another place. 'I hear Steve's
in Florida again. ' 'Yes,I've becomeagrass
widow ever since he's had this newjob.'

The grass is always greener (on the
other side of the fence).
something that you say which means that
other people always seem to be in a better
situation than you, although they may
not be. And when I haven't been out for a
while I start toenvy Miriam. with hergreat
social life. Oh well, the grass is always
greener.

the grass roots X
the ordinary people in a society or
political organization and not the leaders
• (often + of) Thefeeling among the grass
roots of theparty is that the leaders aren't
radical enough.
grass-roots. (always before noun) He's
popular enough within the leadership
but he doesn't have much grass-roots
support.

not let the grass grow under your feet
to not waste time by delaying doing
something » We can't let the grass grow
under our feet - we've really got to get
going with this project.

grave
dig your own grave

to do something stupid that will cause
problems for you in the future. He's dug
his own grave really. If he'd been a bit
more cooperative in the first place they
might still employ him.
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turn in your grave British, American &
Australian

turn over/spin in your grave American
if you say that a dead person would turn
in their grave, you mean that they would
be very angry or upset about something
if they knew. She'd turn in her grave if
she knew what he was spending his
inheritance on.

graveyard
the graveyard shift

a period of time late at night, when
people have to work, often in hospitals or
factories • I'm working the graveyard
shift this week.

gravy
the gravy train ><

an activity from which people make a lot
of money very quickly and easily. A lot
of people thought they'd get on the gravy
train in the eighties and make some money
out of property.

greased
like greased lightning old-fashioned

if someone does something like greased
lightning, they do it very quickly • I
mentioned work and he was out of the
room like greased lightning.

greasy
a greasy spoon informal

a small, cheap restaurant which mainly
serves fried food of a low quality
• There's a greasy spoon on the corner of
his street wherehe usually has breakfast.

the greasy pole British & Australian
the attempt to improve your position at
work • His ascent up the greasy pole of
academic advancement was remarkably
quick.

great
Great minds (think alike). humorous

something that you say when someone
else has the same idea as you or makes
the same suggestion· 'Why don't we take
a walk beforedinner?' 'I was just going to
say the same thing. ' 'Ah,great minds think
alike. '



the great and the good humorous
important people • The move toward a
more democratic state will not be
universally welcomed by the great and the
good.

be going great guns
to be doing something very successfully
and quickly • I know he had a little
difficulty at the start of the course but he's
going great guns now.

be no great shakes informal
to not be very good at doing something
• He was a very creative chef but no great
shakes on the management side of
business.

Greek
It's all Greek to me. informal

something that you say when you do not
understand something that is written
or said 1£0This phrase comes from
Shakespeare's play,Julius Caesar.• I've
tried reading the manual but it's all Greek
tome.

green
be green about/around the gills

humorous
to look ill, as if you are going to vomit
• He was out drinking last night, was he?I
thought he looked a bit green about the
gills this morning.

be green with envy x..
towish verymuch that youhad something
that another person has. Sharon's going
off to the south of France for three weeks
and we'reall green with envy.

give sb/sth the green light X.
to give permission for someone to do
something or for something to happen
• (often + to do sth) They've just been
given the green light to build two new
supermarkets in the region.• (often + to)
The localprefect has given the green light
to the dam at Serre de la Fare.
get the green light. (often + from) As
soon as we get the green light from the
council we'll start building.

have green fingers British &Australian '\
have a green thumb American -,

to be goodat keeping plants healthy and'
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making them grow. I'm afraid I don't
have green fingers. I've killed every plant
I've ever owned.• I was just admiring
your beautiful plants, Helen. You must
have a green thumb.
green-fingered British & Australian
green-thumbed American • There's
plenty of rainfall from winter through to
early spring, which makes it popular with
greenfingered gardeners.

greener
greener pastures

a better or more exciting job or place· A
lot of scientists are seeking greener
pastures abroad because of the scarcity of
opportunities at home.

green-eyed
the green-eyed monster humorous

the feelingof beingjealous. Doyou think
his criticisms of Jack are valid or is it just
a case of the green-eyedmonster?

grey
grey matter British &Australian, ~(

humorous '
gray matter American, humorous

your intelligence • It's an entertaining
film but it doesn't exactly stimulate the old
grey matter.

a grey area British &Australian ,
a gray area American X

a subject or problem that people do not
know how to deal with because there are
no clear rules • The legal difference
between negligence and recklessness is a
bit of a grey area.

grief
come to grief

to suddenly fail in what you are doing,
oftenbecause you have an accident • The
Italian champion was in second position
when he came togrief on the third lap.

give sbgrief informal X
to criticize someone angrily. Don't give
me any grief - I've done all I can!
get grief informal • I've been getting a
load of grief off Julie because I came
home late last night.



grim

grim
the Grim Reaper literary ><.

death fib Death is sometimes thought of
as an old man with a large curved tool for
cutting crops. • When the Grim Reaper
comesfor you, there's no escaping.

hang/hold on like grim death British &
Australian, informal
to hold something very tightly, usually
because you are frightened that you will
fall. Darren always drives the bike and I
sit behind him, hanging on like grim
death.

grin

a grin like a Cheshire cat
a very wide smile fib The Cheshire cat is
a character in Lewis Carroll's book Alice
in Wonderland and is famous for its big
smile .• I just presumed he'd got the job
because he walked in here with a grin like
a Cheshirecat.
grin like a Cheshire cat. (usually in
continuous tenses) What have you got to
look so happy about, walking round here
grinning like a Cheshirecat?

grind
grind to a halt/standstill

if an organization, system, or process
grinds to a halt, it stops working, usually
because of a problem· If the computer
network crashed, the whole office would
grind to a halt.

grip
be in the grip of sth

to be experiencing something unpleasant
that you have no control over • The
country is currently in the grip of the
worst recessionfor twenty years.

get a grip (on yourself) _)<:"
to make an effort to control your
emotions and behave more calmly. Come
on, get a grip, we've got an important
meeting in five minutes .• I just think he
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ought to get a grip on himself - he's
behaving like a child.
keep a grip on yourself. I was so angry
I could have hit him - I really had to keep a
grip on myself.

have a grip on sth
to have control over something
• Certainly in the first half England
didn't seem to have a grip on thegame.

lose your grip
to lose your ability to control or deal with
a situation • He was losing his grip at
work and knew it was time to retire.
• (often + on) It suggests that the ruling
party is losing its grip on the middle
classes in some of the bigger cities.

grist
(all) grist to the mill British, American &

Australian
grist for your mill American

something that you can use in order to
help you to succeed • As an actor, all
experience isgrist to the mill.

groove
be (stuck) in a groove

to feel bored because you are doing the
same things that you have done for a long
time » Wenever do anything exciting any
more - weseem to be stuck in a groove.

be in the groove
to be having a very successful period
• The early nineties were difficult for
Carlton but he's back in the groove again
with a new hit series.

ground
be thin on the ground British &

Australian
if things or people are thin on the
ground, there are not many of them
• Bears are getting rather thin on the



ground in European forests. • I get the
impression work is a bit thin on the
ground at the moment.
OPPOSITE be thick on the ground British
& Australian. Traditional English pubs
are thick on the ground in this area.

cut the ground from under sb/sb's feet
to make someoneor their ideas seemless
good,especiallyby doingsomething
before them or better than them. The
opposition claimed today's speech was an
attempt to cut the groundfrom under
theirfeet.

drive/run/work yourself into the ground
to work so hard that you become very
tired or ill • He'll run himself into the
ground if he doesn't take some time off.

gain ground
if a political party or a belief gains
ground, it becomes more popular or
accepted. (often in continuous tenses)
The Republicans are gaining ground in
the southern states.
OPPOSITE lose ground. (often + to) Recent
polls suggest that the government is fast
losing ground to the opposition.

get (sth) off the ground X
if a plan or activity gets off the ground or
you get it off the ground, it starts or
succeeds • The scheme should get off the
ground towards the end of this year. •A lot
more public spending will be required to
get this project off theground.

get in on the ground floor
to become involved in something from
the beginning • It is potentially a very
lucrative market and those who get in on
the ground floor might well make a
fortune.

give ground
to change your opinions or your demands
in a discussion or argument so that it
becomes easier to make an agreement
• The dispute is set to continue for some
time as neither side seems willing to give
ground.

go to ground
to hide. (usually + adv/prep) She found
the constant media attention intolerable
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and went to ground in France for a few
months.

hit the ground running mainly American
to immediately work very hard and
successfully at a new activity. If elected,
they promise to hit the ground running in
their[irstfeui weeks of office.

hold/stand your ground
1 to refuse to change your opinions or

behaviour, even if other people try to
force you to do this. The union stood its
ground in negotiations despitepressure by
management toacceptapay cut.

2 to refuse to move backwards, especially
when you are being attacked. The small,
poorly armed band of guerrillas stood
their ground against an overwhelming
attacking force.

on dangerous ground
if you are on dangerous ground, you are
talking about a subject which might
upset or offendpeople. The author is on
dangerous ground when he starts
criticizing modern women's literature.
• She sensed she was treading on
dangerous ground when her father
began to look rather annoyed.
OPPOSITE on safe ground. You'll be on
safe ground if you ask him about his
childhood.

prepare the ground
if you prepare the ground for an activity
or a situation, you dosomething that will
help it to happen. (usually + for) The
leaders of both countries are preparing
the ground for negotiations which may
lead topeace.

run sbto ground British &Australian
to find someoneafter searching for a long
time • Chinese detectives ran him to
ground in a Shanghai night club.

run sth into the ground
to treat something so badly or use
something somuch that you destroy it • I
loaned her my car for 6 months and she
ran it into theground.

run into the ground British & Australian
if something such as an activity or a plan
runs into the ground, it fails > The talks



groves

ran into the ground because the ceasefire
was broken.

shift your ground
if you shift your ground in an argument
or a discussion, you start to express a
different opinion • He's impossible to
argue with because he keeps shifting his
ground.

sb's stamping/stomping ground
a place where you regularly spend a lot of
time- I spent an afternoon in Camden, my
old stomping ground.

wish the ground would swallow you up
to wish that you could disappear because
you feel very embarrassed. Everyone in
the room was staring at me and I stood
there wishing the ground would swallow
me up.

groves
the groves of academeformal

universities or education. After a year's
travelling in South America, Jack
returned to the groves of academe to teach
Spanish at Cambridge.

growing
growing pains X

the problems or difficulties of a new
organization or activity • Even highly
successful businesses will have
experienced growing pains in the early
days.

grudge
bear a grudge

to continue to feel angry or not friendly
towards someone who has done
something to upset you in the past. She
got the job I applied for, but I'm not one to
bear a grudge.• (sometimes + against)
He still bears a grudge against her
because she refused to go out with him
years ago.
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grunt
grunt work American, informal

hard work that is not very interesting
• Herjob was nothing glamorous - a lot of
grunt work drafting agreementsfor others
to sign.

guard
be on (your) guard

to be careful to avoid being tricked or
getting into a dangerous situation. I feel
I have to be on my guard with her because
she's always trying to get information out
of me.• (often + against) Shop assistants
must always be on guard against
shoplifters.

catchltake sboff guard 7"-
to surprise someone by doing or saying
something they were not expecting s One
of the larger airlines caught its rivals off
guard yesterday by suddenly announcing
a cut in fares. • When they asked me to
babystt, I was taken off guard and found
myself agreeing to it.

drop/lower your guard
to stop being careful to avoid danger or
difficulty • Once he knew I wasn't a
journalist, he dropped his guard and even
let me take aphotograph of him.

guess
be anybody's guess X

if a piece of information is anybody's
guess, no one knows it • Why Becky left is
anybody's guess.• 'So what's going to
happen now?' 'That's anybody's guess.'

Your guess is as good as mine. informal
something that you say when you do not
know the answer to a question • 'How
long doyou t!Jjl]kthis job will take?' 'Your
guess is as good as mine. '

guessing
keep sbguessing

if youkeep someoneguessing, youdo not
tell them what you are going to do or
what will happen next • The clever and
complex plot kept the audience guessing
right up to the superb final tunst.

guest
Be my guest.

something that you say in order to give



someone permission to do something
• 'Can I use your toilet, please?' 'Be my
guest. '

guiding
a guiding light/spirit

someone who influences a person or
group and shows them how to do
something successfully • She was the
founder of the company, and for forty
years its guiding light.

guilt .
a guilt trip informal X

a strong feeling of guilt. I'm on a guilt
trip about not visiting my parents often
enough.

send sbon a guilt trip British, informal
lay/put a guilt trip on sb American,

informal
to make someone feel very guilty • I'm
tired of environmentalists whoput a guilt
trip on the rest of usfor causing pollution
with our life styles.• She's sent me on a
guilt trip about my treatment of Steven.

guinea

gun
be under the gun mainly American

to feel anxious because you have to do
something by a particular time or in a
particular way • AI's under the gun to
decide by the end of the month whether to
move with his company.

hold/put a gun to sb's head
to use threats to force someoneto dowhat
you want • Management are holding a
gun to our heads. If we don't behave we'll
loseour jobs.

jump the gun ~
to do something too soon, especially
without thinking carefully about it fb If
someone running in a race jumps the
gun, they start running before the gun
has been fired to start the race. • He
shouted at me beforeI had time to explain,
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but later he apologised for jumping the
gun.

gunboat
gunboat diplomacy

if a country uses gunboat diplomacy,it
uses the threat of military force to make
another country obey it • Gunboat
diplomacy is a dangerous option in the age
of nuclear weapons.

gung-ho
gung-ho informal

too eager to do something, often without
thinking about the risks involved in a
situation • Our new salesman is rather
gung-ho. • I'm not sure I approve of my
bank's gung-ho approach to lending.
be gung-ho aboutlfor sth American,
informal very interested in or excited by
something. He's beengung-ho for football
ever since heplayed in high school.

gunning
be gunning for sb
1 informal to try to harm or defeat

someone • The coach has been gunning
for mefrom the day I joined the team.

2 informal to support someone· Which side
will you begunningfor in the elections?

guns
spike sb's guns

to spoil someone's plans fb In the past,
soldiers put spikes (= thin, pointed pieces
of metal) into their enemies' guns in
order to stop them working.• The African
runner spiked her guns, overtaking her in
thefinal minute.



gunwales

with (your) guns blazing
all guns blazing

if you do something, especially argue,
with guns blazing, you do it with a lot of
force and energy • The boy's mother
arrived at the school, all guns blazing,
furious that her son had beensuspended.

gunwales
to the gunwales old-fashioned

if something is filled to the gunwales, it
is very full Ib A gunwale is the top part
of the side of a boat. • The room was
packed to the gunwales with food and
crates of wine.

gut
".'"a gut feeling -"'\

a feeling that you are certain is right,
even if you cannot explain why. My gut
feeling was that she was lying.

a gut reaction x:
a reaction that is basedonyour immediate
feelings about someone or something
• When a tragedy like this happens, I think
people's gut reaction is anger and a desire
tofind someoneto blame.

bust a gut informal
to work very hard or to make a big effort
to achieve something. I really bust a gut
toget that reportfinished on time.

bust a gut (laughing) informal
to laugh a lot. I bust a gut laughing at his
imitation of the Queen.

gut-bucket
a gut-bucket informal

someone who is very fat. She introduced
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me to her son who was a real gut-bucket
with tattoos all over his arms.

guts
hate sb's guts informal

to hate someone • I hate his guts for
treating my sister so badly.

have your guts for garters British,
informal
if you say that you will have someone's
guts for garters, you mean that you
intend to punish them very severely. If I
catch you smoking again I'll have your
gutsfor garters.

slog/sweatlwork your guts out informal
to work very hard or to use a lot of effort
to do something • You've got this
wonderful man slogging his guts out for
you, and all you do is criticize him! • After
working his guts out at the gym, he spoilt
it all by going straight to thepub.

spill your guts American & Australian,
informal
to tell someone all about yourself,
especially your problems· Why dopeople
take part in these shows and spill their
guts on camera in front of a studio
audience?

gutser
come a gutser
1 Australian, informal to fall while you are

walking or running • I was in a rush,
tripped and came a gutser on the step.

2 Australian, informal to fail at something
• Paul's too confident for his own good. I
hope he doesn't come a gutser.



3 informal if something has had it, it is so
damaged it cannot be repaired • I think
this washing machine's had it.

have had it (up to here) informal
to be so angry about something that you
do not want to continue with it or even
think about it any more • I've had it!
From now on they can clear up their own
mess.• (often + with) I've had it up tohere

habit with lawyers!
kick the habit informal X

to stop doing something that is difficult
to stop doing, especially taking drugs,
smoking, or drinking alcohol. No coffee
for me, thanks. I'm trying tokick the habit.
• 'Doesshe still smoke?' 'No,she kicked the
habit a coupleof years ago.'

Why break the habit of a lifetime?
British & Australian, humorous
something that you say which means that
you do not believe that someone will stop
doing something bad that they have done
all their lives • 'I must stop writing my
essays the night before the deadline. ' 'Why
break the habit of a lifetime?'

hackles
raise (sb's) hackles
make (sb's) hackles rise

to annoy someone fb Hackles are the
hairs on the back of a dog's neck which
stand up when it is angry. • The
politician's frank interview may have
raised hackles in his party .• The movie's
pro-war message made many people's
hackles rise.
sb's hackles rise. She spoke to me as if I
was about thirteen and lfelt my hackles
rise.

had
have had it
1 informal if you say that if something

happens, someone has had it, you mean
that they will die or they will fail in what
they are trying to do • When they run out
of ammunition, they've had it.• The
course is hard, and if you can't face that
fact, you've had it.

2 informal to be tired or bored with what
you are doing and decide to stop it • I've
had itfor today.Let's go home.
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hail-fellow-well-met
hail-fellow-well-met old-fashioned

a man who is hail-fellow-well-met is very
friendly and pleasant, often in a way that
you do not trust • He was a hail-fellow-
well-met sort of a man who'd greet you
with a big slap on the back.

hair
not a hair out of place

if someone does not have a hair out of
place, their appearance is very tidy. She
was immaculate as ever,not a hair out of
place.

a hair shirt
if someone wears a hair shirt, they
choose to make their life unpleasant by
not having or experiencing anything that
gives them pleasure • I don't think you
have toput on a hair shirt in order to be a
socialist.

the hair of the dog (that bit you)
an alcoholic drink that you drink to cure
the pain in your head that was caused by
drinking too much alcohol the night
before fb In the past people believed that
if you were bitten by a crazy dog, the
injury could be made better by putting
hairs from the dog's tail on it .• It was
early in the morning and Catherine
reached for her glass. 'Hair of the dog?'
asked Lee with a smile.

curl sb's hair American
make sb's hair curl American

to frighten or shock someone. The scene
where the guy follows her into the
apartment curled my hair.

get in sb's hair informal /"C,
to annoy someone, especially by being
near them for a long period • Harry



hair-raising

usually keeps the kids occupied so they
don't get in my hair while I'm cooking.
OPPOSITE out of sb's hair. I don't care
where she is now. She's out of my hair and
that's all that matters. • I was hoping
James would take the kids to the parkfor a
couple of hoursjust to get them out of my
hair. (= stop them annoying me by
taking them away)

a hair's breadth
a very small distance or amount- Enemy
forces are within a hair's breadth of the
city .• We were a hair's breadth away from
getting caught. (= we were almost caught)

harm a hair on sb's head
to hurt someone· (often negative) He
adores the girl- he wouldn't harm a hair
on her head .• If he so much as harms a
hair on her head, Iwon't be responsible for
my actions.

let your hair down
to relax and enjoy yourself without
worrying what other people will think
• It's nice to let your hair down once in a
while and go a bit wild.

make sb's hair stand on end
to make someone feel very frightened
• The thought of jumping out of an
aeroplane makes my hair stand on end.

put hair(s) on your chest humorous
if you say that food or drink will put hair
on someone's chest, you mean that the
food will make them strong and healthy
or that the drink is very alcoholic » Here,
have a swig of this. That should put hair
on your chest!

not turn a hair
to not show any emotion when you are
told something bad or when something
bad happens • I was expecting her to be
furious but she didn't turn a hair.

hair-raising
hair-raising

very frightening • Driving through the
mountains was a hair-raising experience.
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hairs
split hairs

to argue about whether details that are
not important are exactly correct • 'She
earns three time what I earn.' Actually;
it's more like two and a half' 'Oh stop
splitting hairs!'
hair-splitting· I don't have very much
patience with all this legal hair-splitting. J

halcyon
the halcyon days literary

a very happy or successful period in the
past #b Halcyon days are two weeks of
good weather during the winter when the
days are the shortest in the year .• (often
+ of) She recalled the halcyon days of
childhood .• That was in the halcyon days
of the 1980's when the economy was
booming.

hale
hale and hearty

an old person who is hale and hearty is
still very healthy and strong. At 77he is
hale and hearty, getting up at six every
morning to walk three miles.

half
not half British &Australian, informal

something that you say in order to
emphasize an opinion or a statement. He
didn't half eat a lot .• She isn't half brave,
your sister.

Half a loaf is better than none.
something that you say which means it is
better to take what you are offered, even
if it is less than you wanted, because it is
better than nothing. I only got half the
salary rise Iasked for; but I took it anyway
on the grounds that half a loaf is better
than none.

not be half bad informal
lf something is not half bad, it is good,
often better than you thought it would be
• Actually, we had dinner there and it
wasn't half bad.

be half the battle (won)
to be the most difficult part of a process
so that once you have completed this
part, you have almost succeeded • When



you're training a dog, getting it to trust
you is half the battle.

be half the [dancer/writer etc.] you used
to be
if you are half the dancer, writer etc. you
used to be, you are much less good at
doing something than you used to be
• She's half the tennis-player she used to
be.

sb's better/other half old-fashioned )(
someone's husband or wife or the person
with whom they have a romantic
relationship • I should think 3.30 on
Wednesday will befine but I'd better check
with my other half.

have half a mind to do sth X'
1 something that you say to a child whoyou

are threatening with punishment. It's
the second time this month I've caught you
smoking. I've half a mind to report you to
your parents!

2 if you have half a mind to tell someone
something unpleasant, you are very
seriously thinking about telling them
• I've half a mind to tell her to rewrite
the whole report it's so bad.

have half an ear on sth
to listen to something without giving it
all your attention' I had half an ear on
the radio as he was talking to me.
listen with half an ear' I listened with
half an ear as she explained what she'd
beendoing.

have/keep half an eye on sth/sb
to watch something or someone without
giving them all your attention' I had half
an eye on the TV while I was writing my
letter.• She kept half an eyeon the kids all
through our conversation.
with half an eye on sth/sb • I ate my
lunch with half an eye on the clock to
make sure I didn't miss my train.

how the other half lives
how people who are much richer than
you live their lives. As the popularity of
such magazines testify,people are always
curious to see how the other half lives.
• 'They spend two or three months of the
summer on a luxury yacht in the south of
France. ' 'Howthe other half lives!'
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not know the half of it informal
have not heard the half of it! informal

if someone does not know the half of it,
they know that a situation is bad but they
do not know how bad it is • Tom's not
happy with the situation and he doesn't
even know the half of it! • 'I hear you're
having a feui problems with the new guy'.
)1 few problems? You haven't heard the
half of it!'

Not half! British & Australian, informal
something that you say when you agree
strongly with something that has just
been said or you are keen to accept an
offer' 'Doyou fancy a drink, then?' 'Not
half!" 'He'sa nice-looking bloke, isn't he?'
'Not half!'

That was a [game/meal/walk etc.] and a
half! informal
something that you say about something
that was very surprising, very good, or
took a lot of time' That was a walk and a
half! I'm exhausted.

half-arsed .x:
half-arsed British, very informal
half-assed American, very informal

a half-arsed attempt to do something
lacks energy and enthusiasm • I made a
half-arsed attempt to write the
introduction and then went back to bed.

half-baked Khalf-baked informal
not thought about or planned carefully
• It was just another half-baked scheme of
his ~ it was never going to work.

half-cock
go off at half-cock old-fashioned
go off half-cocked old-fashioned

to suddenly give your opinion without
preparing what you are saying or
understanding the subject you are
talking about, often because you are
angry' Youdon't listen. Youjust go off at
half-cock without even hearing the end of
my sentence.

half-cut
be half-cut British & Australian, old-

fashioned



half-dead

to be drunk • He was half-cut before he
even got to theparty.

half-dead )(
be half-dead informal

to be very tired. We've been walking all
day and I'm half-dead.

half-hearted
half-hearted ><...

a half-hearted attempt to do something
lacks effort and enthusiasm • I made a
half-hearted attempt to start a
conversation with him and then gave up.
half-heartedly. Afew people at the back
applauded half-heartedly.

half-mast
be at half-mast British, humorous

if someone's trousers are at half-mast,
they are too short • His hair was dirty
and his trousers at half-mast.

halfway
a halfway house

something which combines the qualities
of two different things, often something
which is not as good as either of those
things on their own • (often + between)
It's sort of a halfway house between
classical music and pop.

meet sb halfway
to show that you really want to reach an
agreement or improve your relationship
with someone by doing some of the
things that they ask youto • I really want
this relationship, Simon, and I'm
prepared to work at it but you have to meet
me halfway.

half-wit K
a half-wit informal

a stupid person> Some halfwit had fiiled
the kettle too full and water spilt out
everywhere.
half-witted • I hope she's not bringing
that halfwitted brother of hers.

halves '
not do anythinglthings by halves X

if you do not do things by halves, you
alwaysmake a lot of effort and do things
very well • 'I didn't realise you were
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decorating the whole house!' 'Oh, we don't
do things by halves round here.'

ham-fisted
ham-fisted British
ham-handed American
1 lacking skill with the hands. I hopedyou

weren't watching my ham-fisted attempts
toget the cake out of the tin.

2 lacking skill in the way that you deal
with people • The report criticizes the
ham-fisted way in which complaints are
dealt with.

hammer
belgo at it hammer and tongs informal

to dosomething, especially to argue, with
a lot of energy or violence • You should
have heard last night's argument ~ they
were at it hammer and tongs till four
o'clock this morning.

comelgo under the hammer
to be sold at an auction (= a public sale
where objects are bought by the people
who offer the most money) • Both
collections will come under the hammer
and are expected to make £lm at Phillips'
in London next month.

hand
hand in glove British, American &

Australian ")Z.
hand and glove American

if one person or organization is working
hand in glove with another, they are
working together, often to do something
dishonest • It was rumoured at the time
that some of thegangs wereworking hand
in glove with thepolice.

hand over fist
if you make or lose moneyhand over fist,
youmake or lose large amounts of it very
quickly. Business was good and we were
making money hand overfist.

The hand that rocks the cradle (rules
the world).
something that you say which means
women are very powerful because they
have most influence over the way in
which children develop into adults. The
article claimed that most of the world's



dictators had very domineering mothers.
You know what they say, the hand that
rocks the cradle.

be in hand
if a plan or a situation is in hand, it is
being dealt with. The arrangements for
the party are all in hand so we don't need
to worry about that.
have sth in hand » After days of rioting,
the troops now have the situation in hand.
(= are dealing with the situation)
take sb/sth in hand to start to deal with
someone or something that is causing
problems • Their youngest child needs
taking in hand, if you ask me.

be on hand
to be near and ready if needed • Extra
supplies will be on hand, should they be
needed.
have sb/sth on hand· (often + to do sth)
The new store has extra staff on hand to
help customers pack their shopping.

bite the hand that feeds you
to treat someone badly who has helped
you in some way, often someone who has
provided you with money • Leaving the
company after they've spent three years
training you up - it's a bit like biting the
hand that feeds you.

close/near at hand
very near. To have afeu: basic shops and
services near at hand is a great thing.

come/go cap in hand British, American &
Australian

come/go hat in hand American
to ask someone for money or help in a
way which makes you feel ashamed
• (often + to) I had togo cap in hand to my
parents again to askfor some money.

a firm/steady hand on the tiller
if someone has a firm hand on the tiller,
they have a lot of control over a situation
#£J A tiller is a long handle which is used
to control the direction a boat travels.
• What people want is a president with a
firm hand on the tiller.

force sb's hand
to make someone do something or to
make someone do something sooner than
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they want to. I'm sure they don't want to
reduce theprice but if you threaten topull
out of the sale that mightforce their hand.

go hand in hand
if two things go hand in hand, they exist
together and are connected with each
other. (often + with) Crime usually goes
hand in hand with poor economic
conditions.

have a hand in sth :><
to be involved in something » The party
was basically Kim's idea but I think Lisa
had a hand in it too.

hold sb's hand
to support someone when they are doing
something difficult or frightening by
being with them • 'I'm dreading giving
that talk.' 'You'll be all right. I'll be there
to hold your hand.'

INou have to hand it to sb
something that you say which means that
you admire someone's achievement or
you admire a quality in someone, even if
you do not admire everything about that
person. I don't especially like the man,
but you've got to hand it to him, he's
brave.

keep your hand in
to practise a skill often enough so that
you do not lose the skill • I do a bit of
teaching now and then just to keep my
hand in.

lay a hand on sb
to hurt someone • If you lay a hand on
her I'll report you to the police.• (often
negative) I never laid a hand on her.



handle

lend (sb) a hand
to help someone do something, especially
something that involves physical effort
• Could you lend me a hand with these
books? • He's always willing to lend a
hand in the kitchen.

live (from) hand to mouth X
to have just enough money to live on and
nothing extra • My father earned very
little and there werefour of us kids so we
luiedfrotti hand to mouth.
hand-to-mouth • (always before noun)
Low wages mean a hand-to-mouth
existencefor many people.

out of hand X
if you refuse something out of hand, you
refuse it completely without thinking
about it or discussing it • Moving to
London is certainly a possibility. I
wouldn't dismiss it out of hand.

overplay your hand mainly American
to try to get more advantages from a
situation than you are likely to get > I'm
going to ask for promotion but I think it
might be overplaying my hand to ask to
workfewer hours as well.

put your hand in your pocket
to give money to charity (= organizations
that collect money to give to poor people,
ill people etc.) • People are more inclined
toput their hands in their pockets to help
children.

put your hand on your heart
if you can put your hand on your heart
and say something, you can say it
knowing that it is the truth. I couldn't
put my hand on my heart and say I'd
never looked at another man.
hand on heart· Are you telling me, hand
on heart, that you have never read
anyone's private mail?

raise your hand against/to sb
to hit someone, or to threaten to hit them
• I would never raise my hand against a
child.

show your hand
to tell people your plans or ideas,
especially if you were keeping them
secret before Ib When card players show
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their hand in a game of cards, they show
the other players the cards they are
holding, usually because they cannot
continue to play the game. • I'm a bit
reluctant to show my hand at this stage in
theproceedings.

throw in your hand British
to stop doing something because you
know you cannot succeed or win
Ib When card players throw in their
hand, they put all their cards onto the
table because they know that they will
not be able to win the game.• I know it's
unlikely that I'll get the job but I'm not
going to throw in my handjust yet.

tip your hand American
to let other people know what you are
planning to do • (often negative)
Rumours still abound about Saling's next
project but the actress has sofar refused to
tip her hand.

try your hand at sth X
to try doing something for the first time
• I might try my hand at a bit of Indian
cooking.

turn your hand to sth
if you say that someone could turn their
hand to an activity or skill, you mean
they could do it well although they have
no experience of it • I'm sure you could
turn your hand to a bit of writing if you
wanted .• Stella's very talented. She could
turn her hand to anything.

wait on sbhand and foot
to do everything for someone so that they
do not have to do anything for themselves
• He just wants a woman to wait on him
hand andfoot.

handle
/

fly off the handle informal )i;
to react in a very angry way to something
someone says or does > He really flew off
the handle when I suggested selling the
house.

get a handle on sth informal
to find a way to understand a situation in
order to control it • Weneed toget a better
handle on the effectsof climate change.



hand-me-down :xa hand-me-down
a piece of clothing that used to belong to
an older brother or sister and is now
worn by a younger brother or sister
• (usually plural) As a child I was always
dressed in my sister's hand-me-downs and
I longeator something new to wear.

hands
sb's hands are tied

if someone's hands are tied, they are not
free to behave in the way that they would
like. I'd like to raise people's salaries but
my hands are tied.

all hands on deck
all hands to the pumps

something that you say when everyone's
help is needed, especially to do a lot of
work in a short amount of time' We've
got to get all this cleared up before they
arrive so it's all hands on deck.

be in sb's hands
to be dealt with or controlled by someone
• The arrangements for the party are now
in Tim's hands.
leave sth in sb's hands • So, Sue,
regarding the hotel bookings and so on,
can I leave all that in your hands?

be out of sb's hands
if a problem or decision is out of
someone's hands, they are not
responsible for it any more • The court
will decide how much money you get - the
decision is out of our hands.

can't keep your hands off sb informal
if you can't keep your hands off someone
you are having a sexual relationship
with, you touch them very often because
you feel very attracted to them • They
can't keep their hands off each other. It's
embarrassing to be in their company.

dirty your hands
to become involved in bad activities that
might spoil other people's opinions of
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you' (usually negative) The royal family
don't usually dirty their hands with
politics.

fall into sb's hands
if something falls into the hands of a
dangerous person or an enemy, the
dangerous person or enemy starts to own
or control it • There were concerns that
the weapons might fall into the hands of
terrorists.

get your hands dirty informal
to involve yourself in all parts of a job,
including the parts that are unpleasant,
or involve hard, practical work • Unlike
other bosses, he's not afraid to get his
hands dirty and the men like that in him.

get your hands on sb informal
if you say you will kill someone when
you get your hands on them, you mean
you will be very angry with them' You
wait till I get my hands on her - I'll kill
her!

get/lay your hands on sth X
to succeed in obtaining something' As a
kid I read anything I could lay my hands
on.• If you ever get your hands on a copy,
I'd love to have a look.

have sth on your hands
if you have a difficult situation on your
hands, you have to deal with it • If the
police carry on like this, they'll have a riot
on their hands before long. • W~ four
kids I suspect she's got enough on her
hands.

have your hands full X
to be so busy that you do not have time to
do anything else' (often + doing sth) It's
no use asking Alice for help, she's got her
hands full looking after the kids .• (often +
with) Right now I've got my hands full
with preparationsfor the conference.

keep your hands clean
to avoid becoming involved in any
activities which are bad or illegal
• Politicians can leave the lies and smear
campaigns to journalists and keep their
own hands clean.
have clean hands' The country's leaders
must be seen to have clean hands.
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off sb's hands
if someone or something is off
someone's hands, they are not
responsible for them any more' I've got a
lot of freedom now the kids are off my
hands.
take sb/sth off sb's hands. I'm willing
to take the kids off your hands for a few
hours, if you need me to.

play into sb's hands
to do something that gives someone else
an advantage over you, although this was
not your intention «If weallow terrorists
todisrupt our lives to that extent we'rejust
playing into their hands.

sit on your hands
to do nothing about a problem or a
situation that needs dealing with. Every
day the crisis worsens and yet the
government seems content to sit on its
hands.

wash your hands of sb/sth
to stop being involved with or
responsible for someone or something,
usually because they have caused too
many problems for you • I should
imagine he couldn't wait to wash his
hands of the wholeproject.

win (sth) hands down x:
to win easily' She won the debate hands
down.
beat sb hands down' The last time we
played squash he beat me hands down.

wring your hands
to show that you are very sad or anxious
about a situation but do nothing to
improve it. It's not enough-for us tostand
by and wring our hands - we've got to take
action.
hand-wringing • Until recently, the
problem has beena subiectfor much hand-
wringing and little else.

hang
hang (on) in there informal

to continue to try to do something
although it is very difficult • All
relationships go through rough times. You
just have to hang in there.• Just hang on
in there. The physical training is tough
but it's worth it.
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hang a leftlright American, informal
if you tell the driver of a car to hang a
left/right, you mean turn left/right» You
hang a left at the gas station and then
drive straight aheadfor two miles.

and hang the cost/expense
if you say that you will do or have
something and hang the cost, you mean
that you will spend whatever is
necessary' I thought for once in our lives
let's treat ourselves really well and hang
the cost.

let it all hang out informal
to relax and do or say exactly what you
want to • When I'm on holiday I like to let
it all hang out.

hanger-on
Xa hanger-on

a person who spends time with rich or
important people, hoping to get an
advantage • (usually plural) Wherever
there is Royalty, there will always be
hangers-on.

hanging
be hanging over you \/
be hanging over your head/'\.

if something is hanging over you, it is
causing you to worry all the time' He's
got financial worries hanging over him
too which can't make life any easier.

hang-up
a hang-up

a feeling of shame or worry about
something in your appearance, your
behaviour, or your past, especially one
that other people do not understand
• (often + about) I think Melanie's got a
bit of a hang-up about her lack of
education.• The English are notorious for
their sexual hang-ups.
be hung-up' (often + about) Why are so
many women hung-up about their bodies?



hanky-panky
hanky-panky old-fashioned

sexual activity, especially when it is
secret • It was alleged that all kinds of
hanky-panky went on in the president's
office.

happy
a happy accident X

a pleasant situation or event that is not
planned or intended » Wenever planned
to have a third child - it was a happy
accident.

a happy hunting ground
a place where you can find exactly what
you want fb The happy hunting ground
was a Native American way of referring
to heaven, or where they went when they
died .• Flea markets are a happy hunting
ground for people looking for antiques at
goodprices.

a happy medium x..
a way of doing something which is good
because it avoids being extreme. (often +
between) What you ioant trom a holiday
is a happy medium between activity and
relaxation .• I'm either exercising all the
time or I'm doing nothing but I can't seem
tofind a happy medium.

the happy event humorous
the birth of a child • So when are they
expecting the happy event?

not be a happy camper British &
American, humorous

not be a happy bunny British, humorous
to be annoyed about a situation • Her
computer crashed an hour ago and she's
lost a morning's work - she's not a happy
camper.

be as happy as Larry/a sandboy British
&Australian

be as happy as a clam American
to be very happy and to have no worries
• Wemarried nine days after we met, and
three years on we're happy as Larry.
• Since he's been at college he's as happy
as a clam.

happy-go-lucky
happy-go-lucky

a happy-go-lucky person is happy all of
the time and does not worry about
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anything • He struck me as a happy-go-
lucky kind of guy.

hard
hard feelings X

anger towards a person that you have
argued with. (usually negative) It's very
rare that couples break up and there are
no hard feelings on either side.• So we're
friends again, are we?No hard feelings?

hardgoing X
difficult to do or understand • It was a
good course but Tfound it hard going in
parts.

Hard lines. British &Australian, informal
something that you say in order to
express sympathy for someone s 'Ifailed
my driving test again. ' 'Hard lines. '

hard to swallow X.
if something that someone says is hard to
swallow, it is difficult to believe· I found
her story rather hard to swallow.

the hard stuff humorous
alcoholic drink • He likes a drop of the
hard stuff.

be as hard as nails
to have no feelings or sympathy for other
people· She'll be good in business - she's
as hard as nails.

be hard pressed British, American &
Australian, informal X

be hard pushed British
to be having difficulty doing something,
especially because there is not enough
time or money. (usually + to do sth) I'll
be hard pressed to get this report done by
Friday.• You'd be hard pushed to find a
good car for under £1,000.• With cuts in
government funding, hospitals are hard
pressed at the moment.

be hard put to do sth X
if you are hard put to do something, it is
not likely that you will be able to do it
• You'd be hard put tofind a better school
for your kids .• She'll be hard put to buy
her own home on what she earns.

be hard up informal
to have too little money. We'rea bit hard
up at the moment so I can't really afford a
new coat.
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"-'/
diehard ./

if a habit, custom, or belief, dies hard, it
takes a long time to change or end it
• (usually in present tenses) After a
successful SO-yearcareer,he no longer has
any need to work - but old habits die
hard .• These ancient traditions die hard
in the isolated communities of rural
China.
die-hard· (alwaysbeforenoun) Die-hard
(= refusing to change) communists have
regrouped to form the Communist
Refoundation.

drive a hard bargain x;
to demand a lot or refuse to give much
when making an agreement with
someone • I'm impressed that you got
£2000for that car. You certainly drive a
hard bargain.

fall on hard times
to have difficulties because you suddenly
do not have any money • Millions of
workers fell on hard times during the
great depression of the 19S0s.

feel hard done-by
if you feelhard done-by,you feel youhave
been treated unfairly • I'm feeling hard
done-by becauseI've been looking after the
kids all week while Steve's been out every
night.

hit sth hard
to cause something to be much less
successful' (usually passive) The tourist
trade has been hit hard following the
recentspate of bombings.
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make hard work of sth/ doing sth
to do something in a waywhich makes it
more difficult than it should be • He's
really making hard work of that ironing.

no hard and fast rules
if there are no hard and fast rules, there
are no clear rules which you must obey
• There are no hard and fast ruies about
how much weight you can safely gain in
pregnancy.

play hard to get informal
to pretend that you are less interested in
someone than you really are as a way of
making them more interested in you,
especially at the start of a romantic
relationship • (often in continuous
tenses) Why don't you return any of his
calls?Are you playing hard toget?

hardball
play hardball American &Australian

to be so determined to get what you want,
especially in business, that you use
methods that are unfair or harm other
people. (often + with) The company is
playing hardball with the bank, holding
back on payments it owes them toforce an
agreement.

hard-boiled
hard-boiled informal X

a hard-boiled person behaves as if they
have no emotions. (alwaysbefore noun)
Bogart plays the hard-boiled detective that
uiomenfind irresistibly attractive.

hard-nosed
hard-nosed

practical and determined' Keaton has a
reputation as a hard-nosed businessman
who always gets what he wants. • The
new hard-nosed management style is
unpopular amongst employees.

hard-on X.
a hard-on taboo

a hardening of the penis caused by
sexual excitement. I can't wait to seeyou
- I've got a hard-on just thinking about
it.



hare
run with the hare and hunt with the

hounds old-fashioned
to support two competing sides in an
argument. You've got to decide whereyou
stand on this issue. You can't run with the
hare and hunt with the hounds.

harness
be back in harness mainly British

to have returned to work after not
working for a period of time. How does it
feel to be back in harness after 8months?

in harness
if two or more people work in harness,
they work together to achieve something
• French and British police are working in
harness to solve theproblem.

harvest
reap althe harvest of sth

to receive the good or bad results of past
actions • Homelessness is rising. We are
reaping the harvest of a lack of
investment in housing and social services.

has-been
a has-been

someone who was popular and famous in
the past but is now forgotten • I forget
who the third guest was - some old has-
been whose name I didn't even know.

haste
Marry in haste, repent at leisure. old-

fashioned
something that you say which means if
you marry someone too soon, without
knowing for certain that they are the right
person for you, you will have an unhappy
marriage· It's true I've only known him
for six months and I know you're thinking
'marry in haste, repent at leisure' but I'm
telling you, he's the man for me.

hat
be wearing your [teacher'sllawyer's etc.]

hat
have your [teacher'sllawyer's etc.] hat on

to be acting as you do when you are
working as a teacher, lawyer etc., which
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may be different from the way you act in
other situations • I was wearing my
teacher's hat at the meeting.
with your [teacher's/Iawyer's etc.] hat
on • I'd like to talk to you with your
lawyer's hat on.

hang up your hat
to leave your job for ever. When I stop
enjoying my work, that'll be the time to
hang up my hat.

I take my hat off to sb British, American
&Australian

I tip my hat to sb American
something that you say which means that
you admire and respect someone for
something they have done. I take my hat
off to people who do voluntary work in
their spare time. • I tip my hat to our
teachers who've raised standards in the
school with veryfew resources.

I'll eat my hat old-fashioned
if you say you will eat your hat if
something happens or does not happen,
you mean you will be very surprised if it
happens or does not happen s If we can't
beat a second-rate team like Sheffield, I'll
eat my hat.

keep sth under your hat
to keep something secret > I've got some
interesting news, but you must promise to
keep it under your hatfor the moment.

pass the hat around/round
to collect money from a group of people
• We'repassing the hat round for Simon's
leaving present.

throwltoss your hat in the ring American
& Australian
to do something that makes it clear you
want to compete with other people,
especially to compete for a political
position • She's seriously considering
throwing her hat in the ring and declaring
herself a candidatefor the election.

hatch
Down the hatch! informal

something that you say before drinking
an alcoholic drink, especially when you
are going to drink it all without stopping
• And a whisky for you. Down the hatch,
as they say.
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hatches
batten down the hatches

to prepare yourself for a difficult period
by protecting yourself in every possible
way (b When there is a storm, ships
batten down the hatches (= close the
doors to the outside) as protection
against bad weather. • When you're
coming down with a cold, all you can do is
batten down the hatches and wait for the
body tofightit off

hatchet
a hatchet job informal

strong and unfair criticism of someone
or something, especially on television or
in a newspaper' She did a real hatchet
job on his latest novel in one of the
Sunday papers.

a hatchet man informal
someone who is employed by an
organization to make changes that
people do not like • The hatchet man is
called in whenever a company needs to
reduce its staff

bury the hatchet
to forget about arguments and
disagreements with someone and to
become friends with them again. It had
been over a year since the incident and I
thought it was time we buried the hatchet.

hats v
hats off to sb F'-.

something that you saywhen you want to
express your admiration for someone
• Hats off to her - it takes a lot of courage
togo travelling on your own at that age.

have
have it away British, very informal
have it off British &Australian, very

informal
to have sexwith someone' (often + with)
She was having it away with her best
friend's husband.
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haw
hum and haw mainly British
hem and haw American &Australian

to take a long time to say something and
speak in a way that is not clear, in order
to avoid giving an answer • He hemmed
and hawed and finally admitted taking
the money.
humming and hawing mainly British
hemming and hawing American &
Australian • After much hemming and
hawing and throat-clearing, she
announced that she was leaving.

hawk
watch sblike a hawk' X

to watch someone very carefully,
especially because you expect them to do
something wrong' I was being watched
like a hawk by the shop assistant.

hay
make hay while the sun shines

to do something while the situation or
conditions are right. I've got afeui hours
to finish the housework before the kids
come home so I might as well make hay
while the sun shines.

haywire
go haywire informal X

if a system or machine goes haywire, it
stops working as it should and starts
working in a way that is completely
wrong' My CDplayer goes haywire every
time my neighbour uses his cordless
phone.

head
head and shoulders above [the

others/the rest etc.]
much better than other similar peopleor
things' He's a head and shoulders above
the other actors in the film. • When you
think back on the other writers of this



period, James stands head and
shoulders above them all.

sb's head on a plate/platter
if you want someone's head on a plate
you are very angry with them and want
them to be punished • The director was
furious at what had happened and wanted
Watt's head on aplatter.

the head honcho mainly American,
informal
the most important person in an
organization. You'll have to ask Alan,
he's the head honcho in our department.

be head over heels (in love) - ..•.
to be in love with someone very much,
especially at the beginning of a
relationship • It's obvious that they're
head over heels in love with each other.
fall head over heels (in love) • As soon
as wemet uiefell head over heels in love.• I
fell head over heels in love with Simon on
ourfirst date.

be in over your head
to be involved in a situation that is too
difficult for you to deal with. I'm in over
my head with all these exhibition
arrangements.

be out of your head British, American &
Australian, informal

be off your head British &Australian,
informal

1 to be crazy • He took the car out in this
weather - Hemust beoff his head!

2 to not be in control of your behaviour
because of the effects of alcohol or drugs
• She's completely off her head, she is -
what's she beendrinking?

bite/snap sb's head off informal
to answer someone angrily. I only asked
if I could borrow your bike. There's no
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need to bite my head off! • She snaps his
head off every time he opens his mouth.

build/get/work up a head of steam
to get enough energy, support, or
enthusiasm to do something effectively
tb A head of steam is the pressure that
is needed in the engine of an old-
fashioned steam train to make it start
moving. • In the last three months the
campaign has built up a good head of
steam.

bury your head in the sand »<:
to refuse to think about an unpleasant
situation, hoping that it will improve so
that you will not have to deal with it
• Parents said bullying was being
ignored, and accused the headmaster of
burying his head in the sand.

can't make head nor/or tail of sth ><
to not be able to understand something at
all • Wecouldn't make head or tail of the
film .• 'What does his message say?' 'I
don't know - I can't make head or tail of
it.'

do sb's head in British &Australian,
informal
to make someone feel confused and
unhappy' Getting up at 4 o'clock every
morning is doing my head in.• I've been
trying to make sense of all these figures
and it's doing my head in.

get your head around sth informal 'X:
to be able to understand something
• (usually negative) He's tried to explain
the rules of the game dozens of times but I
just can't get my head around them.

get your head down British & Australian
to work hard at something that involves
reading or writing' I'm sure I can finish
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the article - I just need to get my head
down this afternoon.

get/put your head down X
to sleep for a short while' I'm just going
toput my head down for an hour - [feel so
tired.

give sb their head
to allow someone the freedom to dowhat
they want. He's got somegreat ideas. Why
not give him his head and seewhat kind of
campaign he comesup with.

go head to head.X
to competewith someonedirectly. (often
+ with) The tobacco industry's best
lawyers will go head to head with the
government in court tomorrow.

go over sb's head
1 to talk to or deal with someone's boss

without talking to them flrst • I really
don't want to go over her head but if she
won't listen to me [have no choice.

2 if a piece of information goes over
someone's head, they do not understand
it • The bit about tax went straight over
my head - was it important?

go to sb's head
1 if an alcoholic drink goes to someone's

head, it makes them feel drunk very
quickly' That glass of wine I had before
supper went straight to my head.

2 if success goes to someone's head, it
makes them believe they are more
important than they are • Just because
you won the poetry prize, you won't let it
go to your head now, will you?

hang your head (in shame)
to be ashamed. Athletes caught taking
drugs should hang their heads in shame.

have your head (stuck) up your arse
British &Australian, taboo
to spend so much time thinking about
yourself that you have no time to think
about other more important things
• 'What doesCharles think about it?' 'Who
knows? He's got his head stuck sofar up
his arse heprobably isn't even aware that
there's a problem. '

have your head in the clouds
to not know what is really happening
around you because you are paying too
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much attention to your own ideas. He's
an academic. They've all got their heads
in the clouds.
with your head in the clouds. He was
walking along with his head in the clouds
as usual when he tripped over a paving
stone.

have your head screwed on (the right
way) informal
if someonehas their head screwedon the
right way;they do not do stupid things
• Don't worry about Sal, she'll beall right
- she's got her head screwed on the right
way.

have a head start )<
to have an advantage that makes you
more likely to be successful' (often + on)
Bigger companies have a head start on us.
give sb a head start. (often + over)
Bamforth's natural popularity gave him a
head start over the other leadership
contenders.

hold your head up high
to show that you are proud of something
• When this country has full employment
and an education system for all, then we
can hold our head up high.

keep your head
to stay calm, especially in difficult or
dangerous situations' Can you keepyour
head at times of pressure and stress?

keep your head above water
to have just enough money to live or to
continue a business • With extra income
from private sponsorship, the club is just
about managing to keep its head above
water.

keep your head down
to door say as little as possible in order to
avoid problems or arguments • The best
we can do is keep our heads down and
hope that people will soon get used to the
new system.

knock sthon the head British, informal
to stop doing something • 'Do you still
play football?' 'No, I knocked that on the
head a while ago. '
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need your head examined/examining
British, American &Australian,
humorous

need your head testing British,
humorous
if you tell someone they need their head
testing, you think that they are crazy
because they have donesomething stupid
or strange. You needyour head examined
if you're willing to spend £120on a pair of
jeans.

an old head on young shoulders
a wise head on young shoulders

a child or young person who thinks and
talks like an older person who has more
experience of life· My little nephew said
people who dislike other people don't like
themselves very much. That's an old head
onyoung shoulders.

on sb's (own) head be itslightlyformal
something that you say in order to tell
someone what they intend to do is silly
and they must accept the blame or
responsibility if it goes wrong • If you
don't want to take out any insurance, ok,
but on your head be it.

put/stick your head above the parapet
to be brave enough to state an opinion
that might upset people • Kearton was
one of the very few to put his head above
the corporateparapet and speak his mind
in public.

raise/rear its (ugly) head
if something unpleasant raises its ugly
head, it becomes a problem that people
have to deal with • All over Europe,
racism is rearing its ugly head oncemore.

standlturn sth on its head X
to make an idea or belief the opposite of
what it was before • The first feminists
simply took the accepted view that men
were superior to women and turned it on
its head.

take it into your head to do sth
to decide to do something, often
something that seems silly or surprising
• He's taken it into his head to become
reallyjealous.

headlights
be like a deer/rabbit caught in the

headlights
to be so frightened or surprised that you
cannot move or think • Each time they
asked him a question he was like a deer
caught in the headlights.

headlines
hit/make the headlines

to become important news and be
reported in the newspapers and on the
television and radio • The latest scandal

. to hit the headlines is about a minister's
son arrestedfor drug-dealing.

heads
heads will roll

something that you say which means
peoplewill lose their jobs as punishment
for making serious mistakes • If the
accident was caused by company
negligence, then heads will roll.

put their heads together
if a group of people put their heads
together, they think about something in
order to get ideas or to solve a problem
• If weput our heads together I know we
can come up with a design that really
works.

turn heads X-
if something or someone turns heads,
people notice them because they look
interesting or attractive. Brigitte Bardot
still turned heads even in her 40's.

headway
Xmake headway "

to make progress. (oftennegative) Talks
between the two countries are making very
little headway.

heap
fall in a heap Australian, informal

to lose control of your feelings and start
to cry • The case collapsed when the main
witness fell in a heap and was escorted
from the court.
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hear
can't hear yourself think
can barelylhardly hear yourself think

if you can't hear yourself think, you
mean there is so much noise around you
that it is impossible to hear anything
• The music was so loud I could hardly
hear myself think.

heart
your heart bleeds

if your heart bleeds for someone who is
in trouble, you feel sadness and
sympathy for them ib This phrase is
often used humorously to mean the
opposite.• (often + for) My heart bleeds
for the poor children caught up in the
fighting. • Brenda can't afford another
diamond necklace?My heart bleeds!

your heart goes out to sb
if your heart goes out to someone who is
in trouble, you feel sympathy for them
• Our hearts go out to the families of the
victims of this terrible tragedy.

sb's heart is in their boots
if someone's heart is in their boots, they
feel sad or worried s His heart was in his
boots as he waited for news of the
accident.

sb's heart is in their mouth
if someone'sheart is in their mouth, they
feel extremely nervous s My heart was in
my mouth as I walked onto the stage.

sb's heart is in the right place
if someone's heart is in the right place,
they are a good and kind person even if
they do not always seem to be • Jerry's a
bit annoying sometimes but his heart's in
the right piace.

sb's heart isn't in sth
if someone's heart is not in something
that they are doing, they are not very
interested in it • She was studying law,
but her heart wasn't in it and she gave up
after ayear.

sb's heart misses/skipsa beat
if someone's heart misses a beat, they
suddenly feel so excited or frightened
that their heart beats faster. Ben walked
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into the room and her heart skipped a
beat.

sb's heart sinks
if someone's heart sinks, they start to
feelsad or worried- He looked at the huge
pile of work on his desk and his heart
sank.

sb, eat your heart out! humorous
something that yousaywhichmeans that
you or someone you know can do
something better than a person who is
famous for doing that thing. I'm taking
singing lessons. Celine Dion; eat your
heart out!

be all heart
to be very kind and generous ib This
phrase is oftenused humorously to mean
the opposite. • Ellie can't bear to see
anyone upset - she's all heart.• 'I'm sorry
they're splitting up, but at least she gets to
keep the car.' 'You're all heart!'

close/dear to sb's heart :/-
if something is dear to someone's heart,
it is very important to them • Animal
rights is an issue very closeto my heart.

Crossmy heart (and hope to die).
something that you say in order to
emphasize that something is true • I
want togo to theparty with you, not Sarah
- cross my heart!

cry/sobyour heart out informal
to cry a lot. Poor little love, her cat died
and she's been crying her heart out all
afternoon.

harden your heart slightly formal
to make yourself stop feeling kind or
friendly towards someone • You've just
got to harden your heart and tell him to
leave.



have a heart of gold
to be extremely kind and helpful. She'll
do anything for anyone - she's got a heart
of gold.

have a heart of stone
to be cruel and have no sympathy for
people' He wouldn't help his own mother
if she needed it - he's got a heart of stone.

Have a heart! humorous
something that you say in order to ask
someone to be kinder to you • Have a
heart! I can't walk another step!

in your heart of hearts
if you know something in your heart of
hearts, youare certain of it although you
might not want to admit it • Iknew in my
heart of hearts that something was
wrong, but Ijust wasn't ready to deal with
it .• Do you believe in your heart of hearts
that things will get better?

It'sNou're breaking my heart! humorous
something that you say in order to tell
someone you do not feel sad about an
event or situation • 'Things are so bad
right now she's had to sell one of her
houses.' 'You're breaking my heart!'

know/learn sth (off) by heart
if you know or learn something,
especially a piece of writing, by heart,
you know or learn it so that you can
remember it perfectly' He's my favourite
poet. I know several of his poems by heart.

let your heart rule your head
to do something because you want to
rather than for practical reasons' Don't
let your heart rule your head. If you lend
him that money you'll never see it again.
the heart rules the head. I can't make
her understand how stupid she's being.
It's a case of the heart ruling the head.

loseyour heart to sb literary )(
to fall in love with someone • I think he
lost his heart to Mary on the day they met.

lose heart
to stop believing that you can succeed
• Don't lose heart, there'll be plenty more
chances for promotion.

a manlwoman after your own heart
if someone is a man or woman after your
own heart, you admire them because
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they do or believe the same things as you
• He likes a good curry - a man after my
own heart.

open your heart
to tell someone your secret thoughts and
feelings • (often + to) That night, she
opened her heart to me and I think that's
when Ifell in love with her.

pour your heart out
to tell someone your secret feelings and
worries, usually because you feel a
strong need to talk about them' (often +
to) I'd only met him once, and here he was,
pouring out his heart to me.

put your heart and soul into sth/doing
sth X
to do something with a lot of energy and
interest. He put his heart and soul into
running that cafe.
heart and soul' She loves him heart and
soul. (= completely)

set your heart on sth/ doing sth
to decide to achieve something' She's set
her heart on a big wedding.
have your heart set on sth/doing sth
• John had his heart set on becoming a
doctor.

strike at the heart of sth X
to damage something severely by
attacking the most important part of it
• The recent recession has struck at the
heart of industrial development.

take sth to heart >(
if you take criticism or advice to heart,
you think about it seriously, often
because it upsets you' Don't take it to
heart - he was only joking about your hair.

take heart
to start to feel more hopeful and more
confident. (often + from) House owners
can take heartfrom the news that property
prices are starting to rise again.

to your heart's content X
if you do something enjoyable to your
heart's content, you do it as much as you
want to • The pool is open all day so you
can swim to your heart's content.

wear your heart on your sleeve
to make your feelings and opinions
obvious to other people' John's always
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worn his heart on his sleeve, so there's no
doubt who he'll besupporting.

hearth
hearth and home literary

your family and home. Hisfirst loyalties
are to hearth and home.

heartstrings
tearltug at your heartstrings
tearltug at the heartstrings

if something or someone tugs at your
heartstrings, they make you feel strong
love or sympathy. It's the story of a lost
child - guaranteed to tug at the
heartstrings.

heart-to-heart

heat
the heat is on

if the heat is on, you are very busy or in a
difficult situation. There are only 3weeks
left before the deadline, so the heat is on.

If you can't stand the heat, get out of
the kitchen.
something that you say which means if
you are not able to deal with a difficult or
unpleasant situation, you should leave
• He says he didn't realize banking was
such a stressful job. Well, if you can't
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.

in the heat of the moment
if you say or do something in the heat of
the moment, you say or do it without
thinking because you are angry or
excited. Frank doesn't hate you. Hejust
sald that in the heat of the moment.

put the heat on sb
1 British, American & Australian to try to

force or persuade someone to do
something • (usually + to do sth)
Environmental groups are putting the
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heat on the government to stop pollution
from power stations.

2 American & Australian if you put the
heat on someone who is competing with
you, you start to do well so they have to
workharder or play better. The Dodgers
have won three games in a row and are
starting toput the heat on the Mets.

take the heat off sb
to stop people criticizing or attacking
someone • If your deputy admitted
responsibility and resigned, it would take
a lot of the heat off you.

turn up the heat
1 to make a situation more serious by

trying harder to force someone to do
something > (often + on) Lorry drivers
are discussing whether to turn up the heat
on their bosses by holding a one-day
strike .• The United States has turned up
the heat by threatening military action.

2 to start to work or play in a more
determined and effective way
• Nottingham turned up the heat in the
second half and forced their opponents
back onto the defensive.

Heath Robinson
Heath Robinson British

if a machine or system is Heath
Robinson, it is very complicated in a way
that is funny, but not practical or
effective {!b Heath Robinson was an
English artist who drew strange,
complicated machines that could do
simple jobs.• My granny's got this great
Heath Robinsori deuicefor slicing eggs.

heave
give sb the (old) heave ho informal

to make someone leave a job, or to end
your relationship with someone
• (usually passive) When salesfell, most of
the staff weregiven the old heave ho.

heaven
a marriage/match made in heaven Y
1 a marriage which is likely to be happy

and successful because the two people
are very well suited to each other s Jane
and Pete had exactly the same likes and



interests - it was a marriage made in
heaven. X

2 a combination of two things or two
people which is very successful
• Strawberries and cream are a marriage
made in heaven.

move heaven and earth
to do everything you can to achieve
something. (usually + to do sth) I moved
heaven and earth toget you that interview,
and you didn't even bother to show upfor
it!

heavens
the heavens opened literary

something that you say which means it
started to rain a lot • Suddenly, the
heavens opened and we all had to run
indoors.

heavy
heavy petting

the activity of kissing and touching
someonesexually. That baby couldn't be
mine. We never got further than some
heavy petting.

a heavy date American &Australian,
humorous
a planned meeting between two people
who are very interested in having a
romantic or sexual relationship. I think
Carol has a heavy date - she's been in the
bathroom for over an hour.

a heavy hitter American
someone who is powerful and has
achieveda lot- Have you seen his resume?
He's a real heavy hitter.

have a heavy foot American, informal
to drive a car too fast. She has a heavy
foot - does the trip in half the time it takes
me!
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be heavy-footed American, informal» I
don't think he's heard of speed limits. He's
pretty heaoy-footed.

make heavy weather of sth/ doing sth
British &Australian X
to take a longer time than necessary to do
something. He's making heavy weather
of writing his report, Ingrid fintshed hers
days ago.

heavy-duty ~
heavy-duty American & Australian,

informal
complicated and very serious· (always
before noun) Studies show that the
homeless develop some heavy-duty health
problems living on the streets.

heavy-handed
heavy-handed
1 if you try to control someone or

something in a heavy-handed way, you
use more force than is necessary or
suitable • His heavy-handed style of
management is extremely unpopular.

2 if an attempt to tell or teach someone
something is heavy-handed, it is too
obvious • The theme of drug abuse is
treated in a way that is convincing
without being heavy-handed.

heck ~
(just) for the heck of it American &

Australian
if you do something for the heck of it,
you do it only because you want to or
because youthink it is funny. They spent
the afternoon phoning different numbers
and talking to strangers - justfor the heck
of it.

heebie-jeebies
give sbthe heebie-jeebies informal

to make someone feel anxious or
frightened. Walking across thepark after
dark gives me the heebie-jeebies.

heel
bring/call sb to heel X

to forcesomeoneto obeyyou. He decided
that threatening to sue thepublishers was
the easiest way of bringing them to heel.



heels

come to heel
to stop behaving in a way that annoys
someone in authority and to start
obeying their orders s A few government
rebels refused to come to heel and had to be
expelledfrom theparty.

under sb's heel formal
if you are under someone's heel, they
have complete control over you. For nine
years this isolated community lived under
the heel of China.

heels
at sb's heels
1 if you are at someone's heels, you are

following very close behind them • Dr
Grange walked through the ward with a
group of student doctors at his heeis.

2 if you are at the heels of someone that
you are competing with, you are very
close to defeating them • With so many
promising young contenders at his heels,
Roper can't afford to make any mistakes.
• There are many younger women
snapping at her heels, eager to replace
her as company director.

cool your heels
if someone leaves you to cool your heels,
they force you to wait, often until you
become calmer. The youths were left to
cool their heels overnight in apolice cell.

dig your heels in
to refuse to do what other people are
trying to persuade you to do,especially to
refuse to change your opinions or plans
• Wesuggested it would be quicker to fly,
but she dug her heels in and insisted on
taking the train.

hard/hot on sb's heels
1 if you are hard on someone's heels, you

are following very close behind them,
especially because youare trying to catch
them • She ran down the steps with a
group of journalists hard on her heels.

2 if you are hard on the heels of someone
that you are competing with, you are
very close to defeating them. They know
we're hard on their heels and they've got to
win their next three games to retain the
championship.
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hard/hot on the heeis of sth X
if something comes hard on the heels of
something else, it happens very soon
after it • A film contract came hard on
the heels of the success of their first
album.

kick your heels British
to be forced to wait for a period of time
• (usually in continuous tenses) I'm fed
up kicking my heels at home while all my
friends are out enjoying themselves.

kick up your heels American & Australian
to do things that you enjoy • After the
exams, we kicked up our heels and had a
really goodparty.

take to your heels
to run away quickly. As soon as they saw
the soldiers coming, they took to their
heels.

hell
Hell hath no fury (like a woman

scorned).
something that you say which means a
woman will make someone suffer if they
treat her badly. Don't be so sure she'll
forgive you. Hell hath no fury like a
woman scorned.

(a) hell on earth
a living hell

if a place or a situation is hell on earth, it
is extremely unpleasant • Soldiers who
survived the war in thejungle described it
as hell on earth.

all hell breaks loose informal -.X
if all hell breaks loose, a situation
suddenly becomes noisy and violent,
usually with a lot of people arguing or
fighting. This big guy walked up to the
bar and hit Freddie and suddenly all hell
broke loose.

be hell on wheels American, informal
to behave in an angry or difficult way
• When he was drinking, Ken was hell on
wheels.

catch/get hell American &Australian,
informal
if you are going to catch hell, someone
will be very angry with you. We'regoing
to catch hell when she finds out we used
her car.
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come hell or high water you' 'l don't think it's a good idea toshout
if you say you will do something come at him. ' 'Oh,go to hell!'
hell or high water, you mean you are go to hell in a handbasketlhandcart
determined to do it even if it is difficult American, informal
• I'll get you to the airport by 12o'clock, if a person or system is going to hell in a
come hell or high water. handbasket, they are in an extremely bad

(just) for the hell of it informal '5(/ state and becoming worse • (usually in
if you do something for the hell of it, you continuous tenses) He believes the welfare
do it onlybecause youwant to, or because system in this country is going to hell in a
you think it is funny' I decided to dye my handcart.
hair bright green, just for the hell of it. not have a chancelhope in hell J<

frighten/scare the hell out of sb informal X to have no chance at all of achieving
to make someone feel very frightened something' (usually + of + doing sth)
• He drives like a madman -frightens the She hasn't a hope in hell of passing these
hell out of me. exams.

get the hell out very informal X Hell's bells! old-fashioned
to leave a place very quickly' (usually + something that you say when you are
00 Wedidn't stop to argue, wejust got the very surprised or annoyed' Hell's bells,
hell out of there.• (oftenan order) Get the the washing machine's overflowing
hell out of my house, beforeI call the cops. again!

give sbhell informal play (merry) hell informal
1 to speak to someone in a very angry way, to complain a lot or to behave very badly

because they have donesomething which • She played merry hell about coming on
has annoyed or upset you' Did your Dad this trip, but I think she enjoyed it in the
give you hell about the dent in the car? end.

2 to make someone suffer • (usually in play (merry) hell with sth informal
continuous tenses) The children have to stop something from working as it
been giving me hell all afternoon, so I'm should' The power cuts played merry hell
not in a very good mood.• His new shoes with our computer systems.
aregiving him hell. put sbthrough hell

Give them hell! to make someone suffer' Our coachput
something that you say in order to tell us through hell trying to get us fit for the
someone who is going to take part in a big race.
competition to try as hard as they can to \ ...,raise hell ;if.
win' Remember, you're the best. Now go 1 to complain in a loud and angry way
out thereand give them hell! about something • She raised hell when

go hell for leather informal />Z she realized her office had no windows.
to go somewhere or do something very 2 mainly American to behave in a noisy or
quickly' He was going hell for leather to wild way that upsets other people' A
get to the supermarket before it closed. group Of kids were raising hell in the

go through hell X street.
to have a very unpleasant experience, a hell-raiser someone who behaves in a
especially one that lasts for a long period noisy or wild way that upsets other
of time' The poor woman's been going people' When he was younger he was a
through hell over the last few months, not real hell-raiser.
knowing whether her son was alive or there'lI be hell to pay informal ~
dead. something that you say which means

Go to hell! very informal someonewill be very angry if something
an impolite way of telling someone that happens' There'll be hell to pay if she
what they do or say is not important to doesn't get the money in time.



hell-bent

"ttj'

to hell with sb/sth very informal J(
an impolite way of saying that someone
or something is not important to you any
more • To hell with saving money! I'm
going shopping.

until hell freezes over informal /f.,.
if you say that someone can do
something until hell freezes over, you
mean they will not get the result they
want- They can talk until hellfreezes over
- they won't make me change my mind.
when hell freezes over if you say that
something will happen when hell freezes
over, you mean that it will never happen
• Taxes will beabolished when hellfreezes
over.

what the hell informal X
something that you say when you
suddenly change your plans to show that
you will not worry about any problems
this might cause • I was going to work
this evening, but what the hell-let's go to
a movie instead.
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help V
GodlHeaven help sb ./ \
1 something that you say in order to warn

someone that they may be hurt or
punished » Heaven help you if your father
catchesyou wearing his bestjacket!

2 something that you say when you are
worried about someone who is in a very
dangerous or unpleasant situation. God
help anyone who has to be outdoors on a
dreadful night like this!

helter-skelter
helter-skelter

if you do something helter-skelter, you do
it very quickly and without organization
• Weall ran helter-skelter down the stairs
as soon as the alarm sounded.
helter-skelter • (always before noun)
Police have been unable to control the
helter-skeltergrowth of the drugs trade.

hen
a hen night/party British &Australian

a party for women only, especially one
would see sbin hell before you would that is organized for a woman who is

do sth soon going to get married • Barbara's
if you say that you would see someone in having her hen night a week before the
hell before you would do something, wedding.
especially something that they have herd
asked you to do, you mean that you would ride herd on sb/ sth American
never do that thing • I'd see her in hell to be responsible for controlling a group
before I'd agree to an arrangement like of people and their actions • The new
that. editor will ride herd on the staff, checking

the [child/house/mother. etc.] from heliX on the overall policy and toneof thepaper.
humorous \ hide
th~ worst or most unpleasant person or tan sb's hide old-fashioned
thing of that type that anyone can. .
. . Hi the' ,f! 1 Sh II to hit someone, usually a child, manyimagine s IS mo rs atotut. e rea y. . hill 'll h b '
is the mother-in-lawfrom hell. t~e~ as a pums ent • I tan t. at oy s

hide if he touches my toolbox again.
[fight/runlwork etc.] like hell hl d"

if you fight, run or work like hell, you do I Ing . . .. .
it a lot or very quickly • We heard the be.on a hiding to nothIng British,
alarm and ran like hell. informal

to be in a situation where it is impossible
to succeed • We were on a hiding to
nothing trying to get more money out of
thegovernment.

hell-bent
be hell-bent on sth/ doing sth X

to be determined to do something,
usually something that people think is
wrong • Local fans seemed hell-bent on
causing as much trouble as possible
during the match.

high
high and mighty

someone who is high and mighty behaves
as if they are more important than other



people' Ellie's started acting all high and
mighty since shegot herpromotion.
the high arid mighty humorous
important people • The prince was only
allowed to socialize with the high and
mighty and had no contact with ordinary
people.

highjinks
excited and often silly behaviour when
people are enjoying themselves • They
were dancing on the tables and getting up
to all sorts of high jinks.

a high roller American &Australian
someonewho spends a lot of money in a
careless way,especiallyrisking money in
games' He becameknown as a high roller,
and was invited to the biggest gambling
tables in town. V

the high ground A
1 if a person or an organization has the

high ground, they are in the best and
most successful situation' His company
holds the high ground in the area of
multi-media disks .• Both parties could be
seen trying to take the high ground on
issues such as education.

2 if something has the high ground, it is
thought to be of good quality, serious,
and honest • Our programmes hold the
high ground of British broadcast
journalism. • We have lost the moral
high ground by backing regimes with
poor human rights records.

be as high as a kite )(
1 informal to behave in a silly and excited

way because you have taken drugs or
drunk a lot of alcohol. I tried to talk to
her,but she was as high as a kite.

2 informal to feel very happy and excited
• Winning the prize gave my self-
confidence a tremendous boost; I felt as
high as a kitefor several days afterwards.

be for the high jump British & Australian
if someoneis for the high jump, they will
be punished or severely criticized for
something they have donewrong. She'll
be for the high jump when her mother
finds out she's beensmoking. "

. climb/get on your high horse X"
if someonegetson their high horse about
a subject, they becomeangry about it and
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start criticizing other people as if they
are better or more clever than them
• (often + about) It's no good getting on
your high horse about single parents. You
can'tforce people toget married. ~
come/get (down) off your high 'horse
to stop talking as if you were better or
more clever than other people' It's time
you came down off your high horse and
admitted you might have made a mistake.

from on high }\
from someone in a position of authority
• All the rules are imposedfrom on high.

hunt/search high and low
to search everywhere for something
• (usually + for) I've been hunting high
and low for the certificate, but I still
hauen't found it.

in high dudgeon humorous
if youdosomething in high dudgeon,you
do it because you are very angry
• Slamming the door in Meg's face, she
drove off in high dudgeon.

it's high time K
if you say it's high time that something
happened, you mean that it should
already have been done • Her parents
decided it was high time she started
paying some rent.• (often+ that) It's high
time that nurses weregiven betterpay and
conditions.

leave sbhigh and dry
to put someone in a very difficult
situation which they have no way of
makingbetter. The stock market crash left
us high and dry with debts of over£200000.

live high off/on the hog American &
Australian
to have a lot of money and live in
comfort,especiallyeating and drinking a
lot » He was a millionaire who lived high
on the hog at all times.

on high
something or someone on high is in
heaven • The angels on high sang His
praises.

pile it/them high and sell it/them cheap
mainly British
to sell large amounts of something at



high-flier

cheap prices. The shops at the lower end
of the clothing market have survived by
piling it high and selling it cheap.

smell/stink to high heaven
to smell very bad • That chicken farm
stinks to high heaven.

high-flier
a high-flier
a high-flyer

someone who is very successful at their
job and soon becomes powerful or rich
• A high-flier in the eighties, he was
earning over £200000ayear.

highly-strung
highly-strung British & Australian
high-strung American

nervous and easily upset • Anna has
always been highly-strung, whereas her
brother is one of the most relaxed people
you could meet.

highways
the highways and byways literary

the highways and byways of a place are
its roads and paths. (usually + of) They
travelled the highways and byways of
Britain tofind people who could still sing
the old traditionalfolksongs.

hill
be over the hill informal X

someone who is over the hill is too old to
do things well. In the world of pop music,
people think you're over the hill at the age
of twenty-five.

not be worth a hill of beans American,
informal
to have very little or no value • None of
thoseguys is worth a hill of beans, sodon't
worry about what they say.

up hill and down dale literary
if you travel up hill and down dale, you
travel all over an area. The man carried
his basket of goods up hill and down dale.

hilt
(up) to the hilt
1 if you do something to the hilt, you do it

in the strongest and most complete way
that you can. All through the trial, he has
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backed his wife up to the hilt .• They took
the new aircraft and tested it to the hilt.

2 if you borrow to the hilt, you borrow as
much money as you can, often so much
that it is difficult to pay it back - Wecan't
raise any more money - we're mortgaged
up to the hilt as it is. • With the
government borrowing up to the hilt we
can expect tax rises.

hind
can talk the hind leg(s} off a donkey

British, humorous
if you say that someone can talk the hind
leg off a donkey; you mean that they talk
a lot. Hisfather could talk the hind leg off
a donkey.

hip
be joined at the hip

if you say that two people are joined at
the hip, you mean that they are very
friendly with each other and spend more
time together than is usual. I can go to
London without Mike. We'renot joined at
the hip, you know.

shoot from the hip ;;,z
to react to a situation very quickly and
with a lot of force, without thinking
about the possible effects of your actions
• His critics accuse him of shooting from
the hip when challenged.

hit
hit sbwhere it hurts (most) X

to do something which will upset
someone as much as possible • She hit
him where it hurt most - in his bank
account.• If you want to hit her where it
really hurts, tell her she's putting on
weight again. /

hit and/or miss X
if something is hit and miss, you cannot
be certain of its quality because it is
sometimes good and sometimes bad s We
used a cheapprinter, but the quality was a
bit hit or miss.• Weatherforecasting used
to bea very hit-and-miss affair.

hit the ceiling/roof informal X
to become very angry and start shouting
• If I'm late again he'll hit the roof



hit the deck/dirt American &Australian,
informal
to fall to the ground, or to quickly lie on
the ground, especially to avoid danger
• The shooting started, and I heard
someone shout 'Hit the deck!'

hit the sackBritish, American & X
Australian, informal

hit the hay American, informal
to goto bed. I'm going to hit the sack ~I'm
exhausted.

ahitlist X
1 a list of people that someone is planning

to kill • His name was on a terrorist hit
list.

2 a list of people or organizations that
someone plans to do bad things to,
especially to get rid of • There are a
hundred schools on the department's hit
list, which are threatened with closure if
their standards do not improve.

ahitman
a criminal who is paid to kill people. A
professional hit man can be hired for
around £10,000.

before sbknows what hit them. We'll
break down the door and have the
handcuffs on them before they know
what's hit them.

hobbyhorse
on your hobbyhorse

if someone is on their hobbyhorse, they
are talking about a subject which they
think is interesting and important, and
which they talk about at any time that
they can, even if other people are not
interested • Don't mention tax, or
Bernard'llget on his hobbyhorse again.

Hobson
Hobson'schoice

a situation in which it seems that youcan
choose between different things or
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actions, but there is really only one thing
that you can take or do fb Thomas
Hobson was a man who kept horses and
did not givepeople a choice about which
horse they could have.• It's Hobson's
choice,because if I don't agree to do what
they want, I'll losemy job.

hog
go hog wild American, informal

to become too excited and eager about
something, often so that you do too much
• There's no need to go hog wild just
because it's Sarah's birthday - she won't
want such afuss.

ho-hum
ho-hum American, informal

disappointing or not very interesting s It
was a ho-hum speech, no big deal really.
• He still thinks soccer is kind of ho-hum
and not worth watching.

hoist
be hoist by/with your own petardformal

if you are hoist by your own petard,
something that you did in order to bring
you advantages or to harm someone else
is now causing serious problems for you
• The government, who have made such a
point of criticizing the opposition's morals
now find themselves hoist by their own
petard as yet another minister is revealed
as having an illicit affair.

hold

can't hold their drink/liquor
if someone can't hold their drink, they
get drunk after drinking very little
alcohol » Youcan't hold your drink, that's
your problem. Two beersand you're under
the table.

on hold
if you are on hold when you are using the
telephone, you are waiting to speak to



holds

someone. Ms Evans is on the other line at
the moment - shall I put you on hold?

holds
no holds barred

without limits or controls> His new show
may offend some viewers. This is comedy
with no holds barred.
no-holds-barred. (always before noun)
In a no-holds-barred campaign, the nice
guys are always the losers.

hole
a hole card American

a secret advantage that is ready to use
when you need it • She still had one hole
card to get out of police custody - a phone
call to an influential friend.

a hole in the wall American
a small, dark shop or restaurant. It's just
a hole in the wall, but thefood isgood.
hole-in-the-wall • (always before noun)
Wespent the day going around hole-in-the-
wall antique shops lookingfor bargains.

be in a hole British & Australian,
informal
to be in a difficult or embarrassing
situation. We're in a bit of a hole here,
because we've lost the letter they sent
telling us what we weresupposed to do.

dig/get sb out of a hole British &
Australian, informal to help someone
who is in a difficult situation. She got me
out of a hole by lending me the money for
the flight back to New York.• (often
reflexive) I managed to dig myself out of
a hole by pretending I had only been
joking.
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be in the hole American, informal
if someone is an amount of money in the
hole, they owe that amount of money
• He's $500in the hole after buying his car.
go into the hole American, informal
• The campaign has run out of money and
isgoing into the hole.

blow a hole in sth 'x...
if you blow a hole in someone's opinions
or arguments, you show that they are not
true or right. Bloodstains on the sheets
blew a hole in the defence'sargument.

b.I.o.w/make a hole in sth
if something makes a hole in an amount
of money; it takes a lot of that money to
pay for it • The trip made a hole in our
savings, but it was worth it.• The new tax
is likely to blow an enormous hole in our
profits.

need sth like (you need) a hole in the
head humorous
if you say you need something like a hole
in the head, you mean you do not need it
and do not want it • We need a new
shopping centre in our neighbourhood
like weneed a hole in the head!

hole-and-corner
hole-and-corner British
hole-in-the-corner British

hole-and-corner activities are kept
secret, usually because they are
dishonest. (always before noun) I don't
want any more hole-in-the-corner deals,
from now all our business will be done in
the open.

holes
pick holes in sth

to find mistakes in something someone
has done or said, to show that it is not
good or not correct s The lawyer did her
best to pick holes in the witness's
statement.

holier-than-thou
holier-than-thou

someone who is holier-than-thou behaves
as if they have better morals than other
people • I can't stand that holier-than-
thou attitude that some vegetarians have.



hollow
beat sbhollow British &Australian

to defeat someone easily and by a large
amount» Weplayed my brother's schoolat
football and beat them hollow.

ring/sound hollow
if something someone says rings hollow,
it does not sound true or sincere • The
claims they made two years ago that peace
was just around the corner ring very
hollow now.
have a hollow ring • In view of the
government's financial problems, these
promises have a hollow ring.

holy
the holy of holies humorous

a very special place {!:J The holy of
holies is the most special part of a
religious building. This football
stadium is the holy of holies to many fans.

home
Home is where the heart is.

something that you say which means that
your true home is with the person or in
the place that you love most. I don't mind
moving round the world with Chris.Home
is where the heart is.

a home from home British
a home away from home American &

Australian
a place where you feel as comfortable as
you do in your own home • I visit
Australia so often, it's becomea hometrom
home for me.

a hometruth
if you tell someone a home truth, you tell
them an unpleasant fact, usually
something bad about themselves
• (usually plural) It's time someone told
that boy a few home truths about his
behaviour.

the home straight British & Australian
the last part of a long or difficult activity
• Wecan't give up now we're on the home
straight.

the home stretch
the last part of a long or difficult activity
• We've been working on theprojectfor six
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but we're in the home stretch

be home and dry mainly British
be home and hosedAustralian

to have completed something
successfully. I'oe just got one more report
to write and I'll behome and dry.

be home free American & Australian
to be certain to succeed at something
because you have finished the most
difficult part of it • Once you leave the
expressway and cross the bridge, you're
homefree - we're the third house after the
bridge.

be nothing much to write home about
not much to write home about

to not be especially good or exciting. The
food was OK, but nothing to write home
about.
OPPOSITE something to write home
about • If England won the World Cup,
that would be something to write home
about!

bring sth home to sb
to make someone understand something
much more clearly than they did before,
especially something unpleasant. These
photographs finally brought home to us
the terrible realities of war. • It took an
international crisis to bring it home to
British politicians that they desperately
neededallies in Europe.
come home to sb • if something comes
home to someone, they understand it
clearly. It suddenly came home to me that
I had made the most awful mistake.



homework

'/
drive/hammer sth home /'

to say something very clearly and with a
lot of force, often repeating it several
times, so that you are sure that people
understand it • She used charts and
statistics to drive home her message that
we need to economize.

hit/strike home X
1 if something that someone says hits

home, it has a strong effect on you
because it forces you to understand
something unpleasant • I could see that
the criticism was beginning to hit home.

2 if an action or a situation hits home, it
has a strong negative effect • Consumer
spending has decreased as tax rises have
begun to hit home.

keep the home fires burning
to keep your home pleasant and in good
order while people who usually live with
you are away, especially at war • They
relied on their wives and sweethearts to
keep the home fires burning when they
marched off to war.

make yourself at home X
to behave in a relaxed way in a place, as if
it was your own home. (often an order)
Sit down and make yourself at home
while I make some coffee. • We made
ourselves at home, using the bathroom
and drinking all their beer.

play away from home British &
Australian, informal
to have sex with someone who is not your
usual partner • (usually in continuous
tenses) How did you discover that your
husband wasplaying awayfrom home?

What's sth when it's at home? British &
Australian, informal

Who's sbwhen he's/she'sat home?
British & Australian, informal
something that you say when you want to
know what something is or who someone
is • Feng shui? What's that when it's at
home? • Who's Mariella Frostrup when
she's at home?

homework
do your homework X

to make careful preparations so that you
know all you need to know about
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something and are able to deal with it
successfully • They hadn't done their
homework, or they'd have known it was a
waste of time asking her that question.

honest
honest to God informal

something you say in order to emphasize
that you are telling the truth. I didn't
mean to hurt him, honest to GodI didn 't!

be as honest asthe day (is long)
to be completely honest • You can be as
honest as the day is long and still get into
trouble if you fill in your tax form
incorrectly.

make an honest woman of sb humorous
if a man makes an honest woman of
someone that he is having a relationship
with, he marries her. You've been living
with Jean for five years, isn't it time you
made an honest woman of her?

honest-to-goodness
honest-to-goodness

an honest-ta-goodness thing or person is
plain, simple, and exactly what they
appear to be • (always before noun) I'd
much rather have an honest-to-goodness
steak than any of thefancy stuff he cooks.

honesty
Honesty is the best policy.

something that you say which means that
it is best to be honest. With relationships,
as with so many aspects of life, honesty is
undoubtedly the bestpolicy.

honeymoon
a honeymoon period

a short period at the beginning of a new
job or a new government, when no one
criticizes you Labour's brief
honeymoon period only lasted until the
first budget.

honour-bound
be/feel honour-bound to do sth British &

Australian
be/feel honor-bound to do sth American

&Australian
to feel that you must do something
because it is morally right, even if you do
not want to do it • I'd rather go to



Andrew's party but I feel honour-bound to
go to Caroline's because she asked me first.

honours
do the honours British &Australian,

humorous
do the honors American & Australian

to pour drinks or serve food • 'Lets eat.
Shall I do the honours?'

hoof
on the hoof
1 British & Australian if you make a

decision on the hoof, you make it quickly
to react to a situation which is
happening, and do not have time to think
about it carefully

2 British & Australian if you do something
on the hoof, you do it while you are
walking around doing other things. He's
so busy, he usually has lunch on the hoof

hook
be off the hook

if a telephone is off the hook, the part
that you speak into is not lying in the part
that holds it so the telephone will not ring
• He left the telephone off the hook because
he didn't want to be disturbed.

by hook or by crook X-
if you intend to do something by hook or
by crook, you are determined not to let
anything stop you doing it and are ready
to use any methods. I decided that I was
going to get that job by hook or by crook.

fall for sbhook. line and sinker
to fall very much in love with someone
• I'd never seen such a good-looking bloke
- I justfellfor him hook, line and sinker.

fall for sth hook, line and sinker
to completely believe something
someone tells you which is not true • I

told him I needed the money for my baby,
and hetetttor it hook, line and sinker.
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ring off the hook American, informal
if your telephone rings off the hook, it
rings a lot • The box office phones were
ringing off the hook all day.

Sling your hook! British, informal,
old-fashioned
an impolite way of telling someone to go
away » When he couldn't pay the rent, she
told him to sling his hook.

hooks
get your hooks into sth/sb

to get control or influence over
something or someone • We'll all be
seeing a lot less of Robert if Joanna gets
her hooks into him.

hooky
play hooky American & Australian,

informal
to stay away from school without
permission> Any kid who's not in school
at this time of day must be playing hooky.

hoops X
go/jump through hoops

to do a lot of difficult things before you
are allowed to have or do something you
want • They really make you jump
through hoops before they allow you to
adopt a baby.
put sb through hoops • She was put
through far more hoops than a man would
have been before the studio allowed her to
direct her first film.

hoot
not care/give a hoot informal
not care/give two hoots informal

if you do not give a hoot about something
or someone, you do not care about them
at all s (often + about) I don't give a hoot
about keeping the house tidy .• (often +
question word) They don't care two hoots
who wins as long as it's a good game.

hop
catch sbon the hop

if you catch someone on the hop, you do
something when they are not ready for it
and may not be able to deal with it well



hope

• I'm afraid you've caught me on the hop -
I wasn't expecting your call until this
afternoon .• If we attack at the very start
of the game, we may just catch their
defenders on the hop.

hope
hope against hope

to hope very strongly that something will
happen, although you know it is not very
likely • (usually in continuous tenses;
usually + that) We were just hoping
against hope that she would be rescued.

a hope chest American
the things a young woman collects to use
in her home after she is married. Gloria
spent the next few months embroidering
sheetsfor her hope chest.

live in hope K.
to hope that something you want to
happen will happen one day s None of my
poems have been published yet, but I live
in hope.

hopes
pin your hopes on sth/sb x

to hope that something or someone will
help you achieve what you want • The
party ispinning its hopes on its new leader
who is young, good-looking, and very
popular with ordinary people.

hopping
be hopping mad old-fashioned

to be very angry • My Dad was hopping
mad when I told him I'd crashed his car.

horizon
on the horizon )(

something that is on the horizon is likely
to happen soon. There is no new drug on
the horizon that will make this disease
easier to treat.

horizons
broaden/widen sb's horizons

to increase the range of things that
someone knows about, has experienced,
or is able to do • This trip to the Far East
has certainly broadened our family's
horizons.
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hornet
a hornet's nest X

a situation or subject which causes a lot
of people to become angry and upset
fb A hornet is a large insect that stings
people badly. • His remarks on the role of
women have stirred up a hornet's nest
amongst feminists .• Animal cloning is a
real hornet's nest.

horns
be on the horns of a dilemma

to be unable to decide which of two
things to do because either could have
bad results • How can we decide which
hospital to close?Weare on the horns of a
dilemma.

draw/pull in your horns
to act in a more careful way than you did
before, especially by spending less money
• He'll have todraw in his horns, now that
he's lost his job.

lock horns
if two people lock horns, they argue
about something. (often + over) The
mayor and her deputy locked horns over
theplans for the new road.

horse
horse sense old-fashioned

ordinary practical knowledge of the best
way to deal with people and situations
• Has he got enough horse sense not to get
into debt?

a horse of another/a different color
American
a situation or a subject that is different
from what you had first thought it was
• You said you didn't like going to the
movies, but if you don't want togo because
you're broke, that's a horse of another
color.

eat like a horse X
if you eat like a horse, you always eat a
lot of food. She eats like a horse,so I don't
know how she manages to stay so thin.

(straight) from the horse's mouth .::x-
if you get information about something
from the horse's mouth, you get it from
someone who is involved in it and knows
a lot about it. 54reyousure she's leaving?'



'Definitely, I heard it straight from the
horse's mouth.'

I could eat a horse.
something that you say when you are
very hungry • I've had nothing but a
sandwich all day - I could eat a horse.

You can lead a horse to water (but you
can't make him/it drink).
something that you say which means you
can give someone the opportunity to do
something, but you cannot force them to
do it if they do not want to • I made all the
arrangements, bought the ticket, and even
took him to the airport, but he just
wouldn't get on the plane. Well, you can
lead a horse to water,but you cannot make
him drink.

horses
Horses for courses. British & Australian

something that you say which means that
it is important to choose suitable people
for particular activities because
everyone has different skills • Ah well,
horsesfor courses.Just becauseaplumber
can mend your washing machine, it
doesn't folloui that he can mend your car
as well.

Don't spare the horses. Australian,
informal
something that you say to someone in
order to tell them to hurry. Go and buy
some milk and don't spare the horses.

Hold your horses! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to stop doing or saying
something because they are going too
fast • Just hold your horses, Bill. Let's
think about this for a moment.

hostage
a hostage to fortune formal

if something is a hostage to fortune, it
could be harmed by things that happen in
the future. Inviting terrorists to takepart
in the talks has created a hostage to
fortune.
give a hostage to fortune formal
give hostages to fortune formal • if
something gives a hostage to fortune, it
may cause problems in the future • She
could never be president because her
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journalistic work gives toomany hostages
tofortune.

hot
hot air informal

if something that someone says is just
hot air, it is not sincere and will have no
practical results. Their promises turned
out to bejust so much hot air.

(all) hot and bothered informal
worried or angry, and sometimes
physically hot • Dad gets all hot and
bothered if someoneparks in his parking
space.

hot and heavy American, informal
if something or someone is hot and
heavy, they are full of strong emotions or
sexual feelings. Guess who I saw getting
hot and heavy on the dance floor?
• Television news coverage of thefighting
has been hot and heavy.

hot dog American, informal
to perform actions in a sport so that
people notice you because of your skill or
speed. (always + adv/prep) They spent
the day hot dogging down the slopes at
Aspen.
a hot dog American, informal someone
who tries to make people notice them by
performing especially fast or well in a
sport • Mike's just one hot dog! - it's
amazing what he does in front of a big
crowd.

Hot dog! American, old-fashioned
something that you say when you are
very pleased about something. You won
the race?Hot dog!

hot under the collar informal
if someone is hot under the collar, they
are angry • He got very hot under the
collar when I suggested that he might be
mistaken .• The issue of waste disposal is
getting a lot of people hot under the collar.

a hot button American, informal
a subject that is important to people and
which they feel very strongly about
• Gender issues have becomesomething of
a hot button of late.
hot-button American • (always before
noun) Sex discrimination in employment
is a hot-button political issue now.



hot

a hot potato informal )(
something that is difficult or dangerous
to deal with • The abortion issue is a
political ho~pojpto in the UnitedStates.

ahotspot Y
1 a place where people go for exciting

entertainment like dancing' The club is
one of the city's premiere hot spots.

2 a dangerous place where there may be a
war or other violent events • I spent my
career reporting from the world's hot
spots.

the hot ticket American
someone or something that is very
popular at the present time • Fashion
writers predict that ankle-strap shoes will
be the hot ticket this fall.
hot-ticket American • (always before
noun) CD-Rom is a hot-ticket item in the
stores right now.

be hot off the press
news that is hot off the press has just
been printed and often contains the most
recent information about something
• This is the latest news from Bosnia, hot
off thepress.

be hot stuff very informal
if someone is hot stuff, they are sexually
attractive. There's a new girl in our class.
She's hot stuff

be in hot water
if someone is in hot water, people are
angry with them and they are likely to be
punished s Hefound himself in hot water
over his speechabout immigration.
get (sb) into hot water' You'll get into
hot water if your teacherfinds out.

be too hot to handle informal
if something or someone is too hot to
handle, people cannot deal with them,
because they are dangerous or difficult
• The book was so sexually explicit, it was
considered too hot to handle by most
publishers.

blow hot and cold
to sometimes like or be interested in
something or someone and sometimes
not, so people are confused about how
you really feel. It's impossible to have a
relationship with someone who blows hot
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and cold all the time.• (often + about)
Sophie kept blowing hot and cold about
the idea of working abroad.

drop sb/sth like a hot brick/potato
informal
to suddenly get rid of someone or
something that you have been involved
with because you do not want them any
more or you are worried they may cause
problems' The government dropped the
plan like a hot brick when they realized
the badfeeling it was causing.

feel/go hot and cold (all over) British &
Australian, informal
to feel that your body is hot and cold at
the same time, because you have had a
shock' When I suddenly saw him again
in the street after all theseyears, I went hot
and cold all over.

go/sell like hot cakes 7'--
if things are going like hot cakes, people
are buying a lot of them very fast. (often
in continuous tenses) The book has only
just beenpublished and copiesare already
selling like hot cakes in both Britain and
America.

have [donelhadlseen etc.] more sth than
sb has had hot dinners British &
Australian
to have done, had. seen etc. something
many times, so that you have had more
experience of it than the person you are
talking to • Young man, I've been to more
football matches than you've had hot
dinners, so you don't have to explain the
rules of thegame to me.

in hot pursuit ':/
if you are in hot- pursuit of someone or
something, you are following closely
behind them and trying hard to catch
them' The gang fled from the sceneof the
crime with the police in hot pursuit .
• (often + of) Jean immediately jumped
into her car and set off in hot pursuit of
the truck.

in the hot seat British, American &
Australian

on the hot seat American
in a position where you are responsible
for important or difficult things • He



suddenly found himself in the hot seat,
facing a hundred angry residents at a
protest meeting.• She has been the woman
in the hot seat at this company during the
lastfive difficult years.

hotfoot
hotfoot it informal

to walk or run quickly' You'd better
hotfoot it down to the video shop before it
closes.

hots
to have the hots for sb very informal

to be strongly sexually attracted to
someone' He's had the hots for Sue ever
since hefirst met her.

hot-to-trot
hot-to-trot American, very informal

sexually exciting or sexually excited' He
used to buy her hot-to-trot underwear and
little red lycra numbers with plunging
necklines.

hour
in sb's hour of need

at a time when someone needs help very
much' I shall neverforget that they were
the people who helped me in my hour of
need.

hours
at all hours (of the day and night)

at any time of the day or night • They
keep calling me on the phone at all hours
to ask questions I've already answered.

at all hours (of the night)
very late at night. How do you expect me
to sleep when you're playing loud music at
all hours?
till all hours (of the night) until very
late at night· They sit up till all hours of
the night drinking beerand playing cards.

house
a house of cards

an organization or a plan that is very
weak and can easily be destroyed • The
organization that looked so solid and
dependable turned out to be a house of
cards.
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bring the house down
if someone or something brings the
house down during a play or show,they
make the peoplewatching it laugh or clap
very loudly' The clown sang a duet with
the talking horse, which brought the house
down every night.

eat sbout of house and home humorous
to eat most of the food that someone has
in their house. The boys have only been
back two days and they've already eaten
me out of house and home.

get on like a house on fire informal
if two people get on like a house on fire,
they like each other very much and
become friends very quickly • I was
worried that they wouldn't like each other,
but tn jact they're getting on like a house
onfire.

get/put your own house in order
to solve your own problems' You should
put your own house in order before you
start giving me advice.

not give sth/sb house room
to refuse to become involved with
someone or something, because you do
not like them or approve of them • A
respectable organization shouldn't be
giving house room to a bunch of bigoted
fanatics.

on the house
if foodor drink is on the house in a bar or
restaurant, it is provided free by the
owner' Wehad to wait for a table so they
gave us all gin and tonics on the house.

houses
go (all) round the housesBritish

to waste time saying a lot of things that
are not important before you get to the
subject you want to talk about. There's
no need togo all round the houses,just tell
me straight out what's wrong.

how
And how! American & Australian

something that you say in order to
emphasize that you agree with what
someone has just said • 'It was a great
game last night.' And how!'



huddle

huddle
get/go into a huddle

to form a group away from other people
to discuss something secretly» They went
into a huddle for a minute, then accepted
the offer.

hue
a hue and cry

when there is a hue and cry about
something, a lot of people complain
noisily about it • Local people raised a
terrible hue and cry about the plan to
closethe village school.

huff
huff and puff
1 to breathe noisily, usually because you

have been doing physical exercise
• They're so unfit they start huffing and
puffing if they have to run further than
twenty yards.

2 informal to complain noisily about
something but not be able to do anything
about it • They huffed and puffed about
theprice, but eventually theypaid up.

in a huff informal
feeling angry with someonebecause they
have done or said something to upset you
• She's in a huff becauseIforgot to call her
last night .• Hewalked off in a huff because
I hadn't saved him a spaceat the table.

human
Toerr is human. (to forgive. divine).

formal
something that you say which means it is
natural to make mistakes and it is
important to forgivepeoplewhen they do
• You'd think he could find it in his heart
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to forgive her. To err is human and all
that.

hump
be over the hump American, informal

to be past the most difficult or dangerous
part of an activity or period of time
• We're over the hump now. I'm back at
work and we've repaid our debts.

get the hump British, informal
to get annoyed or upset with someone
because you think they have done
something bad to you. Tonygot the hump
because he thought we hadn't invited him
to theparty.
have got the hump British, informal
• She's got the hump because l forgot her
birthday.

hunky-dory
be hunky-dory informal

if a situation is hunky-dory there are no
problems and people are happy. It's no
goodpretending everything is hunky-dory.
I heard you two arguing last night.

hush
hush money

money that you pay someone to stop
them telling anyone else about
something that you want to keep secret
• His assistant had beenpaid hush money
tostop him from speaking to thepress.

hustle
hustle and bustle

busy and noisy activity • (usually + of)
He wanted a little cottage far away from
the hustle and bustle of city life.



ice
be on ice

if plans are on ice, they are not going to
be dealt with until some point in the
future. Both projects are on ice until the
question of funding is resolved.
put sth on ice. Plans for a women-only
film screening have been put on ice
following threats of legal action.

an ice-breaker • We usually start the
session with an ice-breaker in the form of
a game.

cut no ice with sb
if something cuts no ice with someone, it
does not cause them to change their
opinion or decision • I've heard her
excuses and they cut no icewith me.

ideas
put ideas into sb's head

to make someone want to do something
they had not thought about doing before,
especially something stupid • (often in
continuous tenses) Don't go putting
ideas into his head. We haven't got the
money for a car. • Whoput all these ideas
into her head about becoming an actress?

ifs
no ifs and buts British &Australian
no ifs, ands or buts American

something that you say to a child to stop
them arguing with you when you want
them to dosomething. I want no ifs and
buts, just tidy your room like I toldyou to!
• No ifs, ands or buts, you're going up to
bed now!
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ignorance
Ignorance is bliss.

something that you say which means if
you do not know about a problem or an
unpleasant fact, you do not worry about
it • I wish the newspapers would stop
telling us about the dangers of eating
meat. It seems to me ignorance is bliss.

ill
be ill at ease X

to feel anxious or embarrassed. (often +
with) He alwaysfelt a little ill at ease with
strangers. • (sometimes + in) The girl
behind the bar looked ill at ease in her
uniform.

It's an ill wind (that blows nobody any
good).
something that you say which means
most bad things that happen have a good
result for someone. But it's an ill wind.
The wettest June in history has
replenished the reservoirs.

in
You're in there! British, informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone that another person is sexually
attracted to thern » Did you see how that
girl was looking at you? You're in there,
mate!

in absentia
in absentia formal

if something happens to someone in
absentia, they are not present when it
happens to them> The court convicted her
in absentia andfined her $500.

inch
be every inch sth

to be a particular kind of person in every
way > He looked every inch the slick, city
businessman.

An inch is a small measurement of
length. It is used in the following
phrases connected with a small
amount.

beat sbto within an inch of their life
to attack someone so violently that they
almost die. She was beaten to within an
inch of her life on a back street in London.



indian

not budge/give an inch
to refuse to change your opinion or agree
to even very small changes that another
person wants 0 I keep asking her to think
again, but she won't budge an inch.
o (sometimes + on) He refuses to give an
inch on health and safety issues.

come within an inch of doing sth X'
to very nearly do something, especially
something dangerous or exciting oI came
within an inch of losing my life on the
rocks below.

Give sban inch and they'll take a mile.
something that you saywhich means that
if you allow someone to behave badly at
all, they will start to behave very badly
° I'm always wary about making
concessions to these people. Give them an
inch and they'll take a mile.

not trust sban inch British &Australian
to not trust someone at all, 0 He's
charming enough but I wouldn't trust him
an inch.

indian
an Indian summer

a period of warm weather which
sometimes happens in early autumn
° Both the UK and Ireland have been
enjoying an Indian summer over the past
few weeks.

2 a successful or pleasant period in
someone's life, especially towards the
end of their life ° The book describes the
last 20years of Churchill's life, including
his Indian summer as prime minister
between 1951and 1955.

in flagrante delicto
in flagrante (delicto) humorous

if someone is discovered in flagrante
delicto. they are discovered doing
something wrong, especially having sex
with someone who is not their husband
or wife ° She came home to catch her
husband inflagrante delicto with the next-
door neighbour.

influence
under the influence

if someone is under the influence, they
are drunk ° Wereyou serious last night
about wanting a baby or was it just
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because you were under the influence?
° Driving under the influence is a very
serious offence.

in loco parentis
in loco parentis formal

to be responsible for a child while the
child's parents are absent ° Teachers are
in loco parentis while children are at
school.

ins
the ins and outs informal X

the details or facts about something
° (usually + of) I don't know all the ins
and outs of the situation but I gather
Roger and Mark haven't been getting on
toowell.

inside
an inside job X

a crime committed by someone against
the organization that they work for ° (not
used with the) The computers were taken
from a locked room, which makes it look
like an insidejob.

have the inside track mainly American
to have a special position within an
organization or a special relationship
with a person that gives you advantages
that other people do not have ° (often +
with) He thinks I have the inside track
with the director so he keeps hassling me
for information.

insignificance .>
fade/pale into insignificance \

if something pales into insignificance, it
does not seem at all important when
compared to something else ° When your
child's ill, everything else pales into
insignificance. ° With the outbreak of war
all elsefades into insignificance.

in situ
in situ formal

if something is in situ, it is in its original
place ° The cavepaintings must be viewed
in situ because they are considered too
delicate to be moved to a museum.



insult ,/
add insult to injury A

to make a bad situation even worse for
someone by doing something else to
upset them • First of all he arrived an
hour late and then, to add insult to injury,
he proceeded to complain about my choice
of restaurant.

intents
to all intents and purposes ><-

in all the most important ways • We've
got a few odd things to finish, but to all
intents and purposes the job is done.
• They redesigned the old model and
createdsomething which was to all intents
and purposes a brand new car.

interference
run interference American

to help someone achieve something by
dealing with the peopleor problems that
might prevent them from doing so
• (usually + for) When it comes tofinding
a hotel room, you'll be glad to have a
tourist guide run interferencefor you.

inverted
in inverted commasBritish & Australian

something that you say when a phrase
you are using to describe something is
the phrase that people usually use but it
does not really show the truth
ID Inverted commas are a pair of
printed marks put at the beginning and
end of a word or phrase to show that
someone else has written or said it.
• They were the kind of well-meaning
people that wanted to 'dogood' in inverted
commas.

iron
an iron fist/hand in a velvet glove

something that you say when you are
describing someone who seems to be
gentle but is in fact severe and firm. To
enforce each new law the president uses
persuasion first, and then force - the iron
hand in the velvet glove.

an iron man American & Australian
a man who is physically very strong and
can workhard for a longtime· He likes to
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think of himself as some sort of iron man
who doesn't need sleep like the rest of us.

pump iron informal
to lift heavy objects for exercise in order
to increase your strength or to improve
your appearance· These days, both men
and womenpump ironfor fitness.

rule (sb) with a rod of iron British,
American & Australian

rule (sb) with an iron fist/hand American
& Australian
to control a group of peoplevery firmly
having complete power over everything
that they do • For 17years she ruled the
country with a rod of iron.• My unclerules
thefamily business with an iron hand.

strike while the iron is hot
to do something irmnediately while you
have a goodchance of achieving success
• You may not get a better offer - I'd strike
while the iron's hot, if I wereyou.

irons
have [a few/a lot etc.] irons in the fire

to have severaljobs at the sametime or to
have several possibilities of work • If
that job application doesn't work out I've
got a couple more irons in thefire.

itchy
have itchy feet British &Australian,

informal
to want to travel or to do something
different. Why'veyou got all these travel
brochures?Doyou have itchyfeet?
get itchy feet British & Australian,
informal» He's been in the samejobfor too
long and he's getting itchyfeet.

ivories
tickle/tinkle the ivories humorous

to play the piano ID The parts of a piano
that you press to play it used to be made
of a hard white substance called ivory.
• Grandma could tickle the ivories like a
professional.

ivory
an ivory tower .>(

if you are in an ivory tower,you are in a
place or situation where you are
separated from ordinary life and its
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problems • How much of the research
done by academics in their ivory towers is
ever read orpublished?

ivy /
the Ivy League American X,

a group of old and very good colleges in
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the north-east of the US • The company
thinks the best management trainees come
from the Ivy League.
Ivy League American. He doesn't have
the Ivy League education of some of his
opponents. • He hated the Ivy League
conformity of the college.



jack
a jack of all trades X_

someone who has many skills or who
does many different jobs • Bill can do
plumbing, carpentry, or a bit of
gardening - he's a jack of all trades,
really.

a Jack the Lad British, informal,
old-fashioned
a confident and not very serious young
man who behaves as he wants to without
thinking about other people • Three
children with three different women? Well,
he always was a bit of a Jack the Lad.

jackpot
hit the jackpot >C

to be very successful, often in a way
which means you make a lot of money
• When my second book was published I
thought I'd really hit thejackpot.

jack robinson
before you can say Jack Robinson

old-fashioned
if you say that something happens before
you can say Jack Robinson, it happens
very suddenly • I offered her a chocolate
but before you could say Jack Robinson
she'd eaten half the box.

jam
jam tomorrow British

something that you want which you are
told you will get soon but which never
appears • Nobody will accept a pay cut,
and it's not enough to promise jam
tomorrow.

be in (a bit of) a jam old-fashioned
to be in a difficult situation. I'm in bit of
a jam. Could you possibly lend me some
money till next week?
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Jane Doe
Jane Doe American ><

a woman or girl whose name must be
kept secret or is not known, especially in
a court of law • A former employee,
referred to only as Jane Doe, is suing the
companyfor unfair discrimination.

jazz
and all that jazz informal

and other similar things • They sell
televisions and all that jazz.

Jekyll
a Jekyll and Hyde

someone whose personality has two
different parts, one very nice and the
other very unpleasant ;b This phrase
comesfrom the book The Strange Caseof
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis
Stevenson.• You can't depend on him to
befriendly - he's a Jekyll and Hyde.
Jekyll and Hyde • Many alcoholics
develop Jekyll and Hydepersonalities.

je ne sais quoi
a je ne sa is quoi

a pleasant quality which you cannot
describe or name' He's not particularly
attractive but he has a certain je ne sais
quoi which uiomenfind irresistible.

jewel
the jewel in the crown

the best or most valuable thing in a group
of things • (often + of) The island of
Tresco,with its beautiful tropical gardens,
is thejewel in the crown of the Scilly Isles.

j iggery-pokery
jiggery-pokery old-fashioned

secret activities that are not honest. We
suspect there's been some financial
jiggery-pokery going on in the accounts
department.

jim crow
Jim Crow American

a situation that existed until the 1960sin
the south of the US. when black people
were treated badly, especially by being
separated from white people in public
places ;b Jim Crow was the name of a
black character in a 19th century song
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and dance act. • Jim Crow meant there
were no black kids in white schools.
Jim Crow American » (always before
noun) As soon as he moved to Tenessee, he
became aware of the Jim Crow laws.

jitters
get the jitters informal

to feel anxious, especially before an
important event. I always get the jitters
before an interview.
give sb the jitters informal. Don't drive
sofast; You 're giving me the jiuers.

job
a job lot British & Australian

a collection of objects that are bought or
sold together as a group s I bought a job
lot of furniture at an auction.

do a job on sb/sth mainly American,
informal
to hurt or damage someone or something
• He really did ajob on her, telling her how
much he loved her and then leaving her.
• Someone sure did a job on this table -
there are scratches all over it.

do the job informal x:
if something does thejob, it is suitable
for a particular purpose· Here, this knife
should do the job .• I needed to tie the two
parts together and an old stocking did the
job perfectly.

fall down on the job
to fail to do something that you should do
• The armed forces will take over if the
local auihoritiesfall down on the job.

It's more than my job's worth. British &
Australian, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you cannot do what they
want you to do because you would lose
your job if you did. I'm sorry, but it'd be
more than my job's worth to take any
money from you.

a Job's comforter old-fashioned
someone who tries to make you feel
happier but makes youfeel worse instead
tfb Job was a character in the Bible who
had a lot of bad things happen to him.
• She's a real Job's comforter. She keeps
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telling me I'm going to die soon anyway so
I shouldn't worry about a/Jything.

lie down on the job .X
to not work as hard at something as you
should • The new Police Chief fired two
officers he accused of lying down on thejob.

jobs
jobs for the boys British &Australian

work that is given by someone who is in
an important position to their friends or
members of their farnily s They operated
a system of jobs for the boys.

Joe B1099s
Joe Bloggs British &Australian

an ordinary person • There's no point
asking your average Joe Bloggs what he
thinks about opera.

Joe Blow
Joe Blow American & Australian

an ordinary person. Television today is
geared to your average Joe Blow.

Joe Public »<;
Joe Public British, informal

the public. The test of any new product is
will Joe Public buy it?

John Bull
John Bull old-fashioned

a character who represents a typical
English man or the English people
tfb This phrase comesfrom a book called
The History of John Bull written by John
Arbuthnot in 1712.• In the cartoon, John
Bull appears as a short, stocky figure
wearing a waistcoat with the British flag
on.

John Doe ,,/
John Doe American ./~

a man or boy whose real name must be
kept secret or is not known, especially in
a court of law. The patient was referred
to in court documents as John Doe.

John Hancock
your John Hancock American, humorous

your signature tfb John Hancock's
signature was the first signature on the
American Declaration of Independence
in 1776 • If you put your John Hancock on



the last page we'll be finished with the
formalities.

Johnny-come-Iately
a Johnny-come-Iately old-fashioned

someone who has only recently started a
job or activity and has suddenly become
very successful • She denies suggestions
that she's a Johnny-come-lately; saying
that she has worked for years to get her
own show.

Johnny-on-the-spot
Johnny-on-the-spot American, informal

someone who is immediately ready to do
something, especially to help someone
• This guy had just gotten a flat tire, and
there I was, Johnnv-on-the-spot with my
tools in the back of the car.

John Q Public X
John Q PublicAmerican, humorous

the public> You have to ask yourself what
John Q Public will think when he hears
about the government overspending.

joie de vivre
joie de vivre

a feeling of happiness and enjoyment of
life • She will be remembered above all for
her kindness and her great joie de oiore.

joke
get/go beyond a joke ).(

if a situation gets beyond a joke, it
becomes extremely serious and worrying
• He's drunk more nights than he's sober
these days - this has gone beyond a joke.

the joke's on sb
something that you say which means
someone who tried to make other people
seem silly has made themselves seem
silly instead • The burglars managed to
lock themselves into the house until the
police arrived, so thejoke's on them!

joker
the joker in the pack

someone or something that could change
a situation in a way that you do not
expect. The independent candidate is the
joker in the pack in this election.
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joking

You're joking! informal
something that you say when you are
very surprised by what someone has just
told you > 'They're getting married, you
know' 'You're joking! They've only known
each other a month. '

jolly
be jolly hockey sticksBritish, humorous

if a woman or situation is jolly hockey
sticks, the woman or the people involved
in that situation belong to a high social
class, and often talk in a very happy way
that seems false· Well, she's okay, but a
little jolly hockey sticks, if you know what
I mean.

Joneses
keep up with the Joneses

to try to own all the same things as people
you know in order to seem as good as
them • Her only concern in life was
keeping up with the Joneses.

joy
jump for joy »;

to be very happy about something good
that has happened. Tina jumped for joy
when shefound out she'd be in the team.

judgment
a judgment call American

a decision someone has to make using
their own ideas and opinions rb In
sport, a judgment call is a decision made
by an official in a competition using their
own opinion of what they have seen .• It's
a judgment call- do we go by plane or risk
taking the car to the conference?

sit in judgment on/over sb
to say that what someone has done is
morally wrong, believing yourself to be
better· We none of us have the right to sit
in judgment on our fellow man.



jugular

jugular
go for the jugular informal

to criticize someone very cruelly by
talking about what you know will hurt
them most tb The jugular is a large vein
that carries blood to the heart.

Cunningham, who usually goes
straight for the jugular, seemed
strangely reluctant to say anything.

juice
stew in your own juice/juices informal

if youleavesomeoneto stew in their own
juice, you leave them to worry about
something bad that has happened or
something stupid they have done' She'll
calm down - just leave her to stew in her
oumjuicesfor a bit.

jump
get althe jump on sb/sth mainly

American, informal
to start doing something before other
people start, or before something
happens, in order to get an advantage for
yourself. If I leave work early on Fridays
I can get ajump on the traffic.
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jury
the jury is (still) out

if the jury is still out on a subject, no
decision has been made or the answer is
not yet certain' (usually + on) The jury's
still out on whether animal experiments
are really necessary.• Weasked people to
comment on the latest malefashions, but it
seems thejury's out.

just
not be just a pretty face humorous

if someone is not just a pretty face, they
are not onlyattractive but also intelligent
• 'How did you know that?' 'Well, I'm not
just apretty face, you know. '

be just the job British &Australian
be just the ticket British, old-fashioned

tobe perfect for a particular purpose' He
needed a car to pick her up in and Will's
sports car seemedjust thejob.

get your just deserts
if you get your just deserts, something
bad happens to you that you deserve
because of something bad you have done
• Did you read about the burglar whose
own house was broken into?He really got
his just deserts.



kangaroo
a kangaroo court

a court of law which is not official and
which judges someone in an unfair way
• A kangaroo court was set up by the
strikers to deal with people who had
refused tostop working.

keen
be as keen as mustard British &

Australian, old-fashioned
to be very eager. Why don't we ask Tom
to captain the cricket team?He's as keen as
mustard.

keep
Keep your shirt on! British, American &

Australian, informal
Keep your hair on! British &Australian,

informal
a slightly impolite way of telling
someone who is angry to try to be calm
and patient· Keep your shirt on! I'll be
with you in a second.

keep yourself to yourself >(
if you keep yourself to yourself, you live
a quiet life and avoiddoing things with or
talking to other people » We don't know
anything about her, she keeps herself to
herself.

keeper
not be your brother's keeper
not be sb's keeper

to not be responsible for what someone
doesor for what happens to them· It's all
too easyfor us not to intervene in another
country's problems, telling ourselves that
we're not our brother's keeper. • You
shouldn't blame yourself for what's
happened to Simon. You're not his keeper,
you know.
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keeping
in keeping with sth

in a way that is suitable or right for a
particular situation, style, or tradition
• In keeping with tradition, we always
have turkey on Christmas Day. • Her
millionaire lifestyle is very much in
keeping with her celebrity status.
OPPOSITE out of keeping with sth • The
antique desk seemsout of keeping with the
modern.furniture in the rest of the house.

keeps
for keeps informal K

for ever· 'Doyou want your tennis racket
back?' 'No, it's yours for keeps.'. She said
she's left him for keeps this time.

play for keeps American &Australian,
informal
to do something very seriously and not
just for enjoyment • These arms dealers
play for keeps - they want the best
weapons available and will do anything to
get them.

ken
be beyond sb's ken

if a particular subject is beyond your
ken, you do not understand it or know
much about it • Don't talk to me about
finance - it's beyond my ken. • Most of
Derrida's work is beyond the ken of the
average student.

kept
a kept man/woman humorous

someone who does not work and who is
given money and a place to live by the
person who they are having a sexual
relationship with. She was determined to
find work and not become a kept woman
like her sister.

kerb-crawler
a kerb-crawler British & Australian
a curb-crawler American

someone who drives slowly along a road
looking for someone to have sex with. I
don't like walking down this road at night
- it'sfull of prostitutes and kerb-crawlers.
kerb-craWling British & Australian
curb-craWling American » There was a
big scandal after thejudge was prosecuted
for kerb-crawling.
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kettle
be another/a different kettle of fish

if you say that something or someone is a
different kettle of fish, you mean that
they are completely different from
something or someone else that has been
talked about • Andy was never very
interested in school, but Anna, now she
was a completely different kettle of fish..
• I'd driven an automatic for years but
learning to handle a car with gears was
another kettle of fish altogether.

a fine/pretty kettle of fish mainly
American
a difficult situation. That's a fine kettle
of fish. - the car won't start and I have to
leave infiue minutes.

key 'x
hold the key '--

to provide the explanation for something
that you could not previously understand
• Fiennes, who had been looking for the
place for twenty years, became convinced
that this road held the key.

kibosh
put the kibosh on sth old-fashioned,

informal
to prevent something that is planned
from happening. The rain put the kibosii
on our plans for apicnic.

kick
kick sbwhen they're down

to do something bad to someone when
you know they already have a lot of
problems • His wife left him last month
and I don't want to kick a man when he's
down, but we simply don't have any more
uiork for him.

kick yourself
if you say that you'll kick yourself when
or if something happens, you mean that
you will feel angry with yourself because
you have done something stupid or
missed an opportunity • You'll kick
yourself when I tell you who came in just
after you left.• If I don't get one now and
they've sold out by next week, I'll kick
myself.
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kick up a fuss/row/stink
to complain loudly in order to show that
you are very annoyed about something
• Ourfood was cold so myfather kicked up
a fuss and refused to pay the service
charge.

kick sb in the teeth. She'd only been
trying to help him and she felt that she'd
been kicked in the teeth.

a kick up the arselbacksideBritish &
Australian, very informal

a kick in the butt/pants American &
Australian, very informal
if you give someone a kick up the arse,
you do or say something to try to stop
them being lazy • He does nothing but
watch TV all day. His mother should give
him a kick up the backside.• The threat of
losing my job was the kick in the pants I
needed.

get a kick out of sth/ doing sth informal
to enjoy doing something very much
• Anyone who gets a kick out of horror
movies will love this show.• I get a real
kick out of shopping for new shoes.

kick-off

for a kick-off informal
something that you say which means that
what you are going to say next is the first
of a list of things you could say. 'What's
wrong with it?' 'Well, for a kick off, it
hasn't been cookedproperly.'

kicks

for kicks informal
if you do something for kicks, especially
something dangerous, you do it because
you think it is exciting. Local kids steal
cars and race them up and down the street,
justfor kicks.



kid
be like a kid in a candy store American &

Australian
to be very happy and excited about the
things around you, and often to react to
them in a way which is silly and not
controlled • You should have seen him
when they arrived. He was like a kid in a
candy store.

handle/treat sbwith kid gloves
to be very polite or kind to someone who
is important or easily upset because you
do not want to make them angry or upset
Ib Kid glovesare glovesmade from very
soft leather which would feel very soft if
someone touched you with them.• Linda
can be a very difflcult woman - you've
really got to handle her with kid gloves.

kids
kids' stuff British & Australian
kid stuff American /'

an activity or piece of work that is very
easy' A five-mile bike ride? That's kids'
stuff.

kill
kill or cure British & Australian

a way of solving a problem which will
either fail completely or be very
successful > Having a baby can be kill or
curefor a troubled marriage.

move in for the kill
go (in) for the kill

to prepare to defeat someone completely
in an argument or competition when
they are already in a weak position
• After two days of constant media
coverage, journalists sensed the minister
was weakening and they moved in for the
kill .• At 6-3 6-2 up, Sampras went in for
the kill and won tnettna: set 6-0.

killing
make a killing informal )Z

to earn a lot of money very easily. (often
+ on) She made a killing on the house so
she can't beshort of money.

kilter
outofkilter
1 if something is out of kilter, it is not

operating or working as it should' Even
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one sleepless night can throw your body
out of kilter.

2 if two things are out of kilter, or if one
thing is out of kilter with another, they
are not similar any more' (often + with)
Afurther tax increase on cigarettes would
put Britain out of kilter with the rest of
Europe.

kindly
not take kindly to sth

to not like something that someone says
or does. Be careful what you say toMike-
he doesn't take kindly to criticism. • I
didn't take kindly to being thrown out of
the team.

kindness
kill sbwith kindness

to be too kind to someone' Rob's killing
l1U! with kindness - he phones l1U! all the
time to see if I'm alright when really I just
need to be left alone.

king
king of the castle British
king of the hill American

the most successful or most powerful
person in a group of people • Jamie
Spence was king of the castle yesterday
when he beat the defending champion in
the third round.• Our team is sure to be
king of the hill this year.

a king's ransom
a very large amount of money' (not used
with the) She was wearing a diamond
necklace which must have been worth a
king's ransom.

live like a king
to live in a very comfortable way with all
the luxuries you want • He lived like a
king for six months, drinking champagne
and driving a Porsche, until the money
finally ran out.

kingdom
blastlblow sb/sth to kingdom come

informal
to kill someone or destroy something by
using a gun or bomb • Fifteen soldiers
wereblown to kingdom COl1U! in the attack.
• Police discovered a bomb which was
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large enough to blast the whole town to
kingdom come.

till/until kingdom come
for a very long time Ib 'Until Kingdom
come' is a phrase from a prayer in the
Bible and means 'until the worldends' .• I
don't want to wait until kingdom come for
you to decide what you're doing.

kinks
iron out the kinks mainly American

to get rid of any problems that you are
having with the way that you are doing
something. The team was still trying to
iron out the kinks in their game in the last
quarter.

kiss
kissand make up humorous

if twopeoplekiss and make up, they stop
being angry with each other and become
friendly again. Ian and I used tofight a
lot, but we always kissed and made up
afterwards.

kiss and tell
to talk on television, in a newspaper etc.
about a sexual relationship you have had
with a famous person, especially in order
to get a lot of money. The singer's ex-
girlfriend was paid £20,000by a tabloid
newspaper to kiss and tell.
kiss-and-tell • (always before noun) Her
kiss-and-tell revelations scandalized
Hollywood.

the kissof death informal X,
an event or action that causes something
to fail or be spoiled. (often + for) Asking
Jenny to cook is the kiss of death for any
dinner party.

give sbthe kissof life British &
Australian
to help someone who has stopped
breathing to breathe again by blowing
into their mouth and pressing their chest
• A doctor who had witnessed the accident
gave the victim the kiss of life butfatled to
revive him.

kissing
a kissing cousinold-fashioned

someone you are related to but not very
closely s I didn't realize she knew Tony,
but infact, they're kissing cousins.
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kitchen
everything but the kitchen sink X

humorous
a lot of different things, many of which
you do not need • We were only going
awayfor the weekend, but Jack insisted on
taking everything but the kitchen sink.

kitchen-sink
kitchen-sink British &Australian

a kitchen-sink play, film, or style of
painting is one which shows ordinary
people's lives • (always before noun)
Kitchen-sink drama came into fashion
in the 1950s. • In his latest work, he is
moving away from kitchen-sink realism
towards a more experimental style of
painting.

kite
kite-flying British & Australian

the act of telling people about an idea or
plan so that you can find out what they
think about it • Mr Baker's hint about US
intervention in the war was undoubtedly
an exercise in kite-flying.

Go fly a kite! mainly American, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someonewho is annoying you to go away
• Goflya kite! It'sjust notfunny any more.

kith
kith and kin old-fashioned

friends and relatives Ib Kith is an old-
fashioned word which means friends.
• They wanted to keep alive the memory of
their kith and kin who had died in the war.

kittens
have kittens informal

to become very worried or upset about
something> She nearly had kittens when I
said I was going to buy a motorbike .

kitty-corner
kitty-corner American
kitty-cornered American

in a direction from one corner of a
square to the opposite, far corner· (often
+ to) You know the building - it's kitty-
corner to my office.



knee
put sbover your knee old-fashioned

to punish a child by hitting them on the
bottom· Herfather threatened toput her
over his knee if she missed school again.

knee-deep
be knee-deep in sth X

to have too much of something s I'm knee-
deep in work at the moment, so I'm not
stopping for lunch.

knee-high
be knee-high to a grasshopper

humorous
to be very young Ib A grasshopper is an
extremely small insect .• The last time 1
came here 1 was knee-high to a
grasshopper.

knees
bring sb/sth to their knees

to destroy or defeat someone or
something s Sanctions wereimposed in an
attempt to bring the country to its knees.
• The strikes brought the economy to its
knees.

knickers
get your knickers in a twist British &

Australian, informal
get your knickers in a knot Australian,

informal
to become very upset about something,
usually something that is not important
• Now, before you get your knickers in a
twist, let me explain the situation.

knife
cut/go through sth like a (hot) knife

through butter
to cut something very easily • A laser
beam can cut through metal like a hot
knife through butter.

go under the knife X
to have a medical operation • More and
more women are choosing to go under the
knife just to improve their appearance.
under the knife humorous. The hospital
is worried about the number Of patients
who have died under the knife.
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Knife is used in the following phrases
connected with unpleasant behaviour.

have your knife into sb British &
Australian, informal
to try to cause problems for someone
because you do not like them. Mike's had
his knife into me ever since hefound out 1
was seeing his ex-girlfriend.

put/stick the knife in British &
Australian, informal
to do or say something unpleasant to
someone in an unkind way • 'No one in
the office likes you, you know, Tim', she
said, putting the knife in.• The reviewer
from The Times really stuck the knife in,
calling it the worstplay he'd seen inyears.

turn/twist the knife
to do or say something unpleasant which
makes someone who is already upset feel
worse· Having made thepoor girl cry, he
twisted the knife by saying she was weak
and unable to copewith pressure.
a turnltwist of the knife. '1never loved
you', she said, with a final twist of the
knife .

knife-edge
on a knife-edge

if a person or organization is on a knife-
edge, they are in a difficult situation and
are worried about what will happen in
the future. She's been living on a knife-
edge since her ex-husband was released
from prison last month .• The theatre is on
afinancial knife-edgeand must sell 75 % of
its seats every night to survive.

knight
a knight in shining armour British &

Australian
a knight in shining armor American &

Australian
someone who helps you when you are in a
difficult situation Ib In stories about
medieval times (= the time between 500
and 1500AD), knights were soldiers who
rode on horses and helped women in
difficult or dangerous situations. • She
looked around the bar to see if there was a
knight in shining armour who might
comeand save herfrom this awful man.



knitting

knitting
stick to your knitting

if a person or company sticks to their
knitting, they continue to do what they
have always done instead of trying to do
something they know very little about
• He believes the key to a company's
success is to stick to its knitting rather
than trying to diversify.

knives
the knives are out British &Australian

something that you say which means that
a group of people are angry with
someone and want to criticize them or
cause problems for them. (often + for)
The knives are out for Danvers following
his team's poor performance in six
successivegames.

knobs
with (brass) knobs on British &

Australian, humorous
if you describe something as a particular
thing with knobs on, you mean it has
similar qualities to that thing but they
are more extreme. Disney World was like
an ordinary amusement park with knobs
on.

knock
Knock it off! informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone to stop doing something that is
annoying you • Knock it off, will you? I
can't work with all that noise.

take a knock
to be badly affected by something. His
reputation has taken quite a knock
following the revelations published in his
recent biography.

knock-down-drag-out
knock-down-drag-out American

a knock-down-drag-out fight or argument
is very serious and continues for a long
time » (always before noun) Look, I don't
want to get into a knock-down-drag-out
fight with you over this so let'sforget it.

knocking
a knocking shop British, very informal
a knock-shopAustralian, very informal
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a place where men pay to have sex with
women· People say it's a knocking shop
but I've never seen anything going on.

knot
tie the knot informal

to get married. When are you two going
to tie the knot? • (often + with) She's
planning to tie the knot with her German
boyfriend next June.

knots
tie yourself (up) in knots
1 to become very confused or worried

when you are trying to make a decision
or solve a problem. (often + over) They
tied themselves in knots over the seating
arrangements.

2 British & Australian to become very
confused when you are trying to explain
something « She tied herself up in knots
trying to tell me how to operate the video
recorder.

knotted
Get knotted! British & Australian,

informal, old-fashioned
an impolite way of telling someone who
is annoying you to go away • Oh, get
knotted, unll you. I'm trying to work!

know
know what's what X

if you know what's what, you have a lot of
experience and can judge people and
situations well • Harry's been in the
business for 40 years - he knows what's
what.

not know where to put yourself informal
to feel very embarrassed • And then he
started to sing. Well, I didn't know where
toput myself!

not know whether to laugh or cry
to be extremely upset by something bad
that has happened. Then they announced



that my flight was delayed for ten hours. I
didn't know whether to laugh or cry.

not know iflwhether you are coming or
going
to be unable to think clearly and decide
what to do because you have so many
things to deal with. I had so much to do
yesterday that I didn't know whether I was
coming or going .• The recent changes in the
school curriculum mean that most teachers
don't know if they're coming or going.

be in the know informal )<
to know about something which most
people do not know about. The resort is
considered by those who are in the know to
have the best downhill skiing in Europe.

What you don't know won't hurt you.
something that you say which means that
if you do not know about a fact or a
problem, you do not worry about it « 'Tell
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me how much you spent on the car; then. '
'No, what you don't know won't hurt you. '

wouldn't know sth if it hit you in the
face

wouldn't know sth if you fell over one
to not notice something although it is
very obvious. Julie wouldn't know a
good deal if it hit her in theface!

know-all X.
a know-all British & Australian
a know-it-all American & Australian

someone who seems to know everything
and annoys other people by showing how
clever they are • No one likes him because
he's such a know-all.

knuckle
a knuckle sandwich humorous

if you give someone a knuckle sandwich,
you hit them • You'll get a knuckle
sandwich if you don't shut up.



labour

labour
a labour of love British & Australian -;»
a labor of love American &Australian -"\

an activity that is hard work but that you
do because you enjoy it • He prefers to
paint the house himself - it's a real labour
of love.

ladder
at the top of the ladder

in the highest position in an organization
• He's at the top of the ladder after a long
and successful career.
OPPOSITE at the bottom of the ladder
• She started at the bottom of the ladder,
but was rapidly promoted.

lady
Lady Bountiful

a woman who enjoys showing people how
rich and kind she is by giving things to
poor people fb Bountiful means
generous .• I've got a lot of clothes that
they might make use of but I'm worried
they they might see me as some sort of
Lady Bountiful.

Lady Muck British & Australian,
humorous
a woman who thinks she is very important
and should be treated better than everyone
else • Look at Lady Muck over there,
expectingeveryoneto wait on her!

lady-killer
a lady-killer old-fashioned

a man who has sexual relationships with
a lot of women. With his good looks and
charm, he was often cast as the lady-killer
infilms.

lager
a lager lout British

a young man who drinks too much
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alcohol and is then noisy; rude, or violent
• (often plural) They'd ended up in some
cheap holiday resort that was full of
British lager louts.

lah-di-dah
lah-di-dah old-fashioned X
la-di-da old-fashioned \

a woman who is lah-di-dah thinks she is
better than other people and tries to
speak as if she is from a high social class
• No one really liked her in the village.
They all thought she was a bit lah-di-dah.

laid-back

laissez-faire
laissez·faire
1 the principle that businesses should not

be controlled by the government • The
previous government had a policy of
laissez-faire, whereas this government
wants a closerpartnership with industry.
laissez·faire· (always before noun) They
have adopted a laissez-faire approach to
business.

2 the wish not to control people or not to
become involved in their actlons > There
are no effective laws toprotect ioomentrom
abusive husbands. An attitude of laissez-
faire prevails.
laissez·faire • (always before noun) The
problems in our education system, she
said, would not be solved by a lalssez-faire
approach.

lake
Go jump in althe lake! informal

an impolite way of telling someone to go
away and stop annoying you • This guy
just wouldn't leave us alone, so finally I
told him togojump in the lake.

lam
on the lam mainly American, informal

running away from the police or someone



in authority in order to escape going to
prison. Hefinally gave himself up to the
police after 12years on the lam.

lamb
like a lamb

if you go somewhere that you are being
forced to go like a lamb, you go there
calmly and without complaining • I
thought I was going to have to drag her
screaming to school but when the time
came she went like a lamb.

like a lamb to the slaughter
something that you say about someone
who does something or goes somewhere
calmly and happily, not knowing that
something unpleasant is going to happen
to them Ib This phrase comes from the
Bible. The slaughter is the time when
animals are killed for their meat .• Here
comes the bride, like a lamb to the
slaughter.

lame
a lame duck
1 a person or company that is in trouble

and needs help • In under two years, it
was transformed from a state-owned lame
duck into a successful company.

2 someone, especially an elected official,
who cannot influence events any more,
often because their job is going to end
soon • The Mayor intends to run for re-
election to avoid being thought of as a
lame duck.
lame-duck mainly American • (always
before noun) Having lost control of
Congress,he was in danger of becoming a
lame-duck president.

land
the land of milk and honey

a country where people from other
countries would like to live because they
imagine that the living conditions are
excellent and it is easy to make money
• People in poorer parts of the world still
look on the States as the land of milk and
honey.

be in the land of nod old-fashioned
to be sleeping « Joe's in the land of nod at
last.
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be in the land of the living humorous
to be awake • She was partying till the
early hours so I don't imagine she'll be in
the land of the living beforelunchtime.

find out/see how the land lies
to get information about a situation
before making decisions or taking action
• I thought I'd better call my mother and
seehow the land lies before inviting myself
homefor the weekend.
the lie of the land British & Australian
the lay of the land American &
Australian. It's always agood idea tofind
out the lie of the land beforeapplying to a
company.

land-office
do a land-office businessAmerican, old-

fashioned
if a company does a land-office business,
they are very successful in selling their
product • They only set up the company
eight months ago and they're doing a
land-office business.

lap
be in the lap of the gods

if the result of a situation is in the lap of
the gods, you cannot control what will
happen s I've sent in my application form
and I've sorted out my referencesso it's in
the lap of thegods now.

droplfall into your lap
if something good falls into your lap, you
get it without making any effort • You
can't expect the ideal job to just fall into
your lap - you've got to go out there and
look for it.

in the lap of luxury
if you are in the lap of luxury, you live in
conditions of much comfort because you
have a lot of money • I have to earn
enough to keep my wife in the lap of
luxury .• They live in the lap of luxury
in a huge great house in the south of
France.

lard-arse
a lard-arse British, very informal

someone who is fat. You could do with a
bit of exercise yourself, lard-arse! • Your
brother's a bit of a lard-arse, isn't he?



large

large
by and large x:

generally or mostly. The films they show
are, by and large, American imports.

loom large .><-.
if a subject looms large, it causes people
to think or worry a lot • The threat of
unemployment loorns large in these
people's lives.

last
last but not least X

something that you say before
introducing the last person or thing on a
list, meaning that they are equally
important » This is Jeremy, this is Kath,
and, last but not least, this is Artie.
• Right, I've got my money, my sunglasses
and, last but not least, my lipstick.

a last hurrah mainly American
a final action or performance before
someonefinishes a job or activity »At 31,
he knows this tournament may be his last
hurrah.

the last gasp of sth literary X
the end of a particular period or process
• This period witnessed the decline and
last gasp of the British Empire.

the last of the big spenders humorous
something that you say when you are
spending very little money or when
someone else is spending very little
money. Just an orange juice and some
peanuts, please. The last of the big
spenders!

be on your last legs
1 informal to be going to die soon. It looks

as if her grandfather's on his last legs
now.

2 informal to be very tired, especially after
a lot of physical activity or work. I'd just
done fifteen miles and I was on my last
legs.

be on its last legs informal
if a machine is on its last legs, it is in bad
condition because it is old and it will
probably stop working soon. We've had
the same vacuum cleaner for twenty years
now and it's on its last legs.
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be the last word in sth X
to be the best or most modern example of
something. It's a nice enough restaurant
and it's very reasonably priced but it's not
exactly the last word in style.

have heard/seen the last of sb/sth
if you have heard the last of someone or
something unpleasant, they will not
cause you any more problems in the
future. (often negative) It's a worrying
problem and I dare say we haven't heard
the last of it .• He's a very unpleasant man.
I sincerely hope we've seen the last of him.

have the last laugh ,,><
to make someone who has criticized or
defeatedyoulookstupid by succeeding at
something more important or by seeing
them fail. They fired her last year but she
had the last laugh because she was taken
on by their main rivals at twice the salary.

last-ditch , /i
Vj

last-ditch / '-..
a last-ditch attempt to solvea problem is
the final attempt that you make after you
have failed several times to solve it
• (always before noun) The gesture has
been seen by many as a last-ditch
attempt to win voters .• The UN is trying
to secure talks between the two sides in a
last-ditch effort to avert war.

last-gasp
last-gasp

achieved at the last possible moment
• (always before noun) And with only a
minute left, Brinkworth scored a last-gasp
equaliser bringing the score to 2-2.

latchkey
a latchkey childlkid mainly American

a child who is often in the house alone
because both parents are at work • My
dad came home at seven in the evening
and my mom only an hour earlier so I was
a latchkey kid.

late
late in the day ,K,

too late to be useful » (often + for) The
new gun laws came a little late in the day
for those whose friends or families were



killed in the massacre.• (often + to dosth)
It seems rather late in the day to announce
that diet drinks might cause cancer.

lather
be in a lather informal

to be very anxious about something. She
was in a real lather when I left this
morning because she couldn't find the
tickets.
get (yourself) in/into a lather informal
• It's really not worth getting yourself into
a lather over it.

laugh
be a laugh a minute informal

to be very funny and entertaining
tb This phrase is oftenused humorously
to mean the opposite. • You know what
Mark's like - he's not exactly a laugh a
minute .• l!. two-hour meeting with Nigel
Owen? I bet that was fun.' 'Oh, it was a
laugh a minute.'

Don't make me laugh. informal
something that you say when someone
has suggested something that you think
is not at all likely to happen> 'You never
know, Pete might help out.' 'Pete?Help
out?Don't make me laugh!'

laughing
a laughing stock

someone who does something very
stupid which makes other people laugh
at them • (usually + of) I can't cycle
around on that old thing! I'll be the
laughing stock of the neighbourhood.

be laughing all the way to the bank
informal
if someone is laughing all the way to the
bank, they havemadea lot of moneyvery
easily, often because someone else has
been stupid • If we don't take this
opportunity, you can be sure our
competitors will and they'll be laughing
all the way to the bank.

be laughing on the other side of your
face British, American & Australian,
informal

be laughing out of the other side of
your mouth American &Australian,
informal
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if you say someonewho is happy will be
laughing on the other side of their face,
you are angry about the thing that is
making them happy and think that
something will soon happen to upset
them. You'll be laughing out of the other
side of your face if you fail your exams.

be laughing up your sleeve ><
to laugh at someone secretly,often in an
unkind way » (often + at) He persuaded
people to believe in him and all the time he
was laughing up his sleeveat them.

be no laughing matter X
if a subject is no laughing matter, it is
serious and not something that people
should makejokes about. Haemorrhoids
are all very funny when other people have
them, but if you get them yourself, it's no
laughing matter.

laughter
Laughter is the best medicine.

something that yousaywhichmeans that
it is good for your physical and mental
health to laugh • A visit from Camille
always makes me feel better - she's so
hilarious. It's like they say, laughter's the
best medicine.

laundry
a laundry list mainly American '>(

a long list of subjects • (usually + of) It
wasn't much of a speech - just a laundry
list of accusations against the
government.

laurels
look to your laurels

to make an extra effort to succeed
because there is more competition
• Nowadays there are a number of rival
products on the market and the older;
established companies are having to look
to their laurels.

rest on your laurels X'
to be so satisfied with your own
achievements that you make no effort to
improve • Just because you passed all
your exams, that's no reason to rest on
your laurels.



law

law
the law of averages

the probability that you will get one
result about the same number of times as
another if you do something often
enough • By the law of averages we
can't give a goodperformance every night
of the tour.

the law of the jungle
the way in which only the strongest and
cleverest people in a society stay alive or
succeed. [was brought up on the streets
where the law of the jungle applies, so I
soon learnt how to look after myself.

be a law unto yourself )(
if you are a law unto yourself, you do
things differently to other people and
ignore the usual rules. Charles certainly
doesn't stick to the standard company
procedures, but then, he's a law unto
himself.

lay down the law
to tell people what they should do,
without caring about how they feel. I'm
not going to have someone come into this
officeand start laying down the law.

take the law into your own hands X
to do something illegal in order to punish
someone because you know that the law
will not punish that person • One day,
after years of violent abuse from her
husband, she decided to take the law into
her own hands.

there's no law against sth/doing sth
informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone who is criticizing you that you
are not doing anything wrong. 'You were
in the pub at lunchtime, weren't you?'
'Well. there's no law against it. '. 'Have
you been shopping again?' 'What if I
have? There's no law against spending
money.'

lay
lay it on thick informal
lay it on with a trowel informal

to make an emotion or experience seem
more important or serious than it really
is • He'd injured his hand slightly but he
was laying it on a bit thick about how
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painful it was.• They must have told us
ten times how wonderful their daughter
was - they were really laying it on with a
trowel.

lead
go down like a lead balloon humorous ):

if something that you say or show to
people goes down like a lead balloon, they
do not like it at all • My joke about the
alcoholic went down like a lead balloon.

put lead in your pencil British, humorous
to increase a man's sexual ability • You
should eat a feui oysters - that'll put some
lead in your pencil.
have lead in your pencil British,
humorous» 'My uncle's 65 and he's getting
remarried. ' 'Hestill has a bit of lead in his
pencil then!'

swing the lead British & Australian, old-
fashioned
to pretend to be ill so that you do not have
to work. (usually in continuous tenses)
And is she genuinely ill or is she just
swinging the lead?

leading
a leading light X

an important and respected person in a
group or organization. (often + in) A
leading light in the art and ballet world,
he was a closefriend of Princess Diana.
• (often + of) Jeffries, at 23a leading light
of the campaign, was thefirst to speak.

leaf ,-
shake like a leaf X

to shake a lot because you are nervous or
frightened • (usually in continuous
tenses) [saw her just before her talk and
she was shaking like a leaf

take a leaf out of sb's book
to copy something that someone else does
because it will bring you advantages
• Maybe I should take a leaf out of
Robert's book and start coming in at ten
every morning.

league
be out of sb's league

to be too good or too expensive for you
• He was so good-looking and so popular
that [felt he was out of my league.



leak /x
take a leak very informal

to pass liquid waste out of the body> I'll
be back in a moment - I've gotta take a
leak.

leaps
Vby/in leaps and bounds "'"-

if progress or growth happens in leaps
and bounds, it happens very quickly
• Ashley's reading has come on in leaps
and bounds since she's been at her new
school.• Leaders of the organization say
their membership is growing by leaps and
bounds.

leash /'
have/keep sbon a short/tight leash ""<.

to have a lot of control over someone's
behaviour and allow them very little
freedom to do what they want. Hedoesn't
go out with the lads so much these days.
Michelle keeps him on a tight leash.

least
Least said, soonest mended. British &

Australian, old-fashioned
something that you say which means a
bad event or situation can be forgotten
more easily if you do not talk about it
• I've always thought it best not to dwell
on grievances too long.Least said, soonest
mended.

take the line/path of least resistance X
to act in the way which will be easiest
because you will not have to argue with
other people about it • You could always
take the line of least resistance and go
with the majority cote.

left
the left hand doesn't know what the

right hand is doing
something that you say which means that
communication in an organization is bad
so that one part does not know what is
happening in another part- I was sent the
same letter from two different
departments. I get thefeeling the left hand
doesn't know what the right hand is doing.

be left hanging (in the air/in midair)
if a problem or question is left hanging in
the air, it is not dealt with or answered
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• Wefailed to resolve the issue at the last
meeting and it was left hanging in the air.

be left holding the baby British >(
be left holding the bag American

to suddenly have to deal with a difficult
problem or responsibility because
someone else has decided they do not
want to deal with it • He abandoned the
project after a year because hefelt that it
was going tofail and I was left holding the
baby.

be out in left field
1 American, informal to be completely

wrong. They're out in leftfield, blaming
you for this fiasco.

2 American, informal to be very strange or
very different from other people or
things » She's kind of out in leftfield but
she'sfun.

left, right and centre British, informal
right and left American, informal
left and right American, informal

if something bad is happening left, right
and centre, it is happening in a lot of
places or to a lot of people • They were
firing at people left, right and centre.• The
Postal Service has been losing customers
left and right thesepast coupleof years.

leg
Break a leg!

something that you say to wish someone
good luck, especially before they perform
in the theatre fb Some people believe
that if you say the words 'good luck' to an
actor, you will bring them bad luck.
• (usually an order) 'Tonight's the first
nightof theplay.' 'Is it? Well,break a leg!'

get your leg over British &Australian,
very informal
if a man gets his leg over, he succeeds in
having sex with someone· How was the
party, then?Did you get your leg over?

give sba leg up informal
to help someone to be more successful. It
must give you a leg up if you want to bean
actor and your parents are both in the
profession.
get a leg up informal • If you know
people in the company you can sometimes
get a leg up.



legs

have a leg up on sb American
to have an advantage over someone else
• She probably has a leg up on the other
applicants for the job because she has
more experience.

pull sb's leg informal X
to tell someone something that is not true
as a way of joking with them. (usually in
continuous tenses) Is he really angry with
me or do you think he's just pulling my
leg?

Shake a leg! old-fashioned, informal
something that you say in order to tell
people to hurry up • Comeon, shake a leg!
Thefilm starts in 20minutes.

Show a leg! British, old-fashioned,
informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to get out of bed. Show a leg!
It's past 11o'clock.

legs
can talk the legs off an iron pot

Australian
if someone can talk the legs off an iron
pot, they talk a lot • I dread getting into a
conversation with Gillian - she can talk
the legs off an ironpot.

have legs mainly American
if a story in the news has legs, it will
continue for a long time • This latest
scandal has legs - YOU'llprobably still be
reading about it in a year's time.

lengths
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leopard
A leopard can't/doesn't change its

spots.
something that you say which means that
a person's character, especially if it is
bad, will not change, even if they pretend
it has. I doubt very much that marriage
will change Chrisfor the better.A leopard
doesn't change its spots.

lesser
the lesser of two evils V
a lesser evil ./ '\

the less unpleasant of two choices,
neither of which are good • I suppose I
regard the Democratic candidate as the
lesserof two evils.

lesson

let
let yourself go
1 to relax completely and enjoy yourself

• It's aparty -let yourself go! « I think she
finds it difficult to let herself go.

2 to take less care of your appearance
• She's really let herself go since she split
up with her husband.

let itlthings slide X
to allow a situation to become slowly
worse. We've really let things slide over
thepast feui months. The accounts are in a
terrible state.

letter
the letter of the law formal

the exact words of a law and not its more
important general meaning • There is
always the danger that ajudge mayfollow
the letter of the law rather than its spirit.



to the letter slightly formal ",<-
if you follow instructions or obey rules to
the letter, you do exactly what you are
told to do • I followed the instructions to
the letter but I still couldn't get it to work.

level
a level playing field X

a fair situation • There are calls for less
restrictive laws in order to allow them to
compete on a level playing field (= in a
way that is fair) with other financial
institutions.

be level pegging British &Australian
if two people or groups who are
competing in a race or election are level
pegging, they are equal and it is not
certain who will win. With three weeks to
go to the election,Labour and the Alliance
are still levelpegging.

be on the level old-fashioned
to be honest or true' The offer seems too
good to be true. Are you quite sure the
man's on the level?

do your level best
to try very hard to do something' (often
+ to do sth) Tickets are quite hard to come
by but I'll do my level best toget you one.

liberties
take liberties
1 to change something, especially a piece

of writing, in a way that people disagree
with' (usually + with) Whoever wrote the
screenplayfor thefilm took great liberties
with the original text of the novel.

2 old-fashioned to be too friendly to
someone in a way that shows a lack of
respect, especially in a sexual way
• (often + with) Don't let him take
liberties with you.

liberty
take the liberty of doing sthformal X

to do something that will have an effect
on someone else without asking their
permission • (usually in past tenses) I
took the liberty of reserving us two seats at
the conference. I hope that's all right by
you.
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licence
be a licence to print money British &

Australian
be a license to print money American

if a company or activity is a licence to
print money, it causes people to become
very rich without having to make any
effort. These shopping channels are just
a licencetoprint money.

lick
give sth a lick and a promise
1 British & Australian, old-fashioned to

clean something quickly and not
carefully> I put on my new suit, gave my
shoes a lick and a promise, and left the
house.

2 American & Australian, old-fashioned to
do a job or piece of work quickly and not
carefully> Wedidn't have time to do much
clearing up in the yard - just gave the
grass a lick and apromise.

Iickety-split
lickety-split mainly American, informal

very quickly' He drove off lickety-split
down the highway.

licking
take a licking American &Australian,

informal
to be defeated or very strongly criticized
• Their latest album took a licking from
the critics, but it's selling well.

lid
blowltake the lid off sth
lift the lid on sth

to cause something bad that was
previously kept secret to be known by the
public • In 1989 they started an
investigation that was to blow the lid off
corruption in thepoliceforce.

flip your lid
1 humorous to become crazy • I thought

he'd finally flipped his lid when he bought
that old helicopter.

2 informal to suddenly become very angry
• She'll flip her lid when she finds out
what's beengoing on. J

keep a lid on sth /\(
to control the level of something in order
to stop it increasing • Economic



lie

difficulties continued and the government
intervened to keep a lid on inflation.

Put a lid on it! mainly American, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to stop talking' Put a lid on it,
you two! You've been shouting all
afternoon.

put the lid on sth British, old-fashioned
if something that happens puts the lid on
a plan, it causes the plan to fail • When
James resigned that put the lid on the
wholeproject.

lie
give the lie to sthformal

to show that something is not true' The
high incidence of cancer in the region
surely gives the lie to official assurances
that thefactory is safe.

Iivealie X
to live a life that is dishonest because you
are pretending to be something that you
are not, either to yourself or to other
people' Walker,who admitted that he was
gay last year, spoke of the relief hefelt at
no longer having to live a lie.

lies
a pack of lies X
a tissue of lies formal / ".

a story that someone has invented in
order to deceive people • He dismissed
recent rumours that he'd had affairs with
a number of women as 'a pack of lies'.
• The entire account of where she'd been
and who she'd been with that night was a
tissue of lies.

life \./
life in the fast lane / •...-

a way of living which is full of
excitement and activity and often danger
Ib The fast lane is the part of a
motorway (= a large road) where drivers
go the fastest.• His was a life in the fast
iane - parties, drugs, and a constant
stream of glamorous women.

life in the raw
life at its most difficult, without money
or the comforts that money brings
• Travelling on the cheap exposes you to
local life in the raw.
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life is cheap
if life is cheap somewhere,people's lives
have little value so if they die it is not
important. In the city, gunmen rule the
streets and life is cheap.

your life is in sb's hands
if your life is in someone's hands, that
person is completely responsible for
what happens to you, often for whether
you live or die' When you fly, your life is
in the hands of complete strangers.
place/put your life in sb's hands. Every
time you drive a car,you put your life in
the hands of other motorists.

Life is just a bowl of cherries.
something that you saywhichmeans that
life is very pleasant ib This phrase is
sometimes used humorously to mean the
opposite' The hotel is wonderful and the
weather too.Life's just a bowl of cherries.
• So as well as cleaning up the apartment
and getting the paperwork done, I have
three children to look after. Yes,life'sjust a
bowl of cherries!

as large as life British, American &
Australian

as big as life American
if you say that someone was somewhere
as large as life, you mean that you were
surprised to see them there' I looked up
from my paper and there he was, as large
as life, Tim Taylor!

be larger than life British, American &
Australian

be bigger than life American
if someone is larger than life, they
attract a lot of attention because they are
more exciting and interesting than most
people' Most characters in his films are
somewhat larger than life.

be another/one of life's great mysteries
humorous
to be something that it is impossible for
you to understand • Why people write
their names on the walls of public toilets is
one of life's great mysteries.

be the life and soul of the party British,
American & Australian

be the life of the party American &
Australian



to be the type of person whoenjoys social
occasions and makes them more
enjoyable for other people. He's a very
sweet man but he's not exactly the life and
soul of the party. • Give him a few drinks
and he's the life of theparty!

breathe (new) life into sth ,)«
to make something that was boring seem
interesting again. Breathe new life into a
tired old bathroom with a coat of brightly
coloured paint in this season's exciting
colours.

can't do sth to save your life informal V-
if you say that someone can't do
something to save their life, you mean
that they are extremely bad at that thing
• I can't draw to save my life,

can't for the life of me
if you say you can't for the life of you
remember something, you mean that you
cannot remember it at all. I know Ifiled
it sometohere but I can't for the life Df me
remember where.

depart thislifefDrmal k
to die • Here lies Henry Stanford, who
departed this life January 13th 1867.

frighten/scare the life out of sb X.
to make someone feel very frightened
• She frightened the life DUt Df me,
shouting like that.

give your life
lay down your life slightly formal

to die in order to save other people or in
order to defend a belief that you support
• Millions of soldiers laid down their lives
for their country in the Great War.

lead/live the life of Riley intormal
to have a happy life without hard work,
problems or worries. He lived the life of
Riley; having inherited a huge amount Df
money.
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life's too short
something that you say which means you
should not waste time doing or worrying
about things that are not important
• (often + to do sth) Life's tDDshort to iron
your underwear. • I can't get uiorried over
an amount of money as small as that.
Life's too short.

Not on your life! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone with a lot of force that you will
not do something. 'Would YDUkiss him?'
'NDt on vour life!'

put your life on the line
to risk death in order to try to achieve
something • Politicians aren't the ones
putting their lives on the line fighting
wars.

risk life and limb
to do something very dangerous where
you might get hurt. Theseskiers risk life
and limb every dayfor the thrill of speed.

see life
if someone wants or needs to see life,
they want or need to experience many
different things, especially by travelling
around the world and meeting
interesting people s Young people should
seelife before they get jobs and buy houses
and do other boring things like that!
• He's decided to do a round-the-uiorld trip,
he wants to see life a bit before he starts
university.

, :>
set sbup for life informal ","<,

to provide someone with enough money
for the rest of their life • His father died
when he was young and the inheritance set
him upfor life.

Suc:h is lif ••_

That's life.
something that you say when you are
talking about bad things that happen or
exist which you cannot prevent and must
therefore accept. In an ideal uiorld, I'd
rather have the child and the career but
it's not possible. That's life.

take your life in/into your hands
to do something dangerous. I'm sure this
elevator isn't properly maintained. I feel



life-saver

as though I'm taking my life into my
hands every time I go in it.

There's life in the old dog yet. humorous
something that you say which means that
although someone is old, they still have
enough energy to do things. I may be 90
but there's life in the old dogyet.

This is the life!
something that you say when you are
relaxing and very much enjoying the fact
that you are not at work > Sun, sand and
cocktails - this is the life!

life-saver
a life-saver

someone or something that gives you a
lot of help when you are in a very
difficult situation. When you're stuck in
traffic like this, a mobile phone's an
absolute life-saver.

lifetime
once in a lifetime X

only likely to happen once in someone's
life • Opportunities to play in the Cup
Final only come once in a lifetime so we've
got to make the most of it.
once-in-a-lifetime • (always before
noun) Enter this competition to win a
once-in-a-lifetimetrip to the Caribbean.

light
light at the end of the tunnel )<,

something which makes you believe that
a difficult or unpleasant situation will
end. We're halfway through our exams
now, so wecan see light at the end of the
tunnel .• Unemployment is still rising but
analysts assure us there is light at the end
of the tunnel. "\ _

light dawns X
if light dawns on you, you suddenly
understand something > He was lying to
me, but it was months before the light
dawned .• (often + on) Light dawned on
me when I heard she knew my mother.

light relief
something that is entertaining or
relaxing after something that is serious
or boring. A lively argument between the
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two main speakers provided a bit of light
relief in an otherwise dull conference.

be as light as a feather
to be very light in weight> I could easily
pick you up - you're as light as afeather:

be light years away
to be a very long time in the future • A
cure for all kinds of cancer is still light
years away.• (often + from + doing sth)
SCientists are light years away from
understanding (= it will be a very long
time before scientists understand) the
human brain.

be light years away from sth
if something is light years away from
something else, it has made so much
progress that the two things are now very
different • Modern computers are light
years away from the huge machines we
used in the seventies.

be the light of sb's life
to be the person you love most • My
daughter is the light of my life.

be/go out like a light informal
to go to sleep very quickly- I was out like
a light after all that freslt air.

hide your light under a bushel
to avoid letting people know that you are
good at something, usually because you
are shy. (often in continuous tenses) I
didn't realize you could play the piano -
you've been hiding your light under a
bushel.

in the light of sth British & Australian);.
in light of sth American &Australian \

if something is done or happens in the
light of facts, it is done or happens
because of those facts • In the light of
new evidence, he has been allowed to
appeal against his prison sentence. • In
light of what you've just told me, I can



understand why you and David were
fighting.

make light of sth >(
to suggest by the way that you talk or
behave that you donot think a problem is
serious • You shouldn't make light of
other people's fears.

make light work of sth/doing sth
to do something quickly and easily
• Heather made light work of painting the
walls. • You made light work of that
chocolate cake! (= you ate it quickly)

see the light X
1 to understand something clearly,

especially after you have been confused
about it for a long time • Sarah used to
have very racist views, but I think she's
finally seen the light.

2 to start believing in a religion, often
suddenly. I hope my book will help others
to see the light.

see the light (of day) ;r(
1 if an object sees the light of day, it is

brought out so that peoplecan see it • The
archives contain vintage recordings, some
of which have never seen the light of day.

2 if something, especially an idea or a
plan, sees the light of day,it starts toexist
• It was the year when the equal
opportunities bill first saw the light of
day.

shedlthrow light on sth X
to help people understand a situation
• Thank you for shedding some light on
what is really a very complicated subject.

trip the light fantastic humorous
to dance. There I was, tripping the light
fantastic in a sequinned ballgoum.

light-headed
be/feellight-headed

to feel weak and as if you might fall over
• Tfeel a bit light-headed. I shouldn't have
drunk that second glass of wine.

lightning
Lightning does not strike twice.

something that you saywhich means that
a bad thing will not happen to the same
person twice' I know the crash has scared
you, but lightning doesn't strike twice.
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a lightning rod American
someone or something that takes all the
blame for a situation, although other
people or things are responsible too
• (often + for) In a harsh economic
climate, raises for teachers have become a
lightning rod for criticism.

lights
The lights are on but nobody's/no-one's

home. humorous
something that you say when you think
someoneis stupid, or when someone does
not react because they are thinking
about something else • It's no good
expecting John to say anything. The lights
are on but no-one's home.

punch sb's lights out informal
to hit someonehard again and again. He
wouldn't shut up so I punched his lights
out.

like
like it or lump it informal )(

if you tell someone to like it or lump it,
you mean they must accept a situation
they do not like, because they cannot
change it • The fact remains, that's all
we're going to pay him and he can like it or
lump it. • Like it or lump it, romantic
fiction is read regularly by thousands.

likely
A likely story. X'

something that you say when you do not
believe that an explanation is true • He
claims he thought he was drinking low
alcohol lager. A likely story. • So he was
just giving her a friendly hug because she
was upset, was he? That's a likely story if
ever I heard one.

lily _
gild the lily X

to spoil something by trying to improve
or decorate it when it is alreadyperfect
(b Togild something is to cover it with a
thin layer of gold. A lily is a beautiful
white flower.To gild a lily would not be
necessary. • Should I add a scarf to this
jacket or would it be gilding the lily?



Iily-livered

liIy-livered
lily-Iivered literary

not brave • I've never seen such a lily-
livered bunch of wimps in my life!

lily-white
lily-white
1 British, American & Australian

completely white in colour • He
marvelled at her lily-white hands.

2 American & Australian completely
honest. (oftennegative)He's not exactly
lily-white himself, so he has some nerve
calling her a cheat!

3 American & Australian having only
white people near, often because of a
wish to keep black people away • The
black family found it difficult to feel
comfortable in this lily-white, prosperous
suburb.

limb
be out on a limb

alone and lacking support from other
people' Because we're geographically so
far removed from the main cffice, we do
sometimesfeel as if we're out on a limb.

go out on a limb
if you go out on a limb, you state an
opinion or you do something which is
very different to most other people • I
don't think we're going out on a limb in
claiming that global warming is a
problem that must be addressed. • Rob
Thompson, theproducer, admits the series
is going out on a limb in that it is quite
different to anything else currently on
television.

tear sb limb from limb
to attack someone violently > I'm sure if
shegot hold of theguy she'd tear him limb
from limb.

limelight
be in the limelight

to receive attention and interest fromthe
public ~ Limelight was a type of
lighting used in the past in theatres to
light the stage.• He's been in the limelight
recently, following the publication of a
controversial novel.
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steal the limelight • The whole team
played well, but Gascoigne stole the
limelight (= got most attention) with two
stunning goals.

limits "-,,,-
off limits /'-.
1 if an area is off limits, you are not

allowedto enter it • When we were kids,
our parents' bedroom was definitely off
limits.

2 not allowed. Today's magazines tackle
the sort of subjects that would once have
been considered off limits .• What he does
make very clear is that questions about his
private life are off limits.

Iimp-wristed
Iimp-wristed informal

a man who is limp-wristed seems weak
and lacks the qualities that people
usually admire in a man • My mother
liked him though I suspect my father
thought he was a bit limp-wristed.

line
all along the line \
all the way down the line X

at every stage in a process' The project's
beenplagued with financial problems all
along the line. • Managerial mistakes
weremade all the way down the line.

be in sb's line old-fashioned
to be a subject or activity that you are
interested in or goodat • I wouldn't have
thought gardening was in your line, Ben.

be in line for sth X
to be likely to get something good • If
anyone's in line for promotion, I should
think it's Helen.• After his performance
last season, it's reckoned that Taylor is
next in linefor the captaincy:

in the line of fire X
likely to be criticized, attacked, or got rid
of • Lawyers often find themselves in the
line of fire. "-

be on the line ..J(
if something is on the line, it is in a
situation in which it could be lost or
harmed' I didn't know his job was on the
line.



lay/put sth on the line • I feel pretty
strongly about the matter, but I'm not
going to lay my careeron the linefor it.

be out of line X
1 if someone's actions or words are out of

line, they are not suitable and they
should not have been done or said « And
the way he spoke to her in the meeting -
that was completely out of line. • Her
remarks to the papers were way out of
line.

2 if the amount or cost of something is out
of line it is not what is expected or usual
• (usually + with) His salary is way out
of line with what other people in the
company get.

crossthe line X'
if someone crosses the line they start
behaving in a way that is not socially
acceptable s Players had crossed the line
by attacking fans on thepitch.

down the line X
if an event is a particular period of time
down the line, it will not happen until
that period of time has passed • We'll
probably want kids too but that's a few
years down the line.

draw a line under sth )(
if you draw a line under something, it is
finished and you do not think about it
again s Let's draw a line under the whole
episode and try to continue our work in a
morepositiueframe of mind.

draw the line )("
to think of or treat one thing as different
from another. (often + between) It all
depends on your concept of fiction. and
where you draw the line betweenfact and
fiction .• So at what point do we consider
the foetus a baby? We've got to draw the
line somewhere.
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drop sba line slightly informal ><
to write a short letter to someone • If
you've got a few minutes to spare you
could always drop her a line.

fall in/into line ;"'-
to start to accept the rules of a company
or other organization. (often + with)
Employees were expected to fall into line
with the company's new practices or face
dismissal.

feed sba line informal >Z
to tell someone something which may not
be completely true, often as an excuse
• She fed me a line about not having
budgetedfor pay increases this year.

a finelthin line X
if there is a fine bne between one thing
and another, they are very similar
although the second thing is bad. (often
+ between) There's a thin line between
courage and foolishness.
tread a finelthin line between sth if
someone treads a fine line between a
good quality and a bad quality, they
succeed in having only the good quality
• Somehow he manages to tread that fine
line between honesty and tactlessness.

get a line on sb/ sth American
to get special information that will help
you find someone or do something
• Detectives hope to get a line on the
suspectfrom thefingerprints he left.
have a line on sb/sth • She talked like
she has a line on what it will take to win.

in the line of duty
if you do something in the line of duty,or
if something happens to you in the line of
duty, you do it or it happens as a part of
your job. He was killed in the line of duty.

lay it on th •• lin •• informal
to tell someone the truth although it will
upset them. You'rejust going to have to
lay it on the line and tell her her work's not
good enough.

somewhere along the line informal Y
at some point during a period or an
activity. I don't know what went wrong
with our relationship but somewhere
along the line we stopped loving each
other.



lines

step out of line I

to not behave as you are ordered or
expectedto • It was made quite clear to me
that if I stepped out of line again I'd be
out of ajob.

toe/tow the line >-
to do what you are ordered or expectedto
do > He might not like the rules but he'll
toe the line just to avoid trouble.
• Ministers who refused to toe the Party
line wereswiftly got rid oj

lines

be on the right lines X
if you are on the ri~t lines, you are
doing something in a waythat will bring
good results • Do you think we're on the
right lines with this project?

read between the lines )Z
to try to understand someone's real
feelings or intentions from what they say
or write. Reading between the lines, I'd
say that Martin isn't very happy with the
situation.

lingua franca
a lingua franca .;<

a language that is used for
communication between people whose
main languages are different. (often +
of) English is the undisputed lingua
jranca of the business world.

lion
the lion's share X

the biggest part of something. The lion's
share of the museum's budget goes on
special exhibitions.

lions
feedlthrow sbto the lions

to cause someone to be in a situation
where they are criticized strongly or
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treated badly and to not try to protect
them • No one prepared me for the
audience's hostility - I really felt I'd been
fed to the lions.

the lions' den
an unpleasant situation in which a
person or group of people criticizes you
or your ideas. It 'syour turn for the lions'
den. Gordon wants to seeyou in his office
now.

lip
curl your lip literary

to lift one side of your mouth in an
expression which shows that you do not
like or respect something or someone
• Don't you curl your lip at me, young
miss!

give/pay lip service to sth
to say that you agree with and support an
idea or plan but not doanything to help it
to succeed. The company pays lip service
to the notion of racial equality but you
look around you and all you seeare white
faces.

lips
be on everyone's lips

if a word or question is on everyone's
lips, a lot of people are talking about it
and interested in it • And the question
that's on everyone's lips at the moment is,
will he have to resign over the scandal?

lick your lips
to feel pleased and excited about
something that is going to happen,
usually because you think you will get
something goodfrom it • Meanwhile, the
property developers are licking their lips
at the prospect of all the money they're
going to make.

My lips are sealed. humorous
something you say to let someone know
that you will not tell anyone else what
they havejust told you. 'I'dprefer you not
to mention this to anyone else.' 'My lips are
sealed.'

Read my lips! informal
a slightly impolite way of telling
someone to listen to what you are saying
• Read my lips. You're not having any
more ice-cream.



liquid
liquid refreshment humorous

a drink, usually an alcoholic drink
• After 5hours in front of a computer I'm
in need of some liquid refreshment.

a liquid lunch humorous
if someonehas a liquid lunch, they drink
alcoholicdrinks instead of eating food. I
had a two hour liquid lunch and nearly
fell asleep at my desk in the afternoon.

list
a list as long as your arm

if you say a list is as long as your arm,
you mean that it is very long. Anyway,
I'd better make a start. I've got a list as
long as my arm of jobs to do.

litmus
a litmus test X

something that shows clearly what
someone's opinions or intentions are
Ib Litmus is a substance used in
chemical tests because it changes colour.
• His views on abortion are effectively a
litmus test of his views on women's rights.

little
A little bird told me (50).

something that you say in order to let
someone know that you are not going to
tell them who gave you the information
being discussed. 'So who told you she'd
got the job?' 'Oh, let's just say a little bird
told me so.'

a little horror humorous
a child whobehavesvery badly. I had six
of the little horrors running round the
house all day.

too little. too late ~
if the help that is given to a person is
described as too little, too late, there is
not enough of it and it was given too late
to be useful • The government have
finally decided to put some money into
research but it's too little, too late.

twistlwrap sbaround/round your little
finger
to be able to persuade someone to do
anything you want, usually because they
like you so much. He'd do anything you
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asked him to. You've got him wrapped
around your littlefinger!

live
live and breathe sth X

if you live and breathe an activity or
subject, you spend most of your time
doing it or thinking about it because you
like it so much • For twenty years I've
lived and breathed dance. It's been my
whole life.

live and let live
believing that other people should be
allowedto live their lives in the way that
they want to • They seem as a society to
have a very live and let live attitude
towards issues like gay rights.

live it up informal
to enjoy yourself by doing things that
involve spending a lot of money • I
decided to live it up for a while - at least
until the money ran out.

a live wire
someone who is very quick and active,
both mentally and physically. I hadn't
met Rory before- he's a real live wire.

go live X-
if a new system, especially a computer
system, goes live, it starts to operate
• Our new payments system will go live at
the beginning of next month.

never live sth down
if you say that you will never live down
something bad or embarrassing that you
have done, you mean people will not
forget it • Three million people saw the
singer fall off the edge of the stage. He'll
never live it down.• I'll never live down
the fact that I spilt champagne down my
boss's trousers.

You live and tearn. British
Live and learn. American

something that you say when you have
just discovered something that you did
not know. I had no idea they wererelated.
Oh well,you live and learn.

lived
you haven't lived humorous

if you tell someone they haven't lived if
they have not experienced something,



lively

you mean that this experience is very
pleasant or exciting and they should try
it. You've never been to a Turkish bath?
Oh,you haven't lived!

lively
Look lively! British &Australian,

informal, old-fashioned
something you say to tell someone to
hurry. Look lively - we've got to be there
in half an hour!

living
living on borrowed time

if someone is living on borrowed time,
they are not expectedto live much longer
• I've got cancer - I'm living on borrowed
time.

a living death <-
a life that is so full of suffering that it
would be better to be dead • She can't
walk, she can't feed herself and she can
scarcely speak. It's a living death. • For
me, marriage to someone like that would
bea living death.

be the living end
1 American & Australian, old-fashioned to

be extremely good » We were big fans of
their band. We thought it was the living
end in those days.

2 American & Australian, old-fashioned to
be very annoying • Helen is late again.
She really is the living end!

in/within living memory y'
events or situations in living memory
can be remembered by people who are
alive now • Areas of southern Italy are
experiencing some of the worst storms in
living memory. (= the worst storms that
people can remember) • Some of these
houses still had outside toilets within
living memory.

10 ,
10and behold humorous X

something that you say when you tell
someone about something surprising
that happened s I went into a bar just next
to our hotel and, 10 and behold, who
should I seesitting there but Jim Gibson.
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load
Get a load of that! very informal
1 something that you say when you are

very surprised by something, or to show
approval. Get a load of that! Is that not
the most beautiful car you have ever seen?

2 something that you say when you see
someone who is very sexually attractive
• Geta load of that, lads! Verynice.

lighten sb's/the load
to make a difficult or upsetting situation
easier to deal with • Anyway, we'll be
getting a temp in next month to do some of
this work so that should lighten your load.

shoot your load very informal
if a man shoots his load, semen (= thick
liquid containing a man's seed) comes
out of his penis. Man, I was so hot, I was
ready toshoot my load!

loaded
loaded for bear American, informal

ready and eager to deal with something
that is going to be difficult. Their team
came out onto thefield. loadedfor bear,but
our defensestopped them.

loaf
Useyour loaf. British & Australian, old-

fashioned
if you tell someone to use their loaf, you
are telling them in a slightly angry way
that they should think more carefully
about what they are doing tb In Cockney
rhyming slang (= an informal kind of
language used in parts of London) 'loaf'
is short for 'loaf of bread' which means
head. • You haven't even switched the
thing on. Comeon, Jamie, useyour loaf!

lock
lock. stock, and barrel

including all or every part of something
• He's been pressing for the organization
to move, lock, stock, and barrel, from
Paris toBrussels.

under lock and key
1 kept safely in a room or container that is

locked • I tend to keep medicines under
lock and key becauseof the kids.

2 in prison • I think the feeling from the
general public is that people like that



should be kept under lock and key for the
rest of their lives.

locker-room
locker-room ~

locker-room jokes or remarks are the
type of rude, sexual jokes and remarks
that men are thought to enjoy when they
are with other men Ib Alocker room is a
place where people change their clothes
before and after playing sport. • (always
before noun) There's the usual locker-
room banter which I try to stay out oJ

loggerheads

loins
gird (up) your loins humorous

to prepare yourself mentally to do
something difficult Ib This phrase
comes from the Bible, where girding up
your loins meant to tie up long, loose
clothes so that they were more practical
when you were working or travelling .
• Both sides are presently girding their
loinsfor the legal battles that lie ahead.

lone
a lone wolf X

a person whoprefers to do things on their
own' The typical rolefor Bogart was the
Casablanca character,a lone wolf, cynical
but heroic.

long
long on sth and short on sth

having too much of one quality and not
enough of another' I've aluiays fourui his
films long on style and short on content.

Long time no see. X.
something that you say in order to greet
someonewhoyouhavenot seen for a long
time' Hi there,Paul. Long time no see.
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a long face X
if you have a long face, you look sad
• 'Why've you got such a long face?' 'My
boyfriend doesn't want to seeme any more.'

a long haul >(
something that takes a lot of time and
energy' It's been a long haul but we've
finally got the house looking the way we
want it.
in/over the long haul American for a
long period of time • You have to think
how the company will perform over the
long haul.

a long shot .><.
something that will probably not succeed
but is worth trying' It's a long shot but I
could call Tony and see if he knows her
address.

the long and the short of it
something that you say when you intend
to tell someone something in the quickest
and simplest way possible' Anyway, the
long and the short of it is that he's not
going to be working for us any more.

the long arm of the law humorous
the police' You know what they say, you
can't escapethe long arm of the law.

not be long for this world
to be going to die soon' Judging by the
look of him, he's not long for this world
either.

be long in the tooth humorous
to be too old Ib The older a horse is, the
longer its teeth are.• I'd have thought she
was a bit long in the tooth to bestarring as
the romontic heroine.

go a long way )(
if you say that Someonewill go a long
way, you mean that they will be
successful • 'I like my men older - and
richer.' 'You'll go a long way with ideas
like that, my girl!'

go back a long way X
if two people go back a long way, they
have known each other for a long time
• Justin and t were at college together so
wego back a long way.

have come a long way
to have made a lot of progress' (often +



long-winded

since) We've come a long way since the
days when you had to call an operator to
phone another country.

How long is a piece of string? British &
Australian
something that you say when someone
asks you a question that you cannot
answer about how big something is or
how much time something will take· 'So
how long does a project like that take?'
'How long's apiece of string?'

It's a long story.
something that you say when someone
has asked you about something that
happened and you donot want to explain
it to them because it would take too long
• 'So why was Carlo knocking on your
door at midnight?' 'It's a long story.'

not by a long shot informal X
not by a long chalk old-fashioned

something that you say when you think
something is not at all true • 'Do you
think it's as good as her last movie?' 'No,
not by a long shot. ' • It's not over yet, not
by a long chalk, we still have a very good
chance of winning.

So long. American, informal ;)(
a friendly way of saying goodbye to
someone. So long - seeyou tomorrow.

take a long, hard look at sth
to examine something very carefully in
order to improve it in the future. Weneed
to take a long, hard look at the way we
control gun ownership. t,.

take the long view /\
to think about the effects that something
will have in the future instead of in the
present • If you take the long view, of
course, you can regard staff training as
an inuestmentfor the company.

think long and hard :\
to think very carefully about something
beforemaking a decision. I thought long
and hard before declding to leave my
husband .• (often+ about) Hethought long
and hard about how to tell thechildren.

to cut a long story short British &
Australian )(

to make a long story short American
something that you say when you are
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about to stop telling someone all the
details of something that happened and
tell them only the main facts. Anyway, to
cut a long story short, we left at midnight
and James left somewhat later.

long-winded
long-winded

long-windedspeech or writing continues
for too long in a way that is boring. She
launched into a long-winded explanation
of how she'd found the books and I'm
afraid I didn't really listen.

look

Look before you leap. X
something that you say in order to advise
someone to think about possible
problems before doing something • If
you're thinking of buying a house, my
advice is, look beforeyou leap.

look right/straight through sb )(
to behave as if you do not see someone
when you look at them, either because
you do not notice them or because you
are ignoring them • I'm sure I was at
school with that girl, but she just looked
straight through me.

not be much to look at informal X.
to not be attractive. She's not much to
look at, but she's got a lovelypersonality.

looks
If looks could kill ... / ."something that you say in order to

describe the unpleasant or angry way
in which someone looked at you • I'll
never forget the expression on her face
when she saw me with Pete. If looks could
kill ...



loop
be in the loop American, informal

to have the special knowledge or power
that belongs to a particular group of
people. Youcan tell she's in the loop. She
always knows about policy decisions
beforethe rest of us.
OPPOSITE be out of the loop American,
informal. I've been out of the loop since I
changed jobs. I didn't realize Wendy and
Bob had gotten engaged.

knock/throw sbfor a loop American,
informal
if something that happens knocks you
for a loop, it upsets or confuses you
because you do not expect it • He knocked
mefor a loop when he said he was quitting
his job.

loose
loose ends X

the last few details that need to be
finished or explained in order for
something to be complete· The job's
nearly done. I'm just tying up one or two
loose ends at the moment.

a loose cannon 'I.-,
a person who cannot be completely
trusted because their behaviour is
sometimes strange or violent s He's seen
as a loosecannon by other team members.
If anyone 'sgoing toget into afight, it'll be
Pete.

be at a loose end British &Australian \ f

be at loose ends American ",V
to have nothing to do • If you find yourself
at a looseend over the weekend, you could
always clean out the garden shed.• Sarah
was at loose ends in a strange city when
shetirst met Bob.

be on the loose r:
if a dangerous person or animal is on the
loose, they have escaped from prison or a
cage and are free. A killer who preys on
attractive women is feared to be on the
loosein Moscow.

cut loose
1 if a person or organization cuts loose,

they separate themselves from another
person or organization • (usually +
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from) She cut loosefrotti her sponsors and
decided to try tofund herself instead.
cut loose sb/sth to get rid of someone or
something that you control or own
• We're cutting loose only those teachers
whose work is belowstandard.

2 to behave in a way that is free and
relaxed, especially when you are
enjoying yourself. After afeui glasses of
wine everyone just cut loose and started
dancing.

Hang loose! American, oldjashioned
something that you say in order to tell
someone to stay calm and relaxed. Hang
loose,guys! The rest of us will be there to
backyou up.

lord
your lord and master humorous

someone who you must obey because
they have power over you > I have to go
and cook supperfor my lord and master.

lord it over sb
to behave as if you are better than
someone else and have the right to tell
them what to do • She likes to lord it over
the morejunior staff in the office.

losing

loss
beataloss~

to not know what to do or say. (usually +
to do sth) He won't acceptfinancial help
from me so I'm at a loss to know what to
do.• For once[found myself completely at
a loss for words. (= I did not know what
to say)

losses
/

cut your losses
to stop doing something that is already
failing in order to reduce the amount of
time or money that is being wasted on it
• I wasn't benefiting from the courseand it



lost

was costing so much that I thought I'd
better cut my losses.

lost
\ .......•.

lost in the mists of time /'
if something is lost in the mists of time,
everyone has forgotten it because it
happened such a long time ago' The true
signiftcance of these symbols has become
lost in the mists of time.

lost in the shuffle American & Australian
if something or someone gets lost in the
shuffle, they do not get the attention that
they deserve' Refugee children in the big
camps just get lost in the shuffle and are
sometimes left toithoutfood.

a lost cause ;<.
something or someone that has no
chance of success' I tried to stop the kids
dropping their clothes on the floor, but
finally decided it was a lost cause.

be lost for vvords ~
to be unable to speak because you are so
surprised. I was so amazed at what she'd
said I found myself completely lost for
words.

Get lost! very informal
something that you say when you are
annoyed with someone or you want
someone to goaway' Oh,get lost! I'm not
in the moodfor your jokes.

like a lost soul
if someone is walking around a place like
a lost soul, they are walking slowly
without direction or purpose in a way
that makes them look sad and lost • I
found him wandering aimlessly around
the hall like a lost soul.

make up for lost time K
to spend a lot of time doing something
because youdid not have the opportunity
to do it previously' I didn't travel much
as ayoung adult but I'm certainly making
upfor lost time now.

lot
leave a lot to be desired

to be much worse than you would like
(never in continuous tenses)
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Apparently, Meg's cooking leaves a lot to
bedesired.

throvv in your lot vvith sb \7
cast your lot vvith sb A

to join a person or group and accept that
whatever happens to them will also
happen to you • He's understandably
reluctant to throw in his lot with a
struggling young company who might not
exist in ayear's time.

loud

loud-mouthed )(
a loud-mouthedperson often says rude or
stupid things in a loud voice. So long as
hedoesn't bring along those loud-mouthed
friends of his.

lounge
a lounge lizard mainly American

a man who spends a lot of time trying to
meet rich people, especially women, in
bars and at social occasions • The bar
was empty exceptfor the lounge lizard in
the corner, who was obviously waiting for
someone.

love
love handles humorous

a layer of extra fat around the middle of a
person's body. You wouldn't want me to
losemy lovehandles, would you?

a love child
a child whose parents are not married to
each other. He allegedly has a love child
in Australia from an affair with a much
younger woman.

a love nest
a home where two people who love each
other live together, or a home where two
people meet secretly in order to have sex
• Apparently, they had a love nest in Soho
where they used to meet at lunchtime.



the love of your life humorous
the person that you lovemost in all your
life. And there I was, watching the loveof
my life board aplane togo to the other side
of the world.

not for love nor/or money
if you say that you cannot or will not do
something for love nor money,you mean
that it is impossible to do or that youwill
not do it whatever happens • It's
incrediblypopular. Youcan't get ticketsfor
love nor money. • He's hopeless and
unreliable. I wouldn't give him a job for
lovenor money.

I must/I'll love you and leave you.
humorous
something that you say when you say
goodbyeto someone that you are leaving
• Well,I'm sureyou've got work to bedoing
so I'll loveyou and leaveyou.
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criminal activities • She worked as a
prostitute and experienced the harsher
side of Parisian low life.

a low ebb y,
a bad state. (not used with the) Respect
for the police is at a low ebb .• I'd just
separatedfrom my wife and was at afairlv
low ebb. (= was feeling sad and without
hope) • Relations between the two
countries have reached their lowest ebb
(= are the worst they have been) since the
second world war.

the low man on the totem pole
American
someone who has the least important
position in an organization • He started
as the low man on the totem pole and
worked his way up to bemanager.

love-making· It was our conversations
more than the love-making that I
remembered after the affair was over.

nollittle love lost between sb
if there is no love lost between two
people, they do not like each other
• There's no love lost between those two.
They could never work together.

love-in X
a love-in informal " '-

a situation where two or more people
praise each other a lot, especially when
the praise is more than they deserve
• The awards ceremony, as usual, was a
love-in.

low
low-key

not intended to attract a lot of attention
• She had requested that the funeral be a
low-key affair. • The reception itself was
surprisingly low-key.

low life y:::
the behaviour and activities of people
from a low social class, especially

laysblow
if an illness lays someone low, they are
unable to do what they usually do for a
period of time. (usually passive) He was
at home at the time, laid low with theflu.

lie low
to remain hidden so that you will not be
found. We thought someone might have
seen us leaving the building, so uie figured
we'd better lie louifor a while.

low-end
low-end American, informal

a low-end product is cheaper than, and
not as goodas the best product of its type
• (always before noun) You can get low-
end colorprinters that still do a good iob.

lowest
the lowest common denominator ..,,<.

the large number of people in society
who will accept low-qualityproducts and
entertainment • The problem with so
much television is that it aims at the
lowest common denominator.

the lowest of the low )<
peoplewho have no moral standards and
lack any personal qualities • He regards
the police as the lowest of the low. Drug-
dealers and pimps come a closesecond.



luck

luck I
the luck of the draw 1,.

if something is the luck of the draw, it is
the result of chance and you have no
control over it Ib A draw is a
competition in which you win if the
number on your ticket is chosen .• You
can't choosewhoyou play against. It's just
the luck of the draw.

be down on your luck )(,
to be suffering because a lot of bad things
are happening to you, usually things
which cause you to have no money • He
plays the manager of a night-club who's
down on his luck and resorts to gambling
topay his debts.

be in luck
to be able to have or do something,
especially when you do not expect to
• 'Have you got any prawn sandwiches
left?' 'You're in luck - this is the last one.'
OPPOSITE be out of luck • I'm afraid
you're out of luck - the concert is fully
booked.

have the luck of the devil old-fashioned
to be very lucky. Then he won £3000on
the lottery - that man has the luck of the
devil!

Just my luck! humorous j(
something that you say when something
bad happens to you • So he left jive
minutes before I got here, did he? Just my
luck.

more by luck than judgement K
if you achieve something more by luck
than judgement, you achieve it by chance
and not because of sklll » And somehow I
managed to get the ball in the net - more
by luck tnan judgement.

No such luck!
something that you say in order to
express disappointment that you were
not able to do something that you wanted
to. I had hoped we'd have time for lunch
somewhere. No such luck.

push your luck JZ.
to try too hard to get a particular result
and risk losing what you have achieved
• (usually negative) Don't push your luck
- they've agreed to pay your travel
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expenses, I don't think it would be wise to
ask for more money.

try your luck X
to try to achieve something although you
know that you might not succeed • She
had always wanted to act and, in 1959,
came toLondon to try her luck on the stage.

Your luck's in! British, humorous
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you think another person
would like a sexual relationship with
them. Hey, Sal, your luck's in! He'syours
for the asking.

lucky
get lucky informal X

to meet someone who you can have sex
with • Why don't you come along? You
never know, you might get lucky.

strike it lucky British, American &
Australian

strike lucky British & Australian
to suddenly have some good luck. They
struck it lucky with their second album
which becamean immediate best-seller.

thank your lucky stars
to feel lucky or grateful that you have
avoided an unpleasant situation • I'm
just thanking my lucky stars that I wasn't
there when she was lookingfor someone to
give the talk .• And you can thank your
lucky siars (= you should be grateful to
me) that I didn't tell him when he asked.

You should be so lucky! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that what they want is not likely
to happen> A pay increase?Youshould be
so lucky!

lump
bring a lump to your throat

if something someone says or does brings
a lump to your throat, it makes you feel
such strong emotions that you want to cry
• I thought it was a very moving speech.It
almost brought a lump tomy throat.

lumps
take your lumps American

to receive and accept criticism or
punishment for something you have done
• Joe blames nobody but himself for his



problems. He takes his lumps and doesn't
complain.

lunch
be out to lunch informal

to be behaving in a very strange or silly
way • And yet the conversation we had
with him this morning suggests that he's
not entirely out to lunch.

lurch
leave sb in the lurch k

to leave someone at 'a time when they
need you to stay and help them • I hope
they can find someone to replace me at
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work. I don't want to leave them in the
lurch.

lying v
not take sth lying down J',

to refuse to be treated badly by someone
• He can't just order you about like that.
Surely you're not going to take that lying
down!

lyrical
wax lyrical

to talk about something with a lot of
interest and excitement • I recall Roz
waxing lyrical about the flatness of his
stomach.



mad

mad

be as mad as a hatter /
to be crazy {!::J A long time ago, people
who made hats used a substance that
gave them an illness which made people
think they were crazy. • Her brother's as
mad as a hatter.

be as mad as a hornet American
to be very angry {!::J A hornet is a large
insect which stings people .• He was as
mad as a hornet when he heard what she
said about him.

be as mad as a March hare old-fashioned
to be crazy> This woman was dancing in
the road and singing very loudly - I
thought she was mad as a March hare.

Don't get mad, get even.
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to be angry when someone
has upset them, but to do something that
will upset them as much • This is my
advice to wives whose husbands have left
them for a younger woman - don't get
mad, get even!

like mad informal X.
if something hurts like mad it hurts very
much, and if you do something like mad
you do it very quickly and with a lot of
force. This cut stings like mad .• I braked
like mad but couldn't stop in time and hit
the car infront.

made

be made for sb/sth X
to be exactly suitable for someone or
something » Paul and Ann weremade for
each other .• This wallpaper was made
for my bedroom.
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have (got) it made
someone who has got it made is certain to
be successful and have a good life, often
without much effort. With his father at
the head of thefirm, he's got it made.

show (sb) what you are made of />(
to prove how strong or clever or brave
you are. Next week's race will give her a
chance to show what she's really made of
see what sb is made of • Tomorrow it's
the twelve-mile run. Then we'll see what
you're made of

magic
a magic moment

a short period of time which is very
special, especially because something
happens which makes you very happy
• The young eagle was only in view for a
few seconds, but for a bird-lover like me it
was a magic moment.

a magic touch X
a special ability to do something very
well > The film's great success will no
doubt please the 46-yearold director who
was rumoured to have lost his magic
touch. ~/

a magic wand /',
an easy way to solve a problem {!::J A
magic wand is a stick that a person who
performs magic tricks waves to make
things happen. • (usually negative)
Artiside has warned that he has no magic
wand toprouide food and work overnight.
• I wish I could just wave a magic wand
and make all your troubles go away, but I
can't.

What's the magic word? British &
Australian
something that you say to a child in order
to make them say 'please' or 'thank you'
• 'Can I have a chocolate, mummy?'
'What's the magic word?' 'Please.'

work your/its magic K
to make a situation improve a lot or to
make someone feel happy • He was a
great football player who is now working
his magic as manager of Barnet Football
Club. • The city never failed to work its
magic on me.



work like magic
if something works like magic, it is very
effective and suocessful s That new stain
remover worked like magic.

main
the main drag American &Australian,

informal
the biggest and most important road in a
town. Wewalked up and down the town's
main drag lookingfor apost office.

be sb's main squeezeAmerican, informal
to be the person that someone has a
romantic or sexual relationship with
• Didn't you know? Jennifer is Bob's main
squeeze.

in the main
mostly, usually. Bystanders, middle-aged
women in the main, protested loudly.• In
the main, our students reach exam level
after ayear.

make
make a [day/night/weekend etc.] of it

to spend a whole day, night, weekend, etc.
somewhere, instead of only a short time,
so that you can enjoy it more » Wedecided
togo on to a club after the show and really
make a night of it.

make as if to do sth X
to make a movement which makes people
think you are going to do a particular
thing s She made as if to reachfor thegun.

make do
to manage to live without things you
would like to have or with things of a
worse quality than you would like
• (often + with) When we got married we
didn't have any cupboards. We had to
make do with wooden boxes.• 'They didn't
have much money, but they made do.

make do and mend British, old-fashioned
to manage with less than you would like,
by repairing old things instead of buying
new ones • Ourfamily never had any new
furniture. We just had to make do and
mend.
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2 to be successful, especially in a job. Now
he's got his own TV show he feels as
though he's really made it.• (sometimes +
as) She hasn't got a hope of making itasa
dancer.

3 to stay alive • She was losing so much
blood, I really thought she wasn't going to
make it.

make it with sb American, informal
to have sex with someone • So what
happened after the party? Did she make it
with him?

make or break sth
to make something a success or a failure
• TV will either make or break courtroom
justice in this country.
be make or break for sb/sth • The
Milan show will be make or break for his
new designs.
rnake-er-break • (always before noun)
It's make-or-break time for Britain's
tennis players,

be on the make informal
if a person is on the make, they are trying
to get money or power in a way which is
not pleasant or honest > I wouldn't trust
him - he's always on the make.

Do you want to make something of it?
something that you say to someone who
disagrees with you in order to threaten
them and offer to fight them. 'That's my
beer you're drinking.' 'Do you want to
make something of it?'

put the make on sb American, very
informal
to try to have sex with someone • Was
that idiot at the party trying to put the
make onyou?

maker
meet your maker humorous

to die. I'm afraid Zoe's rabbit is no more.
He'sgone to meet his maker.



making

making
be a [athlete/star/writer etc.] in the

making X
if someone is an athlete, star, writer, etc.
in the making, they are likely to develop
into that thing. This young swimmer is
an athlete in the making. /

be a [crisis/disaster etc.] in the making ~
if something is a crisis, disaster, etc. in
the making, it is likely to develop into
that thing. What we're witnessing here is
a disaster in the making.

be of your own making
if an unpleasant situation is of your own
making, you have caused it • The
problems she has with that child are all of
her own making.

be the making of sb
if you say that an event or experience
was the making of someone, you mean
that it made them develop good qualities
• (never in present tenses) A spell in the
army will be the making of him!
• University was the making of her;
because she was able to escape the
influence of herfamily at last.

makings
have (all) the makings of sth

to seem likely to develop into something
• The story has all the makings of afirst-
class scandal .• She has the makings of a
great violinist.

malice
with malice aforethought humorous

if you say that someone did something
bad with malice aforethought, you mean
that they intended to do it and it was not
an accident iib This is a legal phrase, but
it is used humorously in general
language. • She has certainly got me in
trouble with my boss, but I'm not sure
whether she did it with malice
aforethought.

man
Many phrases containing the word
'man' can also be used with the word
'woman'. Those listed here are not
usually used with 'woman' except in a
humorous way.
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man and boy old-fashioned
all a man's life • I've worked down this
coal mine man and boy.

Man cannot live by bread alone.
something that you say which means
people need things such as art, music and
poetry as well as food, in order to live a
happy life iib This phrase comes from
the Bible. • Our cultural heritage is
important. Man cannot live by bread
alone.

a man for all seasons slightly formal
a man who is very successful in many
different types of activity iib This is the
title of a play about Sir Thomas More.
• He's chairman of a large chemicals
company as well as a successful painter -
really a man for all seasons.

a man of Godformal
a male priest, or a very religious man • I
don't expect to hear that kind of language
from a man of God.

a man of lettersformal
a man, usually a writer, who knows a lot
about literature • A distinguished
statesman and man of letters,he was born
just beforethe turn of the century.

a man of many parts
a man who is able to do many different
things. Georgeis a man of many parts -
ruthless businessman, loving father; and
accomplished sportsman, to name afeu:

a man of straw British, American &
Australian

a straw man American
a person or an idea that is weak and easy
to defeat • Compared to their illustrious
predecessors, the country's leaders seem to
bemen of straw.

a man of the cloth formal
a priest. Are you a man of the cloth?

the man of the moment
a man who is popular or famous now
because he has just done something
interesting or important. Mansell is the
man of the moment after two marvellous
victories infioe days on the race track.

Are you a man or a mouse?
something that you say in order to
encourage someone to be brave when



they are frightened to do something
• Just tell your boss that you think she's
making the wrong decision: what areyou,
a man or a mouse?

be man enough to do sth ",X
to be brave enough to do something s He
was man enough to admit he had made a
mistake.

be no good/use to man or beast
humorous
to not be useful at all • This bike has got
twoflat tyres - it's no use to man or beast.

go to see a man about a dog humorous
if you tell someone you are going to see a
man about a dog,it is a wayof saying that
you do not want to tell them where you
are really going, especially when you are
going to the toilet. I won't be long. I'm
just going to seea man about a dog.

It's every man for himself.
something that you say which means that
everyone in a particular situation is
trying to do what is best for themselves
and no one is trying to help anyone else
• It might be a civilized place to shop at
other times but come the January sales,
it's every man for himself.

make a man (out) of sb
to make a young man without much
experience develop into a confident and
experienced adult. The army will make a
man out of you.

man's best friend X'
a dog. A study of man's bestfriend shows
that the relationship between humans and
dogs started 100,000years ago.

A man's got to do what a man's got to
do. humorous
something men say when they are going
to do something which may be
unpleasant or which they are pretending
will be unpleasant as a joke fb From a
similar line in John Steinbeck's book,
Grapes of Wrath and often used in films.
• I hate catching spiders. Still, a man's got
todo what a man's got todo.

a man's man
a man who likes to have other men as
friends and who enjoys activities which
men typically enjoy- Terry's what you'd
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call a man's man. I don't expectyou'd ftnd
him at the ballet toomany nights a week.

to a man slightly formal X
if a group of people do something to a
man, they all do it • They supported him
to a man.

man-about-town
a man-about-town

a rich man who usually does not work
and enjoys a lot of social activities. He's
a millionaire businessman and man-
about-town who is seen in all the best
places.

man-eater
a man-eater informal

a woman who attracts men very easily
and has many relationships. She had a
reputation as a man-eater.

manna
manna from heaven

something that you need which you get
when youare not expecting to get it fb In
the Bible, manna was a type of bread
which God gave to the Israelites when
they needed food. • I had been
unemployed for two years, so when
somebody phoned me up and offered me a
permanent job it was like manna from
heaven.

manner
(as) to the manner born slightly formal

if you behave to the manner born, you
behave confidently, as if a particular
situation is usual and familiar for you
• Although he never lost his lower-class
accent, he lived the life of a rich and
successful businessman as to the manner
born.

man-to-man
man-to-man

a man-to-man talk is when men talk
honestly about subjects which may be
difficult or embarrassing • (always
before noun) When I found a packet of
condoms in Jamie's bedroom, I decided it
was timefor a man-to-man chat.



map

map
put swhlsthlsb on the map ><

to make a place, thing, or person famous
• The Alaska- Yukon-Pacific Exposition of
1909put Seattle on the map.• If Newcastle
United win the championship it will really
put them back on the map as far as
European football is concerned.

[blowlbomb/wipe etc.] sth/swh off the
map
to destroy something completely,
especially with bombs • At least eight
Spanish warships wereblown off the map.

marbles
lose your marbles informal

to start acting in a strange way and
forgetting things • I may be old, but I
haven't lost my marbles yet.
OPPOSITE have all your marbles informal
• He's pretty old but he still has all his
marbles, if that's what you mean.

pick up your marbles (and go
homelleave) American
to suddenly leave an activity you have
been involved in with other people,
because you do not like what is
happening s If you don't like the way we
do things around here, well, you can pick
up your marbles and leave.

march
be on the march K

if a dangerous or unpleasant political
idea is on the march, it is becomingmore
popular. Fascism is on the march again
in Europe.

steal a march on sb/sth
to spoil someone's plans and get an
advantage over them by doing something
sooner or better than them • The
company plans to steal a march on its
competitors by offering the same computer
at a lowerprice.

marching
give sb their marching orders

to tell someone to leave· Debbie's finally
given her husband his marching orders
after tenyears of an unhappy marriage.
get your marching orders. He'd only
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been in the job a month when he got his
marching orders.

mare
a mare's nest

a very confused situation • The law on
restrictive trade is a mare's nest that
scarcelyanyone can comprehend.

margins
on the margins of sth

if someone is on the margins of a group
of people, they are part of the group,
but are different in important ways
• Homeless people are on the margins of
our society.• The fact that they held their
exhibition in a corrldor reflects their
position on the margins of the London art
scene.

marines
(Go) tell itlthat to the marines.

American
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you do not believe what
they have just said tb A marine is a
soldier who works on a ship. Marines
were thought to be less likely to believe
things that peopletold them because they
had travelled the world and knew a lot.
• You were here all day? Sure, you were-
tell it to the marines.

mark
be close to the markX-,be near the mark

if something someone says or writes is
close to the mark, it is correct or nearly
correct> He says he can't find a job, but I
think it would be closer to the mark to say
he doesn't want to ioprk.

be off the mark :x",
if something someone says or writes is
off the mark, it is not correct • His
criticisms are way off the mark .• Bedini
and Curzi wereprobably not far off the
mark in their analysis.

be quick off the mark X
to be quick to act or to react to an event or
situation • The police were quick off the
mark reaching the sceneof the accldent.



be first/quickest off the mark' Doyou
know which company was first off the
mark tosell computersfor home use?

be slow off the mark ')i'-
to be slow to act or to react to an event or
situation • The federal government was
criticized for being slow off the mark in
helping towns hit by the recent hurricane.

be up to the mark ;x.
to be good enough • I have to watch my
staff all the time to keep them up to the
mark. • (often negative) The efforts of the
security services have not been quite up to
the mark.

get off the mark British &Australian
to score for the first time in a sports
competition' Liverpool got off the mark
with a blinding goal.

hit the sth mark
to reach a certain point or level' Did the
temperature really hit the -32 degrees
centigrade mark last winter? • His debts
have hit the $3 million mark.

hit the mark )(
to be correct, suitable, or successful. If
you're lookingfor a word todescribeDate,
'urbane' would probably hit the mark.
• She had agood voice,but her songs never
quite hit the mark.

leave your/its mark on sb/sth
to have an effect that changes someone or
something • Her unhappy childhood left
its mark on her all through her life.

make your/a mark
to make people notice you or to have an
important effect on something
• (sometimes + as) Mr Sorrell ftrst made
his mark as finance director at Wimpole
and Soames.• (often + on) Richards made
a tremendous mark on Australian cricket
during 1985.

overstep the mark
to upset someone by doing or saying
more than you should' You overstepped
the mark when you shouted at your
mother.

marked
a marked man

someone who is being watched by
someone who wants to harm or kill them
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• He is still free to travel the world, but he
knows he is a marked man.

market
be in the market for sth K

to be interested in buying something and
to have the money to be able to do so • As
lovely as it is, we're really not in the
market for afioe-bedroomed house.

a cattle market British, American &
Australian, informal

a meat market American & Australian,
informal
a place where people go to see sexually
attractive women or to find sexual
partners • Beauty contests are just cattle
markets .• That new nightclub called The
Venueis awful- it's a real meat market.

corner the market <-
to become so successful at selling or
making a particular product that almost
no one else sells or makes it • They've
more or less cornered thefast-food market
- they're in every big city in the country.

marrow
be chilledlfrozen to the marrow British

&Australian
to be extremely cold {!b Marrow is the
soft material in the middle of your bones.
• After an hour on the mountain, we were
chilled to the marrow.

marrying
not be the marrying kind humorous

if a man is not the marrying kind, he
does not want to be married {!b People
sometimes use this phrase to mean that
the man is homosexual (= sexually
attracted to other men) .• Georgehas had
several girlfriends, but he's not the
marrying kind.

martyr

A martyr is a person who suffers for or
dies for something they believe in.

make a martyr of sb .A(·
to treat someone badly with the result
that other people feel sympathy for them
• The government knows that if they stop
him standing in the elections they will



mask

make a martyr of him from the point of
view of the international community.

make a martyr of yourself ~/
to do things which are difficult or
unpleasant for you, often when it is not
necessary » She's made a real martyr of
herself, wearing herself out doing
eoerything for herfamily.

mask
sb's mask slips

if someone's mask slips, they do
something which shows people their real
personality, when they have been
pretending to be a different, usually
nicer, type of person Ib A mask is
something that covers your face to hide
it .• His mask had suddenly slipped, and
she saw him as the angry and cruel man
that he really was.

match
be no match for sth/sb 7-,

to be less powerful or effective than
something or someone else • Health
warnings are no match for the addictive
power of cigarettes.

meet your match
to meet someone who is able to defeat you
in an argument or a competition • The
world chess champion finally met his
match when he was beaten by a computer.

a shouting match British, American &
Australian

a slanging match British &Australian
an argument where people shout at each
other » If your child says something rude
or unpleasant to you, don't get into a
shouting match with them, just leave
the room. • The debate turned into a
slanging match.

matter '\I
a matter of life and/or death -/ ,-

a serious situation where people could
die « (not used with the) The results of the
peace negotiations could bea matter of life
or death for people in the war zone.

the matter in hand British, American &
Australian,formal

the matter at hand American,formal
the subject or situation that is being
thought about or talked about. Do these
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figures have anything to do with the
matter in hand?

as a matter of course ..x
if something happens as a matter of
course, it happens without people
thinking about whether they want it or
not • I don't think the Welsh language
should be taught in schools as a matter of
course - if students want to learn it, that's
their choice.

be a matter of opinion X
1 if something is a matter of opmion,

different people have different opinions
about it • I don't think there is a perfect
way to teach a child to read - it's a matter
of opinion, really.

2 if you say that something someone has
just said is a matter of opinion, you mean
that you do not agree. 'She's a wonderful
mother.' 'That's a matter of opinion. '

be a matter of record ><
if a fact is a matter of record, you know it
is true because it has been written down
• His vtews on immigration are a matter of
record.

be only a matter of time X
if you say that it is only a matter of time
before something happens, you mean
that you are sure it is going to happen,
although you do not know when
• (usually + before) It is only a matter of
time before he isforced to resign.• I know
she will be a great novelist. It is only a
matter of time.

matters
take matters into your own hands

to deal with a problem yourself because
the people who should have dealt with it
have failed to do so • The police haven't
done anything about the vandalism, so
local residents have taken matters into
their own hands.

max
to the max American, informal >-

as much as possible. We're stretched to
the max - we can't possibly take on any
more work. • A lot of theseguys push their
bodies to the max, spending three or more
hours a day in the gym.



may
be that as it may slightly formal ,K

something that you say which means that
you accept that a piece of information is
true but it does not change your opinion
of the subject that you are discussing' I
take your point that it's a tough job. Be
that as it may,he knew that when he took it
on.

mea culpa
mea culpa humorous

something that you say in order to admit
that something is your fault • 'Tim, do
you know why the back door was unlocked
when I came home?' 'Meaculpa. I'm sorry
- it won't happen again.'

meal
a meal ticket

someone or something that you use as a
way of getting regular amounts of
money for the rest of your life. Goneare
the days when a university degree was a
meal ticketfor life.

mealy-mouthed
mealy-mouthed

not brave enough to say what you mean
directly and honestly' Strangely enough,
although we are getting more mealy-
mouthed about mental and physical
disabilities, we are increasingly frank
about bodilyfunctions.

meaning
not know the meaning of the word

if you are talking about a quality or an
activity and you say that someone does
not know the meaning of the word, you
mean they do not have that quality or
they have no experience of that activity
• Work?He doesn't know the meaning of
the word! • And the irony of Phil talking
about ethics. He doesn't know the meaning
of the word.
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means
a means to an end ;x".

something that you are not interested in
but that you do because it will help you to
achieve something else • (not used with
the) Mike doesn't have any professional
ambitions. For him, work is just a means
to an end.

a manlwoman of means X
someone who has a lot of money' I could
tell from her address that she was a
woman of means.

measure
have the measure of sb/sth slightly

formal
to understand what someone or
something is like and to know how to deal
with them. What was clear was that the
president no longer had the measure of his
country's problems .• I don't think she's
under any illusions about her husband -
she's got the measure of him.
getltake the measure of sb/ sth • Wegot
the measure of the opposition in the first
half and set about beating them in the
second.

meat
your meat and two veg British,

humorous
a man's sexual organs • I tell you what,
his trousers wereso tight you could seehis
meat and two veg!

meat and two veg British, informal
a traditional type of meal, often found in
Britain, which is basic and slightly
boring, usually a piece of meat and two
vegetables • The food is very much meat
and two veg - you uion'tfind any of your
fancy French cuisine here.

the meat and potatoes American,
informal
the most important or basic parts of
something • They stuck to the meat and
potatoes of broadcasting - sports and
news.
meat-and-potatoes American, informal
• (always before noun) The focus was on
jobs, health care, and other meat-and-
potatoes issues.



medal

be meat and drink to sb
if something is meat and drink to
someone, they very much enjoy doing it
and find it easy, although most people
would find it difficult or unpleasant s He
gives all these talks to terrifyingly large
audiences but it's meat and drink toPeter.

be the meat in the sandwich British &
Australian
to be in a difficult situation because you
are the friend of two people who are
arguing • I grew up with my parents
continually yelling at each other so I was
the meat in the sandwich.

medal
deserve a medal humorous

if you say that someone deserves a
medal, you mean that you admire them
for dealing with such a difficult situation
or person for so long • (never in
continuous tenses; often + for) She
deserves a medal for putting up with that
husband of hers.

medallion
a medallion man British, humorous

a man, usually an older man, who dresses
in a way that he thinks women find
attractive, often wearing an open shirt in
order to show his chest and a lot of gold
jewellery Ib A medallion is a circle of
metal like a large coin that is worn on a
chain around the neck. • And there he
was, a real-live 70's medallion man, just
stepped out of a time machine.

medicine
give sba doseltaste of their own V

medicine f\....
to do the same bad thing to someone that
they have often done to you, in order to
show them how unpleasant it is • She's
always turning up latefor me so I thought
I'd give her a taste of her own medicine
and seehow she likes it.

meeting
a meeting of minds slightly formal

a situation in which two people find that
they have the same ideas and opinions
and find it easy to agree with each other
• Government officials say there was a
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meeting of minds between the two leaders
during the six-hour talks in Pretoria.

melting "/
a melting pot »":

a place where people of many different
races and from many different countries
live together' Rules of mutual tolerance
must be agreed in an area which is a
melting pot of such diverse cultures.

member
be a fully paid-up member of sth

informal
be a card-carrying member of sth

informal
to be part of a particular group' Unlike
former leaders, he displays a degree of
sensitivity that shows him to be a fully
paid-up member of the human race.

memory
commit sth to memory /"\

to make yourself remember something
• I haven't got a pen to write-down your
phone nurnber i-L'll just have to commit it
to memory.

have a memory like an elephant X
to be very good at remembering things
Ib Elephants are believed to have good
memories .• 'Tremember whereIfirst saw
her - it was at Tim Fisher's party about
ten years ago.' 'Yes,you're right - you've
got a memory like an elephant!'

jog your memory
to cause you to remember something
• Policeare hoping tojog people's memory
by showing them pictures of a car that
was used in a robbery.

take a stroll/trip down memory lane )/
to remember some of the happy things
that you did in the past. We were just
taking a stroll down memory lane and
recalling the days of our youth.

men
the men in grey suits X

men in business or politics who have a lot
of power and influence although the
public does not see them or know about



them • As usual, it is the men in grey
suits who will decide the future of the
industry.

the men in white coats humorous
doctors who look after people who are
mentally ill • The men in white coats will
be coming to take me away if I stay in this
job much longer.

separate/sort out the men from the
boys
if a difficult situation or activity
separates the men from the boys, it shows
which people in a group are brave and
strong and which are not • You have to
survive ouidoors for three days and three
nights. That shouid separate the menfrom
the boys.

menage a trois
a menage ill trois

an arrangement in which three people
who have a sexual relationship live
together • They married in '73and then
met Russell with whom they entered into a
brief but idyllic menage a trois.

mend
be on the mend t<.

if you are on the mend, your health is
improving after an illness. He's still a bit
tired but he's definitely on the mend.

mental
go mental informal 'K

to become very angry Oc She'll go mental
when she seeswhat you've done to her car!

make a mental note X"-to make an effort' to remember
something, often something that you
want to do later • (often + to do sth) I
made a mental note to call my mother and
tell her what he'd said .• (often + that)
Last time we had dinner together I made a
mental note that you didn't likefish.

merchant r
a merchant of doom informal )\

someone who is always saying that bad
things are goingto happen. With exports
rising and unemployment falling, the
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merchants of doom are hauing to revise
their economicpredictions.

mercy
be at the mercy of sth/sb X

to be in a situation in which you cannot
do anything to protect yourself from
something or someoneunpleasant. Poor
people are increasingly at the mercy of
money-lenders. • Of course, in a tent,
you're at the mercy of the elements.

throw yourself on/upon sb's mercy
to ask someone to help you or to forgive
you when you are in a difficult situation
• If all elsefails, I might throw myself on
Sandra's mercy and see if she'll drive me
there.

mess
a mess of sth American, informal

a lot of something. Hepicked up a mess
of keys and handed me one.

message
get the message informal >\

to understand what someoneIS trying to
tell you even if they are not expressing
themselves directly. Next time he calls,
tell him you're busy for the next three
months - he'll soon get the message.
• Okay, I get the message - you want to be
alone.

messenger \ ..
shoot the messenger humorous >(

to blame or punish the person who tells
you about something bad that has
happened instead of the person who is
responsible for it • And now for
tomorrow's weather - it's going to be cold,
wet and stormy, but don't shoot the
messenger!

method
there's method in sb's madness British,

American &Australtan
there's a method to sb's madness

American
something that yousaywhich means that
although someone seems to be behaving
strangely, there is a reason for their



mettle

behaviour tb This phrase comes from
Shakespeare's play 'Hamlet'. • When he
picked the side I thought he must be crazy
but, judging by their performance this
season, there's obviously method in his
madness.

mettle

Mettle is the ability and determination
to compete or do something difficult.

be on your mettle slightlvformal
to be determined to prove that you are
good at something, especially in a
difficult situation. It's a tough interview
- you'll have to beonyour mettle.

prove/show your mettle slightly formal
to prove that you are good at doing
something by succeeding in a difficult
situation • A relative newcomer to the
game, he's certainly proved his mettle in
the last two games.

mick

mickey-taking British & Australian,
informal • I had to put up with a bit of
mickey-taktng from some of the blokes
when Lfirst told them but they've calmed
down now.

Mickey-Mouse
Mickey-Mouse informal

not important or not good compared with
other things of the same type • (always
before noun) We're talking about a
respected organization here - not some
Mickey-Mouse outfit.

microscope
put sth under the microscope

to examine or think about a situation
very carefully tb A microscope is a piece
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of scientific equipment that allows you to
see small things very clearly. • Because
they're both public figures, their
relationship has been put under the
microscope.

Midas
the Midas touch

the ability to make a lot of money
tb Midas was a king in Greek stories
who had the power to turn anything he
touched into gold.• Profits aredown - has
that 80s entrepreneur lost his Midas
touch?

middle
the middle ground X

something that two people or groups that
are arguing can agree about. The lawyer
will then attempt to find the middle
ground between the twoparties.

be caught in the middle ~
to be in a difficult situation because two
people who you know well are arguing
and both of them criticize each other to
you • My mother and sister are always
arguing and I find myself caught in the
middle.

(out) in the middle of nowhere -X
in a place that is far away from where
most people live. I'll need a map tofind
that pub - it's out in the middle of
nowhere, apparently.

middle-aged
a middle-aged spread

the fat area around the waist that a lot of
people get as they grow older • A dark
blue shirt worn outside his trousers
concealed the middle-aged spread.

middle-of-the-road
middle-of-the-road
1 not extreme politically· Neither party is

exactly radical - they're both fairly
middle-of-the-road.

2 entertainment that is middle-of-the-road
is ordinary and acceptable to most people
but it is not exciting or special in any way
• Most of the music they play is pretty
middle-of-the-road.



midnight
burn the midnight oil

to work very late into the night s I've got
toget this reportfinished by tomorrow so I
guess I'll be burning the midnight oil
tonight.

might
(with) might and main formal

with all your effort and strength. War is
something we should be working might
and main to avoid.

might is right British, American &
Australian

might makes right American X
the belief that you can do what you want
because you are the most powerful
person or country • To allow this
invasion to happen will give a signal to
everypetty dictator that might is right.

mile
a mile a minute American & Australian

very quickly' Mike was very excited and
talking a mile a minute .• My heart beat
a mile a minute waiting for his plane to
land.

a mile off informal X
if you can see or recognize something a
mile off, you notice it very easily' It's
obvious hefancies you - you can see that a
mile off

byamile ;<
by miles

if someone or something wins or is the
best by a mile, they win easily or are
much better than everyone or everything
else • Of all the strawberry ice-creams
we've tasted, this is the best by miles.
• Everyone expected him to win the
championship by a mile.

run a mile informal
if you say that someone would run a mile
if they had to deal with a particular
situation, you mean that they would do
anything to avoid it • Heflirts the whole
time but it's not serious - he'd run a mile if
a woman actually made him an offer.

stancllstickout a mile
to be very obvious' She sticks out a mile
with her red hair. • Of course he's
unhappy - it stands out a mile.
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miles
be miles away X

to not be listening to what someone is
saying because you are thinking about
something else. 'Jim, did you hear what I
just said?' 'Sorry, I was miles away. '

milk
the milk of human kindness literary

being good and kind to other people
Ib This phrase comes from
Shakespeare's play 'Macbeth' .• She's one
Of those amazing people who's just
overflowing with the milk of human
kindness.

mill >---
go through the mill

to experience a very difficult or
unpleasant period in your life. She really
went through the mill with that son of
hers.

put sbthrough the mill
to ask someone a lot of difficult
questions in order to test them • They
really put me through the mill in my
intervlew.

million
look/feel (like) a million dollars British,

American &Australian
look/feel (like) a million bucksAmerican

to look or feel extremely attractive' You
look like a million dollars in that dress!

Thanks a million! informal
something that you say to thank someone
for something they have done for you
Ib This phrase is often used humorously
or angrily to mean the opposite .• It was a
really good piece of advice - thanks a
million .• So you didn't bother to call me
and tell me YOU'd be late? Thanks a
million!

millstone
a millstone around your neck

a problem or responsibility that you have
all the time which prevents you from
doing what you want Ib A millstone is a
large stone that is very heavy. • I'd rather
not be in debt - I don't want that millstone
around my neck.



mincemeat

mincemeat
make mincemeat of sb informal

to defeat someone very easily • A good
lawyer would have made mincemeat of
them in court.

mind
your mind goes blank

if you are asked a question and your
mind goes blank, you cannot think of
anything to say. I was sonervous during
the interview that when I was asked about
my experience,my mind went blank.
your mind is a blank. I can't even tell
you what his name was - my mind's a
complete blank.

mind over matter
the power of the mind to control and
influence the body and the physical
world generally • I'm sure you can talk
yourself into believing that you're well.
It's a caseof mind over matter.

The mind boggles. )\
something that you say which means that
a situation or subject is very difficult to
understand or imagine. A cloned sheep?
The mind boggles.• (often + at) The mind
boggles at the thought of what you could
do with all that money.
mind-boggling • His latest book is a
mixture of physics, astronomy and
philosophy - all mind-boggling stuff.

be a loadlweight off your mind
if something is a weight off your mind,
you have been worrying about it and you
are pleased that the problem has now
been solved. I'm so relieved I don't have
to give a speech - it's a real load off my
mind.

be all in the/your mind
if yousay that a problem that is worrying
someone is all in their mind, you mean
that they have imagined the problem and
that it does not really exist • His doctor
tried to convincehim that he wasn't ill and
that it was all in the mind.

be of like/one mind
be of the same mind

if two or more people are of like mind,
they agree with each other about
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something > (often + on) We're of like
mind on mostpolitical issues.

be out of your mind informal
to be crazy • You paid three thousand
pounds for that heap of junk! Are you out
of your mind?
go out of your mind informal • Did I
just imagine all of this - am I going out of
my mind?

be out of your mind with [boredomlfear/
worry etc.] X
to be extremely bored, frightened,
worried etc.• He uiasfour hours late and I
was out of my mind with worry.
be [bored/scared/worried etc.] out of
your mind. Ireally thought he was going
tocrash the car and I was scared out of my
mind .• He was the only young person at
the party and he looked bored out of his
mind.

blow your mind informal
if something blowsyour mind, you [rod it
extremely surprising and exciting. The
first time I heard this band, they
completely blew my mind and I've been a
fan ever since.
mind-blowing informal • The special
effects in thisfilm are mind-blowing.

bring sthlsb to mind
to cause you to think of someone or
something • Something about his face
brings to mind an oldfriend of mine.

castyour mind back
to try to remember something » (usually
+ to) Castyour mind back to thefirst time
we met Tony. Can you remember who he
was with?

come/springto mind
if someone or something springs to
mind, you immediately think of them
• I'm trying to think of someone who



might help out with the kids. Yvette comes
to mind .• 'Don't you think sex is funny,
Marty?' "Funny' isn't the word that
immediately springs to mind, no.'
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mind's eye,she is still the little girl she was
the last time I saw her.

lose your mind
to become crazy • Taking a child on a
motorbike without a helmet! Have you
completely lostyour mind?

Do you mind!
something that you say when someone
does something that annoys you s Do you
mind! There's a queue hereand some of us
have been waiting half an hour to get to
this point! • Do you mind! That's my
brother you're talking about!

get your mind around sth
to succeed in understanding something
difficult or strange. (usually negative) I
still can't get my mind around the strange
things she said that night.

have sth in mind
to be thinking about something as a
possibility. (usually used in questions) 'I
thought we might eat out tonight.' 'Where
did you have in mind?' • I think that's
probably what he had in mind.

have your mind on sth
to be thinking about something • It's
hard to work when you've got your mind
on other things.
your mind is on sth • I wasn't really
listening - my mind was on other matters.

have a mind like a steel trap
to be able to think very quickly, clearly
and intelligently· She'll be a brilliant
lawyer - she has a mind like a steel trap.

have a mind of its own humorous
if a machine or vehicle has a mind of its
own, it does not work or move the way
you want it to, as if it is controlling itself
• This computer's got a mind of its own - it
just won't do what I ask it to.

in your mind's eye X
in your imagination or memory. In my

on sb's mind
if something is on someone's mind, they
are thinking about it a lot or worrying
about it • Something's worrying you, isn't
it?What's onyour mind? I wanted to talk
about men but Helen obviously had other
things on her mind .• I'm sorry if I've
been a bit irritable recently but I've got a
lot on my mind (= I'm worrying a lot) at
the moment.

prey on sb's mind
if something preys on someone's mind,
they worry about it for a long time· I lost
my temper with her the other day and it's
beenpreying on my mind ever since.

put sbin mind of sb/sth old-fashioned
to cause someone to think of someone or
something, usually because of a
similarity s Something about the way he
spokeput me in mind of Ben.

put your mind to it X
to put all your attention and efforts into
doing something s If you put your mind to
it, you could have the job finished in an
afternoon.

read sb's mind humorous
to know what someone is thinking
without being told. 'How about a drink,
then?' 'You read my mind, Kev.'



mine

mind-reader· If something's bothering
you, then tell me. I'm not a mind-reader;
you know!

slip your mind
if something slips your mind, you forget
about it • I meant to tell her Nigel had
phoned, but it completelyslipped my mind.

speak your mind
to be honest to people about your
opinions. She's not afraid to speak her
mind, even if it upsetspeople.

sticks in the/your mind
if something sticks in the mind, you
remember it easily,often because it was
exciting or strange. Of all the things that
we did in Crete,that boat trip really sticks
in my mind .• She had one of those faces
that sticks in the mind.

take sb's mind 9ft sth/sb
if an activity takes someone's mind off
their problems, it stops them from
thinking about them • That's the good
thing about helping other people - it takes
your mind off your own problems.

to my mind
in my opinion. He's got red walls and a
green carpet which, to my mind, looks all
wrong.

mine
a mine of information

a person or a book with a lot of
information· (often+ about) He's a mine
of information about the cinema.

mint
be in mint condition :>(

if something is in mint condition, it
looks as if it is new Ib The mint is a
place where new coins are made.
• There's an ad herefor a 1974 Volkswagen
Beetle. It's dark blue and in mint
condition, apparently.

minting
be minting it British & Australian,

informal
be minting money American &

Australian
to be earning a lot of moneyquickly. Ice
cream sellers are minting it as the
unseasonal heatwave continues.
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minute
not have a minute to call your own

tobe extremelybusy - With afull-time job
and a family to look after; I don't have a
minute to call my own.

miracles
perform/work miracles

to be extremely effectivein improving a
situation • Di's worked miracles in the
kitchen - I've never seen it look so clean.
• These days plastic surgeons can perform
miracles.
a miracle-worker. You've managed to

fLX the car! You're a miracle-worker!
mischief
do yourselfa mischief British &

Australian, humorous
if you tell someone they will do
themselves a mischief if they do
something, you mean they will hurt
themselves • You want to be careful
jumping over spikes like that - you might
doyourself a mischief!

misery
Misery loves company.

something that yousaywhichmeans that
people who are feeling sad usually want
the people they are with to also feel sad
• On a bad day, she isn't satisfied till the
entire family is in tears. Misery loves
company.

a misery guts informal
someonewho complains all the time and
is never happy • Of course, your father;
old misery guts, wanted to come home
after half an hour because he was bored.

put sbout of their misery
to stop someone worrying, usually by
giving them information that they have
been waiting for. I thought I'd call her
with the results today and put her out of
her misery.

put sth/sb out of their misery
to kill an animal or person because they
are in a lot of pain and you want to end
their suffering s Both of its back legs were
shattered and I figured the kindest thing
would be toput it out of its misery with a
bullet.



miss
A miss is as good as a mile.

something that yousay which means that
failing to do something when you almost
succeeded is no better than failing very
badly. I've tried to reassure him that he
only failed by threepercent but the way he
sees it, a miss is as good as a mile.

give sth a miss informal
to not take part in an activity' I think I'll
give the barbecue a miss. I'm on a diet.

missing
without missing a beat American

if you do or say something without
missing a beat, you continue confidently
with what you are saying or doing' She
was asked what single achievement she
was most proud of 'My son, ' she replied,
without missing a beat.

mission
mission accomplished

something that you say when you have
finished doing something that you were
told to do fb This was a military phrase
in WorldWar IT.• Mission accomplished.
I've got everything you asked for on the
list.

missionary
the missionary position

a sexual position in which the woman
lies on her back with the man on top and
facing her' And for the less adventurous,
there's always the good old missionary
position.

mix
mix it American & Australian, informal
mix it up American, informal

to fight or argue' Don't take any noticeof
Sally. Shejust likes to mix it.• He was seen
mixing it up in a brawl after thegame.

mixed
a mixed bag X.

a combination of different things or
different types of people • The group is
quite a mixed bag - wehave members with
all levels of experience.

be a mixed blessing
something that has bad effects as well as
advantages • Beauty can be a mixed
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blessing. It gets you a lot of attention but
people are less likely to take you seriously.

mo
Hang on a moo informal
Half/Just a moo informal

something that you say when you want
someone to wait a short time • If you
hang on a mo, I'll just check whether
Barbara's in her office.

mockers
put the mockers on sth British, informal

to spoil something or to prevent it
happening. Carol's parents decided to
stay in on Saturday night, which put the
mockers on herplans for aparty.

mockery
make a mockery of sth

to make something seem stupid or
without value • The fact that he sent his
children to private school makes a
mockery of his socialist principles.

model
,-../

be a/the model of sth "-
to be an excellent example of something
• Claudia, always the model of good taste,
looked elegant in a black silk gown.

moderation
Moderation in all things.

something that you say which means you
should not do or have too much of
anything • The latest thinking is that
eating a little of the food you like won't
harm you. Moderation in all things, as
they say.

modesty X
in all modesty humorous

something that you say when you are
going to talk about your own
achievements • I have to say, in all



Mohammed

modesty, that we wouldn't have won the
game if I hadn't beenplaying.

Mohammed
If Mohammed will not go to the

mountain, the mountain must come
to Mohammed.
something that you say which means that
if someone will not come to you, you have
to go to them fb This phrase comes from
a story about Mohammed who was asked
to show how powerful he was by making
a mountain come to him. • They never
visit me now they have a family. Well, if
Mohammed won't go to the mountain, the
mountain must come toMohammed.

moment
the moment of truth

the time when someone has to make an
important decision or when you can see
if something has been successful or not
• The moment of truth came when I had to
decide whether to move in with Jim or get
aflat on my own.

moments
have your/its moments ).:.

to be sometimes very successful • This
album's not asgood as their last one, but it
has its moments.

Monday
a Monday morning quarterback

American
someone who says how an event or
problem should have been dealt with,
after other people have already dealt with
it • It's easy to be a Monday morning
quarterback when you see the kids' low
test scores,but thereare no easy answers to
improving education.

that Monday morning feeling informal 'x
if you have that Monday morning
feeling, you are unhappy that the
weekend has finished and you have to go
back to work • 'You look fed up. What's
wrong?' 'Oh, it's just that Monday
morning feeling. '

money
Money (is) no object.

something that you say which means it
does not matter how much something
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costs because there is a lot of money
available. If money was no object, what
sort of a house would you live in?

Money doesn't grow on trees.
something that you say which means you
should be careful how much money you
spend because there is only a limited
amount • 'Dad, can I have a new bike?'
'Wecan't afford one. Money doesn't grow
on trees,you know. '

Money talks. X
something that you say which means
people who are rich have a lot of power
and influence. 'Hecan't act so how did he
get thepart in thefirst place?' 'Hisfather's
a millionaire. Money talks. '

be (right) on the money American &
Australian, informal >
if something someone says or does is on
the money, it is correct • When you said
he'd do the job well, you were right on the
money. ~

be in the money ~
to suddenly have a lot of money,
especially when you did not expect it • If
I can get a commission for a royal portrait,
I'll be in the money.

be money for old rope British, informal
be money for jam British, informal

if ajob is money for old rope, it is an easy
way of earning money • Babvsitting is
money for old rope if the children go to
sleep early. • Most people think being a
professional footballer is moneyfor jam.

for my money X
in my opinion • For my money, the
northwest of Scotland is the most
beautiful part of Britain.

have money to burn ~
to have a lot of money and spend large
amounts on things that are not necessary
• Christine's new boyfriend seems to have
money to burn. He's always buying her
extravagant gifts.
with money to burn • The only people
who can afford tostay at this hotel are rich
people with money to burn.

I'm not made of money!
something that you say in order to tell
someone who asks you for money that



you do not have very much. No, I can't
lend you twenty pounds. I'm not made of
money,you know.

put your money on sb/sth ~
to believe that someone will do
something or something will happen
• 'Who do you reckon will get the job,
then?' 'I'd put my money on Va!.'· I'd put
my money on Zola leaving Chelsea within
the next twoyears. monkey

put your money where your mouth is Y--monkey business slightly informal ;(
to support something that you believe in, silly behaviour or dishonest behaviour
especially by giving money. If people are • So what kind of monkey business have
really interested in helping the homeless you kids been up to while I was out? • The
they should put their money where their tax inspectors discovered that there had
mouth is. been some monkey business with the

accounts.spend money like water
of someone spends money like water,
they spend too much • Carol spends
money like water - no wonder she's always
broke.

throw (your) money around X
to often spend money on things that are
not necessary • I'm not surprised she
hasn't got any savings. I've never seen
anyone throw money around like Polly.

throw money at sth ~
to try to solve a problem by spending a lot
of money on it, instead of trying to solve
it by other methods • It's no good just
throwing money at the problem. We need
tochange the way theprison system is run.

You pays your money (and you takes
your chances). informal
something that you say which means if
you do something that involves risk you
must accept that you cannot control the
result • The hotels are supposed to have
star ratings, but in fact it's a case of you
pays your money and you takes your
chances.

You pays your money (and you takes
your choice), informal
something that you say which means
each person has to make their own
decisions in a situation, because no
decision is more correct than any other
• You can go by motorway, which is
quicker; or take the coast road, which is
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prettier. You pays your money and you
takes your choice.

money-spinner
a money-spinner British &Australian J(

a business or product that makes a lot of
money for someone • Cookery books are
becoming a real money-spinner for the
publishing industry.

a monkey on sb's back American &
Australian
a serious problem that will not go away
• The divorceproceedings are a monkey on
her back.

not give a monkey's British &Australian,
very informal
if you do not give a monkey's about
something, you do not care about it at all
• She couldn't give a monkey's if
everyone's talking about her. • (often +
question word) I don't give a monkey's
how much he earns, Ljust don't like him.

I'll be a monkey's uncle! old-fashioned
something that you say when you are
very surprised. Well, I'll be a monkey's
uncle. I never thought Bill would remarry.

make a monkey (out) of sb old-fashioned
to make someone seem stupid • That's
enough of your silly tricks. Nobody makes
a monkey out of me!

monopoly
monopoly money

money that seems to have little or no
value Ib Monopoly is the trademark for
a game in which you buy property with
pretend money' Win or losethis contract,
it's all monopoly money to him.

not have a monopoly on sth
if someone does not have a monopoly on
something, they are not the only person
who has that thing • You don't have a



month

monopoly on suffering, you know. Other
people haveproblems too.

month
not in a month of Sundays

if you say that something will not happen
in a month of Sundays, you mean that it
is not likely to happen. He'll never run
the marathon, not in a month of Sundays.

moon
ask/cryfor the moon

to want something that is not possible
• (usually in continuous tenses) There's
no point hoping for apermanent peace in
the area. It's like asking for the moon.

moonlight
not be all moonlight and roses »<

if a situation is not all moonlight and
roses, it is not always pleasant
• Marriage isn't all moonlight and roses.
It can behard work keeping a relationship
together.

do a moonlight flit British, informal
to leave somewhere secretly at night,
usually to avoid paying money that you
owe. Wecould always do a moonlightjlit
- that way we wouldn't have to explain
about the money.

moons
many moons ago old-fashioned

a long time ago. I only have the faintest
memory of that time. It all happened
many moons ago.

more
The more the merrier.

something that you say which means you
are happy for other people to join your
group in an activity • 'Do you mind if
Ann comes to the cinema with us?' 'Not at
all. The more the merrier.'

bite off more than you can chew
informal
to try to do more than you are able to do
• Don't bite off more than you can chew.
Let someoneelseorganize theparty.
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\
That's more like it. informal _~

something that you say when 'someone
improves an offer or an attempt. 'I can
raise my offer to$500.''That's more like it.'

morning
the morning after (the night before)

informal X
the morning after a party, when you feel
ill because you were drunk. Frank's got
a bad caseof the morning after.

morning, noon, and night
if you do something morning, noon, and
night, you do it most of the time. They've
been working morning, noon, and night to
finish the decorating before the baby's
born.

mortal
shuffle off this mortal coil humorous

to die ib This phrase comes from the
play Hamlet by William Shakespeare .• I
really want to see the Coliseum before I
shuffle off this mortal coil.

most

mother
Mother Nature

the force that controls the natural world
• Look at those trees blown down in the
storm. Just shows you what Mother
Nature can do when shegets angry.

a mother lode of sth American
a large collection of a particular type of
thing. His collectionof lettersand papers
is a mother lodeof information for writers
and journalists. .

the mother of all sth informal ~~
an extreme example of something
• Mike's suffering from the mother of all
hangovers after theparty last night.

at your mother's knee
if you learned to do something at your
mother's knee, you learned it when you



were a young child • I learned to sew at
my mother's knee.

Shall I be mother? British & Australian,
humorous
something that you say in order to ask
whether you should serve food or drink
to someone. Herecomes the tea. Shall I be
mother?

moths "
like moths to a flame literary K

if people gather round someone like
moths to a flame, they try to be near
someone who seems very attractive or
very interesting tb Moths are small
flying insects that are attracted to bright
light. • I never understood why people
flocked around him like moths to aflame.

motion
put/set sth in motion X

if you set something in motion, youstart
it happening. The government have set in
motion plans to reform thejustice system.

motions ,/
go through the motions"-

to do something because you are
expected to do it and not because you
want to • (often in continuous tenses)
These days when we go out, cook a meal
together or even make love,I get thefeeling
that he'sjust going through the motions.

motjuste
the mot juste formal II

the wordor phrase that exactly describes
what you want to say. I'm searching for
the mot juste to describe him. Unusual, I
think, is the best way of saying it.

mould

Maid is the American spelling of
mould.

be cast in the same mould K
if twopeopleare cast in the same mould,
they have the same type of character
• Jack is cast in the same mould as his
father - intelligent, kind, but stubborn.
OPPOSITE be cast in a different mould
• She's cast in a very different mold from.
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her sister. You'd never know they were
from the samefamily;

break the mould If<
to do something differently, after it has
been done in the same wayfor a longtime
• She broke the mould by insisting on
becoming a doctor instead of a nurse.
• (often+ of) A new TV show is about to be
launched which aims to break the mold of
the usual daytime programs.

They broke the mould when they made
sb/sth.
something that you say which means
someone or something is very special
and that there is not another person or
thing like them • They broke the mold
when they made Elvis. There's never been
a star to match him.

mountain
a mountain to climb British & Australian

something that is very difficult to do
• After a bad start to the season, the team
has a mountain to climb if they want to
win the league.

make a mountain out of a molehill
to make a slight difficulty seem like a
serious problem. (usually in continuous
tenses) You're making a mountain out of
a molehill. You wrote one bad essay - it
doesn't mean you're going to fail your
degree.

mountains
move mountains
1 if someone or someone's beliefs or

feelings can move mountains, they can
achieve something that is very difficult
• If faith can move mountains, we'll win
the Cup.

2 if you would move mountains for
someone, they are so important to you
that you would do anything to please
them. He'd move mountains for her but
she treats him like dirt.

mouth
a mouth to feed

someone,especially a new-born baby for
whomyoumust provide food>With three
small children and hardly any money, the



mouths

last thing they needed was another
mouth tofeed.

be all mouth British, American &
Australian, informal

be all mouth and (no) trousers British,
informal
if someone is all mouth, they talk a lot
about doing something but they never do
it • She says she'll complain to the
manager but I think she's all mouth.
• You're all mouth and no trousers. Why
don't you just go over there and ask her
out?

be down in the mouth informal
to be sad • Jake looks a bit down in the
mouth. Shall we try to find out what's
wrong?

keep your mouth shut informal X_
to keep something secret. You can trust
Sarah - she knows how to keep her mouth
shut .• (sometimes + about) Doyou think
I should keep my mouth shut about seeing
Jim with another woman?

make sb's mouth water
if the smell or the sight of food makes
your mouth water, it makes you want to
eat it • The smell of fish and chips made
my mouth water.
mouth-watering. The restaurant had a
selection of mouth-watering desserts.

melt in thelyour mouth
if food melts in your mouth, it is soft and
tastes very pleasant • This sponge cake
just melts inyour mouth.

run off at the mouth American, informal
to talk a lot without saying anything
important. He'sjust another one of these
politicians who run off at the mouth.

shoot your mouth off very informal
to talk too much, especially about
something you should not talk about
• (often + about) Don't go shooting your
mouth off about how much money you're
earning.

Wash your mouth out! old-fashioned
something that you say to someone who
is younger than you when you are angry
with them for swearing • Wash your
mouth out, young lady. There's no callfor
language like that!
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mouths
Out of the mouths of babes (and

sucklings). literary
something that you say when a small
child says something that surprises you
because it shows an adult's wisdom and
understanding of a situation • I was so
stunned that a child of six could be so
adult in her perceptions. Out of the
mouths of babes...

movable
a movable feast

something that happens often but at
different times so that you are not certain
when it will next happen • They usually
have a party at somepoint in the summer
but it's something of a mooablefeast.

move
move the goalposts British, American &

Australian
move the goal American

to change the rules in a situation in a way
that is not fair, usually in order to make it
more difficult for someone to achieve
something • My boss is never satisfied.
Whenever I think I've done what he wants,
he moves the goalposts.

make a move
1 to do something in order to achieve a

particular result. Who will make thefirst
move towards resolving the dispute?
• (often + to do sth) There wereplenty of
witnesses to the attack, but nobody made a
move to stop it.

2 to leave a place> It's getting late <perhaps
weought to make a move.

make a move on sb informal
to try to start a romantic or sexual
relationship with someone • As soon as
Ellen left the room, her boyfriend made a
move on me.

movers
the movers and shakers

people who have a lot of power and
influence • This play has attracted the



attention of the Broadway movers and
shakers.

moving
the moving spirit literary

someone who starts an important
organization or course of action. (often
+ behind) Born in Nkroful, Ghana, he
was the moving spirit behind the Charter
of African States.

Mr
Mr Big informal

the most important man in a group of
people, especially a group involved in
criminal activities. Police have arrested
a man they believe is the Mr Big of
Brighton's drug scene.

Mr Right
a man who wouldbe the perfect husband
for a particular woman because he has
all the qualities that she wants' I'm sure
she'll settle down with a nice man one day
soon. She just hasn't found Mr Right yet.

No more Mr Nice Guy.
something that you say when you have
decided to behave in a less pleasant way
• l'm fed up with people taking advantage
of me. From now on, it's no more Mr Nice
Guy.

much
be much of a muchness informal

to be very similar. Pop music these days
is all mucn of a muchness as far as I'm
concerned.

not be up to much British &Australian X
to not be of a very high quality. It's a
very beautiful-looking town but the
shopping's not up to much.

muck
treat sb like muck informal

to treat someone without respect or
kindness • Mick treats his girlfriend like
muck, but she's crazy about him.

Where there's muck. there's brass.
British
something that you saywhich means you
can make a lot of money from work that
most people do not want to do because
they think it is dirty or unpleasant
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• Decorating's a messy job, but where
there's muck, there's brass.

muck-raking
muck-raking informal

the activity of trying to discover
unpleasant information about people so
that you can tell the public> These reports
are nothing but muck-raking -journalists
should not be allowed to investigate
ministers' private business dealings.

mud
Mud sticks. British &Australian

something that you say which means it is
difficult to make people change their bad
opinion of someone • The court cleared
him of fraud, but mud sticks.

Here's mud in your eye! old-fashioned
something that you say in order to wish
success or happiness to someone who is
drinking with you' Well, here's mud in
your eye! I hopeyou'll both be very happy
together.

sling/throw mud at sb
if someoneslings mud at another person,
they try to make other peoplehave a low
opinion of them by saying unpleasant
things about them • Companies should
think carefully before slinging mud at
someone who may respond with a libel
action costing millions of dollars.
mud-slinging. I leftHollywood becauseI
uiasfed up with all the mud-slinging that
goeson there.

mug
a mug's game British, informal

an activity that will not make you happy
or successful {!::J A mug is a person who
is easily deceived. • Working for a big
company is a mug's game - if you want to
make money you need to start your own
business.

multitude
cover/hide a multitude of sins humorous

if something hides a multitude of sins, it
prevents people from seeing or
discovering something bad' Big sweaters
are warm and practical and they hide a
multitude of sins.



mum

mum
Mum's the word. informal

something that you say which means
something should be kept secret. I think
I'm pregnant, but mum's the word until I
knouifor sure.

mumbo
mumbo jumbo X

speech or writing that is nonsense or
very complicated and cannot be
understood • There's so much legal
mumbo jumbo in thesedocuments that it's
hard to make sense of them.

munchies
get the munchies informal X

to feel a bit hungry' Do you ever get the
munchies late at night and find there's
absolutely nothing in the house you want
to eat?

murder
get away with murder informal

to be allowed to do things that other
people would be punished or criticized
for' Dave gets away with murder because
he's so charming.

I could murder sth. British, informal
something that you say when you want a
particular kind of food or drink very
much • I'm starving. I could murder a
curry.

scream blue murder British, American &
Australian, informal

scream bloody murder American &
Australian, informal
to shout or to complain very loudly
• Readers screamed blue murder when the
price of their daily paper went up.
• Someone took the child's icecream away
and he started screaming bloody murder.

murmur ;'
without a murmur X

if you do something without a murmur,
you do it without complaining • Louise
was so tired that she went to bed without a
murmur for once.

Murphy
Murphy's law humorous

the way in which plans always fail and
bad things always happen where there is
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any possibility of them doing so • I'm a
great believer in Murphy's law - what can
go wrong will go wrong.

muscle
not move a muscle )<

to stay completely still' She sat without
moving a muscle as the nurse injected the
anaesthetic.

muscles
Xflex your muscles "-

if a person or an organization flexes
their muscles, they take some action to
let people know how powerful they are
• The latest bomb scare was just the
terrorists flexing their muscles - showing
us they haven't gone away.

music
be music to sb's ears

if something you hear is music to your
ears, it makes you very happy' The news
of his resignation was music to my ears.

face the music
to accept criticism or punishment for
something that you have done. When the
missing money was noticed, he chose to
disappear rather than face the music.

muster
passmuster

to be of an acceptable standard for a
particular purpose' Well,how dld I do in
the test?DoI pass muster?

mutton
mutton dressed (up) as lamb British,

informal
an offensive way of saying that a woman
is dressed in a style that is more suitable
for a much younger woman • Do you
think this skirt is tooshort?I don't want to
look like mutton dressed as lamb.

mutual
a mutual admiration society humorous

a situation in which two people express a
lot of admiration for each other • 'You
haven't aged at all. ' 'Neither have you and
look how slim you are!' 'Hey,you two, why
don't you form a mutual admiration
society!'



nail
another/the final nail in the coffin X

an event which causes the failure of
something that had already started to fail
• (usually + of) I think that argument was
the final nail in the coffin of our
friendship.

on the nail British &Australian
if you pay an amount of money on the
nail, you pay all of it immediately • He
always paid cash, on the nail.

nail-biting
nail-biting

a nail-biting event or period of time
makes you feel very nervous, usually
because you are waiting for something
important to happen • (always before
noun) The teams were very evenly
matched and played a closegame right up
to the nail-biting finish.

name
sb's name is mud informal

if someone's name is mud, other people
are angry with that person because of
something they have done or said » Well
he'd better turn up tonight or his name
will bemud.

you name it x::
something that you say which means
anything you say or choose • I've tried
just about every diet there is going, you
name it and I've done it.• What would you
like? Gin, vodka, lager,wine? You name it,
we've got it.
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a name to conjure with
1 a very important and famous name

• There are some names to conjure with on
the programme - Poland's Polanski and
India's Satyajit Ray to name but two.

2 an interesting or strange name. Arnold
Spunkmeyer - now that's a name to
conjure with!

the name of the game X
the most important part of an activity, or
the quality that you most need for that
activity • You have to know the right
people in acting. That's the name of the
game.

clear sb's name
to prove that someone is not guilty of
something • He was convicted of drug-
smuggling four years ago and has been
trying to clear his name ever since.

drag sb's name through the mire/mud
to tell people about something bad that
someone has done so that people will
have a bad opinion of them • Her name
was dragged through the mud after she
admitted offering money in return for
votes.

have sb's name on it informal
if something has your name on it, it is the
type of thing that you like very much and
so you have to buy, eat, or drink it • Come
on, Paul, there's one piece of chocolate
cake left and it's got your name on it.

have sb's name written all over it
informal
if a.job has someone's name written all
over it, they have all the qualifications
that are needed for that job • You've got to
apply for this job. It's got your name
written all over it.

have/see your name in lights informal
to be famous for your work in film,
theatre, music etc .• She accepted thefew
badly-paid roles she was offered and
continued to dream of seeing her name in
lights.

I can't put a name to herlhim.
something that you say when you cannot
remember someone's name • I can
picture his face exactly but I can't put a
name to him.



names

in all but name
if a situation exists in all but name, it
exists although it is not officially
described that way e They'd been living
together for over ten years. It was a
marriage in all but name.

in name only
if something exists in name only, it is
officially described in a particular way,
although that description is not really
true • Two-thirds of the population are
Catholic, though many are so in name only.

in the name of sth
if bad things are done in the name of
something, they are done in order to help
that thing succeed • When you think
about the atrocities that have been
committed in the name of religion, you
start to wonder what it's all about.

make a name for yourself
make your name

to becomefamous or respected by a lot of
people· It was with his third novel, 'The
Darkest Hours', that he made a name for
himself.

take sb's name in vain humorous
to say someone'sname when they are not
there, usually when you are criticizing
them • Did I hear someone taking my
name in vain?

names <»
call sb names /\.

to use impolite or unpleasant words to
describe someone s I was afraid that if I
wore glasses to school, the other kids
would call me names.• It's agood thing he
didn't hear me earlier - I was calling him
all the names under the sun. (= using a
lot of impolite words to describe him)
name-calling • If you think about all
that name-calling that goes on in school
playgrounds, kids can bevery cruel.

name names ><
to tell people who is involved in a secret
or illegal activity. He wouldn't name
names but has promised that the
accusations will betuus investigated.

narrow
a narrow escape

a situation in which you were lucky
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because you just managed to avoid
danger or trouble. He only just got out of
the vehicle before the whole thing blew up.
It was a narrow escape.

nasty
be a nasty piece of work British &

Australian, informal
to be a very unpleasant person. He's a
nasty piece of work, is CarloI'd avoid him
if I wereyOU.

native
go native humorous

if you say that someone living in a
foreign country has gone native, you
mean that they have lost some of their
own character because they have started
to behave like the people in that country
• After a month in Egypt he went native,
swapping his linen suit for a pair of wide
trousers and a loosetunic.

natural-born
natural-born informal

having the qualities and abilities which
you need in order to be good at doing a
particular thing. (always before noun)
Carl was a natural-born salesman, and
quickly expanded the company's world-
wide sales.

nature
be (in) the nature of the beast

if something unpleasant is in the nature
of the beast, it cannot be avoidedbecause
it is part of the character of something
• Relationships always involve some
degree of dependence. It's in the nature of
the beast.

let nature take its course
to allow someone or something to live or
die naturally • By this stage, her illness
was so severe that the doctors agreed to let
nature take its course rather than prolong
her suffering. • We plant the seeds in
springtime and thenjust letnature take its
course.

navel
gaze at/contemplate your navel

humorous
to spend too much time thinking about
yourself and your own problems



t!::J Your navel is the small round piece of
skin in the middle of your stomach .• I
read his novel and thought, the man's
obviously spent far too long
contemplating his own navel.
navel-gazing • He's a man of action and
navel-gazing has never been his style.

near
anearmiss X

a situation in which an accident or
unpleasant situation almost happened
and was only just avoided. I managed to
brake just in time but it was a near miss.

be near the knuckle British, informal
if a joke or a remark is near the knuckle,
it is about sex in a way that some people
find offensive. Some of his jokes were a
bit near the knuckle and, unfortunately, I
was watching the show with my parents.

so near and yet 50 far
something that you say which means that
you have almost achieved something but
that what you still have to do in order to
achieve it is very difficult or impossible
• I've only got the last chapter to write but
it's taking forever. So near, yet so
agonisingly far.

nearest
your nearest and dearest humorous

your family s When people are stressed at
work, they tend to go home and take it out
on their nearest and dearest.

nearly
nearly fall off your chair

to be very surprised about something
• When my mother told me she was getting
remarried I nearly fell off my chair.

necessary
a necessaryevil )(

something that you do not like but which
you know must exist or happen • He
considers taxes a necessary evil.

necessity
Necessity isthe mother of invention.

something that you say which means that
if you want to do something very much
you will think of a way to do it • We can't
afford expensive paper to paint on so we
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use old envelopes and newspaper. They do
say necessity is the mother of invention.

neck
neck and neck K

if two people who are competing are neck
and neck, they are very close and either
of them could win. (often + with) Recent
polls show the Republicans almost neck
and neck with the Democratic Party.

neck of the woods informal ><.
area of the country. I'm surprised to see
you in this neck of the woods. What brings
you here? There's no scenery like this in
your neck of the woods, ts there?

be up to your neck in sth
1 to be very busy. Right now I'm up to my

neck in work.
2 to be in a difficult or unpleasant situation

• He's paid practically nothing and he's up
to his neck in debt.

get it in the neck British &Australian,
informal
to be punished or criticized for
something that you have done » It always
seems to be the chairman of these football
clubs who gets it in the neck when the team
does badly.

I'll wring your neck! informal
something that you say when you are
very angry with someone. I'll wring his
neck if he does it again .• I could wring his
neck, Ifeel so annoyed with him.

put your neck on the line X
to do something that you know might fail
and spoil other people's opinion of you or
cause you to lose money. There's a lot of
money at stake here and none of the
directors wants to put his neck on the line.
• No one wants to put their neck on the line
and predict an outcome.

risk your neck
to do something very dangerous. I'm not
going to risk my neck climbing over a
twenty-foot wall!



need
save sb's neck

to prevent something bad from
happening to someone. You really saved
my neck. I'd have been in so much trouble
if you'd told him the truth.

stick your neck out
to give an opinion which other people
may not like or which other people are
frightened to give. I'm going to stick my
neck out and predict a Republican victory.
• He's never been afraid of sticking his
neck out.

need
I don't need this! informal

something that you say when you are
annoyed because something is causing
you a lot of trouble. And the next thing
that happens is the printer stops working
and I'm thinking, I don't need this!

That's all you need!
something that you say to show your
anger when something happens which
will cause you problems when you
already have other problems > A train
strike. That's all I need! • Her son was
arrested yesterday?PoorBrenda, that's all
she needs at the moment!

needle
be like looking for a needle in a

haystack
to be difficult or impossible to fmd • I
don't know how youfind anything in your
desk, Polly. It's like lookingfor a needle in
a haystack.

needs
needs must

something that yousaywhichmeans that
you will do something only because it is
necessary. I really don't feel like cooking
for all thesepeople tonight but needs must.

Who needs it/them? informal
somethingthat yousaywhich means that
you think something causes trouble
• Stress, who needs it? • Men, who needs
them anyway?

neither
neither here nor there

if a fact is neither here nor there, it is not
important • Whether they go or not is
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neither here nor there as far as I'm
concerned.

be neither one thing nor the other
if you say that something is neither one
thing nor the other, you think it is bad
because it is a mixture of two different
things that donot combine well together
• Iprefer a book to beeitherfact orFzction-
this one's neither one thing nor the other.

nelly
Not on your nelly! British &Australian,

old-fashioned
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you will not do something
• 'Perhaps you could take Phil with you to
theparty. "Notonyour nelly!'

nerve
hitltouch a (raw) nerve /'>(

to upset someone by talking about a
particular subject. I think I hit a nerve
with my comments about divorce. • She
suddenly looked distressed and I knew I'd
touched a raw nerve.

strain every nerve
to try extremely hard to do something s I
was straining every nerve to catch what
they were saying but they weresitting just
a bit toofar awayfrom me.

nerves ),/
nerves of steel/'''-

if someone has nerves of steel, they are
very brave. You'd have to have nerves of
steel toplay infront of a crowd this size.

a battlelwar of nerves
a situation in which two competing
groups of people try to defeat each other
by frightening and threatening each
other without taking action • This has
becomea battle of nerves with neither side
seeming willing to back down.

be a bundle of nerves British, American
&Australian, informal

be a bag of nerves British, informal
to be very nervous. Youshould have seen
me before the interview. I was a bundle of
nerves.



live on your nerves British &Australian
to always be very anxious. She doesn't
sleep or eat well. I get the feeling she's
really living on her nerves.

nest
a nest egg ..:X·

an amount of money that youhave saved
• Regular investment of small amounts of
money is an excellent way of building a
nest egg.

flyfleave the nest
to leave your parents' home for the first
time in order to live somewhere else
• Once the kids have all flown the nest we
might sell this house and move somewhere
smaller.

net
cast your net wide/wider X

to think about a large number of things
or people when choosing the thing or
person that you want. If we don't get
many interesting candidates this time
round we may have to cast our net a little
wider.

slip through the net >e::-
to not be caught or dealt with by the
system that shouldbe catching or dealing
with you • The system is failing and
mental patients who badly need help are
still slipping through the net. • Innocent
people have been falsely convicted while
the guilty ones may be slipping through
the net.

nettle
grasp the nettle British &Australian X

to take action immediately in order to
deal with an unpleasant situation Ib A
nettle is a plant which can sting if you
touch it.• I've been putting off tackling
the problem for too long and I think it's
time tograsp the nettle.

never 1/
Never say die.

something that yousaywhichmeans that
you should not accept that you have
failed while there is still a chance that
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youmay succeed. There are still a couple
of job agencies that you haven't tried.
Never say die.

never-never
a never-never land "

an imaginary place where everything is
perfect in a way that it is not in the real
world> Thefilm. is set in apre-war English
never-never land of rosesand sunny days.

on the never-never British, humorous
if youbuy something on the never-never,
you pay for it in regular, small amounts
over a period of time. Buy something on
the never-never and you end up paying
twice as much.

new
new blood

new people in an organization who will
provide new ideas and energy. It's time
we injected some new blood into this
organization.

a new broom
a new leader of an organization who
makes a lot of changes and
improvements » There was a feeling that
White had been in charge long enough and
that what was needed was a new broom.

a New Man British & Australian
a man who shows his belief in the
equality of the sexes by helping his
partner with the care of the children and
by sharing the workthat needs to be done
in the house. I betyou Chris does at least
half of the cooking and the housework.
He's very much a New Man.

the new kid on the block American &
Australian, informal
someone who is new in a place or
organization and has many things to
learn about it • Realizing I was the new
kid on the block in this job, I was
determined toprove myself.

be new to the game ><'
to lack any experience of a particular
activity. I'd never interviewed anyone on
television before. I was new to the game
and neededall the advice I could get.

break new ground
1 to do something that is different to

anything that has been done before



news

• We'rebreaking new ground in television
comedy. You'll never have seen anything
like this before.
ground-breaking' (alwaysbeforenoun)
It was with her ground-breaking, all-
women production of Hamlet that she
really established herself.

2 to discover new information about a
subject • So are scientists breaking new
ground in their quest to discover what
causes the disease?
ground-breaking' (alwaysbeforenoun)
Thts company has produced some ground-
breaking research.

give sba new lease of life British &
Australian

give sba new lease on life American
if something gives someone a new lease
of life, it makes them happy or healthy
and givesthem new energy after a period
of illness or sadness' The operation was
such a success - it really has given her a
new leaseof life.

give sth a new lease of life X
to improve something that was oldor old-
fashioned so that it worksbetter or looks
better' I've had that blue sofa re-covered
and it's really given it a new leaseof life.

That's a new one on mp.!informal
something that you say when someone
has just told you about a surprising fact
or idea that you have never heard before
• And you eat cheese and peanut butter
together?That's a new one on me!

turn over a new leaf
to start behaving in a better way
• Apparently, he's turned over a new leaf
and he's not drinking any more.

news
No news is good news.

something that you say when you have
not spoken to someone or heard any
information about them and you are
hoping that this is because nothing bad
has happened to them' I haven't heard
from Johnny for over a week now but I
suppose no news isgood news.

That's news to me.
something that you say to someonewhen
they have just told you a piece of
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information that surprises you' And he
told you he did a lot of cooking, did he?
Well,that's news to me.

nice
Nice one! British &Australian, informal

something that you say when you have
just heard that someone has done
something which you think is good
• 'Graham's brought some champagne
along to mark the occasion.' 'Oh, nice one,
Graham!'

Nice work if you can get it!
something that you say when you are
talking about a way of earning money
easily that you would do if you had the
opportunity • Top soap opera stars are
paid around £2,000an episode. Nice work
if you can get it!

a nice little earner British &Australian,
informal X
something such as a job or a business
that allows you to earn a lot of money
• That waitressing job's a nice little
earner.

be as nice as pie informal
if someone is nice as pie, they are
friendly to you when you are expecting
them not to be • I came in this morning
expecting him to befurious with me and he
was niceaspie.

nick /
in the nick of time X

at the last possible moment tb A nick is
a mark on a stick which was used in the
past to measure time.• Wegot there just
in the nick of time. A minute later and
she'd have left.

nickel
nickel-and-dime American, informal ~

very ordinary and not important
tb Nickels and dimes are American
coins which are very low in value.
• (always before noun) We drove along
past deserted gas stations and nickel-and-
dime diners.

nickel and dime sb American, informal
to charge someone small amounts of
money for something, often as an extra
payment • I hate being nickeled and



dimed by hotels for local telephone calls-
they already charge you so much for the
room.

night ,
a night owl /<....

someone who often goes to bed late
because they prefer to do things at night
• A night owlfrom his youth, he is rarely
in bed before40 'clock.

nine
nine times out of ten >(

almost always • Nine times out of ten
when you're dreading an occasion it turns
out to beperfectly all right.

go the whole nine yardsAmerican,
informal
to continue doing something dangerous
or difficult until it is fmished • The
weather was terrible but I wanted togo the
whole nine yards and get to the top of the
mountain.

the whole nine yardsAmerican, informal
the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it
• When I eat Mexican food, I like to have
fajitas, bean dip, guacamole - the whole
nine yards.

ninepins
go downlfalllike ninepins British, old-

fashioned
to be injured, or to fail in large numbers
ID Ninepins is a game in which you try
to make bottle-shaped objects fall by
rolling a ball at them. • (usually in
continuous tenses) I've never seen so
many players injured. They were going
down like ninepins.

nip
a nip in the air

if there is a nip in the air, the air is cold
• There's quite a nip in the air. I think
you'll needyour jacket on.

a nip and (a) tuck
1 American a medical operation to improve

the appearance of your face • I don't
think you could look like that at her age
without a little nip and tuck.
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2 American small changes or reductions
made in order to improve something. A
nip and a tuck in their household budget
would give them the extra money they
need.

be nip and tuck American, informal
if two people who are competing are nip
and tuck, they have almost the same
number of points and either of them
couldwin. There's no saying who 'sgoing
to win this game. It's been nip and tuck all
the way.

nitty-gritty
the nitty-gritty x:

the most basic and important facts of
something. Wedidn't actually get down
to the nitty-gritty (= start to talk about
the most important facts) until half way
through the meeting.

no
no diceAmerican & Australian, informal
no soapAmerican

something that you say in order to refuse
a request or to make clear that something
is not possible • 'Can you lend me ten
dollars?' 'Sorry, no dice - I don't have any
money with me.' • We were looking for a
house to rent on. the island but it was no
soap.

no end informal
very much. Jack's visit cheeredme up no
end.
no end of sth informal a lot of
something • We've had no end of
problems with the washing machine.

No fear! British &Australian, informal
something that you say in order to
emphasize that you do not want to do
something. 'So are you coming camping
with us this weekend?' 'No fear! I hate
camping!'

no go informal
something that you say when something
is not goingto happen. Weweresupposed
to be going to Ann's for the weekend but
it's no go becauseof the weather.

no matter slightly formal
something that you saywhich means that
a problem is not important. It's raining,



nobody

but no matter;I'll take the dogfor a walk
anyway.

no messing British, informal
something that you say which means you
have done something in a very complete
way· 'I ordereda glass of white wine but I
seeIan's brought a whole bottle.' 'Yeah, no
messing.'

No sweat! informal
something that you saywhich means that
you can do something easily • 'Do you
think you'll be able to manage all those
boxesyourself?' 'Yeah, no sweat!'

2 informal something that you say when
someone says something. that is very
surprising • 'Hey, I saw Ellie out with
Andrew last night.' 'No way!'

and no messing British, informal
without any difficulties • She did the
entire job in under an hour and no
messing.

be no picnic X
if a situation or activity is no picnic, it is
unpleasant or difficult. Bringing upfour
children onyour own is nopicnic, I can tell
you.

in next to no time informal
in no time (at all) informal 'X.

if something happens or is done in no
time, it happens or is done extremely
quickly- It's only another mile or so. We'll
be there in next to no time.• He had the
food ready in no time.

not take no for an answer
if someonewill not take no for an answer,
they continue asking for something
although their request has already been
refused • I've told her again and again
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that you're too busy to see her; but she
won't take nofor an answer.

nobody
like nobody's business informal

very quickly or very well- Weget through
butter in our house like nobody's business.
• She cooks like nobody's business. (= she
cooksvery well)

nod
A nod's as good as a wink. British &

Australian, humorous
something that you say when you have
understood what was meant by
something although it was not expressed
in a direct way • I know when I'm not
wanted, sodon't try to say anything more-
a nod's asgood as a wink.

A nod is a movement of the head
which shows you want to say 'yes'. It is
used in the following phrases
connected with agreeing to something.

give sbthe nod British &Australian,
informal )(
to give someone permission to do
something • We're just waiting for the
council to give us the nod then we'll start
building. X·
get the nod British & Australian,
informal to get permission to do
something. It remains to be seen which
scheme will get the nod.

on the nod British &Australian, informal
if a suggestion is agreed to on the nod, it
is accepted without discussion • The
Stock Exchange clearly hopes these
proposals will go through on the nod.

noise
make a noise about sth

to complain a lot about something • If
you don't make a noise about things,
nothing gets changed.

noises
make noises .>,

to talk about something that you might
do, but not in a detailed or certain way
• She's been making noises about going
back to college.



no-no
beano-no x:

if something that someone does is a no-
no, peopledo not think it is an acceptable
way of behaving' Spanking children is a
no-no these days.

non sequitur
a non sequitur

a statement which does not seem to be
connected with what has just been said
• 'Have you arranged for us to visit
Eileen?' I asked. 'But I thought you were
coming by train', said Gwen, in what
seemed a complete non sequitur.

nook
every nook and cranny K

every part of a place' This house is where
I grew up. I know every nook and cranny
of it.
nooks and crannies. I dusted the living
room really thoroughly, making sure I got
into all the nooks and crannies.

nose
nose to tail British

if cars that are moving are nose to tail,
they are very close to each other, one
behind the other' Traffic is nose to tail on
the east-bound section of the M62.

byanose ><
if a person or animal wins a race or
competition by a nose, they win it by only
very little • My horse won but only by a
nose. Infact, it was a very exciting finish.

cut off your nose to spite your face
to do something because you are angry,
even if it will cause trouble for you' 'The
next time he treats me like that, I'm just
going to quit my job. ' 'Isn't that a bit like
cutting off your nose tospite your face?'

follow your nose ?<c
1 to make decisions by-thinking of how

you feel about someone or something
instead of finding out information about
them' As far as recruitment is concerned,
Ltend tofolloui my nose.Imeet someonefor
an informal interview and see if I like
them.

2 informal if someone tells you to follow
your nose when they are explaining how
to go to a place, they are telling you to
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continue in the same direction' Take the
first on your right andfollow your nose.

have your nose in a book
to be reading' My daughter reads all the
time. She's always got her nose in a book.

have a nose (round) British &Australian,
informal
to look around a place' He left the room
for a few minutes so I thought I'd have a
nose round.

have a nose for sth informal x:.
to be good at fmding a particular kind of
thing • Like any good newspaper
journalist, she has a nosefor a good story.
• He's always finding things in the sales.
Heseems to have a nosefor a bargain.

keep your nose clean
to avoid getting into trouble or doing
anything illegal • I'd only been out of
prison three months soI was trying to keep
my noseclean.

keep your nose out of sth informal
to not become involved in other people's
activities or relationships' What goes on
between me and Pete is none of her
business so she can keep her big noseout of
it!

keep your nose to the grindstone
to continue to work very hard, without
stopping • I've only got six weeks before
my exams start so I'm trying to keep my
nose to the grindstone.

lead sb by the nose X
to control someone and make them do
exactly what you want them to do
;b Cows are often led by a ring which
has been put through their nose.
• (usually passive) They simply didn't
know what they weredoing and they were
led by the nose by a manipulative
government.

look down your nose at sth/sb informal
to think that someone is less important
than you or that something is not good



no-show

enough for you • I always felt that she
looked down her nose at us because we
spoke with strong accents and hadn't been
to college.

on the nose mainly American
exactly right, often an exact amount of
money or time • We arrived at three
o 'clock on the nose .• Her description of the
play really hit it on the nose.

pay through the nose informal
to pay too much for something. (usually
+ for) If you want a decent wine in a
restaurant, you have to pay through the
nosefor it.

powder your nose humorous
if a woman says she is going to powder
her nose, she means she is going to go to
the toilet • Well, if you'll excuse me a
moment, I'm going to powder my nose.

put sb's noseout of joint informal
to upset or annoy someone • Martin
refused to let her chair the meeting which
rather put her nose out of joint.

rub sb's nose in it informal
rub sb's nose in the dirt informal

to say or do something which makes
someone remember that they have failed
• I didn't tell him I'd started another
relationship. I didn't want to rub his nose
in it.

thumb your nose at sth/sb
to show that you do not respect rules,
laws,or powerful peopleor organizations
• The actor, in a further attempt to thumb
his nose at Hollywood, declined to accept
the award.

under sb's nose
if something bad happens under your
nose, it happens very closeto you but you
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do not notice it • I'm amazed that it was
going on right under his nose all that
while and he didn't realize.

with your nose in the air
behaving as if you think you are better
than other people and do not want to
speak to them. I quite often see him in the
street and he always walks past with his
nose in the air.
have your nose in the air. Every inch
the aristocrat, he always has his nose in
the air.

no-show
a no-show

someone who does not arrive at a place
where they are expected. The disgraced
Senator was a no-show at both events.

2 the action of not arriving somewhere
where you are expected. The concert was
called off because of a no-show by the
band.

nosy
a nosy/noseyparker British &Australian,

informal )(
someone who is too interested in finding
out information about other people> Tell
him to mind his own business, the nosy
parker!

not
be not on

if you say that behaving in a particular
way is not on, you mean that it is not
right and people should not do it • I've
told her that bringing crowds of friends
home every evening isn't on .• It's not on to
expect other people to clear up your mess.

notes
compare notes

if two people compare notes, they tell
each other what they think about
something that they have both done
• We'd had the same boyfriend at different
times in our life so it was quite interesting
to compare notes.

nothing
nothing daunted British &Australian,

formal
if you continue to do something, nothing
daunted, you are not worried about



problems youhave with it • I've had three
letters of refusal but, nothing daunted,
I'm writing afourtli application.

Nothing doing. informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you refuse to do something
• 'Will you take us, then?' 'I've told you,
nothing doing. '

Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
something that yousay which means that
it is necessary to take risks in order to
achieve something • We tried to make
television programmes that were new and
different, and we weren't always
successful, but nothing ventured, nothing
gained.

be nothing short of [astonishingl
miraculous etc.]
to be totally astonishing, miraculous, etc.
• His achievements as a political reformer
have been nothing short of miraculous.

here goes nothing American &
Australian, informal
something that you sayjust beforeyou do
something that you think will not be
successful. Well, heregoes nothing -let's
see if [can pass the driving test.

like nothing on earth ,),z-
very strange • I don't know what
instruments they play but it sounds like
nothing on earth.

stop at nothing
to be willing to do anything in order to
achieve something, even if it is
dangerous or harms other people. (often
+ to do sth) She's one of those people who
sets herself a goal and then she'll stop at
nothing toachieve it.

There's nothing to it. informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that something is very easy to
do • 'I heard rollerblading was really
difficult.' 'Nah, there's nothing to it.'

think nothing of doing sth
if you think nothing of doing something
that other people find difficult, you do it
very easily • He's so fit. He'd think
nothing of running ten miles before
breakfast.
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notice
make sbsit up and take notice

to make someone suddenly notice
something and become interested in it
• (often + of) That was the record that
made me sit up and take notice of Neil
Hannon.

nouveau riche
the nouveau riche ~

people who have become rich recently
and whobuy expensive things in order to
show people how much money they have
• He is one of the country's nouveau riche
who have made fortunes in shipping,
hotels, and real estate.
nouveau riche • She refused to live in
Beverly Hills which she consideredfar too
nouveau riche.

now
It's now or never. X-

something that you saywhich means that
you must do something immediately
because you will not get another
opportunity • As she was leaving I
thought, it's now or never. So I just went
up to her and asked her out.

nth
to the nth degree »:

as much or as far as possible. What [find
is that you can follow instructions to the
nth degreeand still get it wrong.

number
sb's number is up informal

if someone's number is up, they are
going to die or to suffer > This car came
hurtling towards me and I thought my
number was up.

number one informal
the most important person, especially
when you think this is yourself and you
do not care about anyone else • Half of
me thinks I should just look out for
number one and not give a damn about
anyone else.

a number cruncher humorous
1 someone whose job is to work with

numbers and mathematics s She may not



numbers

look like a number cruncher but she's with
a bigfirm of accountants.
number crunching' She's useless with
figures - it's her assistant who does all the
number crunchingfor her.

2 a computer that is able to solve
complicated problems of mathematics
• The television broadcasters will use their
number crunchers on election night to try
andforecast the result.

do a number on sb
to treat someone very badly or unfairly
• I'm not surprised Caroline doesn't like
him. He really did a number on her at
work.

have sb's number informal
to know that someone is trying to do
something bad and therefore be able to
deal with them • I'm not worried about
Taylor: I've got his number and I know
what to expect.

numbers
a numbers game

the use of numbers to represent facts in
an argument, especially when it makes
people believe things that are not true
• It's just a numbers game and everyone
does it. You manipulate the statistics till
they suit your argument.

nut
be off your nut informal

to be crazy' Youcan't do that! Are you off
your nut or what?

do your nut British &Australian, informal
to become extremely angry ·If she has to
walk from the station again she'll do her
nut.
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a hard/tough nut
someone who is difficult to deal with
because they are unpleasant or very
determined to get what they want
• Peopledon't tend to mess with Sue. She's
a tough nut. .

a hard/tough nut to crack .';;<'
a difficult problem to solve' A company
whose product has sold well in the States
may find the European market a tougher
nut to crack.

nuts y
the nuts and bolts " "-

the basic, practical details of a job or
other activity • (often + of) Law school
teaches wonderful theory but it doesn't
teach the nuts and bolts of actually
practising law.

can't do sth for nuts British &Australian,
informal
if someone cannot do something for nuts,
they cannot do it at all • Roger had
prepared a beautiful meal? I thought you
said he couldn't cookfor nuts.

nutshell

nutty
be as nutty as a fruitcake British &

Australian, informal
to be crazy' 'Isn't she slightly strange,your
aunt? 'Oh,she's as nutty as afruitcake.'



I
oaks
GreatlMighty oaks from little acorns

grow.
something that you say in order to
emphasize that a large, successful
organization or plan was very small or
simple when it began • Microsoft, which
is now the biggest independent software
company in the world, uiasfounded in 1975
byjust two men. It goes to show that great
oaksfrom little acorns grow.

oar

oats
get your oats British, very informal

to have sex regularly • (usually in
continuous tenses) Dan seems a lot
happier these days - I think he must be
getting his oats.

occasion
rise to the occasion

to succeed in dealing with a difficult
situation s It's not easy to play your first
match in front of a crowd that size but he
certainly rose to the occasion.

odd ,/
the odd man/one out /" ....

someone or something that is different
fromthe other peopleor things in a group
• She was always the odd one out at school
- she didn't really mix with the other
children. • I felt like the odd man out
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yesterday.Everyone was watchingfootball
except me.

odds
odds and ends British, American &

Australian X
odds and sods British &Australian, .

informal
a group of small objects of different
types which are not very valuable or
important • I eventually found my keys
buried beneath the odds and ends in the
bottom of my bag.

against (all) the odds )('
against all odds ' "

if you do or achieve something against
all the odds,youdoor achieve it although
there were a lot of problems and you
were not likely to succeed • Against all
the odds, she conceived her first child at
the age of 56.• He struggled against the
odds to keep his business going during the
recession.

beatodds X
to disagree. (often + with) She's at odds
with the mayor over cuts in the
department's budget.• (often + over)
They're at odds over the funding for the
project.
put sb at odds with sb • His views on
Europe put him at odds with the rest of the
party.

be at odds with sth
if one statement or description is at odds
with another, it is different when it
should be the same. Blake's version of
events was at odds with the officia! police
report.

pay over the odds British & Australian
to pay more for something than it is
really worth. (often + for) It's a nice
enough car but I'm sure she paid over the
oddsfor it.

off
off the peg British
off the hook American &Australian

if you buy clothes off the peg, you buy
them in a standard size from a shop
rather than having them made specially
for you • if I buy trousers off the peg
they're always too short.



off-chance

off-chance

off·colour
be off-colour British &Australian
be off-col or American &Australian

to not be feeling as well as usual' He had
flu a couple of months ago and he's been a
bit of/colour ever since.

off·colour British &Australian
off-color American & Australian

off-colour jokes or remarks are about sex
in a way that some people find offensive
• Some of his jokes werea little off-colour
and I don't think my grandparents
particularly appreciated them.

off-the-cuff

oil
be no oil painting British &Australian,

humorous
if someone is no oil painting, they are not
attractive' She has an interestingface but
she's no oilpainting.

pour oil on troubled waters
to do or say something in order to make
people stop arguing and become calmer
• She toasfurious with Dauefor forgetting
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her birthday so I tried to pour oil on
troubled waters by offering to take them
both outfor a meal.

old
old hat X

if something is old hat, it is not new or
modern any more • A 24-hour banking
service may seem old hat in the United
States, but it's still innovative in Europe.

Old Nick British & Australian, old-
fashioned, humorous
the Devil (= the enemy of God in the
Christian religion) • In his latest film, he
plays a gambler who sells his soul to Old
Nick in return for winning afortune.

an old chestnut informal
a subject, idea, or joke which has been
discussed or repeated so many times that
it is not interesting or funny any more' I
wondered whether there might, after all,
besome truth in the old chestnut that one's
school days are the happiest of one's life.
• Play allows us to rediscover the child in
ourselves - thot old chestnut .

an old flame
a person who you had a romantic
relationship with in the past « I bumped
into an old flame of yours in Oxford on
Saturday.

an old hand
someone who has done a particular job or
activity for a long time and who can do it
very well. (often + at) She's an old hand
at magazines, having trained on
Cosmopolitan beforeediting Company.

an old maid old-fashioned
an impolite way of referring to a woman
who has never married Ib In the past,
young women who were not married
were called maids. Terrified of
becoming an old maid, she married the
first man who made her an offer.

an old wives' tale
a piece of advice or an idea which a lot of
people believed in the past but which we
now know is wrong' It's an old wives'
tale that drinking alcohol beforeyou go to
bed helps you sleep.



the Old Bill British, informal, old-
fashioned
the police • The Old Bill was round here
yesterday, asking whereyou were.

the old country American & Australian
the country or place where you or your
parents were born but do not now live,
especially Europe s Pounds,francs, lira -
they're all the same to many Americans
touring the old country.

the old guard X
a group of people who have worked in an
organization for a long time and do not
want it to change' She has tried to resist
attempts by the old guard to halt the
reform process.
old-guard • (always before noun) Most
people in the party want to see the old-
guard leadership replaced.

the old school tie
the way in which men who have been to
the same expensive private school help
each other to find good jobs • The old
school tie still has enormous power in
many City companies.

be as old as Methuselah
if someone is as old as Methuselah, they
are very old fb Methuselah was a
character from the Bible who lived until
he was 969.• I was ayoung boy at the time
so to me he looked as old as Methuselah
but he wasprobably only in his sixties.

be as old as the hills
if something is as old as the hills, it has
existed for a very long time • Difficult
relationships between parents and
children are nothing new: theproblem's as
old as the hills.

for old times' sake
if you do something for old times' sake,
you do it in order to remember a happy
time in the past • Do you want to have
lunch together sometime, just for old
times' sake?

of the old school
if someone is of the old school, they have
traditional ideas about how to do
something and they do not accept new
ways of doing it • She was a teacherof the
old school and believed in strict discipline.
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open/reopen old wounds
to make someone remember an
unpleasant event or situation that
happened in the past. For many soldiers
who served in Vietnam, the current
conflict has reopenedold wounds.

You can't teach an old dog new tricks.
something that you say which means it is
difficult to make someone change the
way they do something when they have
been doing it the same way for a long
time' You're never going to ieach your
father at the age of 79 to use a computer:
Youcan't teach an old dog new tricks, you
know.

old-boy
the old-boy network

the way in which men who have been to
the same expensive school or university
help each other to find good jobs • He
admitted the old boy network had once
existed in the company but said that
things had changed now.

oldest
the oldest profession (in the world)

humorous
prostitution (= being paid to have sex) • I
believe she made a living in the oldest
profession in the world.

the oldest trick in the book
a way of tricking someone which is still
effective although it has been used a lot
before' It was the oldest trick in the book-
one man distracted me while another stole
my wallet.

olde-worlde
olde-worlde British & Australian

a place that is olde-worlde looks very old
or has been made to look old in a way that
seems false. It's a sweet little village,full
of olde-toorlde charm. • They own a
dreadful olde-uiorlde tea-shop with fake
wooden beams and laceeverywhere.

olive
hold out/offer an olive branch

to do or say something in order to show
that you want to end a disagreement with
someone fb An olive branch is



omelette

traditionally a symbol of peace.• (often +
to) He held out an olive branch to the
opposition by releasing 42 political
prisoners.
an olive branch • I've invited them
around to dinner by way of an olive
branch.

omelette
You can't make an omelette without

breaking eggs.
something that you say which means it is
difficult to achieve something important
without causing any unpleasant effects
• Twenty jobs will have to be cut if the
company's going to bemade more efficient.
But you can't make an omelette without
breaking eggs.

on
onandoff \/
off and on ~

if something happens on and off during
a long period of time, it happens
sometimes but not regularly or
continuously • (often + for) I've had
toothache on and off for the past three
months .• (often + since) They've been
seeing each other on and off since
Christmas.

be on about informal
if you ask what a person or a piece of
writing is on about, you want to know
what they mean • (always negative or
used in questions) I read her book, but I
couldn't understand what it was on about.
• What are you on about? I've paid you
everything I owed!

be/go on at sb informal
to speak to someone again and again to
complain about their behaviour or to ask
them to do something' (often + to do sth)
She's been on at me toget my hair cut.

once
once and for all X

if you do something once and for all, you
fmish doing it so that it does not have to
be dealt with again • I'm fed up with
arguing about this - let's just settle this
argument onceandtor all.• He claims his
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photographs prove once and for all that
UFOsdo exist.

Once bitten, twice shy.
something that you say which means
when you have had an unpleasant
experience you are much more careful to
avoid similar experiences in the future
• After he left her she refused togo out with
anyone elsefor a long time - once bitten,
twice shy, I suppose.

once in a blue moon
very rarely. My sister lives in Alaska, so I
only get to see her once in a blue moon.• I
don't know why I bought that CD-ROMfor
my computer - I only ever use it once in a
blue moon.

once-over
give sb/sth the once-over informal

to quickly look at someone or examine
something in order to see what they are
like. The security guard gave me the once-
over but didn't bother checking my pass.
• Can you give my essay the once-over
beforeI hand it in?

give sth a once-over informal
to clean something qulckly > (often +
with) I'll just give the carpet a once-over
with the vacuum cleaner beforewego.

one
one and all old-fashioned

everyone' And a very good evening to one
and all.

one for the road
if you have one for the road, you have a
drink, usually an alcoholic drink, before
you start a journey' Comeon, there'sjust
timefor onefor the road.

One good turn deserves another.
something that you say which means if
someone does something to help you, you
should do something to help them • He
fixed my bike so I let him use my computer.
Onegood turn deserves another.

One man's meat is another man's
poison.
something that you say which means that
something one person likes very much
can be something that another person
does not like at all. I wouldn't want to do



her job, but she seems to love it. Oh well,
one man's meat is another man's poison.

one of the lads British &Australian,
informal

one of the boys American, informal
someone who is accepted as part of a
group of male friends who all have
similar ideas and interests • Greene,
although not one of the lads, is popular
with most of them.

One step forward, two steps back.
something that you say which means
every time you make progress,
something bad happens which causes
you to be in a worse situation than you
were to begin with • Every solution we
come up with seems to create more
problems than it solves, so it's one step
forward, two steps back.

one swallow doesn't make a summer
British &Australian
something that you say which means
because one good thing has happened,
you cannot therefore be certain that
more good things will happen and the
whole situation will improve' Okay, they
won their last game but one swallow
doesn't make a summer. They're still
bottom of the league.

one thing leads to another
if one things leads to another, a series of
events happen, each one caused by the
previous one • (never in continuous
tenses) I only asked him infor a coffee,but
one thing led to another and we ended up
in bed together. • People don't usually
decide to become spies. They agree to do
someone a favour and one thing leads to
another.

one way or the other X
one way or another

if you say that you will do something or
that something will happen one way or
the other, you are determined to do it or
that it will happen, although you do not
know exactly how. One way or the other,
I'm going tofinisli this job next week.

one way or the other
if you have to decide one way or the
other, you must choose between two
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possibilities' They've had a week to think
about it and now they must decideone way
or the other.• It doesn't really matter to me
one way or the other.(= it is not important
to me which possibility is chosen)

and one (more) for luck
something that you say when you add one
more of something for no reason' I want
you to swim ten lengths, and onefor luck.

as one man
if a group of people do something as one
man, they all do it together in exactly the
same way • The crowd rose to its feet as
one man.

at/in one sitting .><..
if you do something at one sitting, you do
it during one period of time without
stopping • I read the whole book in one
sitting.

be at one slightly formal k
if people are at one, they agree with each
other' (often + with) I am completely at
one with Michael on this issue.

be one in a million
if you say that someone is one in a
million, you mean that they are very
special because they have such good
qualities • She's the sweetest, most
generous person I know - she's one in a
million.

be one in the eye for sb British &
Australian, informal
if something that someone does is one in
the eye for someone else, it will annoy
that person because they did not want it
to happen or did not think it could
happen' When I got my degree, I thought,
'That's one in the eye for my old head
teacher, who said I would never get
anywhere.'

be one of a kind
to be the only one of a particular type of
thing or person • As a female engineer
who began her career in the 1940s,she was
oneof a kind.

be one step ahead
to be slightly better prepared or more
successful than someone else' (usually +
of) Throughout the incident, the hijackers
werealways one step ahead of thepolice.



one

keep/stay one step ahead • (usually
+ ot) Crop breeders are continuously
developing pesticides to keep one step
ahead of thepests.

be one up on sb/sth
to have an advantage which someone or
something else does not have. We'reone
up on the other bars in the area because
we've got live music.• Mario's just spent a
year in the States, so he'll be one up on the
rest of his English class.

come one, come allformal
something that yousay which means that
everyone or everything can join or be
included> Wecan't just invite somepeople
and not others, so I guess it's a case of
come one, comeall.

from one moment to the next
if things change from one moment to the
next, they change quickly or frequently
• The plans are being changed from one
moment to the next. • You never know
from one moment to the next what kind
of mood he'll be in.

get/put one over on sb informal
to prove that you are better or more
clever than someone else by winning an
argument or defeatingthem. He's always
trying toget one over on the other members
of the sales team.

go one better
to do something better than it has been
done before. The company has decided to
go one better than its rivals by offertngfree
drinks with every burger. • He set the
world record last year. This year he would
like to go one better by beating his own
record.

Got it in one!
something that you say when someone
has guessed something correctly. 'Don't
tell me - is Anna pregnant again?' 'Got it
inane!'

have one foot in the grave humorous
to be very oldand likely to die soon. He's
been telling everyone he's got one foot in
thegrauefor years now.

have/keep one eye on sth/sb
to givepart of your attention to one thing
or person while also giving your
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attention to something or someone else
• As he listened to the speaker he kept one
eyeon the crowd togauge their response.
with one eye on sth! sb • She sat writing
her letter with oneeyeon the clock.

It's (just) one thing after another!
If it's not one thing it's another!

something that you say when bad things
keep happening to you. Wehad our car
stolen last week. It's one thing after
another at the moment.

It's just one of those things.
something that you say when you are
talking about a bad event or situation
that you cannot prevent or change
• Everyone gets ill in the winter. It's just
one of those things.

land/sock sbone informal
to hit someone hard s She just walked up
and landed him one.

put one over on sb informal ><
to trick someone. You're not really sick -
you're just trying toput one over on me!

There's more than one way to skin a cat.
humorous
something that you say which means that
there are several possible ways of
achieving something • It may be illegal
for them to organise a strike, but they can
still show the management how they feel.
There's more than one way to skin a cat,
you know.

There's one born every minute.
humorous
something that you say about someone
who you think has been very stupid. 'He
left a window open and then wondered
why he'd been burgled!' 'There's one born
every minute, isn't there?'



go in one ear and out the other K,
if information goesin oneear and out the
other, the person who is told it forgets it
immediately because they do not listen
carefully enough • You know what it's
like when you're told a whole list of names
- theyjust go in one ear and out the other.

one-hit
a one-hit wonder

someone who performs popular music
who makes one successful record and
then no others • The seventies saw a
succession of one-hit wonders who were
famous overnight and then never heard of
again.

one-horse
a one-horse race .)«

a competition which one particular
person or team is very likely to win
because they seem much better than the
other people competing • This election
has been a one-horse race right from the
start.

a one-horse town American &Australian
a small town where very little happens
• Grafton's a real one-horsetown with only
one grocery store and nothing to do in the
evening.

one-man
a one-man band

an organization in which one person
does all the work or has all the power
Ib A one-man band is a musician who
performs alone and plays several
instruments at the same time. • It's
basically a one-man band. He designs,
prints and sells the T-shirts himself. • Its
critics say that the company has becomea
one-man band in recentyears.

one-night
a one-night stand
1 a sexual relationship which only lasts for

one night, or a person who you have had
this type of relationship with> I'd rather
have a long-term relationship than a
series of one-night stands .• It's you I love,
Karen - Debbie uiasjust a one-night stand.

2 a performance which happens only once
in a particular place. We'redoing a one-
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night stand in Durham on Monday
followed by a couple of nights in
Newcastle.

one-shot
one-shot American

happening only once • (always before
noun) The new current affairs show will
be given a one-shot trial on TV next
Saturday .• The company's offer is a one-
shot deal.

one-to-one
one-to-one British, American &

Australian
one-on-one mainly American

a one-to-one relationship or activity is
when someoneworkswith only one other
person • The school caters for children
with special needs who require one-to-one
attention. • You can choose whether you
want to be taught in a class or one-on-one
with your own tutor.

one-track
have a one-track mind

if someone has a one-track mind, they
seem to talk and think about one
particular subject all the time, especially
sex • 'I bet I know what you two were
doing last night.' 'Oh, shut up, Sean,
you've got a one-track mind. ' • You've got
to have a one-track mind if you want to
succeedin business.

one-two
a one-two punch American

two unpleasant things which happen
together • The weather delivered a one-
two punch to gardeners with unseasonal
freezing temperatures and strong winds.

one-upmanship
one-upmanship

if something someone does is one-
upmanship, they are trying to make
other peopleadmire them by doing it in a
better or more clever way than someone
else • There is a great deal of one-
upmanship among children anxious to
wear the mostfashionable clothes.



one-way

one-way v
a one-way ticket to sth /'\

if something is a one-way ticket to an
unpleasant situation, it will cause that
situation to happen • A rejection of the
peace deal would be a one-way ticket to
disaster for the country. • Experimenting
with drugs is a one-way ticket to addiction
and misery, asfar as I'm concerned.

onions
know your onions British & Australian,

humorous
to know a lot about a particular subject
• That car salesman certainly knew his
onions, didn't he?

onwards
onwards and upwards
onward and upward

if someone moves onwards and upwards,
they continue being successful or
making progress. The team are moving
onwards and upwards after their third
win this season. • She started her
publishing careeras an editorial assistant
and it was onward and upward from
there.

Onwards and upwards!
Onward and upward!

something that you say in order to
encourage someone to forget an
unpleasant experience or failure and to
think about the future instead • I know
you were disappointed about failing that
Spanish exam, but it's not the end of the
world. Onwards and upwards!

open
open and shut

if a legal case or problem is open and
shut, the facts are very clear and it is easy
to make a decision or find a solution
• The police think the case is open and
shut: five witnesses saw the man stealing
the car. • It's going to take a lot of work to
deal with this problem. It certainly isn't
an open-and-shut matter.

open season
a period of time when people criticize or
unfairly treat a particular person or
group of people > (often + on) With the
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publication of these two reports, it seems
to beopen season again on single mothers.
• Newspaper editors have declared open
season on the rovaljamilv;

an open marriage ./'
a marriage in which the partners are free
to have sexual relationships with other
people. Wehave an open marriage, but I
never tell my husband about my other
lovers.

an open sesame
a very successful way of achieving
something Ib 'Open Sesame' are the
magic words used by Ali Baba in the
story Tales of the Arabian Nights to open
the door of the place where the thieves
are hiding .• (usually + to) A science
degree can be an open sesame to a job in
almost any field.

be (wide) open to [abuse/criticism etc.l
to be likely to be abused, criticized etc.
• The system is wide open to abuse.• It's a
position which leaves them wide open to
criticism .• You don't want to lay yourself
open to attack.

be an open book
1 if a person's life is an open book, you can

discover everything about it because
none of the details are kept secret> Like
many film stars, he wanis to keep his
private life private - he doesn't want it
becoming an open book.

2 if someone is an open book, it is easy to
know what they are thinking and feeling
• Sarah's an open book, so you'll know
right away if she doesn't like the present
you've bought her.

greetlwelcome sb/sth with open arms
to be very pleased to see someone, or to be
very pleased with something new s Iwas
rather nervous about meeting my
boyfriend's parents, but they welcomedme
with open arms. • Our company greeted
the arrival of the Internet with open arms.



open-minded willing to think about
other people's ideas and suggestions
• (often + about) Many doctors have
become more open-minded about
alternative medicine in the past feu: years.
open-mindedness She will be
remembered by her colleagues for her
enthusiasm and open-mindedness.

push at an open door
to achieve what you want easily because
a lot of people agree with you or help you
• (usually in continuous tenses) The
campaigners are pushing at an open door
because most local residents support their
campaign against the new road.

open-ended

operative
the operative word

the most important word in a phrase,
which explains the truth of a situation
• He wants more time for his private life,
private being the operative word.
Photographers are not allowed anywhere
near his family,

order
be out of order informal

if something that someone says or does is
out of order, it is unpleasant or not
suitable and it is likely to upset or offend
people> Her behaviour in the meeting was
completely out of order.

be the order of the day
if something is the order of the day, it is
thought to be necessary or it is used by
everyone in a particular situation • For
countries undergoing a recession, large
cuts in public spending seem to be the
order of the day. • Champagne was the
order of the day as we all congratulated
Tim on his success.
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other
the other side of the coin

a different and usually opposite view of a
situation that you have previously talked
about > The other side of the coin is that
fewer working hours means less pay.

bat for the other side British, humorous
if someone bats for the other side, they
are homosexual (= sexually attracted to
people of the same sex) • What about you,
Justin? Do you think he bats for the other
side?

wait for the other shoe to drop American
to wait for something bad to happen.
(usually in continuous tenses) • Once a
company staris laying off employees,
those who are still working feel they are
waitingfor the other shoe to drop.

look the other way x...
to ignore something wrong or unpleasant
that you know is happening instead of
trying to deal with it • When one of their
own friends or colleagues is involved in
wrongdoing, people sometimes prefer to
look the other way.

Pull the other leg/one (it's got bells on)!
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you do not believe what
they have just said • Helen, going rock
climbing? Pull the other one - she can't
even climb a ladder uiithout feeling sick!

turn the other cheek K
if you turn the other cheek when
someone attacks or insults you, you do
not get angry and attack or insult them
but stay calm Instead » Neither nation is
renoumed for turning the other cheek.

out
Outwith it!

something that you say in order to tell
someone to say something they are
frightened to say > Come on, out with it!
Tell us all what we're doing wrong!

be out of it
1 informal to be very confused because you

are very tired or because of drugs or
alcohol • I didn't feel anything at the
moment my baby was born. I was
completely out of it by then.



out-and-out

2 informal to feel lonely because you are
not included in the activities of people
around you. They wereall keen on sports,
so Ifelt really out of it.

out-and-out

out-of-date

2 if a document is out-of-date, it cannot be
used any more because the period of time
when it could be used has ended> Ifourui
out my passport was out-of-date the day
beforeI was due to travel. • No one noticed
that he was using an out-of-datepermit.

over
over and above

in addition to a particular amount or
thing. Pensioners will receivean increase
of £5 per week over and above inflation.
• The average family pays 40% of their
income in taxes, and that's over and above
their mortgage, bills, and food,

get sth over and done with ;X~
get sth over with

to do something difficult or unpleasant
as soon as you can so that you do not have
to worry about it any more. I've made an
appointment to have my wisdom tooth out
tomorrow morning. I just want to get it
over and done with.
be over and done with· I usually do my
homework as soon as I get back from
school so that at least it's over and done
with.
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overboard
go overboard

to do something too much, or to be too
excited and eager about something
• (often + on) The car's makers seem to
have gone overboard on design and
sacrificed speed. • He went completely
overboard on her birthday and bought her
a diamond ring.

overdrive "/
go into overdrive "".....-

to start working very hard, or to start
doing something in an excited way. With
her exams only two weeksaway, she's gone
into overdrive and is studying ten hours a
day. • The tabloid press went into
overdrive at the news that the princess
was getting married again.
be in overdrive • The whole cast of the
show was in overdrive, rehearsing for the
first performance the next day.

own
an own goal British

something that someone does to try to get
an advantage, but which makes a
situation worse for them Ib In sport, an
own goal is when someone scores a point
for the opposite team by mistake .• The
publishing industry believes that new
regulations on recycling paper will be an
environmental own goal. The
government has scored an own goal with
its harsh treatment of singleparents.

r" I
be your own man/woman/person J'\

to behave in the way that you want and to
not let other people influence you
• Despite being the daughter of two
Hollywood stars, she's very much her own
woman with her own acting style.

be your own master
to be able to live or work in the way that
you want to, without anyone else
controlling your actions • The big
advantage of working for yourself is that
you can beyour own master.

be your own worst enemy
if you are your own worst enemy, you do
or believe things that prevent you from
becoming successful. Unlesshe learns to



be more confident, he'll never get a decent
job. He's his own worst enemy.

blow your own trumpet British &
Australian 'Y'"

blowltoot your own horn American &
Australian
to tell other people how good and
successful you are' Anyone will tell you
she's one of the best journalists we've got,
although she'd never blow her own horn.

come into your/its own
to be very useful or successful in a
particular situation • Cars are banned
from the city centre so a bicycle really
comes into its own here.• Ferragamo came
into his own in last Sunday's match,
scoring threegoals in thefirst half.

cut your own throat
to do something because you are angry,
even if it will cause trouble for you • If
she won't take the job out of pride, she's
cutting her own throat.

do your own thing informal X
to do exactly what you want without
following what other people do or
worrying about what they think • You
have to give your children a certain
amount of freedom to do their own thing.

feather your own nest
to dishonestly use your position at work
to get a lot of money for yourself. What
angers him most of all is the implication
that he has beenfeathering his own nest.
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leave sb to their own devices
to let someone do what they want without
helping them or trying to control them
• (usually passive) There arefour hours of
lessons each morning, and in the
afternoon students are left to their own
devices.• Left to my own devicesI wouldn't
bother cooking in the evenings.

Mind your own business! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to ask questions or show too
much interest in other people's lives
• 'How much did that dress cost you?'
'Mind your own business!' • I wish he'd
mind his own business and stop telling me
how to do my job!

(all) on your own
1 alone. She's been living on her own for

thepast tenyears.
2 if you do something on your own, you do

it without any help from other people
• Since her husband died two years ago,
she's had to look after her children on her
own.• Dave didn't have time to help so I
decorated the house on my own.

on your own hook American
if you do something on your own hook,
you do it without anyone else telling you
or asking you to do it • Barbara took up
painting on her own hook and developed
into a talented artist.

pay sb back in their own coin British &
Australian, old-fashioned
to treat someone in the same bad way
that they have treated you • I decided to
pay her back in her own coin and refuse to
help her.

play sb at their own game British &
Australian
to try to get an advantage over someone
by using the same methods as them • If
women want to succeed in business, they
have toplay men at their own game.
beat sb at their own game British,
American & Australian • He's always
playing practical jokes on other people so
just for once, I felt I'd beaten him at his
own game.

save your own skin
to protect yourself from danger or
difficulties, without worrying about other
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people' He saved his own skin by telling
them his partner had taken the money.

tell its own tale British & Australian X
if something tells its own tale, it shows
the truth about a situation • She may
smile in public, but the expression in her
eyestells its own tale.



p
mindlwatch your p's and q's old-fashioned

to make an effort to be polite • Youalways
felt as if you had to mind your p 's and q's
with Auntie Lil.

pace
can't stand/take the pace

to be unable to do things well when you
are under a lot of pressure s If he can't
stand the pace he shouldn't be doing the
job - it's as simple as that.

set the pace
if someone sets the pace in a particular
activity, they do it very well or very
quickly and other people try to do the
same. (often + for) America's reforms
have set the pace for European finance
ministers .• For many years this company
has set the pace in the communications
industry.

paces
put sb through their paces

to test someone's skills or knowledge
• This fitness contest will really put the
guys through their paces.

pack
a pack rat American

someone who collects things that they do
not need. For me there could be nothing
worse than living with apack rat.

be ahead of the pack X
to be more successful than other people
who are trying to achieve the same things
as you. At this stage in the campaign, the
Democratic candidate is way ahead of the
pack.

packed ,J
be packed like sardines 7'~

if people are packed like sardines, there
are a large number of them in a small
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space • There were twenty people packed
like sardines into a van.

packing
send sb packing informal

to tell someone to go away, usually
because you are annoyed with them
• There were some kids at the door asking
for money, but I sent them packing.

page
turn the page "7-

to begin to behave in a more positive way
after a period of difficulties· It's time to
put this tragedy to rest and turn the page
to a new and happier chapter of our lives.

paid
put paid to sth British &Australian

to suddenly stop someone from being
able to do what they want or hope to do
• A serious back injury put paid to her
tennis career.

pain
be a pain in the arse/backside British &

Australian, very informal
be a pain in the asslbutt American &

Australian, very informal X
to be very annoying. I can't stand my
brother-in-law.He's a realpain in the arse.
• Getting upfor work at 5a.m. is apain in
the ass.

be a pain in the neck informal X
to be very annoying. My little sister won't
leave me alone. She's a real pain in the
neck.

on/under pain of death formal
if you are told to do something on pain of
death, you will be killed if you do not do
it • They had been told to leave their homes
by noon onpain of death.

pains ,
be at pains to do sth y

to try very hard to make sure that you tell
someone the correct information about
something and that they understand it
• The management was at great pains to
stress that there are no plans for closing
down thefactory.

go to/take great pains to do sth
to try very hard to do something. I went
togreat pains toget this recordfor you.
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painting
be like painting the Forth Bridge British

if repairing or improving something is
like painting the Forth Bridge, it takes
such a long time that by the time you
have finished doing it, you have to start
again Ib The Forth Bridge is a very
large bridge in Edinburgh. • Home
improvements are a bit like painting the
Forth Bridge. By the time you've finished
the kitchen, the bathroom needs
decorating and so it goeson.

pair
have a [fine/good etc.] pair of lungs

humorous
if you say that a baby has a good pair of
lungs, you mean that they can cry very
loudly» Wellshe's got afine pair of lungs,
I'll say that for her!

pale
be beyond the pale

if someone's behaviour is beyond the
pale, it is not acceptable • Her recent
conduct is beyond thepale.
go beyond the pale • His behaviour at
the meeting was going beyond thepale.

pall
cast a pall on/over sth

if an unpleasant event or piece of news
casts a pall on something, it spoils it
• News of her sudden death cast a pall on
the awards ceremony.

palm
grease sb's palm

to give money to someone in authority in
order to persuade them to do something
for you, especially something wrong
• Drug barons were greasing the palm of
the chief of police.

have sb in the palm of your hand
have sbeating out of the palm of your

hand
to have so much control over someone
that they will do whatever you want them
to do • She's got her boyfriend eating out
of the palm of her hand .• It was such an
amazing performance - he had the
audience in thepalm of his hand.
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palsy-walsy
palsy-walsy British &Australian, informal

if two people are palsy-walsy, they seem
very friendly, usually in a way that is not
sincere. Those two have beengetting very
palsy-walsy lately.• (sometimes + with)
She's all palsy-walsy with the boss these
days.

pandora
open a Pandora's box

to do something that causes a lot of new
problems that you did not expect Ib In
old Greek stories, Zeus (= the king of the
gods) gave Pandora a box that he told her
not to open, but she did open it and all the
troubles in the world escaped from it.
• (often + of) Sadly, his reforms opened a
Pandora's box of domesticproblems.

panic
panic stations British & Australian,

informal
a time when you feel extremely anxious
and you must act quickly because
something needs to be done urgently. No
matter how organized you think you are,
one hour before the show starts it's panic
stations.

hit/press/push the panic button
to do something quickly without
thinking about it in order to deal with a
difficult or worrying situation • (often
negative) Wemay have lost the last three
games but we're not pushing the panic
button yet.

pants
[beatlbore/scare etc.] the pants off sb

informal
if someone or something beats, bores,
scares etc. the pants off someone, they
beat, bore, or scare them completely • I
hate sunbathing. It bores thepants off me.
• Horrorfilms scare thepants off me.

paper
a paper chaseAmerican &Australian

the activity of dealing with many
different documents in order to achieve
something. To receive even the smallest
amount of financial aid from a college,
it's a realpaper chase.



X-a paper tiger
a country or organization that seems
powerful but is not • Will the United
Nations be able to make any difference, or
is it j ust a paper tiger?

a paper trail American & Australian
documents which show what someone
has been doing. He was easy to find, he
left a paper trail a mile wide.

not be worth the paper it'slthey're
printed/written on
if an agreement or decision is not worth
the paper it is written on, it has no value
or importance. A qualification. like that
isn't worth the paper it's written on.

on paper
if something seems good or true on
paper, it seems to be good or true when
you read or think about it but it might not
be good or true in a real situation. She
looked good on paper but was one of the
weakest interviewees we saw today. • On
paper it could work, but I won't be
convinced until I see it for myself.

par
be below par
not be up to par
1 to be below the usual or expected

standard» His performance yesterday was
definitely below par. • For some reason her
work this week hasn't been up to par.

2 to be slightly ill • Do you mind if we put
our meeting off till tomorrow? I'm feeling
a bit below par today .• After a sleepless
night, I wasn't quite up to par.

parade
rain on sb's parade x

to do something that spoils someone's
plans. I'm sorry to rain on your parade,
but you're not allowed to have alcohol on
the premises.
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pardon
Pardon me for breathing/living!

informal
something that you say when you are
angry with someone because they are
always criticizing you or getting annoyed
with you > 'If you're just going to get in
my way, James, can you leave the kitchen?'
'Oh, pardon mefor breathing, I'm sure!'

par excellence
sb/sth par excellence

someone or something par excellence is
the best or most extreme example of its
type • China is the destination par
excellence for the young and trendy these
days.

parkinson
Parkinson's law

the idea that the work you have to do will
increase to rill all of the time you have to
do it in • If you tell him you want the work
done by tomorrow, he'll get it done this
afternoon, if you tell him next Thursday,
he'll spend a week on it. It's Parkinson's
law.

parrot-fashion
parrot-fashion British & Australian

if you learn something parrot-fashion,
you are able to repeat the words, but you
do not understand their meaning Ib A
parrot is a bird that can repeat words and
noises it has just heard .• When I went to
Sunday school, we had to recite passages
from the Bible parrot-fashion:

part ,
part and parcel x..

if something is part and parcel of an
experience, it is a necessary part of that
experience which cannot be avoided
• Being recognised in the street is all part
and parcel of being famous.

be (all) part of life's rich
pageantltapestry literary
if you say that a bad or difficult
experience is all part of life's rich
tapestry, you mean that you must accept
it because it is a part of life that cannot
be avoided Ib A tapestry is a piece of
cloth with a picture in it that usually



parting

represents a story.• Having kids certainly
causes problems, but that's all part of
life's rich tapestry.

be part of the furniture informal
if someone or something is part of the
furniture in a place, they have been there
for so long that they seem to be a natural
part of that place • I've been working in
this office for so long I'm part of the
furniture now.• (sometimes + of) He had
become part of the furniture of British
politics.

look the part
to look suitable for a particular situation
• If you want to get a job as a fashion
buyer, it helps if you look thepart.

take sb's part old-fashioned
to support someone in an argument or
disagreement. For once, my brother took
my part in the argument.

parting
a parting shot

a remark that you say as you are leaving
somewhere so that it has a strong effect
• Herparting shot was 'I'm going to spend
the evening with people who appreciate my
company!'

the parting of the ways
the point at which two people or
organizations separate • The parting of
the ways came after a series of
disagreements between the manager and
thegroup's singer.

partner
sleeping partner British
silent partner American &Australian

someone who is closely involved with a
company, and often provides money for
it, but is not a manager of it • He was an
extremely wealthy man, and she was
hoping he might become a sleeping
partner in their new vineyards.

partners
partners in crime humorous

if two people are partners in crime, they
have done something bad together
• She'd kept watch and made sure no one
saw us while I actually took the bike so we
werepartners in crime.
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party
sb's party piece British

something funny or strange that
someone often does to entertain other
people in social situations • Chris can
wigglehis ears - it's his party piece.

a party animal informal L~

someone who likes going to parties a lot
and goesto as many as possible. She was
a real party animal at college. I don't
remember her ever staying in in the
evening.

a party pooper humorous
someone who spoils other people's
enjoyment of social activities by being
unhappy or by refusing to become
involved • Tim called me a party pooper
becauseI left theparty just after midnight.

piss on sb's party British &Australian,
very informal
to do something that spoils someone's
plans. I don't want topiss on your party
but next weekMale and I won't behere.

pass
make a pass at sb

to speak to or touch someone in a way
that shows you would like to start a
sexual relationship with them. He made
apass at her at Simon's party.

past
be past your sell-by date

if someone is past their sell-bydate, they
are not wanted or useful any more
because they are too old rtb Asell-bydate
is a date put on foodproducts to show the
latest date that they can be sold.• There's
plenty of time to have a baby, I'm not past
my sell-by date yet.

be past it informal
to be too old for a particular activity. He
was a great footballer in his day, but he's
past it now.



pasture
put sb out to pasture

to make someone stop working at their
job because they are too old to be useful
• Hefelt he was still tooyoung to beput out
topasture.

pastures
pastures new British
new pastures American & Australian

if someone goes to pastures new, they
leave their job or home in order to go to a
new one s Tom's off topastures new. He's
got a transfer toAustralia.

pat
a pat on the back X

if you give someone 'a: pat on the back,
you praise them for something good that
they have done • (often + for) She
deserves a pat on the back for keeping
things going while you wereaway.
pat sb on the back. Toomany people are
patting theplayers on the back and telling
them how great they are.

learn sth off pat British, American &
Australian

learn sth down pat American
to learn something so well that you do not
have to think about how to do or say it
• All the answers he'd learned off pat for
the interview sounded unconvincing now.
have sth off pat British, American &
Australian
have sth down pat American • I've given
the same speech so many times I have
(= know) it down pat now.

stand pat American, informal
sit pat Australian, informal

to refuse to make any changes • Our
advice to investors is, stand pat - the
recessionwill soon beover.

patch
not be a patch on sb/ sth British &

Australian
to not be as good as someone or
something else • It's a reasonably
entertaining film but it's not a patch on
'Bladerunner'.
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path
beat a path to sb's door

to be very eager to speak to someone and
do business with them. Put that ad in the
paper and you'll have half the town
beating apath toyour door.

cross sb's path
to meet someone, especially by accident
• If he ever crossesmy path again, I'll kill
him.

paths
sb's paths cross

if two people's paths cross, they meet by
chance • It was a pleasure to meet you. I
hope our paths cross again soon.

patience
the patience of Job/a saint

a lot of patience tb Job was a character
in the bible who still trusted God even
though a lot of bad things happened to
him .• You need the patience of a saint to
beateacher.

patter
the patter of tiny feet humorous

something that you say which means that
someone is going to have a baby. I bet it
won't be long till wehear thepatter of tiny
feet.

pause
give sb pause (for thought)formal

if something gives you pause, it is
surprising or worrying and it makes you
think more carefully about something
• It was a tragedy which gave us all pause
for thought.

pay
hit/strike pay dirt American & Australian

to achieve or discover something
important or valuable • She finally hit
pay dirt with her third novel which
quickly becamea best seller.

pea-brained
pea-brained informal

a pea-brained person is very stupid
• (always before noun) Take no notice -
he'sjust apea-brained idiot.



peace

peace
a peace offering

something that you give to someone to
show that you are sorry or that you want
to be friendly, especially after you have
argued with them • I took Beth some
flowers as apeace offering.

be at peace with the world ..>I'
to be feeling calm and happy because you
are satisfied with your life. Sitting on the
terrace, looking out over the olive groves,
shefelt at peace with the world.

peanuts
If you pay peanuts. you get monkeys.

something that yousay which means that
only stupid people will work for you if
-you do not pay very much • 'This
company isfull of incompetents!' 'Well, if
you pay peanuts, you get monkeys. '

pearl
a pearl of wisdom X

an important piece of advice tb This
phrase is usually used humorously to
mean the opposite. • Thank you for
that pearl of wisdom, Jerry. Now do you
think you could suggest something more
useful?

pearls
cast pearls before swine literary

to offer something valuable to someone
who does not understand that it is
valuable • Giving him advice is just
casting pearls before swine. He doesn't
listen.

pearly
the pearly gates humorous

the entrance to heaven, where some
people believe you go when you die. I'll
meet you at the pearly gates and we can
compare notes.

pear-shaped
go pear-shaped British &Australian,

informal
if a plan goespear-shaped, it fails. We'd
arranged to be in France that weekend but
it all wentpear-shaped.
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pebble

not be the only pebble on the beach
to not be the only person who is
important in a situation or in a group
• Laura always expects toget her own way.
It's time she learned that she's not the only
pebble on the beach.

pecker

Keep your pecker up! British, informal
something that you say to someone in
order to tell them to be happy when
something unpleasant is happening to
them. I know things are hard, love, but
keepyour pecker up.

pecking \/
a pecking order -",

the order of importance of the people in
a group or an organization • There's a
clearly established pecking order in this
office.

pedestal
put sb on a pedestal )<..

to believe that someone is perfect • The
way her father put her on a pedestal just
made her want to behave badly.
OPPOSITE knock sb off their pedestal
• This recent scandal has really knocked
the President off his pedestal. (= shown
peoplethat he is not perfect)

peeping

a peeping Tom
a man who secretly watches women
while they are taking their clothes off or
having sex. I always closethe curtains in
case there are any peeping Toms across the
road.

peg

bring sbdown a peg or two
to do something to show someone that
they are not as goodas they thought they
were· He's one of these super-confident
types who really needs to be brought down
apeg or two.



pegged
have sbpegged mainly American

to know exactly what kind of person
someone is • He thinks we're all taken in
by his charm, but I've got him pegged.

pell-mell
pell-mell

very quickly and without control • She
ran pell-mell down the stairs and out of
the house.
pell-mell • Local residents have banded
together toprotest about thepell-mell pace
of development in the area.

pen
The pen is mightier than the sword.

formal
something that you say which means
thinking and writing have more
influence on people and events than the
use of force or violence • Reason is our
greatest weapon against such tyrants. The
pen is mightier than the sword.

put pen to paper
to start to write something • I keep
meaning to write to her but I haven't yet
managed toput pen topaper.

penny
penny ante American

of little value or importance • He was
proposing some penny ante increase in
child-care that amounted to an extra ten
dollars a week.• Wewere burgled but they
didn't take much <just penny ante stuff in
thefront office.

A penny for your thoughts.
A penny for them.

something that you say in order to ask
someone who is being very quiet what
they are thinking about • j1 penny for
your thoughts.' 'Oh, I was just thinking
about how to tell him I'm leaving. '

A penny saved is a penny earned.
something that you say which means it is
wise to save money. I'd advise anyone to
put aside a proportion of their earnings -
apenny saved is apenny earned.
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the.penny drops British & Australian
if you say the penny drops, you mean
that you have finally understood
something. It was only when I saw Ran's
car outside Penny's house that the penny
finally dropped and I realised they were
having an affair.

be tenltwo a penny British &Australian
to be very common • TV cookery shows
seem to be ten apenny thesedays. x..

In for a penny, (in for a pound). British
& Australian
something that you say when you have
decided to become very involved in an
activity, and to put a lot of money or
effort into it • I've put all my savings into
this new venture. In for a penny, in for a
pound.

spend a penny British &Australian,
informal
if you say you are going to spend a penny,
you mean you are going to go to the toilet
• Excuse me, I must go and spend apenny.

penny-wise
be penny-wise and pound-foolish old-

fashioned
to be extremely careful about small
amounts of money and not careful
enough about larger amounts of money
• Saving a little bit of money on repairs
can lead to long-term damage. You don't
want to bepenny-wise and pound-foolish,
now doyou?

people
People who live in glass houses

(shouldn't throw stones).
something that you say which means
people should not criticize other people
for faults that they have themselves
• He's always criticizing Rick for the way
he treats his wife and I feel like saying,
people who live in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones.

pep
a pep talk

a speech that you give to people in order
to encourage them to work harder or win



per capita

a competition' I thought I'd give the lads
apep talk beforethe match.

per capita
per capita

for each person in a country or area
• France and Germany both invest more
per capita in public transport than
Britain.

perch
fall off your perch British, old-fashioned,

humorous
to die • By the time I fall off my perch,
Britain may well bea republic.

knock sb off their perch British &
Australian
to make someonefail or lose their leading
position • Will Rovers win the European
Cupand knock Unitedoff their perch?

person
about/on your personformal

if you have something about your
person, you are carrying it with you,
often hidden in your clothing' She had a
small tape recorder concealed about her
person.

persona non grata
persona non grata formal

someone who is not acceptable or not
welcome' Hepublished a book criticizing
the war and was instantly declared
persona non grata by the authorities.

pet
sb's pet hate British &Australian
sb's pet peeve American

something that you do not like at all • A
pet hate of ours is telephone salesmen who
phone just as we're sitting down to watch
TV • Cleaning the bathroom is my pet
peeve.

peter
rob Peter to pay Paul

to borrow money from someone in order
to give to someone else the money that
you already owethem. Then I'd take out
another loan to pay my debts, robbing
Peter topay Paul.
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pew

Take a pew. British & Australian,
humorous
if you tell someoneto take a pew,you are
asking them to sit down • Come 'in and
take apew.

phrase

to coin a phrase X
something that you say before you use
a phrase which sounds slightly silly
• He was, to coin a phrase, as sick as a
parrot.

pick

pick and mix British
to combine things that are not similar,
especially things that do not go well
together ;b Pick'n'mix is a system in
shops where people can choose a few of
several different types of sweets.
• Increasingly, students are being given
total freedom to pick and mix different
modules on their courses.
pick-and-mix • (always before noun)
People no longer give their loyalty to
just one band. Thepick-and-mix approach
to music is much more common these
days.

pick up the bill/tab informal
to pay for something, often something
that is not your responsibility' When we
go out for dinner it's always Jack who
picks up the bill.• (often + for) It's the
taxpayer whopicks up the tabfor all these
crazy government schemes.

the pick of sth
the best of a group of things or people
• Send inyour poems and we will print the
pick of the bunch.

have your pick of sth
if you can have your pick of a group of
things, you can have the one you want
• The plane was fairly empty, so we had
our pick of the seats.



pickle
be in a (pretty/right) pickle old-

fashioned, informal
to be in a difficult situation. If you run
out of money in the middle of your stay
you'll be in a right pickle.

pick-me-up
a pick-me-up informal

something that makes you feel better,
especially a drink or medicine. 1needed
a pick-me-up so 1stopped at a bar on my
way home.

picnic
be no picnic

to be difficult or unpleasant • Being a
singleparent is nopicnic.

make sth seem like a picnic
if a difficult experience makes another
experience seemlike a picnic, it makes it
seem very easy because it is much more
difficult • University makes school seem
like apicnic.

picture
be out of the picture

to not be involved in a particular
situation • Withers is out of the picture
with a leg injury, so Jacksoti is in goal
today.
OPPOSITE be in the picture • Although
Derek has handed over control of the
company to his son, he's still very much in
thepicture.

be the picture of [health/innocence etc.]
to look very healthy; innocent, etc. • 1
can't believe there's anything seriously
wrong with him - he's the picture of
health.

get the picture informal />(
to understand a situation • 'He doesn't
want her but he doesn't want anyone
else to have her, you know?' '1 get the
picture. '

paint a [bleak/rosy etc.] picture of sth
to describe a situation in a particular
way • The article paints a bleak
(= hopeless) picture of the future .• He
painted a rosy (= happy)picture of family
life.
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put sb in the picture
to explain to someonewhat is happening
• Jim had no idea what was going on until
1put him in thepicture.
keep sb in the picture. I'll be counting
on you to keep me in the picture while I'm
away.

picture-perfect
picture-perfect American

perfect in appearance or quality • He
built a dream house in a picture-perfect
neighborhood. • Cloudless sky, brilliant
sunshine - the weather was picture-
perfect.

pie
pie in the sky <

if an idea or plan is pie in the sky; it
seems good but is not likely to be
achieved> Thoseplans of his to set up his
own business arejust pie in the sky.

piece
be (all) of a piece

if one thing is all of a piecewith another
thing, it is suitable or right for that
thing. (often + with) These prices are
all of a piece with the quality of the
goods.

be a piece of cake British, American &
Australian

be a piece of piss British, very informal
to be very easy • 'How was the test?' i'\.
piece of cake!' • The interview was a piece
of piss.

give sb a piece of your mind informal
to speak angrily to someonebecause they
have done something wrong • I've had
enough of him coming home late. I'm
going togive him apiece of my mind when
hegets in tonight.

say your piece
to expressyour opinion about something,
especially something that you donot like
.1don't feel there's anything more I can
add now - I've said my piece.

take a piece out of sb Australian,
informal
to speakangrily to someonebecause they
have done something wrong • Jill just



piece de resistance

took a piece out of Ben for being late
again.

piece de resistance
the piece de resistance

the best or most important thing in a
group or series. Thepiece de resistance of
his act was tomake a car vanish on stage.

pieces
go/fall to pieces
1 if someone goes to pieces, they become so

upset that they are unable to control
their feelings or think clearly. I kept my
composure throughout the funeral, but I
went to pieces after everyone had gone
home.

2 to suddenly fail completely • After
winning the British Open last year, his
game has really gone topieces.

pick up the pieces X
to try to get back to an ordinary way of
life after a difficult experience • After
Ruth's death, Joefound it hard topick up
thepieces and carry on with his life.

pick/pull sb/sth to pieces
to criticize someone or something very
severely, often in a way that is not fair
• It's discouraging because every time I
show him a bit of work I've done hepicks
it topieces.

pied-a-terre
a pied-a-terre

a small apartment or house in a city
which belongs to someone whose main
home is somewhere else and which they
have so that they can visit the city
whenever they want • He has a pied-a-
terre in Mayfair and afioe-bedroom house
in Dorset.

pie-eyed
be pie-eyed old-fashioned

to be drunk • After only two bottles of
cider they werecompletelypie-eyed.

pig
a pig in a poke

something that you buy or accept
without first seeing it or knowing what it
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is like, with the result that it might not be
what you want> Clothesfrom a catalogue
are a pig in a poke. You can't feel the
quality of thefabric or know if the clothes
toill fit.

eat like a pig informal
to eat a lot, or to eat noisily and
unpleasantly • Christine is one of those
lucky people who can eat like a pig and
still stay thin.

in a pig's eye American, informal
something that you say which means you
think there is no chance that something
is true or that something will happen
• Me, in love with Sandra? In a pig's eye I
am.

make a pig of yourself informal X
to eat too much • I made a real pig of
myself at Christmas so I'm on a diet
again.

make a pig's ear of sth/ doing sth British,
informal
to do something very badly • Tim made
a right pig's ear of putting those shelves
up.

Pig'sarse! Australian, very informal
something that you say when you do not
believe what someone has just told you
• She told you she was pregnant? Pig's
arse! - don't believe a word she says.

sweat like a pig informal
to sweat (= have liquid coming out of
your skin) a lot. I was so nervous, I was
sweating like apig.

pigeon
be sb's pigeon British & Australian, old-

fashioned
if something is someone's pigeon, they
are responsible for it • Finance isn't my
pigeon. Ask Brian about that.

piggy
piggy in the middle British &Australian

someone who is between two people or
groups who are arguing but who does
not want to agree with either of them
• It's awful. They argue the whole time
and I always end up as piggy in the
middle.



pigs
Pigs might fly. British, American &

Australian, informal
Pigs can fly. American, informal

somethingthat you say whichmeans you
think there is no chance at all of
something happening. 'I'll pay you back
on Friday, I promise.' 'Yeah, and pigs
mightjly.'

pike
come down the pike American

to happen or appear Ib Pike is short for
'turnpike' in American English and
means a large, main road.
• Malnourished children are liable to
catch any disease that comes down the
pike.

down the pike American
if an event is a particular period of time
down the pike, it will not happen until
that period of time has passed • Five
years down thepike, they'll probably have
a kid or two.

pill
sugar/sweeten the pill British, American

&Australian
sugar-coat the pill American

to make something bad seem less
unpleasant • The gouernment have cut
income tax to sweeten the pill of a tough
budget.

pillar
from pillar to post British &Australian

if someonegoesfrom pillar to post, they
are forcedto keep movingfrom oneplace
to another • After his mother died, Billy
was passed from pillar to post and ended
up in a children's hOI11E.

pillow
pillow talk informal

conversations that people who are in
love have when they are in bed together
• She enjoyed most the quiet time
they spent together after they had
made love, the pillow talk, the shared
embraces.
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pills
pop pills

to take too many pills • (usually in
continuous tenses) Soon she was popping
pills again in an effort to cope with the
increasing pressure of herjob.
pill-popping. As their relationship fell
apart, his pill-popping started to get
seriously out of control.

pin
pin sth on sb X

to blame someone for something,
especially something they did not do
• The police tried topin the murder on the
dead woman's husband.

pin money
a small amount of money that you earn
and spend on things for yourself • She
has a part-time job that gives her pin
money for extra treats for herself and the
kids.

You could have heard a pin drop.
something that you say in order to
describe a situation where there was
complete silence, especially because
people were very interested or very
surprised by what was happening
• Margaret's ex-husband turned up at the
wedding. Honestly,you could have heard a
pin drop.

pinch
at a pinch British &Australian X
in a pinch American

if something can be done at a pinch, it is
possible in an urgent situation but it is
difficult s Will's car can take four people
comfortablyfiue at apinch.

feel the pinch
to have problems with money because
you are earning less than before· When
myfather lost his job and wehad to live on
my mother's earnings, we really started to
feel thepinch.

pinch-hit
pinch-hit American

to do something for someone because



pink

they are suddenly unable to do it • (often
+ for) He was pinch-hitting for one of the
regular TV sportscasters, and was a great
success.

pink
a pink slip American

a letter from your employer which tells
you that you do not have a job any more
• It was Christmas time when Miller got
his pink slipfrom the company.

the pink pound British
the pink dollar American

the money that is spent by people who are
homosexual (= attracted to people of
their own sex), especially on
entertainment • Further proof of the
strength of the pink pound can be seen in
Brighton, where there are numerous
successful gay clubs.

be in the pink old-fashioned >(
to be very healthy • I wasn't well last
week, but I'm back in thepink, I'm pleased
tosay.

pink-collar
pink-collar American

pink-collar jobs are jobs that women
usually do, often in offices and for little
money • Most women returning to work
after raising children, head for pink-
collarjobs in sales and service.

pins
be on pins and needles American &

Australian
to be nervously waiting to see what is
going to happen • We're on pins and
needles waiting to hear whether she got
thejob.

have pins and needles
to feel slight, sharp pains in a part of
your body when you move it after it has
been kept still for a period of time. (often
+ in) I've beensitting on my legfor the last
hour and now I've got pins and needles in
myfoot.

pipe
a pipe dream ~

an idea that could never happen because
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it is impossible. The classless society is
just apipe dream.

Put/stick that in your pipe and smoke it!
informal
an impolite way of telling someone that
they must accept what you have just said
even if they do not like it • Well,I'm going
anyway, so put that in your pipe and
smoke it!

pipeline

piper
He who pays the piper calls the tune.

something that you say which means that
the person who provides the money for
something can decide how it should be
done. You may not agree with Mr Brown
but he funded this venture, and he who
pays thepiper calls the tune.

pipped
be pipped at/to the post British &

Australian
to be beaten in a competition or race by a
very small amount> I'd have won quite a
lot of money but my horse was pipped to
thepost.

piss
Pissor get off the can/pot! American,

taboo
something that you say to someone when
you want them to make a decision and
take action without any more delay
• Make your mind up. It's time to piss or
get off thepot!

be (out) on the pissBritish &Australian,
very informal
to be in bars, drinking a lot of alcohol. I
haven't seen Phil this marning. I think he
was out on thepiss again last night.
go (out) on the piss British &
Australian, very informal. We're going
out on thepiss tonight - you coming?



take the piss
1 British & Australian, very informal to

make a joke about someone or to make
someone look silly • (often + out of)
They're always taking the piss out of her
becauseshe's a Barry Manilow fan .• 'You
should wear miniskirts more often -
you've got the legs for them.' ~re you
taking thepiss?'
a piss-take British & Australian, very
informal. Have I really won or is this a
piss-take?

2 British & Australian, very informal to
treat someone badly in order to get what
you want. Fourpounds an hour is taking
the piss .• £50 tor that old thing? That's
just taking thepiss.

piss-artist
a piss-artist
1 British & Australian, informal someone

who tries to make people believe they
have knowledge about a subject, but who
really does not know much about it
• Those so-calledmulti-media consultants
werejust a bunch of piss-artists.

2 British & Australian, informal someone
who is often drunk. He's a nice enough
bloke but he's a realpiss-artist.

pissed
pissed out of your head/mind/skull very

informal
very drunk s Anna was pissed out of her
mind - she couldn't even walk.

as pissed as a fart British &Australian,
very informal

as pissed as a newt British, very informal
very drunk • Peter came home from the
pub pissed as afart.

piss-up
couldn't organize a piss-up in a brewery

British & Australian, very informal
if someone couldn't organize a piss-up in
a brewery, they are very bad at
organizing things lib Apiss-up is a social
occasion where everyone drinks a lot of
alcohol, and a brewery is a place where
beer is made .• For god's sake don't ask
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Martin to make the arrangements. He
couldn't organize apiss-up in a brewery.

a piss-up very informal
a social occasion where everyone drinks
a lot of alcohol> Theparty was a complete
piss-up.

pit
a pit stop mainly American, informal

a short stop that you make on a long car
journey in order to rest, eat and go to the
toilet s Clean toilets and a niceplace to eat
are what drivers are lookingfor when they
make a pit stop.

pitch
make a pitch for sth "X."

to try to persuade people to support you
or giveyou something. The union made a
pitchfor a reduction in working hours.

queer sb's pitch British &Australian
to spoil someone's chances of doing
something • She queered my pitch by
asking for promotion beforeI did .

pitched
a pitched battle

an angry fight or argument- There was a
pitched battle betweenpolice and rioters.

place
alsb's place in the sun

a job or situation that makes you happy
and that provides you with all the money
and things that you want • After
struggling for years to make a name for
himself, he's certainly earned his place in
the sun.

as if you own the place X
if someone behaves as if they own the
place, they behave in an unpleasantly
confident way. He walked into the office
on hisfirst day as if he owned theplace.

be out of place
if something or someone is out of place,
they are not right or suitable for the



places

situation they are in • A modern building
can look out of place amongst Victorian
architecture. • I felt out of place in my
office clothes, with everyone else wearing
jeans.
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be as plain as the nose on your face old-
fashioned
to be very obvious. There's no doubt that
he's interested in her. It's as plain as the
nose onyour face.

2 if things fall into place in a situation,
they happen in a satisfactory way,
without problems • If a project is well-
planned, everything should fall intoplace.

know your place humorous X
to accept your low position in society or
in a group without trying to improve it • I
just get on with my job and do as I'm told. I
know my place.

put sb in their place
to let someone know that they are not as
important as they think they are -. She
didn't like my suggestions at all. I wasput
firmly in my place, like a naughty
schoolgirl.

scream the place down informal
to scream very loudly • You can scream
the place down if you like, but no one will
hear you.

places
go places

to become very successful • (never in
simple past tenses) He was such a gifted
musician, I always knew he would go
places.

plague
avoid sb/sth like the plague

to try very hard to avoid someone or
something that you do not like Ib A
plague is a serious disease which kills
many people.• I'm not afan of parties - in
fact I avoid them like theplague.

plain
a plain Jane

a woman or girl who is not attractive » If
she'd beenaplain Jane, she wouldn't have
had all the attention.

planet
be (living) on another planet informal

if you say that someone is on another
planet, you mean they do not notice what
is happening around them and behave
differently from other people> He doesn't
always make much sense. It's like he's on
another planet half the time.
What planet is sb on? informal • Of
course we can't afford any more staff
What planet is she on?

plank
walk the plank

to be forced to leave your job Ib In the
past, people on ships who had committed
crimes were forced to walk to the end of a
plank (= a long flat piece of wood) and go
over the side of the ship into the water.
• Several Cabinet Ministers have been
forced to walk the plank following the
latest Government scandal.

plate
give/hand sthto sbon a plate )(

to let someone get something very easily,
without having to work for it • You can't
expect everything to behanded toyou on a
plate - you've got to make a bit of effort.

have a lot/enough on your plate
have your plate full

to have a lot of work to do or a lot of
problems to deal with • I don't want to
burden my daughter with my problems;
she's got enough on her plate with her
husband in prison .• Simon can't take on
any more work. He's got his plate full as it
is.

platter
giveihand sth to sbon a (silver) platter

to let someone get something very easily,



without having to work for it «If you sell
your share in the company now, you're
handing the ownership to him on a silver
platter.

play _/
a play on words ~

a type of joke using a wordor phrase that
has twomeanings' It's a play on words - I
suppose by calling a hairdresser's ;4. Cut
Above' they were hoping to give
themselves a more sophisticated image.

bring sth into play
to begin to involve or use something in
order to help you do something • Even
bringing into play all the resources
available would not resolve the immediate
shortfall in production.

make (a) great play of sth
make a big play of sth

to do something in a way that makes
peoplenotice what you are doing,often in
order to make it seem more important
than it really is • She made great play of
ignoring me when I spoke to her.

make a play for sb
to try to start a romantic relationship
with someone • If I wasn't happily
married, I might make a play for him
myself.

make a play for sth
to try to get something' It was rumoured
that he would make a play for the
director's post.

plea
cop a plea American, informal

to admit that you are guilty of a crime in
order to try to get a less severe
punishment • The police hoped the men
would cop a plea and testify against the
ringleaders in return for reduced
sentences.

pleased
be as pleased as Punchold-fashioned

to be very happy about something
Ib Punch is a character in a traditional
children's entertainment who is always
happy and excited.• 'How does Stella feel
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about becoming a granny?' 'She's as
pleased as Punch. '

pledge
signltake the pledge humorous

to decide that you are never going to
drink alcohol again • Why are you
drinking Coke? Have you signed the
pledge or something?

plenty
There are plenty more where theylthat

came from.
something that you say in order to tell
someone they will easily find another
person or thing similar to the one they
have lost • 'Roger and I split up last
month. ' 'Oh, never mind, There are plenty
more where he camefrom.'

plot
The plot thickens. humorous

something that you say when something
happens which makes a strange situation
even more difficult to understand' I had
assumed the Irishman who keeps phoning
June was her husband, but it seems her
husband is American. The plot thickens.

lose the plot British & Australian,
humorous
to become crazy' I was waking up in the
middle of the night, not knowing who I
was or where I was. I really thought I was
losing the plot.

plug
pull the plug X_

to do something which prevents an
activity from continuing, especially to
stop giving money' (often + on) If the
viewing figures drop much further, the TV
company will pull the plug on the whole
series.

plughole
go down the plughole British &

Australian, informal
if a plan or workgoesdownthe plughole,
it fails or is wasted' I'll be so annoyed if
all my hard work goes down the plughole
just because he's too lazy to finish his bit
in time.
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plum something' Parents of young children
speak with a plum in your mouth British have to dig deep into their pockets at

& Australian )< Christmas-time.
if someone speaks with a plum in their pick sb's pocket
mouth, they speak in a way that shows to steal money from someone's pocket or
they are from a very high social group bag' You'd think you'd feel something if
• All I can remember is that he was someone tried topick your pocket.
overweight and spoke with a plum in his
mouth.

plunge

plus ~a change
plus c;;achange (plus c'est la meme

chose) mainly British
something that you saywhich means that
a situation or problem is the same even
when the people or things involved in it
have changed • Despite the change in
government, single mothers are still the
target of spending cuts. Plus ea change, it
would seem.

poacher
a poacher turned gamekeeper British

someone whose job seems to involve
working against the person who is now
doing the job which they did before Ib A
poacher illegally kills and steals animals
on someone else's land, and a
gamekeeper's job is to stop this from
happening.• He used to be the the union
rep but now he's in management - a caseof
poacher turned gamekeeper.

pocket
be in sb's pocket

if you are in someone's pocket, you do
everything that they want youto do • The
school governors are completely in the
head teacher'spocket.

be out of pocket
to have less money than you should have
• I'll give you the moneyfor my ticket now,
soyou won't beout of pocket.

dig/dip into your pocket
to use your own money to pay for

pockets
line sb's pockets

if money or a system is lining someone's
pockets, that person is receiving too
much money or is receiving money that
is not intended for them' There's to bean
investigation following allegations that
the money raised is lining the pockets of
officials.

line your (own) pockets
to make a lot of money in a way that is
not fair or honest. Sharp resigned after
allegations that he had been lining his
pockets during his time as company
director.

live in each other's pockets
if people live in each other's pockets,
they spend too much time together • I
don't think it's healthy the way those two
live in each other's pockets.

poetic
poetic justice

if something that happens is poetic
justice, someone who has done
something bad is made to suffer in a way
that seems fair. There is a kind of poetic
justice in the fact that the country
responsible for the worst ecological
disaster this century is the one suffering
most from its effects.

poetic license
the way in which writers and other
artists are allowed to ignore rules or
change facts in their work' It's obvious
the writer was using a certain amount of
poetic licence because the route she
mentions has beenclosedfor 50years.

po-faced
po-faced British & Australian, informal

if someone is po-faced, they look very
serious and unfriendly • The pc-faced
librarian refused to let me in without my



card. • Why does she always look so po-
faced?

point
point blank
1 if you refuse point blank, you refuse

completely and will not change your
decision • He locked himself in the
bathroom and refusedpoint blank to come
out.
point-blank • (always before noun)
Journalists were infuriated by her point-
blank refusal to discuss their divorce.

2 if you ask or tell someone point blank
about something that could upset or
embarrass them, you ask or tell them
directly • You'll have to ask him
point blank whether he took the money or
not.

point-blank
at point-blank range

if someone is shot at point-blank range,
they are shot from a very short distance
away' The killers walked into the bar and
shot him at point-blank range.

the point of no return
the time in an activity when you cannot
stop doing it but must continue to the end
• And although I was bored, I'd already
spent so much time doing the researchfor
the novel that I felt I'd reached the point
of no return.

be beside the point v::
to be in no way connected to the subject
that is being discussed' Ian's a nice guy
but that's beside thepoint. He doesn't have
the right experiencefor thejob.

miss the point
to fail to understand what is important
about something' I think you've missed
the point. It's not the money that's the
problem, it's the fact that she's not
consulting him when she spends it.

poison
What's your poison? humorous

something that you say in order to
ask someone what they would like to
drink • It's my round. What's your
poison?
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poisoned
a poisoned chalice British

something that harms the person it is
given to although it seemed very good
when they first got it • The leadership of
the party turned out to be a poisoned
chalice.

poison-pen
a poison-pen letter

a letter that has no signature and says
unpleasant things about the person it is
sent to' After he was convicted, hisfamily
receiveda number of poison-pen letters.

pole
be in pole position British & Australian X

to be in the best position to win a
competition fb In motor racing, pole
position is the best place a car can start
from.• (often + to do sth) United are in
pole position to win the championship this
year.

I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a barge
pole. British & Australian, informal

I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a ten-foot
pole. American & Australian, informal
something that yousaywhich means that
you think someone or something is so
bad that you do not want to be involved
with them in any way • If I were you, I
wouldn't touch that property with a barge
pole.

poles
be poles apart X

if two people or things are poles apart,
they are complete opposites • My sister
and I arepoles apart in personality .• Our
political views arepoles apart.

political
a political football

a problem that politicians from different
parties argue about and try to use in
order to get an advantage for themselves
• Wedon't want the immigration issue to
become a potuical football.

politically
politically correct

avoiding language or statements that
could be offensive to women, people of



polls

other races, or people who are disabled
(= who cannot use part of their body) • I
noticed that he never referred to her as his
'girlfriend', preferring the politically
correct term 'partner'.

polls
go to the polls

to vote in an election. The country will go
to thepolls on 6thJune.

pomp
pomp and circumstance

formal ceremony • The royal visit was
accompanied by all the usual pomp and
circumstance.

poor
a poor man's sb/sth

someone or something that is similar to a
well-known person or thing but is not as
good. He was only ever a mediocresinger
- they used to call him 'the poor man's
Frank Sinatra' .• 'So what did you think
of the film?' 'It was just a poor man's
'Pulp Fiction'.'

a poor relation
someone or something that is believed to
be less important than another similar
person or thing. Video, once seen as the
poor relation of cinema, is now a major
source of reuenuefor film companies.

be as poor as church mice old-fashioned
to be very poor • When we first got
married, we wereaspoor as church mice.

pork
pork barrel American, informal

the action by a government of spending
money in an area in order to make
themselves more popular with the people
there • He was critical of these new,
expensive job programs as just a form of
pork barrel.
pork-barrel American, informal. (always
before noun) The President needs tofind a
way to block these wasteful pork-barrel
projects comingfrom. Congress.

port
a port of call

a place where you stop for a short time,
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especially on a journey. Our first port
of call was the delightful town of Bruges.

Any port in a storm.
something that you say which means you
must accept any help you are offered
when you are in a difficult situation,
although you may not want to do this. I
don't even like him very much, but I had to
move out of my flat and he offered me a
place to stay. Any port in a storm, as they
say.

possessed
like a man/woman possessed

if you do something like a man
possessed, you do it with a lot of energy
in a way that is not controlled. He'd lost
the tickets and was running round the
house like a man possessed.

possession
Possession is nine-tenths of the law.

something that you say which means that
if you have something, it is difficult for
other people to take it away from you. It
would be hard to ask for the piano back
after they've had it for so long.Possession
is nine-tenths of the law and all that.

possum
play possum

to pretend to be dead or sleeping so that
someone will not annoy or attack you » I
don't think he's really asleep.He'splaying
possum.

postal
go postal American, very informal

to become very angry, or to suddenly
behave in a violent and angry way,
especially in the place where you work
• My Mom will go postal if I get home late.
• When she heard she'd beenfired she went
postal and started throwing things
around the office.

posted
keep sbposted

to make sure that someone always knows
what is happening. (sometimes + on)
Keep me posted on anything that happens
while I'm away.



post-haste
post·hasteformal

as quickly as possible • A letter was
dispatched post-haste to their offices.

pot
the pot calling the kettle black /X

something that you say which means
someone should not criticize another
person for a fault that they have
themselves. Elliot accused me of being
selfish. Talk about the pot calling the
kettle black!

go to pot ~
to be damaged or spoilt because of a lack
of care or effort s My diet has gone topot
since the holidays.

not have a pot to piss in very informal
to be very poor • Any help we can offer
them will be appreciated. They don't have
apot topiss in.

take a pot shot )<.
to criticize someone suddenly • (often +
at) As the director was finishing his
speech he took a pot shot at their rival's
lack of principles.

take pot luck
to accept or choose from whatever is
available, without knowing whether it
will be goodor not. I took pot luck at the
airport and just got on the first available
flight.

throw sth into the pot
if you throw an idea or a subject into the
pot, you suggest it for discussion. Right,
I think we've had enough talk of
education. Does anyone have anything
else they want to throw into thepot?

pots
pots of money

a lot of money- They've got pots of money
but they never spend any of it.

pound
your pound of flesh

if someone demands their pound of
flesh, they make someone give them
something that they owethem, although
they do not need it and it will cause
problems for the other person fb This
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phrase comes from Shakespeare's play,
The Merchant of Venice. • His boss,
demanding his pound of flesh, made him
come into work even though his daughter
was seriously ill.

powder
a powder keg

a situation that could suddenly become
extremely dangerous fb A powder keg
was a wooden container for gunpowder
(= a substance used for making
explosions). • We left just before the
revolution, realizing that we were sitting
on a powder keg.

keep your powder dry
to be ready to take action if necessary
• All you have to do is keep your powder
dry and await orders.

take a powder American, informal
to leave a place suddenly, especially in
order to avoid an unpleasant situation
• He saw the police coming and took a
powder.

»<

power
the power behind the throne

someone who does not have an official
position in a government or organization
but who secretly controls it • In his later
years, the chairman's daughter was the
power behind the throne.

do sba power of good informal
to make someonefeel much better. That
walk in the fresh air did me a power of
good.

More power to your elbow! British &
Australian

More power to you! American &
Australian
something that you say to praise
someone and to say that you hope they
continue to have success. 'I've decided to
set up my own business.' 'Goodfor you.
Morepower toyour elbow!'

powers
the powers that be )(

the people who control things but who
are not known· It's up to thepowers that
be todecide what should bedone next.



practice

practice
Practice makes perfect.

something that you say which means if
you do something many times you will
learn to do it very well. You can't expect
to become a brilliant dancer overnight,
but practice makes perfect.

practise
practise what you preach British &

Australian
practice what you preach American

to do what you advise other people to do
• I would have more respectfor him if he
practised what hepreaches.

praises
sing sb's/sth's praises

to praise someone or something very
much • You've obviously made a good
impression on Paul- he was singing your
praises last night. • Mat seems happy
enough in Brighton - he's always singing
itspraises.

prayer
not have a prayer

to be not at all likely to succeed. (often +
of) She hasn't a prayer of winning the
competition.

presence
make your presence felt

to have a strong effect on other people or
on a situation. The new police chief has
really made his presencefelt.

present
present company excepted British,

American &Australian, humorous
present company excluded American,

humorous
something that you say which means that
the criticism you have just made does not
describe the people who are listening to
you now > Peoplejust don't know how to
dress in this country, present company
excepted, of course.

pretty
Pretty is as pretty does. old-fashioned

something that you say which means that
you should judge people by the way they
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behave, not by their appearance. 'She's
very pretty.' 'Yes, but pretty is as pretty
does. I haven't been terribly impressed by
her manners. '

not be a pretty sight humorous
to not be pleasant to look at • First thing
in the morning, he's not apretty sight.

cost (sb) a pretty penny X
to be very expensive. That diamond ring
must have cost him apretty penny.

prevention
Prevention is better than cure. British &

Australian
An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure. American
something that you say which means it is
better to stop something bad happening
than it is to deal with it after it has
happened> More advice is needed on how
to stay healthy because, as we all know,
prevention is better than cure.

price
ata price
1 if you can get something at a price, you

have to pay a lot of money for it • Forged
passports are available, at aprice.

2 if you can get something at a price, you
have to accept something unpleasant in
order to get it • Progress has been
achieved, but at aprice. Many who worked
ontarms and inftictories are now without
jobs.

at any price
if you want something at any price, you
will do whatever you have to do in order
to get it • Wewant peace at any price.

pay the price
to accept the unpleasant results of what
you have done • She dropped all her
friends when she met Steve and now that
he's gone, she's paying the price. She has
no one to turn to.• (often + for) I have
paid the price for working nonstop - my
health has suffered.

What price [fame/success/victory etc.]?
something that you say which means it is
possible that the fame, success etc. that
has been achieved was not worth all the
suffering it has caused • What price



victory when so many people have died to
make it possible?

pricks
kick against the pricksBritish &

Australian, literary
to fight against people in authority
• People in this country tend to follow
rather than lead. It takes courage to kick
against thepricks.

pride
Pride comes before a fall. British &

Australian
Pride goes before a fall. American

something that you say which means if
you are too confident about yourself,
something bad will happen to show you
that you are not as goodas you think you
are • Just because you did well in your
exams doesn't mean you can stop working.
Pride comes beforeafall.

have/take pride of place
if something takes pride of place, it is in
the best position to be seen by a lot of
people. Bella's show-jumping trophies
take pride of place in the display cabinet.
give sth pride of place • (usually
passive) Works by contemporary artists
aregiven pride of place in the exhibition.

swallow your pride
to accept that you have to do something
that you think is embarrassing or that
you think you are too good to do
• Swallow your pride and call your
daughter to tell her you're sorry.

prim
prim and proper

someonewho is prim and proper behaves
in a very formal and correct way and is
easily shockedby anything rude· I can't
quite imagine Ellen drinking pints of beer
-she's veryprim and proper.

prima donna
a prima donna

someone who demands to be treated in a
special way and is very difficult to please
• It was my job to take visiting authors out
to dinner before they gave their talks and
some of them wererealprima donnas.
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prime
a prime mover

someone who has a lot of influence in
starting something important. He was a
prime mover in developing a new style of
customer-friendly bookshops in the UK.

primrose
the primrose path literary

if you lead someone down the primrose
path, you encourage them to live an easy
life that is full of pleasure but bad for
them. Unable to enjoy his newly acquired
wealth, hefelt he was being led down the
primrose path that leads to destruction.

Prince Charming
Prince Charming humorous

a woman's Prince Charming is her
perfect partner. How much time have you
wasted sitting around waiting for Prince
Charming toappear?

print
the fine/small print

the part of a printed agreement that is
printed smaller than the rest but which
contains very important information
• Never sign a contract until you have read
the small print.

prisoners
take no prisoners X

if someone takes no prisoners, when
they try to achieve something they are
very determined and do not care about
other people's feelings • When Eric's
anger is aroused, he takes noprisoners.

prizes
no prizes for guessing sth British &

Australian
something that you say when it is very
easy to guess something • (usually +
question word) No prizes for guessing
who Neil wants to ask to theparty.

prodigal
the prodigal son

a man or boy who left a family or
organization in order to do something
they did not approve of and whohas now
returned to them feeling sorry for what



production

he did It:J This phrase comes from the
Bible.• Manchester Cityfootball club sees
the return of theprodigal son tonight with
Black once again in the team after a
season away.

production
make a production (out) of sth

to make something seem more
complicated or difficult to do than it is
«If you ask Tom to do anything, he always
makes such a production of it that you
wish you'd just done it yourself.

program
get with the program American,

informal
to accept new ideas and give more
attention to what is happening now
• They've beenplaying the same old music
for ten years or so - it's time toget with the
program.

promise
promise (sb) the moon British, American

& Australian '-vI
promise (sb) the earth British & ,r .

Australian
to promise something impossible • He
had promised her the earth but five years
later they were still living in the same
small house.

promised
the promised land )--

a place that offers a lot of good
opportunities It:J This phrase comes
from the Bible. • America was the
promised land for many immigrant
families.

promises
Promises. promises! informal

something that you say when someone
says they will do something and you do
not believe them • 'Honestly, I will call
you back this time. ' 'Promises,promises!'

proof
The proof of the pudding (is in the

eating).
something that yousaywhich means that
you cannot judge the value of something
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until you have tried it • I've read the
proposal and it looks promising, but the
proof of thepudding is in the eating.

proper
good/right and proper

sociallyand morally acceptable. There is
a long-held assumption that motherhood
is the right and proper path for a woman
to take.

prophet
a prophet of doom :;.(

someone who always expects bad things
to happen • My father is convinced that
this venture uiill fail, but then he's always
beenaprophet of doom.

proportion

pros

protest
protest too much literary

if someone protests too much, they tell
you more often than is necessary what
they feel about a situation so that you
start to doubt they are sincere It:J This
phrase comes from Shakespeare's play
Hamlet .• Heconstantly denies there is any
autobiographical input in his novels, but
doesheprotest toomuch?

proud
dosb proud
1 informal to treat someonewho is visiting

you very well, especially by giving them



lots of good food' Wehad a lovely lunch.
Rosemary did usproud.

2 informal to make someone proud of you
by doing something very well • Once
again, the armed forces have done us
proud.

pub
a pub crawl British &Australian,

informal
an occasion on which you go to several
different pubs (= type of bar found in
Britain) in order to drink alcohol • I
thought we might go on a pub crawl
tonight.

public ,/
'"X

public enemy number one r >

someone or something that many people
do not like or approve of • Inflation has
been public enemy number one for this
government.

be in the public eye
if someone is in the public eye, they are
famous and are written about in
newspapers and magazines and seen on
television' It's not always easy being in
thepublic eye.

pudding
be in the pudding club British, old-

fashioned
to be pregnant. Tina says Karen's in the
pudding club.

over-egg the pudding British
to spoil something by trying too hard to
improve it • As a director,I think he has a
tendency to over-egg the pudding, with a
few too many gorgeous shots of the
countryside.

pulp
beat sbto a pulp informal

to hit someone hard until they are
seriously injured • He was beaten to a
pulp in a back street and left to die.

pulse
quicken your/the pulse

to make someone excited or interested
• There's nothing in this book to quicken
thepulse.
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pump
prime the pump mainly American

to do something in order to make
something succeed, especially to spend
money • European governments and
banks are priming the pump world-wide
lookingfor alternative energy.

punch
beat sbto the punch American

to do something before someone else does
it·I was thinking of applying for that job
but Carol beat me to thepunch.

pack a punch informal
if someone can pack a punch, they can
hit very hard when they are fighting
• He's a big guy - I should imagine he can
pack afair punch.

punch-drunk
be punch·drunk

to feel very tired and confused, especially
after dealing with a difficult situation
tb If a boxer (= man who fights asa
sport) is punch-drunk, his brain is
damaged because he has been hit on the
head too much or too hard. • Social
workers are punch-drunk from the
criticism they have received in recent
months.

punches
not pull any punches

to speak in an honest way without trying
to be kind. This man doesn't pull any
punches. I wouldn't like to get into an
argument with him

roll with the punchesAmerican &
Australian
to be able to deal well with difficulties or
criticism • The poor woman has been
jeered at and threatened with her life, but
shejust rolls with thepunches.

puppy
puppy fat British & Australian

fat that a child has but which they lose
when they become older • He's a little
overweight but that's just puppy fat.

puppy love
romantic love which a young person feels
for someone and which usually disappears



pure

as they become older • At the time I was
sure I would marry him when I grew up,
but of courseit toasjust puppy love.

pure
be as pure as the driven snow

to be morally good. How dare he criticize
me for having an affair? He's not exactly
aspure as the driven snow himself.

purely 'y'
purely and simply"'''

for only one reason or purpose • They
closed the museum purely and simply
because it cost toomuch to run.
pure and simple. They built their cabin
at the lakefor enjoyment, pure and simple.

purple
purple prose

writing that is more complicated and
formal than necessary Despite
occasional passages of purple prose, her
latest novel is still very readable.
purple passages. There are long purple
passages which distract the reader from
the realpoint of the argument.

purse
hold the purse strings

to control the spending of a family's or an
organization's money • In our house it
was my mother who held thepurse strings.
loosen the purse strings to allow more
money to be spent. Weshouldn't expect
the Chancellor to loosen the purse strings
toomuch in the Budget.
tighten the purse strings to reduce the
amount of money that can be spent • If
the economy gets any weaker, it will be
necessary for the government to tighten
the national purse strings stillfurther:

push
at a push British &Australian

if you can do something at a push, you
can do it but it will be difficult. I could
finish the job by Frlday - at a push,
Thursday afternoon.

give sbthe push
1 British & Australian, informal to end

someone's employment • After twenty
years' loyal service, theygave her thepush.
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get the push British & Australian,
informal. I hear Nick got the push from
the brickworks last week.

2 British & Australian, informal to end a
relationship with someone' They'd only
beenseeing each otherfor two weeks when
hegave her thepush.
get the push British & Australian,
informal' Mandy's a bit upset - she got
thepushfrom Martin last night.

if/when push comesto shove
if you say that something can be done if
push comes to shove, you mean that it can
be done if the situation becomes so bad
that you have to do it • Look, if push comes
toshove uie'll just have to sell the car.

pusher
a pen pusher British & Australian
a pencil pusher American

someone who has a boring job in an office
• He's a trustratea desk-bound pen pusher
who dreams of trekking through jungles.
pen pushing British & Australian
pencil pushing American' Who does all
thepen pushing for thegolf club?

pushing
be pushing up (the) daisies humorous

to be dead » It won't affect me anyway. I'll
be pushing up the daisies long before it
happens.

put
put sboff their stride British, American &

Australian
put sboff their stroke British &

Australian
to take someone's attention away from
what they are doing so they are not able
to do it well. She was making funny faces
at me, trying to put me off my stroke.
• When I'm playing chess, the slightest
noise can put me off my strlde.

put it about
1 British, very informal to have sexual

relationships with a lot of different people
• (usually in continuous tenses) She's been
putting it about a bit recently,hasn't she?

2 to tell a lot of people news or information
that may not be true' (usually + that)
Her rivals put it about that she was
responsiblefor the crisis.



put up or shut up informal
if you say someone should put up or shut
up, you mean they should either take
action in order to do what they have been
talking about or stop talking about it
• You keep saying you're going to ask her
out. Well, put up or shut up.

putty
be putty in your hands

if someone is putty in your hands, they
will do anything you want them to do,
usually becausethey likeyousomuch. He
can't say no to her - he's putty in her hands.
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put-up
a put-up job informal

an attempt to trick or deceive someone
• At the time he seemed honest enough, but
later, after I'd given him the money, I
realized it was a put-up job.

Pyrrhic
a Pyrrhic victory ,.X

a victory that is not worth winning
because you have suffered so much to
achieve it • Winning the case may well
prove to be a Pyrrhic victory as the award
will not even cover their legal fees.



qed

I
qed
QEDformal

something that you say in order to
emphasize that a fact proves what you
have just said is true fb QEDis a short
form of the latin phrase 'quod erat
demonstrandum' which means 'which
was to have been proven'.• People are
getting taller all the time - apparently it's
progress and has to do with quality of life
(cavemen wereshort QED).

qt
on the q.t, old-fashioned

secretly,without anyone knowing fb q.t.
is a short wayof writing 'quiet' .• All this
time she'd been making plans on the q.t. to
change herjob.

quaking
be quaking in your boots

to bevery frightened or anxious> Myfirst
teacher had one of those deep, booming
voicesthat had you quaking in your boots.
make sbquake in their boots. Just the
sound of her voice made me quake in my
boots.

quantum
a quantum leap British &American
a quantum jump American

a very important improvement or
development in something. (often +
forward) The election of a female
president is a quantum leap forward for
sexual equality.• (often + from) Thefood
at Rockresorts is a quantum jump from
the meals served at most Caribbean
resorts.

quart
get/put a quart into a pint pot British

to try to put toomuch of something into a
small space fb A quart is a unit for
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measuring liquids. It is equal to two
pints.• I'm trying to get this huge pile of
clothes crammed into these two drawers.
Talk about trying toget a quart into apint
pot!

queer
a queer fish British, old-fashioned

a strange person. I knew his father and
he was a queerfish too.

be in Queer Street British, old-fashioned,
humorous
to owe a lot of money to other people
• Now don't you go doing anything that'll
landyou in QueerStreet!

question ?

a question mark over sth ><:
1 if there is a question mark over

something, no one knows whether it will
continue to exist in the future or what
will happen to it • Neither company has
performed well over the last year and
there's a question mark over their long-
term survival .• A question mark hangs
over thefuture of the wholeproject.

2 a feeling of doubt about the ability or
quality of something> The recentspate of
government scandals has left a question
mark over their ability togovern.

be out of the question X
if something is out of the question, it is
not possibleor not allowed. A trip toNew
Zealand is out of the question this year.

beg the question X
1 if a statement or situation begs the

question, it causes youto ask a particular
question. It's all very well talking about
extra staff but it rather begs the question
of how we'regoing topay for them.

2 formal if something that someone says
begs the question, it suggests that
something is true which might in fact be
false • We're assuming, are we, that
Anthony will still be in charge this time
next year? That rather begs the question,
doesn't it?

call sth into question formal
to cause a feeling of doubt about
something • The report's findings call
into question the safety and effectivenessof
all such drugs.



pop the question informal
to ask someone to marry you 0 So we were
having dinner in this Italian restaurant
and that's when he popped the question.
o Do you think he's going to pop the
question then, Kath?

the sixty-four-thousand-dollar question
informal

the million-dollar question informal
an important or difficult question which
people do not know the answer to 0 So
will she marry him or not? - that's the
sixty-four-thousand-dollar question.

queue

queue-jump British & Australian
o Sorry, I didn't mean to queue-jump.
a queue-jumper British & Australian
o People who had waited all night toget a
ticket werevery upset by queue-jumpers.

quick
a qulck fix informal

a quick solution to a problem, especially
one which is only temporary 0 The truth
about dieting is that there is no quick fZX.
Weight must be lost gradually, over a
period of time.
quick-fix 0 (always before noun) It's a
system of medicine that doesn't promote
the quick-fix approach to the treatment of
illness.

a qUick one informal )('
a quick, usually alcoholic drink 0 Have
you got timefor a quick one beforeyou go?

a quick study American, informal
someone who is able to learn things
quickly 0 He's a quick study and easily
grasps all the details of a discussion.

as quick as a flash/wink
as quick as lightning

if you do something as quick as a flash,
you do it very quickly 0 Quick as a flash,
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he snatched the book and ran out of the
room.

cut sb to the quick old-fashioned
to upset someone by criticizing them
o (usually passive) I was cut to the quick
by her harsh remarks.

quid pro quo
a quid pro quoformal

something that you do for someone or
give to someone when they have agreed
to do something for you Ib This is a
Latin phrase which means 'something
for something'. 0 (often + for) The
government's commitment to release
political prisoners is a quid pro quofor the
suspension of armed struggle by the rebels.

quids
be quids in British, informal

to be making a profit 0 If this deal goes
ahead we'll bequids in.

not for quids Australian, informal
if you say that you would not do
something for quids, you mean that you
would hate to do that thing 0 I wouldn't do
your job for quids.

quiet
be as quiet as a mouse

to be very quiet 0 She was as quiet as a
mouse. I didn't even know she'd come in.

on the quiet informal
secretly 0 His marriage broke up when his
wife found out he'd been seeing someone
elseon the quiet.

quits
call it quits X
1 informal to stop doing something 0 The

relationship had been going from bad to
worse and we just decided it was time to
call it quits.

2 informal to agree with someone that a
debt has been paid and that no one owes
money to anyone 0 You paid for the
theatre tickets so if I pay for dinner we can
call it quits.

quote
quote. unquote British, American &

Australian



quote

quote. end quote American
something that you say when you want to
show that you are using someone else's
phrase, especially when you do not think
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that phrase is true· And to think he chose
to practise law because it's a quote,
unquote 'respected'profession!



rabbit
pull a rabbit out of the hat X

to surprise everyone by suddenly doing
something that shows a lot of skill, often
in order to solve a problem Ib Pulling a
rabbit out of a hat is something that is
often done by a person who performs
magic tricks .• He's one of those players
who,just when you think the game's over,
canpull a rabbit out of the hat.

rabbits
breed like rabbits informal

if peoplebreed like rabbits, they produce
too many babies very quickly. It's like I
was saying to Derek, they all intermarry
and they breed like rabbits.

race
a race against timelthe clock

an attempt to do something very quickly
because there is only a short time in
which it can be done. It's a race against
time toget the building finished before the
rainy season sets in.
race against timelthe clock • Rescuers
were racing against time last night to
reach thefour diuers, trapped200feetdown
on the seabed.

rack
on the rack

anxious, often because you are waiting
for something or because people are
asking you difficult questions. You're
left on the rack for three days waiting for
the results from the hospital .• Here was a
respectedpolitician beingput on the rack
(= asked a lot of difficult questions) by
aggressivejunior politicians.

rag
lose your rag British & Australian,

informal
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to suddenly becomevery angry and start
shouting • He said one too many stupid
things and I just lost my rag. • It was the
only time I've ever lost my rag with
someone in an officesituation.

rage
be all the rage old-fashioned, informal

to be very fashionable • Fake leopard
print, sofashionable in the seventies, is all
the rage again now.

ragged
be on the ragged edge American

to be so tired or upset that you feel you
cannot deal with a situation • Top
professional coaches are on the ragged
edgeof exhaustion and frustration.

run sb ragged
to make someone very tired, usually by
making them work too hard. What with
party preparations and having to look
after the kids all this week, I've been run
ragged.

rags
go from rags to riches '>C

to start your life very poor and then later
in life become very rich. People who go
from rags to riches are often afraid the
good life will besnatched awayfrom them.
rags-to-riches • (always before noun)
Raised in poverty by an uncle in
Oklahoma, his was a real rags-to-riches
story.

rails
be back on the rails British

to be making progress once more • The
minister emerged from three hours of
discussions, confident that the talks are
now back on the rails.
put sth back on the rails British. With
this new album, he hopes toput his career
back on the rails.

go off the rails informal
to start behaving strangely or in a way
that is not acceptable to society. He went
off the rails in his twenties and started
lioing on the streets. • By the law of
probabilities if you have five kids, one of
them's going togo off the rails.



rain

rain
(come) rain or shine
1 whatever the weather is • He runs every

morning, rain or shine.
2 if you say you will do something come

rain or shine, you mean you will do it
whatever happens • Come rain or shine,
I'll be there, I promise.

I'll take a rain checkAmerican, British &
Australian, informal

I'll get a rain checkAmerican, informal
something that you say when you cannot
accept someone's invitation to do
something but you would like to do it
another time. (often + on) I'll take a rain
check on that drink tonight, if that's all
right .• I won't play tennis this afternoon
but can I get a rain check?
ask (sb) for a rain check American,
informal. I was supposed to seeMarge on
Saturday - I'll have to ask her for a rain
check.

rainbows
chase rainbows

to waste your time trying to get or
achieve something impossible. (usually
in continuous tenses) I don't think my
parents ever believed I'd make it as an
actor. I think they thought I was just
chasing rainbows.

raining
It's raining cats and dogs! old-fashioned

something that you say when it is raining
very heavily. It's raining cats and dogs
out there!It's a wonder any of the men can
seewhat they're doing!

rains
It never rains but it pours.

something that you say which means that
when one bad thing happens, a lot of
other bad things also happen, making the
situation even worse. First of all it was
the car breaking down, then thefire in the
kitchen and now Mike's accident. It never
rains but itpours!

rainy
save (sth) for a rainy day

to keep an amount of money for a time in
the future when it might be needed s She
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has a couple of thousand pounds kept
aside which she's saving for a rainy day.
a rainy day fund an amount of money
that you have saved • I'm hoping that I
can pay for my holiday without dipping
into my rainy dayfund.

raison d'etre
sb's/sth's raison d'etreformal

the most important reason why something
exists, or the most important thing in
someone's life. She's nevergoing toretire-
work is her raison d 'etre. • Serious,
experimental drama was once the raison
d'etre of the festival but it has now been
replacedby comedyand cabaretshows.

rake-off
a rake-off informal

a share of the profits of something, often
taken in a way that is not honest
• Corrupt customs officers were taking a
rake-off from import taxes.

ramrod
be as stiff/straight as a ramrod old-

fashioned
if someone is as stiff as a ramrod, they
stand or sit with their back very straight
and stiff • At eighty-three, he's still as
straight as a ramrod.

rank
the rank and file

the ordinary members of an
organization and not its leaders • The
party leadership seems to be losing the
support of the rank and file.
rank-and-file • (always before noun)
Nearly two-thirds of the votewent to union
leadersand rank-and-file party activists.

pull rank
to use the power that your position gives
you over someone in order to make them
do what you want. (often + on) Hedoesn't
have the authority topull rank on me any
more. • She was boss of forty or more
people but, to her credit, she never once
pulled rank.

ranks
break ranks

to publicly show that you disagree with a



group of which you are a member· (often
+ with) Junior officers were said to be
prepared to break ranks with the
leadership.

close ranks ~
if members of a group close ranks, they
publicly show that they support each
other, especially when people outside of
the group are criticizing them Ib If
soldiers close ranks, they move closer
together so that it is more difficult to go
past them .• In the past, the party would
have closed ranks around its leader and
defended him loyally against his critics.

join the ranks of sth
to become part of a large group
• Thousands of young people join the
ranks of the unemployed each summer
when they leave school.

ransom
hold sbto ransom /'<.

to force someone to do something by
putting them in a situation where
something bad will happen to them if
they do not • Some people regarded the
miners' strike as the union holding the
nation to ransom.

rap
a rap across/on/over the knuckles

a punishment which is not very severe
but which warns you not to behave that
way again • The company received a rap
over the knuckles from the Food and Drug
Administration .• Her remarks earned her
a sharp rap across the knuckles from the
Prime Minister:
rap sb's knuckles • She rapped my
knuckles and sent me on my way.

a rap sheet American, informal
information kept by the police about
someone's criminal activities • The
gunman's rap sheet had a long list of
weapons and narcotics offenses.

beat the rap American, informal
to escape being punished. There's no
way he can beat the rap now. No lawyer
can save him.

take the rap /(
to be blamed or punished for something
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bad that has happened, especially when it
is not your fault • (often + for) I'm not
going to take the rap for someone else's
mistakes.

raptures
go into raptures ~

to talk about something in a very pleased
and excited way. (often + about) She went
into raptures about the chocolatecake.

raring
be raring to go

to be full of energy and ready to do
something • At three in the morning he
was still wide awake and raring togo.

raspberry
blow a raspberry British &Australian,

informal
give a raspberry American, informal

to make a rude noise by putting your
tongue between your lips and blowing
• (often + at) A boy of no more than six
appeared, blew a raspberry at me and
then ran away.

rat
a rat fink American, informal .x::'

an extremely unpleasant person, or
someone who has given secret
information about you to the police «If I
find the rat fink who informed on me, he
won't live long enough to do it again.

aratrace X
an unpleasant way in which people
compete against each other at work in
order to succeed. I'd love toget out of the
rat race and buy a house in some remote
part of the countryside.

smell a rat >(
to start to believe that something is
wrong about a situation, especially that
someone is being dishonest. She smelled
a rat when she phoned him at the office
where he was supposed to be working late
and he wasn't there.

rat-arsed
rat-arsed British, very informal
rat-assed American, very informal

very drunk. They came home completely
rat-arsed.



rate

rate
at a rate of knots British &Australian

if someone does something at a rate of
knots, they do it very quickly fb The
speeda boat travels is measured in knots.
• She did her homework at a rate of knots
so that she could go out with herfriends.

raw
come the raw prawn Australian,

informal
to pretend that you haveno knowledgeof
what someone is talking about. (usually
+ with) Oh, don't come the raw prawn
with me, Scott, I saw you writing down her
telephone number as I walked into the
room!

get a raw deal
to not be treated as well as other people
• The fact is that kids who are taught in
classes of over thirty get a raw deal.

in the raw informal
naked» She often swims in the raw.

ray
a ray of sunshine

someone or something that makes you
feel happy, especially in a difficult
situation • Amid all the gloom, their
grandchild has beena real ray of sunshine.

rays
catchsome rays informal !V
catch a few rays informal

to lie or sit outside in the sun' I thought
I'd take my lunch outside and catch a feui
rays.

razzle
be/go (out) on the razzle British,

informal, old-fashioned
to enjoy yourself by doing things like
going to parties or dances. We'regoing
out on the razzle on New Year's Eve - do
you fancy coming?
a night (out) on the razzle informal,
old-fashioned • We've had a night on the
razzle, so I've got a bit of a hangover.

razzle-dazzle
razzle-dazzle

activity that is intended to attract
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people's attention by being noisy or
exciting • Amid all the razzle-dazzle of
the party convention, it is easy to forget
about the realpolitical issues.
razzle-dazzle • (always before noun) It
was their razzle-dazzle style that caught
people's eye.

reach
"reach for the moon/stars ,A,

to try to achieve something that is very
difficult- If you want success,you have to
reachfor the moon.

read
take it as read British & Australian

to accept that something is true without
making sure that it is. (often + that) We
just took it as read that we were invited.

ready
ready cash/money

money that is immediately available to
spend • They need investors with ready
money if they're going to get the project
started. "

be ready to roll ¥\
1 mainly American to be goingto start soon

• The new TV series from the Hill Street
Blues creator;Steve Bochco,is ready to roll.

2 American to be goingto leavesoon' Give
me a call when you're ready toroll, and I'll
meetyou outside.

real
the real McCoy

the real thing and not a copy or
something similar fb Kid McCoy, an
American boxer (= a man whofights as a
sport), was called 'the real McCoy' to
show that he was not another boxer who
had the same name. • Cheap sparkling
wines cannot be labelled 'champagne'. It
has to be the real McCoy.

Get real! informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone that they should try to
understand the true facts of a situation
instead of hoping for something
impossible • Oh, get real! You're not tall
enough to bea model.

reap
You reap what you sow.



As you SOW, so shall you reap.jormal
something that you say which means
everything that happens to you is a result
of your own actions • If you treat your
friends like that, of course they drop you.
You reap what you sow in this life.

rear
bring up the rear

to be at the back of a group of peoplewho
are walking or runnlng > Ceri was in the
lead. Bringing up the rear, a mile or so
down the road, was Simon.

rear-end
rear-end sth American

to cause an accident by hitting the back
of the car in front of you • His car was
rear-ended while he was stopped at the
light.

rearguard
fight a rearguard action

to try very hard to prevent something
from happening when it is probably too
late to prevent it • (often + against) The
unions werefighting a rearguard action
against the government's attempt to strip
them of their powers.

rearranging
be like rearranging the deckchairs on

the Titanic British &Australian,
humorous
if an activity is like rearranging the
deckchairs on the Titanic, it it will have
no effect Ib The Titanic was a large ship
that sank suddenly in 1912with most of
its passengers. • With unemployment at
record leveis, plans for better advertising
of job vacancies are a bit like rearranging
the deckchairs on the Titanic.

reason X-
it stands to reason

if it stands to reason that something
happens or is true, it is what you would
expect. (often + that) It stands to reason
that a child that is constantly criticized
will grow up to have no selt-conttdence.
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rebound
on the rebound

unhappy and confused because a close,
romantic relationship of yours has
recently finished • She was on the
rebound when she met Jack .• Six months
after Julia left him, he married someone
eiseon the rebound.

receiving
be at/on the receiving end X

if you are on the receiving end of
something unpleasant that someonedoes,
you suffer because of it • (usually + of)
Sales assistants are often at the receiving
end of verbal abusefrom customers.

recipe
be a recipe for [disaster/successetc.]

if something is a recipe for disaster,
success etc., it is very likely to cause this
• Living with your husband's family is a
recipefor disaster.

record
for the record X

something that you say when you are
about to tell someone something
important that you want them to
remember. Just for the record,I've never
been to his house and I've only met him a
few times, whatever the media is saying.

goon record
to publicly and officially tell people your
opinion about something. (often + as +
doing sth) Are you prepared to go on
record as supporting the council on this
issue?
be on record. (often + as + doing sth)
Both doctors are on record as saying the
drug triais werean unqualified success.

off-the-record • (always before noun)
It's not a good idea to make these off-the-
recordremarks toooften.
OPPOSITE on the record • None of the
company directors were prepared to
comment on the recordyesterday.



red

red
red eye American, informal

cheap whiskey (= strong alcoholic drink)
• The man was leaning against the wall,
swiggingfrom a bottle of red eye.

a red eye American, informal
a flight that leaves late at night and
arrives early the next morning. Wetook
the red eyefrom Seattle toNew York.
red-eye· (alwaysbeforenoun) There's a
red-eye flight to Los Angeles leaving at
lOpm.

not a red cent American, informal
no money at all f!::J A cent is the smallest
coin in value in American money and is
worth very little.• I did all that workfor
them and they didn't pay me a red cent! • It
turns out his paintings aren't worth a
red cent.

"-.'a red herring -'\.
something that takes people's attention
awayfrom the main subject being talked
or written about- About halfway through
the book it lookedas though the butler was
the murderer, but that turned out to be a
red herring. V

be in the red /'-
to owemoney to a bank f!::J Accountants
(= people who keep records of money)
often write amounts of money that are
owed in red ink .• Many of the students
were in the red at the end of their first
year.

be like a red rag to a bull
if a statement or an action is like a red
rag to a bull, it makes someone very
angry f!::J Somepeople believe that bulls
become very angry when they see the
colour red.• For Claire, the suggestion of
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a women-only committee was like a red
rag to a bull.

roll out the red carpet
to give an important person a special
welcome • The red carpet was rolled out
for the President's visit.
the red-carpet treatment • She was
given the red-carpet treatment in Japan
whereher books are extremely popular.

see red -'5//::

to becomevery angry. When he laughed
in myface, Ijust saw red.

red-blooded
red-blooded

a red-bloodedman has a lot of energy and
enjoys sex very much > He's a normal,
red-blooded male - of course he wants to
sleep with you!

red-handed
catch sbred-handed ~

to discover someone doing something
illegal or wrong • (often + doing sth) I
caught him red-handed trying to break
into my car.

red-hot
red-hot informal

very exciting or successful • British
athletes are red-hotat the moment .• Their
divorce is the red-hot story in this
morning's press.

red-letter
a red-letter day

a day that is very important or very
special. The day our daughter was born
was a real red-letterdayfor us.

red-light _
the red-light district -><:

the part of a city where many people
offer sex for money • A prostitute was
found murdered in the city's red-light
district last night.

reduced
in reduced circumstancesslightly formal

if someone, especially someone from a
high social class, is in reduced
circumstances, they have a lot less
money than they did before. They found
him living in reduced circumstances in a
flat off Fulham Road.



regular
be as regular as clockwork

if something is as regular as clockwork,
it happens at exactly regular times. Her
letters arrived every week, regular as
clockwork.

reign
a reign of terror

a period of time when a ruler controls
people in a violent and cruel way • My
father's generation, who lived through the
reign of terror,will neverforget it.

reins

Reins are strips of material used for
controlling horses. Reins is used in the
following expressions connected with
controlling something or someone.

hand over the reins
to allow someone else to control
something you controlled previously,
especially an organization or a country
• Company chiefs are often reluctant to
hand over the reins of power toyounger
people.• (often + to) I built up the
business, but I handed over the reins to my
daughter last year.

take over/up the reins
to take control of something, especially
an organization or a country » (often +
of) He took up the reins of government
immediately after the coup.

tighten the reins
to start to control something or someone
more carefully » (often + on) She has
tightened the reins on her younger sons in
an effort to curb their wild behaviour
before it's too late.
loosen/relax the reins· (often + on) The
Government has relaxed the reins on wage
control to boost consumer spending.

religion
get religion
1 humorous to become very religious. He

suddenly got religion when he went to
college.

2 American, humorous to start doing
something in a serious and careful way
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• I get religion each time I do my income
tax - I always wonder why I didn't keep
better records.

Renaissance
a Renaissance manformal K

an intelligent and well-educated man
who knows a lot about many different
subjects • He's a poet, astronomer,
musician - an all-round Renaissance
man.

rent
a rent boy British

a boy or a young man who has sex with
other men for money. He spent a year in
London working as a rent boy.

rest
the rest is history /'(

something that you say when you do not
need to finish a story because everyone
knows what happened • The Beatles
signed a recording contract in 1962 and the
rest is history.

Give it a rest! informal
something that you say when you want
someone to stop talking about something
• 'When are you going to wash the
car?' 'Oh, give it a rest! I'll do it in a
minute.'

retreat
beat a retreat

to leave a place because it is dangerous or
unpleasant • When the cold grows
overwhelming, visitors can beat a retreat
to JoeMulligan 'swarm saloon.• When we
saw the police arriving we beat a hasty
retreat.

revolving
a revolving door mainly American

the movement of people from one
organization or activity to another,
especially from government jobs to
private companies > (often + between)
Congress has tightened regulations to
slow down the revolving door between
government and industry.



rhyme

rhyme
no rhyme or reason

if there is no rhyme or reason why
something happens, there is no obvious
explanation for it • I don't know what
makes her behave like that. There's no
rhyme or reason to it.
without rhyme or reason • Changes
have been made to the text without rhyme
or reason.

ribs
stick to your ribs

if something that you eat sticks to your
ribs, it makes you feel you have eaten a
lot. That chocolatepudding really sticks
toyour ribs.

rich
a rich seam formal

a subject which provides a lot of
opportunities for people to discuss, write
about or make jokes about > (often + of)
Both wars have provided a rich seam of
drama for playwrights and novelists
alike .• His second novel mines the same
rich seam of mother-son relations.

filthy/stinking rich informal
extremely rich » Most of us are stinking
rich compared to the average citizen in the
Third World. • Palm Beach has the
highest concentration of filthy richfolk in
the world.

strike it rich
to suddenly become rich • He struck it
rich in the oil business.

That's (a bit) rich! ~
something that you say when someone
criticizes you to show that you do not
think they are being fair because they
are as bad as you s I'm greedy? That's a
bit rich, coming from you!

riddles
X"talk in riddles

to talk in a way that is difficult to
understand Ib A riddle is a difficult and
confusing description of something.
• She keeps talking in riddles, instead of
just coming out and saying what she
means.
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ride
a bumpy/rough ride

a difficult time. Government plans to cut
sick pay had a rough ride in the House of
Commons.• The construction industry is
infer a bumpy ride next year.
OPPOSITE an easy/smooth ride • It has
taken years to set up a support network
without adequate funding. It hasn't been
an easy ride.

come/go along for the ride
to join in an activity without playing an
important part in it • My husband is
speaking at the dinner and I'm just going
alongfor the ride.

let sth ride
to not take action to change something
wrong or unpleasant. Don't panic about
low sales. Let it ridefor a while till weseeif
business picks up.

take sbfor a ride ./<:
to cheat or deceive someone • I trusted
him but he took mefor a ride.

riding
be riding high

to bevery successful. With 3hit singles in
the charts, the band are riding high.
• (often + on) Shops are riding high on the
latest consumer spending boom.

riff-raff ''I"
riff-raff /

an impolite way of describing people
from a low social class, especially people
who behave badly. Wedon't want drug
addicts and other riff-raff living near us.

right
Right on! American & Australian

something that you say when you agree
completely with what someone has just
said • He said he didn't think I really
wanted him to be here and I thought,
'Right on!'

be as right as rain
to feelwell. I'll beas right as rain as soon
as ltake my pills .

be in the right place at the right time
to be in the place where an opportunity is



being offered • The secret of success is
being in the right place at the right time.

put sb on the right track. When things
went wrong I had a chat with Phil and he
put me back on the right track.

not be right in the head informal
to be mentally ill • His aunt's not right in
the head,poor soul- you sometimes seeher
wandering up the street in her nightie.

hit/strike the right note
if something you say or do hits the right
note, it is suitable and has a good effect
• He saw his remarks had struck the right
note - his friend was smiling now.
• (sometimes + of) The General's calm
manner hit the right note of moderation,
to reassure his audience.

make (all) the right noises
to seem to be enthusiastic about
something • I think she liked my
presentation. She certainly made all the
right noises.

press/push the right buttonlbuttons
to do exactly what is necessary to get the
result that you want. You have to know
how topush all the right buttons if you
want to be a successful diplomat.
• Sometimes you're interviewing someone
really shy and then you press the right
button and they just don't stop talking.

see sb right
1 British, informal to give someone money,

especially in payment for work they have
done • Go and talk to Mr Mason when
you 'oejinished - he'll seeyou right.

2 British & Australian, informal to help
someone • If you run into a problem,
speak toLucy. She'll seeyou right.
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We've got a right one here! British &
Australian, informal
something that you say when you think
someone is silly or stupid. We've got a
right one here! This guy has forgotten to
sign his letter.

would give their right arm
if someone would give their right arm for
something, they would like it very much
• (often + to do sth) I'd give my right arm
to meet Sean Connery. • (often + for) Lots
of people would give their right arm for a
job like yours.

right-hand
sb's right-hand man/woman

someone who helps you with your work
and who you depend upon. How will the
Director copewithout his right-hand man,
who resignedyesterday due to ill health?

right-on
right-on British

if people or their opinions are right-on,
they believe everyone should be treated
in a fair way and they are careful not to
offend anyone because of their sex,
colour, age, etc.• She wrote a very right-
on book about attitudes tofat people.

rights
catchlhave sb dead to rights British,

American &Australian
catchlhave sb bang to rights British

to have enough proof to show that
someone has done something wrong • I
was driving way above the speed limit and
thepolice radar caught me dead to rights.

ring
have a ring to it

if a word or idea has a ring to it, it sounds
interesting or attractive • (never in
continuous tenses) I suppose 'Cathy's
Country Cooking' has a certain ring to it.

rings
run rings around/round sb

to have much more skill, ability, or
intelligence than someone else • Why
does he talk to Alison as if she's stupid,
when we all know she could run rings
around him?



ringside

ringside
a ringside seatlview

if you have a ringside seat, you are in a
goodposition to watch what is happening
at an event • If there's going to be a
confrontation between management and
the unions, I'd like a ringside seat.

rinky-dink
rinky-dink American, informal

not important or of bad quality. (always
before noun) We drove into a rinky-dink
town in rural Pennsylvania .• This isn't
rinky-dink stuff - it's high quality
furniture.

riot
read (sb) the riot act

to speak angrily to someone about
something they have done and warn
them that they will be punished if they
do it again fb The riot act was a law
made in 1715which said how to deal with
groups of twelve or more people who
were causing trouble .• He'dput up with a
lot of bad behaviour from his son and
thought it was time to read him the riot
act.

run riot
1 if people run riot, they behave in a way

that is not controlled, running in all
directions or being noisy or violent • I
dread them coming round because they let
their kids run riot.

2 if your imagination runs riot, you have a
lot of strange, exciting, or surprising
thoughts • My imagination was running
riot, thinking of all the ways that I could
spend the money.

rip
let it/her rip mainly American, informal

if someone lets a vehicle rip, they make it
move very fast • She put her foot on the
car's accelerator,and he said, 'OK, let her
rip'.

letrip -\
1 to suddenly express your emotions

without control' This time I was furious
and I let rip.• He's a very restrained sort of
person - you can't imagine him ever really
letting rip.
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2 British & Australian, very informal to
allow gas to escape from your bottom
loudly' You can't just let rip when you're
in a smart restaurant.

ripe
live to a ripe old age

to live until you are very old' Both his
grandparents lived to a ripe old age.
at the ripe old age of sth • Hedied at the
ripe old age of eighty-seven.

rip-off

ripple
Xa ripple effect

if something has a ripple effect, it affects
something else, which then affects other
things' Court rulings often have a ripple
effect, spreading into areas of law that
weren'tpart of the original cases.

rip-roaring
rip-roaring

very exciting and successful • (always
before noun) The show was a rip-
roaring success .• The car was launched
with a rip-roaring publicity campaign.

rise
Riseand shine! old-fashioned

something that you say to tell someone to
get out of bed and start their day • Rise
and shine, sleepy head - you have to leave
for school in twenty minutes.

get a rise out of sb
to succeed in annoying someone' Ignore
him ~ he's just trying to get a rise out of
you.

rite )::
a rite of passage -

an activity or ceremony that shows that
someone has reached an important new
stage in their life, especially the start of
their adult life • There's an element of
danger to most adolescent rites of
passage, whether they be driving, sex,
alcohol or drugs.



rite-of-passage • This is not merely
another dreary rite-of-passagenovel.

river
sell sbdown the river

to do something which harms or
disappoints someone who trusted you, in
order to get an advantage for yourself. A
lot of peoplefeel they have been sold down
the river by a government who have failed
to keep their pre-electionpromises.

road
your road to DamascusBritish &

Australian.formal
a very important experience which
changes your whole life • It was this
chance meeting in a bar in Portland that
he would later describe as his road to
Damascus.
road-to-Damascus British & Australian
formal. (always before noun) I used to b~
a slob, but then I underwent a sort of
road-to-Damascus conversion to
fitness.

a road hog old-fashioned
a bad driver who does not allow other
drivers to pass them on the road. Come
on, let mepast, road hog!

The road to hell is paved with good
intentions. ~_
something that you say which means
people often intend to do good things but
much of the time, they do not make the
effort to do those things. 'I kept meaning
to visit her but I didn't get round to it.'
'The road to hell is paved with good
intentions. '

down the road
1 if an event is a particular period of time

down the road, it will not happen until
that period has passed • This is a
wonderful invention, but a marketable
product is several years down the roadyet.

2 American if you say that something will
happen down the road, you mean it will
happen in the future • We may at some
point buy a house but that's down the
road.

go down that road
to decide to do something in a particular
way • We're thinking of automating our
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finances, but if we do go down that road
we'll need specialist advice.

hit the road -.><....
to start a journey. It's getting late - I'd
better hit the road.

roaring
do a roaring trade British & Australian
do a roaring businessAmerican X

to sell a lot of goods quickly s (usually in .
continuous tenses) It was a hot day and
the ice-creamsellers were doing a roaring
trade.• (often + in) The toy department
was doing a roaring trade in furry
dinosaurs.

robbery
daylight robbery British, American &

Australian
highway robbery American & Australian

a situation in which you are charged
much more for something than you think
you should have to pay> Threepoundsfor
an orangejuice? It's daylight robbery!

rock
rock bottom -<
1 the lowest possible level. The morale of

prison officers is at rock bottom. • The
president's opinion poll ratings have hit
rock bottom.
rock-bottom· It says here they're selling
off carpet stock at rock-bottomprices.

2 if you are at rock bottom, you are the
most unhappy you have ever been in your
life· I'd neverfelt so depressed in my life-
I was at rock bottom - so I started
drinking .• After Carly left me I hit rock
bottom.

between a rock and a hard place
if you are between a rock and a hard
place, you have to make a difficult
decision between two things that are
equally unpleasant I'm caught
between a rock and a hard place. If I go
with Isobel, it'll be much more expensive
and if I go with Julie, Isobel probably
won't speak to me again.

rocker
be off your rocker informal

to be crazy. Spending that much on a car!
He must beoff his rocker!



rocket

go off your rocker informal. I'd go off
my rocker if I had to stay at home all day
looking after kids.

rocket
give sba rocket British &Australian,

informal
to speak angrily to someone about
something that they have done. (often +
for + doing sth) My mum gave me a rocket
for tearing my new jeans.
get a rocket British & Australian,
informal • He got a rocket from his boss
for being late.

go like a rocket Australian
if a machine goes like a rocket, it works
very well • 'How's the new computer?'
'Great,goes like a rocket.'

it doesn't take a rocket scientist
you don't have to be a rocket scientist

if you say that it doesn't take a rocket
scientist to understand something, you
mean that it is obvious' (usually + to do
sth) Drugs equals crime. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist tofigure that one out.
it's not rocket science' We're talking
basic common sense here - it isn't rocket
science.

put a rocket under sb British &
Australian
to do something to make someone hurry
• We'regoing to have toput a rocket under
Tim if we want to catch that train.

rocks
be on the rocks

if a marriage or other romantic
relationship is on the rocks, it has
problems and is likely to end soon • It
was no great surprise when they
announced their divorce. The marriage
had been on the rocksfor some time.

get your rocksoff taboo
if a man gets his rocks off, he has sex' I
don't think he cares what she looks like so
long as hegets his rocks off.

rod
make a rod for your own back British

to do something that is likely to cause
problems for you in the future • People
say that if you letyour baby sleep in your
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bed with you for the first few months,
you're just making a rod for your own
back.

roll
a roll in the hay humorous

sexual activity which is quick and
enjoyable and does not involve serious
feelings • I wouldn't sacrifice my
marriage for a roll in the hay with a
waitress.

bean a roll
to be having a successful period' United
are on a roll right now. They've won
thirteen games in a row.

roller
a roller coaster »:

a situation which changes suddenly and
often between being good and being bad
Ib A roller coaster is a type of small
railway in an amusement park which
travels very quickly climbing up and
down hills .• The Norwegian stockmarket
has been on a roller coaster during the
past 18 months. • What the book does
describe very well is the emotional roller-
coaster of puberty.
roller-coaster' (always before noun) His
Ll-year career has been a roller-coaster
ride of injury, rehabilitation, and
triumph.

rolling
be rolling in it informal

to be very rich' If they can afford ayacht,
they must be rolling in it.

get rolling
1 American & Australian if a business or

activity gets rolling, it starts' The Junior
SoccerLeague got rolling with itsfirst two
games last week. • He spent six months
working for a small, local bank that never
got rolling.
get sth rolling American • She made a
few light-hearted comments to get the
conversation rolling.

2 American, informal to leave a place
• Comeon, let'sget rolling - it's late.

have sbrolling in the aisles
to make an audience (= a group of people
watching a performance) laugh a lot



• Considered by many to be one of
Britain's best comedians, Izzard has had
audiences rolling in the aisles all over the
country.
be rolling in the aisles. I don't think I
laughed onceand yet all around mepeople
were rolling in the aisles.

Rome
Rome wasn't built in a day.

something that you say which means that
ittakes a long time to do an important job
• 'Sometimes it feels like we've spent all
our lives decorating this house.' 'Well,
Rome wasn't built in a day.'

fiddle while Rome burns
to spend time enjoying yourself or doing
things that are not important when you
should be dealing with a serious problem
fb This phrase comes from a story about
the Roman emperor Nero, who fiddled
(= played the violin) while the city of
Rome was burning .• Environmentalists
claim that the government is fiddling
while Rome burns.

When in Rome (do as the Romans do).
something that you say which means
when you are visiting another country,
you should behave like the people in that
country> I don't drink wine when I'm at
home but on holiday, well, when in Rome...

roof
a roof over your head

somewhere to live. We didn't have any
money, but at least we had a roof over our
heads and food in our stomachs.

the roof caves/falls in American
if the roof caves in, something very bad
suddenly happens to you. For thefirst six
years of my life I was happy. Then my
father died and the roof caved in.

go through the roof X::...
if the level of something, especially a
price, goes through the roof, it increases
very quickly' As a result of the war, oil
prices have gone through the roof

raise the roof
to make a loud noise by shouting,
clapping or singing. Theyfinished the set
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with their current hit and the audience
raised the roof

roof tops
shout sth from the rooftops

if you say you want to shout some news
from the rooftops, you mean that you
want to tell everyone about it because
you are so excited • When I discovered I
was pregnant, I wanted to shout it from
the roof tops.

room
not room to swing a cat informal

if there is not room to swing a cat in a
place, that place is very small • There
isn't room toswing a cat in the third room,
it's so tiny.• Geta sofa in the living room?
You'll be lucky - there isn't room to swing
a cat in there.

roost
rule the roost

to be the most powerful person who
makes all the decisions in a group • It
was my mother who ruled the roost at
home.

root
root and branchformal

if something is changed or removed root
and branch, it is changed or removed
completely because it is bad • Racism
must be eliminated, root and branch.
root-and-branchformal. (always before
noun) These proposals amount to a root-
and-branch reform of the system.

take root X
if an idea, belief, or system takes root
somewhere, it starts to be accepted or
established there • Democracy is now
struggling to take root in most of these
countries.

roots
put down roots X

if you put down roots in a place, you do
things which show that you want to stay
there, for example making friends or
buying a home. It would be hard to leave
Brighton after eleven years - he's put
down roots there.



rope

rope
give sb enough rope (to hang \:~

themselves) .I'~
to allowsomeoneto dowhat they want to,
knowing that they will probably fail or
get into trouble • I let him speak on,
knowing that he would offend the director,
and gave him just enough rope.

Go pi ss up a rope! American, taboo
a very impolite way of telling someone to
goaway. Oh go piss up a rope! I'm sick of
your complaining.

ropes
be on the ropes mainly American )(

to be doing badly and likely to fail » His
political career is on the ropes.

show sb the ropes
to explain to someone how to do a job or
activity. The new secretary started today
so I spent most of the morning showing
her the ropes.
know the ropes. She's been in this job
long enough to know the ropes.

rose-coloured
rose-coloured glasses British &

Australian
rose-colored glasses American &

Australlan
rose-coloured spectacles British

if someone thinks about or looks at
something with rose-coloured glasses,
they think it is more pleasant than it
really is • She's nostalgic for a past that
she sees through rose-coloredglasses.

roses
put the roses in sb's cheeks
bring the roses to sb's cheeks

to make someone look healthy. A brisk
walk will soon put the roses back in your
cheeks.

rose-tinted
rose-tinted glasses British, American &

Australlan , /
rose-tinted spectacles British )(

if someone looks at something through
rose-tinted glasses, they see only the
pleasant parts of it • She has always
looked at life through rose-tinted glasses.
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rot
the rot sets in

if the rot sets in, a situation starts to get
worse • If couples stop communicating,
that's when the rot really sets in.

stop the rot
to do something to prevent a situation
from continuing to get worse. The team
had been suffering low morale before
Smith was brought in to stop the rot.

rotten
be rotten to the core y(

if a person or an organization is rotten to
the core, it behaves in a way that is not
honest or moral. The whole legal system
is rotten to the core.

spoil sb rotten
to do whatever someone wants you to do
or to give them anything they want. My
husband spoils me rotten. Look at all this
jewellery he's given me .• Those children
are spoiled rotten by their grandparents.

rough
rough and ready
1 if you do something in a rough and ready

way, you do it quickly and without
preparing it carefully. I've done a rough
and ready translation of the instructions.
I hope it's clear enough.

2 not very polite or well educated. Just a
warning about the men who uiork for him,
they're a bit rough and ready.

rough edges
1 if a piece of work or a performance has

rough edges, some parts of it are not of
very goodquality. He's a great footballer;
but his game still has afeui rough edges.

2 if a person has rough edges, they do not
always behave well and politely. I knew
him before he was successful, and he had a
lot of rough edges back then.

rough it
to live in a way that is simple and not
very comfortable. They prefer to rough it
on their travels, and sleep in the car or
take a tent. "7

rough justice ...A
a punishment that is not fair or is too
severe • New evidence suggests that the
girls were given rough justice.



rough trade very informal
men who have sex with other men for
moneyand wholookas if they comefrom
a lowsocial class. He went to the docks to
pick up a bit of rough trade.

a rough diamond British & Australian
a diamond in the rough American &

Australian
a person whodoesnot seemvery polite or
welleducated at first, although they have
a goodcharacter. Mitchell may have been
a rough diamond, but he was absolutely
loyal to his employer.

the rough and tumble of sth
the part of an activity that involves
fighting or competing • He enjoys the
rough and tumble of politics.
rough-and-tumble • (always before
noun) He is used to life in the rough-and-
tumble airline industry.

cut up rough British, old-fashioned
to become very angry' (often + about)
Dad cut up rough about me staying out all
night.

give sb a rough time
to treat someone severely or to cause
difficulties for them' The bossgives me a
rough time if I make any mistakes.
have a rough time (of it) • She's had a
rough time of it in prison.

give sbthe rough side of your tongue
British & Australian, old-fashioned
to speak angrily to someone • The boss
gave me the rough side of her tongue for
being late twice this week.

take the rough with the smooth British
&Australian
to accept the unpleasant parts of a
situation as well as the pleasant parts
• Youhave to beprepared to take the rough
with the smooth in marriage.

roughshod
ride roughshod over sth/sb

to act in the way you want to, ignoring
rules, traditions, or other people'swishes
• They accused the government of riding
roughshod overparliamentary procedure.
• He cannot be allowed to ride roughshod
over his colleagues with his ambitious
plans.
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rounds
do the rounds British &Australian
make the rounds American &Australian

if you do the rounds of people,
organizations, or places, you visit or
telephone them all • (usually + of) Tony
and I made the rounds of the cheap bars in
the city.• I've done the rounds of all the
agents, but nobody has any tickets left.

roving
a roving eye humorous

if someone has a roving eye, they are
sexually attracted to people other than
their partner • She left her husband
becauseshe toasted up with his roving eye.

row
a hardltough row to hoe American

a diffIcult situation to deal with
• Teachers have a tough row to hoe in
today's schools.

rub

rub shoulders with sbBritish, American
&Australian, informal

rub elbows with sb informal American &
Australian
to spend time with famous people' He's
Hollywood's most popular hairdresser
and regularly rubs shoulders with top
movie stars.

the rub of the green mainly British
if youhavethe rub of the green, youhave
good luck, especially in a sports
competition' This player hasn't had the
rub of the green in the last few
tournaments.

There's the rub. old-fashioned
Therein lies the rub. old-fashioned

something that you say when you are
explaining what the difficulty is in a
particular situation. You can't get a job
unless you have experience. And there's
the rub - how do you get experience if you
can't get ajob?



rubber

rubber
a rubber checkAmerican, humorous

a cheque (= a piece of paper from
someone's bank that they sign and use
for money) that is not worth anything
because the person does not have enough
money in the bank • The woman was
accused of writing more than $100,000in
rubber checks topay for expensiue jeuielry:

rubber-stamp
rubber-stamp sth ~'-

if someone rubber-stamps a decision or a
plan, they give it official approval, often
without thinking about it enough Ib If
someone official has examined a
document, they often put a special mark
on it using a rubber stamp (= a small
printing device made of rubber) .• School
governors will not simply rubber-stamp
what teachers have already decided.• The
court was asked to rubber-stamp the
Department's decision tofree the men.
a rubber stamp' The committee isjust a
rubber stamp for thepresident's policies.

Rube
Rube Goldberg American, informal

a Rube Goldberg piece of equipment or
plan is very complicated and not very
practical Ib Rube Goldberg was an
American who drew funny pictures for
newspapers showing complicated
inventions .• They use a Rube Goldberg
type contraption to open and close the
farm gate.• The city is not well served by
this Rube Goldberg scheme for economic
development.

Rubicon
\/,.crossthe Rubiconformal j!c,_

to do something which will have very
important results, which cannot be
changed later Ib Julius Caesar started a
war by crossing the river Rubicon in
Italy. • International pressure may be able
to prevent the country crossing the
Rubicon to authoritarian rule.

rude V
a rude awakening ,t".

if you have a rude awakening, you have a
severe shock when you discover the truth
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of a situation' Wehad a rude awakening
when we saw the amount of our phone
bill. • You've been so spoiled by your
parents, you are in for a rude
awakening when you start to look after
yourself.

ruffled
smooth (sb's) ruffled feathers

to try to make someone feel less angry or
upset, especially after an argument • I
spent the afternoon smoothing ruffled
feathers and trying to convince people to
give the talks another chance.

rug
cut a rug old-fashioned

to dance • Twenty disco classics on one
CD.Now there's music to cut a rug to.

pull the rug from under sb/sth
pull the rug from under sb's feet

to suddenly take away help or support
from someone, or to suddenly do
something which causes many problems
for them. The schoolpulled the rug from
under the basketball team by making
them pay to practise in the school
gymnasium.

ruin
go to rack/wrack and ruin old-fashioned

if a building goes to rack and ruin, its
condition becomes very bad because no
one is taking care of it • She's let that
house go to rack and ruin since Clive died.

rule "
a rule of thumb ;X

a way of calculating something which is
not exact but which will help you to be
correct enough Ib A rule of thumb was
originally a way of measuring using the
width or length of your thumb .• A good
rule of thumb is to cook two handfuls of
riceper person.

rules



rum
a rum do British, old-fashioned

if a situation is a rum do,it is strange and
people often do not approve of it • All
three of his ex-wives still live with him.
It's a rum do if you ask me.

rumpy-pumpy
rumpy-pumpy British &Australian,

humorous
sexual activity • So I asked her if she
fancied a bit of rumpy-pumpy.

run
run and run mainly British

if a subject or an argument is going to
run and run, people will continue to be
interested in it for a long time' We'vehad
over 500 letters on the subject of human
cloning. It looks like this one will run
and run.

run before you can walk >(
to try to do something complicated and
difficult before you have learned the
basic skills you need to attempt it • I
think you should stick to a simple menu
for your dinner party. There's no point
trying to run before you can walk.

run out of steam British, informal )('
run out of gasAmerican &Australian, .

informal
to suddenly lose the energy or interest to
continue doing what you are doing
• She'd been talking for two hours and
was just starting to run out of steam.• I
worked really well for two months of the
project then I suddenly ran out of gas.

a dry run British, American & Australian
a dummy run British &Australian X

an occasion when you practise doing
something to make sure there will be no
problems when you really do it • We
decided to do a dry run at the church the
day before the wedding. • We'd better have
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a couple of dummy runs before we do the
real thing.

give sb a run for their money
to compete very strongly against
someone who is expected to win a
competition' I think only Liverpool will
be able to give Manchester United a run
for their money next season.

have sbon the run
to be in a strong position to defeat
someone • After iast night's broadcast
debate, he has the opposition candidate on
the run.

have a good run for your money
to have a long period of success or
enjoyment. I've achieved a lot in my life
and Ifeel I've had agood runfor my money.

have the run of swh
to be allowed to go anywhere in an area
• The children had the run of thefarm all
week.

make a run for it
to suddenly run fast in order to escape
from somewhere or get to somewhere
• When the guard turned away, the two
prisoners made a run for it.• Let's make a
runfor it as soon as the rain lets up a bit.

runaround
give sbthe runaround informal

to act in a way which makes it difficult
for someone to do something, for
example by refusing to tell them things
they need to know • I'm trying to get a
visa, but the embassy staff keep giving me
the runaround.
get the runaround informal. Every time
I phone to complain, I keep getting the
runaround.

runes
read the runes British,formal

to try to guess what is going to happen in
the future by examining what is



rung

happening now tb Runes are letters of
an ancient alphabet with secret or magic
meaning. • He was the first Eastern
European leader to read the runes and
make political changes tostay in power.

rung
the [first/highest/next etc.] rung on the

ladder
the flrst, highest, next etc. position,
especially in society or in a job' In our
society,a nurse is hardly on the same rung
of the ladder as ajudge .• President of the
Union at Oxford University was the first
rung on thepolitical ladderfor him.

running
a running battle

if you have a running battle with
someone, you have an argument that
continues over a long period of time
• (often + with) I've had a running battle
with the neighbours over their kids
throwing stones over thefence.

be in the running
if you are in the running for something,
you are in a good position to win it or
achieve it. (often + for) This film must be
in the running for a Best Picture Oscar.
out of the running' Herpoor health has
put her out of the running for the election.

be running on empty informal
1 to continue to work and be active when

you have no energy left • I get the
impression he's been running on emptyfor
months now.A holiday will do him good.

2 American & Australian if a person or an
organization is running on empty, they
have no new ideas or are not as effective
as they were before • The fund-raising
campaign was running on empty after ten
years under the same leader.

do/make (all) the running British
to be the person who causes things to
happen and develop' Men are no longer
expected to do all the running at the
beginning of a relationship. • If we want
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this campaign to be a success, it's up to us
to make the running.

(Go) take a running jump! informal
an impolite way of telling someone to go
away or that you will not give them
something they want • 'Jim wants to
borrow your new CD.' 'Tell him to take a
running jump. '

run-of-the-mill

rush
a (sudden) rush of blood (to the head)

if you have a rush of blood to the head,
you suddenly feel very excited or very
angry, and do or say something silly
• Thomson was sent off for head-butting
Gray in a rush of blood to the head.

Russian
play Russianroulette Y

to take big risks, in a way which is very
dangerous tb Russian roulette is a very
dangerous gamewhere players aim a gun
containing one bullet at their own heads.
• (often + with) I'm not willing to play
Russian roulette with people's lives by
drinking and driving.

rut
be (stuck) in a rut X

to do the same things all the time so that
you becomebored, or to be in a situation
where it is impossible to make progress
• At forty my life was in a rut, so I gave up
work and travelled to India .• It's clear the
economy is still stuck in a rut.
get in/into a rut • Whenyou have to cook
dinner every night it's easy toget into a rut.
[drag/get/lift etc.] sb/ sth out of attheir
rut to help someone or something to
change their situation and to make
progress • The president has to get his
electioncampaign out of a rut.



sabre-rattling
sabre-rattling British, American &

Australian
saber-rattling American

threatening behaviour which is intended
to frighten someone • After months of
sabre-rattling, the two sides have agreed to
apeaceful resolution of their differences.

sack

give sb the sack. After only 2 weeks she
was given the sack for being rude to a
customer.

sackcloth
sackcloth and ashes slightly formal

if you wear' sackcloth and ashes, you
showby your behaviour that youare very
sorry for something you did wrong tb In
the past, clothes made of sackcloth (= a
rough cloth) were worn by the Jews in
religious activities to show that they
were sad or sorry for the things they had
done wrong. • I've already apologized.
How long must I wear sackcloth and
ashes beforeyou 'llforgioe me?

sacred
a sacred cow X

a belief or system that is treated with
much respect and is not usually
criticized • The British legal system
remains a sacred cow, despite increasing
evidence that serious mistakes have been
made.

sacrificed
be sacrificed on the altar of sthformal

to be destroyed by an activity, system or
belief that is bad but more important or
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more powerful. Service and quality have
beensacrificed on the altar of profit.

sadder
sadder but wiser

if someone is sadder but wiser after a bad
experience, they have suffered but they
have also learned something from it • He
bought a second-hand car and ended up
sadder but wiser after a series of
breakdowns and expensive repairs.

saddle
be in the saddle ~<

to be in control of a situation • With a
new leaderfirmly in the saddle the party
looks setfor victory at the next election.

safe
safe and sound

if you are safe and sound, you are not
harmed in any way,although you were in
a dangerous situation. It was a difficult
drive but weall arrived safe and sound.

a safe pair of hands British & Australian
someone who you can trust to do an
important job well without making
mistakes • He's what this troubled club
needs, a good, solid manager;a safepair of
hands.

be as safe as houses British &Australian
to be very safe. Don't worry, I've locked
your bicycle in the shed - it's as safe as
houses.

be in safe hands
if someoneor something is in safehands,
they are being looked after by someone
who can be trusted • I know my
daughter's in safe hands at the nursery.

to be on the safe side y'

if youdo something to b~on the safe side,
you do something that may not be
necessary in order to protect yourself
against possible problems. I don't think
there are any broken bones, but you



safety

should have an X-ray just to be on the
safe side.

safety
a safety net J«

a system or arrangement that helps you
if you have problems, especially
financial problems. (often + for) The
hardship fund provides a safety net for
students who run out of money before
they've completed their course.

a safety valve
a way of allowing someone to express
strong or negative emotions without
harming other people > (often + for) I
often think football acts as a safety valve
for a lot of stored-up male aggression.

There's safety in numbers.
something that you say which means if
people do something difficult or
unpleasant together, they are less likely
to get harmed or blamed. Working on the
principle that there's safety in numbers,
we decided we should all go and complain
together.

said
there's [muchla lot etc.] to be said for

sth/doing sth
something that you saywhich means that
something has a lot of advantages
• There's a lot to be said.for living alone.

when all is said and done r
something that you say when you are
about to tell someone the most important
fact in a situation » When all is said and
done, a child's moral upbringing ts the
parents' responsibility.

sails
trim your sails

to spend less money • The school is
having to trim its sails because of
government cutbacks.

salad
your salad days old-fashioned

the time when you were young and had
little experience of life. But that was in
my salad days, before I got married and
had children.
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salt
any Uudge/lawyerlteacher etc.] worth

their salt
any judge, lawyer, teacher etc. who is
good at their job. Any lawyer worth his
salt should be aware of the latest changes
in taxation. • No judge worth her salt
would attempt to influence thejury.

be the salt of the earth X
if someone is the salt of the earth, they
are a very good and honest person. His
mother's the salt of the earth. She'd give
you her last penny.

rub salt in/into the wound )</
to make a difficult situation even worse
for someone • Losing was bad enough,
having to watch them receiving the trophy
just rubbed salt into the wound.

take sth with a pinch of salt British &
Australian .>:

take sth with a grain of salt American &
Australian
if you take what someone says with a
pinch of salt, you do not completely
believe it • You have to take everything
she says with a pinch of salt. She has a
tendency to exaggerate.• It's interesting to
read the reports in the newspapers, but I
tend to take them with a grain of salt.

same
Same difference .

something that you say which means that
the difference between two things is not
important • They were married for forty
years, or was it thirty? Same difference- it
was a long time any waxy.

be in the same boat
to be in the same unpleasant situation as
other people· She's always complaining
that she doesn't have enough money, but
we're all in the same boat.• (often + as) If
he loseshis job he'll be in the same boat as
any other unemployed person.

by the same token X
something that you say which means that
the thing youare going to say next is true
for the same reasons as the thing you
havejust said. When he liked aperson, he
loved them, and, by the same token, when
he didn't like aperson, he hated them.



in the same breath
1 if you say two things in the same breath,

you say two things that are so different
that if one is true the other must be false
• She said she didn't love him any more
but in the same breath said how
wonderful he was.

2 if you talk about two people or things in
the same breath, you think they are very
similar » (often + as) He's a relatively new
director but his name has been mentioned
in the same breath as Hitchcock.

not in the same league ><
not nearly as good as something or
someone else' (often + as) Myfour-year-
old computer's just not in the same league
as the latest machines with their super-fast
processors.

It's the same old story. »:
something that you say when a bad
situation has happened many times
before • It's the same old story - the
women do all the work and the menjust sit
around talking.

sing the same tune British, American &
Australian

sing from the same
hymnsheet/songsheet British
if a group of people sing the same tune,
they say the same things about a subject
in public' (usually in continuous tenses)
I want to make sure we're all singing the
same tune beforewegive any intervlews to
the newspapers.

speakltalk the same language X(
if two people speak the same language,
they have similar beliefs and opinions,
and express themselves in similar ways
• There's no use setting up a meeting
between the environmentalists and the
construction company - they just don't
speak the same language.

tar sb with the same brush
to believe wrongly that someone or
something has the same bad qualities as
someone or something that is similar
• (usually passive) I admit that some
football supporters do cause trouble but
it's not fair that we're all being tarred
with the same brush.
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sandwich
be one sandwich short of a picnic

humorous
be a couple of sandwiches short of a

picnic humorous
if someone is one sandwich short of a
picnic, they are stupid or crazy • After
talking to him for about 10 minutes I
decided he was definitely one sandwich
short of apicnic.

sang froid
sangfroid

the ability to stay calm in a difficult or
dangerous situation • She showed
remarkable sang froid despite a rude and
noisy audience.

sarcasm
Sarcasm is the lowest form of wit.

something that you say which means that
using sarcasm (= saying the opposite of
what you mean to make a joke) is
unpleasant and is not a very clever thing
to do • 'We're so grateful to you for
arriving only 20 minutes late!' 'Oh really,
Matthew, don't you know sarcasm is the
louiestform of wit?'

saving
a saving grace X.

a good quality that makes you like
something or someone although you do
not like anything else about them' It's a
small cinema and the seats are
uncomfortable, but the saving grace is
that people aren't allowed to eat during
thefilm.

savoir-faire
savoir-faire

the ability to do or say the right thing in
any social situation • She demonstrates
great sauoirfaire when dealing with
clients.

say
You can say that again! informal

something that you say in order to show
you completely agree with something
that someone has just said. 'That was an
absolutely delicious lunch.' 'You can say
that again!'



saying

saying
It goes without saying. X

something that you say when you believe
that what you will say next is generally
accepted or understood s It goes without
saying that we're delighted about the new
baby.

says
What sb says goes. informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone which person in a group makes
the final decisions about what happens
• Moria's the team leader and what she
says goes.

scales
The scales fall from sb's eyes. literary

if the scales fall from someone's eyes,
they are suddenly able to understand the
truth> When I saw his photograph in the
paper, the scales fell from my eyes and I
realized I'd beenconned.

tip the scales /'
1 to make something more or less likely to

happen, or to make someone more or less
likely to succeed • (often + against)
Recent environmental disasters have
tipped the scales against oil producers.
• The sudden economicgrowth in the area
should tip the scales in favour of new
investment.

2 to weigh a certain amount. (usually + at)
He tips the scales at just over 250pounds.

scalp
be out for/after sb's scalp mainly

American
to want to punish someone because you
blame them for something bad that has
happened • The mayor has made one
mistake too many and the voters are out
for his scalp.

scandal
a scandal sheet American &Australian,

informal
a newspaper or magazine that contains
many articles about shocking or
surprising events • It's just a scandal
sheet - full of murders, beatings, suicides
and little else.
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scarce
be as scarce as hen's teeth American &

Australian
to be very difficult or impossible to find
• It was the President's inauguration and
hotel rooms in Washington were as scarce
as hen's teeth.

make yourself scarce informal
to leave, especially in order to avoid
trouble • I think you'd better make
yourself scarce - at least until I've had a
chance to talk toyour father.

scared
be scared shitless British, American &

Australian, taboo
be scared shit American, taboo

to be very frrghtened s I was woken by the
sound of someone moving around
downstairs - I was scared shitlessl

run scared mainly American
to be worried that you are going to be
defeated » (usually in continuous tenses)
There are rumours that the Democrats are
running scared after recent opinion polls
showed their rivals to be way out infront.

scaredy-cat
a scaredy-cat informal

someone who is frightened when there is
no reason to be Ib This phrase is used
especially by children. • Go on you
scaredy-cat,jump in.

scarlet
a scarlet woman old-fashioned

a woman who people think is morally bad
because she has sex with a lot of men
• She was labelled a scarlet woman and
excludedfrom polite society.

scattered
be scattered to the four winds literary

if a group of things or people are
scattered to the four winds, they are sent
to different places which are far away
from each other • Homes were destroyed
and families were scattered to the four
winds.

scenario
the nightmare/worst-case scenario

the worst thing that could possibly
happen· I suppose the worst-casescenario



would be if both of us lost our jobs at the
same time,

scene
set the scene

to describe a situation where something
is goingto happen soon. First,let's set the
scene - it was a cold dark night with a
strong wind blowing...

set the scene for sth
if you set the scene for something, you
make it possible or likely to happen> The
recent resignation of two government
ministers has set the scene for a pre-
electioncrisis.
the scene is set for sth • After a
disastrous first half, the scene was setfor a
humiliating defeat.

scenes

scent
putlthrow sb off the scent

if you throw someone off the scent, you
givethem false or confusing information
to try to stop them discovering
something Ib A scent is a smell
produced by an animal which can act as a
signal to other animals trying to find or
followit.• The police were thrown off the
scentfor a while byfalse evidencegiven by
two of the witnesses.

scheme E

'\J
in the grand/great scheme of things ,"-.

if you say that in the grand scheme of
things something is not important, you
mean that it is not important when
compared to much more serious things
• In the grand scheme of things, whether
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another actress has her navel pierced is
not really that significant.

school
the school of hard knocks

learning through difficult experiences
• An early training in the school of hard
knocks was good preparation for a career
inpolitics.

schoolboy
schoolboy humour British & Australian
schoolboy humor American & Australian

stupid jokes that are rude but not
offensive· Isn't he a bit oldfor this type of
schoolboy humour?

science
blind sb with science British &

Australian
if you blind someone with science, you
confuse them by using technical
language that they are not likely to
understand. I think hedecided to blind us
with science because he didn't want us
asking any difficult questions.

score
know the score informal

to know all the important facts in a
situation, especially the unpleasant ones
• You know the score - no payment until
after the article ispublished.

settle a score X
to harm someone whohas harmed you in
the past. (often + with) Police believe the
killer was a gang member settling a score
with a rival gang.
settle old scores. (often + with) She
used her farewell speech to settle some old
scoreswith her opponents.

scot-free
get away/off scot-free informal

to avoidthe punishment that you deserve
or expect • If you don't take out a
complaint against him he'll get off scot-
free!

scrap
throw sb/sth on the scrap heap informal

to get rid of someoneor something that is
not wanted or needed any more· (usually



scratch

passive) Many people overforty who can't
find a job feel they've been thrown on the
scrap heap.
be on the scrap heap. These kids are on
the scrap heap as soon as they leaveschool.

scratch
not be up to scratch

to not be of an acceptable standard or
quality> I'm afraid your last essay wasn't
up to scratch.
not come up to scratch British &
Australian • Under the new system, we
will not continue to employ teachers whose
work doesn't come up toscratch.
bring sb/sth up to scratch British &
Australian • If you practise hard on this
piece you should be able to bring it up to
scratch by next week.

screw
have a screw loose informal

to be crazy • I think that woman has a
screw loose- shegoes out in her slippers.

screws
put the screws on sb informal

to use force or threats to make someone
do what you want f!::J In the past, screws
or thumbscrews were devices used to
hurt people by crushing their thumbs in
order to force them to do something.
• They put the screws on him until
eventually he wasforced to resign.
tightenlturn the screws on sb informal
• The police are turning the screws on
drivers who don't wear their seat belts by
fining them.

scrimp
scrimp and save

to spend very little money, especially
because you are saving it to buy
something expensive. (often + to do sth)
Wehad to scrimp and save to buy ourfirst
house.
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scum
the scum of the earth very informal X

if a group of people are the scum of the
earth, they are the worst type of people
f!::J Scum is a layer of unpleasant or dirty
substance that has formed on top of a
liquid .• Peoplewho abuse children are the
scum of the earth.

sea
your sea legs

the ability to keep your balance when
walking on a moving ship and not feel ill
• It took me a while toget my sea legs, but
Ifeel fine now.

a sea change literary
a complete change. (often + in) The huge
increase in the number of people working
freelance represents a sea change in
patterns of employment over the last 10
years.

be at sea British, American &Australian
be all at sea British &Australian

if someone is at sea, they are completely
confused • I'm all at sea with this
computer manual.

seal
put/set the seal on sth slightly formal

to make something certain or complete
• The ambassador's visit set the seal on the
trade agreement between the two
countries.

seams
be bulging/bursting at the seams

informal
if a place is bursting at the seams, it has a
very large number of people or things in
it • All my family came to stay for the
wedding and our little house was bursting
at the seams.

be coming/falling apart at the seams
1 if a system or organization is coming

apart at the seams, it is in a very bad
condition and likely to fail. For a while it
seemed that the wholeAsian economy was
just coming apart at the seams.

2 if someone is coming apart at the seams,
they are feelingextremely upset and have
difficulty continuing to do the things



they usually do • It's no excuse, but we
were all working really hard and none of
us noticed that Rory uias justfalling apart
at the seams.

search
Search me! informal

something that you say when you do not
know the answer to a question' 'Where's
Jack gone?' 'Search me!'

seat
be in the driving seat British
be in the driver's seat American &

Australian
to be in control of a situation • The
consumer is in the driving seat due to the
huge range of goods on the market.

fly by the seat of your pants informal
to do something difficult without the
necessary experience or ability • (often
in continuous tenses) None of us had ever
worked on a magazine before so we were
flying by the seat of our pants.
by the seat of your pants if you do
something by the seat of your pants, you
do it using your own experience and
ability, without help from anyone else
• Wefound our way by the seat of our
pants, but if I ever did another jungle trek
I'd take a guide. X

'-seats
bums on seats British &Australian,

informal
fannies in the seats American, informal

if a public performance or a sports event
puts bums on seats, many people pay to
go and see it • This production needsa big
name toput bums on seats.

second
second best

something that is not as good as the thing
that you really want. I know exactly what
sort of apartment I'm looking for and I'm
not going to settletor second best.

be second to none X
to be better than anything or anyone else
• The hotel's restaurant facilities are
second to none.
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come off second best >2--
to be beaten in a competition or an
argument. I've given up arguing with my
big brother because I always come off
second best.

get alyour second wind British, American
& Australian

get alyour second breath American
to suddenly have new energy to continue
doing something after you were feeling
tired • After two hours we could hardly
walk another step, but we got a second
wind as we neared home.

play second fiddle X-
if you play second fiddle to someone, they
are in a stronger position or are more
important than you' (usually + to) You'll
have to choosebetweenyour wife and me. I
won't play secondfiddle to anyone.

without a second thought X
if you do something without a second
thought, you do it without thinking about
whether or not you should' She doesn't
worry about money - she'll spend a
hundred pounds on a dress without a
second thought.
not give sth a second thought. He'd
fire you if he had.to - he wouldn't give it a
second thought.

second-class
a second-class citizen X

someone who is treated as if they are less
important than other people in society
• Although she was married to an
Australian, Louise couldn't get a work
visa and it made her feel like a second-
class citizen.



second-guess

second-guess X,
second-guess sb/sth
1 to try to guess what will happen or what

someone will do • It's notfor us to second-
guess the court's decision - we'lljust have
to wait and see.

2 to criticize someone's actions or an event
after it has happened. It's easy to second-
guess the team's coach- but let'sface it, he
made big mistakes.

see
see sb/sth for what they (really) are

to start to understand the truth about
someone or something, especially when
the truth is bad' She suddenly saw him
for what he was - a cold-hearted,
calculating killer.

see it coming X
to see that something is likely to happen,
especially something bad • I wasn't
surprised when the company closeddown.
You could see it coming.

seed
seed money American &Australian

money that is used to start a business or
other activity' With $250,000 in seed
money they started to recruit executives
and advisersfor their new venture.

go/run to seed
to stop taking care of your appearance so
that you no longer look attractive • I
almost didn't recognize John. He's really
gone toseedsince his wife left him.

seeds Vsow the seeds of sth .F "-

to do something that will cause an
unpleasant situation in the future • He
may be sowing the seeds of his own
destruction by using violence against his
people.

seeing
Seeing is believing. )(

something that you say which means you
can only believe that something
surprising or strange is true if you see it
yourself • I'd never have imagined my
parents could dance, but seeing is
believing.
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seen
have seen better days humorous X

if something or someone has seen better
days, they are not in such a good
condition as they used to be • Our
washing machine has seen better days.
• Wewere met at the hotel entrance by an
ageing porter who had evidently seen
better days.

have to be seen to be believed
if something has to be seen to be
believed, it is so surprising or shocking
that it is difficult to believe • The
devastation had to beseen to be believed.

haven't seen hide nor hair of sb/ sth
informal
if you have not seen hide nor hair of
someone or something, you have not seen
them for a period of time' (often + since)
I haven't seen hide nor hair of her since
last Sunday, and I'm beginning to get
rather worried.

self-made
a self-made man

a man who is rich and successful as a
result of his own work and not because
his family had a lot of money' Critchley
was a self-made man who learned
accounting while working in a brush
factory.

sell
the hard sell

a method of trying very hard to persuade
someone to buy something even if they
do not want to • All I did was ask for a
price list and a carpet salesman started
giving me the hard sell.
OPPOSITE the soft sell' Weprefer to use the
soft sell on our customers. We simply
explain the insurance packages and leave
them to decidefor themselves.

sense
knock (some) sense into sb informal

to use strong methods in order to teach
someone to stop behaving stupidly • A
month in prison should knock some sense
into him.



senses /
come to your senses ~

to start to understand that you have been
behaving in a stupid way· So you've
finally realized what a mistake you're
making. I wondered how long it would
take you tocome toyour senses.
bring sb to their senses • It was my
father who finally brought me to my
senses by telling me that if I didn't go back
to college I might regret it for the rest of
my life.

set
be set in concrete r:

if an arrangement, a plan or a rule is set
in concrete, it is completely fixed so that
it cannot be changed. (usually negative)
We've drawn up some rough guidelines-
they're by no means set in concrete.

seven
the seven year itch humorous

if someone who is married gets the seven
year itch, they become bored with their
relationship after about seven years and
often want to start a sexual relationship
with another person • He keeps talking
about all the women he knew before we
weremarried - I think he's got the seven-
year itch.

seventh
be in seventh heaven humorous ),

to be extremely happy • Since they got
married they'Ve been in seventh heaven.

sex
a sex kitten old-fashioned

a young woman who is sexually exciting
or attractive fib Some women think this
phrase is offensive.• All she needs to do is
untie her hair and remove her spectacles
and she's transformed into a gorgeous sex
kitten.

a sex object
if someone thinks of a person as a sex
object, they only think about having sex
with them and do not think about their
character or abilities. How on earth can
youfeel anything for a man whojust treats
you as a sex object?
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shade
put sb/sth in the shade

to be so interesting or so good that other
similar people or things seem less
important by comparison. I thought I'd
done quite well, but Claire's exam results
put mine in the shade.

shades
Shadesof sb/sth.

something that you say when someone or
something makes you think of another
person or thing s Wevisited the university
campus and had a few drinks in the bar.
Shades of my student days.

shadow
a shadow of your former self

if you are a shadow of your former self,
you are less strong or less powerful than
you were in the past • He came back to
work after 3 months, completely cured of
the cancer but a shadow of hisformer self.

beyond/without a shadow of a doubt
if something is true beyond a shadow of
a doubt, there is no doubt that it is true
• This is without a shadow of a doubt the
bestfilm I have seen all year.

in sb's shadow
if you are in someone's shadow, you
receive less attention and seem less
important than them> For most of his life
he lived in the shadow of his morefamous
brother.

in/under sth's shadow
if you are in the shadow of an unpleasant
event, you cannot forget that it has
happened or might happen in the future
• The local population were living under
the shadow of war.

shaft
get the shaft American, informal X.

if someone gets the shaft, they are not
treated in a fair way • The tax system is
all wrong - the rich just get richer and it's
thepoor whoget the shaft.
give sb the shaft American, informal
• They gave him the shaft - he lost his job
for no reason at all.



shag

shag
like a shag on a rock Australian, very

informal
completelyalone fb A shag is a large sea
bird.• They walked out and left me like a
shag on a rock.

shaggy
a shaggy dog story

a joke which is a long story with a silly
end s My grandad insists on telling these
shaggy dog stories, which nobody finds
funny except him.

shakes
in two shakes (of a lamb's tail) old-

fashioned
in a couple of shakes old-fashioned

very soon. I'll be with you in two shakes
of a lamb's tail.

shaking
be shaking in your boots/shoes

to be very frightened or anxious. Damon
was shaking in his shoes when he heard
all the shouting.

shanks
Shanks's pony British, American &

Australian, old-fashioned
Shank's mare American, old-fashioned

walking as a method of travel. I missed
the last bus and had to get home on
Shanks's pony.

shape
Shape up or ship out. informal

something that you say in order to tell
someone that if their behaviour doesnot
improve, they will have to leave. This is
the third serious mistake you've made this
month. It's not good enough - you 'regoing
to have to shape up or ship out.

the shape of things to come
if something is the shape of things to
come, it is a sign of what is likely to
become popular in the future • Is
shopping on the Internet the shape of
things to come?

in any shape or form X
of any type • I'm opposed to war in any
shape orform.
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knock/lick sth/sb into shape
whip sth/sb into shape

to improve the condition of something or
the condition or behaviour of someone
• The prime minister's main aim is to
knock the economy into shape. • Little
Sean is a bit wild but the teachers'll soon
lick him into shape when he starts school.

shapes
all shapes and sizes »:

many different types of people or things
• Mortgage deals come in all shapes and
sizes these days.

share
Share and share alike.

something that you saywhich means that
it is good to share things fairly and
equally. Come on now, don't keep them
all toyourself - share and share alike.

sharp
the sharp end mainly British

the sharp end of an activity or job is the
most difficult part where problems are
likely to happen • (usually + of) She
enjoys the challenge of being at the sharp
end of investment banking.

be as sharp as a tack American
to be very intelligent. He may be old, but
he's still as sharp as a tack.

Look sharp!
1 old-fashioned something that you say in

order to tell someone to hurry • Look
sharp! Wehave to leave infiue minutes.

2 mainly American something that you say
in order to warn someone about
something. Look sharp! That ladder isn't
very steady.

shebang /
the whole shebang informal X

the whole of something, including
everything that is connectedwith it • The
party's next week but my parents are
organizing the whole shebang.

sheep
I might as well be hangedlhung for a

sheep as a lamb.
something that you say when you are
going to be punished for something so



you decide to do something worse
because your punishment will not beany
more severe Ib In the past, people who
stole lambs were killed, so it was worth
stealing something more because there
was no worse punishment. • I'm going to
be latefor work anyway, so I think I'll go
to the shop for a paper. I might as well be
hangedfor a sheep as a lamb.

make sheep's eyes at sb old-fashioned
to look at someone in a way that shows
that you love them or are attracted to
them. Ken's been making sheep's eyes at
his ex-girlfriend all night.

separate the sheep from the goats
British, American & Australian

sort (out) the sheep from the goats
British &Australian
to choose the people or things of high
quality from a group of mixed quality
• I'll look through the application forms
and separate the sheepfrom thegoats.

shelf
a shelf life

the length of time that something will
last or remain usefullb The shelf life of
a product is the amount of time that it
can be offered for sale before it must be
thrown away. • These days many
marriages have afairly short shelf life.

on the shelf British & Australian, old-
fashioned
if someone,especially a woman, is on the
shelf, they are not married and people
now believe they are too old to get
married • I was afraid my daughter
would neverfind a husband, that she'd be
left on the shelf.

shell
a shell game American

a method of deceiving or cheating
someone, by moving things from one
place to another in order to hide what
you are doing Ib A shell game is a game
in which someone must guess which of
three shells a ball or pea (= a small,
round, green vegetable) is placed under
when they are moved quickly around.
• The thieves played a shell game with
the police, constantly shifting the stolen
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goods.• He owns many small businesses
in different states as part of a shell game
to save on taxes.

come out of your shell ">(
to become less shy and more friendly
• Tom used to be very withdrawn but he's
really come out of his shell since Susan
took an interest in him.
bring sb out of their shell. Joining the
drama group has brought Ian out of his
shell.

shine
take a shine to sb informal

to like someone immediately • I think
Andrew has taken a bit of a shine to our
new member of staff.

take the shine off sth informal
if something that happens takes the
shine off something pleasant, it spoils it
or makes it less enjoyable • Having my
purse stolen took the shine off my visit to
Dublin.

shingle
hang out your shingle American

to start your own business, especially as
a doctor or a lawyer • He hung out his
shingle in Brandon many years ago, and
has beena lawyer there ever since.

ship
jump ship X-

if you jump ship, you leave a job or
activity suddenly before it is finished,
especially to go and work for someone
else > Another advertising agency offered
him $1000tojump ship.

when your ship comes in
if you talk about what you will do when
your ship comes in, you mean when you
are rich and successful • When my ship
comes in, I'll build you a huge house in the
country.

ships
be like ships that pass in the night

if two people are like ships that pass in
the night, they meet once or twice by
chance for a short time and then do not
see each other again. Ionly met him once
or twice - we were like ships that pass in



shirt

the night - but I've never met anyone else
like him.

shirt
put your shirt on sth British &Australian

to risk all your money on something
because you are sure you will win • I put
my shirt on the last race and lost
everything.
lose your shirt British, American &
Australian. (usually + on) He said he'd
lost his shirt on that race.

would give you the shirt off their back
informal
if someone would give you the shirt off
their back, they are extremely generous
• Karen's not well off, but she'd give you
the shirt off her back.

shirt-Iifter
a shirt-litter British &Australian,

informal
an offensive way of referring to a man
who is homosexual (= sexually attracted
to other men) • He was taunted by a
chorus of adolescent gay haters shouting
'shirt-lifter!'.

shit
Shit or get off the can/pot! mainly V

American, taboo r >

something that you say when you want
someone to make a decision and take
action without any more delay. It's time
for management to shit orget off thepot. If
they aren't going to meet the striker's
demands they should say so.

the shit hits the fan taboo X
if the shit hits the fan, a person or an
organization gets into serious trouble- If
Dadfinds out how much money you spent,
the shit will really hit thefan.

be in deep/the shit British &Australian,
taboo )(
if someone is in deep shit, they are in a
lot of trouble » When I crashed my uncle's
car,I knew I was in deepshit.

be on sb's shit list American, taboo X
if you are on someone's shit list, they do
not like you » She blames a lot of people
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for what happened, and you're on her shit
list.

get your shit together taboo /:<..
to become more organized and effective
• He's really got his shit together since he
left college. y(

not give a shit taboo -./
to not be interested in or worried about
something or someone. Youcan do what
you like. I don't give a shit! • (often +
about) My parents don't give a shit about
my problems. They're totally selfish.

have shit for brains American &
Australian, taboo X
to be very stupid. What are you talking
about Martha? You've got shit for brains .

scare the shit out of sb taboo
to make someone feel very frightened. I
wish you wouldn't come in without
knocking - you scared the shit out of me.
be shit scared taboo to be very
frightened. But you hate heights! I bet
you wereshit scared on the big wheel.

shit-eating
a shit-eating grin American, taboo

a look of extreme satisfaction on
someone's face that is annoying to other
peoplewhoare less happy. Ever since she
heard they'd won she's been sitting there
with that shit-eating grin on herface.

shits
give sb the shits Australian, taboo .x

to make someoneangry. She really gives
me the shits when she makes up these
stories about why she's late.

shit-stirrer
a shit-stirrer mainly British, taboo

someone who makes trouble for another
person, especially by saying unpleasant
things about them > What a shit-stirrer -
she's gone and told his wife that she saw
him with another woman at theparty.

shitting
be shitting bricks taboo

to be very frightened or worried • The
bull was following us across the field.
Tony was shitting bricks.



shivers
give sb the shivers informal ><---

to frighten someone or make them
nervous » That man who hangs about in
the lane gives me the shivers.

send shivers down/up sb's spine -----
to make someone feel very frightened or
excited • The way he looked at me sent
shivers down my spine.

shoes

step into sb's shoes
fill sb's shoes

to take the job or position that someone
else had before you • When his father
retires, Victor will be ready to step into his
shoes.• It will take a very specialperson to
fill Barbara's shoes.

shoestring
on a shoestring informal t<

if you do something on a shoestring, you
do it using very little money • The
restaurant is run on a shoestring, so we
can't afford to take on any more staff.

shoo-in
a shoo-in American &Australian

if someone is a shoo-infor a competition,
or a competition is a shoo-in for them,
they will win it easily. She's a shoo-infor
re-election to the Senate. • The election
looks like a shoo-infor our man.

shoot
shoot the breezelbull American, informal

to talk in a relaxed way about things that
are not important • We sat out on the
porch until late,just shooting the breeze.

shooting
the whole shooting match informal

the whole of something, including
everything that is connected with it
• There are four projects at present and
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Gerry's in charge of the whole shooting
match.

shop
shut up shop British &Australian
close up shop mainly American

to stop doing business, either
temporarily or permanently. They were
forced to shut up shop because they weren't
getting en0l.li!.JJcustomers.

talk shop ,/ '<,

if people who work together talk shop,
they talk about their work when they are
not at work- Even when they go out in the
evening, theyjust talk shop all the time.
shop talk • Let's change the subject.
That's enough shop talk for one evening.

short
short and sweet humorous .<,

pleasantly short > This morning's lecture <,

was short and sweet
a short fuse

if someonehas a short fuse, they become
angry quickly and often • Charlie has a
sharp tongue and a short fuse.

a short sharp shock British &Australian
a type of punishment that is quick and
severe • What young offenders need is a
short sharp shock that willfrighten them
into behaving more responsibly.

not be short of a bob or two British &
Australian, old-fashioned
to have a lot of money. This guy Lester
that she's engaged to, he's not short of a
bob or twoyou know.

draw the short straw informal
to be the member of a group who has to
do an unpleasant job • Sorry, Jim, you
drew the short straw. You're on toilet-
cleaning duty.

fall short of sth x....
if something falls short of a particular
level or standard, it does not reach it
• Sales for the first half of the year fell
short of the target.

get the short end of the stick American
& Australian
to suffer the bad effects of a situation
• The people who get the short end of the



short-arse

stick are those whose incomeisjust toohigh
toqualify for helpfrom thegovernment.

give sb/sth short shrift
to give very little attention to someone or
something, either because you are not
interested in them or because you are
annoyed with them. (usually passive) A
planning application for a new nightclub
in the town centre was given short shrift by
the council.• Sue gave Robert short shrift
when he turned up drunk for herparty.
get short shrift from sb • The proposal
got short shrift from state officials.

have sb by the short and curlies very
informal

have sb by the short hairs very informal
to have complete power over someone
• They've got us by the short and curlies.
Wehave no choicebut to agree.

make short work of sth
to deal with or fmish something quickly
• Wemade short work of thefood that was
put infront of us.

pull sb up short
if something pulls someone up short,
they suddenly stop what they are doing,
especially because they are very
surprised. Seeing herpicture in thepaper
pulled me up short.
pull up short American. Carolpulled up
short when she realized Jack could hear
what she was saying.

sell sb/sth short
to not value someone or something as
much as they deserve to be valued. I'm
fed up with people selling this country
short .• (often reflexive) 'Who'd employ
me at my age?' 'Don't sell yourself short!
You're intelligent and you've got loads of
experience.'

stop short
to stop walking suddenly. Lucy stopped
short in amazement.

stop short of sth! doing sth K
to decide not to do something. I stopped
short of telling him what I really felt
about him.

short-arse
a short-arse British & Australian, very

informal
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an offensive way of referring to someone
who is very short. Yeah, well, I might be
fat but at least I'm not a short-arse! • Come
here and say that, short-arset

short-change
short-change sb informal

to cheat someone by giving them less
than they expected. (usually passive) No
one told me thefilm was only an hour long
- I was short-changed!

shot
a shot in the arm informal

if something gives you a shot in the arm,
it gives you encouragement or energy
• The opening of a new research centre
will give a much-needed shot in the arm
for science in Britain~ /

a shot in the dark 7--
an attempt to guess something when you
have no information or knowledge about
it • The whole theory is a shot in the dark-
no-onewill ever take us seriously.

be shot to hell/pieces informal
to be destroyed or in a very bad condition
• His nerves were shot to hell after only 2
years in that job.

fire a shot across sb'slthe bows slightly
formal
if you fire a shot across someone's bows,
you do something in order to warn them
that you will take strong action if they do
not change their behaviour. Airline staff
have fired a warning shot across the
company's bows by threatening strike
action if higher pay increases are not
offered.

get shot of sb/sth British, informal.~
to get rid of someone or something. She
got shot of her no-goodhusband and went
back to university.
be shot of sb/sth s This boy has caused
so much trouble that the schooljust want
to be shot of him.

have a shot at sb Australian, informal ">\
to criticize someone. It's clear the film's
director was having a shot at the
government.



like a shot
if someone does something like a shot,
they do it quickly and eagerly- If I had the
chancetogo toParis, I'd betherelike a shot.

shotgun
a shotgun wedding British, American &

Australian, old-fashioned
a shotgun marriage American, old-

fashioned
a marriage that is arranged very quickly
because the woman is going to have a
baby. After a shotgun wedding at 20,she
had 3 children before divorcing from her
husband.

shoulder
shoulder to shoulder x.~.

if you stand shoulder to shoulder with a
person or a group of people, you support
them during a difficult time • The
chairman stood shoulder to shoulder with
the managing director throughout the
investigation.

a shoulder to cry on
someone who gives you sympathy when
you are upset • My father had just died
and I neededa shoulder to cry on.

put your shoulder to the wheel
to work hard and make an effort • If
everyone puts their shoulder to the wheel,
thejob will befintshed in no time.

shout
be nothing to shout about
not be much to shout about

to not be especially good or exciting. The
pay rise wasn't much to shout about, but I
suppose it's better than nothing.

shouting
It's all over bar the shouting. British &

Australian
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something that you say when the result of
an event or situation is certain • The
Italian team played superbly, and by half-
time it was all over bar the shouting (= it
was certain they would win).

show
The show must go on.

something that you say which means that
an event or activity must continue even
if there are problems or difficulties
• There may be a war on, but here at
the industrial design fair; the show must
goon.

Let's get the/this show on the road.
informal
something that you say in order to tell
people you want to start an activity or a
journey. We'vegot less than 2hours toget
this room ready for the party so let's get
this show on the road.

run the show informal
to be in charge of an organization or an
activity. (often in continuous tenses) He
started off working in the kitchen and
now he's running the show.

steal the show X-
to get all the attention and praise at an
event or performance • All the singers
weregood, but 16-year-oldKarine stole the
show.

showers
send sbto the showers American

to stop someone, especially someone on a
sports team, from playing or working
because they are behaving badly or their
work is not good enough. A fight broke
out and both players were sent to the
showers.

show-stopper
a show-stopper

a performance or part of a performance
that is extremely good • Her conference
speechwas a real show-stopper.
show-stopping • (always before noun)
She gave a show-stopping performance in
La Traviata.



shrinking

shrinking
a shrinking violet

a very shy person » (usually negative)
She's no shrinking violet .• I wouldn't
exactly describe him as a shrinking violet.

shufti
have a shufti British, old-fashioned

to have a quick look at something s She'd
brought her wedding photos in so I
thought I might have a quick shufti.

shut
Shut your face/gob/mouthltrap! very

informal
an impolite way of telling someone to
stop talking • 'That was a really stupid
thing to do.' 'Oh, shut your trap!'. 'Shut
your face, will you? I'm trying to watch
TV.'

shuttle
shuttle diplomacy

an attempt to make peace between two
groups of people who refuse to meet and
talk to each other by meeting both groups
separately and travelling between them
• The shuttle diplomacy continues this
week as ambassadors fly to Paris for more
talks with the French.

shy
fight shy of sth! doing sth

to try to avoid something. Hefought shy
of entering his poems in the competition,
although everyone said he should .• Ellen
fights shy of partles - she hates crowds.

sick
sick at heart literary

very sad. The thought of her home sofar
away made her sick at heart.

be as sick as a dog informal
to be very sick- She was as sick as a dog
after that curry.

be as sick as a parrot British, humorous
to be very disappointed. Tim was sick as
a parrot when he heard Manchester had
lost the match.

be sick and tired of sth! doing sth
informal

be sick to death of sth! doing sth
informal
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to be angry and bored because something
unpleasant has been happening for too
long » You've beengiving me the same old
excusesfor months and I'm sick and tired
of hearing them! • I've been treated like
dirt for two years now and I'm sick to
death of it!

feel sick to your stomach American &
Australian
if something makes you feel sick to your
stomach, it is so unpleasant that it makes
you feel ill • Looking at those pieces of
raw meat Ifelt sick to my stomach.

side
be (on) the wrong side of 30/40 etc.

to be older than 30, 40 etc.• I don't know
his exact age but I should say he's the
wrong side of fifty.
OPPOSITE be (on) the right side of 30/40
etc .• She's not a kid anymore but she's
certainly on the right side of (= younger
than) 30.

be on the side of the angels
someone who is on the side of the angels
is doing something goodor kind> The aid
agencies are the only people Iirrnly on the
side of the angels in this conflict.

be on the [expensivelheavy/large etc.]
side
to be a little too expensive, heavy, large
etc.• It's a really good restaurant - it's on
the expensive side, mind .• I really like the
table but I think it's a bit on the large side
for our room.

err on the side of caution
if you err on the side of caution when
you are deciding what to do, you do the
thing that is safe instead of taking a risk
• I decided toerr on the side of caution and
spend less than myfull allowance.

know which side your bread is buttered
(on)
to be careful not to upset people who you
know can help you. Ollie won't refuse to
come with us. He knows which side his
bread is buttered.

let the side down British & Australian
to behave in a way that embarrasses or
causes problems for a group of people
that you are part of • The general feeiing



is that cleaners who ignore the union's ban
on overtime are letting the side down.

on the side
in addition to your usual job s He makes a
little money on the side by fixing people's
cars.

the other/wrong side of the tracks
American &Australian
the poor area of a town. She grew up on
the wrong side of the tracks in a small
southern town.

pass by on the other side British &
Australian
to ignore a person who needs help
t!b This phrase comes from a story in the
Bible in which two people ignore an
injured person and walk past him
without offering him any help. • We
cannot just pass by on the other side when
we know people are suffering like this.

this side of the grave literary
while you are alive • My mother's
generation were taught to expect only
suffering this side of thegrave.

sidelines
stay on the sidelines

to not be actively involved in something
t!b The sidelines are the lines that mark
the edges of a sports field .• The majority
of western countries decided to stay on the
sidelines during the crisis in the Middle
East.
be left on the sidelines • Telephone
companies which do not offer competitive
rates will be left on the sidelines.

sides
be speaking/talking out of both sides of

your mouth American
to say different things about the same
subject when you are with different
people in order to always please the
people you are with • How can we trust
any politicians when we know they're
speaking out of both sides of their
mouths? Y-

be two sides of the same coin
be different/opposite sides of the same

coin
if two things are two sides of the same
coin, they are very closely related
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although they seem different • Violent
behaviour and deep insecurity are often
two sides of the same coin.• Higher living
standards and an increase in the general
level of dissatisfaction are opposite sides
of the same coin.

split your sides (laughing)
to laugh a lot at something • We nearly
split our sides laughing watching Paul
trying togive the rabbit a bath.
side-splitting· (always before noun) He
was a great comic who could give side-
splitting imitations of famous people.

sideways
knock sb sideways British &Australian

to surprise, confuse or upset someone
very much. The news of her brother's
death knocked her sideways.

siege
a siege mentality

the belief that you must protect yourseif
because other people are going to attack
you • Many designers develop a siege
mentality because they're terrified
someone will steal their ideas.

sieve
have a memory/mind like a sieve

to be very bad at remembering things
• I've never known anyone so forgetful -
she's got a memory like a sieve.

sight
be a sight for sore eyes informal

if someone or something is a sight for
sore eyes, you feel happy to see them. A
cup of coffee- that's a sight for sore eyes.
• You'rea sightfor soreeyes,all dressed up
in your new outfit.

lose sight of sth .x.
to forget about an important idea or a fact
because you are thinking too much about
other things> Some members of thepeace
force seem to have lost sight of thefact that
they are here to helppeople.

out of sight American
if the amount of something, especially
money, is out of sight, it is very large
• The cost of health care in this country is
going out of sight .• These executives in



sights

big corporations get salaries that are out
of sight. /

Out of sight, out of mind. v;
something that you say which means if
you do not hear about or see someone or
something for a period of time, you stop
thinking about them. You'll soon forget
about him after he leaves - out of sight,
out of mind.

sights

Sights are the part of a gun you look
through when you want to aim
accurately at something. Sights is used
in the following phrases connected
with aiming at or achieving
something.

have sb in your sights
to intend to attack or defeat someone
• He's trying to build up his media empire
and he has the owners of rival newspapers
in his sights.

have sth in your sights
to be trying to achieve something,
especially when you are very likely to
succeed • After months of training,
Hilary now has the gold medal firmly in
her sights.

lower your sights
to accept something less good than the
thing you were hoping for • With sofew
jobs around she's had to lower her sights.

set your sights on sth/ doingsth
to decideto achieve something. She's set
her sights on winning.
have your sights set on sth/ doingsth • I
hear she has her sights set on becoming a
journalist.

sign
be a sign of the times

to be something that showsthat society is
worsenowthan it was in the past. Young
people are so rude these days. It's a sign of
the times.

signed
signed, sealed and delivered informal
signed and sealed informal

if a document or an agreement is signed,
sealed and delivered, it has been
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officially signed and completed. A copy
of the will, signed, sealed and delivered,
arrived at our house the next morning.
• There was a signed and sealed statement
from the prime minister to confirm the
treaty had beenaccepted.

significant
a significant other mainly American

a person that someone is married to or
who they have a serious sexual or
romantic relationship with • (not used
with the) The ad read, 'Take your
significant other to the Cafe Carlylefor a
romantic night out.'

silent
the silent majority X.

the large numbers of people in a country
or group who do not express their
opinions publicly • What does the silent
majority expect from a new Labour
government?

be as silent as the grave literary
to be completely silent • It was four
o'clockin the morning and London was as
silent as thegrave.

silk
You can't make a silk purse out of a

sow's ear. old-fashioned
something that you say which means you
cannot make a good quality product
using bad quality materials • To make
chairs that'll last you need good strong
pieces of wood. You can't make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear.

silly
the silly season British & Australian,

informal
a period of time in the summer when
there is not much news, especially
political news, so the newspapers have
articles about events that are not
important • It's the silly season again,
and as usual, thepapers arefull of stories
about the Loch Ness Monster.

play silly buggers British &Australian,
very informal
to behave in a stupid or annoying way
• (often in continuous tenses) Stop



playing silly buggers and come down off
therooj

silver
the silver screenold-fashioned K

the cinema • All the stars of the silver
screen are here tonight to celebrate this
great occasion.

silver-tongued
silver-tongued literary

a silver-tongued person speaks to
someone in a pleasant way and praises
them in order to persuade them to do
what they want- (alwaysbeforenoun) He
was a silver-tongued orator who
convinced many people to support him.

sin
a sin tax American, informal

a tax on things that are bad for you, like
cigarettes and alcohol • (not used with
the) Politicians like a sin tax as it brings
in lots of revenue and not too many
complaints.

live in sin humorous
to live with someone that you are having
a sexual relationship with but are not
married to • (usually in continuous
tenses) Last I heard they'd moved in
together and were living in sin.

sine qua non
a sine qua nonformal

something that is necessary,especially if
you are going to achieve a particular
thing > (often + of) The company sees
training as the sine qua non of success.

sink
sink or swim ,<

to fail or succeed. Newcomers are given
no training - they are simply left to sink or
swim.

sinking
a sinking feeling informal

a feeling that something bad is going to
happen· I had that sinking feeling you
getgoing into an exam you haven't studied
for.
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a sinking ship ~
a company or other organization that is
failing • He'd seen the company's
accounts, realized he was on a sinking
ship, and decided toget off.

sins
for my sinsBritish &Australian,

humorous
something that you say in order to make
a joke that something you have to do or
something that you are is a punishment
for being bad. I'm organizing the office
Christmas party this year for my sins.
• I'm an Arsenal supporterfor my sins.

sit
not sit well with sb mainly American

if a situation or an idea does not sit well
with someone, they do not like it or
accept it • The idea of people other than
police combating crime does not sit well
with many of thepublic.

sitting
a sitting duck

something or someone that is easy to
attack or criticize • Unarmed policemen
walking the streets late at night are sitting
ducks.

be sitting on a goldmine X
to have or own something that is very
valuable • When property prices doubled
in our area, we SUddenlyrealised we were
sitting on a goldmine.

be sitting pretty
to be in a goodsituation, usually because
you have a lot of money • They bought
their house when prices were much lower
so they're sitting pretty.

situation
a no-win situation

a difficult situation in which whatever
happens the result will be bad for the
people involved • I'm in a no-win
situation here. Whatever I do, I'm going to
annoy someone.
OPPOSITE a no-lose situation American
a win-win situation American a
situation in which whatever happens the
result will be good • He's in a no-lose



six

situation. If he wins the tournament he
gets a big bonus, and if he doesn't he's had
valuable experience.

six
six of one and half a dozen of the other

if you say that a bad situation is six of
one and half a dozen of the other, you
mean that two people or groups are
equally responsible • Harriet's always
accusing Donald of starting arguments,
but lf you ask me, it's six of oneand half a
dozen of the other.

six of the best British &Australian, old-
fashioned
if you give someone six of the best, you
punish them by hitting them, usually on
their bottom with a long, thin stick
• Many teachersarefaced with finding an
alternative to six of the bestfor pupils who
regularly break the rules.

be six feet under informal
to be dead > You'rejust waiting until he's
sixfeet under soyou can get your hands on
his money.

knock sb for six British & Australian,
informal
to surprise and upset someone a lot. It
really knocked me for six when my ex-
boyfriend announced he was getting
married.

sixes
be at sixes and sevens informal

to be confused or badly organized • We
were at sixes and sevens for about a week
after we moved in.

size
cut sb down to size

to criticize someone who you think is too
confident in order to make them feel less
confident or less proud. When he started
he thought he knew everything, but we
soon cut him down to size.

try sth for size British & Australian
try sth on for size American &Australian

to test something or to think about an
idea in order to decide whether it works
or whether you can use it • Try that for
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size. It's the new software programme I've
been working on.• The government is still
trying some ideas on for size before
committing itself to action.

skates
Get your skates on! British & Australian,

informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone to hurry. (usually an order) Get
your skates on! We're going to miss the
train. • House buyers should get their
skates on lf they want to buy while prices
are low.

skeleton
a skeleton in the/your cupboard British

&Australian
a skeleton in the/your closet American

an embarrassing secret > If you want to
be a successful politician, you can't afford
to have too many skeletons in your
cupboard.

skid X
skid row mainly American, informal

a poor area in a city where people who
have no jobs and homes live in cheap
rooms or sleep outdoors> She works as a
social worker with alcoholics on skid
row.
skid-row mainly American, informal
• (always before noun) He ended up back
in a skid-row hotel.

skids
be on the skids informal

to be having a lot of problems and be
likely to fail • I hear their space
programme is on the skids.

hit the skids
1 Australian, informal to leave a place

quickly • When his ex-girlfriend arrived
at theparty Ben really hit the skids.

2 Australian, informal to make a vehicle
stop very suddenly • A car suddenly
pulled out in front of us and Jake hit the
skids.

3 Australian, informal to get into a very
bad situation, especially by losing your
money, home, or job. Poor oldDennis has



really hit the skids since he split up with
his wife.

put the skids under sb/sth British &
Australian, informal
to make something likely to fail
• Opposition from local residents has put
the skids under plans for a new nightclub.

skies
praise sb/sth to the skies

to praise someone or something very
much' Atfirst she wouldpraise him to the
skiesfor every minor achievement.

skin
be skin and bonelbones X

to be extremely thin • Wesaw afeui stray
dogs that were nothing but skin and
bones.

get under sb's skin
1 to annoy someone' It really got under my

skin when he said women were bad
drivers.

2 to affect someone very strongly in a way
that is difficult to forget • Something
about the haunting beauty of the place
really got under my skin.

It's no skin off my nose. British,
American & Australian, informal

It's no skin off my (back) teeth.
American, informal
something that you say which means you
do not care about something because it
will not affectyou' Wecan go in his car if
heprefers. It's no skin off my nose.

make sb's skin crawl
if something or someone makes your
skin crawl, you think they are very
unpleasant or frightening. Just thinking
about the way he had touched her made
her skin crawl.

nearly jump out of your skin
, if you nearly jump out of your skin when

something happens, it makes you feel
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very surprised or shocked' I heard a loud
bang and nearlyjumped out of my skin.

save sb's skin
to save someone from failure or
difficulties. Yousaved my skin telling my
parents I stayed with you last night .

sky
The sky's the limit. ~

something that you say which means
there is no limit to what something or
someone can achieve • With two
important film roles and a major award,
it seems like the sky's the limit for this
talented young actress.

sky-high
blow sth sky-high

to make something that someone is
trying to achievefail completely,oftenby
telling people something which should
have been a secret • He blew the whole
deal sky-high by telling the newspapers
about it.

slack
cut sbsome slack American & Australian,

informal
to allow someone to do something that is
not usually allowed,or to treat someone
less severelythan is usual. Offu:ialshave
asked the Environmental Protection
Agency to cut Utahsome slack in enforcing
the CleanAir Act.

pick/take up the slack American & V"
Australian, informal .r>.

to do the work which someone else has
stopped doing, but which still needs to be
done' When Sue starts going out to work
each day, Bob and the kids will have to
take up the slack and help more at home.

slap
slap and tickle mainly British, old-

fashioned, humorous
sexual activity that is not serious' They
werehaving a bit of slap and tickle on the
sofa when I walked in.

a slap in the face
an action that insults or upsets someone
• (often + for) The deciston to close the



sledgehammer

sports hall was a slap in the face for all
those who had campaigned to keep it open.

a slap on the back )'
praise or approval • Wegave her a big
slap on the back for helping to organize
the concert. " s,

a slap on the wrist /
a warning or punishment that is not
severe • I got a slap on the wrist for
arriving late again.
get your wrist slapped • We got our
wrists slapped: for leaving the door
unlocked all night.

sledgehammer
use a sledgehammer to crack a nut

British & Australian
to do something with more force than is
necessary to achieve the result you want
ID A sledgehammer is a large, heavy tool
with a wooden handle and a metal head
that is used for hitting things .• Sending
ten men to arrest one small boy was a clear
case of using a sledgehammer to crack a
nut.

sleep

sleep on it
to not make an immediate decision about
a plan or idea, but to wait until the next
day in order to have more time to think
about it • You don't have to give me your
decision now. Sleep on it, and let me know
tomorrow.

could do sth in their sleep
if someone could do something in their
sleep, they can do it very easily, usually
because they have done it so often • I've
done the same recipeso many times I could
do it in my sleepnow.

not lose sleep over sth
to not worry about something. I don't
intend to loseany sleep over this problem.

sleeping
let sleeping dogs lie

to not talk about things which have
caused problems in the past, or to not try
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to change a situation because you might
cause problems • His parents never
referred to the shoplifting incident again. I
suppose they thought it best to let sleeping
dogs lie.• It wasn't that we didn't want to
improve the school - it was more a case of
letting sleeping dogs lie.

sleeve
have sth up your sleeve x.

to have a secret idea or plan s If this trip
doesn't work out I've still got a few ideas
up my sleeve.

sleeves
roll your sleeves up

to prepare for hard work. Our local team
need to roll their sleeves up and put a bit
more effort into theirfootball.

sleight
sleight of hand
1 ways of deceiving people which you need

skill to do • Some mathematical sleight of
hand was required to make thefigures add
up.

2 quick, clever movements of your hands,
especially when performing magic tricks
• With impressive sleight of hand he
produced twopigeons out of his top hat.

slice
a slice of life

if a film, a play, or a piece of writing
shows a slice of life, it shows life as it
really is • The drama, a slice of life about
a group of unmarried mothers, starts
tonight.

a slice of the cake British, American &
Australian

a slice of the pie American
a part of the money that is to be shared
by everyone • The government has less
money to spend on education this year; so
primary schools will get a smaller slice of
the cake than lastyear.

any way you slice it mainly American,
informal

no matter how you slice it mainly
American, informal
something that you say which means you
will not change your opinion about



something, whatever anyone says about
the matter. Heshouldn't have hit her,any
wayyou slice it.

slime
a slime ball informal

an unpleasant man who is friendly in a
way which is not sincere. I don't know
what she sees in him - he's such a slime
ball!

slings
the slings and arrows (of outrageous

fortune) literary
unpleasant things that happen to you
that you cannot prevent Ib This phrase
comes from Shakespeare's play, Hamlet.
Slings and arrows are weapons used to
attack people, and fortune means things
that happen to you.• Weall have to suffer
the slings and arrows, so there's no point
getting depressed when things go wrong.

slip
a slip of the tongue ><----

a mistake you make when speaking, such
as using the wrong word » Did I say she
wasforty? I meant fourteen - just a slip of
the tongue.

give sbthe slip informal
to escape from someone who is with you,
following you, or watching you • There
was a man following me when I left the
office, but I gave him the slip on the
crowded main street.

let slip sth -;<-
to say something that you did not intend
to say because you wanted to keep it
secret > Pam let slip an interesting bit of
gossip yesterday.• (often + that) Stupidly,
I let it slip that they'd decided not togive
himthejob.

There's many a slip twixt cup and lip.
literary
something that you say in order to warn
someone not to be too confident about the
result of a plan, because many things can
go wrong before it is completed. Westill
might finish in time for the deadline, but
there's many a slip twixt cup and lip.
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slippery
a slippery slope Y

a situation or habit that is likely to lead to
a worse situation or habit s If you let kids
stay up late a few nights you're on a
slippery slope. • My advice is to keep
awayfrom all drugs. It's a slippery slope.

be as slippery as an eel ~
someone who is as slippery as an eel
cannot be trusted Ib An eel is a long fish
which has a body like a snake .• You'd be
mad to go into business with him. He's as
slippery as an eel.

slow
do a slow burn American &Australian,

informal
to have a feeling of anger that gradually
increases • As he heard more about the
plan to develop the areafor industrial use
he started doing a slow burn.

smack-bang
smack-bang British, American &

Australian, informal X
smack-dab American, informal

exactly in a particular place, especially
in the middle of somewhere. (always +
adv/prep) She lives smack-bang in the
middle of London.

small
small beer British, American &

Australian, informal
small potatoes American & Australian,

informal
something that is not important,
especially when compared to something
else • A loan of that size is small beer -
these banks are lending millions of
pounds a day. • And we are not talking
small potatoes - building the airport
means many people in the area will lose
their homes.

small fry informal
1 people, organizations, or activities that

are not large or important. The smallfry
are soon going to be pushed out of
business by all these multinationals.
• This investigation is small fry for a
policeforce used to massive inquiries.



smart

2 American, humorous very young
children • These computer games will
really intrigue the smallfry in your house
- kids love them. c /

a small fortune I~
a lot of money • Her hair ought to look
good - she spends a small fortune on it.

the small hours
the early hours of the morning. (often +
of) I was up till the small hours of
Wednesday morning finishing off that
report. • She was born in the small
hours of Saturday morning.

be gratefullthankful for small mercies
if someone should be grateful for small
mercies, they should feel grateful that
something goodhas happened, although
it is not everything that they wanted
• They've agreed to end the meeting half
an hour early. I suppose we should be
thankful for small mercies.

Don't sweat the small stuff. American,
informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to worry about things that
are not important. Don't sweat the small
stuff, Sam. It's just office gossip - no one
takes it seriously.

in small doses
if you like someone or something in
small doses, you only like them for short
periods. She's all right in small doses but
I wouldn't want to spend a whole lot of
time with her.

It's a small world.
something that you say when you
discover that someone knows a person
that you know • Imagine you knowing
Erik! It's a small world, isn't it?

make sb feel small
to say something which makes someone
feel not important or stupid • As a
manager you have to be able to criticize
people but you don't want to make them
feel small.

smart
smart drugs British &Australian

drugs which make you more intelligent
or make you think more clearly. I have
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my exams in two weeks - I could use some
smart drugs.

a smart aleclaleck informal
someone who is always trying to seem
more clever than everyone else in a way
that is annoying. Some smart alec in the
audience kept making witty remarks
during my talk.
smart-alecl-aleck • (alwaysbeforenoun)
He'sjust some smart-alecjournalist.

a smart bomb
a bomb that guides itself by receiving
signals from the ground • Laser-guided
smart bombs were hitting targets only
about 60per cent of the time.

a smart cookie American
someone who is clever and good at
dealing with difficult situations • If
anyone can make this company succeed,
it's Kathy - she's one smart cookie.

a/your smart mouth American, informal
if someone has a smart mouth, they
speak in a waythat is too clever and does
not showenough respect for other people
• If you aren't more careful, your smart
mouth could loseyou your job.

the smart money
1 if the smart money is on something

happening, or on someone or something
being successful, people with a good
knowledge about it believe that is what
will happen • Hurt's best-actor award
surprised even Hollywood insiders - the
smart money was on Jack Nicholson.
• The smart money says that the industry
will end up drastically reduced.

2 money which is spent by peoplewho are
very successful in business • The smart
money is coming back into mortgages as
the best investment right now.

smart-arse '- ~
a smart-arse British, very informal X
a smart-ass American, very informal

someone who is always trying to seem
more clever than everyone else in a way
that is annoying. OK, smart-arse, do you
have a better idea?
smart-arse British, very informal
smart-ass American, very informal



• (always before noun) That's all I need -
some smart-ass kid telling me what todo!

smarty
a smarty pants informal ;;Z.

someone who is always trying to seem
more clever than everyone else in a way
that is annoying s Cindy, the little smarty
pants, will be the first to tell us where we
went wrong

smelling
come out/up smelling of roses British &

Australian
come out/up smelling like roses

American
if you come out smelling of roses, people
believe you are good and honest after a
difficult situation which could have
made you seem bad or dishonest. There
was a major fraud investigation, but
Smith still came out smelling of roses.

smile xcrack a smile informal
to smile, especially when you do not feel
like smiling » (usually negative) The man
barely cracked a smile at hisfriend's joke.

wipe the smile off sb's face
to make someone feel less happy or
confident, especially someone who is
annoying you because they think they
are very clever. Tell him you saw Helena
at the cinema with another guy - that
should wipe the smile off hisface.

smiles
be all smiles

to look very happy and friendly,
especially when other people are not
expecting you to • She spent the whole of
yesterday shouting at people and yet this
morning she's all smiles.

smoke
smoke and mirrors American &

Australian
something which is intended to confuse
or deceive people, especially by making
them believe that a situation is better
than it really is • Smoke and mirrors
made the company seem bigger and
healthier than it really was. It was just
clever marketing.
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smoke-and-mirrors • (always before
noun) City Hall has saved taxpayers little
with its smoke-and-mirrors trick of using
money set asidefor building renovations.

smoke signals ~",,(
a sign that something is probably going
to happen • All the smoke signals from
Downing Street indicate that the taxpayer
will have to pay up again. • Conflicting
smoke signals are coming from the the
peace talks, and it is impossible to say how
they aregoing.

the (big) smoke British & Australian
a big city, especially London, Sydney or
Melbourne. So when wereyou last in the
smoke, then?

blow smoke American
to say things that are not true in order to
make yourself or something you are
involved with seem better than it is • The
team put on an unbelievable performance.
I'm not just blowing smoke - they were
great.

go up in smoke
if a plan or some work goes up in smoke,
it is spoiled or wasted. Then his business
went bankrupt and 20years of hard work
went up in smoke.

There's no smoke without fire.
Where there's smoke, there's fire.

something that you say which means that
if people are saying that someone has
done something bad but no one knows
whether it is true, it probably is true. He
claims that they were just good friends
and that they never slept together but
there's no smoke uiithoutfire, that's what I
say.

smoking
a smoking gun

information which proves without doubt
that someone committed a crime • A
smoking gun toasfound in theform of an
incriminating memorandum and Walker
was convicted of theft.

snail
snail mail humorous

the system of sending letters through the
post • What's your preferred means of
communication? Fax, email or snail mail?



snake
x~at a snail's pace

very slowly Ib A snail is a small animal
with a shell that movesvery slowly.0 The
roads were full of traffic and we were
travelling at a snail's pace.

snake ~I
snake oil American, informal I

advice or solutions to problems which
are of no use Ib People used to sell
substances called snake oil in the US
which they said would cure illnesses but
which were of no use. 0 In my opinion,
government measures for balancing the
budget arejust so much snake oil.
a snake-oil salesman American,
informal someone who tries to sell you
something of no value 0 The American
people are too easily deceived - the perfect
targetfor any passing snake-oil salesman.

a snake in the grass X
someone who pretends to be your friend
while secretly doing things to harm you
o It's upsetting to learn that someone you
once viewed as a good colleague is infact a
snake in thegrass.

snap
Snap to it! British, American &

Australian, informal
Snap it up! American, informal

something that you say to someonewhen
youwant them to hurry 0 We'releaving in
five minutes so you'd better snap to it.
o Snap it up, can't you? Surely you've had
enough time to write that letter!

snappy
Make it snappy! informal

an impolite way of telling someone to
hurry 0 We'd like four coffeesplease, and
make it snappy!

sneezed
not to be sneezed/sniffed at informal
1 if something, especially an amount of

money;is not to be sneezed at, it is large
enough to be worth having 0 And there's
the increase in salary to be considered.
£3000extra ayear is not to besneezed at.

2 if something or someone is not to be
sneezed at, they are important or
dangerous enough to deserve serious
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attention 0 Goodman is not a man to be
sniffed at.
be nothing to sneeze/sniff at American
& Australian, informal 0 Blizzards with a
foot of snow are nothing to sneeze at even
in the mid-West.

snook
cock a snook British, old-fashioned

to show that you do not respect
something or someone by doing
something that insults them 0 (usually +
at) In the end he refused to accept his
award, cocking a snook at the film
industry for which he had such contempt.

snow
a snow job American &Australian,

informal
an attempt to persuade or deceive
someone by praising them or not telling
the truth 0 Danny'll need to do a snow
job on his Dad if he's going to borrow the
car again.

snowball
a snowball effect X

a situation in which something increases
in size or importance at a faster and
faster rate 0 The more successful you
become, the more publicity you get and
that publicity generates sales. It's a sort of
snowball effect.

not have a snowball's chance in hell X
to have no chance at all of achieving
something 0 (usually + of + doing sth)
With those grades she hasn't a snowball's
chance in hell of getting into college.

snowed

snuff
a snuff movie

a film that is intended to be sexually
exciting which shows a person being
murdered 0 In May '92 he was arrested



and charged with importing snuff movies
into the country. ,

up to snuff mainly American K
if someone or something is up to snuff,
they are of an acceptable standard or
quality. (often negative) Their wine list
is very good but I'm afraid the food isn't
really up to snuff. • The police force is
replacing its older patrol cars to make
sure they all come up to snuff. • Wehave
spent a tremendous amount of money
bringing the department up to snuff.

snug
be as snug as a bug in a rug humorous

to feel very comfortable and warm
because you are in bed or under a cover
• Youget in your nice warm bed with your
teddy and you'll be as snug as a bug in a
rug!

soaked
be soaked to the skin

to be extremely wet • The rain was so
heavy we weresoaked to the skin after only
ten minutes.
get soaked to the skin • I had no
umbrella so I got soaked to the skin.

soapbox
get on your soapbox

to start expressing strong opinions,
especially about a subject that people are
bored of hearing you speak about fb A
soapbox is a wooden box that people
stood on in the past when they were
making a speech in public .• It was that
point in the evening when my father got on
his soap box and started lecturing us on
the euils of the modern world.

sob V
a sob story f

a sad story that someone tells you about
themselves in order to make you feel
sympathy for them. She told me some sob
story about not having enough money to
go and seeherfather who was ill.

sober
be as sober as a judge

to not be at all drunk > It's tuoful when
everyone eise around you has been
drinking and you're as sober as ajudge.
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social
a social climber

someone who tries to join a higher social
class, especially by becoming friends
with people from that class • He was a
dedicated social climber and was at all the
bestparties.

sock
Put a sock in it! informal

an impolite way of telling someone to be
quiet • Put a sock in it! Some of us are
trying to work around here.

socks
blowlknock your socks off informal

if something knocks your socks off, you
find it extremely exciting or good • I'm
going to take you to a restaurant that'll
knock your socks off.

pull your socks up
to make an effort to improve your work
or behaviour because it is not good
enough. He's going to have to pull his
socks up if he wants to stay in the team.

work your socks off informal
to work very hard • The lawyers that I
know earn a lot of money but they work
their socks off.

[beatlbore/charm etc.] the socks off sb
if someone beats, bores, charms etc. the
socks off someone, they beat, bore, or
charm them completely • He was one of
those teachers who bored the socks off his
students with his classes.

sod
Sod's Law British, humorous

the way in which plans fail and bad
things happen where there is any
possibility of them doing so • It's Sod's
Law that on the one occasion when the
train arrives on time, I'm late!

soft
soft in the head informal )<

stupid or crazy s I can't change my mind
now, she'll think I've gone soft in the
head.

be soft on sb old-fashioned
to be in love with someone. I think Conor
must be soft on Julie - he keeps sending
her cards.



softly

have a soft spot for sb/sth
to feel a lot of affection for someone or
something, often without knowing why
• I've got a real soft spot for Thomas - I
just find something about him very
appealing.

softly
a softly, softly approach British &

Australian
a gradual way of solving a problem that
shows patience and does not involve
immediate action or force • The recent
unrest in the capital suggests that the
government's softly, softly approach to
reform is not working.

sold
be sold a pup British, informal

to be tricked into buying something that
is not worth anything > I'm afraid you've
been sold a pup there. You should always
get an expert to look over a second-hand
car beforeyou buy it.

soldier
a soldier of fortune literary

someone who fights for any country or
group that will pay him • A soldier of
fortune in the service of both Christian
and Muslim kings, he was constantly
fightingfrom 1065.

solid '
be as solid as a rock )(.

to be very solld > So much furniture these
days is soflimsy - this table here was made
a hundred years ago and it's solid as a
rock.

some
and then some American &Australian

and even more. It looked like 20,000
people and then some at the
demonstration .• 'Did Joe give you a hard
time?' 'Yeah,and then some!'

son
Son of a bitch! mainly American, very

informal
something that you say in order to show
that you are very angry or upset> Son of
a bitch! Have you seen what he wrote in
this letter?
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a son of a bitch X
1 American & Australian, very informal a

man who is unpleasant or who has made
you angry. He's a lazy, drunken son of a
bitch and she's better off without him.

2 American, very informal a way of
referring to an object, an activity, or a
situation which causes difficulties for
you. Cleaning up after the robbery was a
son of a bitch.

Son of a gun! American &Australian,
very informal
something that you say in order to show
that you are very surprised and shocked
• Son of a gun! I can't believe they put her
injailfor that!

a son ofa gun
1 American, informal a man who is

unpleasant or who has made you angry
• He's one mean son of a gun - so be
careful around him.

2 American & Australian, informal if you
call a man or a boy a son of a gun, it is a
way of showing affection for them. The
little son of a gun has done it again - he's
won all his races.

3 American, informal a way of referring to
an object which is causing problems for
you or making you angry • The
computer's crashed and I don't know how
toget the son of a gun working again.

song
a song and dance American

a long and complicated statement or
story, especially one that is not true
• (usually + about) She gave me some
song and dance about her kids always
being sick and not being able to get to the
meetings.

be on song British
to be playing or performing well
• Ravanelli looked a bit tired in last
Saturday's match but he's certainly on
song tonight.

y"fora song
very cheaply. This is one of my favourite
pieces of furniture and I got itfor a song in
a market. • Property prices have come
right down - houses are going for a song



(= being sold very cheaply) at the
moment.

make a song and dance about sth/doing
sth British & Australian
to make something seem more important
than it really is so that everyone notices
it • Ionly asked her tomove her car but she
made such a song and dance about tt.• He
made a real song and dance about giving
up meat.

sooner
No sooner said than done.

something that you say when something
is done as soon as someone asks for it or
suggests it • 'Would you mind closing the
window for a while?' 'Nosooner said than
done.'

sore
a sore point/spot ~

a subject which someone would prefer
not to talk about because it makes them
angry or embarrassed s (often + with) I
tried not to make any reference to Mike's
drinking habits - I know it's a sorepoint
with Kay at the moment.

sorrows
drown your sorrows

to drink a lot of alcohol because you want
to stop feeling sad • I've got a bottle of
whiskey here- shall we stay in and drown
our sorrows?

sorts
be out of sorts

to feel slightly ill or slightly unhappy
• I'd beenfeeling tired and headachy and
generally out of sortsfor some time.

It takes all sorts (to make a world.)
something that you say which means that
all people are different and even strange
people should be accepted • Now the
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couple next door;they go swimming in the
sea in the middle of winter. Well, it takes
all sorts, as they say.

soul
be the soul of discretion

to be good at not talking about things that
other people want to keep secret • As
regards Nigel, he's the soul of discretion.
I'm quite sure he won't mention this to
anyone.

sell your soul (to the devil)
to do something bad in order to succeed
or get money or power • As far as Mike
was concerned, he badly wanted the job
and he'd sell his soul to the devil toget it.

sound
be as sound as a bell

to be very healthy or in very good
condition. Her constitution is as sound as
a bell.

be as sound as a dollar American, old-
fashioned
if a machine or an object is as sound as a
dollar, it works well and is in very good
condition s The engine has been as sound
as a dollar since it was overhauled.

soup
be in the soup old-fashioned

to be in trouble. This team know that if
they lose on Saturday, they'll really be in
the soup.

from soup to nuts American, informal
from the beginning to the end. She told
us everything about the trip, from soup to
nuts.

sour
sour grapes A,

if you say that something someone says
is sour grapes, you mean that they said it
because they are jealous • I don't think
it's such a great job - and that's not just
sour grapes becauseI didn't get it.

south _
go south American, informal X

to lose value or quality. When oil prices
went south, it caused problems right
across the economy.• She played well in
the tennis championships, except her serve
seemed to have gone south.



space

space
a space cadet humorous

a strange or crazy person • I wouldn't
trust him with the children - he's a real
spacecadet.

Watch this space.
something that you say which means that
you think there will soon be exciting
changes in a situation. I have plans for
my career.Watch this space.

spade
call a spade a spade

to tell the truth about something, even if
it is not polite or pleasant> You know me,
I call a spade a spade and when I see
someone behaving like an idiot, I tell them.

spades
in spades mainly American '<:

in large amounts or to a very great
degree • The thing that you absolutely
must have for this job is confidence - and
Adam has it in spades.• I don't get colds
often, but when I do I get them in spades.

spare
be like a spare prick at a wedding

British, taboo,humorous
to feel silly because you are present at an
event but no one needs you and no one is
talking to you • Everyone else there had
come with their partners and I was left
feeling like a spareprick at a wedding.

go spare British & Australian, informal ;;X,
to become very angry - She'd go spare if
she found out he was spending all that
money.

spark
a spark plug American, informal

a person with a lot of energy and ideas
who encourages the other people in a
group. The school's new principal is the
spark plug in a team that includes
parents, teachersand community.

sparks
sparks fly

if sparks fly between two or more people,
they argue angrily> They don't have the
easiest of relationships and when they get
together in a meeting sparks fly;
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speak
speak for itselflthemselves X

if something speaks for itself, it does not
need any explanation • I'm not going to
talk about our business successes.I think
the report speaksfor itself.
let sth speak for itselflthemselves
• The book offersno analysis of Bonnard's
work, it just lets the paintings speak for
themselves.

speaking
not be on speaking terms

to be refusing to talk to someone because
you have had an argument and are still
angry with them. (often + with) She's not
on speaking terms with her ex-husband.
• Jeanette and her mother haven't been on
speaking terms since the wedding.

spec
on spec

if you do something on spec, you do it
without being sure that you will get what
you want. You could always turn up at
the airport on spec and see what's
available on the day.• I sent in an article
on specand theypublished it.

spectacle
make a spectacle of yourself

to do something that makes you look
stupid and attracts other people's
attention • I wasn't going to make a
spectacle of myself by dancing with my
grandma!

spectre
raise the spectre of sth British, American

&Australian
raise the specter of sth American

to make people worry that something
unpleasant will happen • Drought and
war have raised the spectre of food
shortages for millions of people.
• Napoli's 1-0defeat at Bologna raised the
spectre of relegation for the Italian
champions.

speed
up to speed

if you are up to speed with a subject or an



activity, you have all the latest
information about it and are able to do it
well' (often + with) We arranged for
some home tutoring to get him up to
speed with the other children in his class.
• (often + on) Before we start the meeting,
I'm just going to bring you up to speed on
the latest developments.

spick
be spick and span

a place that is spick and span is very tidy
and clean • The kitchen was spick and
span as ever, every surface wiped down
and everything in itsplace.

spin
a spin doctor X

someone whose job is to make sure that
the information the public receives about
a particular event makes them approve of
the organization they work for, usually a
political party' In politics, this is the age
of the spin doctor and image maker.

be ina spin
to be very anxious and confused' She's in
a spin over the arrangementsfor theparty.
send/throw sb into a spin • News of
the director's resignation had sent
management into a spin.

spirit
as/when the spirit moves you humorous

if you do something when the spirit
moves you, you only do it when you want
to • He'll cook now and again, when the
spirit moves him.

enter/get into the spirit of sth
to show that you are happy to be at a
social event by talking to a lot of people,
dancing, or wearing special clothes
• 'Hey,I like your hat!' 'Well,I thought I'd
better enter into the spirit of things.'
• I'm afraid I was feeling too ill to really
get into the spirit of the evening.

spit
spit and polish

cleaning and rubbing' All it needed was a
bit of spit and polish and wegot it looking
as good as new.
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spit nails American &Australian,
informal

spit chips/tacks Australian, informal
to speak or behave in a way that shows
you are very angry' He was spitting nails
when he saw what had happened to his
car.

Icould (just) spit! informal
something that you say when you are
very angry, usually because of
something someone has done • When I
think of all the hours I put into that
company and that's how they treat me. I
couldjust spit!

spit-and-sawdust
spit-and-sawdust British

a spit-and-sawdust pub (= type of bar that
is found in Britain) is dirty and untidy
and is not modern or attractive. (always
before noun) There are one or two spit-
and-sawdust pubs in the town centre but
nothing remotely trendy.

spitting
be the spitting image of sb

to look very much the same as someone
else' He's the spitting image of hisfathet:

splash
make a splash >(

to get a lot of public attention. It wasn't
a best-sellerbut it did make quite a splash
in American literary circles.

spleen
vent your spleen

to express anger' (often + on) Politicians
used the press conference as an
opportunity to vent their spleen on
reporters.

spoiling
be spoiling for a fight

to be very eager to fight or argue about
something' The trouble was caused by a
group of demonstrators who were
obviously spoiling for afight.

spoke
put a spoke in sb's wheel British &

Australian
to spoil someone else's plans and stop
them from doing something • Tell him



spoon-fed

you're using the car that weekend - that
should put a spoke in his wheel.

spoon-fed 'V
be spoon-fed -' "-

to be given too much help or information
• When I was at school we weren't spoon-
fed, we had to work things out for
ourselves.

sporting
a sporting chance

a good chance that something will
happen, although it is not certain. It's by
no means definite but there's a sporting
chance he'll get thejob.

spot
glued/rooted to the spot

if you are glued to the spot, you cannot
move, usually because you are very
shocked or frightened • I stood there
rooted to the spot as he came nearer and
nearer.

hit the spot
if food hits the spot, it tastes good and
makes you feel satisfied • Mmm, that
pecan pie hit the spot.

on-the-spot • (always before noun) Her
on-the-spotreportsfrom war zones around
the world won her several awards.

3 if you run or turn on the spot, you do it
without moving away from the place
where you are • I ran on the spot for ten
minutes to warm myself up.

put sbon the spot
to cause someone difficulty or make
them embarrassed by forcing them at
that moment to make a difficult decision
or answer an embarrassing question
• Steve rather put him on the spot by
asking when we were going to get a pay
rise.
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spotlight
be in the spotlight mainly American

to get attention and interest from the
public. I always assumed she liked being
in the spotlight.
steal the spotlight mainly American • It
was said that he was jealous of his wife
becauseshe stole the spotlight from him.

spots
knock spots off sb/sth British &

Australian, informal
to be very much better than someone or
something else • There's a vegetarian
restaurant in Brighton that knocks spots
off any round here.

spout
be up the spout British, informal

to be pregnant • His sister's only just
turned sixteen and she's up the spout.

up the spout British & Australian,
informal
wasted or spoiled. Pete lost his job so that
meant our holiday plans went up the
spout. • And they refused to give me a
refund so that was two hundred pounds up
the spout.

spring
be no spring chicken humorous

to not be young any more. He must be ten
years older than Grace, and she's no
spring chicken.

spur-of-the-moment • (always before
noun) Wehadn't planned toget married -
it was a spur-of-the-moment thing.

spurs
earn/win your spurs X

to do something to show that you deserve
a particular position and have the skills
needed for it • He won his political spurs
fighting hospital closures during his time
as a local councillor in Bristol.



square
a square meal

a big meal that provides your body with
all the different types of food it needs to
stay healthy. Most of these supermodels
don't look like they've had a square meal
in their life.• If you're only eating a
chocolate bar for lunch you need a good
square meal in the evening.

a square peg (in a round hole) r-
someone whose character makes them
completely wrong for the type of work
they are doing or for the situation they
are in • I never did understand what
Paddy was doing in accounts - he was a
square peg in a round hole.

be on the square mainly American
to be completely honest in what you say
and do • So this guy you're buying the car
from - how do you know he's on the
square?

squeaky
squeaky clean
1 someone who is squeaky clean is

completely good and honest and never
does anything bad • Journalists have
been trying to discover whether the
Senator really is as squeaky clean as he
claims to be.

2 completely clean • I love the squeaky
cleanfeel cf my hair after I've washed it.

squeeze
put the squeeze on sb/sth
1 to try to influence a person or

organization to make them act in the way
you want • Human rights activists hope
the US president will put the squeeze on
the island's rulers.
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2 to cause problems for someone,
especially by making it difficult for them
to achieve something. The recession has
put the squeeze on many small businesses.

stab
have/make a stab at sth! doing sth :><t

to try to do something, or to try an
activity that you have not done before
• I'd never tried water skiing before, but I
had a stab at it while I was in Greece.• She
made a reasonable stab at solving the
problem.

stable
closing/shutting the stable door after

the horse has bolted
trying to stop something bad happening
when it has already happened and the
situation cannot be changed. Improving
security after a major theft would seem to
be a bit like closing the stable door after
the horse has bolted.

staff
the staff of life literary

a foodsuch as bread that is eaten in large
amounts by a lot of people. Bread is the
staff of life, which is why we only use the
finest organicflour to make ours.

stag
a stag night/party

a party for a man who is going to get
married, to which only his male friends
are invited > On Keith's stag night, his
friends left him tied to a lamp-post in
Trafalgar Square, wearing only his
underpants.

go stag American
if a man goes stag to a social event, he
goes without a woman • He usually
prefers togo stag toparties.

stage
set the stage for sth

if you set the stage for something, you
make it possible or likely to happen> The
purpose of thatfirst meeting was to set the
stage for future co-operation between
Russia and the USA.



stake

the stage is set for sth • The stage is now
set for a really exciting climax to this
year's championship.

stake
go to the stake mainly British

if you say you would go to the stake for a
belief or principle, you mean you would
risk anything in order to defend it Ib In
the past, the stake was the wooden post to
which people were tied before being
burned to death as a punishment. • She
believedpassionately that the government
were wrong on this issue and was
prepared togo to the stakefor her views.

stakes
pull up stakes American &Australian

to leave the place where you have been
living • He pulled up stakes in Indiana
and moved,permanently.

stalking
a stalking horse
1 a politician who tests the strength of a

party's support for its leader by
competing for the job of leading the party
although they do not really intend to be
elected • He was a stalking horse,
intended to undermine what was regarded
at the time as a weak leadership.

2 something that is used to hide someone's
real purpose' It's feared that the talks are
just a stalking horsefor a much wider deal
between the twoparties.

stall
set out your stall British &Australian

to show other people that you are
determined to do something' We've set
out our stall to win the championship and
we'll bedisappointed if we don't.

stand
stand or fall by sth ~(

if you stand or fall by something, that
thing alone causes you to succeed or fail
• The new television channel will stand or
fall by its ability to attract younger
viewers.

stand up and be counted
to let people know your OpInIOnS,
although it might cause trouble for you
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• Those who did have the courage to stand
up and be counted were arrested and
imprisoned.

make a stand
to make a determined effort to defend
something or to stop something from
happening' Ifelt the situation had existed
for far too long and it was time to make a
stand.

take a stand
to publicly express an OpInIOn about
something, especially to say whether you
support or are against something
• (usually + on) Many politicians fail to
take a stand on equal rights for women.

standard-bearer
a standard-bearer

someone or something that represents a
particular group of people or set of ideas
• (often + of) He's the standard-bearer of
the party's right .• (often + for) The
CentreParty has long been the standard-
bearerfor environmental ideas.

standing
could do sth standing on your head

informal
if you could do something standing on
your head, you can do it very easily,
usually because you have done it many
times before' I've done this job for so long
I could do it standing on my head.

leave sb/sth standing British &
Australian
to be much better than everyone or
everything else' Stella's singing was so
good, she left the others standing .• This is
the best hoover I've ever had. It leaves the
rest standing.

stands
as it stands ·X

as something is now, without changes to
it • The law as it stands is very unclear.
• As it stands, the Panel's decisions can be
reviewed by the courts.

staring
be staring sb in the face
1 if a solution to a problem is staring you

in the face, it is very obvious' Wespent



ages wondering how we could make more
space in the shop and the answer was
staring us in theface all the time.

2 if an unpleasant experience is staring
you in the face, it is very likely to happen
to you. With only one day's supply of
water left, death was staring him in the
face.

stark
stark naked

completely naked • He walked into the
room stark naked.

be stark raving mad British, American &
Australian

be stark staring mad British
to be completely crazy. She looked at me
as though she thought I was stark raving
mad.

starry-eyed
starry-eyed K.

happy and hopeful about something, in a
way which prevents you from thinking
about the bad things about it • Starry-
eyed youngsters may dream of running
away to thecircus but life on the road isfar
from romantic. • Her accounts of small
town America arefar lessstarry-eyed than
many writers.

stars
stars in your eyes

someone who has stars in their eyes is
very excited and hopeful about the future
and imagines they are going to be very
successful and famous • She was a girl
with stars in her eyes and dreams of
becomingfamous.

start
bring/pull sbup with a start

if something that someone says brings
you up with a start, it surprises you and
often causes you to suddenly stop what
you were doing. The sound of his voice
pulled me up with a start.

state
the state of play British &Australian

the present situation • (often + in) The
article provides a useful summary of the
current state of play in the negotiations.
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state-of-the-art

station
marry beneath your station old-

fashioned
to marry someone who belongs to a lower
social class than you. Herfather, whofelt
that she had married beneath her station,
refused to speak to her.

status quo
the status quo <.

the situation as it is at present, without
any changes The army, having
maintained the status quo for so long, is
embarking on a series of reforms.

steam

Steam is the hot gas that is produced
when water boils and in the past it was
used to give power to machines and
vehicles. Steam is used in the following
phrases connected with a person's
energy and ability to do things.

let off steam British, American &
Australian

blow off steam American & Australian
to do or say something that helps you to
get rid of strong feelings or energy
• Meetings give people the chance to let off
steam if something has been bothering
them for a iong time. • After a long
journey, the kids need to run around a bit
and let off steam.• I've told her she can
call me and talk any time she wants to
blow off steam.

pick up steam American
to start to be much more effective or
successful • In the third month the
campaign really started topick up steam.
• There are signs that the economy is
picking up steam.

under your own steam
without help from anyone else • Don't
bother sending a car for us - we can get
there under our own steam.



stem

stem
from stem to stern American

from one end of something to the other
• Weoverhauled the carfrom stem tostern.

step
Step on it! British, American &

Australian, informal
Step on the gas! American & Australian,

informal
something that you say to someone when
you want them to drive more quickly
• Step on the gas, will you, we have to be
there infiue minutes!

MindlWatch your step.
something that you say in order to tell
someone to walk carefully • Watch your
step, thefloor's wet and it's a bit slippery.

watch your step
to make sure that you do not say or do
anything that causes you to get into
trouble > He'd better watch his step if he
wants to carry on working here.

stew
be in a stew old-fashioned

to be worried and confused about
something • She was in a stew over the
party arrangements.

leave sb to stew
let sb stew

if you leave someone to stew, you leave
them to worry about something bad that
has happened or something stupid they
have done • I could have said a few
comforting words and made him feel
better but I thought I'd let him stew a
while instead.

stick
stick in your gullet/throat informal

if a situation or someone's behaviour
sticks in your gullet, it annoys you,
usually because you think it is wrong
• What really sticks in my gullet is the way
he treats the women in the office.

a stick to beat sb/sth with British
something that gives you an excuse for
criticizing someone or something that
you do not like or approve of • As far as
the opposition are concerned, the slightest
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hint of scandal is yet another stick to beat
thegovernment with.

get on the stick American
to force yourself to hurry or to start
working. If Igeton the stick I'llftnisii the
report by this evening.

get/take [a lot of/some etc.] stick
British, informal

come in for [a lot of/some etc.] stick
British, informal
to be criticized or laughed at because of
something that you do • (often + from) I
get a lot of stick from people at work over
the way I dress. • The government has
come in for a lot of stick from the press
over its handling of the crisis.
give sb [a lot of/some etc.] stick
British, informal. (often + about) I got
your name wrong when I first met you. I
recallyou gave me a lot of stick about that.

more sth than you can shake a stick at
oid-fashioned
a very large number of something • I
don't know why she wants more shoes -
she's already got morepairs than you can
shake a stick at.

sticking
a sticking point

a subject that people who are involved in
a discussion cannot agree about • The
role of the army was the main sticking
point at Thursday's abortive talks .• Pay
has been a major sticking point in
negotiations.

stick-in-the-mud
a stick-in-the-mud

someone who has old-fashioned ideas
and does not want to try new activities
• ;4nyway, I'm not interested in married
men.' 'Oh, don't be such a stick-in-the-
mud.'

sticks
Sticks and stones may break my bones

(but words will never hurt me).
something that you say which means that
people cannot hurt you with bad things
they say or write about you. Criticism
has never bothered me. Sticks and stones
may break my bones, and all that.



up sticks British &Australian
pick up sticks Australian

to leave the place where you have been
living • I was even thinking I might up
sticks and move to somewhere completely
new.

sticky
be (batting) on a sticky wicket British &

Australian
to be in a difficult situation because you
have not behaved in the correct way. You
know you're batting on a sticky wicket
there, not paying tax.

come to/meet a sticky end British &
Australian, humorous
to die in an unpleasant way· Of course
the villain comes to a sticky end in the last
act of theplay.

have sticky fingers
someone who has sticky fingers often
steals things • Another wallet has been
stolen, so it looks as though someone in the
officehas sticky fingers.

stiff
a stiff upper lip )'(

an ability to stay ~alm and not show
feelings of sadness or fear » You weren't
allowed to show emotion in those days.
You had to keep a stiff upper lip at all
times.• I never once saw my father cry or
show any sign of vulnerability - it's that
old British stiff upper lip.

be as stiff as a board
1 to be very stiff. It's so cold out there - the

washing was as stiff as a board when I
brought it in off the line.

2 if you are as stiff as a board, your body
feels stiff and hurts when you try to move
it, usually after a lot of physical exercise
• I cycled/ifty miles yesterday and when I
woke this morning I was as stiff as a
board.

still
still waters run deep

something that you say which means
people who say very little often have very
interesting and complicated personalities
• He's quiet and shy, it's true, but still
waters run deep.
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sting
a sting in the tail British &Australian

an unpleasant end to something that
began pleasantly, especially a story or
suggestion • At the start, it's humorous
and light but like most of her short stories,
there's a sting in the tail.

take the sting out of sth
to make something that is unpleasant a
little less unpleasant s Humour, of course,
can take the sting out of almost any
unpleasant situation.

stink
kick up a stink British, informal
make/raise a stink American, informal

to complain angrily about something
that you are not satisfied with. He kicked
up a stink at the restaurant because the
meal was late.

stir
cause/create a stir ;..<

to cause a lot of interest and excitement
• Emma caused quite a stir in her little
black dress last night.

stir-crazy
stir-crazy mainly American, informal

upset and nervous because you have been
in one place for too long Ib Stir is a word
used in American English for a prison.
• It's no wonder she's going stir-crazy,
shut in that tiny house all day with three
young children.

stitch
A stitch in time (saves nine).

something that you say which means it is
better to deal with a problem early before
it gets too bad s If you don't repair the oil
leak now, you might damage the whole
engine. It's a caseof a stitch in time.

stitches
have sb in stitches informal

to make someone laugh a lot. She told a
couple of jokes that had us all in stitches.

stocking
in (your) stocking/stockinged feet

wearing socks or a similar covering on
your feet, but not wearing shoes • She



stomach

crept upstairs in stocking feet so as not to
wake the baby.• He stood fiue feet fiue in
his stockinged feet. (= his height was
five feet five, without shoes)

stomach
not have the stomach for sth
have no stomach for sth Y

to not feel brave or determined enough to
do something unpleasant • Demoralised
and exhausted, the soldiers did not have
the stomach for another fight.

stone
be carved/set in stone >:

if an arrangement, a plan, or a rule is set
in stone, it is completely fixed so that it
cannot be changed • (usually negative)
The rules aren't set in stone; they can be
altered to suit changing circumstances.
• These arejust afeui ideas to bediscussed
- nothing is carved in stone.

leave no stone unturned
to do everything that you can in order to
achieve something or to find someone or
something • Both organizations have
vowed to leave no stone unturned in the
searchfor peace.

sink like a stone X
to fail completely' He had published two
novels, both of which sank like a stone.

a stone's throw,,\.;
a very short distance. (usually + from)
Wewerestaying in a small apartment just
a stone's throw from the beach.
• (sometimes + away) The city centre is
only a stone's throwaway.

stony
fall on stony ground

if a request, a warning, or advice falls on
stony ground, people ignore it fb This
phrase comes from the Bible.• Repeated
requests to stop thefighting haoefallett on
stony ground. • Warnings about the
disastrous effecton the eruiironmentfell on
stony ground.

stool
a stool pigeon

a person, especially a criminal, who
secretly gives information to the police in
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order to help them catch other criminals
• Once they discovered he was a stool
pigeon, it was only a matter of time before
they had him killed.

stops \/./.-
pull out all the stops ../\

to do everything you can to make
something successful fb The stops are
handles on an organ (= a large
instrument used in churches), which you
pull out when you want to play as loudly
as possible .• They pulled out all the stops
for their daughter's wedding.• (often + to
do sth) The airline certainly pulled out all
the stops to impress us.

store
mind the store American

to be responsible for dealing with
arrangements at work or at home while
the person who is usualiy responsible is
not there' So who's going to be minding
the store whileyour manager's away?

set greatlmuch store by sth
to believe that something is very
important or valuable • I've always set
great store by his opinion .• What would
happen if this relationship that she set so
much store by ended?

storm
a storm in a teacup British & Australian

a situation where people get very angry
or worried about something that is not
important. (not used with the) I think it's
all a storm in a teacup - there's probably
no danger topublic health at all.

ride outlweather the storm
to continue to exist and not be harmed
during a very difficult period • When
smaller companles were going bankrupt,
the big companies with wider interests
managed to ride out the storm. • It
remains to be seen if the President will
weather the political storm caused by his
remarks.

take sb/sth by storm ..>(
to suddenly be very successful in a
particular place or with a particular
group of people Today we're



interviewing the zo-vear-otd fashion
designer who has taken Paris by storm.

[dance/s!ng/talk etc.] up a storm
American, informal
to do something with a lot of energy> Her
dog barks up a storm every time thephone
rings. • They were sitting in a corner;
talking up a storm.

story
but that's another story J'----

something that you say when you have
spoken about something, but do not want
to say anything more about it at that time
• Alex, meanwhile, was falling madly in
love with Nicky; but that's another story.
• Funnily enough, we bumped into each
other again in Amsterdam, but that's
another story.

It'slThat's the story of my life. humorous
something that you say when something
bad happens to you that has happened to
you many times before> She said shejust
wanted us to befriends. That's the story of
my life.

That's my story and I'm sticking to it.
humorous
something that you say when you have
given an explanation about yourself
which is not completely true- I'm notfat,
I've just got big bones. Well, that's my
story and I'm sticking to it!

straight
as straight as a die British &Australian
as straight as a pin American

completely straight • The road runs
straight as a diefor fifty miles.

can't think straight
not be thinking straight

if you can't think straight, you are not
thinking calmly and clearly about
something • I was so tired I wasn't
thinking straight any more.• There are so
many people talking, I just can't think
straight.

couldn't lie straight in bed Australian,
informal
if you say someone couldn't lie straight
in bed, you mean they are very dishonest
• Nothing you could say about Pete would
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surprise me. The man couldn't even lie
straight in bed.

with a straight face. I don't know how
you can stand there and repeat all that
nonsense with a straight face.
straight-faced • She remained rigidly
straight-faced while everyone else was
falling about with laughter.

play a straight bat
1 British to avoid answering someone's

questions or giving them the information
they want > When asked about the affair;
heplays a straight bat.

2 British, old-fashioned someone who plays
a straight bat is honest and has
traditional ideas and beliefs • Wilf has
played a straight bat all his life - I can't
believe he'd get mixed up in anything
illegal.

Straight is used in the following
phrases connected with being honest
and sincere.

straight from the shoulder American
if you speak straight from the shoulder,
you speak directly and honestly. I gave
it to him straight from the shoulder.
'You're talking garbage,' Isaid.
straight-from-the-shoulder American
• Then he spoke and it was his usual
straight-from-the-shoulder performance.

straight up British & Australian, informal
something that you say in order to
emphasize that you are being honest or to
ask someone whether they are being
honest· Straight up, John, I never laid a
finger on her. • You're not telling me she's
sixty! Straight up?

a straight arrow American
someone who is very honest and careful
to behave in a socially acceptable way
• Friends describe Menendez as a straight
arrow who rarely drank and was close to
his family.



straining

straight-arrow. (always before noun) In
most of his films he plays the straight-
arrow, all-American guy.

a straight shooter American & Australian
someone who you can trust because they
are very honest. He'll mean what he says
- he's a straight shooter.
shoot straight American » Marvin will
shoot straight (= be honest) with you. He's
a goodguy to do business with.

the straight and narrow humorous
if you keep on the straight and narrow,
you behave in a way that is honest and
moral • The threat of a good beating
should keep him on the straight and
narrow .• Have you ever been tempted to
strayfrom the straight and narrow?

be as straight as a die
to be completely honest • You can trust
Penny to tell you the truth - she's as
straight as a die

Give it to me straight. informal
something that you say when you want
someone to tell you something
unpleasant directly and honestly • Just
give it to me straight. How badly hurt is
he?

straining
be straining at the leash

to be very eager to do something that you
are being prevented from doing at the
present time • Meanwhile we hear that
our soldiers have reached apeak of fitness
and are straining at the leash.

straw
a straw in the wind

something that shows you what might
happen in the future • (usually plural)
There were one or two straws in the wind
yesterday that suggested an offensive was
imminent.

the straw that breaks the camel's back
the last in a series of unpleasant events
which finally makes you feel that you
cannot continue to accept a bad situation
• Losing my job was bad enough but
having the relationship end like that was
the straw that broke the camel's back.
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the final/last straw
the last in a series of unpleasant events
which finally makes you feel that you
cannot continue to accept a bad situation
• One night he came home drunk at 5
o'clock in the morning and that was the
last straw.• He'd been unhappy at work
for a long time but the last straw came
when he was refusedpromotion. • (often +
for) Lucy leaving was the last straw for
him and hepretty much gave up the will to
live.

straws
clutch/grasp at straws
1 to try any method, even those that are not

likely to succeed, because you are in such
a bad situation. (usually in continuous
tenses) He's hoping that this new
treatment will help him but I think he's
clutching at straws.

2 to try to find reasons to feel hopeful about
a situation when there is no real cause
for hope. (usually in continuous tenses)
She thinks he might still be interested
because he calls her now and then but I
think she's clutching at straws.

street
street smarts American

the knowledge and experience you need
in order to deal with difficult and
dangerous situations in a city. The kids
around here may not be much good at
reading or writing, but they sure have a lot
of street smarts.

be (jUSt/right) up sb's street
if something is right up someone's street,
it is exactly the type of thing that they
know about or like to do • I've got a little
job here which should be right up your
street.

the man/woman/person in the street X-'
a typical, ordinary person. Do the plans
for celebrating the millennium take into
account the views of the man in the street?

streets
be streets ahead British & Australian

to be much better or more advanced than
someone or something else. (usually +



of) In terms of profitability, the company
is streets ahead of its nearest rival .• He's
fairly average at English but his maths is
streets ahead of any other kid in the class.

strength
go from strength to strength :>(

to become better and better or more and
more successful s Thefirm has gonefrom
strength to strength since he took over as
manager.

on the strength of sth
1 if you do something on the strength of

facts or advice, you do it because you are
influenced by them • On the strength of
the projected sales figures, we decided to
expand our business.

2 if you get a job or an opportunity on the
strength of something you have done,
you get it because what you did was good
enough to persuade someone you deserve
it • He was acceptedfor the writing course
on the strength of ateio articles in his local
paper.

a pillar/tower of strength
someone who gives a lot of support to
someone else who is in a difficult
situation' Roger was a tower of strength
when my parents died.

stretch

stride
get into your stride British &Australian
hit your stride American & Australian

to start to do something well and
confidently because you have been doing
it for enough time to become familiar
with it • OnceI get into my stride, I'm sure
I'll work much faster:» She began writing
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novels in the 1930'sbut really only hit her
stride after the war.

take sth in your stride British, American
& Australian

take sth in stride American
to calmly and easily deal with something
unpleasant or difficult and not let it
affect what you are doing' There's a lot of
pressure at work but she seems to take it
all in her stride. • A certain amount of
criticism comes with thejob and you have
to learn to take it in stride.

string
another string to your bow British &

Australian
an extra skill or qualification which you
can use if you cannot use your main one
• If you can teachEnglish as well as yoga,
it's another string toyour bow.
have la lot of/a few/several etc.]
strings to your bow British &
Australian • She's a trained counsellor
and she does pottery classes in the
evenings - she has several strings to her
bow.

have sb on a string
to completely control someone's
behaviour • She can get him to do
anything she wants ~ she's got him on a
string.

strings
no strings (attached)

if there are no strings attached to an
offer or arrangement, there is nothing
that is unpleasant or not convenient that
you have to accept in order to get the
advantage from the offer' It's very rare
that you get a loan that size with no
strings attached. • The donation has no
strings attached, so the charity is free to
use itfor whatever purpose it chooses.
OPPOSITE with strings (attached) • Most
of their so-called 'specialoffers' come with
strings attached, so beware.

"i; .: -:.f
pull strings )<.~_

to secretly use the influence that you
have over important people in order to
get something or to help someone' I may
be able topull a feio strings for you if you
need the document urgently. ---



strip

pull the strings
to be in control of an organization, often
secretly > I'd really like to know who's
pulling the strings in that organization,
because it's not the electedcommittee.

strip
tear sboff a strip British, informal
tear a strip off sb British &Australian,

informal
to speak angrily to someone because they
have done something wrong. He toreher
off a strip for being late.

stripes
earn your stripes

to do something to show that you deserve
a particular rank or position and have
the skills needed for it • She earned her
stripes as a junior reporter before
becoming education correspondent.

stroke
a stroke of luck :>«

something good that happens to you by
chance • Phil was driving up to
Manchester that evening and gave me a
lift so that was a stroke of luck. • By a
stroke of luck, someone at work
happened to be selling very cheaply
exactly the piece of equipment that I
needed.

strong
a strong stomach

the ability to watch very unpleasant
things without getting upset or feeling ill
• (often + to do sth) Some of the war scenes
are fairly horrific - you need to have a
strong stomach to watch them.

be sb's strong point/suit
if an ability or quality is your strong
suit, you have a lot of it • (usually
negative) It has to be said, logic isn't
Katherine's strong point .• Charm is not
his strong suit but at least he knows it.

be as strong as an ox
a person who is as strong as an ox is very
strong » Get Carl to lift it - he's as strong
as an ox.

come on strong
1 informal to speak to someone in a way

that shows you have a strong sexual
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interest in them. Towards the end of the
evening he was coming on strong and I
knew it was time to leave.

2 mainly American to speak to someone in
a very angry or threatening way. I have
to come on strong with some of the guys to
get them to cooperate.

stubborn
be as stubborn as a mule

to be very determined not to change your
decision or opinion about something,
even when it is wrong - You won't get him
to change his mind - he's as stubborn as a
mule.

stuck
squeal like a stuck pig informal

to make a long, high sound, usually
because you are hurt • It was only a
scratch, but he started squealing like a
stuckpig.

stud-muffin
a stud-muffin American, informal

a sexually attractive and sexually active
young man • She met her latest stud-
muffin in thegym.

stuff
Stuff and nonsense! old-fashioned

something that you say when you think
something is not true or is stupid. Stuff
and nonsense! I never said anything of the
sort!

do your stuff informal
to do something that people know you are
good at or are expecting you to do • Well,
here's the make-up kit. Doyour stuffl» She
came on stage, did her stuff, and was out of
the theatre within an hour.

strut your stuff informal, humorous
to show your skill at doing something
that involves movement, especially
dancing. I thought you'd be up there on
the dancefloor; strutting your stuff!



stuffed
a stuffed shirt

someone, especially a man, who behaves
in a formal, old-fashionedwayand thinks
they are very important s I knew he was a
banker and expensively educated so I was
expecting him to bea stuffed shirt.

Get stuffed! very informal
something that you say when you are
annoyed with someone or you want
someone to go away • Oh, get stuffed,
Jordan! You're not so perfect yourself.

stuffing
knock the stuffing out of sb

to make someone feel less confident or
physically weaker • An operation like
that is bound to knock the stuffing out of
you. • It was their third defeat in a row
and it really knocked the stuffing out of
them.
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silly • The evening went from the
sublime to the ridiculous, an hour-long
piano recital followed by two hours of
karaoke.

suck
suck it and see British & Australian,

informal
to try something that you have not done
before to discover what it is like or
whether it will be successful • I'm not
sure at this stage whether it's the right job
for me - I'ue just got to suck it and see.

sucker
play sbfor a sucker American &

Australian, very informal
to treat someone as if they are stupid
• Don't try toplay meter a sucker.I want to
know where the rest of the money went.

suit

stump
on the stump mainly American

a politician who is on the stump is
travelling to different places in order to
make speeches and get support,
especially before an election • On the
stump in North Dakota, Anderson took
time out to give this interview to our
reporter.

style
cramp sb's style

to prevent someone from enjoying
themselves as much as they would like,
especially by going somewhere with
them· Are you sure you don't mind your
old mother coming along with you? I'd
hate to cramp your style.

sublime /
from the sublime to the ridiculous f..-

from something that is very goodor very
serious to something that is very bad or

sun
think the sun shines out (of) sb's

arselbackside British & Australian, very
informal
to love or admire someone so much that
you do not think they have any faults
• You're never going to hear Maggie
criticizing Jim - she thinks the sun shines
out his backside!

under the sun
everything under the sun is everything
that exists or is possible. Wetalked about
everything under the sun .• She seems to
have an opinion on every subject under the
sun.

supper
sing for your supper old-fashioned

to do something for someoneelse in order
to receive something in return,
especially food s Dan's upstairs fixing my
computer - I'm making him sing for his
supper.



sure

sure
sure as hell American &Australian, very

informal
something that you say to emphasize that
you are very angry or determined about
something. I sure as hell wish I'd never
asked him to my house.

sure thing American, informal
something that you say in order to agree
to someone's request. 'Canyou give me a
ride tomorrow morning?' 'Sure thing - no
problem.'

as sure as eggs (are/is eggs) British &
Australian, old-fashioned
something that you say when you are
certain about what is going to happen or
what someone will do • He'll be back
again next week asking for more money,
sure as eggs is eggs.

be a sure thing American & Australian,
informal
to be certain to happen or to succeed. It's
a sure thing she'll buy the most expensive
jacket in the store. • His re-election is
hardly a sure thing.

surface
scratch the surface

if you scratch the surface of a subject or
a problem, you only discover or deal with
a very small part of it • (usually + of) Up
to now newspaper articles have only
scratched the surface of this tremendously
complex issue.

swath
cut a swath/swathe through sth

to cause a lot of destruction, death, or
harm in a particular place or among a
particular group of people • Violent
electrical storms cut a swath through
parts of the South yesterday.• The AIDS
epidemic has already cut a swath through
thefashion industry.

swear
swear blind British & Australian
swear up and down American &

Australian
swear black and blue Australian

to say that something is completely true,
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especially when someone does not
believe you. He swore up and down that
he'd never seen the letter. • If I ask her,
I know she'll swear blind she locked
the door. • He swore black and blue
he had nothing to do with the missing
money.

sweat
by the sweat of your brow literary

if you earn the money that you use to live
on by the sweat of your brow, you earn it
yourself, by doing hard, often physical
work • A decent, hard-working man, he
supported his family by the sweat of his
brow.

Don't sweat it! American, informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to worry. Don't sweat it!
We'vegot plenty of time toget there before
the show starts.

in a (cold) sweat
very frightened or anxious • I dreamed
I'd left the tickets at home and woke up in
a cold sweat. • Just the thought of
addressing all those people is enough to
bring me out in a cold sweat. (= make
me feel very anxious) .

sweep
sweep sth under the carpet British,

American & Australian~y<
sweep sth under the mat/rug American

& Australian
to try to hide a problem or keep a problem
secret instead of dealing with it • The
incident has forced into the open an issue
that the government would rather have
swept under the carpet.• The evidence was
onfilm and the police couldn't just sweep
it under the rug.

sweet
sweet Fanny Adams informal
sweet FA very informal

nothing tb 'Fanny Adams' and 'FA' are
used in this expression to avoid saying
'fuck all' .• Why's Mark dispensing
advice? He knows sweet Fanny Adams
about computers! • And what did we get
for all our hard work?Sweet FA!



sweet nothings '>(
romantic things that people who are in
love say to each other • He kept leaning
across the table, whispering sweet
nothings in her ear.

a sweet deal American & Australian,
informal
a very good business agreement or
arrangement • It's a sweet deal for the
companies whoget thesefranchises.

cop it sweet Australian, informal
to be lucky in a way that you did not
expect > Wecopped it sweet this afternoon
- the boss went home early.

keep sb sweet
to do things to please someone so that
they help you or treat you well in the
future. I like to keep the neighbours sweet
in case we have to borrow a ladder or
somethingfrom them.

sweet-talk
sweet-talk sb into doingsth X~

to persuade someone to do something by
saying nice things to them. Don't let him
sweet-talk you into staying the night.

swing
swing both ways informal

to be sexually attracted to both men and
women • I've seen her out with men as
well. She swings both ways, you know.

get into the swing of it/things
to become familiar with an activity or
situation so that you can start doing it
wellor enjoying it. I wasjust getting into
the swing of things when they transferred
me to another department. • I hadn't
worked in an officefor a few years and it
took me a while to get back into the
swingojit.

go with a swing British, old-fashioned
if an event,especiallya party,goeswith a
swing, it is very exciting and successful
• A traditional jazz band ~ now that
would help your party go with a swing.
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swings
it's swings and roundabouts British &

Australian
what you lose on the swings, you gain

on the roundabouts British &
Australian
something that you say to describe a
situation in which there are as many
advantagesas there are problems. if you
make more money, you have to pay more
tax, so what wegain on the swings, we lose
on the roundabouts. • It's swings and
roundabouts, really. if you save money by
buying a house out of town, you pay more
to travel to work.

sword
a sword of Damocles hangs over sb's

head literary
a sword of Damocles hangs over sb

literary
if a sword of Damocles hangs over
someone, they are in a situation where
something bad is likely to happen to
them very soon Ib This phrase comes
from a story about Damocles who had
to eat his food with a sword hanging
over him which was tied up by a single
hair. • You live with this sword of
Damocles hanging over your head,
knowing that you carry the virus for a
deadly disease.

swords
beatlturn swords into ploughshares

formal
to stop preparing for war and to start
using the moneyyoupreviously spent on
weapons to improve people's lives • It
would have been unrealistic to expect a
country like the United States to turn
swords into ploughshares the moment the
Cold Warended.

cross swords with sb
to argue with someone. Wedon't always
agree, infact I've crossed swords with her
several times at committee meetings.

system
get it out of your system

to get rid of a bad feelingor a need to do



systems

something, often by expressing that
feeling or by doing whatever it is that you
want to do • If she wants to see the world,
it's best that she does it now, while she's
young, and gets it out of her system.
• There's a lot of anger in me and I have to
do something toget it out of my system.
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systems
all systems go

something that you say which means
everything is ready for a piece of work or
period of activity to start - We'vejust got
to get the software put in place and then
it's all systems go.



T
toaT

perfectly. That hat suits you to a T.

table
bring sbto the [bargaining/peace etc.]

table
to persuade a person or a country to join
discussions in order to find a solution to
a problem> Wehope to beable to bring the
warring factions to the negotiating table
to try to end this conflict.
come to the [bargaining/peace etc.]
table • You have to be prepared to make
concessions when you come to the
bargaining table.

drink sb under the table informal
if you can drink someone under the
table, you can drink a lot more alcohol
than they can • I like a feui beers but Mel
can drink me under the table.

on the table
1 if a plan or offer is on the table, it has

been officially suggested and is now
being discussed or thought about • The
offer on the table is an 8% increase on last
year's wages.• At 6 p.m. on Thursday 29
April, a new deal wasput on the table.

2 American if a plan is on the table, no one
is dealing with it at present but it has not
been completely forgotten The
committee agreed to leave the option to
build a stadium in the city on the table.

under the table American &Australian
money that is paid under the table is paid
secretly, usually because it is illegal • A
lot of these people work so-hour weeks
with all or half of their salaries paid
under the table.
under-the-table American • There have
been allegations of under-the-table
payments tofootball players.
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tables
turn the tables on sb ~

to change a situation so that you now
have an advantage over someone who
previously had an advantage over you
• She turned the tables on her rival with
allegations of corruption.
The tables are turned .• In the past it
was always Dan who was having affairs
while Lucy stuck by him. Now the tables
are turned.

tabs
keep tabs on sthlsb

to watch a person or a situation carefully
so that you always know what they are
doing or what is happening. I like to keep
tabs on my bank balance so that I don't get
overdrawn .• I get thefeeling he's keeping
tabs on me and watching my every move.

tack
change tack
try a different tack

to start using a different method for
dealing with a situation, especially in the
way that you communicate • I've been
very pleasant with them sofar but if they
don't cooperate,I may have tochange tack.
• Instead of always asking him what he
wants, why don't you try a different tack
and tell him what you want?

tail
the tail end of sth

the last part of something. I just caught
the tail end of the news.• Despite being at
the tail end of an exhausting tour, she
delivered a sparkling performance.

the tail wagging the dog
if you describe a situation as the tail
wagging the dog, you mean that the least
important part of a situation has too
much influence over the most important
part • Steve thinks we should buy an
orange carpet to match the lampshade but
I think that would be a case of the tail
wagging the dog.

be (sitting) on your tail
to be driving too close behind you. That
Volvo's been sitting on my tail for the past
ten minutes and it's starting to really
annoy me.



tailor-made

get off your tail American, very informal
to stop being lazy and start doing
something. (often an order) You've just
got to get off your tail and start looking
for ajob.

turn tail informal
to run away, usually because you are
frightened • When I saw him my first
impulse was to turn tail and flee.

with your tail between your legs
if you leave somewhere with your tail
between your legs, you leave feeling
ashamed and embarrassed because you
have failed or made a mistake Ib Dogs
often put their tail between their legs
when someone has spoken angrily to
them.• The losing team walked off with
their tails between their legs.

tailor-made
be tailor-made

to be completely suitable for someone or
something. (usually + for) The role of
Emma was tailor-madefor her.

tailor-made
specially made for a particular purpose
• (often + for) Business schools are
offering courses tailor-made for a firm's
executives.

take
/"""

take sth as it comes
to deal with something as it happens and
not plan for it • At my age you take every
day as it comes.

Take a hike/walk! American, informal
an impolite way of telling someone to go
away • The guy kept pestering her, and
finally she told him to take a hike.

Take it from me.
something that you say in order to
emphasize that you have experience of
something, and therefore what you say
about it is true » Take itfrom me - if you
start ironing a man's shirts, you'll be
doing it for the rest of your life.

Take it or leave it.
something that you say when you have
made an offer to someone and you want
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them to know that you are not going to
change that offer in any way. That's my
final offer.Take it or leave it.
take-it-or-Ieave-it (always before
noun) It was a firm take-it-or-leave-it
proposition.

take the cake British, American &
Australian

take the biscuit Britlsh & Australian
if you say that something someone has
said or done takes the cake, you mean
that it was very bad, and evenworse than
things they have said or done before
• She's been opening my letters - that
really takes the cake!

take-it-or-Ieave-it • He'spretty take-it-or-
leave-it about opera - I wouldn't waste the
ticket on him.

taken
have taken leave of your sensesold-

fashioned
if you have taken leave of your senses,
youare behaving in a strange or silly way
• (often used in questions) You're leaving
your family and your job to travel round
the world, at your age? Have you taken
leaveof your senses?

.)

taking
be yours for the taking )<
be there for the taking

if something goodis yours for the taking,
it would be very easy for you to get or
achieve. She fell on the third lap,just as
thegold medal was hersfor the taking .• If
you're interested in the job, it's there for
the taking.

be like taking candy from a baby X
American, informal --" ,

be as easy as taking candy from a baby
American, informal
to be very easy • Beating them was the
easiest thing in the world - it was like
taking candyfrom a baby.



tale
live to tell the tale IX,

to still be alive after a dangerous or
frightening experience I should
imagine very few people have fallen from
that height and lived to tell the tale.• I had
dinnertoitb her and lived to tell the tale.

TherebylTherein hangs a tale. British &
Australian, humorous
something that you say when you have
been asked about something that needs
a long explanation • 'So what were
you doing in Nick's garage at three o'clock
in the morning?' 'Ah, thereby hangs a
tale.'

tales
tell tales

to tell someone in authority about
something bad that someone has done
because you want to cause trouble for
them. (often + about) She wasn't very
popular at school- she was the sort of kid
who was always telling tales about other
kids .• I had half a mind to tell my boss
about him but I didn't want her to think I
was telling tales.
a tell-tale • Bullying often goes
unreported because chiidren don't want to
beseen as tell-tales.

talk
be all talk (and no action)

if someone is all talk, they often talk
about doing something brave or exciting
but never do it • He's always saying that
he's going to leave and get another job but
he'll never do it. He's all talk.

be the talk of the town old-fashioned
to be the person or subject that everyone
is talking about and interested in • 'I

didn't realise anyone knew I was seeing
Pete at the time.' 'It was the talk of the
town, Kath!'

could talk under water Australian,
informal

could talk under wet cement Australian,
informal
someonewho couldtalk under water has
a lot to say in any situation • Most of
our guests were very quiet, but Harry
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could talk under water, so he kept the
conversation going.

You can talk! British, American &
Australian, informal

You should talk! American, informal
something that you say when someone
criticizes another person for doing
somethingthat they dothemselves. 'He's
a terrible driver.' 'You can talk!' • And
you're telling me I'm lazy? You should
talk!

talking
be like talking to a brick wall

if talking to someone is like talking to a
brick wall, the person you are speaking
to doesnot listen. I've tried to discuss my
feelings with her, but it's like talking to a
brick wall.

be talking through your hat old-
fashioned. informal
to be talking about a subject as if you
knowa lot about it when in fact youknow
very little • The man's talking through
his hat. He doesn't know the first thing
about banking.

Look who's talking! informal
something that you say when someone
criticizes another person for doing
something that they do themselves· 'She
drinks too much, that's her problem.'
'Look who's talking!'

Now you're talking!
something that you say when someone
makes a better suggestion or offer than
one that they made before· 'Or we could
go out for dinner if you prefer.' 'Now
you're talking!'

tall
a tall story/tale

a story or a statement that is difficult to
believe because it is too exciting or
interesting. He told me a tall story about
having met some top models in a
nightclub.

be a tall order
if a piece of work or request is a tall
order, it is very difficult to do • 'They've
given us three weeks to get the project
finished.' 'That's a tall order.'



tandem

standlwalk tall
to be proud of yourself and confident of
your abilities. For thefirst time in living
memory, we have a leader who can stand
tall in international gatherings.

tandem
in tandem

if two things happen or are used in
tandem, they happen or are used at the
same time, and if two people do
something in tandem, they do it together
• (often + with) The new system is
designed to be used in tandem with the
existing communications network. • She
often works in tandem with apsychologist,
one writing the software and the other
advising on likely user reaction.

tangent
go off on a tangent British, American &

Australian;<
go off at a tangent British '

to suddenly start talking about a
different subject. Wewere talking about
property prices and you went off on a
tangent.

tangled
a tangled web

a situation that is very complicated and
where many people are behaving
dishonestly • (usually + of) The inquiry
revealed a tangled web of fraud and
deception among the agents.

tanked
be tanked up informal

to be drunk' (sometimes + on) We were
tanked up on gin and orangejuice.

tap
on tap

available and ready to use' Working in a
library, I have all this information on tap.

taped
have sb taped British & Australian,

informal
to know that someone is doing something
bad and therefore be able to deal with
them. Spencer doesn't worry me - I've got
him taped.
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tar
beatlknock the tar out of sb American,

informal
to keep hitting someone hard, or to
completely defeat someone • We used to
fight a lot as kids and he always beat the
tar out of me. • He was tired of her
knocking the tar out of him when they
played checkers.

:::eksb to task ;;<
to criticize someone angrily for
something that they have done. (often +
for) She took my father to task for getting
drunk at my cousin's wedding.

tea
tea and sympathy old-fashioned

kindness and sympathy that you show to
someone who is upset. Sometimes people
want practical advice and sometimes they
just want tea and sympathy.

would not do sth for all the tea in China
old-fashioned
if you say that you would not do
something for all the tea in China, you
mean that nothing could persuade you to
do it • I wouldn't bea teacherfor all the tea
in China.

tears
It'll (all) end in tears.

something that you say which means
something will end badly and the people
involved will be upset - She only met him
in May and they were married by July.
It'll end in tears,you'll see.

reduce sb to tears
to make someone cry • His classmates
jeered, reducing him to tears.

tee
to a tee

perfectly. The beef was cooked to a tee.

teeth
cut your teeth British, American &

Australian X- \cut your eye teeth American
to get your first experience of a
particular type of work and learn the
basic skills. (often + on) She cut her teeth



on a local newspaper before landing a job
on a national daily.

get/sink your teeth into sth
to start to do something with a lot of
energy and enthusiasm 0 Up till then
she'd only had small parts in films and
nothing she could get her teeth into. 0 It's a
really exciting project - I can't wait to sink
my teeth into it.

grit your teeth
to accept a difficult situation and deal
with it in a determined way 0 I can't do
anything to change the situation so I'll
just have togrit my teeth and put up with
it.

have teeth
if a law or organization has teeth, it has
the power to make people obey it 0 The
committee can make recommendations but
it has no real teeth. /

lie through your teeth
to tell someone something that you know
is completely false 0 The man's lying
through his teeth. He never said anything
of the sort.

show your teeth
to show that you are angry and prepared
to defend yourself 0 Come on, let him
know you're angry - show your teeth!

teething
teething problems/troubles

problems that you experience in the early
stages of an activity tb When babies are
teething (= getting their first set of teeth)
they are often in pain and cry a lot.
o There were the usual teething troubles at
the start of the project, but that's to be
expected. 0 Many marriages go through
teething problems in thefirst feui months.

tell
tell sbwhere to get off informal

to angrily refuse to do what someone
wants you to do, usually using direct or
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rude language 0 She wanted to borrow
money again so I told her where toget off.

tell it like it is
to describe a situation honestly, not
avoiding any of the unpleasant details
o There's no point pretending to young
women that having a baby doesn't hurt.
You've got to tell it like it is. 0 She's a
straight talker, is Karen. She tells it like it
is.

Tell me about it! informal
something that you say in order to show
sympathy to someone who has the same
problem or bad experience as you 0 'I've
got so much work todo.' 'Tell me about it!'

Tellme another (one)! informal
something that you say when you do not
believe what someone has just said 0 'I
never drive over the speed limit.' 'Oh,
yeah? Tell me another one.'

telling
You're telling me! informal

something that you say to emphasize that
you agree with something someone has
just complained about because you have
experienced it yourself 0 'Brenda's really
bad-tempered these days.' 'You're telling
me!'

tempers
tempers fray
tempers become frayed

if tempers fray among a group of people,
they all become angry 0 Tempers frayed
when, after waiting for hours, we weretold
there wereno tickets left.
frayed tempers 0 Traffic jams inevitably
lead tofrayed tempers.

tempest
a tempest in a teapot American

a situation where people get very angry
or worried about something that is not
important 0 (not used with the) The whole
affair is just a tempest in a teapot. In a
couple of months everyone will have
forgotten about it.

tempt
tempt fate/providence
1 to do something which involves a risk

and may cause something unpleasant to



tender

happen. I always feel it's tempting fate to
leave the house without an umbrella.

2 to cause bad luck for yourself by talking
too confidently about a situation • It's
probably tempting fate to say so, but I
haven't had a coldall year.

tender
leave sb to sb's tender mercies humorous

to let someone be dealt with by another
person who is not likely to show them
any kindness or sympathy • Should I
have a word with her myself or leave her
toMick's tender mercies?

tenterhooks
on tenterhooks X

nervously waiting to fmd out what is
going to happen • She waited on
tenterhooks for James to call. • We were
kept on tenterhooks all morning waiting
for his decision.

term

terms
be on good terms with sb ';y'

to be friendly with someone • We were
always on good terms with our
neighbours.
OPPOSITE be on bad terms with sb • It
doesn't help matters if you're on bad
terms with your doctor.

territory
come/go with the territory
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if you say that something comeswith the
territory, you mean that you have to
accept it as a necessary part or result of a
particular situation • If you're a
goalkeeper,you've got to expect injuries-
it comes with the territory.• He's a public
Figure, and so a certain amount of media
intrusion goes with the territory.

test
stand the test of time 1-.

if something stands the test of time, it
remains popular or respected for a long
time • Very little of the drama from this
period has stood the test of time.

tete ill tete
a tete a tete

a private conversation between two
people • They were obviously having a
romantic tete a tete so I didn't disturb
them.
tete a tete • We dined tete a tete (= in
private) in a cosy little French restaurant
near the river.

thanks
no thanks to sb

if you have done something no thanks to
a particular person, you have done it
although they did not help you or tried to
prevent you • Well, we've finished the
painting, no thanks to Sandra who
suddenly decided she had to go away for
the weekend!

that
and that's that!

something that you say which means you
will not change your decision, although
other people want you to • Anyway, I'm
not going to the wedding, and that's that!
• You're not having any more chocolate,
Joe, and that's that!

them
them and us

in a them and us situation, two groups of
people believe they are very different
from each other and do not like each
other, often because one group has more
power than the other • Separate
restaurants for managers and staff have
reinforced the them and us divide.



there
there and then
then and there

if you do something there and then, you
do it immediately' She booked me in to
see the consultant thereand then.

There. there. old-fashioned
something that you say to comfort
someone,especiallya child' There, there.
You'llfeel better in a minute.

You've got me there. informal
something that you say when you do not
know the answer to a question • 'How
many miles isfiue kilometres?' 'You've got
me there.'

thick
be as thick as thieves old-fashioned

if two people are thick as thieves, they
are close friends' I'm sure she tells Ruth
what's going on - they're as thick as
thieves, those two.

be as thick as two short planks British,
informal

be as thick as shit British, taboo
to be very stupid • He might be good-
looking but he's as thick as two short
planks. • Most of the people who read
thesepapers are as thick as shit anyway.

be in the thick of sth
to be very involvedat the busiest or most
active stage of a situation or activity' A
fierce debate ensued and hefound himself
in the thick of it .• [ can't talk right now
- I'm in the thick of things. • When
you're in the thick of the action, you don't
always have time to think.

through thick and thin
if you stay with or support someone
through thick and thin, you always stay
with or support them, even in difficult
situations. That's what relationships are
about - you stick with someone through
thick and thin .• She remained loyal to
theparty through thick and thin.

thick-skinned
thick-skinned

if you are thick-skinned, you do not
notice or get upset when people criticize
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you • You have to be a bit harsher than
that with Caroline to offend her - she's
pretty thick-skinned.
a thick skin. As a politician, you get so
much criticism levelled at you that you
eventually develop a thick skin.

thin
the thin end of the wedge British &

Australian
the start of a harmful development
• There are those who see the closureof the
hospital as the thin end of the wedge.

be (skatinglwalking) on thin ice
to be taking a big risk. They knew that by
publishing the article they wereskating on
thin ice.

be as thin as a rake British, American &
Australian

be as thin as a rail mainly American
to be very thin' He eats like a horse and
yet he's as thin as a rake.• She's as thin as
a railfrom all that running.

be as thin as a stick
to be very thin' She used to beas thin as a
stick.
stick-thin' [remember her as a stick-thin
teenager dressed all in black.

be thin on top
if a man is thin on top, there is not much
hair on the top of his head. He hasn't
gone grey but he's a bit thin on top.
go thin on top' He had really nice hair
when he was younger but he's going a bit
thin on top now.

have a thin time (of it) British &
Australian
to experience a difficult period, often
because you do not have enough money
• Rob lost his job last year and they've
been having a thin time of it.

out of thin air
from thin air

if something appears or is made out of
thin air, it suddenly and mysteriously
appears or is made • Using volunteers
from the audience, he makes cards appear
out of thin air. • You can't just create
wealthfrom thin air.



thing

disappear/vanish into thin air. He ran
away eight years ago and it was as though
he vanished into thin air. • Have you seen
my calculator? It seems to have
disappeared into thin air.

spread yourself too thin
to try to do too many things at the same
time, so that you cannot give enough time
or attention to any of them. I realised I'd
been spreading myself too thin so I
resigned as secretary of thegolf club.

thing
be a thing of the past

to be something that does not exist or
happen any more· When video recorders
were introduced, people said that the
cinema would be a thing of thepast .• Job
security is a thing of thepast.

the done thing British, American &
Australian \.;

the thing to do American /\.
the correct way to behave in a particular
social situation • (usually negative)
Wearing jeans in an office environment
isn't really the done thing. • You can't
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smoke during the meal. It's not the thing
to do.

have a thing about sth/sb
1 informal to like something or someone

very much or to be very interested in
them • I've got a thing about jackets - I
must have twenty or so in my wardrobe.
• He'sgot a thing about blondes.

2 informal to hate something or someone,
or to be frightened of them. Andrew's
got a thing about children's TV presenters
- he absolutely can't stand them.

know a thing or two informal :>(
to have a lot of practical skills and
knowledge learnt through experience
• (usually + about) My unclegrew up on a
farm and knows a thing or two about
looking after animals.
[show/teachltell etc.] sba thing or two
• (usually + about) Julie - now she could
teach you a thing or two about dealing
with men.

things
things have come to/reached a pretty

pass
something that you say which means a
situation is very bad • (often + when)
Things have come to a pretty pass when
old people are dying of hypothermia
because they can't afford to heat their
homes.

be all things to all men
to try to please everyone, even when it is
impossible to do this. You can't possibly
keep everyone happy and you 'oeiust got to
realize that you can't be all things to all
men.

(all) other things being equal
all things being equal

if everything happens as you expect it to
happen. All things being equal, I should
behome by Thursday.

think
I dread/shudder to think X

something that you say when you do not
want to think about something because it
is too worrying or too unpleasant
• (usually + question word) He was going
sofast - I dread to think what would have
happened if my brakes hadn't worked.



thinking
the thinking man's/woman's crumpet

British, humorous
a man or woman who is popular with the
opposite sex because they are both
intelligent and sexually attractive
• Paxman has apparently grown weary of
being labelled the thinking woman's
crumpet.

put your thinking cap on
to start to think seriously about how to
solve a problem. Let me put my thinking
cap on and see if I can come up with an
answer.

thinks
If sbthinks sth, they've got another

thinglthink coming! informal
something that you say when you are
angry with someone because they are
expecting you to do something for them
that you do not want to do • If he thinks
I'm going to do the work for free, he's got
another think coming!

think-tank
a think-tank

a group of people established by a
government or organization in order to
advise them on particular subjects and to
suggest ideas • The pamphlet was
published by the Adam Smith Institute, a
right-wing think-tank .• Loren Thompson
is a military analyst at the Alexis de
Tocqueville Institute, a new Washington
think-tank.

thin-skinned
xthin-skinned

if you are thin-skinned, you are too
easily upset when other people criticize
you • You can't be too thin-skinned if
you're in the public eye.
a thin skin. For someone who's always
saying unpleasant things to other people,
he's got a remarkably thin skin.

third
the third degree informal

a situation in which someone tries to find
out information by asking you a lot of
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questions. Where have I been, who have I
been with! What's this? The third degree?
• Jf I'm even half an hour late she gives
me the third degree. • I got the third
degree from my dad when I got in last
night.

thorn
be a thorn in sb's flesh/side

someone or something that keeps
annoying you or causing you trouble. A
relentless campaigner, he was a thorn in
the government's sidefor years.

thought
I thought as much!

something that you say when you
discover that something you thought was
true is really true. So they are having an
affair? I thought as much!

Perish the thought!
something that you say which means you
hope very much that something does not
happen. Jf hisfather came to live with us,
perish the thought, I can't imagine what
strain that would put on our relationship.

thread
hang by a thread <

if something hangs' by a thread, it is
likely to fail in the near future • Peace
and democracy hang by a thread in this
troubled country.

threads
pick up the threads of sth

to try to start something again,
especially after problems prevented you
from continuing it • In '97,I came out of
prison and tried to pick up the threads of
my life.

three
the three R's

reading, writing, and arithmetic
(= mathematics) • By the age of 6,all our
pupils have afirttt grasp of the three R 's.

be three sheets to the wind old-
fashioned
to be drunk • Bobby was already three
sheets to the wind when we arrived.



three-ring

three-ring
a three.ring circusAmerican &Australian

a lot of noisy or confused activity s It's a
three-ring circus in that classroom - the
kids can't possibly be learning anything.

threshold
be on the threshold of doingsth

to be likely to do something soon
• Finland's Conservatives were on the
threshold of joining a coalition
government.

be on the threshold of sth
if someone or something is on the
threshold of a situation, that situation is
likely to happen soon • He was on the
threshold of a great career.
stand on the threshold of sth • Weare
standing on the threshold of
environmental collapse.

thrilled
be thrilled to bits British, American &

Australian, informal
be thrilled to pieces American, informal

to be extremely pleased • 'So what did
your parents say when they heard you
werepregnant?' 'Oh, they were thrilled to
bits.'

throat
)(

jump down sb's throat /
to react angrily to something that
someone says or does. She's been very
irritable recently, jumping down my
throat every time I open my mouth.

take sth by the throat
to make a determined attempt to deal
with something • The Rockets took this
game by the throat in thefirst quarter and
never letgo till thefinal minutes.
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throats

throes
be in the throes of sth/ doingsth

to be experiencing a very difficult or
unpleasant period • The country is
presently in the throes of the worst
recession since the second world war.
• We're in the throes of moving house at
the moment.

through
be a [Londoner/patriot/politician etc.]

through and through
be [FrenchJgoodlhonest etc.] through

and through
if someone is a Londoner etc. or is
French etc. through and through, they
behave in a way that is typical of such a
person and that is the most important
part of their character • He always
managed to say the right thing. He was a
politician through and through. • She
never really settled in England. She was
French through and through.

know sbthrough and through
to know someone very well and know
everything about them> She tried to hide
her disappointment, but I know her
through and through and I could tell she
was upset.

throw
throw in the spongeltowel informal

to stop trying to do something because
you know that you cannot succeed tb If
a boxer (= man who fights as a sport)
throws a towel into the ring, he is
showing that the other boxer has won.
• Three of the original five candidates
have now thrown in the towel.

thumb
Vbe under sb's thumb .r>;

if you are under someone's thumb, they
control you completely» The committee is
firmly under his thumb and will agree to
whatever he asks.



be under the thumb British &
Australian, informal if a man is under
the thumb, he is completelycontrolled by
his wife. He won't beable todo any of this
without his wife's permission. He's under
the thumb thesedays.

thumbs
be all fingers and thumbs British &

Australian
be all thumbs American

to be awkward with your hands and keep
making mistakes • Can you thread this
needlefor me?I'm all thumbs today.• You
know when you get nervous and you're all
fingers and thumbs.

give sth the thumbs down
to show that you do not like or approve of
something, or that you will not allow
something to happen • The committee
gave my suggestion the thumbs down.
get the thumbs down. (often + from)
My new hairstyle got the thumbs down
from myfamily.

give sth the thumbs up
to show that you like or approve of
something or that you are happy for
something to happen> Weall gave Mary 's
cake the thumbs up. • A new injectable
treatment has been given the thumbs up
by the authority.
get the thumbs up • (often + from) We
got the thumbs upfrom the council to hold
afireuiorks party on the village green.

twiddle your thumbs
to have nothing useful to do while youare
waiting for something to happen. Until I
get the go-ahead, I'm just sitting around
twiddling my thumbs.

thunder
have a face like thunder
look like thunder

to have a very angry expression. I don't
know what had happened but he had a
face like thunder. • She didn't say
anything but she looked like thunder.
with a face like thunder· He sat there
with aface like thunder all evening.

steal sb's thunder x::
to do something that takes attention
away from what someone else has done
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Ib In the 17th century the writer John
Dennis built a machine which made
sounds like thunder for one of his plays,
but the idea was copied by someone else
and used in another play. • I kept quiet
about my pregnancy because Cathy was
getting married, and I didn't want to steal
her thunder.

tick
'\ /'

what makes sb tick I\.
if you know what makes someone tick,
you understand the reasons for their
behaviour and personality • A good
salesperson knows what makes a customer
tick.

tickled
be tickled pink/to death old-fashioned

to be extremely pleased about something
• Val was tickled pink when Susan asked
her to be bridesmaid at her wedding.

tide

The tide is the way the sea moves
towards or awayfrom the land. Tide is
used in the following phrases
connected with agreeing with or
fighting against most other people.

drift with the tide
to agree with other people without
thinking about things for yourself and
making your own decisions • We are
looking for someone with the ability to
lead rather than just drift with the tide.

go/swim against the tide .1<::'
to do the opposite of whri:tmost other
people are doing • It's not easy to go
against the tide in defence of your
principles .• (sometimes + of) He always
seemed to be swimming against the tide of
public opinion.
OPPOSITE go/swim with the tide • If you
don't feel strongly about an issue, you may
as welljust swim with the tide.

stem the tide X'
to stop something bad which is
happening a lot. (often + of) Wehave to
stem the tide of emigration if our economy
is to recover.• Ohio State were losing 24-48
when Jackson stepped in tostem the tide.



tied

turn the tide
to change a situation or people's opinions
to the opposite of what they were before
• The government had planned cuts in the
armed.forces; but when war broke out, the
military saw a chance to turn the tide.
the tide turns· The tide has turned and
the cinema is becomingpopular again.

tied
be tied to your mother's apron strings

if someone,usually a man, is tied to their
mother's apron strings, they still need
their mother and cannot think or act
independently s He's 30 but he's still tied
to his mother's apron strings.

tight
be in a tight corner/spot 'I

to be in a difficult situation • She had
been in tight corners before and had
always managed toget out of them.

keep a tight rein on sb/sth
keep sb/sth on a tight rein

to have a lot of control over someone or
something • He made ends meet by
keeping a tight rein on his budget.• Our
parents always kept us on a pretty tight
rein.

run a tight ship X--..
to control a business or other
organization firmly and effectively
• Ruth runs a tight ship and has no time
for shirkers.

sit tight informal
1 to remain in a place, usually sitting down

• Just sit tight while I go and phone for
help.• Sit tight and don't move that leg.

2 to not take any action while you wait for
something to happen. Shareholders are
advised to sit tight and see how the
situation develops.

tight-arse
a tight-arse British &Australian, very

informal
a tight-ass American, very informal

a person who does not like to spend
money or give it to other people • You
won't get a drink out of her, she's a real
tight-arse.
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tight-arsed
be tight-arsed British &Australian, very

informal
be tight-assed American, very informal

to be worried about small details that are
not important. Don't ask Jack to get
involved, he's so tight-assed and really
irritating.

tight-lipped
be tight-lipped J(
1 to have an angry expression • Dad was

harassed and tight-lipped and I thought
he was going to losehis temper.

2 to not give any information about
something • (usually + about) Army
spokesmen are tight-lipped about planned
operations.

tightrope
walk a tightrope \.

to act very carefully so that you avoid
either of two opposite bad situations
ID Atightrope is a tightly stretched wire
or rope fixed high above the ground
which someone walks across in order to
entertain people.• (often + between)
Many manufacturers have to walk a
tightrope between overpricing their goods
and pricing them so low that they make no
profit.

tiles
be/go out on the tiles British &

Australian, informal
to enjoy yourself by going to things like
parties or dances. 'Myhead is thumping. '
'Oh yes? Were you out on the tiles last
night?'
a night (out) on the tiles informal. Do
you fancy going out to a club? It's ages
since we had a night on the tiles.

till
have your fingers/hand in the till x:

to steal money from the place where you
work, usually from a shop • He had his
fingers in the till, that's why he lost his job.
catch sb with their fingers/hand in the
till • (usually passive) Senior officials
whoget caught with theirfingers in the till
must expect to bepunished very severely.



time
time after time
time and time again

if something happens or is done time
after time, it happens or is done many
times • Time after time we were left
without electricity.• I've told him time and
time again not to bring those mice indoors.

Time flies when you're having fun.
something that yousaywhich means that
time passes quickly when you are
enjoying yourself Ib Often used
humorously when you are talking about
an activity which was not enjoyable.• 'I
can't believe we've spent four hours
cleaning this carpet.' 'Well,timeflies when
you're hauing fun.'

Time flies.
How time flies!

something that yousaywhich means that
time passes very quickly,often soquickly
that you are surprised • I can't believe
your son isat university already. How time
flies! • I never seem to manage tofinish my
work. The timejust flies,

time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's hands)
if time hangs heavy, it seems to pass
slowlybecause you donot have enough to
do • Time hangs heavy on your hands in
prison.

Time will tell.
something that yousaywhich means that
the result of something will be clear after
a period of time • I don't know if this
marriage will work, but time will tell.
• Only time will tell if the business will
besuccessful. \. ./

the time is ripe f-.--..
if the time is ripe for something, it is a
good time to do it or for it to happen
• (often + for) British socialists were
convinced that the time was ripe for
fundamental social change.• (often + to
do sth) Many employers feel the time is
ripe to give uiorkforcesa bigger share of
theprofits they have helped to create.

About time too!
(And) not before time!

something that you say when someone
tells you about something which has
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happened, in order to show that you
think it should have happened a long
time ago. 'They're widening the road
outside the school.' About time too!'

be before your time
if something was before your time, it
happened beforeyou were born or before
you were involvedwith a person or thing
• 'Do you remember the Watergate
scandal?' 'No, that was beforemy time. '

bide your time
to wait patiently for a good opportunity
to dosomethmg s She was biding her time
until she could get her revenge.

do time informal X
to spend time in prison • We did time
together in Broadmoor. • (often + for) He
did timefor tax evasion in 1976.

for the time being
if you describe howa situation will be for
the time being, you mean it will be like
that for a period of time, but may change
in the future. Youcan stay with usfor the
time being.• We'vedecided to do without a
carfor the time being.

from time to time x::
if something happens or is done from
time to time, it happens or is done
sometimes,but not regularly» From time
to time we heard a rumble of thunder. • We
cycle into toumfrom time to time.

from/since time immemorial literary
for longer than anyone can remember
• Her family had farmed that land from
time immemorial .

not give sbthe time of day informal
to refuse to speak to someone because
youdonot like them or because youthink
you are better than them • He's so
arrogant, he won't even give you the time
of day.

have a lot of time for sb/sth >(
to like and admire someoneor something
• I've got a lot of time for Jenny. She
always has something interesting to say.
• I've got a lot of time for his ideas about
child psychology.
OPPOSITE not have much time for sb/sth
have no time for sb/sth • I've got no
time for negative people. • She doesn't



time-out

have much time for liberal ideas about
dealing with criminals.

have the time of your life informal
to enjoy yourself very much s He had the
time of his life working on the ranch.

have time on your hands ;X
to have time when you have nothing to do
• Now that her children are all at school,
she has a lot of time on her hands.

have time on your side
time ison your side

to have enough time to do something
without having to hurry> There isplenty
of time for you to have a baby. At twenty-
five you still/ave time onyour side.

killtime X
to do something which is not very useful
or interesting while you are waiting for
time to pass • We usually play guessing
games to kill time at airports.

mark time
to do something which is not very
interesting while you are waiting to start
doing something more important
• (usually in continuous tenses) She's just
marking time in herfather's shop until it's
time togo to university.

once upon a time literary
1 a long time ago Ib This phrase is often

used as a way of beginning children's
stories .• Once upon a time there lived a
young girl called Cinderella.

2 if you say that something happened once
upon a time, you mean that it happened
in the past and you wish that it still
happened now • Once upon a time,
everyone knew each other in this town and
nobody bothered locking their doors.

passthe time of day
to have a short conversation with
someone about things which are not
important. (often + with) The old man
liked to pass the time of day with his
neighbours.

play for time X
to try to delay something so that you have
more time to prepare for it· Wecan't sign
the agreement yet - we'll have to play for
time.
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There's a time and a place.
something that you say when someone is
behaving in a way which you do not think
is suitable for the situation they are in
• How could she wear a dress like that to a
funeral? Honestly, there's a time and a
place.• (often + for) I don't like to see
people kissing in the street. There's a time
and aplacefor that sort of thing.

There's no time like the present.
something that you say in order to show
that you think it is a good idea to do
something immediately • 'When do you
think I should phone Mr Hughes about
that job?' 'Well, there's no time like the
present. '

There's no time to lose.
something that you say when it is
important to do something immediately
• Herplane gets in at 30 'clockso there's no
time to lose.
have no time to lose. Comeon, we've no
time to lose if we want to catch theferry.

time-out
time-out mainly American

something that you say when you want
people to stop what they are doing for a
short time, especially when they are
having an argument • OK, time-out. We
can calm down over a cup of coffee.

times
be behind the times

to be old-fashioned and not know much
about modern life. I'd never even heard
of half the groups he listens to. I'm a bit
behind the times, I'm afraid.
• Educationally, these schools are 20years
behind the times.

changelkeep up/move with the times
to change your way of living or working
to make it modern • I don't really like
using a computer, but you have to move
with the times, I suppose.

tin
a tin ear informal

if someone has a tin ear, they do not have
a natural ability to understand or enjoy
music- Even tosomeone with a tin ear like
mine, their singing sounded pretty awful.



a (little) tin god literary
someonewhobehaves as if they are more
important or powerful than they really
are • Have you seen him over there, acting
like a little tin god?

tinker
not give a tinker's cuss British &

Australian, old-fashioned
not give a tinker's damn American, old-

fashioned
to not be interested in or worried about
something or someone • (often +
question word) I don't give a tinker's cuss
what she thinks, I'll do what I want! • He's
never given a tinker's damn for me, or for
any of thefamiiy:

tinkle
give sb a tinkle old-fashioned, informal

to telephone someone • Okay then, I'll
give you a tinkle when I get home.

tip
the tip of the iceberg )<..

a small part of a problem or a difficult
situation which is really much larger than
it seems (!::J An iceberg is a very large
mass of ice that floats in the sea and often
it is onlypossible to see a small part of it.
• What you saw last night was just the tip
of the iceberg. • The difficulties we've
discussed are only the tip of the iceberg.

tired
be tired and emotional British &

Australian, humorous
to be drunk' Professor Davis looked a bit
tired and emotional, to say the least.

tit-for-tat
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tits
get on sb's tits British, very informal >Z

to annoy someone' You just expect me to
clean up after you the whole time and I tell
you it's really getting on my tits. • This
woman I work with has been getting on my
tits recently.

tittle-tattle
tittle-tattle informal

talk about other people's lives that is
usually unkind or not true • They know
that tittle-tattle about the royal family
helps to sell newspapers.

tizz
sendlthrow sb into a tizzttizzy informal

to make someone very upset, excited, or
confused. The idea of producing a meal
for fifty people threw her into a tizzy.
be in a tizzltizzy informal • The local
press is in a complete tizzy about the
murders.

toast
be the toast of sb

to be liked and admired by a group of
people' His charm and wit made him the
toast of Paris .• After rave reviews of her
play, she is the toast of the town.

tod
on your tod British, informal

alone (!::J Tod is the short form of the
Cockney rhyming slang (= an informal
kind of language used in parts of
London) 'Tod Sloan' which means alone.
• Poor old Reg was there on his tod, trying
to get the job finished.

today
here today, gone tomorrow

if something or someone is here today,
gone tomorrow, they only exist or stay in
one place for a short time • He had a
string of girlfriends, but they were always
here today, gone tomorrow.



toes

toes

make sb's toes curl British &Australian
if an experience makes your toes curl, it
makes you feel extremely embarrassed
and ashamed for someoneelse. The very
thought of what she said makes my toes
curl.
toe-curling British & Australian
• (always before noun) She gave a toe-
curling performance on theguitar.

make sb's toes curl American
curl sb's toes American

to frighten or shock someone • A loud
scream from the next room made her toes
curl.

step/tread on sb's toes A,
to say or do something which upsets
someone, especially by becoming
involved in something which is their
responsibility • I'd like to make some
changes to the working procedures, but I
don't want to tread on anyone's toes.

toffee
can't dostb for toffee British, informal

if you say that someone can't do
something for toffee,you mean that they
are extremely bad at doing that thing
• Annie couldn't actfor toffee, but she still
got apart in the schoolplay.

toffee-nosed
toffee-nosed British & Australian,

informal
toffee-nosed people tbink that they are
better than otber people, especially
people of a lower social class • She's
much nicer than that toffee-nosedsister of
hers.

together
get it together
1 informal to manage to organize an

activity • We were planning a trip to
India, but we never got it together.
• (sometimes + to do sth) I wonder if he'll
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everget it together to set up his own diving
school.

2 informal if twopeopleget it togetber,tbey
start a sexualrelationship witb each otber
• We'dmet afeui times before,but wedidn't
reallyget it togethertill Rachel'sparty.

toing
toing and froing
1 going backwards and forwards between

places • (often + between) The job
involves a lot of toing aruifroing between
London and New York.

2 going from one metbod, idea, or plan to
anotber in a way that wastes time when
you are trying to achieve something
• The legal toing and froing will delay
payment to Horden of the £10million due
on the contract.

toll
take alits/their toll >(

to have a bad effect on someone or
something « (often + on) Bringing up
nine children had taken its toll on my
mother. • The disease has taken a
horrendous toll inparts of western Africa.

Tom
Tom, Dick and/or Harry

anyone, especially people that you donot
know or do not tbink are important
• Draw the curtains or we'll have every
Tom, Dick and Harry peering through
the window.• I want a qualified plumber
to do the job, not just any Tom, Dick or
Harry.

tomorrow
like there's no tomorrow
as if there was/were no tomorrow

very quickly and eagerly - She's spending
money like there's no tomorrow and I
don't know how to stop her. • Hungry and
exhausted, hegobbled down the bread as if
there wereno tomorrow.

Tomorrow's another day.
sometbing tbat you say in order to
encourage someone by showing them
tbat tbere will be another opportunity to
do something at a later time. We've not
made much progress today, but don't
worry, tomorrow's another day.



ton
be/come down on sblike a ton of bricks

informal
to punish someone very quickly and
severely • If you miss any more classes,
your teachers will be down on you like a
ton of bricks.• When hefailed to supply
his accounts, tax inspectors came down on
him like a ton of bricks.
have sb down on you like a ton of
bricks informal • If she starts drinking
again she'll have the family down on her
like a ton of bricks.

hit sb like a ton of bricksAmerican,
informal
to surprise or shock someone very much
• The truth hit him like a ton of bricks.
The woman in the video was his own sister.

weigh a ton informal
to be very heavy s This suitcase weighs a
ton!

tone
lower the tone

if something lowers the tone of a place, it
makes it less suitable for people of a high
social class, and if something lowers the
tone of a conversation or a piece of
writing, it makes it less polite or of a
lower quallty > (usually + at) The locals
don't like students living around here. It
lowers the tone of the neighbourhood.
• Trust you to lower the tone of the
evening by telling rude jokes, Ian!
OPPOSITE raise the tone· Apretacetrom a
local clergyman had raised the moral tone
of the book.

set the tone
if something someone says or does sets
the tone for an event or activity, it
establishes the way that event or activity
will continue, especially the mood of the
people involved. (often + for) He was
furious when she arrived late, and that set
the tonefor the whole evening.

tongue

Tongue is used in the following
phrases connected with speaking.
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tongue in cheek "
with your tongue in your cheek X

if you say something tongue in cheek,
what you have said is a joke, although it
might seem to be serious • 'And we all
know what a passionate love life I have!'
he said, tongue in cheek.
tongue-in-cheek • She writes a very
engaging and at times tongue-in-cheek
account of herfirst meeting with the royal
family.

find your tongue
to begin to speak after being silent
because you felt nervous or frightened
• Amy took a step forward and finally
found her tongue. 'I'm Rhoda 'sfriend,' she
said.

get your tongue around/round sth
to pronounce a difficult word or phrase
• I just can't get my tongue around some of
those Welshplace names.

hold your tongue old-fashioned
to stop talking. (often an order) George
had learned to accept these little insults.
He held his tongue.

loosen your tongue
if alcohol loosens your tongue, it makes
you talk a lot without thinking carefully
about what you are saying. Her tongue
loosenedby drink, she began to say things
that she would later regret.

roll/trip off the tongue
if a word or phrase trips off the tongue, it
is very easy to say • The band is called
'AcquiredEchoes'. It doesn't exactly trip
off the tongue, does it?

tongue-lashing
a tongue-lashing informal

if you give someone a tongue-lashing,
you speak to them angrily because they
have done something wrong • The
manager gave his team a tongue-lashing
after they'd lost thegame.



tongues

tongues
set/start tongues wagging informal

if something that someone says or does
sets tongues wagging, it causes people to
talk about them • His late-night visit to
her home has set tongues wagging.

tools
the tools of the/your trade

the things that you need to use in order to
do a job • For the modern sales executive, a
carphone is one of the tools of the trade.

down tools British & Australian
to refuse to work, especially because you
are not satisfied with your payor
working conditions • Thousands of
Krakow steelworkers downed tools to
demand morepay.

tooth
fight tooth and claw/nail

to fight very hard to achieve something
• (often + to do sth) Wefought tooth and
nail to retain our share of the business.

top
the top brass

the people with the highest rank in an
organization, especially an army. All the
top brass turned outfor thefuneral.

the top dog informal -'><
the most important and powerful person
in a group. Jackson was top dog and he
made sure hegot what he wanted.

the top flight
the highest level in a job or a sport s The
Sheffield Eagles move down to the second
division after two seasons in the top
flight.
top-flight. (always before noun) He was
the absolute stereotype of a top-flight
executive.

the top of the tree British &Australian
if someone is at the top of the tree, they
are at the highest position in their job or
in an organization • Who would have
guessed that she would get to the top of the
treebeforeher clever and talented brother?

at the top of your voice
if someone says something at the top of
their voice, they say it as loudly as they
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can. 'Stop it Nathan!' she shouted at the
top of her voice.

be on top of the world
to feel very happy. She'd just discovered
she waspregnant and shefelt on top of the
world.

from top to bottom
in every part. Wesearched the housefrom
top to bottom but we couldn't find the
letter. • They bought an old hotel and
restyled it from. top to bottom.

from top to toe
on every part of a person's body • He
gazed at her across the room, dressed in
black leatherfrom top to toe.

from/out of the top drawer
from a very high social class • Caroline
liked to pretend that she came from the
very top drawer of society.
top-drawer. His designs are stocked by
all the top-drawer retailers in London and
New York.

get on top of you
if a difficult situation gets on top of you,
it makes you feel so upset that you cannot
deal with it • She's had a few financial
problems and I think things haoejust been
getting on top of her.

off the top of your head informal
if you say something off the top of your
head, you say it without thinking about it
for very long or looking at something that
has been written about it • 'What was the
name of that plumber you used?' 'I
couldn't tell you off the top of my head.'
• Off the top of my head I could probably
only name about three women artists.



pay top dollar American
to pay a lot of money for something
• Investors can expect topay top dollar for
the stock.

to top it all British, American &
Australian

to top it all off American &Australian
if you have been describing bad things
which happened, and then say that to top
it all something else happened, you mean
that the [mal thing was even worse. The
washing machine flooded, my car broke
down, then to top it all I locked myself out
of the house.

top-notch
top-notch X

of the highest possible quality. Weneed
to offer high salaries to attract top-notch
staff. People will pay afortune for really
top-notch wines.

Topsy
grow like Topsy

to grow very fast. The government must
decide how to allocate health-care
resources in the face of demand that is
growing like Topsy.

topsy-turvy
topsy-turvy
1 informal if a situation is topsy-turvy it is

confused and not well organized because
things happen in the wrong order or
people believe things are important
when they are not • The government's
topsy-turoy priorities mean that spending
on education remains low.• We're living
in topsy-turoy times.
turn (sth) topsy-turvy to completely
change something, or to completely
change. The steel industry is about to be
turned topsy-turuy by a technological
revolution. • My life has turned topsy-
turoy.

2 informal if a room or .a place is topsy-
turvy, it is very untidy • He went out
leaving the house all topsv-turoy:
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torch
carry a torch for sb old-fashioned

to secretly love someone who does not
loveyou. Graeme's been carrying a torch
for Linda for years.

toss
argue the toss British &Australian,

informal
to disagree with a decision or statement
• Are you prepared to argue the toss when
you might have togo to court toprove it?

not care/give a toss British, informal
to not be worried about or interested in
someone or something • (often +
question word) She can say what she
likes, I don't give a toss what she thinks.
• (often + about) He's only interested in
himself, he doesn't care a toss about his
family.

toss-up
a toss-up informal

a situation where two or more
possibilities are equally Iikely s (often +
between) It's a toss-up between Angela
and Moira for the editor's job.• (often +
whether) It was a toss-up whether prices
would go up or down.

touch
be an easy/soft touch

if someone is an easy touch, it is easy to
persuade them to dowhat you want them
to do • Her Dad's an easy touch - he's
always giving her money.

keep/stay in touch to continue to
communicate with someone. (often +
with) Herfamily have kept in touch with
me since her death .• Do stay in touch after
you've moved, won't you?
OPPOSITE lose touch to stop having
regular communication with someone
• (often + with) I've lost touch with all my
old collegefriends.
get in touch to communicate with
someone, especially for the first time or
after a longperiod of not communicating



touch-and-go

with them. (usually + with) Anyone who
knew the victim should get in touch with
thepolice.

be out of touch with sth
to not have recent knowledge about a
subject, a situation, or people's opinions
• His statement shows he's completely out
of touch with reality. • Too often,
politicians are out of touch with the
electorate.
OPPOSITE in touch with sth • I try to stay in
touch with what's going on in the arts
world. X

lose your touch
if you lose your touch, you can no longer
do something as well as you could before
• (usually in continuous tenses) It's good
to see their goalkeeper's not losing his
touch.

touch-and-go
be touch-and-go

to not be at all certain • (often +
whether) After the accident it was touch-
and-go whether she would survive.

touchy-feely
touchy-feely informal

expressing a lot of emotion easily; often
by touching people with your hands, in a
way that some people think is
embarrassing. He's one of those touchy-
feely people who are always putting their
arms round you. • They run a support
group for people who've recently been
divorced - it's very touchy-feely:

tough
tough love mainly American

a method of helping someone to change
their behaviour by treating them in a
very severe way· Tough love is the only
approach to take towards a relative
hooked on drugs.

Tough shit! taboo
something that you say in order to show
that you have no sympathy for someone
• I know you don't want to go, but tough
shit!
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a tough cookie American & Australian,
informal
someone who is very determined to do
what they want and who usually
succeeds even in difficult situations
• We're talking about a woman who
brought up six children on her own - she's
one tough cookie.

be as tough as old boots
be as tough as nails

if someone is as tough as old boots, they
are very strong and not easily injured
• 'Do you think Grandad will ever
recover?' 'Of course, he's as tough as old
boots.'

be as tough as old boots British,
American & Australian

be as tough as shoe leather American
if food is as tough as old boots, it is
difficult to cut or to eat. That steak I had
was as tough as old boots.

hang tough American, informal
to not change your actions or opinions
although other people try to make you do
this. The President is hanging tough on
the hostage crisis.

tour de force
a tour de force

a performance or achievement which
shows a lot of skill and which is admired
by a lot of people • His performance as
Richard III was a brilliant tour deforce.

tow
in tow

if you have someone in tow, you have
them with you • She arrived with six
small children in tow.

town
be/go out on the town

to go out and enjoy yourself at bars,
restaurants etc. in the evening • She
stayed in her hotel room while the others
went out on the town.
a night (out) on the town. At the end of
the conference the girls had a night on the
town.

go to town on sth
to do something in a very eager way and
as completely as possible, especially by



spending a lot of money' Angie and Phil
have really gone to town on their wedding.

paint the town (red) informal I'(
to go out and enjoy yourself in the
evening, often drinking a lot of alcohol
and dancing • Jack finished his exams
today so he's gone out to paint the town
red.

toy
a toy boy British, American & Australian,

informal
a boy toy American, informal

a young man who is having a sexual
relationship with a woman who is much
older than him • Sheila's gone out rowing
with Dieter;her new toy boy.• These movie
stars seem to have a new boy toy every
week.

trace
sink without trace 0.

to be forgotten about completely, after
being popular for a while' They enjoyed
brief success with their second album and
then sank without trace.

traces
kick over the traces British & Australian

to do what you want and not show any
respect for authority f!:J Traces are long
pieces of leather which join a vehicle to
the horse which is pulling it. If a horse
kicks over the traces, it kicks its legs over
these pieces of leather and goes out of
control. • Some kids go straight to
university and spend thefirst year kicking
over the traces.

track
a track record <.

all of the past achievements or failures of
a person or organization • We like to
recruit managers with a strong track
record.• (often + in) They have a strong
track record in rescuing ailing companies.
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OPPOSITE lose track to no longer know
what is happening to something or
someone • I can't remember what her
husband's called, she's been married so
many times I've lost track. • We were
chatting away and we just lost track of
time. (= did not know what the time was)

on track
if an activity or a situation is on track, it
is making progress and is likely to
achieve something' (often + to do sth) A
fighter from Edinburgh is on track to
become the world heavyweight boxing
champion .• If the peace ialks remain on
track, an agreement can beexpected by the
end of the month.
put/get sb/sth back on track. Victory
in New Hampshire put the President's
failing electioncampaign back on track.

tracks ,
cover your tracks ..)<-

to hide or destroy the things that show
where you have been or what you have
been doing' Roberts coveredhis tracks by
throwing the knife in the river and
burying his wife's body.

make tracks informal
to leave a place in order to go somewhere
• Jean, it's getting late - we'd better be
making tracks.

stop (sb) in their tracks
if something stops someone in their
tracks, or if they stop in their tracks,
they suddenly stop what they are doing
because they are so surprised • A loud
scream stopped me dead in my tracks.
• He opened the door and stopped in his
tracks. A complete stranger was sitting in
hisofJlCe.

trade
ply your trade literary

to do your usual work or business
• Fishermen in small boatsply their trade
up and down the coast.

trail
blaze a trail

to do something that no-one has done
before, especially something which will



train

be important for other people • The
hospital has blazed a trail in developing
new techniquesfor treating infertility.
a trail-blazer someone who is the first
person to do something • He will be
remembered as a trail-blazer in cancer
research.
trail-blazing • (always before noun)
We'll be discussing the latest book from
trail-blazing American feminist Gloria
Steinem.

train
a train of thought )\

a series of connected thoughts • You
interrupted my train of thought - now I
can't remember what I was going tosay.

set in train
if you set in train an activity or an event,
you make it begin' His book set in train
the events which eventually led to
revolution.
be in train' Investigations were in train
to identify the person responsible for the
theft.

transport
be in a transport of delight/joy literary J«'

to feel extremely happy or pleased • I
looked up to the heavens and praised God,
in a transport of delight.

trap >(
fall into the trap of doingsth

to do something which is not wise
although it seemed to be a good idea
when you decided to do it • Don't fall into
the trap of buying the extra insurance.

travel
Have sth will travel! humorous

something that you saywhich means you
have the skills or equipment that are
necessary to do a particular activity and
you are ready to do it anywhere • Have
teaching qualification. will travel!

treat
go down a treat British & Australian

if something goes down a treat, people
enjoy it very much • His animal
impressions went down a treat with the
children .• A cup of tea would go down a
treat.
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work a treat British &Australian,
informal
to bevery effective. If you want toget rid
of that wine stain, put some salt on it, it
works a treat.

tree
be out of your tree informal

to be crazy or behaving in a strange way,
sometimes because of drugs or alcohol
• Is he going to build the extension
himself? He's out of his tree!

be up a gum tree British &Australian,
old-fashioned

be up a tree American, old-fashioned
to be in a very difficult situation Ib A
small animal in Australia calleda possum
climbs up a gum tree when it is being
chased.• If the insurance company won't
pay for the damage, I'll beup a gum tree.

trees
can't see the wood for the trees British,

American &Australian
can't see the forest for the trees:x

American & Australian .
if someone can't see the wood for the
trees, they are unable tounderstand what
is important in a situation because they
are giving too much attention to details
• After you've spent years researching a
single topic you get to a point where you
can't seethe tooodfor the trees.

trick
do the trick informal X

if something does the trick, it achieves
what you want or need • If the sauce
tastes a bit sour,add a teaspoon of sugar-
that should do the trick.

every trick in the book X
every clever or dishonest way that you
knowto achieve something that youwant
• (often + to do sth) He used every trick in
the book toget her to sign the contract.

not miss a trick
to not fail to notice and use a good
opportunity' Youcan rely on Sarah toget
what she wants, she never misses a trick.

turn a trick American, very informal
to have sex with someone for money



• She'd been known to turn a trick when
she needed afeui dollars.

tricks . )
tricks of the trade L

clever methods that help you to do a job
better or faster • As a journalist, you
learn the tricks of the trade pretty
quickly oryou don't survive.

tried
tried and tested/trusted British,

American & Australian
tried and true American

used by many people and proved to be
effective • They ran a highly successful
advertising campaign using a tried and
testedformula .• Most people would prefer
to stick to tried and true methods of birth
control.

trigger-happy
trigger-happy

someone who is trigger-happy uses their
gun too often and without thinking
carefully. The book's main character is a
trigger-happy New Yorkdetective.

trojan
a Trojan horse

someone or something that attacks the
group or organization it belongs to #b In
Greek stories, the Trojan horse was a
large woodenhorse that the Greeks used
to take soldiers secretly into the city of
Troy in order to destroy it.• Traditional
Labour supporters have accused the new
leadership of being a Trojan horse trying
to destroy theparty from within.

trolley
be off your trolley humorous

to be crazy • What are you doing eating
chocolate and cheese again? You're off
your trolley!
go off your trolley • Has he gone
completely off his trolley? He'll never get
away with it!

trooper
swear like a trooper K.

to swear a lot #b A trooper is a soldier
with a low rank .• He came in drunk and
swearing like a trooper.
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trot
on the trot British & Australian
1 if you do several things on the trot, you

do them one after the other. It's been a
goodyear for Britain's topplayer, who has
won seven matches on the trot.

2 if you do something for a number of
days,hours, years etc. on the trot, you do
it for that amount of time without
stopping » He'd worked 48 hours on the
trot and was totally exhausted.

trouble
spell trouble ~

to be the cause of possible problems in
the future. (often + for) The continuing
dry weather could spell trouble for
farmers.

truck
have no truck with sth/sb

to refuse to become involved with
something or someone because you do
not approve of them. Our committee will
have no truck with racist attitudes.

true
true to formltype

if someone does something true to form,
they behave in the bad way that you
would expect them to • True toform, she
turned up an hour later than we'd
arranged.

ring true :<..
if something someone has said or
written rings true, it seems to be true
• (often negative) Something about the
story didn't quite ring true.

There'smany a true word spoken in
jest.
something that you say when you think
that something someone has said as a
joke may really be true or become true
• :4t this rate we'll be walking all night.'
'Be careful - there's many a true word
spoken in jest. '

true-blue
true-blue American & Australian

if someone is true-blue, they support
something or someone completely
• Tom's true-blue - he won't let us down.



trump

• They want control of the company to
remain in true-blueAmerican hands.

trump
a trump card

an advantage that makes you more likely
to succeed than other people, especially
something that other people do not know
about Ib In card games a trump card is
one of a set of cards which have been
chosen to have the highest value during
the game.• Thefact that I had an Italian
parent turned out to be my trump card
when I applied for the job.• Anthea was
about to play her trump card - none of
the money could be released without her
signature.

trumps
come up/turn up trumps British &

Australian
to complete an activity successfully or to
produce a good result, especially when
you were not expected to Ib In card
games, trumps are a set of cards which
have been chosen to have the highest
value during the game.• John's uncle
came up trumps and found us a place to
stay at the last minute.

trust
I wouldn't trust sbas far as I could

throw them. informal
something that yousay which means that
you do not trust someone at all • I'll
admit John is very charming, but I
wouldn't trust him asfar as I could throw
him.

truth
Truth will out. slightly formal

something that you say which means the
truth will always be discovered> They're
bound tofind out what you've done. Truth
will out, you know.

try
try it on British &Australian

to behave badly or to try to deceive
people, especially in order to make them
do something for you • (often in
continuous tenses) He's not really ill, he's
just trying it on.• (sometimes + with) I'm
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not giving her any money. If she tries it on
with me I'll just refuse.

tube
down the tube/tubes >(
1 informal if something goes down the

tubes, it fails or disappears. Our holiday
plans went down the tube because of the
train strike.

2 American, informal if someone goes
downthe tubes, they fail. He's in danger
of going down the tubes if he doesn't learn
toget on with people at work.

tub-thumping
tub-thumping British

speech or behaviour that is intended to
force people to support an idea or plan
• Far too much tub-thumping goes on
during these debates.
tub·thumping • (always before noun)
She gave a tub-thumping speech.

tune
change your tune JZ..

to change your opinion completely,
especially because you know it will bring
you an advantage • He was against the
idea to start with, but he soon changed
his tune when I told him how much money
he'd get out of it.

dance to sb's tune
to always do what someone tells you to
do, whether you agree with it or not
• Powerful local residents seem to have the
council dancing to their tune.

tuppence
not care/give tuppence British &

Australian, old-fashioned
to not care about something or someone
in any way • (often + for) She doesn't give
tuppencefor herfamily .• Youcan do what
you like. I don't care tuppence.

turf
a turf war American X

a fight or an argument to decide who
controls an area or an activity • The
recent shootings in the city are part of a
turf war between two competing gangs.



turkey
a turkey shoot mainly American

if a fight or a war is a turkey shoot, one
side is certain to be completely defeated
because the other side is much stronger
• Their aircraft destroyed every military
camp in a three-day turkey shoot. _

talk turkey mainly American ,X
to discuss a problem in a serious way
with a real intention to solve it • If the
two sides in the dispute are to meet, they
must beprepared to talk turkey.

turkeys
like turkeys voting for (an early)

ChristmasBritish &Australian, humorous
if people are like turkeys voting for
Christmas, they choose to accept a
situation which will have very bad
results for them Ib Turkeys are large
birds which are often eaten on Christmas
Day. • Teachers agreeing to even larger
class sizes would be like turkeys ootingfor
Christmas.

turn
a turn of phrase
1 a way of saying something. 'Significant

other', meaning 'partner', now that's an
interesting turn of phrase.

2 the ability to express yourself well. She
has a nice turn of phrase which should
serve her well injournalism.

a turn of the screw
an action which makes a bad situation
worse, especially in order to force
someone to do something • Each letter
from my bank manager is another turn of
the screw.

at every turn
if something unpleasant happens at
every turn, it happens every time you try
to do somethlng s Throughout his life, he
felt himself stifled by his father at every
turn.

be cooked/done to a turn
to be cooked for exactly the right amount
of time. The beef was done to a turn.

speak/talk out of turn slightly formal
to say something that you should not
have said or that you did not have the
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authority to say s I'm sorry if I spoke out
of turn, but somebody had to tell him the
facts.

take a turn for the worse ><.
if a situation or an ill person takes a turn
for the worse, they become worse or more
ill • Their relationship took a turn for the
worse when he lost his job.

turnabout
Turnabout is fair play. American

something that you say which means you
will do something that someone else has
done because this is fair • You cook
dinner tonight, I cooked last night.
Turnabout isfair play.

turtle
turn turtle

if a boat turns turtle, it turns upside
down in the water. Welost all our diving
gear when the boat turned turtle just off
the shore.

twain
Never the twain shall meet. literary

something that you say when two things
or people are so different that they can
never exist together or agree with each
other « Psychologists support behavioural
therapy, pharmacologists support drugs,
and never the twain shall meet.

twilight
the twilight zone »<:

the area where one thing ends and
another begins, especially when it is not
clear exactly where or when this happens

(often + between) She'd been
unconscious ever since shefell, trapped in
the twilight zone between life and death.

twinkle
when sbwas a (mere) twinkle in their

father's eye humorous
at a time before someone was born. All
this happened a very long time ago, when
you were a mere twinkle in your father's
eye.

twinkling
in the twinkling of an eye

if something happens in the twinkling of
an eye, it happens very quickly • This



twist

machine will do all the calculations in the
twinkling of an eye.

twist
drive/send sb round the twist British &

Australian, informal
to make someone very angry, especially
by continuing to do something annoying
• This non-stop banging is driving me
round the twist .• A day with my mother is
enough to send anyone round the twist.

round the twist British & Australian,
informal
crazy' She's completely round the twist-
just sits there all day talking to herself. • I
put the milk in the cupboard and the
sugar in the fridge. I think I'm going
round the twist.

two
two can play at that game informal

something that you say when you intend
to harm someone in the same wayas they
have harmed you • So she's been
spreading rumours about me, has she?
Well, two canplay at that game.

be in/of two minds )"--
to be unable to decide about something
• (often + whether) I was in two minds
whether or not to come this morning.
• (often + about) Residents are of two
minds about new traffic restrictions in the
area.

be like two peas in a pod
to be very similar • You can tell they're
brothers at a glance - they're like twopeas
in apod.

be two of a kind
if twopeople are two of a kind, they have
very similar characters • Amy and I are
two of a kind. That's why we've stayed
friends for so long.

fall between two stools mainly British
be caught between two stools mainly

British
if something falls between two stools, it
fails because it is neither one type of
thing nor another and if someone falls
between twostools, they fail because they
try to combine two different types of
thing that cannot be combined' For me,
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it fell between two stools, being neither
romantic fiction nor serious literature .• If
you try to organize an event that will
appeal to both young and old, you can end
up caught between two stools.

for two cents American & Australian,
informal
if you say that for two cents you woulddo
something unpleasant to someone, you
mean that you want very much to do it to
them fb A cent is the coin with the
smallest value in American money and
two cents is worth very little .• For two
cents I'd hit him. He's so darned spoiled
and stuck up.

not have two pennies to rub together
British, American &Australian

not have two nickels to rub together
American
to be very poor' She's been out of work
for months and doesn't have two pennies
to rub together.

It takes two to tango. ;;<.
something that you say which means if
two people were involved in a bad
situation, both must be responsible fb A
tango is a South American dance for
two people. • 'She blames Tracy for
stealing her husband.' 'Well, it takes two
to tango.' _

kill two birds with one stone X
to manage to do two things at the same
time instead of just one, because it is
convenient to do both' I killed two birds
with one stone and saw some old friends
while I was in Leeds visiting my parents.

(There's) no two ways about it.
something that you say in order to
emphasize that something is true
• Patricia was the meanest person I've
ever met. No two ways about it.

put your two cents (worth) in American
& Australian, informal
to give your opinion in a conversation,
often when it is not wanted' She always
has to put her two cents worth in! Why
can't shejust keep quiet?
your two cents (worth) • Stay out of
this - if we want your two cents we'll ask
for it!



put in/stick in your two penn'orth
British, old-fashioned
to give your opinion in a conversation,
oftenwhen it is not wanted» Whenever the
subject of hunting comesupyou can relyon
Anthony toput his twopenn'orth in.

put two and two together and
get/make five to guess something wrong
about a situation, usually something
more exciting than the truth • She
thought I was pregnant. I was sick a
couple of times and she just put two and
two together and truuiefioe.

put/stick two fingers up at sb/sth
British, informal
to showthat youare angry with someone,
or that you have no respect for someone
or something. Theseprotest marches are
a way of putting two fingers up at
politicians.

That makes two of us. --x:..
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you are in the same
unpleasant situation, or have the same
negative feelings as them • 'I found
his talk really boring.' 'That makes two
of us!'

two's company (three's a crowd)
something that you say when you think
two people would prefer to be alone
together than be with a third person
• They asked me to go to the cinema with
them but two's company if you know what
[mean.
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two-bit
two-bit American, informal -X

of very little value or not important
• (alwaysbeforenoun) The man was shot
bya two-bitcrookwhonobodyeverheard oj

two-faced
two-faced

a two-facedperson says nice things about
people when they are with them, but bad
things about them to other people. Have
you seen what he wrote about us? He
seemedso nicewhen wespoke on thephone
- what a two-facedbastard!

two-time
two-time sb

to have a sexual or romantic relationship
with two people at the same time • If I
everfound out she was two-timing me, I'd
kill her.
two-timing. You should get rid of that
two-timing boyfriend of yours.
two-timer. He'sjust a dirty two-timer.

two-way
a two-way street mainly American

if a situation between twopeople is a two-
way street, both people must make an
equal effort in order to achieve good
results. Talks with the nurses have to be
a two-way street - if they want to discuss
salaries, we want to discuss their
performance.

type
revert to type

if someone reverts to type, they return to
their usual behaviour after a period of
behaving in a different, usually better,
way s After several weeks without saying
a rude word to anyone, he seems to have
reverted to type.



ugly

ugly
an ugly duckling

someone or something that is ugly and
not successful when they are young or
new,but which develops into something
beautiful and successful • The most
successful company was last year's ugly
duckling.

be as ugly as sin X
to be very ugly> That dog of his is as ugly
as sin.

um
um and ah

to have difficulty making a decision
• (often + about) She's still umming and
ahing about telling her mother. • He
ummed and ahed and finally agreed to let
me seethe documents.

umbrage
take umbrageformal

to become upset and angry about
something someone has said or done
• (often + at) He took great umbrage at
newspaper reviews of his book. • The
minister took umbrage when colleagues
queried her budget plans.

uncertain
in no uncertain terms

if someone tells you something in no
uncertain terms, they say it in a strong
and direct way • We were told in no
uncertain terms that dishonesty would not
be tolerated.

uncle
Uncle Sam

the government or the country of the
United States • These smaller countries
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resent being so dependent on Uncle Sam
for protection.

an Uncle Tom
a black person who is too eager to please
white people ;b This phrase is from the
book Uncle Tom's Cabin by H.B.Stowe,in
which the main person in the story is a
black slave. (= someone who is legally
ownedby another person) •She was seen
by other blacks in the neighborhood as an
Uncle Tom for not complaining about
police harassment.

say uncle American, informal
to admit that you have been defeated
;b In children's fights, a child being held
down had to say 'uncle' before being
allowed to get up. • I'm determined to
show them I can be a star. I'm not going to
say uncle.

unglued
come unglued
1 American, informal to lose control of

your emotions. After Dan's death shejust
came unglued.

2 American, informal if a person or
something they are trying to achieve
comes unglued, they have problems
which cause them to fail • The
negotiations are showing signs of coming
unglued, with new questions coming up
every day. • The team played well in the
first half but came unglued in the second.

unknown
an unknown quantity

if someone or something is an unknown
quantity, you do not know much about
them or what effect they will have in the
future • Turner may do well in the
election, though he is an unknown
quantity as a campaigner. • The new
computer system is still an unknown
quantity for our department.

unstuck
come unstuck British &Australian

if a person or something they are trying
to achieve comes unstuck, they have
problems which cause them to fail
• Athletes who don't prepare properly for
the humid conditions will certainly come



unstuck .• The negotiations came unstuck
over disagreements about the wording.

up
Up yours! very informal

an angry and impolite way of telling
someone you do not care about their
opinion • 'You're not supposed to be
smoking in here.' 'Upyours, mate!'

be (right) up there with sb/sth
to be as good or as famous as someone or
something else > He's up there with the
foremost sculptors of our age.

be on the up
if someone or something is on the up,
they are becoming more successful • At
number 27 in the world tennis rankings he
is definitely on the up.• It's been a difficult
year for our family, but things are on the
up again now.

be on the up and up
1 informal if someone or something is on

the up and up they are becoming more
and more successful. Since the recession
ended, our business has been on the up
and up.

2 American, informal if a person or an
activity is on the up and up, they are
honest> You can trust Mick - he's on the
up and up.

be up yourself British &Australian, very
informal
to think that you are better and more
important than other people. She's so up
herself ever since she landed this new job,
it's unbearable.

be up against sth/sb
if you are up against a situation, a
person, or a group of people, they make it
very difficult for you to achieve what you
want to achieve. When I saw how deeply
the racist views were held I began to
understand what we were up against.
• The Weish rugby team will really be up
against it (= have a lot of problems)
when they take on France next week.

be up and about/around
if someone is up and about after an
illness, they are well enough to get out of
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bed and move around. Trevor's up and
about again, but he won't be able to drive
for afeui weeks.

be up and down
1 if a person is up and down, they are

sometimes happy and sometimes sad,
usually after something very bad has
happened to them • She's been very up
and down since her husband's death.

2 if a situation is up and down, it is
sometimes good and successful and
sometimes bad and not successful
• Things are up and down for dairy
farmers at the moment.

be up and running <,
if a system, an organization, or a
machine is up and running, it is
established and working. Until the new
computer system is up and running we
will have to work onpaper.

be up for sth informal :)<
to want to do something and to be able to
do it » It's a long walk. Are you up for it?
• After a long day at work I wasn't really
upfor a party.

be up to sth X
to be doing or planning something, often
secretly • We think those boys are up to
something, or they wouldn't be behaving
sosuspiciously. • (often used in questions)
What areyou up to in there?

be up to your ears/eyeballs/eyes in sth
British, American &Australian

be up to your chin in sth American ~
to have too much of something,
especially work. We'reup to our eyeballs
in decorating at the moment.

not be up to much British, informal
if something is not up to much, it is not
very good or effective· This hairdryer's
not up to much - it only blows out coldair.

be up with the lark British, American &
Australian

be up with the crows Australian
to be awake and out of your bed early in
the morning tb Larks and crows are
birds that start singing very early in the
morning .• You were up with the lark this
morning!



up-and-coming

up-and-coming
up-and-coming

becoming more and more successful in a
job. (always before noun) Shefounded a
summer school for up-and-coming
musicians.

uphill
an uphill battle/fight/struggle <«
an uphill jobltask / '---

if something you are trying to do is an
uphill struggle, it is very difficult, often
because other people are causing
problems for you • Environmentalists
face an uphill struggle convincing
people to use their cars less.• We're trying
to expand our business, but it's an uphill
battle.

upper
the upper crust

people who have the highest social
position and who are usually rich. Many
treasures were brought back to Britain
because its upper crust was wealthy and
liked travelling abroad.
upper-crust • He spoke with an upper-
crust accent.

gain/get the upper hand. (often +
over) Government troops are gradually
gaining the upper hand over the rebel
forces.• I shouldn't have read the letter,
but curiosity got the upper hand.
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uppers
be (down) on your uppers British, old-

fashioned
to be in a very bad financial situation
• Hungary's oncesuccessful film industry
is on its uppers.• He was always ready to
help anyone who was down on their
uppers.

ups "'7Z..
ups and downs

the mixture of good and bad things
which happen to people • Like most
married couples we've had our ups and
downs. • The book charts the ups and
downs of a career infashion.

upstairs
kick sbupstairs

to give someone a new job which seems
more powerful but is really less powerful,
usually in order to stop them causing
trouble for you • Brown is being kicked
upstairs to become chairman of the new
company.

uptake X"
be slow on the uptake

to be slow to understand new ideas • I
tried to explain the new database, but they
wereremarkably slow on the uptake.
OPPOSITE be quick on the uptake. Some
of the games were quite complex but the
children werevery quick on the uptake,

up-to-the-minute "~
up-to-the-minute

containing the most modern or recent
ideas or information • For top designer
names and up-to-the-minutefashion, shop
at Taylors.



variety .'")<.
Variety is the spice of life. >'

something that you say which means life
is more interesting when it changes often
and youhave many different experiences
• I have to work in the heat of Sudan one
week and the cold of Alaska the next, but I
suppose variety is the spiceof life.

veil
draw a veil over sth

if you draw a veil over a subject, you do
not talk about it any more because it
could cause trouble or make someone
embarrassed. I think we should draw a
veil over this conversation and pretend it
never happened.

verbal
verbal diarrhoea British, American &

Australian, humorous
verbal diarrhea American & Australian,

humorous
if someone has verbal diarrhoea, they
talk too much • It was awful - a whole
evening with this guy who had verbal
diarrhoea.

vicious
a vicious circle K

a difficult situation that cannot be
improved because one problem causes
another problem that causes the first
problem again • I get depressed so I eat
and then I gain weight which depressesme
so I eat again - I'm caught in a vicious
circle.

villain
the villain of the piece

someone or something that has caused a
bad situation fb This phrase was first
used to describe an evil character in a
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play:• According to reports of the disaster,
the villain of the piece is the mining
company who failed to carry out proper
safety checks.

vine
wither on the vine British, American &

Australian, literary
die on the vine American & Australian,

literary
if something withers on the vine, it is
destroyedvery gradually,usually because
no one does anything to help or support it
•Plans tocreatecheaphousingfor thepoor
seemdoomed to wither on the vine.

virtue
make a virtue of necessity formal

to change something you must do into a
positive or useful experience. It's a long
way to drive so I thought I'd make a virtue
of necessity and stop off at some
interesting places along the way.

virtues
extoll the virtues of sb/sthformal

to praise the goodqualities of someoneor
something • He wrote several magazine
articles extolling the virtues of country life.

vis-a-vis
vis-ill-vis

in relation to • Can I talk to you vis-a-vis
the arrangements for Thursday's
meeting? • The current strength of the
dollar vis-a-vis other currencies makes it
hard selling American products overseas.

voice
a (lone) voice in the wilderness
a voice crying in the wilderness

if you are a voice in the wilderness, you
are the only person expressing a
particular opinion, although later other
people understand that you were right
• With her passionate pleas for peace, she
was a lone voice in the wilderness.

void
fill althe void X

to replace something important that you
have lost, or to provide something



volte-face

important that you need • The country
needs a strong leader to help fill the void
left by the death of the president.
• Religion helped mefill a void in my life.

volte-face
a volte-face formal

a sudden change of a belief or plan to the
opposite of what it was before • In the
early 90's he made a complete political
tiolte-face, moving from the Republican
Party to the Democrats.
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volumes
speak volumes X

if something speaks volumes, it makes a
situation very clear without the use of
words' (never in continuous tenses) He
refused to comment on reports of his
dismissal, but his furious expression
spoke volumes.• (often + about) What
we wear speaks volumes about our
personality.



wad
shoot your wad
1 American, informal to spend or use

everything that you have. He's going to
shoot his wad on his night out - whatever
it costsfor agood time.

2 American, informal to say everything
that you want to say about a particular
subject. Our opponents shot their wad at
the meeting and left everyone in no doubt
that they would opposeour plans.

3 British, American & Australian, taboo if
a man shoots his wad, semen (= thick
liquid containing a man's seed) comes
out of his penis· He shot his wad as soon
as she took her blouse off.

wagon
be on the wagon

someone who is on the wagon has
decided not to drink any alcohol for a
period of time • He'd been an alcoholic
once, but when I met him he'd been on the
uiagon for about fiue years.
go on the wagon • The doctor ordered
her to go on the wagon, and she hasn't
touched a drop since.

fall off the wagon
to start drinking alcohol again,
especially too much alcohol, after a
period when you have not drunk any
• Six months later hefell off the wagon in
spectacular fashion with a three-day
drinking spree.

hitch your wagon to sb/sth
hitch your wagon to a star

to try to become successful by becoming
involved with someone or something that
is already successful or has a good
chance of becoming successful • He
wisely decided to hitch his wagon to the
environmentalist movement, which was
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then gamzng support throughout the
country. • She hitched her wagon to a
rising young star on the music scene.

waifs
waifs and strays British &Australian

people or animals who have no home and
no one to care for them • Emma was
always bringing home waifs and strays
and giving them a bed.for the night.

waiting
be waiting in the wings

to be ready to be used or employed
instead of someone or something else
{b In the theatre, the wings are the sides
of the stage which cannot be seen by the
people watching the play, where actors
wait until it is their turn to walk on to the
stage .• The rumour is that Green will be
sacked and Brinkworth is waiting in the
wings to take over as manager.

play althe waiting game
to delay doing something so that you can
see what happens or what other people do
first s Those investors who are willing to
play the waiting game may find it to their
advantage.

wake-up
a wake-up call American &Australian v\(

an event that warns someone that they
need to deal with an urgent or dangerous
problem • (often + to do sth) The 1971
earthquake was a wake-up call to
strengthen the city's bridges.• (often + to)
The World Trade Center bombing has
served as a wake-up call to the FBI on
terrorism.

walk
a walk of life <.

a person's walk of life is the type of job
they do or the level of society they belong
to • Volunteers who work at the animal
hospiial come from all walks of life.
• There were people at the meeting from
almost every walk of life.

walking
give sb their walking papers American

to tell someone they must leave their job
• The manager gave his old secretary her



wall

walking papers and hired his daughter to
do the job.
get your walking papers American
• Since they got their walking papers from.
the chemical company, none of them has
beenable tofind another job.

wall
be off the wall informal X~

to be strange or very different from other
people or things' Even at school he was
considered off the wall by most of the
students.
off-the-wall informal • (always before
noun) She's got a really off-the-wall sense
of humour.

go to the wall >C.
if a business or other organization goes
to the wall, it fails and cannot continue
• After nine months of massive losses, the
company finally went to the wall. • In
theory,good schools will grow and prosper
and bad schools will go to the wall.

hit althe (brick) wall informal )~
if you hit the wall when you are trying to
achieve something, you reach a situation
where you cannot make any more
progress' We'vejust about hit the wall in
terms of what we can do to balance the
budget.• The enquiry hit a brick wall of
banking security.

nail sbto the wall informal
to punish or hurt someone severely
because you are very angry with them' I
didn't care about why they did it, I just
wanted to nail the guys that robbed me to
the wall.

the writing is on the wall British, "- /'
American &Australian ~~-_.

the handwriting ison the wall American
if the writing is on the wall for a person
or an organization, it is clear that they
will fail or be unable to continue. (often
+ for) The team has lost its last six games
and the writing is definitely on the uiallfor
the manager.
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read/see the writing on the wall
British, American & Australian
read/see the handwriting on the wall
American to understand that you are in a
dangerous situation and that something
unpleasant is likely to happen to you
• They saw the writing on the wall and
started to behave better.• Those whofailed
to read the handwriting on the wall lost a
lot of money.

walls
Walls have ears.

something that you say in order to warn
someone to be careful what they say
because someonemay be listening' Why
don't wego and talk about this somewhere
quieter? Walls have ears,you know.

wall-to-wall
wall-to-wall

wall-to-wall things or people exist in a
continuous supply or in large amounts
• Independent channels are promising
wall-to-wall coverageof the Olympics.• It
was one of those clubs, you know, with
wall-to-wall men and lots of heavy dance
music.

wandering
wandering handsBritish &Australian,

humorous
a person, usually a man, who has
wandering hands often tries to touch
other people for sexual excitement. Joe
was notorious for having wandering
hands and all the women tried to avoid
going into his office.

want y
for want of a bl!tter word' "

if you say that you are using a particular
wordfor want of a better word,you mean
that it is not quite exact or suitable but
there is no better one • They have
problems, which, for want of a better
word, wecallpsychological.

How much do you want to bet? informal
Do you want alto bet? informal

something that you say when you do not
believe that what someone has just said
will be true' 'Idon't think she'd be stupid



enough to lend him any money.' 'How
much doyou want to bet?'

war
a war of words

a long argument between two people or
groups' (often + between) The war of
words between the two rivals for the
presidency continues to dominate the news
bulletins. • (often + over) The article
describes the war of words over acid rain.

warpath ,/,
be on the warpath humorous ;< .

to be looking for someone you are angry
with in order to speak angrily to them or
punish them' Look out, the boss is on the
warpath again!

wars
have been in the wars British &

Australian, humorous
someone, especially a child, who has
been in the wars, has been hurt • You
poor little boy,you have been in the wars!

warts
warts and all

if you describe or show someone or
something warts and all, youdonot try to
hide the bad things about them Ib A
wart is a small hard lump which grows
on the skin and looks unpleasant. • He
tried to portray the president as he was,
warts and all.
warts-and-all • (alwaysbeforenoun) The
book is a warts-and-all portrait of the
socialist movement.

wash
come out in the wash informal

if something secret or unpleasant comes
out in the wash, peoplediscover the truth
about it • They don't want the police to
investigate, because they're afraid of what
might comeout in the wash.

It'll all come out in the wash. informal
something that you say in order to tell
someone not to worry because mistakes
or problems will not have a serious or
permanent effect » It was the wrong thing
to say, but don't get too upset, I'm sure it'll
all come out in the wash eventually.
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will not wash
if an excuse or an argument will not
wash, people will not believe it or accept
it • (often + with) That story about
missing the last bus won't wash with me,
young lady!

waste
be a waste of space informal

if you say that someone is a waste of
space, you mean that they do not do
anything useful and you do not like them
• Her husband's a complete waste of
space.

watched
A watched pot never boils.

something that you say which means if
you wait anxiously for something to
happen, it seems to take a very long time
• There's no point sitting by the phone
waiting for it to ring. A watched pot never
boils.

watching
be like watching grass grow humorous
be as interesting as watching grass

grow humorous
if you say that watching an activity is
like watching grass grow,you mean that
it is very boring' To watch somebodyfly-
fishing is like watching grass grow.

be like watching paint dry humorous
be as interesting as watching paint dry

humorous
if you say that watching an activity is
like watching paint dry,you mean that it
is very boring. To me, watching golf on
television is about as interesting as
watching paint dry.

water

be water under the bridge British,
American & Australian

be water over the dam American
if a problem or an unpleasant situation is
water under the bridge, it happened a



waterfront

long time ago and no one is upset about it
now' Wecertainly had our disagreements
in the past, but that's all water under the
bridge now.

blow sth/sb out of the water X~
to destroy or defeat something or
someone completely' They came to court
with fresh evidence that would, they said,
blow the prosecution's case completely out
of the water.

not hold water X,
if an opinion or a statement does not hold
water, it can be shown to be wrong' Most
of the arguments put forward by our
opponents simply do not hold water.
OPPOSITE hold water' If his theory holds
water, it could be a breakthrough in
cancer research.

test the water/waters X,
to try to discover what people think about
an idea before you do anything about it,
or to try to discover what a situation is
really like before you become very
involved in it • I mentioned my idea to a
couple of friends as a way of testing the
water and they were very enthusiastic
about it. • Perhaps you should go to a
couple of meetings to test the waters before
you decide whether tojoin the club.

tread water ~
someone who is treading water is not
doing anything to make progress' (often
in continuous tenses) I'm just treading
water until I get an opportunity to tryfor a
job with more responsibility.

waterfront
cover the waterfront American

to talk about every part of a subject, or to
deal with every part of a job • It was a
mistake to try and cover the waterfront in
her talk - one or two points would have
been enough.• It's obvious one salesman
can't cover the waterfront. We'll need a
whole teamfor this area.

waterloo
meet your Waterloo

if someone who has been successful in
the past meets their Waterloo, they are
defeated by someone who is too strong for
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them or by a problem which is too
difficult for them Ib The French leader
Napoleon was finally defeated at the
battle of Waterloo in 1815.• She finally
met her Waterloowhen she tried to take on
the club champion.

waters
muddy the waters

to make a situation more confused and
less easy to understand or deal with' The
statistics you quoted didn't prove
anything, they simply muddied the waters.

waterworks
turn on the waterworks humorous

to start crying in order to get what you
want» Healways turns on the waterworks
if he doesn't get exactly what he wants.

wave
catch the wave American & Australian

to try to get an advantage for yourself by
becoming involved with something that
is becoming popular or fashionable

Older Spanish restaurants are
expanding to try to catch the tapas wave.

ride (on) a1thewave
to become involved with and get
advantages from opinions or activities
which have become very common or
popular' (often + of) She came to power
riding on a wave of personal popularity.

wavelength
be on the same wavelength

if two people are on the same
wavelength, it is easy for them to
understand and agree with each other
• To my surprise, I found that we were
absolutely on the same wavelength about
most of the important issues. • I can't
discuss anything with her - we're simply
not on the same wavelength.

waves
make waves

to change an existing situation in a way
which causes problems or upsets people
• Some workers felt it was not the time to
make waves by organizing a union .• Our
culture encourages us tofit the norm and
not to make waves.



wax
wax and wane

to grow bigger and stronger and then to
become smaller or weaker again. Their
influence waxes and wanes depending on
which party is inpower.

way
all the way K

if yousupport something or fight against
something all the way,you support it or
fight it as much as possible and as long as
it continues. If you want to complain to
the boss, I'll support you all the way.• If
they go ahead with the plan, we'll light
them all the way.

along the way
during the time that something is
happening or that you are doing
something. I've been in this job for thirty
years and I've picked up a good deal of
expertise along the way.• Along the way
we'll also be studying French, history and
geography.

(in) any way, shape. or form
in any wayat all> (oftennegative) I have
never been involved in any way, shape, or
form with criminal activities.

be out of sb's way
if a place is out of someone'sway,it is not
in the direction in which they are going
• Are you sure you don't mind taking me
home, Ted?It's a bit out of your way.

be out of the way
if a place is out of the way, it is a long
distance from other villages or towns
• It's a lovely village but it's a little out of
the way.
out-of-the-way • We hired a car and
spent a few days visiting some out-of-the-
wayplaces.

claw your way back from sth
if you claw your way back from a bad
situation, yousucceed in improving your
situation again by making a big effort
• They clawed their way backfrom almost
certain defeat to win by a singlepoint.

couldn't [act/argue/fight] your way out
of a paper bag humorous
if someone couldn't act, argue, fight etc.
their way out of a paper bag, they act,
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argue, fight etc. very badly. It's no good
asking Jim to protect you - he couldn't
flght his way out of apaper bag.

go all the way informal
1 informal to havesex,especiallywhen you

have only been kissing and touching
before· I wouldn't go all the way with a
boy if I didn't lovehim.

2 if you goall the way when you are doing
something, you do it completely • We
flnally decided to go all the way and
redecorate the entire house. • The
government didn't go all the way; it
restricted advertising by tobacco
companies, but didn't ban it.

3 if a person or team goes all the way in a
sports competition, they win every part
of it • Do you think she can go all the way
at Wimbledon this year?

go out of your way to do sth
to try very hard to do something pleasant
for other people. They really went out of
their way to make usfeel welcome.

not know which way to turn
to not know what to do or who to ask for
help in a difficult situation • I had no
home, no money, and I didn't know which
Wayto turn.

open the way for/to sth
to make it possible for something to
happen • Removing customs controls
could open the way to an increase in drug
smuggling.

pave the way for sth X
to be a preparation which will make it
possible for something to happen in the
future • Scientists hope that data from
this expedition will pave the way for a
moredetailed exploration of Mars.

pay your way
if someone pays their way,they pay for
all the things they have or use • We've
always paid our own way and never taken
apenny from the state.

pay its way »:
if a machine or a piece of equipment
pays its way, using it saves you more
money than it costs to buy or keep. Our
new combine harvester should be paying
its way by next year.



way-out

point the way
to show what can or should be done in the
future' Their recent work on developing
an AIDS vaccinepoints the way forward.
• (often + to) Her speechespointed the way
toseveral important social reforms.

see which way the cat jumps Australian,
informal
to delay making a decision or doing
something until you know what is going
to happen or what other people are going
to do • We'd better wait and seewhich way
the catjumps before wecommit ourselves.

see your way (clear) to doing sth
to be able to do something and agree to do
it • Do you think you could see your way
clear to lending me a bit more money?

smooth the way for sb/sth
smooth sb's/sth's way

to make it easier for someone to do
something or for something to happen
• Parents can do a lot to smooth the way
for their children when they start school.
• To smooth the bill's way through
Congress, the President met with
Republican leaders to hear their views.

That's the way the cookie crumbles.
British, American & Australian, informal

That's the way the ball bounces.
American, informal
something that you say which means that
bad things sometimes happen and there
is nothing you can do to prevent it, so it is
not worth becoming upset about it • I
can't believe they chose Sam for the job
and not me. Ah well, that's the way the
cookiecrumbles.

wing your/its way
to fly or travel very fast • Within a few
hours thepackage will be winging its way
across theAtlantic.

way-out ,/
way-out informal "<:

new, different and often strange • He
produced some really way-out designs for
the opera house.

ways
ways and means

methods of achieving something' (often
+ of) Surely there are ways and means of
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achieving our objectives which don't
involve spending quite so much money.

change/mend your ways x..-,
to improve the way in which you behave
• If he wants to carry on living here, he's
going to have to change his ways.

cut both/two ways
to have two different effects at the same
time, usually one good and one bad
• (never in continuous tenses) Censorship
cuts both ways; it prevents people from
being corrupted, but it often also prevents
themfrom. knowing what is reallygoing on.

wayside
fall by the wayside
1 if someone falls by the wayside, they fail

to fmish an activity' A lot of students fall
by the wayside during their first year at
university.

2 if something falls by the wayside, people
stop doing it, making it, or using it
• Many new drugs fall by the wayside in
the laboratory.

weak
weak at the knees

if someone goes weak at the knees, they
feel as if they might fall down because
they have a sudden strong emotion about
something or someone' The very thought
of jumping out of an aircraft with a
parachute made him go weak at the
knees .• He was so gorgeous, Ifelt weak at
the knees every time he spoke to me.

a weak link (in the chain) r~~
the weakest part of a system or the
weakest member of a group of people
that could cause the whole system or
group to fail' It's a strong team, though
thegoalkeeper may bea weak link because
he's rather inexperienced.• The weak link
in the chain is the computer software that
controls the system.

have a weak spot for sb/ sth American 'X
to feel attraction to or affection for
someone or something • Sarah has a
weak spotfor basketball players.

wear
wear and tear

the damage that happens to an object or a



person when they are used or when they
do something • The guarantee covers
accidental damage but not ordinary wear
and tear.• (often + on) She made everyone
wear slippers inside the house to avoid
wear and tear on the carpet.• The wear
and tear of life in a busy office has taken
its toll on our staf!

wear the trousers British, American &
Australian, humorous

wear the pants American & Australian,
humorous
to be the person in a relationship who
makes all the important decisions • I
don't think there's any doubt about who
wears the trousers in their house.

weasel
weasel words mainly American

words that you use to avoid answering a
question or to deceivesomeone' She was
tooexperienced an interviewer to be taken
in by the weasel words of crafty
politicians.

weather
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between her and her boyfriend.• This is a
clear attempt to drive a wedge between the
USA and its western allies.

weigh
weigh your words ~
weigh each word K

to think carefully about something
before you say it • Jake explained the
reasons for his decision, weighing each
word as he spoke.

weight
be a weight off your shoulders

if something is a weight off your
shoulders, you are happy that you do not
have to worry about it or feel responsible
for it any more' If you could take over the
job of organizing theparty, that would be
a tremendous weight off my shoulders.

carry weight;;< ..__
if what you do or say carries weight with
someone, it seems important to them and
will influence what they do or think
• (often + with) Her opinion carries a lot
of weight with the boss.

keep a weather eye on sth/sb British &
Australian
to watch something or someonecarefully,
because they may cause trouble or they
may need help • I'd like you to keep a
weather eye on the situation and report
any major developments to me at once.

wedding
your wedding tackle British, humorous

a man's sexual organs' He wears special
padding toprotect his wedding tackle.

wedge
drive a wedge between sb

if you drive a wedgebetween two people
or two groups of people, you do
something which spoils their
relationship • She thinks Samantha's
jealous and is trying to drive a wedge

throw your weight around
to behave in a way which shows that you
are more important or powerful than
other people' He tries to impress the rest
of us by throwing his weight around at
committee meetings.

throw your weight behind sth/sb
to use your power and influence to
support something or someone • If we

could persuade the chairman to throw his
weight behind the plan, it would have a
much better chance of success.

welcome
outstay/overstay your welcome

to stay in a place longer than someone
wants you to stay • One more cup of tea
and then we'll go. Wedon't want to outstay
our welcome!



well

well
well and truly

completely • Many people remained in
their hiding places until they weresure the
war was well and truly over.

be well away
1 British, informal to be completely

involved in doing something, especially
talking • They started talking about
football and weresoon well away.

2 British &Australian, informal to be drunk
• Annie was dancing on top of the table, so
she must have beenwell away last night.

3 British & Australian, informal to be
sleeping' Her head started to nod and
soon she was well away.

be well in British &Australian
be in well American

to have a good relationship with a person
or group which gives you an advantage
• (usually + with) There won't be any
stopping him now - he's in well with the
manager of his company. • Lunch with
her mother? You're well in there, mate!

be well up on sth
to have a good knowledge of a subject
• I'm not very well up on Ancient Greek
history.

leave well alone British &Australian
leave well enough alone American

to not change or try to improve something
that is not causing any problems • So long
as the machine still does what you want it
to, my advice is to leave well alone.
• Surgeons are aware that every operation
carries some risk, and sometimes decide to
leave well enough alone.

well-heeled
well-heeled X

rich. You need to be well-heeledto beable
to afford to shop there.

well-hung
well-hung very informal

a well-hung man has a large penis' A
crowd of well-hung young men paraded
around in their underwear.

well-to-do 'y:
well-ta-do

rich • In Johannesburg's well-to-do
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suburbs, residents are hiring security
guards toprotect their homes.

west
go west
1 old-fashioned if something goes west, it is

destroyed or lost • My watch went west
when I accidentally dropped it on a
concretefloor: • That's my chance of seeing
thegame gone west!

2 British & Australian, old-fashioned if
someone goes west, they die • He went
west in aplane crash.

wet
a wet blanket informal

someone who does or says something
that stops other people from enjoying
themselves • I don't want to be a wet
blanket, but you really must play your
music more quietly or you'll disturb the
people next door.

a wet dream
1 a sexually exciting dream that makes

semen (= thick liquid containing a man's
seed) come out of a man's penis while he
is sleeping • Most boys start getting wet
dreams in their early teens.

2 very informal something that is very
pleasant or very exciting for someone
• This new machine is a computer buff's
wet dream.

be all wet American
to be completely wrong • Most doctors
agreed that the scientific evidence in the
report was simply all wet.

be wet behind the ears
to be young and not very experienced
• He'sfresli out of college,still wet behind
the ears.

whack
out of whack
1 American & Australian, informal if

something is out of whack, it is not
working as it should' Youcan use Carol's
old bike - thegears are out of whack, but it
still goes.• If I don't take any exercisefor
a while it throws my whole body out of
whack.

2 American & Australian, informal
confused and badly organized' The state



budget is way out of whack and
politicians are blaming an influx of
immigrants.

whale
a whale of a [bill/difference/problem

etc.] American &Australian
a very large bill, difference, problem etc.
• Another thousand dollars would make a
whale of a difference.• Weran up a whale
of a bill in the restaurant.

a whale of a [job/party/story etc.] r(
American & Australian ' .
a very goodjob, party, story etc.• They've
done a whale of a job renovating the
building.

have a whale of a time
to enjoy yourself very much' 'Did Sam
enjoy himself at the party?' 'He had a
whale of a time. '

what
(Well) what do you know!

something that you say when you are
surprised by a piece of information
tb This phrase is oftenused humorously
to mean the opposite. • And they're
getting married? Well,what do you know!
• (humorous) Well,what doyou know! The
Raiders lost again.

and what have you informal
and other similar things • There were a
couple of bags full of old records,
magazines and what have you.

What's up? informal
something that you say in order to ask
someone what is wrong' What's up? Why
haven't you leftyet? You'requiet - what's
up?' (often + with) What's up with Tom?
He hasn't spoken all morning.

whatever
Whatever turns you on. humorous

something that you say when you are
surprised at somethingthat someonelikes
to do • So you stuff animals in your spare
time?Oh wen whatever turns you on.

wheat :<--
separate the wheat from the chaff

to choose the things or people that are of
high quality from a group of mixed
quality' A preliminary look through the
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applications will help you to separate the
uiheatfrom the chaff.

wheel
be at/behind the wheelx::: if you are at the wheel of a vehicle, you

are driving it • I always feel perfectly safe
when Richard's at the wheel.
get behind the wheel. WhenAnna gets
behind the wheel of a fast car; she's a
danger to thepublic.

a fifthlthird wheel American
someonewho is in a situation where they
are not really needed or are ignored by
other people' I don't have a role in the
officeany more - Ifeel like afifth. wheel.

reinvent the wheel ;;;-C-
to waste time trying to developproducts
or systems that you think are original
when in fact they have already been done
before • Why reinvent the wheel when
thereare drugs already on the market that
are effective?

wheeling
wheeling and dealing

complicated and sometimes dishonest
agreements in business or politics that
people try to achieve in order to make
profits or get advantages' It's an article
about all the wheeling and dealing that
goes on infinancial markets.
wheel and deal. He's the sort of guy that
likes to drive fast cars and wheel and deal
on the stock exchange.
a wheeler-dealer • He worked in the
property business for a number of years,
acquiring a reputation as a formidable
wheeler-dealer.

wheels
the wheels are turning

something that you say which means a
process is starting to happen' By the late
1940sthe wheels were turning that would
make a manned space flight possible by
the end of the next decade.

oil the wheels
to make it easier for something to happen
• (usually + ot) An aid programme was
established to oil the wheels of economic
reform in the region.



when

set the wheels in motion
to cause a series of actions to start that
will help you achieve what you want. A
phone call to the right person should set
the wheels in motion.

spin your wheels American, informal
to waste time doing things that achieve
nothing s (often in continuous tenses) If
we're just spinning our wheels, let us
know and we'll quit.

when
as and when British, American &

Australian
if and when American & Australian

if you do something as and when, you do
it when it is needed or convenient, not in
a regular way • Let's not go to the
supermarket this week. We can just pick
up somefood as and when weneed it.

whip
crackthe whip

to use your authority to make someone
work harder, usually by threatening or
punishing them tb A whip is a piece of
leather or rope fastened to a stick which
you hit a horse with in order to make it go
faster. • We were already three months
behind schedule so I thought it was time to
crack the whip.

havelhold the whip hand
to be the person or group that has the
most power in a situation. So long as we
rely on themfor money, they have the whip
hand.

whipping
a whipping boy

someone or something that is blamed or
punished for problems that are caused by
someone or something else • Television
has been the favourite whipping boy of
every social reformer in modern America.

whip-round
a whip-round British & Australian,

informal
a collection of money among a group of
people that is used to buy a present for
someone • We had a whip-round for
Annie's leaving present.
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whirlwind
reap the whirlwind American

to have serious problems because you did
something stupid in the past • Having
fired some of his best reporters, he's now
reaping the whirlwind with rapidly
declining newspaper sales.

whisker
byawhisker

by a very small amount • Last time she
raced against the Brazilian she won by a
whisker. • He missed the goal by a whisker.

come within a whisker of sth! doing sth
if you come within a whisker of doing
something, you almost do it or it almost
happens to you • He came within a
whisker of beating the world champion.
• Several times on his trek through the
jungle he came within a whisker of death.

whistle
blow the whistle on sb/sth ~

to tell someone in authority about
something bad that is happening so that
it can be stopped. He was dismissed when
he tried to blow the whistle on the safety
problems at the factory. • The kids are
encouraged to blow the whistle on any of
theirfriends who are using drugs.
a whistle-blower • Every organization
needs a whistle-blower;someone who can
stand up and say, 'Hey,you can't do that!'

He/Shetrhey can whistle for it! old-
fashioned
something that you say which means you
are determined that someone will not get
what they want. If they want money, they
can whistle for it. They're not getting a
penny out of me!

wet your whistle oldjashioned
to have a drink, especially an alcoholic
drink· You must be thirsty after all that
work - would you care to wetyour whistle?

whistle-stop
a whistle-stop tour

a very quick visit to several places
• (often + of) Coach loads of tourists come
for whistle-stop tours of the main
European citles.



whistling
be whistling Dixie American, informal

to talk in a way that makes things seem
better than they really are • (usually
negative) We're really making money
these days and I'm not just whistling
Dixie.

be whistling in the dark
to be confident that something good will
happen when it is not at all likely • She
seems pretty sure she'll win the title, but
she may just be whistling in the dark.

white
white trash American, very informal

an offensive way of describing poor
white people who are not educated
• These are the poor white trash that the
middle class don't want to know about.

a white e.lephant x-
somethmg that has cost a lot of money
but has no useful purpose' The town's
new leisure centre, recently completed at a
cost of ten million pounds, seems likely to
prove a white elephant.

a white knight
someone who gives money to a company
in order to prevent it from being bought
by another company' Hope isfading that
a white knight will appear to stop the
takeover bid.

a white lie X
a lie that you tell in order not to upset
someone' I don't see the harm in telling
the occasional white lie if it spares
someone'sfeelings. x

be as white as a sheet
to be very pale, usually because you are
frightened or ill • She was trembling all
over and as white as a sheet.

be as white as snow ~
to be very white' His hair and beard were
as white as snow.

white-bread
white-bread American

white-bread people or things are
ordinary and boring, and often those that
are typical of white, American people
• (always before noun) It's a movie about
middle America - white-bread characters
living white-bread lives.
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white-collar
white-collar

a white-collar worker is someone who
works in an office, doing mental rather
than physical work • (always before
noun) The ratio of white-collar workers
to production workers in the American
manufacturing industry was declining.
• The earnings of women in white-collar
jobs are the second highest in Britain.
• The 1980'ssaw an explosion in white-
collar crime. (= crimes committed by
white-collar workers, especially stealing
from the organization they work for)

whiter
whiter than white

someone who is whiter than white is
completely good and honest and never
does anything bad' I never was convinced
by the whiter than white image of her
portrayed in thepress.

whizz-kid s<:....
a whizz-kid

a young person who is very clever and
successful • They've taken on some
financial whizz-kid who's going to sort all
their problems out.

whole
the whole picture

the most important facts about a
situation and the effects of that situation
on other things • You're just taking into
account Melissa's views of the situation
but of course that's not the wholepicture.

go the whole hog British, American &
Australian

go whole hog American
to do something as completely as possible
• It was going to cost so much to repair my
computer, I thought I might as well go the
whole hog and buy a new one. • I went
whole hog and had a huge steak and
French fries.

make sth up out of whole cloth
American

invent sth out of whole cloth American
if a story or excuse is made up out of
whole cloth, it is not true • Yet the
explanation was too strange for Joan to
have made up out of whole cloth.



whoopee

whoopee
make whoopee
1 old-fashioned, informal to celebrate and

enjoy yourself in a noisy way' (usually
in continuous tenses) It's hard working
when everyone else is out there in the
streets making whoopee.

2 American, old-fashioned, informal to
have sex' (usually in continuous tenses)
They spent most of the week in the hotel
room making whoopee.

whys
the whys and (the) wherefores

the reasons for something' I know very
little about the whys and the whereforesof
the situation.

wick
get on sb's wick British & Australian,

informal
to annoy someone' She'd been asking me
questions all day and it was starting toget
on my wick.

wicked
have your wicked way with sb humorous

to have sex with someone' He invited her
to France for the weekend, thinking he
would have his wicked way with her:

There's no peace/rest for the wicked!
humorous
something that you say which means you
must continue an activity although you
might like to stop' I can't talk - I've got to
finish this essay. There's no rest for the
wicked.

wide
a wide boy British, informal

a man or boy who tries to make a lot of
money in ways that are not honest. He's
a bit of a wide boy - I wouldn't get
involved in any of his schemes if I were
you.
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be wide open
if a game or a competition is wide open,
any of the people who are competing can
win because they are all equally good. At
this stage, with only four points
separating the six top teams, the
championship is still wide open.

blow sth wide open
1 to make it impossible to guess who will

win a competition' She was thefavourite
to win, so her withdrawal has blown the
election wide open.

2 to make something that someone is
trying to achieve fail completely, often by
telling people something which should
have been a secret. He's threatening to
blow the whole operation wide open if we
don't give him a bigger share of the
profits.

give sb/sth a wide berth
to avoid someone or something' I try to
give the city centre a wide berth on a
Saturday .• If she's in a bad mood I tend to
give her a wide berth.

wild
wild horses

if you say that wild horses couldn't make
you do something, you mean nothing
could persuade you to do it. Wild horses
couldn't drag me to aparty tonight.

a wild card
1 someone or something that you do not

know much about and whose behaviour
in the future you cannot be certain of
• The real wild card is the undecided vote,
which accounts for 18 to 25percent of the
electorate.• The company tstast gaining a
reputation as the wild card of Wall Street
because of violent fluctuations in its
profits.

2 if someone gets a wild card or is a wild
card in a sports competition, they are
allowed to enter the competition without
passing the usual tests' She was included
in the European team as a wild card.
wild-card (always before noun)
Connors, the five-times champion, is



among eight wild-card entries to the US
Open in New Yorknext month.

sow your wild oats
if a young man sows his wild oats, he has
a period of his life when he does a lot of
exciting things and has a lot of sexual
relationships 0 He'd spent his twenties
sowing his wild oats but felt that it was
time to settle down.

wilderness
in the wilderness

someone, especially a politician, who is
in the wilderness, does not now have the
power or influence that they had before
o He spent several years in the political
wilderness after conservatives objected to
his attempts to reform thepolice.

wildest
beyond your wildest dreams

far 'more than you could have hoped for
or imagined 0 Twenty years later the
company has succeededbeyond his wildest
dreams. 0 Her books have brought her
riches beyond her wildest dreams.

not in my wildest dreams
if you say that you did not imagine
something in your wildest dreams, you
mean that something that has happened
was so strange that you never thought it
would happen 0 Never in my wildest
dreams did I think she'd actually carry
out her threat. 0 Not in my wildest dreams
could I have imagined England winning
4-1.

wildfire
spread like wildfire

if disease or news spreads like wildfire, it
quickly affects or becomes known by
more and more people 0 Onceone child in
the school has become infected, the disease
spreads like wildfire. 0 Scandal spreads
like wildfire round here.

wild-goose
a wild-goose chase

a situation where you waste time looking
for something that you are not going to
find, either because that thing does not
exist or because you have been given
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wrong information about it 0 After two
hours spent wandering in the snow, I
realised we were on a wild-goose chase.
o When Ifound out that there was no Anita
Hill at the university, I began to suspect
that I had been sent on a wild-goose
chase.

will
Where there's a will there's a way!

something that you say which means it is
possible to do anything if you are very
determined to do it 0 I don't quite know
how I'm going to get to Istanbul with no
money, but where there's a will there's a
way!

willy-nilly
willy-nilly
1 informal if something happens willy-

nilly, it happens whether the people who
are involved want it to happen or not
o Both countries are being drawn, willy-
nilly; into the conflict.

2 informal without any order 0 We threw
our bags uiiliy-nilly into the back of the
truck.

win
You can't win 'em all. informal
You win some, you lose some. informal

something that you say which means it is
not possible to succeed at everything you
do 0 I'm a bit disappointed I didn't get the
job. Oh well, you can't win 'em all.
o Obviously I would have liked first prize
but you win some,you losesome.

wind
be in the wind

to be likely to happen soon 0 From my
recent conversations with Sara I get the
feeling that change is in the wind.

be spitting in/into the wind
be pissing in/into the wind very informal

to waste time trying to achieve
something that cannot be achieved 0 The
government is spitting in the wind if they
think a few regulations will stop
multinational companies from avoiding
tax. 0 Trying to get a pay increase here is
likeptssing in the wind.



windmills

break wind
to allow gas to escape from your bottom,
especially loudly • At a wedding that I
attended last summer, one of the guests
broke wind very loudly during the
groom's speech.

get wind of sth ; -,,
to hear a piece of information that
someone else was trying to keep secret» I
don't want my boss to get wind of thefact
that I'm leaving so I'm not telling many
people.

get/put the wind up sb British &
Australian, informal
to make someone feel anxious about their
situation. Say you'll take him to court if
he doesn't pay up - that should put the
wind up him.

run like the wind
to run very fast. She's very slight in build
and she can run like the wind.

sail close to the wind 'Xc.
to do something that is dangerous or only
just legal or acceptable • I think she
realized she was sailing a little toocloseto
the wind and decided to tone down her
criticism.

see which way the wind is bloWing
see how the wind is blowing

to see how a situation is developing
before you make a decision about it • I
think we ought to talk to other members of
staff and see which way the wind's
blowing before we make any firm
decisions.

take the wind out of sb's sails
to make someone feel less confident or
less determined to do something, usually
by saying or doing something that they
are not expecting' [was going to tell him
the relationship was over when he greeted
me with a big bunch of flowers and it
rather took the wind out of my sails.

leave sbto twist in the wind American
if someone is left to twist in the wind,
they are left in a very difficult situation
by the actions of another person • The
director resigned and left the rest of the
department twisting in the wind, waiting
tosee if theproject would continue.
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windmills
tilt at windmills literary.X

to waste time trying to-deal with enemies
or problems that do not exist s We're not
tilting at windmills here. If we don't do
something about these problems, our
environment may be in serious danger:

window ~
go out (of) the window'

if a quality; principle, or idea goes out of
the window, it does not exist any more
• Then people start drinking and sense
goes out of the window.

wine
wine and dine sb

to entertain someone by giving them an
expensive meal and wine • (usually
passive) I'm an old-fashioned girl at heart
- I like to be wined and dined on the first
few dates.
wining and dining' His job involves a
lot of wining and dining of potential
customers.

wing 7-
wing it informal ' -

to do the best that you can in a situation
that you are not prepared for' I hadn't
had time toprepare the talk so [just had to
wing it.

be on the wing literary
if a bird or insect is on the wing, it is
flying • Numerous orange-tip butterflies
wereon the wing in the warm sunshine.

on a wing and a prayer
if you do something on a wing and a
prayer, you do it hoping that you will
succeed although you are not prepared
enough for it • With scarcely any funding
and a staff of six, they operate on a wing
and aprayer. X

take sb under your wing
to help and protect someone, especially
someone who is younger than you or has
less experience than you • One of the
older children will usually take a new girl
or boy under their wing for the first few
weeks.



under the wing of sth
under the control of an organization
• The newspaper is once again in Scottish
hands, under the wing of a newly created
company, Caledonian Newspaper
Publishing.

wings
clip sb's wings

to limit someone'sfreedom Ib Birds who
have had their wings clipped (= cut)
cannot fly. • She never had kids. I guess
she thought motherhood would clip her
wings.

spread your wings
to start to donew and exciting things for
the first time in your life' The kids had
all grown up and left home and I thought
it was time to spread my wings and live a
little.

try your wings American
to try to do something that you have
recently learned to do • She's just
qualified and is lookingfor a chance to try
her wings asa design consultant.

wink
not sleep a wink
not get a wink of sleep

to not sleep at all • I was so excited last
night - I didn't sleepa wink .• I didn't get a
wink of sleep on theplane.

tip sb the wink British &Australian, old-
fashioned
to secretly give someone a piece of
information that will help them • So if
you hear of any jobs going in your
department, just tip me the wink, would
you?

winner
be onto a winner

to be likely to succeed, usually because
what you are selling is very popular • I
think they're onto a winner with their
latest product.

wire
down to the wire American & Australian

until the very last moment that it is
possible to do something Ib In a horse
race, the wire is a metal thread that
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marks the finishing line.• If both teams
areplaying at their best, the game will go
down to the wire (= it will be won at the
last moment).• The Democrats struggled
down to the wire tochoosetheir candidate.

under the wire American
if someone does something under the
wire, they do it at the last possible
moment· They got in under the wire just
before the entry requirements for the
training program changed.

wisdom
the conventional/received wisdom

knowledge or information that people
generally believe is true, although in fact
it is often false • The conventional
wisdom is that marriage makes a
relationship more secure, but as the
divorce rates show, this is not necessarily
true.

in his/her/their (infinite) wisdom
humorous
something that you say when you do not
understand why someone has done
something and think that it was a stupid
action • The council, in their wisdom,
decided to close the library and now the
building stands empty.

wise
a wise guy American & Australian,

informal
a wise-ass American, very informal

someone who is always trying to seem
more clever than everyone else in a way
that is annoying' Okay,wiseguy, if you're
so damned smart, you can tell everyone
how it's done! • He's just some wise-ass
who thinks he knows all the answers.
wise-guy American & Australian,
informal
wise-ass American, very informal
• (always before noun) Hyde's wise-guy
humour losesits charm after afeui episodes.

wiser
be none the wiser

to still be confused about something,
even after it has been explained to you
• Isobel must have explained the theory
three times to me but I'm afraid I'm still
none the wiser.



wish
..,(

no one will be any the wiser i

something that yousaywhich means that
no one will notice something bad that
someonehas done' Take the label off the
jar and say you made it yourself. No one
will beany the wiser.

wish ''/
a wish list

a list of things that someone wants very
much • Most families with kids have a
larger house on their wish list.

wishful
wishful thinking -/',

thinking or talking about something that
you would very much like to happen
although you know it probably will not
happen • 'Doyou think you might be in
line for promotion, then? 'No, it's just
wishful thinking. '

witch-hunt
a witch-hunt

an attempt to find and punish peoplewho
have opinions that are believed to be
dangerous • Senator McCarthy led a
witch-hunt against suspected communists
during the 1950's.

witching
the witching hour

twelveo'clockat night. It's time I was in
bed- it's already past the witching hour.

with
with it informal

knowing a lot about new ideas and
fashions • Jenny's very with it - she'll
know what people are wearing this
summer. • Ohget with it! They're the band
everyone's been talking aboutfor weeks.

be with it informal
to be able to think or understand quickly
• (usually negative) I had rather a late
night so I'm not very with it this morning,
I'm afraid.

wits

A person's wits is their practical
intelligence and understanding. Wits
is used in the following phrases
connected with a person's intelligence
or reaction to something.
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. y
be at your Wits' end

to be very worried or upset because you
have tried every possible way to solve a
problem but cannot do it • I've tried
everything I can think of to make her eat
and she flatly refuses. I'm really at my
wits' end.

frighten/scare sb out of their wits
to make someonevery frightened' Don't
shout like that - you scared me out of my
wits!

gather your wits literary
to make an effort to become calm and
think more clearly. Sitting down in one
of the chairs I attempted togather my wits
and decide what I should do.

haveikeep your wits about you
to be ready to think quickly in a situation
and react to things that you are not
expecting • Cycling is potentially very
dangerous in London - you really need to
keepyour wits about you.

live by/on your wits X
to earn enough money to live by being
clever or by cheating people • A lot of
these kids are thrown out onto the streets
and they have to live by their wits.

pit your wits against sb/sth
to compete against someone or
something using your intelligence
• That's the pleasure of fishing - pitting
your wits against these clever little fish.
that are trying desperately not to get
caught.

wobbler
throw a wobbler/wobbly British &

Australian, informal
to suddenly becomevery angry' She saw
Peter talking to an attractive blonde and
threw a wobbly.

woe
woe betide sb humorous

if you saywoebetide the person whodoes
something, you mean that they will be
punished or cause trouble for themselves
if they do that thing' Woebetide anyone
who plays Ann's tapes without her
permission.



wolf
a wolf in sheep's clothing >'--

someone who seems to be pleasant and
friendly but is in fact dangerous or evil
• My next boss, on the surface very warm
and charming, proved to be something of
a wolf in sheep's clothing.

a wolf whistle
a whistle (= high sound that is made by
blowing air through the lips) that some
men do when they see a woman who is
sexually attractive· She'll get a few wolf
whistles if she walks through town in
those shorts.
wolf-whistle sb British & Australian. I
was wolf-whistled by a group of builders
as I crossed the street.

cry wolf <.
to ask for help when you do not need it,
with the result that no one believes you
when help is necessary • She had
repeatedly rung the police for trivial
reasons and perhaps she had cried wolf
toooften.

keep the wolf from the door
to have enough money to be able to eat
and live· Forty percent of the country's
population receive part-time wages that
barely keep the wolf from the door.

wolves
throw sbto the wolves British, American

& Australian
leave sbto the wolves Australian

to cause someone to be in a situation
where they are criticized strongly or
treated badly and to not try to protect
them • No one warned me what sort of
people I would be dealing with. I felt I'd
been thrown to the wolves.

wonder
a nine/one/seven-day wonder jC

someone or something that causes
interest or excitement for a short period
but is then quickly forgotten· His music
was derided by an older generation
convinced that he was a nine-day wonder.

wonders
work wonders r:-

to improve something a lot. (often + for)
Extra water in the diet is generally
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beneficial to the health and it works
wonders for the skin .• He's only been in
charge at Arsenal for a couple of months
and already he's worked wonders.

wood Xnot be out of the woodlwoods
to continue having difficulties although a
situation has improved • Financially,
things are looking distinctly more hopeful,
but we're not out of the woods yet.

touch wood British, American &
Australian 07.~

knock (on) wood American
something that you say when you want
your luck or a good situation to continue
• It's beenfine all week and, touch wood,
it'll stayfine for the weekend.• Wehaven't
had any problems with the car so far,
knock on wood.

wooden
the wooden spoon British &Australian

an imaginary prize given to the person
whofinishes last in a race or competition
• For the second year running Ireland
took the wooden spoon in the Rugby
tournament.

Don't take any wooden nickels.
American, informal
something that you say when someone
leaves, to tell them to be careful and to
take goodcare of themselves. Heyguys-
have a good trip, and don't take any
wooden nickels.

woodwork
come/crawl out of the woodwork X,

to appear after being hidden or not active
for a long time, especially in order to do
something unpleasant> After you've been
in a relationship for a long while, all sorts
of little secrets start to come out of the
woodwork. Racists and extreme
nationalists are crawling out of the
woodwork to protest at the sudden
increase in the number of immigrants.

wool
pull the wool over sb's eyes

to deceive someone in order to prevent
them from knowing what you are really
doing. Don't let insurance companiespull



word

the wool over your eyes - ask for a list of
all the hidden charges.

word
word for word

if a written or spoken statement is
repeated word for word, it is repeated
using exactly the same words • The
article was reprinted word for word in a
different newspaper the next day.

sb's word is law
if someone's word is law,everyone must
obey them • There's no use questioning
any of his rules - his word is law around
here.

A word to the wise (is sufficient).
something that you say when you are
going to give someone some advice • A
word to the wise - if you're going to drive,
don't go on a Friday night until after the
rush hour traffic.

not believe a word of it
to not believe that something is true
• Have you heard what they're saying
aboutAndrew? I don't believea word of it.

not breathe a word
to not tell people a secret. Please tell me
what happened. I promise I won't breathe
a word. \/

by word of mouth "
if you hear information by word of
mouth, you hear it from other people and
not from the radio or television or from
reading newspapers • I think she heard
about thejob by word of mouth.

from the word go
from the start of something. I knew from
the word go that she was going to cause
problems.
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have a word in sb's ear
to talk to someoneprivately,especially in
order to give them advice or a warning
• The boss had a word in his ear after the
last meeting and I don't think he'll be
raising the subject again.

have the final/last word
1 to say the last statement in a-discussion

or argument. Tim can't bear to lose an
argument. He always has to have the last
word.

2 to make the final decision about
something. (usually + on) Our head chef
has thefinal word on what is served each
week. \

in a word ·X
something that you say when you are
going to give your opinion about
something in a short and direct way. 'So,
tell me, do you find him attractive?' 'In a
word-no.'

a man of his word
a woman of her word

someoneyou can trust because youknow
they will do what they say they will do
• Rae was a woman of her word - if she
said she'd be here on Friday, she'd be here
on Friday.

say the word
if you tell someone that they only have to
say the word and you will do something
for them, you mean that you will do it
immediately if they ask you • You only
have to say the word and I'll come and
help.• Just say the word and the boys'll
make sure he never gives you any more
trouble.

spread the word )(
to tell other people, often a lot of other
people, about something. A meeting has
beenarrungedfor next Thursday, so if you
seeanyone, do spread the word.• (often +
that) Weneed to start spreading the word
that recycling is important.

take sb's word for it
to believe that something is true because
someone tells you it is, without making
sure that it really is true. (often in future
tenses) If you say you've checked the
money I'll take your word for it.• Don't



just take her word for it - go and seefor
yourself.

take sbat their word
to decide tobelieve exactly what someone
tells you, even if it doesnot seem likely to
be true • When he said he'd give meajob,I
took him at his word and turned up the
next day at his office.

won't hear a word (said) against sb/sth
if you won't hear a word said against
someone or something, you refuse to
believe anything bad about them. He's
completely infatuated with the woman
and won't hear a word said against her.

words
Words fail me!

something that you say when you are so
surprised or shocked by something that
you donot know what to say about it. 'So
what doyou think about that purple outfit
Olive's wearing?' 'Wordsfail me!'

have to eat your words .X
to be forced to admit that something you
said before was wrong' She told me I'd
never be able to give up smoking, but she
had to eat her words.
make sbeat their words' She made him
eat his words about women not having the
physical strength to becomeboxers.

have words
to speak to someone angrily. (usually +
with) There wereseveralpenalties and the
refereehad words with one of the players
after the match.

in so many words
directly or in a way that makes it very
clear what you mean' (usually negative)
'Did he say we could stay with him?' 'Well,
not in so many words, but that's definitely
what he meant. ' • He told me, in so many
words, to mind my own business.

in words of one syllable
if you explain something in words of one
syllable, you do it in words that are very
simple and easy to understand because
the person you are explaining it to is
stupid ID A syllable is a unit of sound
that is made by a combination of letters.
Words which only have one syllable are
short and simple.• I was trying to explain
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to him again, in words of one syllable,
why safety regulations must be obeyed at
all times.

(You) mark my words. old-fashioned -X
something that you say when you tell
someone about something that you are
certain will happen in the future • That
girl's going to cause trouble, you mark my
words.

not mince (your) words
to say what youmean clearly and directly,
even if you upset people by doing this
• The report does not mince words about
the incompetence of some government
officials. • Never a woman to mince her
words, she described the former minister
as self-centredand arrogant.

put words in/into sb's mouth X
to tell someone what you think they
mean or want to say' I certainly don't
think you should resign, stop putting
words in my mouth.

take the words out of sb's mouth Y;
to say exactly what someone else was
going to say or what they were thinking
• I was just going to mention that, but you
took the words right out of my mouth.

work
work your arseJbacksideoff British &

Australian, very informal
work your assJbuttoff American, very

informal
to work very hard' Myfather worked his
backside off topay for our education.

work like a dog/trojan
to work very hard' He worked like a dog
all day tofinish the wallpapering.

All work and no play (makes Jacka dull
boy).
something that you say which means
people who work all the time become
boring • You need to get out more in the
evenings. You know what they say about
all work and noplay...

donkey work British, American &
Australian, informal

grunt work American, informal
hard, boring work ID In the past,
donkeys were used to carry heavy loads.



works

• Why do I have to do all the donkey work
while you get to do the interesting stuff?

works
the (whole) works informal

everything that you might want or might
expect to find in a particular situation
• The bridegroom was wearing a morning
suit, top hat, gloves - the works.
give sb the works informal • It's a
celebration dinner - give us the works.

gum up the works
to prevent a machine or system from
operating correctly • In bad weather,
twice as many people use their cars on the
road, which really gums up the works.

putfthrow a spanner in the works
British & Australian )(

putfthrow a (monkey) wrench in the
works American
to do something that prevents a plan or
activity from succeeding> Wewerehoping
to get the project started in June but the
funding was withdrawn so that rather
threw a spanner in the works.• The sudden
withdrawal of the guest speaker really
threw a monkey wrench in the works.

shoot the works American, informal
to spend all your moneyor to use as much
effort as possible to do something
• (usually + on) I could shoot the works on
a round the world trip. • They shot the
works on their daughter's wedding.

world '.a world of difference •..x,
1 if there is a world of difference between

two people or things, they are very
different. (usually + between) There's a
world of difference between seeing afilni
on vldeo and seeing it in the cinema.

2 if something makes a world of
difference, it improves something very
much s A little sympathy makes a world
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of difference to someone who's been
badly treated.

(all) the world and his wife British &
Australian, informal
a very large number of people • It's a
huge outdoor concert- I imagine the world
and his wife will be there.

the world is your oyster
if the world is your oyster, you have the
ability and the freedom to do anything or
go anywhere. You're young and healthy
and you've got no commitments, so the
world is your oyster.

be in another world
be in a world of your own

to not notice what is happening around
you, usually because you are thinking
about something else. She just sat and
stared out of the window most of the time
- she seemed to be in another world.• I
don't think you even heard me, did you?
You're in a world of your own.

come/go down in the world British;
Australian &American

move down in the world American &
Australian
to have less money and a worse social
position than you had before· They used
to live in a big house with lots of servants,
but they've come down in the world since
then.• When we had to sell our house and
take a small apartment downtown, uiefelt
we'd really moved down in the world.
OPPOSITE come/go up in the world
British, Australian & American
move up in the world American &
Australian. Peter and Ann have gone up
in the world - they only ever travel first
class thesedays.

do sbthe world of good
to make someone feel much healthier or
happier. Wehad a week away in the sun
and it's done us both the world of good.

have the cares/weight of the world on
your shoulders
if you lookor feel as if youhave the cares



of the world on your shoulders, you look
or feel very worried or sad. I've neverseen
such a change in anyone.He looks as if he's
got the caresof the worldon his shoulders.

have the world at your feet ~
someone who has the world at their feet
is extremely successful and popular
• Only six months after her debut, this
young star of the Royal Ballet already has
the world at herfeet.

a man/woman of the world
someone who has a lot of experience of
life, and is not usually shocked by the
way people behave· You're a man of the
world, Roger,I'd appreciateyour advice on
a rather delicate matter.

not set the world on fire
to not be very exciting or successful. The
restaurant offers a decent menu, but it
wouldn't set the world onfire.

think the world of sb
to like or admire someone very much
• He's an excellent doctor.His patients all
think the world of him.

What's the world coming to?
something that you say which means that
life is not as pleasant or safe as it was in
the past • What's the world coming to
when you can't leave your house for five
minutes without someone trying to break
in and robyou?

your whole world came crashing down
around you

your whole world (was) turned upside
down
if your whole world comes crashing
down around you, something unpleasant
happens in your life that suddenly makes
you feel very upset or confused
• Suddenly they weren't popular any
more, nobody wanted to buy their records,
and their whole world came crashing
down around them. • When I found out
he'd had an affair, my whole world turned
upside down.

worlds )x~
be worlds apart

if two things or people are worlds apart,
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they are completely different from each
other. You can't compare a cheap stereo
with a top of the range model - they're
worlds apart.

worm
The worm has turned.

something that you say when someone
who has always been weak and obedient
starts to behave more confidently or take
control of a situation. Yesterday,shejust
came in and told him to stop bossing her
around. The worm has turned!

a worm's eye view British & Australian
if you have a worm's eye view of
something, you only know or understand
a part of it, usually the worst or least
important part • Set in the Paris
underworld, the novel provides us with a
worm's eye view of society.

worried
be worried sick

to be extremely worried. (often + about)
Why didn't you call me whenyou knew you
were going to be late? I was worried sick
about you!

worse
be the worse for wear
1 if something is the worse for wear, it is in

bad condition or damaged because it has
been used a lot • This sofa is rather the
worsefor wear,but it will have to do until
wecan afford a new one.

2 someone who is the worse for wear is
very tired or feeling ill. I drank far too
much and woke up the next morning
feeling rather the uiorsefor wear.



worst

worst
I/You wouldn't wish sth on mylyour

worst enemy.
something that you say in order to
emphasize that something is extremely
unpleasant. The effectsof this disease are
horrible. You wouldn't wish them on your
worst enemy.

if the worst comes to the worst British,
American &Australian -r'

if worst comes to worst American :
something that you say in order to tell
someone what you will do if a situation
becomes very difficult or serious s If the
worst comes to the worst, we'll have togive
them our bed and sleep on the floor. • If
worst came to worst, could we sell the car
to raise some extra cash?

worth
be worth your while ,:><

if something is worth your while, you
will get an advantage if you do it • (often
+ doing sth) It's worth your while taking
out travel insurance if you are going
abroad.
make sth worth your while if you tell
someone that you will make it worth
their while if they do something, you
mean you will pay them to do something,
especially something bad or illegal • If
you can get us his personal files, we'll
make it worth your while.

be worth its/your weight in gold -:
to be extremely useful or valuable • A
book that could tell me in simple language
how to use this computer would be worth
its weight in gold. • Really good
experiencedsingers are worth their weight
in gold to the choir.

wounds

lick your wounds "<-
to feel unhappy after a defeat or an
unpleasant experience tb When dogs
and other animals are injured, they lick
their wounds (= injuries) in order to help
them get better.• After retiring to lick its
wounds, the party is regaining its
confidence.
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wraps
take the wraps off sth

to finally let people know about a new
product or plan after keepingit secretfor a
longtime. They haveyet to take the wraps
off thedesignfor the new operahouse.

under wraps ~
secret • The financial details of the case
have beenkeptfirmly under wraps .• The
identity of the buyer is still under wraps.

wringer ._
put sbthrough the wringer~<'

to make someone have a very difficult or
unpleasant experience tb In the past, a
wringer was a machine used for pressing
water out of clothes.• They really put me
through the wringer in my interview.
go through the wringer • I went
through the wringer to get my first film
part.

writ
writ largeformal

if something is another thing writ large,
it is a clearer or stronger form of that
thing • Hollywood is American society
writ large.

be writ largeformal
to be very obvious. Anger was writ large
in hisface.

written
be written all over sb's face .X

if an emotion is written all over
someone's face, it is clearly shown in
their face. Any fool could seeyou weren't
happy - it was written all overyour face.

It's written in the stars.
something that you say which means
something goodwas caused by the power
that is believed to control what happens
to people's lives • It was written in the
stars that weshould meet arulfall in love.

wrong
back the wrong horse \(

to support a person or thing that fails. It
was only after we'd invested all the money
that we discovered we'd been backing the
wrong horse.



be in the wrong y.-
to have done something which is wrong,
for which you should be blamed » If they
failed to notice the damage, they're
definitely in the wrong.• Ifully accept that
I was in the wrong and I think I ought to
apologize.

be on the wrong end of sth ;Z..
to suffer the bad effects of something
• Companies that violate this law canfind
themselves on the wrong end of big law
suits.

be on the wrong track
to be doing something in a way that
will cause you to fail • I think the
government's on the wrong track with this
latestpolicy. V

Don't get me wrong. informal/'-
something that you say before you
express an opinion about someone or
something and you donot want peopleto
think that youare criticizing that person
or thing too severely • Don't get me
wrong, I like Carol, I just think she has
some irritating habits. \.::

fall into the wrong hands /' -
if somethingfalls into the wronghands, a
dangerous person or an enemy starts to
own or control it • There are fears that
weapons might fall into the wrong hands.
• If this sort of information fell into the
wrong hands, wecouldbein serious trouble.
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get on the wrong side of the law
find yourself on the wrong side of the

law
to be in trouble with the police because
you have done something illegal. From
last Monday, owners of fighting dogs who
fail to control them in public could find
themselves on the wrong side of the law.

go down the wrong way
if foodor drink goesdownthe wrongway,
it goes down the wrong tube in your
throat and makes you cough or stop
breathing for a short time' I'm all right,
it's just a piece of chicken that went down
the wrong way.

take sth the wrong way '><-
to feel that someone is criticizing you
when in fact they are not > Don't take
this the wrong way, Jonathan, but at 33
aren't you getting a bit oldfor this game?
• If ever I make a suggestion, she always
takes it the wrong way and we end up
arguing.



year

year

years
put years on sb

to make someone look or feel much older
• The breakup of his marriage put years
on him.
OPPOSITE take years off sb • Losing all
that weight has taken years off her.

yellow
yellow journalism American

writing in newspapers that tries to get
people's attention or influence their
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opimons by using strong language or
false information • The paper is
practising yellow journalism at its worst
with its scandalous stories about the
Governor and his family.

yellow-bellied
yellow-bellied old-fashioned

a yellow-bellied person is not at all brave
• You're a load of yetloui-betlied fools, too
frightened to stand upfor what you believe
in!

yes xa yes man
someone who agrees with everything
their boss or leader says in order to
please them. He denies that he's simply
a yes man, and insists he'll be making
major changes to the way the club is
run.

young
7'

young blood f!'o..-
young people in an organization who will
provide new ideas and energy • These
companies are suffering from a lack of
young blood.
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zero-sum
a zero-sum game American

a situation where two people compete
and if one of them wins anything,
exactly the same must be lost by the other
• Radio has become a zero-sum game, with
stations gaining listeners only at each
other's expense.

x

z's
catch/cop/get some z's American,

informal
to sleep fb In funny drawings, people
who are sleeping are often shown with z's
coming out of their mouths .• All I want
to do is go home and catch some z's.
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Anger
'What's wrong?' asked Claire. 'You've been like a bear with a sore head all
morning.' 'I've had it up to here,' I replied. 'I've got three reports to write by five
o'clock, and if I don't fmish them on time, Bill's going to hit the roof. I've already
put his back up by refusing to work late, and he's likely to blow a fuse if I don't
get this job done.' Just then, the phone rang. It was the managing director asking
me if I would help show some clients around the office.This was the second time
she'd asked me and, although it was a pain in the neck, I had to agree because she
was the one person I didn't want to rub up the wrong way. Twohours later, I was
still busy.As we reached my department, Claire came running up to me. 'Where've
you been?' she whispered. 'Bill's on the warpath because you haven't done those
reports yet.' At that moment, he appeared by the door,with a face like thunder.
He was just about to let rip when he saw the managing director standing next to
me. 'Hello,Bill,' she said. 'Let me introduce you to some very important clients.'

being angry

hit the ceiling/roof informal Y
to becomevery angry and~art shouting
blow a fuse informal .?'\,
to become very angry and shout or
behave in a violent way
be on the warpath humorous X
to be looking for someone you are angry
with in order to speak angrily to them or
punish them
a face like thunder .y
a very angry expression
have/throw a fit informal
go spare informal
to become very angry /

rub sb up the wrong way British &
Australian V
rub sb the wrong way American r">.
to annoy someone without intending to

ruffle sb's feathers ~_
to make someone annoyed "-

be a pain in the neck informal X
to be very annoying .

drive/send sb round the bend
informal X
to make someone very angry, especially
by continuing to do something annoying

talking angrily to someone

x: let rip ~Z
fly off the handle informal to suddenly express your emotions
to react in a very angry way to without control
something someone says or does _. . _ ~

. . "\/ give sb an earful informal 7~
have had It (up to here) informal '-, to tell someone how angry you are with
to be so angry about something that you them
do not want to continue with it or think
about it any more

being in a bad mood
be fed up to the back teeth British .
& Australian, informal '<"'
to be angry because a bad situation has
continued for too long or a subject has
been discussed too much

making someone angry

be like a bear with a sore head
British & Australian X
to be in a bad mood which causes you to
treat other people badly and complain a
lot

.....................................................................get out of bed on the wrong side

get/put sb's back up informal < to be in a bad mood and be easily
to do or say something which annoys annoyed all day -s-:"
someone - '"""-..
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Business
Richard had always been determined to make it in business. After leaving school,
he set up a stall in the market selling cheap COs and cassettes and was soon doing a
roaring trade. Being a big fish in a small pond was not enough for him, however.
He knew that if he wanted to be a big shot in the business world, he needed to stay
ahead of the pack. Over the next few years, he opened eight shops in the area and
became known as a hard-nosed businessman who drove a hard bargain. Even
when other companies were going to the wall, he kept going. He's now one of the
most successful business people in the region, but unlike some fat cats, he supports
a lot of local charities and looks after his staff well. He often says he'd like to retire
soon, but I can't see him hanging up his hat just yet - he loves his job too much.

succeeding in business doing business

make it
to be successful, especially in a job
be ahead of the pack >:.
to be more successful than other people
who are trying to achieve the same
things as you
corner the market K
to become so successful at selling or
making a particular product that almost
no one else sells or makes it

successful people
.....................................................................

a big shot informal 'Z
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization
a big fish in a small pond )(.
one of the most important people in a
small organization who would have
much less power and importance if they
were part of a larger organization
a fat cat informal x..
an impolite way of referring to someone
who is very rich and powerful
a high-flier Y-
someone who is very successful at their
job and soon becomes powerful or rich

stopping work

hang up your hat >-;
to leave your job for ever ..
a golden handshake K._
a large sum of money which is given to
someone when they leave a company,
especially if they are forced to leave-

y drive a hard bargain )<.
"- to demand a lot or refuse to give much

when making an agreement with
someone
cut a deal American >(
to make an agreement or an
arrangement with someone, especially
in business or politics 0

run a tight ship :""'-
to control a business or other
organization firmly and effectively
hard-nosed ;;rl:
practical and determined

making money

do a roaring trade British & ( .)
Australian "'-
to sell a lot of goods quickly -
make a killing informal ::...7
to earn a lot of money very easily
a money-spinner British & y
Australian
a business or product that makes a lot of
money for someone

behaving dishonestly
.....................................................................

be on the make ~_
trying to get money or power in a way
that is not pleasant or honest
cook the books informal K
to record false information in the
accounts of an organization, especially
in order to steal money »,
have your fingerslhand in the till
to steal money from the place where you
work
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Dishonesty
Have you seen that new drama on television? I must watch the next part tonight. It's
about a lonely woman who meets this guy in a club. They start to chat but you can
see immediately that he's a bit ofa fast talker and probably up to no good. He tells
her he's a doctor and that his wife died some time ago. Of course it all turns out to
be a pack of lies. They begin a relationship but she gets suspicious about his past
and wants to know more. He tries to pull the wool over her eyes by telling her that
he finds it too painful to talk about his dead wife. He then tells her some cock-and-
bull story about needing to payoff a debt and asks her to lend him quite a large
amount of money. At the end of last week's episode she'd just discovered that he'd
been lying through his teeth - his wife is alive all the time. They try to steal her
passport and she catches them red-handed. I can't wait to see what happens
tonight!

a dishonest person

a fast talker American & .,.;:/
Australian, informal / .
someone who can talk in a clever way in
order to persuade people to believe
something that is not true

X,a snake in the grass '
someone who pretends to be your friend
while secretly doing things to harm you
be as slippery as an eel )<.
someone who is as slippery as an eel
cannot be trusted
a bad egg mainly American, y
informal .

" someone who behaves in a bad or
dishonest way

deceiving someone

pull the wool over sb's eyes / ",
to deceive someone in order to prevent
them from knowing what you are really
doing
take sb for a ride )~
to cheat or deceive someone
pull a fast one informal y
to successfully deceive someone .
sell sb a bill of goods American'--:::
to make someone believe something that
is not true

dishonest activities

play dirty informal x .
to behave dishonestly, especially by
cheating in a game

do sth under false pretences
to do something when you have lied
about who you are or what you are doing
be up to no good informal .x..
if someone is up to no good, they are
doing something bad

'\7
smell fishy informal /.,-
if a situation or explanation smells fishy,
it causes you to think that someone is
being dishonest '. /.'
funny business informal X
dishonest or unpleasant actions

telling lies

lie through your teeth X.....
to tell someone something that you
know is completely false
a pack of lies
a tissue of lies formal
a story that someone has invented in
order to deceive people-7

a cock-and-bull story informal )<.
a story or explanation which is
obviously not true r-:»:

",//'--be economical with the truth
humorous
to not be completely honest about
something

discovering dishonest
activities
....................................................d .

Ycatch sb red-handed
to discover someone doing something
that is wrong or not legal
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Happiness and Sadness
It was Maria's 21st birthday, a day on which she should have felt on top of the
world. Instead she was feeling down in the dumps because she had just started a
new job in a new town, away from her family and friends.As she got out of bed, she
heard the sound of the post being delivered. Running downstairs, she jumped for
joy when she saw four envelopes on the doormat. But when she looked closer, her
heart sank as she realized they were bills, not birthday cards. All day at work, she
went around with a long face. Even though she was very happy to be doing a job
she loved so much, she still couldn't help feeling out of sorts. However, when she
got home and opened the front door, there was a sudden shout of 'Surprise!', and her
parents and friends appeared carrying presents and bottles of champagne. Maria
was over the moon that everyone had made such an effort, and she spent the rest
of the evening on cloud nine.

being happy

feel on top of the world
be on cloud nine informal
be full of the joys of spring British
& Australian, humorous
be in seventh heaven humorous
to feel very happy ~

jump for joy 'x,
to be very happy about something good
that has happened

be thrilled to bits informal
be over the moon informal
be tickled pink old-fashioned
to be extremely pleased about something

be floating/walking on air
to be very happy and exclied because
something very pleasant has happened
to you

like the cat that got the cream
British & Australian
like the cat that ate the canary
American
annoying other people by looking very
pleased with yourself about something
good that you have done

making someone happy

make sb's day x..
to make someone very happy

being sad

be down in the dumps informal
to be unhappy

a long face
a very sad expression

be out of sorts
to feel slightly ill or slightly unhappy

a misery guts informal
someone who complains all the time and
is never happy

be in the doldrums
to feel sad and lack the energy to do
anything

being disappointed

sb's heart sinks
if someone's heart sinks, they start to
feel sad or worried

making someone upset

hit sb where it hurts (most)
to do something which will upset
someone as much as possible

cut sb to the quick old-fashioned
to upset someone by criticizing them

kick sb in the teeth
to treat someone badly or unfairly,
especially at a time when they need
support
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Health
I'd been feeling a bit off-colour for a while. I'd been more tired than usual and
getting lots of headaches, and was generally a bit below par. It was worst in the
morning. I'd get up feeling like death warmed up. I looked ill too. My mother
commented when she saw me that I was as white as a sheet. She suggested that I
take a break and recharge my batteries. A week away from the office did me a
power of good. I came back feeling as right as rain!

feeling ill
, "

be/feel under the weather /"
be off-colour British & Australian
to feel ill or less well than usual y
be below par / ./
not be up to par \(
to be slightly ill ./

be as sick as a dog informal
to be very sick

be as white as a sheet )<
to be very pale, usually because you are ill

Xbe in a bad way British &
Australian
to be ill, unhappy or in a bad state

like death (warmed up) British &
Australian
like death (warmed over) j.."
American
if you feel or look like death warmed up,
you feel or look very ill

the dreaded lurgy British & ...L
Australian, humorous
an illness which is not serious but
passes easily from person to person

mental illness

lj
not be all there informal /<
to be slightly crazy

not be right in the head
to be mentally ill

a basket case
someone who is crazy and unable to
organize their life

be off your rocker informal eo/'
be off your trolley humorous "<,
be as nutty as a fruitcake British &
Australian, informal
to be crazy

recovering/being healthy

be as right as rain
to feel well /---

be as fit as a fiddle
to be very healthy y'
recharge your batteries
to rest in order to get back your strength
and energy ;

be up and about/around ~
to be well enough to get out of bed and
move around

a clean bill of health
a statement that someone is healthy

death

be pushing up daisies humorous
to be dead x:
pop your clogs British, humorous •
to die '<..
do sb a power of good informal
to make someone feel much better
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Helping r-
Jennifer has resigned. She was fed up with continually having to be at Andrew's
beck and call. I don't blame her, actually. He expected her to wait on him hand
and foot - but she was his secretary, not a slave, and there are limits! When she first
started to work here she bent over backwards to do everything as Andrew wanted.
I suppose she was grateful to him because he helped her get a foot in the door. She
was such a pleasant person to have around the office, always lending a hand if
someone had a problem and taking the new girls under her wing. But then
Andrew began to make her cover up for his mistakes, saying that he would give her
a leg up if she wanted promotion - I think it was a case of you scratch my back
and I'll scratch yours. Well Jennifer doesn't like being taken for granted and
when the promotion never happened I guess she got tired of doing his dirty work
for him.

helping someone more than
you should

be at sb's beck and call
to be always willing and able to do what
someone asks you to do

wait on sb hand and foot
to do everything for someone so that
they do not have to do anything for
themselves

someone who is younger or has less
experience than you

go to bat for sb American &
Australian
to give help and support to someone who
is in trouble, often by talking to someone
else for them

in sb's hour of need
at a time when someone needs help very
much

do sb's dirty work A friend in need (is a friend
to do something unpleasant or difficult indeed).
for someone else because they do not something that you say which means
want to do it themselves that someone who gives you help when

y you need it is a really good friend
givelhand sth to sb on a plate f "'-
to let someone get something very easily,
without having to work for it trying very hard to help

helping someone succeed in
their job.....................................................................

get a/your foot in the door )(
to start working at a low level in an
organization because you want a better
job in the same organization in the future

give sb a leg up
to help someone be more successful

when people need special
help

take sb under your wing
to help and protect someone, especially

go toltake great pains to do sth
to make a great effort to do something

bendJIean over backwards to do sth X
to try very hard to do something,
especially to help or please someone else

fall over yourself to do sth
to be very eager to do something

helping someone when they
help you

You scratch my back and I'll
scratch yours.
something that you say in order to tell
someone that you will help them if they
will help you
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Intelligence and Stupidity
'Doyou remember Sean Hughes? He was in your class at school.'
'Ofcourse 1do!Heused to goto sleep during lessons. Everyone said he had nothing
between his ears. I don't know why he was put in our class - he really was out of
his depth. I remember once he was asked to demonstrate an experiment in
chemistry, and he didn't have the faintest idea what to do.He was a rugby player
as well,wasn't he? All brawn and no brains, I suppose. I wonder what's happened
to him now.'
'Well,you'll never guess, but it turns out that Sean's really quite a bright spark. I
found out yesterday he's the brains behind the new computer software company
that everyone's talking about.'
'Sean Hughes - a brain box? I don't believe it!'

being intelligent

a brain box British & Australian,
informal
a very intelligent person

being stupid

have nothing between your ears
informal
to be stupid

be as bright as a button British & be all brawn and no brains
Australian to be physically strong but not very
to be intelligent and able to think quickly intelligent

a bright spark British & Australian
an intelligent person

be the brains behind sth
to be the person who plans and
organizes something, especially
something successful

a smart aleclaleck informal
someone who is always trying to seem
more clever than everyone else in a way
that is annoying

knowing about something

be as thick as two (short) planks
British, informal
be dead from the neck up
humorous
to be very stupid

not knowing about
something

~~'~~~'~;';~~;"~~~~~""'~>(""""""""
to not have the knowledge,experience or
skills to deal with a particular subject or
situation

a mine of information
a person or a book with a lot of not have the faintest (idea)
information to have no knowledge ofX' information about something
be in the know informal
to know about something which most
people do not know about

know your onions British &
Australian, humorous
to know a lot about a particular subject

or no

the blind leading the blind
a situation where someone is trying to
show someone else how to do something
which they do not know how to do
themselves
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Interest and Boredom ?""
Every summer, my cousin Nick used to come to stay for a month. I didn't look
forward to it much because he wasn't interested in anything I did and he always
complained he was bored stiff in the country. I was big on horse-riding in those
days, but horses left him cold, and while I was out riding, he stayed at home,
kicking his heels. I once asked him what sports he did like, but he said he didn't
go a bundle on sport and preferred playing computer games. One morning at
breakfast, I was telling my Dad about a local rock band who were looking for a
guitarist, and I noticed that Nick was all ears. That morning, he went into town
with his guitar and returned later to say he'd joined the band. He was champing at
the bit with impatience and could hardly wait to start practising. He's now been
playing with the band for a year and he loves it. Their music's not everyone's cup
of tea, but they're really popular with the local kids, and they're even thinking of
making a record. Whoknows, Nick might even be famous one day!

be big on sth K
to be very interested in something and
think that it is important

being interested in something not go a bundle on sth British,
...................... informal

to not like something

be all ears informal '<,
to be very eager to hear what someone is
going to say

have a thing about sth/sb informal
to like something or someone very much
or to be very interested in them

being eager to do something

be champing/chomping at the bit
to be very keen to start an activity or to
go somewhere

get-up-and-go
energy and enthusiasm

not be sb's cup of tea X
if someone or something is not your cup
of tea, you do not like them or you are
not interested in them

not give a damn informal X
not care/give a toss British,
informal
to not be interested in or worried about
something or someone

sb's heart isn't in sth
if someone's heart is not in something
that they are doing, they are not very
interested in it

being bored

be bright-eyed and bushy-tailed be bored stiff
humorous be bored to death/tears X
to be full ofenergy and eager to do things to be very bored

an eager beaver kick your heels British
someone who works very hard and is to be forced to wait for a period of time
very enthusiastic

not being interested in
something

leave sb cold
if something leaves you cold, it does not
cause you to feel any emotion

be at a loose end British &
Australian
to have nothing to do
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Liking and not Liking X
I've got four sons and I love them all to bits, although I must admit I've got a bit
of a soft spot for the youngest, who's only three and very cute. The older two get
on like a house on fire, but always seem to have it in for the third. They get into
terrible arguments with each other, and it usually ends up with one of them saying
that he hates the other's guts and storming out of the house. It really gets on my
husband's nerves. Still, the oldest seems to have taken a shine to a girl in his
class, which gets him out of the house a bit. She's very quiet and not especially
pretty; but I suppose there's no accounting for taste.

liking people

the apple of sb's eye
the person who someone loves most and
is very proud of

love sb to bits informal Y,
to like or to love someone a lot

get on like a house on fire
informal
if two people get on like a house on fire,
they like each other very much and
become friends very quickly

a mutual admiration society
humorous
a situation in which two people express
a lot of admiration for each other

take a shine to sb informal
to like someone immediately

being annoyed by something
or someone

get up sb's nose British &
Australian, informal
get on sb's wick British &
Australian, informal
to annoy someone

the bane of your life ~
someone or something that is always
causing problems for you and upsetting
you

get/grate on sb's nerves informal X
to annoy someone, especially by doing
something again and again

sb's pet hate British & Australian
sb's pet peeve American
something that you do not like at all

have a soft spot for sb
to feel a lot ofaffection for one particular opinions on what people like.....................................................................
person, often without knowing why

be sb's main squeeze American,
informal
to be the person that someone has a
romantic or sexual relationship with

sing sb/sth's praises
to praise someone or something very
much

not liking people

have a downer on sb British &
Australian, informal
to not like someone
hate sb's guts informal
to hate someone

have it in for sb informal Y
to be determined to harm or criticize
someone

(It's) different strokes for
different folks. mainly American
something that you say which means
that different people like or need
different things

each to his/her own X
something that you say which means
that it is acceptable for people to like or
believe in different things

One man's meat is another man's
poison.
something that you say which means
that something one person likes very
much can be something that another
person does not like at all

There's no accounting for taste!
something that you say when you cannot
understand why someone likes
something or someone
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Money
Youknow the saying, 'A penny saved is a penny earned'. Well, that's all right if
you're regularly earning money, but I'm not. I've been living from hand to mouth
doing temporary work. I've tightened my belt but I'm always in the red at the end
of the month. My latest idea is to start my own business. This requires hard cash
and I don't have it. I want to start a taxi service to and from the airport. I'll need a
good, reliable car and that will cost an arm and a leg. Initially, I'd probably just
break even, but eventually I reckon I'd have a steady job and a steady income, even
if I didn't make a killing. What I really need is some ready money or perhaps
someone who has a nest egg they would like to invest. Maybe my best hope is to
win the lottery and strike it rich!

having a lot of money

be rolling in it
to be very rich

break even
to not make or lose any money from a
business

keep body and soul together
have money to burn """ to just be able to pay for the things that
to have a lot of money and spend large you need in order to live
amounts

a nest egg ><-.
an amount of money that you have saved

make a killing informal X
to earn a lot of money very easily

strike it rich
to suddenly become rich

having no money

spending money

cost an arm or a leg informal ».
to be very expensive

not break the bank
to not be too expensive

ready cash/money
money that is immediately available to
spend

be out of pocket
to have less money than you should have hard cash

money in the form of coins or notes
not have two pennies to rub
together
to be very poor

be in the red :t<--
to owe money to a bank

having just enough money

live (from) hand to mouth ><-
to have just enough money to live on and
nothing extra

sayings about money

A penny saved is a penny earned.
it is wise to save money

be penny-wise and pound-foolish
to be extremely careful about small
amounts of money and not careful
enough about larger amounts

Money doesn't grow on trees.
tighten your belt be careful how much money you spend
to spend less than you did before because there is only a limited amount
because you have less money
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Power and Authority
When Peter goes away on business, it's Ellen who calls the shots in the office.Just
because she has friends in high places, she thinks she can run the show! Rachel
and I are the only people who refuse to bow and scrape, but she seems to have the
rest of the office in the palm of her hand. She's even got Sandy,the supervisor,
wrapped around her little finger. Rachel says she's far too big for her boots
and it's time Peter and the powers that be were told. I'm sure Peter wouldbe very
concerned if he knew.He doesn't like people throwing their weight around and
he certainly wouldn't want Ellen setting the agenda.

being in a position of power

run the show informal
to be in charge of an organization or an
activity

call the shotsltune>
to be the person who makes all the
important decisions and who has the
most power in a situation

set the agenda
to decide what subjects other people
should deal with in a waythat showsyou
have more authority than them

»:
have the upper hand / '.
to have a position of power and control
over someone else

showing your power

throw your weight around
to behave in a way which shows that you
are more important or powerful than
other people

flex your muscles :>;.
to take some action to show people how
powerful you are

people in powerful positions

controlling and influencing
people

twist/wrap sb around your little
finger
to be able to persuade someone to do
anything you want, usually because
they like you so much

have sb in the palm of your hand
to have so much control over someone
that they will do whatever you want
them to do

have friends in high places
to know important people who can help
you get what you want

thinking you are more
important than you really are

be too big for your boots informal X
to behave as if you are more important
or clever than you really are

delusions of grandeur Y
the belief that you are more important
or powerful than you really are

pleasing people in authority
the powers that be>(
the people who control things but who
are not known bow and scrape

to try too hard to please someone in a
position of authoritya big cheese humorous

a big gun/noise informal
an important or powerful person in a
group or organization /'
the movers and shakers c/~<'"_
people who have a lot of power and
influence

do sb's bidding old-fashioned
to dowhat someonetells or asks youto do

lick sb's boots very informal ~~
to try too hard to please someone
important
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Remembering & forgetting
I was sitting in the local cafewaiting for my friend Jenny.We'darranged to meet at
half past twelve, but it was now one o'clock and there was still no sign of her. I
wondered if it had slipped her mind. She was always doing this - making
arrangements and then forgetting about them. Honestly,she had a memory like a
sieve! I was just on the point ofleaving when a dark-hatred man came in and sat at
the table next to mine. I knew I had seen him somewhere before, but I couldn't for
the life of me think where. As I was racking my brains trying to remember, he
looked round and smiled. 'Hi, Caroline,' he said. 'I haven't seen you in ages. Not
since college, in fact.' I cast my mind back. Of course, it was Jenny's old
boyfriend from college!Now,what was his name? It was on the tip of my tongue
... Chris, that was it. Just then, Jenny came in. She'd obviously been running
because her face was red and she was out of breath. 'Sorry I'm late,' she said.
'That's alright,' I replied and smiled. 'I've got a surprise for you. Does the name
Chris ring a bell?'

forgetting be on the tip of your tongue
youknow it but cannot quite remember it

slip your mind
if something slips your mind, you forget rememberingabout it .

have a memory like a sieve/an
elephant
to be very bad/good at remembering
things

can't for the life of me
remember/think
not remember at all

I can't put a name to him/her
not remember someone's name

come/spring to mind
to immediately think of something

bring sb/sth to mind
to cause you to think of someone or
something

take a stroll/trip down memory
lane
to remember some of the happy things
you did in the past

Out of sight, out of mind. inlwithin living memory
if you do not see someone or something, things that can be remembered by
you forget them people who are alive now

unable to remember

your mind goes blank
you cannot think of anything to say

trying to remember

rack your brains
to think very hard

cast your mind back
to try to remember something

making yourself remember

commit sth to memory
to make yourself remember something

helping you remember

ring a bell
if a name or a phrase rings a bell, you
think you have heard it before

jog your memory
to cause you to remember something
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Speaking and Conversation x:~
I'd been having lunch with my old friend Heather, and we'd been discussing our
plans for the summer and generally chewing the fat, when she suddenly
announced that she and Andrew were getting married. -1 was lost for words.
They'd only known each other for three months, and they'd spent very little time
together because Andrew went away on business a lot. 'Please don't breathe a
word of this to anyone,' Heather said. 'We only decided two days ago, and we
haven't told Andrew's parents yet.' 'Don't worry,' 1 replied. 'My lips are sealed.'
When 1got home that evening, 1was very quiet. 'What's the matter?' asked Karen,
my sister. 'Has the cat got your tongue?' 1was dying to tell her the news, but 1
had to bite my tongue. 'Come on, out with it!' she said, and finally 1told her, but
1made her promise to keep her mouth shut. 1should have known that my loud-
mouthed sister would shoot her mouth off to all her friends. Andrew's family
found out the next day;and now Heather isn't speaking to me.

talking too much not breathe a word

;·~~·~~~:~~~:~···X································:;~:;:lla~:O:::;:~~r~tumorous

saying rude or stupid things in a loud something that you say to tell someone
voice that you will not tell anyone what they
shoot your mouth off very informal have just told you
to talk too much, especially about Has the cat got your tongue?
something you should not talk about y something that you say to someone
talk the hind legs off a donkey ,-, when you are annoyed because they will
British, humorous not speak .}_f'
to talk a lot bite your tongue

to stop yourself from saying something
even if you would like to say it
keep your mouth shut informal
to keep something secret X

talking in a friendly way hold your tongue
.....................................................................to stop talking

chew the fat British, informal shut up like a clam x/
to havea longfriendly conversation with to suddenly stop talking and refuse to
someone say any more

verbal diarrhoea humorous
if someone has verbal diarrhoea, they
talk too much

shoot the breeze American,
informal
to talk in a relaxed wayabout things that
are not important

making someone tell you
something

good at talking
Out with it!
something that you say in order to tell
someone to say something that they are
frightened to saythe gift of the gab

an ability to speak easily and
confidently and to persuade people to do
what you want

telling someone to be quiet

not talking
Shut your face/mouth! very
informal
Button it! mainly American,
informal
an impolite way of telling someone to
stop talking

be lost for words X.
to be unable to speak because you are so
surprised
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Success and Failure
We'd managed to get tickets for the final of the European Cup and there was a great
atmosphere in the stadium. Lazio were riding high after their 2-0victory over Real
Madrid, but Liverpool were also very strong contenders, having clawed their way
back from defeat in their match against Juventus. Lazio got off to a flying start
with a goal in the first five minutes, and from then on they went from strength to
strength. The Liverpool defence seemed to have gone down the pan, and the third
goal just before half-time was another nail in the coffin, But the game wasn't over
just yet. During the second half, Lazio lost their edge and Liverpool suddenly
came into their own. With only five minutes of the game left and the score at 3-3,
it was make or break for Liverpool. Seconds before the final whistle blew, they
managed to score again and the crowd went wild. Liverpool had won the cup!

succeeding

be riding high
to be very successful

get off to a flying start
to begin an activity very successfully

go from strength to strength ~
to become more and more successful

come into your/its own
to be very useful or successful in a
particular situation

make it big informal
to become very successful or famous

pass with flying colours
to complete a difficult activity
successfully

claw your way back from sth
to succeed in improving your situation
by making a very determined effort

win (sth) hands down \,.,
to win easily "

lead the field
to be more successful than anyone you
are competing against

failing
..>'--

fall flat on your/its face
to fail or make a mistake in an
embarrassing way

die a death British
die a natural death American &
Australian
to fail and end

the nail in sb's/sth's coffin A
an event which causes the failure of
something that had already started to
fail

a dead duck informal
something or someone that is not

very successful or useful

A miss is as good as a mile.
something that you say which means
that failing to do something when you
almost succeeded is no better than
failing very badly

losing

be pipped at/to the post British &
Australian
to be beaten in a competition or race by

situations when you will a very small amount

either succeedor fail lose your edge
..................................................................... to lose the qualities or skills that made
make or break sth JI( you successful in the past
to make something a success or a failure go off the boil British & Australian

to become less successfulsink or swim
to fail or succeed
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Understanding
I hardly spoke a word of Russian when I first came to Moscow.I'd done a short
Russian course before I left, but I've never been very goodat languages and most of
it went over my head. The first fewweeks after I arrived were the hardest because
I didn't have a clue what people were saying to me, and I kept getting lost because
I couldn't make head or tail of the street signs. Things became a lot easier when
I got to grips with the alphabet, and after that I gradually got the hang of putting
sentences together. I've been living here for three years now and I'm fairly fluent,
although I still make mistakes. Last week, a Russian friend and I got our wires
crossed: I thought I was meeting him on Tuesday when he meant Thursday. But
that sort of thing only happens occasionally.Before I came here, I never thought
that languages were particularly important, but living abroad has certainly
brought home to me how useful they are.

not understanding understanding
',C" \.

not have a clue informal/get the hang of sth informal A.
to have no knowledge of or no to succeed in learning how to do
information about something something after practising it

go over sb's head come/get to grips with sth X
if a piece of information goes over to make an effort to understand and deal
someone's head, they do not understand with a problem or situation
rt X/. bring sth home to sb \
can't make head nor/or tail of sth :A to make someone understand something
to not be able to understand something much more clearly than they did before,
at all especially something unpleasant

not know the first thing about sth
to not know anything about a particular
subject

be as clear as mud humorous
to be impossible to understand

get your lines/wires crossed
if two peopleget their lines crossed, they
do not understand each other correctly

get your head around sth informal
to be able to understand something X
get the message informal
to understand what someone is trying to
tell you even though they are not
expressing themselves directly
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e Matching meanings

What do idioms 1-5 mean?
Choose the correct meaning
from the list a-e.

"l- 1 try your hand at a be happy

)"- 2 over the moon b be nervous

3 get the message c to admire

;(4 be on tenterhooks d to try

'j. 5 take your hat off to e to understand

o Put the idioms from exercise 1
into the gaps in the sentences
below. Remember to use the
correct form of the verbs.

1 He was when his son was born.

2 There's no need to keep explaining. We've .

3 Everyone in the court as they waited for the
verdict.

4 Fire crews do a wonderful job. You really have to
.............................them.

5 I thought I might pottery.
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o Idioms for opinions

Match the remarks on the left
with the responseson the right.

1 Dad, I've decided to
hitchhike to Moscow.

2 She thinks Tom's
really handsome.

3 His money's all gone now
and he has nowhere to
live.

4 I asked her to turn the
music down and she just
laughed at me.

5 She's always telling us to
help the poor.

et British and American English

Some idioms have different
forms in British and American
English. What is the American
equivalent for each of these
British idioms?

1 be left holding the baby

2 have green fingers

3 throw a spanner in the works

4 be all fingers and thumbs

5 blow your own trumpet

a He's made his bed and ./
he'll have to lie on it. e4....

b Well, it's about time she
put her money where her
mouth is.

c Over my dead body!

d Oh well, beauty is in the
eye of the beholder. ),("

e She'll be laughing on the
other side of her face when
I tell her father.
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e Idioms using parts of the body

In these idioms, the missing
word in the idiom isa part of the
body. Fill in the missing words.

1 To get to the house, turn left by the church and follow your

2 I don't know why I bother giving her advice. It goes in one X'
.............................and out the other. ,/

3 He's been on several TV shows, shooting his .
off about the royal family.

1)('

'\
\

4 Peter and I got off on the wrong because of a
silly disagreement over who should make the coffee.

5 We were really busy; but Stefan didn't lift a to
help.

o Comparisons: As ... as ."

These sentences contain
comparisons using as (+ adj) as
(+ noun). Fill in the missing
words.

1 Chain your bike to the railings. It'll be as safe as

2 When he saw the gun he turned as white as a ..............................•:x(

3· It hasn't rained for weeks. The soil is as as a
bone. ~

4 The c~ildren have been as good as this 0<-
mornmg. X

5 I've mended this chair. It's as as a rock now.
)<'

\
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o Prepositions

Choose the correct preposition
from the box to fill in the gaps in
the sentences below.

from with at
about for

1 She tips the scales an enormous 310pounds.

2 They are waiting to get the green light the
surveyor before they begin building work.

3 The company made a pitch a multi-million
dollar contract.

4 He was bending my ear the importance of good
grammar.

S Aggressive behaviour goes hand in hand low
self-esteem.

o Similes: verb + like + noun

These sentences contain verb
comparisons using a verb + like
+ noun. Fill in the missing words.

1 When England lost the World Cup he like a
baby.

2 Make sure you cook plenty offood. Derek like
a horse.

3 After all that fresh air, I'll sleep like a tonight.

4 When he gets angry, he swears like a .

5 Her speech was long and boring. It like a lead
balloon. Y
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ca Compounds

Choose the correct idiomatic
compound from the box to fill in
the gaps in the sentences below.

dark horse sour grapes Achilles heel
red tape fat cats

1 Workers are losing their jobs while the who
run the company are getting richer. /

2 Stuart's getting married? He's a - I never even
knew he had a girlfriend. >;

,,/
3 He was a gifted businessman, but greed was his .»;
4 If I criticize her book, people will think it's just >
5 There's so much involved in getting a visa.

• Collocations

Choose a suitable word from the
lists on the right to fill in the
gaps in the sentences below.

1 Consumers are bringing .
to bear on food manufacturers to
provide clear labelling.

2 He made no bones about his .
over their failure to keep him informed.

3 I prefer my to be off
the record.

4 I think hit the nail on
the head.

5 I'm up to my eyes in at
the moment.

hope/pressure/
weight .>
anger/plans/v.. .
decisions .»;
comments/ \ -
writing/ -
photographs

hammers/ X
problems/John

work/food/
happiness
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4D Grammar

Fill in the gaps in these
sentences with the correct form
of the verb on the right.

1 Don't break your back all
the housework.

2 There are so few people here, I have
half a mind the meeting.

3 We pulled out all the stops .
it the best party he'd ever had.

4 I wouldn't dream of your work.

5 We came within an ace of the
game.

48 Theme: good times/problems

Which of these people are
having a good time, and which
are having problems?

1 Jenny's having a whale of a time in Corfu.

2 The whole family is going through the mill at
the moment.

3 Peter is discovering that marriage isn't all
moonlight and roses.

4 Joe's like a dog with two tails.

5 I'm only forty and I'm on the scrap heap
already.

finish K

cancel X

make t:C.

criticize X

win X

.............................Y--

.............................>(
X

. x,
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G Opposites

The entries for the idioms on the right all show their
opposites too. Use the opposites to fill in the gaps in
these sentences. Remember to use the correct form of
the verbs and the words like sb, sth, your.

1 I wish those journalists would get on sb's case >(

2 Youneed to be to slow on the uptake ~x
succeed in this job.

3 Could you get the children get in sb's hair "><
.............................for an hour or so?

4 I wish she would and get on your high horse ~.
listen to our opinions. --/

5 The world must the close your eyes to
horror of famine.

_ Other languages used in English idioms

Choose one of the phrases from the box to fill in the
gaps in the sentences below.

je ne sais quoi compos mentis ad nauseam
au fait laissez faire

\

\ //

):

1 He went on about the importance of a sense of
duty.

2 A sprinkling of herbs will give your sauce a certain

3 She has a fairly attitude towards disciplining
the children.

4 I'm not really with the new computer system
yet.

5 He wasn't exactly when he wrote that letter.
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• Idioms using 'ball'

These sentences can be
completed with an idiom
containing the word 'ball'.
Fill in the gaps.

1 I've made them an offer for their house .

............................. now.

2 Why don't you come to the seaside with us? We'll

3 I've done a lot of teaching, but running a school was

4 You have to be really .

.............................to be a pilot.

S I want everyone to be involved in the project, so I'm

organising a meeting to .

o Same idiom, different form

In some idioms, different words can be used with the
same meaning. Find another word which can be used
for each of the words underlined.

1 I could do that with one arm tied behind my back.

2 We can make our own decisions without you
putting your oar in.

3 He ate the whole pie in one sitting.

4 £1, 000is not to be sniffed at.

5 We had a few teething problems when the new
computers were installed.

x
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_ Theme: anger

These sentences contain idioms
connected with anger. Fill in the
gaps.

1 Tempers when the flight was delayed another
two hours.

2 Chris and Joe got so angry I was worried they would
............................blows.

3 Nancy will ballistic if she sees what you've
done.

4 Who's been rattling Jeremy's ?

5 The way they treat those dogs really makes my .
boil.

• Idioms containing pairs of words

These sentences have idioms
which all contain pairs of words.
Match up the pairs on the right
to fill in the gaps.

1 He beat me until I was .
and .

2 The other children made fun of
her and .

3 All I can offer you is .
and .

4 Make sure you leave the room
............................and .

5 Despite the other team's protests.
we beat them .
and .

tea graces

black span

fair sympathy

airs square

spick blue
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e Idioms to describe people

These people have all applied for
a job. Which ones would you like
to interview, and why?

Name Description Interview? ,/ or X Why?

1 Ann a square peg in a suitable Xround hole unsuitable

2 Jim as honest as the honest Xday is long dishonest

3 Sue many strings to different skills
her bow puts her ./

family first
.?

4 Bob gets people's is popular X
backs up annoys people -

5 Julie a couple of clever
sandwiches short stupid
ofa picnic

Cl) Idioms about behaviour

Match the remark on the left
with the response on the right.

1 Your schoolwork has been
getting worse and worse.

2 It's about time Hugo
grew up.

3 They've smashed Percy's
greenhouse with their
football.

a I wouldn't like to be in
their shoes when he finds
out!

x
b He'd give you the shirt off

his back.

c It's about time you pulled
your socks up.

4 Ray's such a generous man. d You can bet your boots Sue
won't have done it.

5 I suppose I'll have to do
all the housework.

e He's really tied to his
mother's apron strings.
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Answer Key 468

0 0 0
1 d 1 over the moon 1 c
2 a 2 got the message 2 d
3 e 3 was on 3 a
4 b tenterhooks 4e
5 c 4 take your hat 5 b

off to
5 try my hand at

• • et
1 be left holding 1 nose 1 houses

the bag 2 ear 2 sheet
2 have a green 3 mouth 3 dry

thumb 4 foot 4 gold
3 throw a monkey 5 finger 5 solid

wrench in the
works

4 be all thumbs
5 blow your own

horn

• • •1 at 1 cried 1 fat cats
2 from 2 eats 2 dark horse
3 for 3 log/top 3 Achilles heel
4 about 4 trooper 4 sour grapes
5 with 5 went down 5 red tape

Cl» • •1 pressure 1 finishing 1 good time
2 anger 2 to cancel 2 problems
3 comments 3 to make 3 problems
4 John 4 criticizing 4 good time
5 work 5 winning 5 problems



469 Answer Key

e - •1 get off my case 1 ad nauseam 1 The ball's in
2 quick on the 2 je ne sais quoi their court

uptake 3 laissez faire 2 have a ball
3 out of my hair 4 aufait 3 a whole new
4 get offher high 5 compos mentis ball game

horse 4 on the ball
5 open its eyes to 5 set the ball

rolling•• • ••1 hand 1 frayed 1 black and blue
2 sticking 2 come to 2 airs and graces
3 at 3 go 3 tea and
4 sneezed 4 cage sympathy
5 troubles 5 blood 4 spick and span

5 fair and square

1 no, unsuitable 1 c
2 yes, honest 2 e
3 yes, different 3 a

skills 4 b
4 no, annoys 5 d

people
5 no, stupid
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How to use the index
AGE

To find an idiom in the index, look under any important word in the idiom. The word the
idiom is listed under in the main part of the book will be in dark type:

the bare bones (bare is the keyword, so the entry isat 'bare')
get off to a flying start (flying is the keyword, so the entry isat 'flying')

Idioms are not usually listed in the index under words like 'a', 'the', 'all', 'these', 'where' or
'no', except when the whole idiom is made of such words, e.g. be all in, be out of it.

Where British and American idioms have different spellings, e.g. take centre stage
(British)ltake center stage (American), the idiom is at the British keyword, but if you look up
the American spelling in the index you will find a reference to the British spelling.

A
from A toZ
get/go from A to B

ABOUT
About time too!
about/around sb's ears
about/on your person
an about-face
be up and about/around
Tell me about it!

ABOVE
above and beyond sth
be a cut above sth/sb
be above board
head and shoulders above [the
others/the rest etc.]

over and above
ABSENCE
Absence makes the heart grow
fonder.

be conspicuous by your
absence

ACADEME
the groves of academe

ACCEPT
accept/take sth as gospel
(truth)

ACCIDENT
a happy accident
an accident waiting to happen
more by accident than (by)
design

(whether) by accident or
design

ACCIDENTALLY
accidentally on purpose

ACCIDENTS
accidents will happen
be a chapter of accidents

ACCOMPLISHED
mission accomplished

ACCORD
of your own accord

ACCORDING
cut your cloth according to
your means

cut your coat according to your
cloth

ACCOUNT
be brought/ calied to
account

on no account must/should sb
do sth

on sb's account
on your own account
take account of sth/sb
take sth/sb into account
turn/use sth to good account

ACCOUNTING
There's no accounting for
taste!

ACE
an ace in the hole
be within an ace of sth/ doing
sth: see come within an ace of
sth/doing sth

come within an ace of
sth/ doing sth

have an ace up your sleeve
piay your ace

ACES
have/hold all the aces

ACHILLES
an Achilles' heel

ACID
an acid test

ACORNS
GreaUMighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

ACROSS
across the board

ACT
a balancing/juggling act
Act your age!
act/play the fool
act/play the goat
be a hard/tough act to follow
catch sb in the act
clean up your act
get in on the act
get your act together
read (sb) the riot act

ACTION
a piece/slice of the action
be all talk (and no action)
be out of action
fight a rearguard action
put sb out of action: see be out
of action

put sth out of action: see be out
of action

ACTIONS
Actions speak louder than
words.

ACTIVITY
extracurricular activity

ADAM
not know sb from Adam

ADAMS
sweet Fanny Adams

ADD
add fuel to the fire/flames
add insult to injury

ADMIRATION
a mutual admiration society

ADO
much ado about nothing
without further/more ado

ADVOCATE
play devil's advocate

AFORETHOUGHT
with malice aforethought

AFRAID
be afraid of your own
shadow

AFTER
after a fashion
be after sb's blood
be out for/after sb's scalp

AGAIN
Come again?
every now and again/then

AGAINST
against all odds
against (all) the odds
be up against sth/ sb

AGE
Act your age!



AGENDA

at the ripe old age of sth: see
live to a ripe old age

come of age
in this day and age
live to a ripe old age
sb of a certain age

AGENDA
a hidden agenda
at the top of the/sb's agenda
high on the/ sb's agenda
off the/sb's agenda: see on
the/sb's agenda

on the/sb's agenda
set the agenda

AGENT
a free agent

AGO
many moons ago

AGONY
pile on the agony

AH
um and ah

AHEAD
be ahead of the game
be ahead of the pack
be one step ahead
be streets ahead
full steam ahead
keep/stay one step ahead: see
be one step ahead

AID
What's sth in aid of?

AIM
aim/hit below the belt: see be
below the belt

AIR
a breath of fresh air
a nip in the air
air your dirty laundry/linen
in public

be floating/walking on air
be in the air
be left hanging (in the air/in
midair)

be up in the air
castles in the air
clear the air
from thin air
have your nose in the air: see
with your nose in the air

hot air
out of thin air
pluck sth out of the air
with your nose in the air

AIRS
airs and graces

AIRY·FAIRY
airy-fairy

AISLES
be rolling in the aisles: see
have sb rolling in the
aisles

have sb rolling in the aisles
ALADDIN
an Aladdin's cave
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ALARM
a false alarm
alarm bells start to ring: see
set (the) alarm bells ringing

ring/sound alarm bells: see set
(the) alarm bells ringing

set (the) alarm bells ringing
ALBATROSS
albatross around/round your
neck

ALEC
a smart alec/ aleck

ALECK
a smart alec/ aleck

ALERT
be on full/red alert
be put on full/red alert: see be
on fullIred alert

ALIKE
Great minds (think alike).
Share and share alike.

ALIVE
be alive and kicking
be alive and well
be alive with sth
eat sb alive
skin sb alive

ALL
a bit of all right
all eyes are on sb/sth
all guns blazing
all hands on deck
all hands to the pumps
all in all
all is sweetness and light: see
be all sweetness and light

(all) on your own
all or nothing
(all) other things being equal
all-out: see go all out
all over the place
all-singing, all-dancing
all systems go
All that glistens/ glitters is not
gold.

All that glisters is not gold.
(all) the world and his wife
all things being equal
all told
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

All's fair in love and war.
an all-rounder
and all that jazz
at all hours (of the day and
night)

at all hours (of the night)
be all at sea
be all done in
be all dressed up and/with
nowhere to go

be all ears
be all eyes
be all fingers and thumbs
be all heart

be all in
be all in a day's work
be all in the/your mind
be all mouth
be all mouth and (no) trousers
be (all) of a piece
be all over sb
be all over the lot
be all over the shop
be all sweetness and light
be all talk (and no action)
be all the rage
be all things to all men
be all thumbs
be all very well
be all well and good
be all wet
be as [fast/hot/thin etc.] as all
getout

be [faster/hotter/thirmer etc.]
than all get out: see be as
[fast/hot/thin etc.] as all get
out

be laughing all the way to the
bank

blow sth out of (all)
proportion

come one, come all
cover all the bases
for all sb cares
for all sb knows
give it your all
give your all
go all out
I've never [felt/heard/seen
etc.] sth in all my (born) days!

if all else fails
in all but name
lt'll all come out in the wash.
lt'll (all) end in tears.
It's all go.
It's all Greek to me.
It's all one to me.
it's all (that) sb can do to do sth
It's all the same to me.
make all the difference
not be all beer and skittles
not be all fun and games
not be all it's cracked up to be
not be all there
once and for all
one and all
That beats all!
That's all she wrote!
That's all you need!
That's sb all over!
the mother of all sth
till all hours (of the night): see
at all hours (of the night)

to cap/crown/top it all
to top it all
to top it all off
touch all the bases
warts and all
when all is said and done



would not do sth for all the tea
in China

You can't win 'em all.
ALL·DANCING
all-singing, all-dancing

ALLEY
a blind alley
be (right) down sb's alley
be (right) up sb's alley

ALLOW
allow/give sb (a) free rein
allow/give sth (a) free rein
allow/give sth full play

ALONE
go it alone
leave well alone
leave well enough alone
leave/let well alone
leave/let well enough alone
Man cannot live by bread
alone.

ALONG
all along the line
along the lines of sth
along the way
along those lines

ALTAR
be sacrificed on the altar of
sth

ALTOGETHER
in the altogether

AMBER
an amber gambler

AMBULANCE
an ambulance chaser

AMENDMENT
I take/plead the Fifth
(Amendment)

AMERICAN
be as American as apple pie

AMISS
not come amiss
not go amiss

ANALYSIS
in the final analysis

AND
And how!
and no messing
and that's that!

ANDS
no ifs, ands or buts

ANGEL
a fallen angel

ANGELS
be on the side of the angels
Fools rush in (where angels
fear to tread).

ANIMAL
a party animal

ANOTHER
a horse of another/a different
color

another bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

another nail in the coffin
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another string to your bow
be another / a different kettle
of fish

be another/ one of life's great
mysteries

be in another world
be (living) on another planet
but that's another story
If it's not one thing it's
another!

It's Gust) one thing after
another!

live to fight another day
one way or another
Tell me another (one)!
Tomorrow's another day.

ANSWER
answer the call of nature
have a lot to answer for
not take no for an answer
sb's answer to sb/sth
the answer to sb's prayers

ANTE
raise/up the ante

ANTS
have ants in your pants

ANY
any way you slice it

ANYBODY
anybody who is anybody
be anybody's guess

ANYTHING
If you believe that, you'll
believe anything!

not do anything/things by
halves

APART
be poles apart
be worlds apart

APE
go ape

APESHIT
go apeshit: see go ape

APOLOGY
be an apology for sth

APPEARANCES
keep up appearances

APPETITE
whet sb's appetite

APPLE see also APPLES
a bad/rotten apple
An apple a day keeps the
doctor away.

be as American as apple pie
be in apple-pie order
the apple of sb's eye

APPLECART
upset the applecart

APPLES
apples and oranges
How do you like them apples!
She'll be apples.
She's apples.

APPROACH
a softly, softly approach

ARSE

APRON
be tied to your mother's apron
strings

AREA
a disaster area
a gray area: see a grey area
a grey area

ARGUE
argue the toss

ARGY·BARGY
argy-bargy

ARK
be out of the ark .
went/had gone out with the
ark

ARM see also ARMS
a list as long as your arm
a shot in the arm
chance your arm
cost (sb) an arm and a leg
could do sth with one
arm/hand tied behind their
back

hold/keep sb at arm's length
put the arm on sb
the long arm of the law
twist sb's arm
would give their right arm

ARMED
be armed to the teeth

ARMOR
a chink in sb's armor
a knight in shining armor

ARMOUR
a chink in sb's armour
a knight in shining armour

ARMPIT
be the armpit of the
world/universe

ARMS
be up in arms
greeUwelcome sb/ sth with
open arms

AROUND
about/ around sb's ears
around the corner
around/round the clock
be up and about/around
have been around (a bit)

ARROW
a straight arrow

ARROWS
the slings and arrows (of
outrageous fortune)

ARSE
a kick up the arse/backside
arse aboutface
arse-licker/kisser: see
kiss/lick sb's arse

arse over tip
arse over tit
be a pain in the arse/backside
be (right) up sb's arse
bore the arse off sb
bust your arse



ARSED

can't tell your arse from your
elbow

get off your arse
get your arse in gear
have your head (stuck) up
yourarse

Kiss my arse!
kiss/lick sb's arse
Lick my arse!
Move/Shift your arse!
Myarse!
not know your arse from your
elbow

Pig'sarse!
Shove/Stick sth up your arse!
sit on your arse
talk out of your arse
talk through your arse
think the sun shines out (of)
sb's arse/backside

work your arse/backside
off

ARSED
can't be arsed

ART
have sth down to a fine art
have sth off to a fine art

ARTICLE
an article of faith

ARTSY·FARTSY
artsy-fartsy: see arty-tarty

ARTY·FARTY
arty-farty

AS
as and when
as if there was/were no
tomorrow

as is
as it comes
as it stands

ASHES
rake over the ashes
sackcloth and ashes

ASK
a big ask
ask for it
ask (sb) for a rain check: see
I'll take a rain check

ask! cry for the moon
Don't ask me.
I ask you!
Well may you ask!
You may well ask!

ASKING
be asking for trouble
be sb's for the asking

ASLEEP
be asleep at the switch
fall asleep at the switch: see be
asleep at the switch

ASPERSIONS
cast aspersions on sb/sth

ASS see also ARSE
ass-kisser: see kiss (sb's) ass
ass over teacup/teakettle
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be a pain in the ass/butt
be on sb's ass
bore the ass off sb
bust your ass
bust your ass/balls
chew sb's ass (out)
cover your ass
get sb's ass
haul ass
kick (sb's) ass
kiss (sb's) ass
make an ass of yourself
sb's ass is on the line
work your ass/butt off
You bet your (sweet) ass!

ASTRAY
lead sb astray

AT
at a pinch
at a price
at a push
at all costs
at any price
at cross-purposes
at sb's elbow
at sb's heels
at the chalkface
at the coalface
at the double
at the end of the day
at your fingertips
be all at sea
be at a loose end
be at a loss
be at each other's throats
be at home
be at it
be at loggerheads
be at loose ends
be at odds
be at odds with sth
be atone
be at pains to do sth
be at sea
be at the mercy of sth! sb
be at/behind the wheel

ATE
like the cat that ate the
canary

ATMOSPHERE
you could cut the atmosphere
with a knife

ATIACHED
no strings (attached)
with strings (attached): see no
strings (attached)

AUTHORITY
have it on good authority

AUTOMATIC
on automatic pilot

AUTOPILOT
on autopilot: see on automatic
pilot

AUTUMN
autumn years

AVANT·GARDE
avant-garde: seethe avant-
garde

the avant-garde
AVERAGES
the law of averages

AVOID
avoid sb/sth like the plague

AWAKENING
a rude awakening

AWAY
be far and away the
[best/greatest/worst etc.]

be light years away
be light years away from sth

AWKWARD
an awkward customer

AXE
be given the axe
get the axe
have an axe to grind

B
get/ go from A to B

BABE
a babe in the woods

BABES
Out of the mouths of babes
(and sucklings).

BABY
a baby boomer
be as easy as taking candy
from a baby

be left holding the baby
be like taking candy from a
baby

cry like a baby
the baby blues
throw the baby out with the
bath water

BACK see also BACKED. BACK·
ING
a back-handed compliment
a monkey on sb's back
a pat on the back
a slap on the back
a stab in the back: see stab sb
in the back

at the back of your mind
at/ in the back of beyond
back and forth
back-door: see by/through the
backdoor

back in circulation: see out of
circulation

back the wrong horse
back-to-back
back to the drawing board
be back in harness
be back on the rails
be fed up/sick to the back
teeth

be [glad/happy/pleased etc.] to
see the back of sb/sth

be (like) water off a duck's
back



be on sb's back
be on the back burner
behind sb's back
break your back
by /tbrough the back door
claw your way back from sth
could do sth with one
arm/hand tied behind their
back

cover your back
fit/write sth on the back of a
postage stamp

get off sb's back: see get sb off
your back

get sb off your back
get your own back
get/put sb's back up
go back a long way
have eyes in the back of your
head

have your back against/to the
wall

I'll scratch your back if you
scratch mine.

It's no skin off my (back) teeth.
know sth like the back of your
hand

make a rod for your own back
off the back of a lorry
off the back of a truck
One step forward, two steps
back.

pat sb on the back: see a pat on
the back

put sth back on the rails: see be
back on the rails

put sth on the back burner: see
be on the back burner

put your back into sth
put/get sb/sth back on track:
see on track

ride on the back of sth
stab sb in the back
take a back seat
talk out of the back of your
head

the minute sb's back is turned:
see when/while sb's back is
turned

the straw that breaks the
camel's back

tbrow sth back in sb's face
turn your back on sb
turn your back on sth
watch your back
when/while sb's back is
turned

would give you the shirt off
their back

You scratch my back and I'll
scratch yours.

BACKED
be backed into a corner

BACKING
backing and filling
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BACKROOM
a backroom boy

BACKS
live off the backs of sb

BACKSEAT
a backseat driver

BACKSIDE
a kick up the arse/backside
be a pain in the arse/backside
get off your backside
sit (around) on your backside:
see get off your backside

think the sun shines out (of)
sb's arse/backside

work your arse/backside off
BACKWARD
not be backward in coming
forward

without a backward glance
BACKWARDS
bend/lean over backwards to
dosth

fall over backwards to do sth
know sth backwards
know sth backwards and
forwards

BACON
bring home the bacon
save sb's bacon

BAD
a bad egg
A bad workman blames his
tools.

a bad/rotten apple
bad blood
bad-mouth sb/sth
be bad news
be in a bad way
be in bad odor with sb
be in bad odour with sb
be in sb's bad books: see be in
sb's good books

be on bad terms with sb: see be
on good terms with sb

be the best of a bad bunch/lot
give sth up as a bad job
give sthisb a bad name
go from bad to worse
Good riddance (to bad
rubbish)!

have a bad hair day
have a bad name: see give
sthlsb a bad name

have got it bad
in bad faith: see in good
faith

leave a bad taste in your
mouth

make a bad/poor fist of
sth/ doing sth: see make a
good fist of sth/doing sth

make the best of a bad job
not be half bad
take the bad with the good
throw good money after bad

BALLISTIC

turn up like a bad penny
BAG see also BAGS
a bag lady
a bag of bones
a grab bag
a mixed bag
bag and baggage
be a bag of nerves
be left holding the bag
couldn't [act/argue/fight] your
way out of a paper bag

in the bag
let the cat out of the bag
not be your bag
pull something out of the bag
sb's bag of tricks

BAGGAGE
bag and baggage

BAGS
pack your bags

BAIT
Fish or cut bait.
rise to the bait
swallow/take the bait

BAKER
a baker's dozen

BALANCE
be/hang in the balance
on balance
swing/tip the balance
throw sb off balance

BALANCES
checks and balances

BALANCING
a balancing/juggling act

BALD
be as bald as a coat

BALL see also BALLS
a ball and chain
a ball-breaker
a slime ball
a totally different ball game
a whole new ball game
be behind the eight ball
be no ball of fire
be on the ball
carry the ball
drop the ball
have a ball
keep the ball rolling: see
set/ start the ball rolling

keep your eye on the ball
pick up/take the ball and run
(with it)

play ball
put the ball in sb's court: see
the ball is in sb's court

set! start the ball rolling
That's the way the ball
bounces.

the ball is in sb's court
the whole ball of wax
throw (sb) a curve (ball)

BALLISTIC
go ballistic



BALLOON

BALLOON
go down like a lead balloon
the balloon goes up

BALLPARK
a ballpark estimate/figure
be in the (right) ballpark: see
be in the same ballpark

be in the same ballpark
BALLS
a balls-up
be cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass monkey: see
brass monkey weather

bust your ass/balls
have sb by the balls
have the brass (balls) to do sth

BANANA
a banana republic
a banana skin

BANANAS
go bananas

BAND
a Band-Aid
a one-man band
Band-Aid: see a Band-Aid

BANDWAGON
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

the bandwagon effect: see
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

BANE
the bane of your life

BANG
a bang up job
Bang goes sth!
bang/beat the drum
be bang on
catch/have sb bang to rights
come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

go over with a bang
go with a bang
[more/a bigger etc.] bang for
your buck

not with a bang but with a
whimper

BANGING
be banging/hitting your head
against a brick wall

BANK
be laughing all the way to the
bank

not break the bank
BANNER
under the banner of sth

BAPTISM
a baptism by/of fire

BAR
It's all over bar the shouting.

BARE
bare-bones: see the bare bones
bare your heart/soul
laybaresth
the bare bones
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with your bare hands
BARELY
can barely/hardly hear
yourself think

BARGAIN
drive a hard bargain
in the bargain
into the bargain

BARGAINING
a bargaining chip
a bargaining counter

BARGE
I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a
barge pole.

BARK
sb's bark is worse than their
bite

Why keep a dog and bark
yourself?

BARKING
be barking mad
be barking up the wrong tree

BARRED
no holds barred

BARREL
be as funny as a barrel of
monkeys

be more fun than a barrel of
monkeys

have sb over a barrel
lock, stock, and barrel
not be a barrel of laughs
pork barrel
scrape the barrel

BARRELHEAD
cash on the barrelhead

BARS
behind bars

BASE
be off base
get to first base
touch base

BASES
cover all the bases
touch all the bases

BASH
have a bash

BASKET
a basket case
put all your eggs in one basket

BAT see also BATS, BAnlNG
bat for the other side
be as blind as a bat
go to batfor sb
like a bat out of hell
not bat an eye/eyelash! eyelid
off your own bat
play a straight bat
(right) off the bat

BATED
with bated breath

BATH
an early bath
throw the baby out with the
bath water

BATON
pass the baton

BATS
have bats in the belfry

BAnEN
batten down the hatches

BAnERIES
recharge your batteries

BAnlNG
be batting a thousand
be (batting) on a sticky wicket

BAnLE
a battle of wills
a battle of wits
a battle/war of nerves
a pitched battle
a running battle
an uphill
battle/fight/ struggle

be half the battle (won)
fight a losing battle
the battle lines are drawn
the battle of the sexes

BAY
keep sth! sb at bay

BAYING
be baying for blood

BE
Be my guest.
be that as it may
be that as it may
the be-all and end-all

BEACH
not be the only pebble on the
beach

BEAD
draw/take a bead on sb/sth

BEADY
have your beady eye on sth/ sb

BEAM
be broad in the beam
be off beam

BEAN
a bean counter
not have a bean

BEANS
be full of beans
not be worth a hill of beans
not know beans about sth
spill the beans

BEAR
a bear hug
a cross (sb has) to bear
be like a bear with a sore head
bear a grudge
bear fruit
bear testimony/witness to sth
bear/keep sth in mind
bear/take the brunt of sth
bring sth to bear
Everyone has their cross to
bear.: see a cross (sb has) to
bear

grin and bear it
loaded for bear
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BEARD
beard sb in their den
beard the lion in their den

BEAST
a beast of burden
be (in) the nature of the beast
be no good/use to man or
beast

BEAT see also BEATEN, BEAT-
ING, BEATS
a stick to beat sb/sth with
bang/beat the drum
beat a dead horse
beat a path to sb's door
beat a retreat
beat about/ around the bush
Beat it!
beat sb at their own game: see
play sb at their own game

beat sb hands down: see win
(sth) hands down

beat sb hollow
beat sb to a pulp
beat sb to it
beat sb to the punch
beat sb to within an inch of
their life

beat sth to death
beat the bushes
beat the rap
beat your brains out
beat your breast
beat/knock the (living)
daylights out of sb

beat/knock the tar out of sb
beat/turn swords into
ploughshares

If you can't beat 'em, (join
'em)!

sb's heart misses/skips a beat
without missing a beat

BEATEN
be off the beaten path
be off the beaten track

BEATING
take a beating

BEATS
(it) beats me
That beats all!
That beats everything!
what beats me: see (it) beats
me

BEAUTY
Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder.

Beauty is only skin deep.
sb's beauty sleep

BEAVER
an eager beaver

BECK
be at sb's beck and call

BED
be a bed of nails
be in bed with sb
be no bed of roses

climb/get/hop into bed
with sb: see be in bed with
sb

couldn't lie straight in bed
get out of bed on the wrong
side

get sb into bed: see go to bed
withsb

get up on the wrong side of the
bed

go to bed with sb
not be a bed of roses
put sth to bed
You made your bed (now lie in
it).

You've made your bed (and
you'll have to lie in it).

BEDPOST
between you, me and the
bedpost/ gatepost

BEDROOM
bedroom eyes

BEE
bea busy bee
be as busy as a bee
be the bee's knees
have a bee in your bonnet

BEEF
Where's the beef?

BEELINE
make a beeline for sb/ sth

BEEN
have been around (a bit)

BEER
not be all beer and skittles
small beer

BEES
the birds and the bees

BEESWAX
none of your beeswax

BEET
go as red as a beet
go beet red

BEETROOT
go as red as a beetroot
go beetroot (red)

BEFORE
(And) not before time!
be before your time
before sb could blink
before you can say Jack
Robinson

BEG see also BEGGING
beg the question
I beg to differ/ disagree

BEGGARS
Beggars can't be choosers.

BEGGING
be going begging

BEGINNING
the beginning of the end

BEGINS
Charity begins at home.

BEHAVIOUR
be on your best behaviour

BELOW

BEHIND
be at/behind the wheel
be behind the eight ball
be behind the times
behind bars
behind closed doors
behind sb's back
behind the scenes

BEHOLD
10 and behold

BEHOLDER
Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder.

BEING
for the time being

BELFRY
have bats in the belfry

BELIEF
contrary to popular
belief! opinion

BELIEVE
can't believe your ears
couldn't believe your eyes
I'll believe it when I see it.
If you believe that, you'll
believe anything!

make believe
not believe a word of it
You('d) better believe it!

BELIEVED
have to be seen to be
believed

BELIEVING
Seeing is believing.

BELL
be as sound as a bell
give sb a bell
ring a bell
Saved by the bell.

BELLS
alarm bells start to ring:
see set (the) alarm bells
ringing

bells and whistles
Hell's bells!
Pull the other leg/one (it's got
bells on)!

ring any bells: see ring a bell
ring/ sound alarm bells: see set
(the) alarm bells ringing

set (the) alarm bells ringing
with bells on

BELLY
a belly laugh
fire in your/the belly
go belly up
sb's eyes are bigger than their
belly/stomach

BELLYFUL
have had a bellyful of sth

BELOW
be below par
be below the belt
be/live below the breadline:
see be/live on the breadline



BELT

BELT
aim/hit below the belt: see be
below the belt

be below the belt
the Bible Belt
tighten your belt
under your belt

BEND see also BENT
bend sb's ear
bend/lean over backwards to
dosth

bend/stretch the rules
drivel send sb round the bend
round the bend

BENDED
on bended knee/knees

BENDER
a fender bender

BENEFIT
give sb the benefit of the
doubt

BENNETT
Gordon Bennett!

BENT
get bent out of shape

BERRY
be as brown as a berry

BERTH
give sb/ sth a wide berth

BESIDE
be beside the point
be beside yourself

BEST
as best as you can
as best you can
at the best of times
be for the best
be on your best behavior
be on your best behaviour
be the best of a bad bunch/lot
come off second best
do your level best
First in, best dressed.
give it your best shot
Honesty is the best policy.
Laughter is the best medicine.
make the best of a bad job
make the best of sth
man's bestfriend
May the best man win.
put your best foot forward
sb's best bet
second best
six of the best
the best of both worlds
the best! greatest thing since
sliced bread

with the best will inthe world
your best bib and tucker

BET see also BETS
a safe bet
a sure bet
bet the farm/ranch
Do you want a/to bet?
Don't bet on it.
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How much do you want to bet?
I wouldn't bet on it.
sb's best bet
You bet your (sweet) ass!
you can bet your life/your
bottom dollar

BETIDE
woe betide sb

BETS
hedge your bets

BETTER
against your better judgement
Better late than never.
better the devil you know
(than the devil you don't)

Better (to be) safe than sorry.
Discretion is the better part of
valor.

Discretion is the better part of
valour.

for better or (for) worse
for better, for worse
for want of a better word
get the better of sb
go one better
Half a loaf is better than none.
have seen better days
Prevention is better than
cure.

sb's better/other half
think better of sth
You('d) better believe it!

BETTERS
your elders and betters

BETWEEN
between you and me
between you, me and the
bedpost! gatepost

hit sb (right) between the
eyes

BEYOND
above and beyond sth
at! in the back of beyond
be beyond sb's ken
be beyond the pale
beyond your wildest dreams
beyond/without a shadow of a
doubt

BIB
your best bib and tucker

BIBLE
a Bible-basher
a Bible-thumper
the Bible Belt

BIBLICAL
but not in the biblical sense

BIDDING
do sb's bidding

BIDE
bide your time

BIG
a big ask
a big cheese
a big deal
a big fish

a big fish in a small pond
a big girl's blouse
a big gun/noise
a big-head
a big mouth
a big-mouth: see a big
mouth

a big shot!wheel
as big as life
be big of you
be big on sth
Big Brother
Big Brother: see Big Brother
Big deal!
big-headed: see a big-head
big ticket
big time
big-time: see the big time
have big ears
make a big play of sth
make a big thing (out) of sth
make it big
MrBig
the big daddy
the big picture
the (big) smoke
the big time
the last of the big spenders
think big
too big for your boots
too big for your britches
What's the big idea?

BIGGER
be bigger than life
have bigger/other fish to fry
sb's eyes are bigger than their
belly/stomach

The bigger they are, the
harder they fall.

BIKE
Onyerbike!

BILL
a clean bill of health
bill and coo
fill the bill
fit the bill
foot the bill
pick up the bill/tab
sell sb a bill of goods
the Old Bill

BILLET·DOUX
a billet-doux

BIND
a donble bind

BIRD
a bird-brain
A bird in the hand (is worth
two in the bush).

a bird's eye view
A little bird told me (so).
an early bird
as free as a bird
bird-brained; see a bird-brain
eat like a bird
flip/ give sb the bird



The bird has flown.
The early bird catches the
worm.

BIRDS
be (strictly) for the birds
birds of a feather: see Birds of
a feather flock together.

Birds of a feather flock
together.

kill two birds with one
stone

the birds and the bees
BIRTHDAY
in your birthday suit

BISCUIT
take the biscuit

BIT see also BITS
a bit of all right
a bit of fluff/skirt
a bit of how's your father
a bit of rough
a bit on the side
bea bit much
be chafing at the bit
be champing/ chomping at the
bit

get a bit much: see be a bit
much

get/take the bit between your
teeth

have the bit between your
teeth: see get/take the bit
between your teeth

It's/That's a bit steep!
not take a blind bit of notice
take the bit in your teeth
the hair of the dog (that bit
you)

the whole bit
BITCH
a son of a bitch
Son of a bitch!

BITE see also BITING, BITTEN
a bite of the cherry
a second bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

another bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

bite off more than you can
chew

bite the bullet
bite the dust
bite the haud that feeds you
bite your tongue
bite/snap sb's head off
put the bite on sb
sb's bark is worse than their
bite

sb/ sth won't bite
BITER
the biter (is) bit

BITING
What's biting sb?

BITS
be thrilled to bits
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bits and bobs
bits and pieces
love sb/sth to bits

BITTEN
Once bitten, twice shy.

BITTER
a bitter pill (to swallow)
be bitter and twisted
bitter medicine
the bitter fruits
to the bitter end

BLACK
a black day
a black mark
black and blue
black and white
in black and white
not be as black as you are/it is
painted -

pretend! say that black is
white

swear black and blue
the black sheep (of the
family)

the pot calling the kettle
black

BLAMES
A bad workman blames his
tools.

BLANK see also BLANKS
a blank cheque
draw a blauk
point blank
your mind goes blank
your mind is a blank: see your
mind goes blank

BLANKET
a wet blanket

BLANKS
fire/ shoot blanks

BLAST
a blast from the past
blast/blow sb/sth to kingdom
come

BLAZE
blaze a trail

BLAZES
Go to blazes!
like blue blazes
[What/Why/Who etc.] the blue
blazes

BLAZING
all guns blazing
with (your) guns blazing

BLEED
bleedsbdry

BLEEDING
a bleeding heart

BLEEDS
your heart bleeds

BLESS
Bless her/his cotton socks.

BLESSING
be a blessing in disguise
be a mixed blessing

BLOOD

BLESSINGS
count your blessings

BLIMP
a Colonel Blirop

BLIND
a blind alley
a blind date
a blind spot
be as blind as a bat
blind sb with science
fly blind
not take a blind bit of notice
swear blind
the blind leading the blind
turn a blind eye

BLlNDER
play a blinder

BLINDING
effing and blinding

BLINK
be on the blink
before sb could blink
in the blink of an eye

BLISS
Ignorance is bliss.

BLOCK
a chip off the old block
a stumbling block
knock sb's block off
on the block
put your head/neck on the
block

the new kid on the block
BLOCKS
be off the (starting) blocks
be out of the (starting) blocks
on the/your (starting) blocks:
see be off the (starting)
blocks

BLOOD
a blood brother
a (sudden) rush of blood (to
the head)

bad blood
be after sb's blood
be baying for blood
be in the/your blood
be out for blood
be sb's (own) flesh and blood
blood and guts
blood and thunder
Blood is thicker than water.
blood, sweat and tears
blue blood
burst/bust a blood vessel
draw blood
flesh and blood
get blood out of a stone
have blood on your hands
have sb's blood on your
hands

have tasted blood
in cold blood
make sb's blood boil
make sb's blood curdle



BLOODIED

make sb's blood run cold
new blood
sb's blood boils: see make sb's
blood boil

sb's blood curdles: see make
sb's blood run cold

sb's blood is up
sb's blood runs cold: see make
sb's blood run cold

scent blood
spit blood
sweat blood
young blood

BLOODIED
bloodied but unbowed

BLOODY
bloody minded
get a bloody nose: see give sb a
bloody nose

give sb a bloody nose
scream bloody murder

BLOT
a blot on the landscape
blot your copybook

BLOUSE
a big girl's blouse

BLOW see also BLOWING,
BLOWS
a blow job
a body blow
a death blow
blast/blow sb/sth to kingdom
come

blow a fuse/gasket
blow a hole in sth
blow a raspberry
blow away the cobwebs
blow-by-blow
blow hot and cold
blow it
blow off steam
blow sb's brains out
blow sb's cover
blow smoke
blow sth out of (all)
proportion

blow sth sky-high
blow sth wide open
blow sth/sb out of the water
blow the gaff
blow the whistle on sbl sth
blow up/explode in sb's
face

blow your mind
blow your own trumpet
blow your stack/top
blow/knock your socks off
blow/make a hole in sth
blow/take the lid off sth
blow/toot your own horn
cushion/ soften the blow
strike a blow against/ at
sth/sb: see strike a blow for
sth/sb

strike a blow for sth/sb
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BLOWING
see how the wind is blowing
see which way the wind is
blowing

BLOWS
come to blows
It's an ill wind (that blows
nobody any good).

BLUE
a blue-eyed boy
a bolt from the blue
a bolt out of the blue
be in a (blue) funk
between the devil and the deep
blue sea

black and blue
blue blood
blue-blooded: see blue blood
blue-collar
into the wide/wild blue
yonder

like blue blazes
once in a blue moon
out of a clear (blue) sky: see out
of the blue

out of the blue
[run around/rush around etc.]
like a blue-arsed fly

scream blue murder
swear black and blue
talk a blue streak
the boys in blue
until you are blue in the face
[What/Why/Who etc.] the blue
blazes

BLUES
the baby blues

BLUFF
call sb's bluff

BLUSH
at first blush

BLUSHES
save/spare sb's blushes

BOARD
across the board
back to the drawing board
be above board
be as stiff as a board
go by the board
on board
sweep the board
take on board sth

BOARDS
go by the boards: see go by the
board

tread the boards
BOAT
be in the same boat
miss the boat
push the boat out
rock the boat

BOATS
burn your boats

BOB
Bob's your uncle!

not be short of a bob or two
BOBS
bits and bobs

BODICE-RIPPER
a bodice-ripper

BODY
a body blow
body and soul
he/she doesn't have a [jealous,
mean, unkind etc.] bone in
his/her body

keep body and soul together
over my dead body
there isn't a [mean, jealous,
unkind etc.] bone in sb's
body: see he/she doesn't have
a [jealous, mean, unkind etc.]
bone in his/her body

BOG
bog standard

BOGGLES
The mind boggles.

BOIL
can't boil an egg
go off the boil
make sb's blood boil
on the boil

BOILING
reach boiling point

BOILS
A watched pot never boils.
sb's blood boils: see make sb's
blood boil

BOLD
as bold as brass

BOLT
a bolt from the blue
a bolt out of the blue
bolt upright
shoot your bolt

BOLTED
closing! shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolted

BOLTS
the nuts and bolts

BOMB
a smart bomb
drop a bomb
go (like) a bomb
go like a bomb
put a bomb under sthlsb

BOMBSHELL
drop a bombshell

BONE
a bone of contention
be as dry as a bone
be as dry as a bone
be bone dry
be bone idle
be chilled to the bone/
marrow

be close to the bone
be cut to the bone
be near the bone



be skin and bone/bones
chill sb to the bone/marrow
have a bone to pick with sb
he/she doesn't have a [jealous,
mean, unkind etc.] bone in
his/her body

there isn't a [mean, jealous,
unkind etc.] bone in sb's
body: see he/she doesn't have
a [jealous, mean, unkind etc.]
bone in his/her body

wear/work your fingers to the
bone

BONES
a bag of bones
be skin and bone/bones
I (can) feel it in my bones.
make no bones about sth
put flesh on (the bones of) sth
Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

the bare bones
BONNET
have a bee in your bonnet

BOO
not say boo
wouldn't say boo
wouldn't say boo to a fly
wouldn't say boo to a goose

BOOK
a coffee table book
be a closed book
be an open book
bring sb to book
crack a book
do sth by the book
every trick in the book
go by the book
have your nose in a book
in my book
read sb like a book
take a leaf out of sb's book
the oldest trick in the book
throw the book at sb
You can't judge a book by its
cover.

BOOKS
be in sb's bad books: see be in
sb's good books

be in sb's good books
cook the books
hit the books
That's/There's a turn-up for
the books

That's/There's one for the
books.

BOOM
lower the boom

BOOMER
a baby boomer

BOOT
be as full as a boot/ tick
get the boot: see give sb the
boot
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give sb the boot
put the boot in
the boot is on the other foot

BOOTS
a bossy boots
a clever boots
be as tough as old boots
be quaking in your boots
be shaking in your
boots/ shoes

die with your boots on
hang up your boots
lick sb's boots
make sb quake in their boots:
see be quaking in your boots

sb's heart is in their boots
too big for your boots

BOOTSTRAPS
haul/pull yourself up by your
bootstraps

BORE
bore the arse off sb
bore the ass off sb

BORED
be bored stiff
be bored to death/tears

BORN
(as) to the manner born
be born with a silver spoon in
your mouth

born and bred
I've never [felt/heard/seen
etc.] sth in all my (born) days!

l/he/she wasn't born
yesterday!

There's one born every
minute.

BORROWED
living on borrowed time

BOSOM
in the bosom of sb

BOSSY
a bossy boots

BOTH
be speaking/talking out of
both sides of your mouth

burn the candle at both ends
cut both/two ways
have/keep a foot in both
camps

play both ends against the
middle

swing both ways
the best of both worlds
the worst of both worlds: see
the best of both worlds

BOTHERED
(all) hot and bothered

BOTTLE
be chief cook and bottle
washer

be on the bottle: see hit the
bottle

hit the bottle
let the genie out of the bottle

BOY

put the genie back in the
bottle: see let the genie out of
the bottle

BOTTOM
at the bottom of the heap/pile
be bumping along the bottom
be/lie at the bottom of sth
from the bottom of your heart
from top to bottom
get to the bottom of sth
knock the bottom out of sth
rock bottom
sb's bottom drawer
sb's bottom line
the bottom drops/falls out of
the market

the bottom line
you can bet your life/your
bottom dollar

BOTTOMLESS
a bottomless pit

BOUNCES
That's the way the ball
bounces.

BOUND
be bound and determined
be duty bound to do sth

BOUNDS
be out of bounds
by/in leaps and bounds
know no bounds

BOUNTIFUL
Lady Bountiful

BOW
another string to your bow
bow and scrape
have [a lot of! a few/several
etc.] strings to your bow: see
another string to your bow

BOWL
Life is just a bowl of cherries.

BOWS
fire a shot across sb's/the
bows

BOX
a brain box
box clever
box sb's ears
chocolate box
open a Pandora's box

BOY
a backroom boy
a blue-eyed boy
a boy toy
a fair- haired boy
a golden boy/girl
a mama's boy
a mummy's/mother's boy
a rent boy
a toy boy
a whipping boy
a wide boy
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

man and boy



BOYS

BOYS
Boys will be boys.
jobs for the boys
one of the boys
separate/ sort out the men
from the boys

the boys in blue
BRAIN
a brain box
a brain drain
a brain trust
be brain dead
be out of your brain
get your brain in gear
have sth on the brain
rack your brain/brains

BRAINS
be all brawn and no brains
be the brains behind sth
beat your brains out
blow sb's brains out
have shit for brains
pick sb's brains
rack your brain/brains

BRAKES
put the brakes on

BRANCH
an olive branch: see hold
out! offer an olive branch

hold out! offer an olive
branch

root and branch
BRASS
as bold as brass
be cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass monkey: see
brass monkey weather

brass monkey weather
get down to brass tacks
have the brass (balls) to do sth
have the brass (neck) to do sth
the brass ring
the top brass
Where there's muck, there's
brass.

with (brass) knobs on
BRAVE
put a brave face/front on sth
put on a brave face/front: see
put a brave face/front on sth

BRAWN
be all brawn and no brains

BREACH
step into the breach

BREAD
bread and butter: see sb's
bread and butter

bread and circuses
know which side your bread is
buttered (on)

Man cannot live by bread
alone.

sb's bread and butter
the best! greatest thing since

sliced bread
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BREADLINE
be/live below the breadline:
see be/live on the breadIiue

be/live on the breadline
BREADTH
a hair's breadth

BREAK see a/50 BREAKING.
BREAKS. BROKE
a clean break
be make or break for sb/ sth:
see make or break sth

Break a leg!
break even
break faith withsth/sb
break new ground
break ranks
break sb's heart
break the ice
break the mould
break wind
break your back
get an even break
Give me/us a break!
give sb a break
give sb an even break: see get
an even break

make or break sth
not break the bank
Sticks and stones may
break my bones (but
words will never hurt
me).

Why break the habit of a
lifetime?

BREAKFAST
a dog's breakfast/dinner
eat sb for breakfast

BREAKING
It's/You're breaking my
heart!

You can't make an omelette
without breaking eggs.

BREAKS
all hell breaks loose
the straw that breaks the
camel's back

BREAST
beat your breast
breast-beating: see beat your
breast

make a clean breast of it
BREATH
a breath of fresh air
a waste of breath: see waste
your breath

catch your breath
Don't hold your breath.
get a/your second breath
in the same breath
take your breath away
under your breath
waste your breath
with bated breath

BREATHE
breathe down sb's neck

breathe fire
breathe (new) life into sth
live and breathe sth
not breathe a word

BREATHING
Pardon me for
breathing/living!

BRED
born and bred

BREED
breed like rabbits

BREEDS
Familiarity breeds contempt.

BREEZE
shoot the breeze/bull

BREEZY
be bright and breezy

BREWERY
couldn't organize a piss-up in
a brewery

BRICK
be banging/hitting your head
against a brick wall

be built like a brick shithouse
be like talking to a brick
wall

be/ come up against a brick wall
drop sb/ sth like a hot
brick/potato

hit a/the (brick) wall
shitabrick

BRICKS
be shitting bricks
be/ come down on sb like a ton
of bricks

have sb down on you like a ton
of bricks: see be/ come down
on sb like a ton of bricks

hit sb like a ton of bricks
You can't make bricks without
straw.

BRIDGE
be like painting the Forth
Bridge

be water under the bridge
I'll/We'll cross that bridge
when l/we come to it.

BRIDGES
build bridges
burn your bridges

BRIGHT
a bright spark
a bright spot
be as bright as a button
be bright and breezy
bright and early
look on the bright side
the bright lights

BRIGHT·EYED
be bright-eyed and bushy-
tailed

BRING see a/50 BROUGHT
bring a lump to your throat
bring home the bacon
bring out the best in sb



bring out the worst in sb: see
bring out the best in sb

bring sb (back) down to earth:
see come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

bring sb down a peg or two
bring sb face to face with sth:
see come face to face with sth

bring sb full circle: see
come/go/turn full circle

bring sb in from the cold: see
come in from the cold

bring sb out of their shell: see
come out of your shell

bring sb to book
bring sb to the

[bargaining/peace etc.]
table

bring sb to their senses: see
come to your senses

bring sb/sth to their knees
bring sb/sth up to scratch: see
not be up to scratch

bring sth home to sb
bring sth into play
bring sth to a head: see come to
ahead

bring sth to bear
bring sth to light
bring sth/sb to mind
bring the house down
bring the roses to sb's cheeks
bring up the rear
bring/ call sb to heel
bring/pull sb up with a start

BRINK
be on the brink of doing sth
on the brink of sth

BRITCHES
too big for your britches

BROAO
a broad church
be broad in the beam
broad (brush) strokes
in broad daylight

BROADEN
broaden/widen sb's horizons

BROKE
be flat broke
go for broke
If it ain't broke, don't fIX it.
They broke the mould when
they made sb/sth.

BRONX
a Bronx cheer

BROOM
a new broom

BROTH
Too many cooks (spoil the
broth).

BROTHER
a blood brother
Big Brother
Big Brother: see Big Brother
everyone and his brother
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not be your brother's keeper
BROUGHT
be brought/ called to
account

look like something the cat
brought/dragged in

BROW
by the sweat of your brow

BROWN
be as brown as a berry

BROWN·BAG
brown-bag: see brown-
bagging

BROWN-BAGGING
brown-bagging

BROWN·NOSE
brown-nose

BROWNIE
earn/get brownie points

BROWS
knit your brows

BRUNT
bear/take the brunt of sth

BRUSH
be as daft as a brush
broad (brush) strokes
tar sb with the same brush

BUBBLE
burst the bubble: see the
bubble bursts

the bubble bursts
BUCK
buck naked
make a fast/quick buck
[more/a bigger etc.] bang for
your buck

pass the buck
The buck stops here.
The buck stops with sb.: see
The buck stops here.

BUCKET
a drop in the bucket
kick the bucket

BUCKETS
sweat buckets

BUCKS
a bucks party
look/feel (like) a million
bucks

BUD
nip stb in the bud

BUDGE
not budge/give an inch

BUFF
in the buff

BUFFERS
hit the buffers

BUG
be as snug as a bug in a rug

BUGGERS
play silly buggers

BUILD
build bridges
build/get/work up a head of
steam

BURN
BUILT
be builtlike a brick
shithouse

be built like a tank
be built on sand
Rome wasn't built in a day.

BULGING
be bulging/bursting at the
seams

BULL
be full of bull
be like a bull in a china shop
be like a red rag to a bull
bull-headed
like a bull at a gate
shoot the breeze/bull
take the bull by the horns

BULLET
bite the bullet

BULLETS
sweat bullets

BULLY
a bully pulpit
Bully for you!

BUM see also BUMS
a bum rap
a bum steer
the bum's rush

BUMP
come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

like a bump on a log
BUMPER
bumper to bumper
bumper-to-bumper: see
bumper to bumper

BUMPING
be bumping along the bottom

BUMPY
a bumpy/rough ride

BUMS
bums on seats

BUN
have a bun in the oven

BUNCH
be the best of a bad bunch/lot

BUNDLE
a bundle of joy
be a bundle of nerves
not be a bundle of laughs
not go a bundle on sth

BUNNIES
fuck like bunnies

BUNNY
not be a happy bunny

BURDEN
a beast of burden

BURIED
be dead and buried

BURN see also BURNED. BURN·
ING. BURNS. BURNT
burn the candle at both ends
burn the midnight oil
burn your boats
burn your bridges



BURNED
burn your fingers
crash and burn
do a slow burn
have money to burn
with money to burn: see have
money to burn

BURNED
be burned to a crisp
have/get your fingers
burned/burnt

BURNER
be on the back burner
put sth on the back burner: see
be on the back burner

BURNING
have sth burning a hole in
your pocket

keep the home fires burning
Were your ears burning?: see
your ears must be burning

your ears must be burning
BURNS
fiddle while Rome burns

BURNT
be burnt to a crisp
have/get your fingers
burned/burnt

BURST
burst the bubble: see the
bubble bursts

burst/bust a blood vessel
BURSTING
be bulging/bursting at the
seams

BURSTS
the bubble bursts

BURTON
gone for a burton

BURY
bury the hatchet
bury your head in the sand

BUSH
A bird in the hand (is worth
two in the bush).

beat about/around the bush
bush league
the bush telegraph

BUSHEL
hide your light under a bushel

BUSHES
beat the bushes

BUSHY-TAILED
be bright -eyed and bushy-
tailed

BUSINESS
be in business
business as usual
business is business
do a land-office business
do a roaring business
do the business
funny business
like nobody's business
mean business
Mind your own business!
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mix business with pleasure
monkey business
not in the business of doing sth
the business end

BUSMAN
a busman's holiday

BUST
burst/bust a blood vessel
bust a gut
bust a gut (laughing)
bust your arse
bust your ass
bust your ass/balls

BUSTLE
hustle and bustle

BUSY
bea busy bee
be as busy as a bee

BUT
in all but name

BUTS
no ifs and buts
no ifs, ands or buts

BUTT
be a pain in the ass/butt
kick (sb's) butt
sb's butt is on the line
work your ass/butt off

BUTTER
bread and butter: see sb's
bread and butter

butter wouldn't melt in sb's
mouth

cut/go through sth like a (hot)
knife through butter

sb's bread and butter
BUTTERED
know which side your bread is
buttered (on)

BUTTERFLIES
have butterflies (in your
stomach)

BUTTON
a hot button
be as bright as a button
be as cute as a button
Button it!
have a/your finger on the
button

hit/press/push the panic
button

on the button
press/push the right
button/buttons

(right) on the button
BUTTONS
press/push the right
button/buttons

BUZZ
abuzz word
get a buzz from sth/ doing sth:
see give sb a buzz

give sb a buzz
BY
by a mile

by a nose
by a whisker
by and large
by miles: see by a mile
by the dozen
without so much as a by-your-
leave

BYGONES
Let bygones be bygones.

BYWAYS
the highways and byways

C-NOTE
aC-note

CABOODLE
the whole (kit and) caboodle

CACK·HANDED
cack-handed

CADET
a space cadet

CAGE
rattle sb's cage

CAHOOTS
be in cahoots

CAIN
raise Cain

CAKE
a slice of the cake
be a piece of cake
have your cake and eat it (too)
take the cake
the frosting on the cake
the icing on the cake

CAKES
go/ sell like hot cakes

CALF
kill the fatted calf

CALL
a call girl
a clarion call
a close call
a judgment call
a port of call
a wake-up call
answer the call of nature
be at sb's beck and call
be too close to call: see a close
call

bring/call sb to heel
call a spade a spade
call ita day
call it quits
call off the dogs
call sb names
call sb's bluff
call sth into question
call the shots/tune
call/cash in your chips
have first call on sth
not have a minute to call your
own

CALLED
be brought/ called to account

CALLING
a calling card
the pot calling the kettle black



CALLS
He who pays the piper calls
the tune.

CALM
the calm before the storm

CAME
There are plenty more where
they/that came from.

CAMEL
the straw that breaks the
camel's back

CAMP see also CAMPS
a camp follower

CAMPER
not be a happy camper

CAMPS
have/keep a foot in both camps

CAN
a can of worms
as best as you can
as best you can
be in the can
can count sth on the fingers of
one hand

can-do
can talk the legs off an iron
pot

carry the can
I can take it or leave it.
Piss or get off the can/pot!
Shit or get off the can/pot!
You can say that again!
You can talk!

CAN'T
can't believe your ears
can't boil an egg
can't cut it
can't cut the mustard
can't do sth for toffee
can't for the life of me
can't hear yourself think
can't hold a candle to sb/sth
can't put a foot wrong: see not
put a foot wrong

can't take/keep your eyes off
sb/sth

CANARY
like the cat that ate the canary

CANDLE
burn the candle at both ends
can't hold a candle to sb/sth

CANDY
be as easy as taking candy
from a baby

be like a kid in a candy store
be like taking candy from a
baby

eye/mind candy
CANNON
a loose cannon
cannon fodder

CANOE
paddle your own canoe

CAP
a feather in sb's cap
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come/go cap in hand
If the cap fits (wear it).
put your thinking cap on
to cap it all
to cap/crown/top it all

CAPITAL
with a capital [A/B/C etc.]

CARBON
a carbon copy

CARD see also CARDS
a calling card
a drawing card
a hole card
a trump card
a wild card
be one card! several cards
short of a full deck

have a card up your sleeve
CARD-CARRYING
be a card-carrying member of
sth

CARDBOARD
cardboard city

CARDS
a house of cards
be in the cards
be on the cards
be one card/ several cards
short of a full deck

have/hold all the cards
(if you) play your cards right
keep/play your cards close to
your chest

lay/put your cards on the
table

the cards are stacked against
sb

CARE
not care/give a fig
not care/give a hoot
not care/ give a toss
not care/give tuppence
not care/ give two hoots: see not
care/give a hoot

not have a care in the world
without a care in the world: see
not have a care in the world

CARES
for all sb cares
have the cares/weight of the
world on your shoulders

CARPET
roll out the red carpet
sweep sth under the carpet

CARRIED
be carried out feet first

CARROT-AND-STICK
carrot-and-stick

CARROT-TOP
a carrot-top

CARRY
a cross (sb has) to carry
carry a torch for sb
carry the ball
carry the can

CAT

carry the day
carry weight
carry/take coals to Newcastle

CART
put the cart before the horse

CARVED
be carved! set in stone

CASE
a basket case
a case in point
be on sb's case: see get on sb's
case

be on the case
get off sb's case: see get on sb's
case

get on sb's case
I rest my case.
make a federal case (out) of
sth

make (out) a case for
sth/doing sth

CASH
a cash cow
call! cash in your chips
cash on the barrelhead
cold cash
hard cash
ready cash/money

CAST
be cast in the same mould
cast a pall on/ over sth
cast aspersions on sb/sth
cast-iron
cast pearls before swine
cast your lot with sb
cast your mind back
cast your net wide/wider
cast/run your/an eye over sth
the die is cast

CASTING
the casting couch

CASTLE
An Englishman's home is his
castle.

king of the castle
CASTLES
castles in the air

CAT see also CATS
a cat and mouse game: see play
cat and mouse

a fat cat
a grin like a Cheshire cat
be like a cat on a hot tin roof
be the eat's whiskers
Curiosity killed the cat.
fight like cat and dog
grin like a Cheshire cat: see a
grin like a Cheshire cat

Has the cat got your tongue?
let the cat out of the bag
like the cat that ate the canary
like the cat that got the cream
look like something the cat
brought/ dragged in

Look what the eat's dragged in!



CATBIRD

not have a cat in hell's chance
not room to swing a cat
play cat and mouse
put/ set the cat among the
pigeons

see which way the cat jumps
There's more than one way to
skin a cat.

When/While the eat's away
(the mice will play).

CATBIRD
be (sitting) in the catbird
seat

CATCH see also CATCHES.
CAUGHT
a catch 22 situation
catch 22
catch a few rays
catch-as-catch-can
catch sb cold
catch sb in the act
catch sb on the hop
catch sb red-handed
catch sb with their
fmgers/hand in the till: see
have your fmgers/hand in the
till

catch sb's eye
catch sb's/the drift
catch some rays
catch the wave
catch your breath
catch/cop/get some z's
catch/ get hell
catch/have sb bang to rights
catch/have sb dead to rights
catch/take sb off guard
if you catch/ get my drift: see
get sb's/the drift

if you catch/ get the drift: see
get sb's/the drift

you'll catch it
You'll catch your death (of
cold)!

CATCHES
if sb/sth catches a cold, sb/sth
gets pneumonia

The early bird catches the
worm.

when sb/sth sneezes, sb/sth
catches a cold

CATS
fight like cats and dogs: see
fight like cat and dog

It's raining cats and dogs!
CAnLE
a cattle market

CATTY-CORNER
catty-eorner

CATTY-CORNERED
catty -cornered: see catty-
corner

CAUGHT
be caught between two stools
be caught in the crossfire
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be caught in the middle
be caught napping
be caught short
be caught with your
pants/trousers down

be like a deer/rabbit caught in
the headlights

wouldn't be caught/seen
dead

CAUSE
a lost cause
cause/create a stir
make common cause with sb

CAUTION
err on the side of caution
throw caution to the wind(s)

CAVE
an Aladdin's cave

CAVES
the roof caves/falls in

CEILING
a glass ceiling
hit the ceiling/roof

CEMENT
could talk under wet cement

CENT
not a red cent

CENTER see also CENTRE
be/take center stage: see
be/take centre stage

CENTRE, .
be/take centre stage
left, right and centre

CENTS
for two cents
put your two cents (worth) in
your two cents (worth): see put
your two cents (worth) in

CERT
be a dead cert

CERTAIN
sb of a certain age

CHAFF
separate the wheat from the
chaff

CHAFING
be chafmg at the bit

CHAIN
a ball and chain
a weak link (in the chain)
pull/yank sb's chain

CHAIR
keep sb on the edge of their
chair

nearly fall off your chair
CHALICE
a poisoned chalice

CHALK
be as different as chalk and
cheese

be (like) chalk and cheese
chaik sth up to experience
not by a long chaik

CHALKFACE
at the chalkface

CHAMPING
be champing! chomping at the
bit

CHANCE
a fifty-fifty chance
a fighting chance
a sporting chance
Chance would be a fine thing!
chance your arm
Fat chance!
given half a/the chance
have an eye for/on the main
chance

not a ghost of a chance
not have a cat in hell's chance
not have a chance/hope in hell
not have a dog's chance
not have a snowball's chance
in hell

stand a chance
CHANCES
Vou pays your money (and you
takes your chances).

CHANGE
a change of heart
A leopard can't/doesn't
change its spots.

aseachange
change hands
change tack
change your tune
change/keep up/move with
the times

change/mend your ways
chop and change
get no change out of sb
the change of life

CHANGES
ring the changes

CHAPTER
be a chapter of accidents
give/quote (sb) chapter and
verse

CHARITY
Charity begins at home.

CHARLEY
a charley horse

CHARM
work like a charm

CHARMED
have/lead/live a charmed life

CHASE
a paper chase
a wild-goose chase
chase rainbows
chase the dragon
cut to the chase

CHASER
an ambulance chaser

CHASING
be chasing your tail

CHAnELS
your goods and chattels

CHATTERING
the chattering classes



CHEAP
a cheap shot
cheap and cheerful
cheap and nasty
Cheap at half the prtee!
dirt cheap
life is cheap
on the cheap
pile it/them high and sell
it/them cheap

CHECK
a rubber check
ask (sb) for a rain check: see
I'll take a rain check

hold/keep sthlsb in check
I'll get a rain check
I'll take a rain check

CHECKS
checks and balances

CHEDDAR
Hard/Tough cheddar!
Stiff cheddar!

CHEEK
cheek by jowl
tongue in cheek
turn the other cheek
with your tongue in your
cheek

CHEEKS
bring the roses to sb's
cheeks

put the roses in sb's cheeks
CHEER
a Bronx cheer
cheer sb to the echo

CHEERFUL
cheap and cheerful

CHEESE
abigcheese
be as different as chalk and
cheese

be (ltke) chalk and cheese
cheese-paring
Hard/Tough cheese!
Say cheese!
Stiff cheese!

CHEQUE
a blank cheque

CHERRIES
Life is just a bowl of cherries.

CHERRY
a bite of the cherry
a second bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

another bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

cherry-pick sb/sth
cherry-picking: see cherry-
picksb/sth

CHESHIRE
a grin ltke a Cheshire cat
grin like a Cheshire cat: see a
grin ltke a Cheshire cat

CHEST
a hope chest
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get it off your chest
keep/play your cards close to
your chest

put hair(s) on your chest
CHESTNUT
an old chestnut

CHEW
bite off more than you can
chew

chew sb's ass (out)
chew the cud
chew the fat
chew the rag

CHICKEN
a chicken and egg situation
be no spring chicken
chicken feed
chicken-hearted
ltke a chicken with its head
cutoff

ltke a headless chicken
CHICKENS
chickens come home to roost
Don't count your chickens
(before they're hatched).

CHIEF
be chief cook and bottle
washer

CHIEFS
too many chiefs (and not
enough Indians)

CHILD
a latchkey child/kid
a love child
be child's play
be ltke a child in a sweetshop
be with child

CHILDREN
Children should be seen and
not heard.

CHILL
chill sb to the bone/marrow

CHILLED
be chilled to the bone/marrow
be chilled/frozen to the
marrow

CHILLS
send chills down/up sb's spine

CHIN
be up to your chin in sth
Chin up!
keep your chin up: see Chin
up!

take it on the chin
CHINA
be Itke a bull in a china shop
would not do sth for all the tea
in China

CHINK
a chink in sb's armor
a chink in sb's armour

CHINLESS
a chinIess wonder

CHIP
a bargaining chip

CIRCUMSTANCES

a chip off the old block
have a chip on your shoulder

CHIPS
be in the chips
calli cash in your chips
have had its chips
have had your chips
let the chips fall where they
may

spit chips/tacks
when the chips are down

CHOCOLATE
chocolate box

CHOICE
be spoiled for choice
be spoilt for choice
Hobson's choice
You pays your money (and you
takes your chotee).

CHOMPING
be champing/ chomping at the
bit

CHOOSERS
Beggars can't be choosers.

CHOP
be for the chop: see get the chop
be given the chop
chop and change
Chop chop!
get the chop

CHORD
strtke a chord
strtke/touch a chord

CHOSEN
the chosen few

CHRISTMAS
ltke turkeys voting for (an
early) Christmas

CHUMP
be off your chump

CHURCH
a broad church
be as poor as church mice

CIGAR
Close, but no cigar.

CIRCLE
a vicious circle
bring sb full circle: see
come/go/turn full circle

come/go/turn full circle
square the circle
The wheel has come/turned
fnll circle.: see come/go/turn
fnll circle

CIRCLES
go around/round in circles
run around/round in circles

CIRCULATION
back in circulation: see out of
circulation

out of circulation
CIRCUMSTANCE
pomp and circumstance

CIRCUMSTANCES
in reduced circumstances



CIRCUS

CIRCUS
a three-ring circus

CIRCUSES
bread and circuses

CITIZEN
a second-class citizen

CITY
cardboard city

CIVIL
keep a civil tongue in your
head

CLAIM
sb's claim to fame
stake a/your claim

CLAM
be as happy as a clam
shut up like a clam

CLANGER
drop a clanger

CLAP
clap eyes on sb/sth

CLAPHAM
the man/woman on the
Clapham omnibus

CLAPPED-OUT
clapped-out

CLAPPERS
like the clappers

CLARION
a clarion call

CLASSES
the chattering classes

CLAW
claw your way back from sth
fight tooth and claw/nail

CLAWS
get her claws into sb
get your claws into sb

CLAY
feet of clay

CLEAN
a clean bill of health
a clean break
a clean sheet
a clean slate
a clean sweep
be as clean as a new pin
be as clean as a whistle
clean up your act
come clean
have clean hands: see keep
your hands clean

keep your hands clean
keep your nose clean
make a clean breast of it
show sb a clean pair of
heels

squeaky clean
wipe the slate clean: see a
clean slate

CLEANER
take sb to the cleaner's

CLEANLINESS
Cleanliness is next to
Godliness.
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CLEAR
be as clear as crystal
be as clear as mud
be as clear/plain as day
be in the clear
clear-cut
clear-eyed
clear sb's name
clear the air
clear the decks
crystal clear: see be as clear as
crystal

leave the field clear for sb
loud and clear
out of a clear (blue) sky: see out
of the blue

steer clear of sth/sb
the coast is clear

CLEFT
in a cleft stick

CLEVER
a clever boots
a clever clogs
a clever dick
be too clever by half
box clever

CLIMB
a mountain to climb
climb/get on your high
horse

climb/get/hop into bed with
sb: see be in bed with sb

CLIMBER
a social climber

CLIMBING
be climbing the walls

CLING
cling on/hang on by your
fingernails

cling on/hang on by your
fingertrps

CLIP
clip sb's wings

CLOAK-AND-DAGGER
cloak-and-dagger

CLOCK
around-the-clock: see
around/round the clock

around/round the clock
clock-watching: see watch the
clock

kill the clock
put/turn the clock back
race against the clock
run out the clock
watch the clock
work against the clock

CLOCKWORK
be as regular as clockwork
go/run/work like
clockwork

like clockwork
CLOGS
a clever clogs
pop your clogs

CLOSE see also CLOSED,
CLOSING
a close call
a close shave
be close to home
be close to the bone
be close to the mark
be too close for comfort
be too close to call: see a close
call

close ranks
close up shop
Close your eyes and think of
England.

Close, but no cigar.
close/dear to sb's heart
close/near at hand
close/ shut the door on sth
close/ shut your eyes to sth
keep/play your cards close to
your chest

sail close to the wind
sail close to the wind

CLOSED
be a closed book
behind closed doors
closed-door: see behind closed
doors

sb could do sth with their eyes
closed/shut

CLOSET
a skeleton in the/your closet
come out of the closet
in the closet: see come out of
the closet

CLOSING
closing/shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolted

CLOTH
a man of the cloth
be cut from the same cloth
cloth ears
cut your cloth according to
your means

cut your coat according to your
cloth

invent sth out of whole
cloth

make sth up out of whole
cloth

take the cloth
CLOTHING
a waif in sheep's clothing

CLOUD
a cloud on the horizon
be on cloud nine
be under a cloud
Every cloud has a silver
lining.

CLOUD-CUCKOO
live in cloud-cuckoo land

CLOUDS
have your head in the
clouds



with your head in the clouds:
see have your head in the
clouds

CLOVER
be in clover

CLUB
be in the club
be in the pudding club
Join the club!
Welcome to the club!

CLUE
not have a clue

CLUTCH
clutch/grasp at straws

CLUTCHES
be in sb's clutches: see fall into
sb's clutches

fall into sb's clutches
COACH
drive a coach and horses
throughsth

COALFACE
at the coalface

COALS
carry/take coals to Newcastle
drag/haul sb over the coals
rake over the coals

COAST
coast-to-coast: see (from) coast
to coast

(from) coast to coast
the coast is clear

COASTER
a roller coaster

COAT
cut your coat according to your
cloth

on sb's coat-tails
COATS
the men in white coats

COBWEBS
blow away the cobwebs

COCK
a cock-and-bull story
cock a snook
the cock of the walk

COCKLES
warm the cockles of your
heart

COFFEE
a coffee table book
Wake up and smell the
coffee!

COFFIN
another nail in the coffin
the fmal nail in the coffin

COG
a cog in the machine/wheel

COIL
shuffle off this mortal coil

COIN
be differentlopposite sides of
the same coin

be two sides of the same coin
pay sb back in their own coin
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the other side of the coin
to coin a phrase

COINING
be coining it
be coining money

COLD
a cold fish
a cold snap
be as cold as ice
be cold comfort
be cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass monkey: see
brass monkey weather

blow hot and cold
bring sb in from the cold: see
come in from the cold

catch sb cold
cold cash
cold-shoulder sb: see give sb
the cold shoulder

cold turkey
cold-turkey: see cold turkey
come in from the cold
feel/go hot and cold (all over)
get cold feet
give sb the cold shoulder
if sb/sth catches a cold, sb/sth
gets pneumonia

in a (cold) sweat
in cold blood
in the cold light of day
leave sb cold
leave sb out in the cold
make sb's blood run cold
pour/throw cold water on sth
sb's blood runs cold: see make
sb's blood run cold

take a cold shower
when sb/sth sneezes, sb/sth
catches a cold

You'll catch your death (of
cold)!

COLLAR
hot under the collar

COLLISION
be on a collision course
put/set sb ou a collision
course: see be on a collision
course

COLONEL
a Colonel Blimp

COLOR see also COLOUR
a horse of another/adifferent
calor

COLORS see also COLOURS
come through/pass with
flying colors

COLOUR
see the colour of sb's money

COLOURS
come through/pass with
flying colours

nail your colours to the
mast

sail under false colours

COME

see sb in their true colours:
see show sb in their true
colours

see sb's true colours: see show
sb in their true colours

show sb in their true colours
show your true colours: see
show sb in their true
colours

COMB
with a fine-tooth comb

COME see also CAME,
COMING. COMES
be as [crazy/richetc.] as they
come

be/come down on sb like a ton
of bricks

bel come up against a brick
wall

chickens come home to roost
come a cropper
come a gutser
Come again?
come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

come back from the dead
come clean
come down the pike
come face to face with sb
come face to face with sth
come hell or high water
come home to roost: see
chickens come home to roost

come home to sb: see bring sth
hometosb -

come in for [a lot of/some etc.]
stick

come in from the cold
come into full play: see
allow Igive sth full play

come into your Iits own
come of age
come off second best
come on like gangbusters
come on strong
come one, come all
come out fighting
come out in the wash
come out of the closet
come out of your shell
come out swinging
come out/up smelling like
roses

come out/up smelling of
roses

(come) rain or shine
come the raw prawn
come through/pass with
flying colors

come to a full stop
come to a head
come to a sticky end
come to blows
come to grief
come to heel
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come to light: see bring sth to the curtain comes down on
light sth

come to terms with sth when your ship comes in
come to the [bargaining/peace COMEUPPANCE
etc.] table; see bring sb to the get your comeuppance
[bargaining/peace etc.] table COMFORT see also COMFORTS

come to your senses be cold comfort
come under fire be too close for comfort
come unglued COMFORTER
come unstuck a Job's comforter
come up with the goods COMFORTS
come up/ turn up trumps creature comforts
come what may COMING
come within a whisker of be coming/falling apart at the
sth/doing sth seams

come within an ace of Everything's coming up
sth/ doing sth roses.

come within an inch of doing had it coming
sth have sth coming out of your

come/crawl out of the ears
woodwork If sb thinks sth, they've got

come/get (down) off your high .-/ another thing/think coming!
horse; see climb/get on your not be backward in coming
high horse forward

come/get to grips with sth not know if/whether you are
come/go along for the ride coming or going
come/go capin hand see it coming
come/go down in the world What's the world coming to?
come/go hat in hand COMINGS
come/go under the hammer the comings and goings
come/go up in the world; see COMMAS
come/go down in the world in inverted commas

come/ go with the territory COMMIT
come/go/turn full circle commit sth to memory
come/spring to mind COMMON
easy come, easy go as common as muck
First come, first served. common ground
have come a long way common-or-garden
I'll/We'll cross that bridge make common cause with sb
when I/we come to it. the common touch

If Mohammed will not go to the lowest common
the mountain, the mountain denominator
must come to Mohammed. COMPANY

It'll all come out in the wash. be in good company
not come amiss Misery loves company.
not come up to scratch; see not present company excepted
be up to scratch present company excluded

the shape of things to come two's company (three's a
The wheel has come/turned crowd)
full circle.: see come/ go/turn COMPARE
full circle compare notes

things have come to/reached a COMPARISON
pretty pass pale by/in comparison

until the cows come home COMPLIMENT
COMES a back-handed compliment
as it comes a left-handed compliment
if the worst comes to the return the compliment
worst COMPLIMENTS

if worst comes to worst fish for compliments
if/when it comes to the COMPOS
crunch be compos mentis

if/when push comes to shove CONCLUSION
Pride comes before a fall. a foregone conclusion
take each day as it comes CONCLUSIONS
take sth as it comes jump to conclusions

CONCRETE
be set in concrete

CONDITION
be in mint condition

CONJURE
a name to conjure with

CONNIPTION
have a conniption fit

CONQUER
divide and conquer/rule

CONS
the pros and cons

CONSCIENCE
prick sb's conscience

CONSPICUOUS
be conspicuous by your
absence

CONTEMPLATE
gaze at/contemplate your
navel

CONTEMPT
Familiarity breeds
contempt.

CONTENT
to your heart's content

CONTENTION
a bone of contention

CONTRADICTION
a contradiction in terms

CONTRARY
contrary to papillar
belief/opinion

CONVENTIONAL
the conventional/received
wisdom

CONVERSATION
a conversation piece

CONVERTED
preach to the converted

CONVICTIONS
have the courage of your
convictions

COO
bill and coo

COOK see also COOKED,
COOKING
be chief cook and bottle
washer

cook sb's goose
cook the books

COOKED
be cooked/done to a turn

COOKIE
a smart cookie
a tough cookie
cookie-cutter
That's the way the cookie
crumbles.

COOKING
be cooking on gas
be cooking with gas
What's cooking?

COOKS see also COOKS
Too many cooks (spoil the
broth).



COOL
a cool customer
a cool head
be as cool as a cucumber
Coolit!
cool your heels
keep your cool
lose your cool
play it cool

COOP
fly the coop

COOT
be as bald as a coot

COP
catch/cop/get some z's
cop a feel
cop a plea
cop it sweet
It's a fair cop.
not be much cop

COPPER-BOTTOMED
copper-bottomed

COpy
a carbon copy

COPYBOOK
blot your copybook

CORD
cut the (umbilical) cord

CORE
be rotten to the core
to the core

CORNER
around the corner
be backed into a corner
be in a tight corner/spot
corner the market
fight your corner
have sb in your corner
paint yourself into a corner
turn the corner

CORNERS
cut corners
the four corners of the
earth/world

CORPS
esprit de corps

CORRECT
politically correct

CORRIDORS
the corridors of power

COST
and hang the cost/expense
cost (sb) a pretty penny
cost (sb) an arm and a leg
cost sb dear
count the cost

COSTS
at all costs

COTTON
Bless her/his cotton socks.
wrap sb up in cotton wool

COTTON-PICKING
cotton-picking

COUCH
a couch potato
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the casting couch
COULD
I could eat a horse.
I could murder sth.
You could've fooled me.

COUNSEL
keep your own counsel

COUNT
be out for the count
can count sth on the fingers of
one hand

count the cost
count your blessings
Don't count your chickens
(before they're hatched).

COUNTED
stand up and be counted

COUNTER
a bargaining counter
a bean counter
over the counter
over-the-counter: see over the
counter

under the counter
COUNTRY
go to the country
It's a free country!
the old country

COUPLE
be a couple of sandwiches
short of a picnic: see be one
sandwich short of a picnic

in a couple of shakes
COURAGE
Dutch courage
have the courage of your
convictions

screw up your courage
COURSE
as a matter of course
be on a collision course
be on course for sth
be on course to do sth
be par for the course
in due course
let nature take its course
put/set sb on a collision
course: see be on a collision
course

run its course
stay the course

COURSES
Horses for courses.

COURT
a kangaroo court
get/have your day in court
hold court
laugh sth/sb out of court
put the ball in sb's court: see
the ball is in sb's court

the ball is in sb's court
COUSIN
a kissing cousin

COVENTRY
send sb to Coventry

CRASHING

COVER
blow sb's cover
cover all the bases
cover the waterfront
cover your ass
cover your back
cover your tracks
cover/hide a multitude of
sins

You can't judge a book by its
cover.

COW
a cash cow
a sacred cow
have a cow

COWS
until the cows come home

CRACK
a hard/tough nut to crack
at the crack of dawn
crack a book
crack a smile
crack the whip
get a crack at sth: see
have/take a crack at sth

get/have a fair crack of the
whip: see give sb a fair crack
of the whip

give sb a fair crack of the
whip

have/take a crack at sth
use a sledgehammer to crack
a nut

CRACKED
not be all it's cracked up to be

CRACKING
Get cracking!

CRACKS
fall! slip through the cracks
paper/smooth over the cracks

CRADLE
a cradle-robber
a cradle-snatcher
cradle-snatching: see a cradle-
snatcher

from the cradle to the grave
rob the cradle: see a cradle-
robber

The hand that rocks the cradle
(rules the world).

CRAMP
cramp sb's style

CRANNIES
nooks and crannies: see every
nook and cranny

CRANNY
every nook and cranny

CRAP
be full of crap/ shit
Cut the crap!

CRASH
crash and burn

CRASHING
your whole world came
crashing down around you



(RAW

CRAW
stick in your craw

CRAWL
a pub crawl
come/crawl out of the
woodwork

make sb's flesh crawl/creep
make sb's skin crawl

CRAZY
like crazy

CREAM
like the cat that got the cream
the cream of the crop

CREATE
cause/create a stir

CREATURE
creature comforts

CREDIBILITY
a credibility gap

CREEK
be up shit creek (without a
paddle)

be up the creek (without a
paddle)

CREEP
make sb's flesh crawVcreep

CREEPS
give sb the creeps/willies

CREST
be on the crest of a wave
ride the crest of a wave: see be
on the crest of a wave

CRICKET
It's/That's (just) not
cricket!

CRIME
Crime doesn't pay.
partners in crime

CRISP
be burned to a crisp
be burnt to a crisp

CROCK
be a crock of shit

CROCODILE
shed/weep crocodile tears

CROOK
by hook or by crook

CROP
the cream of the crop

CROPPER
come a cropper

CROSS
a cross (sb has) to bear
a cross (sb has) to carry
at cross-purposes
Cross my heart (and hope to
die).

cross sb's path
cross swords with sb
cross the line
cross the Rubicon
cross your fingers
cross your mind
dot the/your i's and cross
the/your t's
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Everyone has their cross to
bear: see a cross (sb has) to
bear

I'll/We'll cross that bridge
when I/we come to it.

sb's paths cross
CROSSED
fingers crossed: see cross your
fingers

get your lines/wires crossed
keep your fingers crossed

CROSSFIRE
be caught in the crossfire

CROW see also CROWS
as the crow flies
eat crow

CROWD
a crowd-puller
two's company (three's a
crowd)

CROWN
the jewel in the crown
to cap/crown/top it all

CROWS
be up with the crows
Stone the crows!

CRUEL
You have to be cruel to be
kind.

CRUMBLES
That's the way the cookie
crumbles.

CRUMPET
the thinking man's/woman's
crumpet

CRUNCH
if/when it comes to the
crunch

CRUNCHER
a number cruncher

CRUNCHING
number crunching: see a
number cruncher

CRUST
the upper crust

CRY see also CRYING
a cry-baby
a hue and cry
a shoulder to cry on
ask! cry for the moon
be a far cry from sth
be in full cry
cry like a baby
cry wolf
cry your eyes out
cry/sob your heart out
not know whether to laugh or
cry

CRYING
a voice crying in the
wilderness

For crying out loud!
It's a crying shame!
It's no good/use crying over
spilt milk.

There's no point crying over
spilt milk.

CRYSTAL
be as clear as crystal
crystal clear: see be as clear as
crystal

CUCUMBER
be as cool as a cucumber

CUD
chew the cud

CUDGELS
take up the cudgels against
sb/sth: see take up the
cudgels for sb/sth

take up the cudgels for sb/ sth
take up the cudgels on behalf
of sb/sth

CULTURE
a culture shock
a culture vulture

CUP see also CUPS
not be sb's cup of tea
There's many a slip twixt cup
and lip.

CUPBOARD
a skeleton in the/your
cupboard

cupboard love
CUPS
be in your cups

CURATE
a curate's egg

CURB-CRAWLER
a curb-crawler: see a kerb-
crawler

CURB-CRAWLING
curb-crawling: see a kerb-
crawler

CURDLE
make sb's blood curdle

CURDLES
sb's blood curdles: see make
sb's blood run cold

CURE
An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.

kill or cure
Prevention is better than
cure.

CURIOSITY
Curiosity killed the cat.

CURL
curl sb's hair
curl sb's toes
curl your lip
make sb's hair curl
make sb's toes curl
want to curl up and die

CURLlES
have sb by the short and
curlies

CURRY
curry favour

CURTAIN
the curtain comes down on sth



the curtain falls on sth
the final curtain

CURTAINS
it's curtains

CURVE
throw (sb) a curve (ball)

CUSHION
cushion/ soften the blow

CUSS
not give a tinker's cuss

CUSTOMER
a cool customer
an awkward customer

CUT see also CUTTING
be a cut above sth/sb
be cut from the same cloth
be cut to the bone
can't cut it
can't cut the mustard
cut a dash
cut a deal
cut a fine figure
cut a rug
cut a swath/swathe through
sth

entan
[interesting/ridiculous/unus
ual etc.] figure

cut-and-drted
cut and run
cut both/two ways
cut corners
cut it/things fine
cut loose
cut loose sb/sth: see cut loose
cut no ice with sb
cut off your nose to spite your
face

cutsbdead
cut sb down to size
cut sb some slack
cut sb to the quick
Cut the crap!
cut the Gordian kuot: see a
Gordian knot

cut the ground from under
sb/sb's feet

cut the (umbilical) cord
cut to the chase
cut up rough
cut your cloth according to
your means

cut your coat according to your
cloth

cut your eye teeth
cut your losses
cut your own throat
cut your teeth
cut! go through sth like a (hot)
knife through butter

Fish or cut bait.
have your work cut out (for
you)

like a chicken with its head
cutoff
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the cut and thrust of sth
to cut a long story short
you could cut the atmosphere
with a knife

CUTE
be as cute as a button

CUTTING
at/ on the cutting edge

CYLINDERS
be firing on all cylinders

DAB
be a dab hand

DADDY
the big daddy

DAFT
be as daft as a brush

DAGGERS
be at daggers drawn
look daggers at sb

DAISIES
be pushing up (the) daisies

DAISY
be as fresh as a daisy

DALE
up hill and down dale

DAM
be water over the dam

DAMASCUS
your road to Damascus

DAMN
damn sb/sth with faint
praise

not give a danm
not give a tinker's damn

DAMNED
be danmed if you do and
damned if you don't

DAMOCLES
a sword of Damocles hangs
oversb

a sword of Damocles hangs
over sb's head

DAMP
a damp squib

DAMPENER
put a damper/dampener on
sth

DAMPER
put a damper/dampener on
sth

DANCE
a song and dance
dance to sb's tune
lead sb a (merry) dance
make a song and dance about
stb/doing sth

DANGEROUS
on dangerous ground

DARK
a dark horse
a shot in the dark
be in the dark
be whistling in the dark
dark-horse: see a dark horse
keep sth dark

DAY

keep/leave sb in the dark: see
be in the dark

DARKEN
never darken your door again

DARKEST
The darkest hour is just
before the dawn.

DASH
cut a dash

DATE
a blind date
a heavy date
be past your sell-by date

DAUNTED
nothing daunted

DAWN
a false dawn
at the crack of dawn
The darkest hour is just
before the dawn.

DAWNS
light dawns

DAY see a/50 DAYS
a black day
a nine/ one/seven-day wonder
a rainy day fund: see save (sth)
for a rainy day

a red-letter day
An apple a day keeps the
doctor away.

at all hours (of the day and
night)

at the end of the day
be all in a day's work
be as clear/plain as day
be as honest as the day (is
long)

be the order of the day
call it a day
carry the day
day in and day out
day in, day out
day-to-day
Don't give up the day job!
Every dog has its day.
get/have your day in court
have a bad hair day
have a field day
have had its/your day
in the cold light of day
in this day and age
late in the day
live to fight another day
make sb's day
name the day
not give sb the time of day
pass the time of day
Rome wasn't built in a day.
save (sth) for a rainy day
save the day
see the light (of day)
seize the day
take each day as it comes
take it one day at a time
That'll be the day!



DAYLIGHT

the day of reckoning
Tomorrow's another day.
win the day

DAYLIGHT
daylight robbery
in broad daylight

DAYLIGHTS
beat/knock the (living)
daylights out of sb

frighten/ scare the (living)
daylights out of sb

DAYS
have seen better days
I've never [felt/heard/seen
etc.] sth in all my (born) days!

it's early days (yet)
sb's/sth's days are numbered
sb's/sth's glory days
the dog days
the good old days
the halcyon days
Those were the days!
your salad days

DEAD
a dead duck
a dead end
a dead letter
a dead weight
be a dead cert
be a dead loss
be a dead ringer for sb/ sth
be as dead as a dodo
be as dead as a doornail
be brain dead
be dead and buried
be dead from the neck up
be dead from the waist down
be dead in the water
be dead meat
be dead on your feet
be dead to the world
be the dead spit of sb
beat a dead horse
catch/have sb dead to rights
come back from the dead
cutsbdead
dead-end: see a dead end
Dead men tell no tales.
deadwood
Drop dead!
flog a dead horse
in the dead of night/winter
knock them/'em dead
over my dead body
rise from the dead
the dead hand of sth
wouldn't be caught/seen dead

DEAF
be as deaf as a
doorknob/doornail

be as deaf as a post
fall on deaf ears
turn a deaf ear

DEAL
a big deal
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a done deal
a sweet deal
Big deal!
cut a deal
get a raw deal
What's the deal?
wheel and deal: see wheeling
and dealing

DEALING
wheeling and dealing

DEAR
a Dear John ietter
close/ dear to sb's heart
costsbdear
hang/hold on (to sth/sb) for
dear life

DEAREST
your nearest and dearest

DEATH
a death blow
a death trap
a living death
a matter of iife and! or death
be a fate worse than death
be at death's door
be bored to death/tears
be done to death
be frightened/scared to death:
see frighten/scare sb to death

be sick to death of sth/ doing
sth

be tickled pink/to death
beat sth to death
bore sb to death/tears: see be
bored to death/tears

dice with death
die a death
die a natural death
flog sth to death
frighten/scare sb to death
hang/hold on like grim death
like death (warmed over)
like death (warmed up)
on/under pain of death
sign sth's death warrant: see
sign your own death
warrant

sign your own death warrant
sound/toll the death knell
the death kneli: see sound! toll
the death knell

the kiss of death
to death
You'll catch your death (of
cold)!

DECK see also DECKS
all hands on deck
be one card! several cards
short of a full deck

hit the deck/dirt
on deck
stack the deck

DECKCHAIRS
be like rearranging the
deckchairs on the Titanic

DECKS
clear the decks

DEEP
be in deep water
be in deep/the shit
be in too deep
Beauty is only skin deep.
between the devil and the deep
blue sea

deep down
deep pockets
deep-six sb/sth
dig deep
get into deep water: see be in
deep water

go off the deep end
go/run deep
jump in at the deep end: see
throw sb in at the deep end

still waters run deep
throw sb in at the deep end

DEER
be like a deer/rabbit caught in
the headlights

DEGREE
the third degree
to the nth degree

DELIGHT
be in a transport of
delight/joy

DELIVER
deliver the goods

DELIVERED
signed, sealed and delivered

DELUSIONS
delusions of grandeur

DEMON
the demon drink

DEN
beard sb in their den
beard the lion in their den
the lions' den

DENOMINATOR
the lowest common
denominator

DENT
make a dent in sth
put a dent in sth

DEPART
depart this life

DEPARTMENT
be sb's department: see not be
sb's department

not be sb's department
DEPTH
be out of your depth

DEPTHS
plumb new depths: see plumb
the depths

plumb the depths
sink to such depths

DESERTS
get your just deserts

DESERVE
deserve a medal



DESERVES
One good turn deserves
another.

DESIGN see also DESIGNS
more by accident than (by)
design

(whether) by accident or
design

DESIGNATED
a designated driver

DESIGNS
have designs on sb
have designs on sth

DESIRED
leave a lot to be desired

DETAILS
the gory details

DETERMINED
be bound and determined

DEVICES
ieave sb to their own devices

DEVIL
better the devil you know
(than the devil you don't)

between the devil and the deep
blue sea

devil-may-care
give the devil his due
Go to the devil!
have the devil's own job doing
sth/to do sth

have the devil's own luck
have the luck of the devil
(let) the devil take the
hindmost

play devil's advocate
sell your soul (to the devil)
speak/talk of the devil
The devil fmds work for idle
hands.

DIAMOND
a diamond in the rough
a rough diamond

DIARRHEA
verbal diarrhea

DIARRHOEA
verbal diarrhoea

DIBS
have dibs on sth

DICE
dice with death
no dice
the dice are loaded against sb

DICK
a clever dick
Tom, Dick and/or Harry

DIDDLY-SQUAT
diddly-squat

DIE
as straight as a die
be as straight as a die
Cross my heart (and hope to
die).

die a death
die a natural death
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diehard
die on the vine
die with your boots on
It's do or die.
Never say die.
the die is cast
to die for
want to curl up and die

DIE-HARD
die-hard: see die hard

DIFFER
I beg to differ/disagree

DIFFERENCE
a world of difference
make all the difference
Same difference.

DIFFERENT
a horse of another / a different
color

a totally different ball game
be another / a different kettle
of fish

be as different as chalk and
cheese

be cast in a different mould:
see be cast in the same mould

be different/ opposite sides of
the same coin

(It's) different strokes for
different folks.

march to a different drummer
march to a different tune
try a different tack

DIG
dig deep
dig the dirt
dig up dirt
dig your heels in
dig your own grave
dig yourself into a hole: see be
in a hole

dig/dip into your pocket
dig/get sb out of a hole: see be
in a hole

DIGGER
a gold digger

DIGNITY
stand on your dignity

DILEMMA
be on the horns of a dilemma

DIME
be a dime a dozen
nickel and dime sb
not be worth a dime
onadime

DINE
wine and dine sb

DINING
wining and dining: see wine
and dine sb

DINKUM
fairdinkum

DINNER
a dog's breakfast/ dinner
be done like a (dog's) dinner

DISTANCE

done up/dressed up like a
dog's dinner

DINNERS
have [done/seen/had etc.]
more sth than sb has had hot
dinners

DIP
dig/dip into your pocket

DIPLOMACY
gunboat diplomacy
shuttle diplomacy

DIRE
be in dire straits

DIRT
dig the dirt
dig up dirt
dirt cheap
dirt-poor
dish the dirt
dosbdirt
hitthe deck/dirt
hit/strike pay dirt
rub sb's nose in the dirt
treat sb like dirt

DIRTY
a dirty old man
a dirty trick
a dirty weekend
a dirty word
air your dirty laundry/linen
in public

dirty your hands
do sb's dirty work
do the dirty on sb
get your hands dirty
give/shoot sb a dirty look
play dirty
talk dirty
wash your dirty
laundry/linen in public

DISAGREE
I beg to differ/disagree

DISAPPEAR
disappear/vanish into thin
air: see out of thin air

disappear/vanish off the face
of the earth

DISASTER
a disaster area

DISCRETION
be the soul of discretion
Discretion is the better part of
valor.

Discretion is the better part of
valour.

DISGUISE
be a blessing in disguise

DISH
dish the dirt

DISHWATER
be as dull as
dishwater/ditchwater

DISTANCE
go the (full) distance
in/within spitting distance



DISTRACTION

in/within striking distance
DISTRACTION
drive sb to distraction

DISTRICT
the red-light district

DITCHWATER
be as dull as
dishwater/ditchwater

DIVIDE
divide and conquer/rule
divide-and-conquer/rule: see
divide and conquer/rule

DIVIDENDS
pay dividends

DIVINE
To err is human, (to forgive,
divine).

DIVING
ducking and diving

DIXIE
be whistling Dixie

DO see also DOING, DONE
a rum do
be damned if you do and
damned if you don't

do a double take
do a job on sb/sth
do a land-office business
do a moonlight flit
do a number on sb
do a roaring business
do a roaring trade
do (double) duty as/for sth
Do me a favour!
do me/us a favour
do-or-die: see It's do or die.
do sb a power of good
do sb dirt
dosbproud
do sb the world of good
do sb's bidding
do sb's dirty work
do sb's head in
do sth by the book
do the business
do the dirty on sb
do the honors: see do the
honours

do the honours
do the job
do the rounds
do the trick
do time
Do you mind!
do your homework
do your level best
do your nut
do your own thing
do your stuff
do yourself a favour
do yourself a mischief
do/make (all) the running
it's all (that) sb can do to do
sth

It's do or die.
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make do
not do sb any favor: see not do
sb any favours

not do sb any favours
When in Rome (do as the
Romans do).

DOCTOR
a spin doctor
An apple a day keeps the
doctor away.

be just what the doctor
ordered

DODO
be as dead as a dodo

DOG see also DOGS
a dog and pony show
a dog in the manger
a dog's breakfast/dinner
a hot dog: see hot dog
a shaggy dog story
be as sick as a dog
be done like a (dog's) dinner
be like a dog with two tails
dog eat dog
dog-eat-dog: see dog eat dog
dog-in-the-manger: see a dog
in the manger

dog-tired
done up/ dressed up like a
dog's dinner

Every dog has its day.
fight like cat and dog
go to see a man about a dog
hot dog
Hot dog!
It's a dog's life.
not have a dog's chance
put on the dog
the dog days
the hair of the dog (that bit
you)

the tail wagging the dog
the top dog
There's life in the old dog yet.
Why keep a dog and bark
yourself?

work like a dog/trojan
You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.

DOGGO
liedoggo

DOGHOUSE
be in the doghouse

DOGS
call off the dogs
fight like cats and dogs: see
fight like cat and dog

go to the dogs
It's raining cats and dogs!
let sleeping dogs lie
throw sb to the dogs

DOING
Nothing doing.
the left hand doesn't know
what the right hand is doing

DOLDRUMS
be in the doldrums
out of the doldrums: see be in
the doldrums

DOLLAR
be as sound as a dollar
pay top dollar
the pink dollar
you can bet your life/your
bottom dollar

DOLLARS
dollars-and-cents
dollars to donuts/doughnuts
look/feel (like) a million
dollars

DOMINO
a domino effect

DON'T
be damned if you do and
damned if you don't

Don't count your chickens
(before they're hatched).

Don't give me that!
Don't give up the day job!
Don't take any wooden
nickels.

I don't need this!
DON'TS
dos and don'ts

DONE
a done deal
be all done in
be cooked! done to a turn
be done in
be done like a (dog's) dinner
be done to death
be over and done with: see get
sth over and done with

done up/dressed up like a
dog's dinner

easier said than done
get sth over and done with
No sooner said than done.
the done thing
when all is said and done

DONE-BY
feel hard done-by

DONKEY
can taik the hind leg(s) off a
donkey

donkey work
donkey's years

DONUTS
dollars to donuts/ doughnuts

DOOM
a merchant of doom
a prophet of doom
doom and gloom

DOOR see also DOORS
a revolving door
be at death's door
beat a path to sb's door
by/through the back door
close/shut the door on sth



closing/shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolted

get a leg in the door
get a1your foot in the door
give sb a foot in the door: see
get a1your foot in the door

keep the wolf from the door
lay sth at sb's door
never darken your door again
open the door to sth
push at an open door
show sb the door

DOORKNOB
be as deaf as a
doorknob/doornail

DOORNAIL
be as dead as a doornail
be as deaf as a
doorknob/doornail

DOORS
behind closed doors
open (new) doors

DOORSTEP
on sb's doorstep

DOS
dos and don'ts

DOSE
give sb a dose/taste of their
own medicine

go through sb/sth like a dose
of salts

DOSES
in small doses

DOT
dot the/your i's and cross
the/yourt's

from! since the year dot
on the dot

DOTTED
sign on the dotted line

DOUBLE
a double bind
a double whammy
at the double
do a double take
do (double) duty as/for sth
double-dip: see double-
dipping

double-dipping
double Dutch
double-speak: see double-talk
double-talk
on the double

DOUBT
beyond/without a shadow of a
doubt

give sb the benefit of the
doubt

DOUBTING
a doubting Thomas

DOUGHNUTS
dollars to donuts/doughnuts

DOWN
a down and out
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a down-and-outer
be down in the dumps
be down in the mouth
be down on your luck
be (down) on your uppers
be (right) down sb's alley
be up and down
deep down
down-and-dirty
down-and-out: see a down and
out

down-at-heel
down-at-the-heel: see down-at-
heel

down-home
down the drain
down the gurgler
Down the hatch!
down the line
down the pan
down the pike
down the road
down the toilet
down the tube/tubes
down-to-earth
down to the wire
down tools
Down Under
have sth down pat: see learn
sthoff pat

kick sb when they're down
learn sth down pat

DOWNER
have a downer on sb

DOWNHILL
go downhill

DOWNS
ups and downs

DOZEN
a baker's dozen
be a dime a dozen
by the dozen
nineteen/ten to the dozen
six of one and half a dozen of
the other

DRABS
in dribs and drabs

DRAG
drag sb's name through the
mire/mud

drag your feet/heels
drag/haul sb over the
coals

the main drag
DRAGGED
look like something the cat
brought/dragged in

Look what the eat's dragged
in!

DRAGON
chase the dragon

DRAIN
a brain drain
down the drain
laugh like a drain

DRIFT

DRAPE
drape/wrap yourself in the
flag

DRAW
be quick on the draw
be slow on the draw: see be
quick on the draw

draw a blank
draw a line under sth
draw a veil over sth
draw blood
draw (sb's) fire
draw the line
draw the line at sth
draw the short straw
draw/pull in your horns
draw/take a bead on sb/sth
the luck of the draw

DRAWER
from! out of the top drawer
sb's bottom drawer

DRAWING
a drawing card
back to the drawing board

DRAWN
be at daggers drawn
the battle lines are drawn

DREAD
I dread/ shudder to think

DREADED
the dreaded lurgy

DREAM
a dream ticket
a pipe dream
a wet dream
be/live in a dream world
Dream on!
like a dream
wouldn't dream of doing sth

DREAMS
beyond your wildest dreams
In your dreams!
not in my wildest dreams
the man/woman/sth of your
dreams

DRESSED
be all dressed up and/with
nowhere to go

be dressed to kill
be dressed up to the nines
done up/dressed up like a
dog's dinner

First in, best dressed.
mutton dressed (up) as
lamb

DRIBS
in dribs and drabs

DRIFT
catch sb's/the drift
drift with the tide
get sb's/the drift
if you catch/ get my drift: see
get sb's/the drift

if you catch/ get the drift: see
get sb's/the drift



DRINK

DRINK
be meat and drink to sb
can't hold their drink/liquor
drink like a fish
drink sb under the table
drive sb to drink
the demon drink
You can lead a horse to water
(but you can't make him/it
drink).

DRIVE
drive a coach and horses
throughsth

drive a hard bargain
drive a wedge between sb
drive sb to distraction
drive sb to drink
drive sb up the wall
drive/hammer sth home
drive/run/work yourself into
the ground

drive/send sb round the bend
drive/send sb round the twist
push/drive sb over the edge

DRIVEN
be as pure as the driven snow

DRIVER
a backseat driver
a designated driver
be in the driver's seat

DRIVING
be in the driving seat

DROP
a drop in the bucket
a drop in the ocean
at the drop of a hat
drop a bomb
drop a bombshell
drop a clanger
drop-dead
Drop dead!
drop everything
drop sb a line
drop sb/sth like a hot
brick/potato

drop the ball
drop/fall into your lap
drop/lower your guard
fit/ready to drop
wait for the other shoe to
drop

You could have heard a pin
drop.

DROPPING
be dropping like flies

DROPS
the bottom drops/fails out of
the market

the penny drops
DROWN
drown your sorrows

DROWNED
look like a drowned rat

DRUGS
smart drugs
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DRUM
bang/beat the drum

DRUMMER
march to a different drununer

DRUNK
as drunk as a lord! skunk

DRY
a dry run
be as dry as a bone
be as dry as a bone
be as interesting as watching
paint dry

be bone dry
be home and dry
be like watching paint dry
bleedsbdry
keep your powder dry
leave sb high and dry
There wasn't a dry eye in the
house.

DUCK see a/50 DUCKS
a dead duck
a lame duck
a sitting duck
be duck soup
be (like) water off a duck's
back

take to sth like a duck to
water

DUCKING
ducking and diving

DUCKLING
an ugly duckling

DUCKS
get your ducks in a row

DUDGEON
in high dudgeon

DUE
give sb their due
give the devil his due
in due course

DUES
pay your dues

DUFF
be up the duff

DULL
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

be as duIlas
dishwater/ditch water

DUMMY
adununyrun

DUMPS
be down in the dumps

DUST
bite the dust
gather dust
like gold dust
not see sb for dust
the dust settles

DUTCH
a Dutch treat
double Dutch
Dutch courage
go Dutch

DUTY
be duty bound to do sth
do (double) duty as/for sth
in the line of duty

DYED
dyed-in-the-wool

EACH
each to his/her own
live in each other's pockets
take each day as it comes
to each his/her own

EAGER
an eager beaver

EAGLE
an eagle eye: see watch sb/sth
with an eagle eye

eagle-eyed: see watch sb/ stb
witb an eagle eye

watch sb/sth with an eagle eye
watch sb/sth with eagle eyes

EAR see a/50 EARS
a tin ear
be easy on tbe ear
be out on your ear
bend sb's ear
can do stb on their ear
go in one ear and out the otber
grin/smile from ear to ear
have a word in sb's ear
have an ear for stb
have half an ear on stb
have sb's ear
keep an/your ear to the
ground

lend an ear
listen witb half an ear: see
have half an ear on sth

make a pig's ear of sth/doing
sth

play it by ear
send sb away with a flea in
their ear

turn a deaf ear
You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear.

EARFUL
give sb an earful

EARLY
an early batb
an early bird
bright and early
it's early days (yet)
like turkeys voting for (an
early) Christmas

The early bird catches the
worm.

EARN
earn your stripes
earn/get brownie points
earn/win your spurs

EARNED
A penny saved is a penny
earned.

EARNER
a nice little earner



EARS
about/around sb's ears
be all ears
be music to sb's ears
beup to your
ears/eyeballs/eyes in sth

be wet behind the ears
box sb's ears
can't believe your ears
cloth ears
fall on deaf ears
have big ears
have nothing between
the/your ears

have sth coming out of your
ears

pin back your ears
prick your ears up
(sb's) ears are flapping
Walls have ears.
Were your ears burning?: see
your ears must be burning

your ears must be burning
EARTH
(a) hell on earth
an earth mother
be the salt of the earth
bring sb (back) down to earth:
see come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

disappear/vanish off the face
of the earth

fall off the face of the earth
go to earth
go to the ends of the earth
[hardly/scarcely etc.] earth-
shattering

like nothing on earth
move heaven and earth
promise (sb) the earth
run sb to earth
the earth moved
the four corners of the
earth/world

the scum of the earth
EASE
be ill at ease

EASIER
easier said than done

EASY
an easy/smooth ride: see a
bumpy/rough ride

be an easy mark
be an easy/soft touch
be as easy as abc
be as easy as falling off a log
be as easy as pie
be as easy as rolling off a log
be easy meat
be easy on the ear
be easy on the eye
easy come, easy go
Easy does it!
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easy money
free and easy
go easy
go easy on sb
It's easy to be smart after the
fact.

It's easy to be wise after the
event.

make easy meat of sth/sb: see
be easy meat

take it easy
Take it easy!

EAT
dog eat dog
eat crow
eat humble pie
eat like a bird
eat like a horse
eatlike a pig
eat sbalive
eat sb for breakfast
eat sb out of house and home
have to eat your words
have your cake and eat it (too)
I could eat a horse.
I'll eat my hat
make sb eat their words: see
have to eat your words

sb, eat your heart out!
EATING
have sb eating out of the palm
of your hand

The proof of the pudding (is in
the eating).

what's eating sb?
EBB
a low ebb
the ebb and flow

ECHO
cheer sb to the echo

ECLIPSE
be in eclipse

ECONOMICAL
be economical with the truth

ECONOMY
a false economy

EDGE
at/ on the cutting edge
be on edge
be on the ragged edge
have the edge on/over sb/sth
keep sb on the edge of their
chair

keep sb on the edge of their
seat

live on the edge
lose your edge
push/drive sb over the edge
put sb on edge: see be on edge
take the edge off sth

EDGES
fray around/ at the edges
rough edges

EDGEWAYS
get a word in edgeways

ELEVENTH

EDGEWISE
get a word in edgewise

EDUCATED
an educated guess

EEL
be as slippery as an eel

EFFECT
a domino effect
a ripple effect
a snowball effect
the bandwagon effect: see
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

EFFING
effing and blinding

EGG
a bad egg
a chicken and egg situation
a curate's egg
a good egg
a nest egg
can't boil an egg
have egg on your face
kill the goose that lays the
golden egg

lay an egg
EGGS
as sure as eggs (are/is eggs)
put all your eggs in one basket
teach your grandmother to
suck eggs

You can't make an omelette
without breaking eggs.

EGGSHELLS
be walking/treading on
eggshells

EGO
an ego trip

EIGHT
be behind the eight ball

ELBOW
at sb's elbow
can't tell your arse from your
elbow

elbow grease
elbowroom
give sb the elbow
More power to your elbow!
not know your arse from your
elbow

ELBOWS
rub elbows with sb

ELDERS
your elders and betters

ELEMENT
be in your element
be out of your elemeut

ELEPHANT
a white elephant
have a memory like an
elephant

ELEVATOR
elevator music

ELEVENTH
at the eleventh hour



ELSE
eleventh-hour: see at the
eleventh hour

ELSE
if all else fails

EMBARRASSMENT
an embarrassment of riches

EMOTIONAL
be tired and emotional

EMPTY
be running on empty
empty nest syndrome
Empty vessels make (the)
most noise/sound.

ENCHILADA
the whole enchilada

END see a/50 ENDS
a dead end
a means to an end
an end in itself
at the end of the day
be at a loose end
be at the end of your rope
be at the end of your tether
be at your wits' end
be at/ on the receiving end
be on the wrong end of sth
be the end of the line/road
be the living end
can't see beyond/past the end
of your nose

come to a sticky end
[days/months/weeks etc.] on
end

end it all
End of story.
get (bold of) the wrong end of
the stick

get the short end of the stick
get/have your end away
go off the deep end
hold/keep your end up
It'll (all) end in tears.
jump in at the deep end: see
throw sb in at the deep end

light at the end of the tunnel
make sb's hair stand on end
meet a sticky end
no end
no end of sth: see no end
not be the end of the world
quote, end quote
reach the end of the line/road:
see be the end of the
line/road

reach the end of your rope:
see be at the end of your
tether

reach the end of your tether:
see be at the end of your
tether

the beginning of the end
the business end
The end justifies the means,
the sharp end
the tail end of sth
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the thin end of the wedge
throw sb in at the deep end
to the bitter end
You'll never hear the end of it.

END-ALL
the be-all and end-all

ENDS
be at loose ends
burn the candle at both ends
go to the ends of the earth
loose ends
make (both) ends meet
odds and ends
play both ends against the
middle

ENEMIES
With friends like that, who
needs enemies?

ENEMY
be your own worst enemy
l/You wouldn't wish sth on
my/your worst enemy.

public enemy number one
ENGLAND
Close your eyes and think of
England.

ENGLISHMAN
An Englishman's home is his
castle.

ENOUGH
be man enough to do sth
Enough is as good as a feast.
enough is enough
Enough said.
fair enough
give sb enough rope (to hang
themselves)

have a lot/ enough on your
plate

ENTER
enter/get into the spirit of sth
enter/join the fray

ENVY
be green with envy

EQUAL
(all) other things being equal
all things being equal

EQUALS
be first among equals

ERR
err on the side of caution
To err is human, (to forgive,
divine).

ERRAND
a fool's errand

ERROR
see the error of your ways

ESCAPE
a narrow escape

ESPRIT
esprit de corps

ESSENCE
be of the essence

ESTIMATE
a ballpark estimate/figure

EVEN
break even
Don't get mad, get even.
evensteven
even stevens
get an even break
get even
give sb an even break: see get
an even break

on an even keel
EVENT
It's easy to be wise after the
event.

the happy event
EVERY
at every turn
Every cloud has a silver
lining.

Every dog has its day.
every last man (of us/them)
every man jack (of us/them)
every nook and cranny
every now and again/then
every other
every so often
every time sb turns
around/round

every trick in the book
every which way
It's every man for himself

EVERYONE
be on everyone's lips
everyone and his brother
Everyone has their cross to
bear.: see a cross (sb has) to
bear

EVERYTHING
drop everything
everything but the kitchen
sink

Everything in the garden is
rosy.

Everything's coming up
roses.

That beats everything!
EVIDENCE
turn king's/queen's
evidence

turn state's evidence
EVIL
a lesser evil
a necessary evil
give sb the evil eye

EVILS
the lesser of two evils

EXAMINED
need your head
examined/examining

EXAMINING
need your head
examined/ examining

EXCELLENCE
sb/ sth par excellence

EXCEPTED
present company excepted



EXCEPTION
be the exception that proves
the rule

EXCLUDED
present company excluded

EXHIBITION
make an exhibition of
yourself

EXPEDITION
a fishing expedition

EXPENSE
and hang the cost! expense
no expense is spared
no expense spared: see no
expense is spared

EXPERIENCE
chalk sth up to experience
put sth down to experience

EXPLODE
biow up/explode in sb's face

EXTOLL
extoll the virtues of sb/sth

EXTRA
go the extra mile

EXTRACURRICULAR
extracurricular activity

EYE see also EVES
a bird's eye view
aredeye
a roving eye
a worm's eye view
an eagle eye: see watch sb/sth
with an eagle eye

An eye for an eye (and a tooth
for a tooth).

be easy on the eye
be in the eye of the storm
be in the public eye
be one in the eye for sb
Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder.

cast!run your/an eye over sth
catch sb's eye
cut your eye teeth
eye-catching: see catch sb's eye
eye/mind candy
get your eye in
give sb the evil eye
give sb the glad eye
give your eye teeth for sth
give your eye teeth to do sth
have an eye for sth
have an eye for/on the main
chance

have your beady eye on sthlsb
have your eye on sth
have/keep half an eye on sth! sb
have/keep one eye on sth/sb
Here's mud in your eye!
in a pig's eye
in the blink of an eye
in the twinkling of an eye
in your mind's eye
keep a weather eye on sth/sb
keep an eye out for sb/ sth
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keep your eye in: see get your
eye in

keep your eye on the ball
keep your/an eye on sthlsb
look sb in the eye/eyes
not bat an eye/ eyelash! eyelid
red eye
see eye to eye
take your eye off the ball: see
keep your eye on the ball

the apple of sb's eye
There is more to sth! sb than
meets the eye.

There wasn't a dry eye in the
house.

turn a blind eye
watch sb/sth with an eagle eye
when sb was a (mere) twinkle
in their father's eye

with an eye to sth
with half an eye on sth!sb: see
have/keep half an eye on
sth/sb

with one eye on sth/sb: see
have/keep one eye on sth/sb

EYEBALL
eyeball to eyeball
eyeball-to-eyeball: see eyeball
to eyeball

EYEBALLS
be up to your
ears/eyeballs/eyes in sth

EYEBROWS
raise (a few) eyebrows
raised eyebrows: see raise (a
few) eyebrows

EYEFUL
get an eyeful

EYELASH
not bat an eye/ eyelash! eyelid

EYELID
not bat an eye/ eyelash! eyelid

EYES
all eyes are on sb/sth
be a sight for sore eyes
be all eyes
be up to your
ears/eyeballs/eyes in sth

bedroom eyes
can't take/keep your eyes off
sb/sth

clap eyes on sb/sth
Close your eyes and think of
England.

close/ shut your eyes to sth
couldn't believe your eyes
cry your eyes out
dollar signs in sb's eyes: see
dollar signs in sb's eyes

feast your eyes on sth
have eyes in the back of your
head

have eyes like a hawk
hit sb (right) between the eyes
insb'seyes

FACE

keep your eyes peeled! skinned
lay/set eyes onsb/sth
look sb in the eye/eyes
make eyes at sb
make sheep's eyes at sb
only have eyes for sb
open sb's eyes to sth
open your eyes to sth: see
close/shut your eyes to sth

pull the wool over sb's eyes
sb could do sth with their eyes
closed! shut

sb's eyes are bigger than their
belly/stomach

sb's eyes are out on stalks
sb's eyes are popping out of
their head

stars in your eyes
The scales fall from sb's eyes.
watch sb/sth with eagle eyes
with your eyes open

FA
sweet FA

FACE see also FACES
a face as long as a wet week
a long face
a slap in the face
arse about face
be as plain as the nose on your
face

be in your face
be laughing on the other side
of your face

be staring sb in the face
be written all over sb's face
blow up/ explode in sb's face
bring sb face to face with sth:
see come face to face with
sth

come face to face with sb
come face to face with sth
cut off your nose to spite your
face

disappear/vanish off the face
of the earth

face-saving: see save face
face the music
face to face
face-to-face: see face to face
fall flat on yourlits face
fall off the face of the earth
fly in the face of sth
Get out of my face!
have a face like thunder
have egg on your face
in-your-face: see be in your
face

keep a straight face
laugh in sb's face
look sb in the face
lose face
make/pull a face
not be just a pretty face
on the face of it
put a brave face/front on sth



FACE-SAVING

put on a brave face/front: see
put a brave face/front on sth

save face
sb's face doesn't fit
sb'sface is a picture
set your face against
sth/ doing sth

show your face
Shut your
face/ gob/mouth/trap!

stuff your face
take sth at face value
throw sth back in sb's face
to sb's face
until you are blue in the face
what's his/her face
wipe the smile off sb's face
with a face like thunder: see
have a face like thunder

with a straight face: see keep a
straightface

wouldn't know sth if it hit you
in the face

FACE-SAVING
face-saving: see save face

FACES
make (funny) faces

FACT see a/50 FACTS
a fact oflife
It's easy to be smart after the
fact.

FACTORY
a factory farm: see factory
farming

factory farm: see factory
farming

factory-farmed: see factory
farming

factory farming
on the factory floor
the factory floor: see on the
factory floor

FACTS
the facts of life

FADE
fade/pale into insignificance

FAG
a fag hag

FAG-END
the fag-end of sth

FAIL
without fail
Words fail me!

FAILS
if all else fails

FAINT
damn sb/ sth with faint praise

FAINT-HEARTED
not be for the faint-hearted

FAINTEST
not have the faintest (idea)

FAIR
a fair-haired boy
a fair shake
a fair-weather friend
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All's fair in love and war.
be fair game
by fair means or foul
fair and square
fairdinkum
Fair dos
fair enough
fair play
fair to middling
Fair's fair;
get/have a fair crack of the
whip: see give sb a fair crack
of the whip

give sb a fair crack of the whip
have had more than your fair
share of sth

It's a fair cop.
the fair/fairer sex
Turnabout is fair play.
with your own fair hands

FAIRER
I/You can't say fairer than
that.

the fair/fairer sex
FAIRY
a fairy godmother

FAITH
an article of faith
break faith with sth/sb
in bad faith: see in good faith
in good faith
keep faith with sth/sb

FALL see also FALLEN,
FALLING, FALLS, FELL
a fall from grace: see fall from
grace

a fall guy
be headed for a fall
be heading/riding for a fall
drop/fall into your lap
fall all over yourself to do sth
fall asleep at the switch: see be
asleep at the switch

fall between two stools
fall by the wayside
fall down on the job
fall flat
fall flat on your/its face
fall for sb hook, line and
sinker

fall for sth hook, line and
sinker

fall foul of sb
fall foul of sth
fall from grace
fall head over heels (in love):
see be head over heels (in
love)

fall in a heap
fall in/into line
fall into place
fall into sb's clutches
fall into sb's hands
fall into the trap of doing sth
fall into the wrong hands

fall off the face of the earth
fall off the wagon
fall off your perch
fall on deaf ears
fall on hard times
fall on stony ground
fall on your feet
fall over backwards to do sth
fall over yourself to do sth
fall short of sth
fall/ go through the floor
fall/slip through the cracks
go down/fall like ninepins
go/fall to pieces
let the chips fall where they
may

nearly fall off your chair
Pride comes before a fall.
Pride goes before a fall.
stand or fall by sth
take the fall for sb/ sth
The bigger they are, the
harder they fall.

The scales fall from sb's eyes.
FALLEN
a fallen angel
a fallen idol
a fallen woman

FALLING
be as easy as falling off a log
be coming/falling apart at the
seams

FALLS
the bottom drops/falls out of
the market

the curtain falls on sth
the roof caves/falls in

FALSE
a false alarm
a false dawn
a false economy
a false start
give sb a false sense of
security

lull sb into a false sense of
security

sail under false colors
sail under false colours
under false pretences

FAME
sb's claim to fame

FAMILIAR
have a familiar ring (to it)

FAMILIARITY
Familiarity breeds contempt.

FAMILY
a family man
in the family way
run in the family
the black sheep (of the
family)

FAMINE
feast or famine

FAMOUS
Famous last words.



FAN
fan the flames
the shit hits the fan

FANCY
a flight of
fancy/fantasy/imagination

fancy-pants
take/tickle sb's fancy

FANCY-FREE
be footloose and fancy-free

FANNIES
fannies in the seats

FANNY
sweet Fanny Adams

FANTASTIC
trip the light fantastic

FANTASY
a flight of
fancy /fantssy /imagination

FAR
be a far cry from sth
be far and away the
[best/greatest/worst etc.]

be few and far between
far be it from me to do sth
Far from it.
I wouldn't trust sb as far as I
could throw them.

So far so good.
so near aud yet so far

FARM
a factory farm: see factory
farming

a funny farm
bet the farm/ranch
factory farm: see factory
farming

FARMING
factory farming

FART
as pissed as a fart

FASHION
a fashion victim
after a fashion
like it's going out of
fashion

FAST
a fast talker
a fast track
fast and furious
fast -track: see a fast track
life in the fast lane
makea fast/quick buck
no hard and fast rules
play fast and loose with
sth/sb

pull a fast one
FAT
a fat cat
a fat lot of good/use
chew the fat
fat -cat: see a fat cat
Fat chance!
It's not over until the fat lady
sings.
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live off the fat of the land
puppy fat
the fat is in the fire

FATE
be a fate worse than death
seal sb's fate
tempt fate/providence

FATHER
a bit of how's your father
when sb was a (mere) twinkle
in their father's eye

FAnED
kill the fatted calf

FAULT
to a fault

FAVOR see also FAVOUR.
FAVOURS
not do sb any favor: see not do
sb any favours

FAVOUR
curry favour
Do me a favour!
do me/us a favour
do yourself a favour

FAVOURITE
a favourite son

FAVOURS
not do sb any favours

FEAR
Fools rush in (where angels
fear to tread).

No fear!
put the fear of God into sb

FEAST
a movable feast
Enough is as good as a feast.
feast or famine
feast your eyes on sth
the ghost/spectre at the feast

FEATHER
a feather in sb's cap
be as light as a feather
birds of a feather: see Birds of
a feather flock together.

Birds of a feather flock
together.

feather your own nest
You could have knocked me
down/over with a feather!

FEATHERS
ruffle sb's feathers
smooth (sb's) ruflled
feathers

the feathers fly
FEDERAL
make a federal case (out) of
sth

FEED
a mouth to feed
chicken feed
feed sb a line
feed/throw sb to the lions

FEEDING
a feeding frenzy
It's feeding time at the zoo!

FEET

FEEDS
bite the hand that feeds you

FEEL see also FEELING, FELT
be/feel horror-bound to do sth:
see be/feel honour-bound to
dosth

be/feel honour-bound to do
sth

be/feel light-headed
be/feel under the weather
cop a feel
feel free
feel hard done-by
feel sick to your stomach
feel the pinch
feel/go hot and cold (all over)
I (can) feel it in my bones.
look/feel (like) a million
bucks

look/feel (like) a million
dollars

make sb feel small
FEELERS
put out feelers

FEELING
a gut feeling
a sinking feeling
that Monday morning feeling

FEELINGS
hard feelings
have mixed feelings about
sth

with mixed feelings: see have
mixed feelings about sth

FEET
be carried out feet first
be dead on your feet
be run/rushed off your feet
be six feet under
be under your feet
cut the ground from under
sb/sb's feet

drag your feet/heels
fall on your feet
feet of clay
find your feet
get cold feet
get itchy feet: see have itchy
feet

get under sb's feet: see be
under your feet

get your feet under the table
get your feet wet
have itchy feet
have the world at your feet
have your/both feet on the
ground: see keep your/both
feet on the ground

in (your) stocking/stockinged
feet

jump in feet first
jump in with both feet
keep your/both feet on the
ground

land on your feet



FELL
not let the grass grow under
your feet

pull the rug from under sb's
feet

put your feet up
stand on your own two feet
sweep sb off their feet
the patter of tiny feet
think on your feet
vote with your feet

FELL
at! in one fell swoop
wouldn't know sth if you fell
over one

FELT
make your presence felt

FENCE
sit on the fence
The grass is always greener
(on the other side of the
fence).

FENCES
mend (your) fences

FENDER
a fender bender

FETTLE
be in fine fettle

FEVER
fever pitch

FEW
be few and far between
catch a few rays
hoist a few
the chosen few

FIDDLE
be as fit as a fiddle
be on the fiddle
fiddle while Rome burns
play second fiddle

FIELD
a level playing field
be out in left field
have a field day
lead the field
leave the field clear for sb
play the field

FIFTH
a fifth/third wheel
1 take/plead the Fifth
(Amendment)

FIFTY-FIFTY
a fifty-fifty chance
fifty-fifty

FIG
a fig leaf
not be worth a fig
not care/give a fig

FIGHT
a fight for life: see be fighting
for your life

an uphill
battle/fight! struggle

be spoiling for a fight
fight a losing battle
fight a rearguard action
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fight fire with fire
fight like cat and dog
fight like cats and dogs: see
fight like cat and dog

fight shy of sth! doing sth
fight tooth and claw/nail
fight your corner
live to fight another day

FIGHTING
a fighting chance
be fighting fit
be fighting for your life
be fighting mad
be in fighting trim
come out fighting

FIGMENT
be a figment of your/the
imagination

FIGURE
a ballpark estimate/figure
a figure of fun
be a fine figure of a
man/woman

cut a fine figure
cut an [interesting/ridiculous/
unusual etc.] figure

FILE
the rank and file

FILL
fill a/the void
fill sb's shoes
fill the bill
have had your ffll
have had your fill of sth

FILLING
backing and filling

FILTHY
filthy/stinking rich

FINAL
have the fmal/last word
in the fmal analysis
the fmal curtain
the fmal nail in the coffin
the final/last straw

FIND see a/50 FINDS
find out/see how the land lies
fmd your feet
find your tongue
fmd yourself on the wrong
side of the law

FINDERS
Finders keepers (losers
weepers).

FINDS
The devil fmds work for idle
hands.

FINE
a fme/pretty kettle of fish
a fine/thin line
be a fine figure of a
man/woman

be in fine fettle
Chance would be a fine thing!
cut a fine figure
cut it/things fine

have sth down to a fine art
have sth off to a fine art
not to put too fine a point on it
the fine/ small print
tread a fme/thin line between
sth: see a fme/thin line

with a fine-tooth comb
You're a fine one to talk!

FINGER see a/50 FINGERS
get/pull your finger out
give sb the finger
have a finger in every pie
have a finger in the pie: see
have a finger in every pie

have a/your finger on the
button

have your finger on the pulse
keep your finger on the pulse:
see have your finger on the
pulse

lay a finger on sb/ sth
not lift a finger
point the finger at sb
put the finger on sb
put your finger on sth
twist/wrap sb around/round
your little fmger

FINGERNAILS
cling on/hang on by your
fingernails

FINGERS
be all fingers and thumbs
burn your fingers
can count sth on the fingers of
one hand

catch sb with their
fingers/hand in the till: see
have your fmgers/hand in the
till

cross your fingers
fingers crossed: see cross your
fingers

have green fingers
have sticky fingers
have your fingers/hand in the
till

have/ get your fingers
burned/burnt

keep your fingers crossed
put/stick twofmgers up at
sb/sth

slip through your fingers
wear/work your fingers to the
bone

FINGERTIPS
at your fingertips
bean
[artist/patriot/professional
etc.] to your fingertips

cling on/hang on by your
finger-tips

FINK
a rat fink

FIRE see a/so FIRING
a baptism by/of fire



add fuel to the fire/flames
be no ball of fire
breathe fire
come under fire
draw (sb's) fire
fight fire with fire
fire a shot across sb's/the
bows

flre in your/the belly
lire/shoot blanks
get on like a house on fire
go through fire and water
hang/hold fire
have [a few/a lot etc.] irons in
the fire

in the line of fire
jump out of the frying pan

(and) into the fire
light a fire under sb
light your fire
play with fire
the fat is in the lire
There's no smoke without lire.
Where there's smoke, there's
fire.

FIRES
keep the home fires burning

FIRING
be firing on all cylinders
be in the firtng line
be on the IITing line
out of the firing line: see be in
the firing line

FIRM
a firm! steady hand on the
tiller

FIRST
at first blush
at first glance/ sight
be carried out feet first
be first among equals
be first past the post
be first/ quickest off the mark
see be quick off the mark

be in the first flush of sth
first and foremost
first-come, first-served: see
First come, first served.

First come, first served.
first hand
flrst-hand: see IITst hand
First in, best dressed.
flrst-past-the-post: see be lust
past the post

first -string: see the first string
First things first,
get to first base
give sb (the right of/to) first
refusal

have lust call on sth
have (the right of/to) first
refusal: see give sb (the right
of/to) IITst refusal

If at first you don't succeed,
(try, try, and try again).
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in the first place
jump in feet first
not know the first thing about
sth

the first string
FISH
a big fish
a big fish in a small pond
a cold fish
a fine/pretty kettle of fish
a queer fish
be another / a different kettle
of fish

be like a fish out of water
be neither fish nor fowl
drink like a fish
fish for compliments
Fish or cut bait.
have bigger/other fish to
fry

FISHING
a fishing expedition

FISHY
smell fishy

FIST
an iron fist/hand in a velvet
glove

hand over fist
make a bad/poor fist of
sth/ doing sth: see make a
good fist of sth/ doing sth

make a good fist of sth/ doing
sth

rule (sb) with an iron
fist/hand

FIT
be as fit as a fiddle
be as fit as a flea
be fighting fit
be fit to be tied
fit (sb) like a glove
fit the bill
fit/ready to drop
fit/write sth on the back of a
postage stamp

have a conniption fit
have/throw a fit
sb's face doesn't fit

FITS
If the cap fits (wear it).
If the hat/shoe fits (wear it).
in fits and starts

FIVE
Give me a high five!: see Give
me five!

Give me five!
put two and two together and
get/make five: see put two and
two together

Take five!
FIX
a quick fix
be in a fix
If it ain't broke, don't fix
it.

FLIGHT

FLAG
drape/wrap yourself in the
flag

fly / show/wave the flag
FLAGPOLE
run sth up the flagpole

FLAGS
Put the flags out!

FLAK
get/take (the) flak

FLAME
an old flame
like moths to a flame

FLAMES
add fuel to the fire/flames
fan the flames
go up in flames
shoot sth/sb down in flames

FLAPPING
(sb's) ears are flapping

FLASH
a flash in the pan
as quick as a flash/wink

FLAT
be as flat as a pancake
be flat broke
fall flat
fall flat on your/its face
flat out

FLATTERY
Flattery will get you nowhere.

FLAUNT
If you've got it, flaunt it!

FLAVOR
the flavor of the month: see the
flavour of the month

FLAVOUR
the flavour of the month

FLEA
be as flt as a flea
send sb away with a flea in
their ear

FLESH
be a thorn in sb's flesh/side
be sb's (own) flesh and blood
flesh and blood
make sb's flesh crawl/creep
meet/see sb in the flesh
press the flesh
put flesh on (the bones of) sth
your pound of flesh

FLEX
flex your muscles

FLIES
as the crow flies
be dropping like flies
How time flies!
the fur flies
There are no flies on sb.
Time flies when you're having
fun.

Time flies.
FLIGHT
a flight of
fancy/fantasy/imagination



FLIP

the top flight
FLIP
a flip-flop
flip-flop: see a flip-flop
flip your lid
flip/give sb the bird

FLIT
do a moonlight flit

FLOATING
be floating/walking on air

FLOCK
Birds of a feather flock
together.

FLOG
flog a dead horse
flog sth to death

FLOODGATES
open the floodgates

FLOOR
falll go throngh the floor
floor it
get in on the ground floor
mop the floor with sb
on the factory floor
put your foot to the floor
wipe the floor with sb

FLOTSAM
flotsam and jetsam

FLOW
be in full flow/spate
go against the flow: see go with
the flow

go with the flow
the ebb and flow

FLOWN
The bird has flown.

FLUFF
a bit of fluff/skirl

FLUSH
be in the IITst flush of sth

FLY see also FLIES, FLYING
a fly in the ointment
a fly on the wall
fly blind
fly-by-night
fly by the seat of your
pants

fly in the face of sth
fly off the handle
fly-on-the-wall: see a fly on the
wall

fly the coop
fly/leave the nest
fly/show/wave the flag
Go fly a kite!
It'll never fly.
let fly (sth)
make the fur fly: see the fur
flies

on the fly
Pigs can fly.
Pigs might fly.
[run around/rush around etc.]
like a blue-arsed fly

sparks fly
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the feathers fly
wouldn't harm/hurt a fly

FLYING
be flying high
come through/pass with
flying colors

come through/pass with
flying colours

get off to a flying start
set the fur flying: see the fur
flies

FOAMING
foaming at the mouth

FODDER
cannon fodder

FOGGIEST
not have the foggiest
(idea/notion)

FOLKS
(It's) different strokes for
dtfferentfolks.

FOLLOW
be a hard/ tough act to follow
follow in sb's footsteps
followsnit
follow your nose

FOLLOWER
a camp follower

FONDER
Absence makes the heart
grow fonder.

FOOD
give sb food for thought

FOOL
A fool and his money are soon
parted.

a fool's errand
act/play the fool
be no/nobody's fool
live in a fool's paradise
make a fool of yourself
More fool you!
play sb for a fool
The more fool you!

FOOLED
You could've fooled me.

FOOLS
Fools rush in (where angels
fear to tread).

not suffer fools gladly
FOOT see also FEET
can't put a foot wrong: see not
put a foot wrong

foot the bill
get a/your foot in the door
get off/start off on the right
foot: see get off/ start off on
the wrong foot

get off/ start off on the wrong
foot

give sb a foot in the door: see
get a/your foot in the door

have a heavy foot
have one foot in the grave
have/keep a foot in both camps

My foot!
not put a foot wrong
put your best foot forward
put your foot down
put your foot in it
put your foot in your mouth
put your foot to the floor
shoot yourself in the foot
the boot is on the other foot
the shoe is on the other foot
wait on sb hand and foot

FOOTBALL
a political football

FOOTLOOSE
be footloose and fancy-free

FOOTSIE
play footsie
play footsie with sb

FOOTSTEPS
follow in sb's footsteps

FOR
A penny for them.
A penny for your thoughts.
be for the best
be for the chop: see get the
chop

be sb's for the asking
be (strictly) for the birds
be there for the taking
be yours for the taking
can't do sth for nuts
can't for the life of me
for a kick-off
fora song
for good
for good and all
for keeps
for kicks
for my money
for my sins
for the record

FORBIDDEN
forbidden fruit

FORCE
be a force to be reckoned with
be out in force
force of habit
force sb's hand
in full force

FOREARMED
Forewarned is fore armed.

FOREGONE
a foregone conclusion

FORELOCK· TUGGING
forelock-tugging

FOREMOST
first and foremost

FOREST
can't see the forest for the
trees

FOREWARNED
Forewarned is forearmed.

FORGIVE
To err is human, (to forgive,
divine).



FORKED
speak with (a) forked
tongue

FORM
in any shape or form
(in) any way, shape, or form
Sarcasm is the lowest form of
wit.

true to form/type
FORMER
a shadow of your former self

FORT
hold down the fort
hold the fort

FORTH
back and forth
be like painting the Forth
Bridge

FORTUNE
a hostage to fortune
a small fortune
a soldier of fortune
give a hostage to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

give hostages to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

the slings and arrows (of
outrageous fortune)

FORTY
forty winks

FORWARD
not be backward in coming
forward

One step forward, two steps
back.

put your best foot forward
FORWARDS
know sth backwards and
forwards

FOUL
by fair means or foul
fall foul of sb
fall foul of sth
foul-mouthed
foul play

FOUNDATIONS
rock! shake sth to its
foundations

rock/ shake the foundations
of sth

FOUR
a four-letter word
be scattered to the four winds
the four corners of the
earth/world

FOWL
be neither fish nor fowl

FRAME
a frame of mind
be in the frame

FRANKENSTEIN
a Frankenstein's monster

FRAY
enter/join the fray
fray around/ at the edges
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tempers fray
FRAYED
frayed tempers: see tempers
fray

tempers become frayed
FRAZZLE
wear sb to a frazzle

FREE
a free agent
a free-for-all
a free ride
a free spirit
allow/give sb (a) free rein
allow/give sth (a) free rein
as free as a bird
be home free
fee!free
free and easy
give sb a free hand
have a free hand: see give sb a
freehand

It's a free country!
make free with sth
There's no such thing as a free
lunch.

FREEZE
be cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass monkey: see
brass monkey weather

FREEZES
until hell freezes over
when hell freezes over: see
until hell freezes over

FRENCH
a French letter
French leave
Pardon my French!

FRENZY
a feeding frenzy

FRESH
a breath of fresh air
be as fresh as a daisy
be fresh from swh
be fresh out of sth
be fresh out of swh
get fresh
get fresh with sb

FRIDAY
a girl/man/person Friday

FRIEND
a fair-weather friend
A friend in need (is a friend
indeed).

man's best friend
FRIENDS
have friends in high
places

With friends like that, who
needs enemies?

FRIGHTEN
frighten/scare sb out of their
wits

frighten/scare sb to death
frighten/ scare the hell out of
sb

FULL

frighten! scare the life out of
sb

frighten/scare the (living)
daylights out of sb

FRIGHTENERS
put the frighteners on sb

FRITZ
be on the fritz

FROG
have a frog in your throat

FROING
toing and froing

FROM
(from) coast to coast
from on high
from one moment to the next
from scratch
from time to time
from/since time immemorial
the [child/house/mother etc.]
from hell

FRONT
be in the front line
front -office: see the front
office

put a brave face/front on sth
put on a brave face/front: see
put a brave face/front on sth

put on/up a front
the front office
up front

FROSTING
the frosting on the cake

FROZEN
be chilled/frozen to the
marrow

FRUIT
bear fruit
forbidden fruit
the fruit of your loins

FRUITCAKE
be as nutty as a fruitcake

FRUITS
the bitter fruits

FRY
have bigger/ other fish to fry
small fry

FRYING
jump out of the frying pan

(and) into the fire
FUCK
fuck like bunnies

FUDDY-DUDDY
a fuddy-duddy
fuddy-duddy: see a fuddy-
duddy

FUEL
add fuel to the fire/flames

FULL
a full-court press
allow/give sth full play
(at) full pelt/steam/tilt
at full stretch
(at) full throttle
be as full as a boot/tick



FULLNESS

be full of beans
be full of bull
be full of crap/ shit
be full of holes
be full of piss and vinegar
be full of ihe joys of
spring

be full of yourself
be in full cry
be in full flow/spate
be in full swing
be on fullIred alert
be one card! several cards
short of a full deck

be put on full/red alert: see be
on full/red alert

bring sb full circle: see
come/go/turn full circle

come into full play: see
allow/give sth full play

come to a full stop
come/go/turn full circle
full steam ahead
go the (full) distance
have your hands full
have your plate full
in full force
not be the full quid
ihe full monty
The wheel has come/turned
full circle.: see come/go/turn
full circle

FULLNESS
in ihe fullness of time

FULLY
be a fully paid-up member of
sih

FUN
a figure of fun
be more fun ihan a barrel of
monkeys

have fun and games
It was fun while it lasted.
make fun of sb/sih
not be all fun and games
poke fun at sb/sih
Time flies when you're having
fun.

FUND
a rainy day fund: see save (sih)
for a rainy day

FUNERAL
it's your funeral

FUNK
be in a (blue) funk

FUNNY
a funny farm
be as funny as a barrel of
monkeys

funny business
funny money
make (funny) faces

FUR
make the fur fly: see the fur
flies
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set the fur flying: see the fur
flies

ihe fur flies
FURIOUS
fast and furious

FURNITURE
be part of ihe furniture

FURROW
plough a lone/lonely
furrow

FURTHER
wiihout furiher/more
ado

FURY
Hell haih no fury (like a
woman scorned).

FUSE
a short fuse
blow a fuse/gasket

FUSS
kick up a fuss/row/stink

GAB
the gift of gab
the gift of ihe gab

GAFF
blow the gaff

GAIN
gain ground
gain/ get the upper hand: see
have the upper hand

what you lose on the swings,
you gain on the roundabouts

GAINED
Nothing ventured, nothing
gained.

GALLERY
play to ihe gallery

GALLOWS
gallows humor
gallows humour

GAMBLER
an amber gambler

GAME see also GAMES
a cat and mouse game: see play
cat and mouse

a game plan
a mug's game
a numbers game
a shell game
a totally different ball game
a whole new ball game
a zero-sum game
be ahead of ihe game
be fair game
be new to ihe game
be on ihe game
beat sb at their own game: see
play sb at their own game

give the game away
go on the game: see be on the
game

play a/the waiting game
play sb at their own game
play ihe game
raise your game

stay ahead of the game: see be
ahead of ihe game

The game's up!
ihe name of ihe game
two can play at ihat game
What's sb's game?

GAMEKEEPER
a poacher turned
gamekeeper

GAMES
have fun and games
not be all fun and games
play games

GANDER
What's good for ihe goose (is
good for ihe gander).

What's sauce for ihe goose (is
sauce for ihe gander).

GANGBUSTERS
come on like gangbusters
like gangbusters

GAP
a credibility gap
a generation gap

GARBAGE
Garbage in, garbage out.

GARDEN
Everything in ihe garden is
rosy.

lead sb down the garden path
lead sb up ihe garden path

GARDEN·VARIETY
garden-variety

GARTERS
have your guts for garters

GAS
a gas guzzler
be cooking on gas
be cooking with gas
run out of gas
Step on ihe gas!

GASKET
blow a fuse/gasket

GASP
the last gasp of sth

GATE see also GATES
like a bull at a gate

GATEPOST
between you, me and ihe
bedpost/gatepost

GATES
the pearly gates

GATHER
gather dust
gather your wits

GAUNTLET
pick/take up the gauntlet: see
throw down the gauntlet

run the gauntlet
throw down the gauntlet

GAZE
gaze at/ contemplate your navel

GEAR
get in/ into gear
get your arse in gear



get your brain in gear
move/ step up a gear

GENERATION
a generation gap

GENIE
let the genie out of the bottle
put the genie back in the
bottle: see let the genie out of
the bottle

GENTLE
a gentle giant
be as gentle as a lamb

GET see also GETS, GOT
be as [fast/hot/thin etc.] as all
getout

be [faster/hailer/thinner etc.]
than all get out: see be as
[fast/hot/thin etc.] as all get
out

build/get/work up a head of
steam

catch/cop/get some z's
catch/get hell
climb/get on your high horse
climb/get/hop into bed with
sb: see be in bed with sb

come/get (down) off your high
horse: see climb/get on your
high horse

come/get to grips with sth
dig/get sb out of a hole: see be
in a hole

Don't get mad, get even.
Don't get me wrong.
earn/get brownie points
enter/get into the spirit of sth
gain/get the upper hand: see
have the upper hand

get a bit much: see be a bit
much

get a bloody nose: see give sb a
bloody nose

get a buzz from sth/ doing sth:
see give sb a buzz

get a crack at sth: see
have/take a crack at sth

get a grip (on yourself)
get a handle on sth
get a kick out of sth/doing sth
get a leg in the door
get a leg up: see give sb a leg up
Get a life!
get a line on sb/sth
Get a load of that!
get a look in
get a move on
get a raw deal
get a rise out of sb
get a rocket: see give sb a
rocket

get a word in edgeways
get a word in edgewise
get a/the jump on sb/ sth
get a/your foot in the door
get a/your second breath
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get a/your second wind
get an even break
get an eyeful
get away with murder
Get away with you!
getaway/off scot-free
get behind the wheel: see be
at/behind the wheel

get bent out of shape
get blood out of a stone
get cold feet
Get cracking!
get down to brass tacks
get even
getfresh
get fresh with sb
get grief: see give sb grief
get her claws into sb
get (hold of) the wrong end of
the stick

get in on the act
get in on the ground floor
get in sb's hair
get in touch: see be in touch
get inlinto a rut: see be (stuck)
inarut

get in/into gear
get into deep water: see be in
deep water

get into the swing of it/things
get into your stride
get it in the neck
get it off your chest
get it out of your system
get it together
get itchy feet: see have itchy
feet

Get knotted!
Getlost!
getlucky
get no change out of sb
get off sb's back: see get sb off
your back

get off sb's case: see get on sb's
case

get off the mark
get off to a flying start
get off your arse
get off your backside
get off your tail
get off/start off on the right
foot: see get off/start off on
the wrong foot

get off! start off on the wrong
foot

get on like a house on fire
get on sb's case
get on sb's tits
get on sb's wick
get on the stick
get on the wrong side of the
law

get on top of you
get on your goat
get on your soapbox

GET

get out of bed on the wrong
side

get out of hand
Get out of my face!
Get real!
get religion
get rolling
get sb into bed: see go to bed
withsb

get (sb) into hot water: see be
in hot water

get sb off your back
get sb's ass
get sb's/the drift
get short shrift from sb: see
give sb/sth short shrift

get shot of sb/sth
get (sth) off the ground
get sth over and done with
get sth over with
get sth rolling: see get rolling
Get stuffed!
gettheaxe
get the better of sb
get the boot: see give sb the
boot

get the chop
get the green light: see give
sb/sth the green light

get the hang of sth
get the hell out
get the hump
get the jitters
get the message
get the munchies
get the nod: see give sb the nod
get the picture
get the push: see give sb the
push

get the runaround: see give sb
the runaround

get the sack
get the shaft
get the short end of the stick
get the thumbs down: see give
sth the thumbs down

get the thumbs up: see give sth
the thumbs up

get to first base
get to the bottom of sth
get under sb's feet: see be
under your feet

get under sb's skin
get-up-and-go
get up on the wrong side of the
bed

get up sb's nose
get wind of sth
get with the program
get your act together
get your arse in gear
get your brain in gear
get your claws into sb
get your comeuppance
get your ducks in a row



GETS

get your eye in
get your feet under the table
get your feet wet
get your goat
get your hands dirty
get your hands on sb
get your head around sth
get your head down
get your hooks into sthlsb
get your just deserts
get your knickers in a knot
get your knickers in a twist
get your leg over
get your lines/wires crossed
get your marching orders: see
give sb their marching
orders

get your mind around sth
get your oats
get your own back
get your own way
get your rocks off
get your shit together
Get your skates on!
get your tongue
around/round sth

get your walking papers: see
give sb their walking papers

get (yourself) in/into a lather:
see be in a lather

get/go beyond ajoke
get/ go from A to B
get/ go into a huddle
get/grate on sb's nerves
get/have a fair crack of the
whip: see give sb a fair crack
of the whip

get/have carte blanche: see
give sb carte blanche

get/have your day in court
get/have your end away
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

get/lay your hands on sth
get/let sb off the hook
get/pull your finger out
get/put a quart into a pint pot
get/put one over on sb
get/put sb's back up
get/put the wind up sb
get/put your head down
get/put your own house in
order

get/ sink your teeth into sth
get/take [a lot of/some etc.]
stick

get/take the bit between your
teeth

get/take (the) flak
get/take the measure of
sb/ sth: see have the measure
of sb/sth

give as good as you get
have/ get your fingers
burned/burnt
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I'll get a rain check
If you can't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen.

if you catch/ get my drift: see
get sb's/the drift

if you catch/get the drift: see
get sb's/the drift

If you pay peanuts, you get
monkeys.

Let's get the/this show on the
road.

Nice work if you can get it!
Piss or get off the can/pot!
play hard to get
put/ get sb/ sth back on track:
see on track

Shit or get off the can/pot!
tell sb where to get off

GETS
if sb/sth catches a cold, sb/sth
gets pneumonia

if the going gets rough/tough:
see when the going gets
rough/tough

when the going gets
rough/tough

GHOST
give up the ghost
lay the ghost of sth/sb (to rest)
not a ghost of a chance
the ghost/ spectre at the feast

GIANT
a gentle giant

GIFT
not look a gift horse in the
mouth

the gift of gab
the gift of the gab
think you are God's gift to
women

GILD
gild the lily

GILLS
be green about/around the
gills

GINGER
a ginger group

GIRD
gird (up) your loins

GIRL
a big girl's blouse
a call girl
a girl/man/person Friday
a giamor girl/puss: see a
glamour girl/puss

a glamour girl/puss
a golden boy/girl

GIVE see also GIVEN
a give-and-take
allow/give sb (a) free rein
allow/give sth (a) free rein
allow/give sth full play
Don't give me that!
Don't give up the day job!
flip/give sb the bird

give a hostage to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

give a raspberry
give-and-take
give and take: see give-and-
take

give as good as you get
give ground
give hostages to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

Give it a rest!
give it a shot/whirl
Give it to me straight.
give it your all
give it your best shot
Give me a high five!: see Give
me five!

Give me five!
Give me/us a break!
give sb a bell
give sb a bloody nose
give sb a break
give sb a buzz
give sb a dose/taste of their
own medicine

give sb a fair crack of the whip
give sb a false sense of
security

give sb a foot in the door: see
get a/your foot in the door

give sb a free hand
give sb a hand
give sb a hard time
give sb a head start: see have a
head start

give sb a leg up
give sb [a lot of/some etc.]
stick: see get/take [a lot
of/some etc.] stick

give sb a new lease of life
give sb a new lease on life
give sb a piece of your mind
give sb a rocket
give sb a rough time
give sb a run for their money
give sb a tinkle
give sb an earful
give sb an even break: see get
an even break

Give sb an inch and they'll
take a mile.

give sb carte blanche
give sb enough rope (to hang
themselves)

give sb food for thought
give sb grief
givesbhell
give sb pause (for thought)
give sb the benefit of the
doubt

give sb the boot
give sb the cold shoulder
give sb the creeps/willies
give sb the elbow
give sb the evil eye



give sb the finger
give sb the glad eye
give sb the heebie-jeebies
give sb the jitters: see get the
jitters

give sb the kiss of life
give sb the nod
give sb the (old) heave ho
give sb the push
give sb (the right of/to) first
refusal

give sb the rough side of your
tongue

give sb the runaround
give sb the sack: see get the
sack

give sb the shaft: see get the
shaft

give sb the shits
give sb the shivers
give sb the slip
give sb the works: see the
(whole) works

give sb their due
give sb their head
give sb their marching orders
givesb their walking papers
give sb/sth a wide berth
give sb/ sth short shrift
give sb/sth the green light
give sb/sth the once-over
give sth a lick and a promise
give sth a miss
give sth a new lease of life
give sth a once-over
give sth a shot: see have a shot
atsth

give sth pride of place: see
have/take pride of place

give sth the thumbs down
give sth the thumbs up
give sth up as a bad job
give sth/sb a bad name
give the devil his due
give the game away
give the lie to sth
Give them hell!
give up the ghost
give your all
give your eye teeth for sth
give your eye teeth to do sth
give your life
give/hand sth to sb on a plate
give/hand sth to sb on a
(silver) platter

give/pay lip service to sth
give/quote (sb) chapter and
verse

give/shoot sb a dirty look
I'll give you what for!
not budge/ give an inch
not care/ give a fig
not care/ give a hoot
not care/ give a toss
not care/ give tuppence
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not care/ give two hoots: see not
care/ give a hoot

not give a damn
not give a monkey's
not give a shit
not give a tinker's cuss
not give a tinker's damn
not give sb the time of day
not give sth a second thought:
see without a second
thought

not give sth/sb house room
would give their right arm
would give you the shirt off
their back

GIVEN
be given the axe
be given the chop
given half a! the chance

GLAD
give sb the glad eye
your glad rags

GLADLY
not suffer fools gladly

GLAMOUR
a glamour girl/puss

GLANCE
at first glance/ sight
without a backward glance

GLASS
a glass ceiling
People who live in glass
houses (shouldn't throw
stones).

GLASSES
rose-colored glasses: see rose-
coloured glasses

rose-coloured glasses
rose-tinted glasses

GLISTENS
All that glistens/glitters is not
gold.

GLISTERS
All that glisters is not gold.

GLITTERS
All that glistens/ glitters is not
gold.

GLOOM
doom and gloom

GLORY
sb's/sth's glory days

GLOVE
an iron fist/hand in a velvet
glove

fit (sb) like a glove
hand and glove
hand in glove

GLOVES
handle/treat sb with kid
gloves

the gloves are off
GLUED
glued/rooted to the spot

GLUTTON
a glutton for punishment

GO
GNASHING
gnashing of teeth

GO see also GOES, GOING,
GONE
ago-getter
be all dressed up and/with
nowhere to go

be on the go
be raring to go
be/go at it hammer and tongs
be/go on at sb
be/ go (out) on the razzle
be/go out on the tiles
be/ go out on the town
come/ go along for the ride
come/go cap in hand
come/ go down in the world
come/go hat in hand
come/ go under the hammer
come/ go up in the world: see
come/ go down in the world

come/go with the territory
come/ go/turn full circle
cut/go through sth like a (hot)
knife through butter

easy come, easy go
fall! go through the floor
feel/go hot and cold (all over)
from the word go
get/ go beyond a joke
get/ go from A to B
get/go into a huddle
go against the flow: see go with
the flow

go against the grain
go all out
go (all) round the houses
go all the way
go ape
go apeshit: see go ape
go around/round in circles
go as red as a beet
go as red as a beetroot
go back a long way
go ballistic
go bananas
go beet red
go beetroot (red)
go belly up
go beyond the pale: see be
beyond the pale

go by the board
go by the boards: see go by the
board

go by the book
go down a treat
go down like a lead balloon
go down that road
go down the plughole
go down the wrong way
go down/fall like ninepins
go downhill
go Dutch
go easy
go easy on sb



GOAL

Go fly a kite!
go for broke
go for the jugular
go from bad to worse
go from rags to riches
go from strength to strength
go hand in hand
go haywire
go head to head
go hell for leather
go hog wild
go (in) for the kill
go in one ear and out the other
go into overdrive
go into raptures
go into the hole: see be in the
hole

go it alone
Go jump in a/the lake!
go (like) a bomb
go like a bomb
go like a rocket
go live
go mental
go native
go off at a tangent
go off at half-cock
go off half-cocked: see go off at
half-cock

go off on a tangent
go off the boil
go off the deep end
go off the rails
go off your rocker: see be off
your rocker

go off your trolley: see be off
your trolley

go on record
go on the game: see be on the
game

go on the wagon: see be on the
wagon

go one better
go out (of) the window
go out of your mind: see be out
of your mind

go out of your way to do sth
go out on a limb
go (out) on the piss: see be (out)
on thepiss

go over sb's head
go over the top: see be over the
top

go over with a bang
go overboard
go pear-shaped
Go piss up a rope!
go places
go postal
go south
go spare
go stag
(Go) take a running jump!
(Go) tell it/that to the
marines.
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go the extra mile
go the (full) distance
go the whole hog
go the whole nine yards
go thin on top: see be thin on
top

go through fire and water
go through hell
go through sb/ sth like a dose
of salts

go through the mill
go through the motions
go through the roof
go through the wringer: see
put sb through the wringer

go to any lengths to do sth: see
go to great lengths to do sth

go to batfor sb
go to bed with sb
Go to blazes!
gotoeartb
go to great lengths to do sth
go to ground
go to hell in a
handbasketlhandcart

Go to hell!
go to pot
go to rack/wrack and ruin
go to sb's head
go to see a man about a dog
go to show (sth)
go to the country
Go to the devil!
go to the dogs
go to the ends of the earth
go to the polls
go to the stake
go to the wall
go to town on sth
go to/take great pains to do sth
go under the knife
go up in smoke
go west
go whole hog
go with a bang
go with a swing
go with the flow
go/fall to pieces
go/jump through hoops
go/run deep
go/run to seed
go/run/work like clockwork
go/ sell like hot cakes
go/swim against the tide
go/swim with the tide: see
go/swim against the tide

have a go at sb
have sth on the go
If Mohammed will not go to
the mountain, the mountain
must come to Mohammed.

It's all go.
let yourself go
make a go of sth
no go

not go a bundle on sth
not go amiss
pick up your marbles (and go
home/leave)

The show must go on.
GOAL
an own goal
move the goal

GOALPOSTS
move the goalposts

GOAT
act/play the goat
get on your goat
get your goat

GOATS
separate the sheep from the
goats

sort (out) the sheep from the
goats

GOB
Shut your
face/gob/mouth/trap!

GOD
a God-given right
a (little) tin god
a man of God
God rest her/his soul.
God/Heaven help sb
honest to God
play God
put the fear of God into sb
There but for the grace of God
(gol).

think you are God's gift to
women

GODLINESS
Cleanliness is next to
Godliness.

GODMOTHER
a fairy godmother

GODS
be in the lap of the gods

GOES
Bang goes sth!
here goes nothing
It goes without saying.
Pride goes before a fall.
the balloon goes up
What sb says goes.
your heart goes out to sb
your mind goes blank

GOGGLE-BOX
the goggle-box

GOING
be going begging
be going great guns
be going spare
be heavy going
hard going
have a lot going for you
have a thing going with sb
have something going with sb
if the going gets rough/tough:
see when the going gets
rough/tough



like it's going out of fashion
not have much going for you:
see have a lot going for you

not know iflwhether you are
coming or going

when the going gets
rough/tough

while the going is good
GOINGS
the comings and goings

GOLD
a gold digger
All that glistens/glitters is not
gold.

All that glisters is not gold.
be as good as gold
be worth its/your weight in
gold

have a heart of gold
like gold
like gold dust
strike gold

GOLDEN
a golden boy/girl
a golden handshake
a golden oldie
a golden parachute
golden handcuffs
kill the goose that lays the
golden egg

GOLDMINE
be sitting on a goldmine

GONE
be gone on sb
gone for a burton
here today, gone tomorrow

GOOD
a fat lot of good/use
a good egg
a good-tor-nothing
a good Samaritan
A miss is as good as a mile.
A nod's as good as a wink.
All in good time.
be all well and good
be as good as gold
be as good as new
be as good as your word
be in good company
be in sb's good books
be no good/use to man or beast
be on good terms with sb
be on to a good thing
be too good to be true
be up to no good
do sb a power of good
do sb the world of good
Enough is as good as a feast.
for good
for good and all
for good measure
give as good as you get
good and proper
good-for-nothing: see a good-
for-nothing
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Good riddance (to bad
rubbish)!

good/right and proper
have a good head on your
shoulders

have a good mind to do sth
have a good run for your
money

have had a good innings
have it on good authority
hold good
if sb knows what's good for
them

in good faith
It's an ill wind (that blows
nobody any good).

It's no good/use crying over
spilt milk.

make a good fist of sth! doing
sth

make good on sth
make (it) good
No news is good news.
One good turn deserves
another.

put in a good word for sb
So far so good.
stand sb in good stead
take sth in good part
take the bad with the good
the good old days
the great and the good
The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

throw good money after bad
too much of a good thing
turn/use sth to good account
What's good for the goose (is
good for the gander).

while the going is good
You can't keep a good
man/woman down.

Your guess is as good as mine.
GOODBYE
kiss/ say/wave goodbye to sth

GOODS
come up with the goods
deliver the goods
sell sb a bill of goods
your goods and chattels

GOODY·GOODY
a goody-goody

GOOSE
cook sb's goose
kill the goose that lays the
golden egg

What's good for the goose (is
good for the gander).

What's sauce for the goose (is
sauce for the gander).

wouldn't say boo to a goose
GOOSEBERRY
play gooseberry

GORDIAN
a Gordian knot

GRASS

cut the Gordian knot: see a
Gordian knot

GORY
the gory details

GOSPEL
accept/take sth as gospel
(truth)

the gospel truth
GOT
A man's got to do what a man's
got to do.

Got it in one!
Has the cat got your tongue?
have got it bad
If you've got it, flaunt it!
like the cat that got the
cream

We've got a right one here!
You've got me there.

GRAB
a grab bag

GRABS
up for grabs

GRACE
a fall from grace: see fall from
grace

a saving grace
fall from grace
There but for the grace of God
(go I).

GRACES
airs and graces

GRADE
make the grade

GRAIN
a grain of truth
go against the grain
take sth with a grain of salt

GRAND
in the grand/great scheme of
things

the grand old man of sth
GRANDEUR
delusions of grandeur

GRANDMOTHER
teach your grandmother to
suck eggs

GRANTED
take it for granted
take sb for granted
take sth for granted

GRAPES
sour grapes

GRAPEVINE
hear sth on/through the
grapevine

GRASP
clutch! grasp at straws
grasp the nettle

GRASS
a grass widow
a snake in the grass
be as interesting as watching
grass grow

be like watching grass grow



GRASSHOPPER

grass-roots: see the grass
roots

not let the grass grow under
your feet

The grass is always greener
(on the other side of the
fence).

the grass roots
GRASSHOPPER
be knee-high to a grasshopper

GRATE
get/grate on sb's nerves

GRATEFUL
be grateful/thankful for small
mercies

GRAVE
be as silent as the grave
dig your own grave
from the cradle to the grave
have one foot in the grave
this side of the grave
turn in your grave
turn over/spin in your grave

GRAVEYARD
the graveyard shift

GRAVY
the gravy train

GRAY
a gray area: see a grey area
gray matter: see grey matter

GREASE
elbow grease
grease sb's palm

GREASED
like greased lightning

GREASY
a greasy spoon
the greasy pole

GREAT
be another/one of life's great
mysteries

be going great guns
be no great shakes
go to great lengths to do sth
go to/take great pains to do
sth

Great minds (think alike).
Great/Mighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

in the grand! great scheme of
things

make (a) great play of sth
set great/much store by sth
the great and the good

GREATEST
the best/greatest thing since
sliced bread

GREEK
It's all Greek to me.

GREEN
be green about/ around the
gills

be green with envy
get the green light: see give
sb/ sth the green light
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give sb/ sth the green light
green-fingered: see have green
fingers

green-thumbed: see have
green fingers

have a green thumb
have green fingers
the green-eyed monster
the rub of the green

GREENER
greener pastures
The grass is always greener
(on the other side of the
fence).

GREET
greet/welcome sb/sth with
open arms

GREY
a grey area
grey matter
the men in grey suits

GRIEF
come to grief
get grief: see give sb grief
give sb grief

GRIM
hang/hold on like grim death
the Grim Reaper

GRIN
a grin like a Cheshire cat
a shit-eating grin
grln and bear it
grin like a Cheshire cat: see a
grin like a Cheshire cat

grin! smile from ear to ear
GRIND
grind to a halt/standstill
have an axe to grind

GRINDSTONE
keep your nose to the
grindstone

GRIP
be in the grip of sth
get a grip (on yourself)
have a grip on sth
keep a grip on yourself: see get
a grip (on yourself)

lose your grip
GRIPS
come/get to grips with sth

GRIST
(all) grist to the mill
grist for your mill

GRIT
grit your teeth

GROOVE
be in the groove
be (stuck) in a groove

GROUND
a happy hunting ground
be thick on the ground: see be
thin on the ground

be thin on the ground
break new ground
common ground

cut the ground from under
sb/sb's feet

drive/run/work yourself into
the ground

fall on stony ground
gain ground
get in on the ground floor
get (sth) off the ground
give ground
go to ground
have your/both feet on the
ground: see keep your/both
feet on the ground

hit the ground running
hold! stand your ground
keep an/your ear to the
ground

keep your/both feet on the
ground

lose ground: see gain ground
on dangerous ground
on safe ground: see on
dangerous ground

prepare the ground
run into the ground
run sb to ground
run sth into the ground
sb's stamping/stomping
ground

shift your ground
suit sb down to the ground
the high ground
the middle ground
wish the ground would
swallow you up

GROUP
a glnger group

GROVES
the groves of academe

GROW
Absence makes the heart
grow fonder.

be as interesting as watching
grass grow

be like watching grass grow
Great/Mighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

grow like Topsy
Money doesn't grow on trees.
not let the grass grow under
your feet

GROWING
growing pains

GRUDGE
bear a grudge

GRUNT
grunt work
grunt work

GUARD
be on (your) guard
catch/take sb off guard
drop/lower your guard
the old guard

GUESS
an educated guess



be anybody's guess
Your guess is as good as mine.

GUESSING
keep sb guessing
no prizes for guessing sth

GUEST
Be my guest.

GUIDING
a guiding light/spirit

GUILT
agnilttrip
lay/put a guilt trip on sb
send sb on a guilt trip

GUINEA
a guinea pig

GULLET
stick in your gullet/throat

GUM
be up a gum tree
gum up the works

GUN see also GUNS
a big gun/noise
a smoking gun
a son of a gun
be under the gon
hold/put a gon to sb's head
jump the gun
Son of a gun!

GUNBOAT
gonboat diplomacy

GUNG-HO
be gong-ha about/for sth: see
gong-ha .

gong-ha
GUNNING
be gunning for sb

GUNS
all gons blazing
be going great guns
spike sb's gons
stand by your guns
stick to your gons
with (your) gons blazing

GUNWALES
to the gonwales

GURGLER
down the gurgler

GUT see also GUTS
a gut feeling
a gut reaction
bust a gut
bust a gut (laughing)

GUT·BUCKET
a gut-bucket

GUTS
a misery guts
blood and guts
hate sb's guts
have your guts for garters
slog/sweat/work your guts out
spill your guts

GUTSER
come a gutser

GUY
a fall guy
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a wise guy
No more Mr Nice Guy.

GUZZLER
a gas guzzler

HABIT
force of habit
kick the habit
Why break the habit of a
lifetime?

HACKLES
make (sb's) hackles rise
raise (sb's) hackles
sb's hackles rise: see raise
(sb's) hackles

HAD
had it coming
have had a bellyfUl of sth
have had a good innings
have had it
have had it (up to here)
have had its chips
have had its/your day
have had more than your fair
share of sth

have had your chips
have had your fill
have had your flll of sth

HAG
a fag hag

HAIL-FELLOW-WELL-MET
hail-fellow-well-met

HAIR see also HAIRS
a hair shirt
a hair's breadth
curl sb's hair
get in sb's hair
hair-raising
harm a hair on sb's head
have a bad hair day
haven't seen hide nor hair of
sb/sth

Keep your hair on!
let your hair down
make sb's hair curl
make sb's hair stand on end
not a hair out of place
not turn a hair
out of sb's hair: see get in sb's
hair

pull/tear your hair out
put hair(s) on your chest
the hair of the dog (that bit

yOU)
HAIR-SPUnING
hair-splrtting: see split hairs

HAIRS
have sb by the short hairs
split hairs

HALCYON
the halcyon days

HALE
hale and hearty

HALF see also HALVES
a half-wit
be at half-mast

HAND

behalf-cut
be half-dead
be half the battle (won)
be half the [dancer/writer
etc.] you used to be

be too clever by half
Cheap at half the price!
given half a/the chance
go off at half-cock
go off half-cocked: see go off at
half-cock

Half a loaf is better than none.
half-arsed
half-assed: see half-arsed
half-baked
half-hearted
half-heartedly: see half-
hearted

half-witted: see a half-wit
Half/ Just a moo
have half a mind to do sth
have half an ear on sth
have not heard the half of it!
have/keep halfan eye on
sth/sb

how the other half lives
listen with half an ear: see
have half an ear on sth

not be half bad
not half
Not halfl
not koow the half of it
sb's better/other half
six of one and half a dozen of
the other

That was a [game/meal/walk
etc.] and a half

with half an eye on sth/ sb: see
have/keep half an eye on
sth/sb

HALF-ASSED
half-as sed: see half-arsed

HALF-COCKED
go off half-cocked: see go off at
half-cock

HALFWAY
a halfway house
meet sb halfway

HALT
grind to a halt/ standstill

HALVES
not do anything/things by
halves

HAM-FISTED
ham-fisted

HAM-HANDED
ham-handed: see ham-fisted

HAMMER
be/go at it hammer and
tongs

come/go under the hammer
drive/hammer sth home

HAND see also HANDS
A bird in the hand (is worth
two in the bush).



HAND-WRINGING

a firm/ steady hand on the
tiller

a hand-me-down
an iron fist/hand in a velvet
glove

an old hand
be a dab hand
be in hand
be on hand
bite the hand that feeds you
can count sth on the fingers of
one hand

catch sb with their
fmgers/hand in the till: see
have your fmgers/hand in the
till

close/near at hand
come/go cap in hand
come/go hat in hand
could do sth with one
arm/hand tied behind their
back

first hand
force sb's hand
gain/get the upper hand: see
have the upper hand

get out of hand
give sb a free hand
give sb a hand
give/hand sth to sb on a plate
give/hand sth to sb on a
(silver) platter

go hand in hand
hand and glove
hand in glove
hand on heart: see put your
hand on your heart

hand over fist
hand over the reins
hand-to-mouth: see live (from)
hand to mouth

have a free hand: see give sb a
freehand

have a hand in sth
have sb eating out of the palm
of your hand

have sb in the palm of your
hand

have sb/sth on hand: see be on
hand

have sth in hand: see be in hand
have the upper hand
have your flngers/hand in the
till

have/hold the whip hand
hold sb's hand
l/You have to hand it to sb
keep your hand in
know sth like the back of your
hand

lay a hand on sb
lend (sb) a hand
live (from) hand to mouth
on the one hand ...on the other
hand
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out of hand
overplay your hand
put your hand in your pocket
put your hand on your heart
raise your hand against/to sb
rule (sb) with an iron
fist/hand

show your hand
sleight of hand
take sb/ sth in hand: see be in
hand

the dead hand of sth
The hand that rocks the cradle
(rules the world).

the left hand doesn't know
what the right hand is doing

the matter at hand
the matter in hand
throw in your hand
tip your hand
try your hand at sth
turn your hand to sth
wait on sb hand and foot

HAND·WRINGING
hand-wringing: see wring your
hands

HANDBASKET
go to hell in a
handbasket/handcart

HANDCART
go to hell in a
handbasket/handcart

HANDCUFFS
golden handcuffs

HANDLE
be too hot to handle
fly off the handle
get a handle on sth
handle/treat sb with kid gloves

HANDLES
love handles

HANDS
a safe pair of hands
ail hands on deck
ail hands to the pumps
be in safe hands
be in sb's hands
be out of sb's hands
be putty in your hands
beat sb hands down: see win
(sth) hands down

can't keep your hands off sb
change hands
dirty your hands
fail into sb's hands
fail into the wrong hands
get your hands dirty
get your hands on sb
get/lay your hands on sth
have blood on your hands
have clean hands: see keep
your hands clean

have sb's blood on your hands
have sth on your hands
have time on your hands

have your hands full
keep your hands clean
leave sth in sb's hands: see be
in sb's hands

off sb's hands
place/put your life in sb's
hands: see your life is in sb's
hands

play into sb's hands
sb's hands are tied
sit on your hands
take matters into your own
hands

take sb/sth off sb's hands: see
off sb's hands

take the law into your own
hands

take your life in/into your
hands

The devil fmds work for idle
hands.

time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's
hands)

wandering hands
wash your hands of sb/sth
win (sth) hands down
with your bare hands
with your own fair hands
wring your hands
your life is in sb's hands

HANDSHAKE
a golden handshake

HANDWRITING
read/see the handwriting on
the wall: see the writing is on
the wall

the handwriting is on the
wall

HANG see also HANGED.
HANGING. HANGS
a hang-up
and hang the cost/ expense
be/hang in the balance
cling on/hang on by your
fingernails

cling on/hang on by your
fingertips

get the hang of sth
give sb enough rope (to hang
themselves)

hang a left/right
hang by a thread
Hangloosel
Hang on a mo,
hang (on) in there
hang out your shingle
hang tough
hang up your boots
hang up your hat
hang your head (in shame)
hang/hold fire
hang/hold on like grim death
hang/hold on (to sth/sb) for
dear life

let it ail hang out



HANGED
! might as well be
hanged/hung for a sheep as a
lamb.

HANGER
a hanger-on

HANGING
be hanging over you
be hanging over your head
be left hanging (in the air/in
midair)

HANGS
Thereby/Therein hangs a tale.
time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's
hands)

HANKY-PANKY
hanky-panky

HAPPEN
accidents will happen
an accident waiting to happen

HAPPY
a happy accident
a happy hunting ground
a happy medium
be as happy as a clam
be as happy as Larry / a sandboy
not be a happy bunny
not be a happy camper
the happy event

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
happy-go-lucky

HARD
a hard-on
a hard/tough nut
a hard/tough nut to crack
a hard/tough row to hoe
be a hard/tough act to follow
be as hard as nails
be hard pressed
be hard pushed
be hard put to do sth
be hard up
between a rock and a hard
place

diehard
die-hard: see die hard
drive a hard bargain
fall on hard times
feel hard done-by
give sb a hard time
hard-boiled
hard cash
hard feelings
hard going
Hard lines.
hard-nosed
hard to swallow
hard/hot on sb's heels
Hard/Tough cheddar!
Hard/Tough cheese!
have a hard time (of it): see
give sb a hard time

hit sth hard
make hard work of sth/doing
sth
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no hard and fast rules
play hard to get
take a long, hard look at sth
the hard sell
the hard stuff
the school of hard knocks
think long and hard

HARDBALL
play hardball

HARDEN
harden your heart

HARDER
The bigger they are, the
harder they fall.

HARDLY
can barely/hardly hear
yourself think

HARE
be as mad as a March hare
run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds

HARM
harm a hair on sb's head
wouldn't harm/hurt a fly

HARNESS
be back in harness
in harness

HARRY
Tom, Dick and/or Harry

HARVEST
reap a/the harvest of sth

HAS-BEEN
a has-been

HASTE
Marry in haste, repent at
leisure.

HAT see also HATS
at the drop of a hat
be talking through your hat
be wearing your
[teacher's/lawyer's etc.]
hat

come/go hat in hand
hang up your hat
have your [teacher's/lawyer's
etc.] hat on

! take my hat off to sb
! tip my hat to sb
!'Il eat my hat
If the hat/shoe fits (wear it).
keep sth under your hat
old hat
pass the hat around/round
pull a rabbit out of the hat
throw/toss your hat in the
ring

with your [teacher's/lawyer's
etc.] hat on: see be wearing
your [teacher's/lawyer's etc.]
hat

HATCH
Down the hatch!

HATCHED
Don't count your chickens
(before they're hatched).

HAVE

HATCHES
batten down the hatches

HATCHET
a hatchet job
a hatchet man
bury the hatchet

HATE
hate sb's guts
sb's pet hate

HATS
hats off to sb

HATTER
be as mad as a hatter

HAUL
a long haul
drag/haul sb over the coals
haul ass
haul/pull yourself up by your
bootstraps

in/over the long haul: see a
long haul

HAVE see also HAD. HAVING
and what have you
catch/have sb bang to rights
catch/have sb dead to rights
get/have a fair crack of the
whip: see give sb a fair crack
of the whip

get/have carte blanche: see
give sb carte blanche

get/have your day in court
get/have your end away
have a bad hair day
have a ball
have a bash
have a bee in your bonnet
have a bone to pick with sb
have a bun in the oven
have a card up your sleeve
have a chip on your shoulder
have a conniption fit
have a cow
have a downer on sb
have a familiar ring (to it)
have [a few/a lot etc.] irons in
the fire

have a field day
have a finger in every pie
have a finger in the pie: see
have a finger in every pie

have a free hand: see give sb a
freehand

have a frog in your throat
have a go at sb
have a good mind to do sth
have a good run for your
money

have a green thumb
have a grip on sth
have a hand in sth
have a hard time (of it): see
give sb a hard time

have a head start
have a heart of gold
have a heart of stone



HAVE

Have a heart!
have a heavy foot
have a hollow ring: see
ring/sound hollow

have a leg up on sb
have a line on sb/ sth: see get a
line on sb/sth

have a lot going for you
have a lot of time for sb/ sth
have a lot to answer for
have a IoU enough on your
plate

have a memory like an
elephant

have a mind like a steel trap
have a mind of its own
have a nose for sth
have a nose (round)
have a one-track mind
have a ring to it
have a rough time (of it): see
give sb a rough time

have a screw loose
have a shot at sb
have a shot at sth
have a shufti
have a soft spot for sb/ sth
have a thin time (of it)
have a thing about sth/sb
have a thing going with sb
have a weak spot for sb/ sth
have a whale of a time
have a word in sb's ear
have a/your finger on the
button

have (all) the makings of sth
have all your marbles: see lose
your marbles

have an ace up your sleeve
have an axe to grind
have an ear for sth
have an eye for sth
have an eye for/on the main
chance

have big ears
have bigger/other fish to fry
have blood on your hands
have butterflies (in your
stomach)

have clean hands: see keep
your hands clean

have designs on sb
have dibs on sth
have egg on your face
have flrst call on sth
have friends in high places
have fun and games
have (got) it made
have got the hump: see get the
hump

have green fingers
have half a mind to do sth
have half an ear on sth
have it away
have it in for sb
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have it off
have it on good authority
have it out with sb
have itchy feet
have kittens
have lead in your pencil: see
put lead in your pencil

have legs
have mixed feelings about
sth

have money to burn
have no stomach for sth
have no time for sb/ sth: see
have a lot of time for sb/sth

have no time to lose: see
There's no time to lose.

have no truck with sth/sb
have nothing between
the/your ears

have one foot in the grave
have pins and needles
have sb by the balls
have sb by the short and
curlies

have sb by the short hairs
have sb down on you like a ton
of bricks: see bel come down
on sb like a ton of bricks

have sb eating out of the palm
of your hand

have sb in stitches
have sb in the palm of your
hand

have sb in your corner
have sb in your sights
have sb on a string
have sb on the run
have sb over a barrel
have sb pegged
have sb rolling in the aisles
have sb taped
have sb's blood on your hands
have sb's ear
have sb's name on it
have sb's name written all
over it

have sb's number
have sb/sth on hand: see be on
hand

have second thoughts
have shit for brains
have something going with sb
have sth coming out of your
ears

have sth down pat: see learn
sthoff pat

have sthdown to armeart
have sth in hand: see be in hand
have sth in mind
have sth in your sights
have sth off pat: see learn sth
off pat

have sth off to a fine art
have sth on the brain
have sth on the go

have sth on your hands
have sth up your sleeve
Have sth will travel!
have teeth
have the bit between your
teeth: see get/take the bit
between your teeth

have the brass (balls) to do sth
have the brass (neck) to do sth
have the cares/weight of the
world on your shoulders

have the courage of your
convictions

have the devil's own job doing
sth/to do sth

have the devil's own luck
have the edge on/over sb/sth
have the fmal/last word
have the inside track
have the last laugh
have the luck of the devil
have the measure of sb/sth
have (the right of/to)tlrst
refusal: see give sb (the right
of/to) first refusal

have the run of swh
have the time of your life
have the upper hand
have the world at your feet
have time on your hands
have time on your side
have to be seen to be believed
have to eat your words
have words
have your back against/to the
wall

have your beady eye on sth/sb
have your cake and eat it
(too)

have your eye on sth
have your finger on the pulse
have your fmgers/hand in the
till

have your guts for garters
have your hands full
have your head in the clouds
have your head screwed on
(the right way)

have your head (stuck) up
yourarse

have your heart set on
sth! doing sth: see set your
heart on sth! doing sth

have your knife into sb
have your mind on sth
have your nose in a book
have your nose in the air: see
with your nose in the air

have your pick of sth
have your plate full
have your sights set on
sth/ doing sth: see set your
sights on sth/doing sth

have your work cut out (for
you)



have your/both feet on the
ground: see keep your/both
feet on the ground

have your/its moments
have/ get your fingers
burned/burnt

have/hold all the aces
have/hold all the cards
have/hold the whip hand
have/keep a foot in both
camps

have/keep an open mind
have/keep half an eye on
sth/sb

have/keep one eye on sth/sb
have/keep sb on a short/tight
leash

have/keep your wits about
you

have/lead/live a charmed life
have/make a stab at sth/doing
sth

have/see your name in lights
have/take a crack at sth
have/take pride of place
have/throw a fit
he/she doesn't have a [jealous,
mean, unkind etc.] bone in
his/her body

I/You have to hand it to sb
not have a bean
not have a care in the world
not have a cat in hell's chance
not have a clue
not have a leg to stand on
not have a monopoly on sth
not have a prayer
not have much going for you:
see have a lot going for you

not have much time for sb/sth:
see have a lot of time for
sb/sth

not have the faintest (idea)
not have the foggiest
(idea/notion)

not have the stomach for sth
only have eyes for sb
to have the hots for sb
you don't have to be a rocket
scientist

You have to be cruel to be
kind.

HAVING
Time flies when you're having
fun.

HAW
hem and haw
hum and haw

HAWK
have eyes like a hawk
watch sb like a hawk

HAY
a roll in the hay
hitthehay
make hay while the sun shines
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HAYSTACK
be like looking for a needle in
a haystack

HAYWIRE
go haywire

HEAD see also HEADED,
HEADING, HEADS
a cool head
a roof over your head
a (sudden) rush of blood (to
the head)

a sword of Damocles hangs
over sb's head

a wise head on young
shonlders

an old head on young
shoulders

be banging/hitting your head
against a brick wall

be hanging over your head
be head over heels (in love)
be in over your head
be like a bear with a sore head
be off your head
be out of your head
bite/snap sb's head off
bring sth to a head: see come to
ahead

build/get/work up a head of
steam

bury your head in the sand
can't make head nor/or tail of
sth

come to a head
could do sth standing on your
head

do sb's head in
fall head over heels (in love):
see be head over heels (in
love)

get your head around sth
get your head down
get/put your head down
give sb a head start: see have a
head start

give sb their head
go head to head
go over sb's head
go to sb's head
hang your head (in shame)
harm a hair on sb's head
have a good head on your
shoulders

have a head start
have eyes in the back of your
head

have your head in the clouds
have your head screwed on
(the right way)

have your head (stuck) up
yourarse

head and shoulders above [the
others/the rest etc.]

hit the nail on the head
hold your head up high

HEAP

hold/put a gun to sb's head
keep a civil tongue in your
head

keep your head
keep your head above water
keep your head down
knock sth on the head
[laugh/ scream/ shout etc.]
your head off

let your heari rule your head
like a chicken with its head
cutoff

lose your head
need sth like (you need) a hole
in the head

need your head
examined/examining

need your head testing
not be right in the head
off the top of your head
on sb's (own) head be it
pissed out of your
head/mind/skull

put ideas into sb's head
put your head/neck on the
block

put/stick your head above the
parapet

raise/rear its (ugly) head
sb's eyes are popping out of
their head

sb's head on a plate/platter
soft in the head
stand/turn sth on its head
take it into your head to do sth
talk out of the back of your
head

the head honcho
the heart rules the head: see
let your heart rule your
head

with your head in the clouds:
see have your head in the
clouds

HEADED
be headed for a fall

HEADING
be heading/riding for a fall

HEADLESS
like a headless chicken

HEADLIGHTS
be like a deer/rabbit caught in
the headlights

HEADLINES
hit/make the headlines

HEADS
heads will roll
put their heads together
turn heads

HEADWAY
make headway

HEALTH
a clean bill of health

HEAP
at the bottom of the heap/pile



HEAR

be on the scrap heap: see throw
sb/sthon the scrap heap

fall in a heap
throw sb/ sth on the scrap heap

HEAR
can barely/hardly hear
yourself think

can't hear yourself think
hear sth on/through the
grapevine

won't hear a word (said)
against sb/sth

You'll never hear the end of it.
HEARD
Children should be seen and
not heard.

have heard/ seen the last of
sb/sth

have not heard the half of it!
You could have heard a pin
drop.

HEART see also HEARTS
a bleeding heart
a change of heart
a heart-to-heart
a man/woman after your own
heart

Absence makes the heart
grow fonder.

bare your heart/ soul
be all heart
break sb's heart
close/dear to sb's heart
Cross my heart (and hope to
die).

cry/sob your heart out
from the bottom of your heart
hand on heart: see put your
hand on your heart

harden your heart
have a heart of gold
have a heart of stone
Have a heart!
have your heart set on
sth! doing sth: see set your
heart on sth! doing sth

heart and soul: see put your
heart and soul into sth! doing
sth

heart-to-heart: see a heart-to-
heart

Home is where the heart is.
in your heart of hearts
It's/You're breaking my heart!
know/learn sth (off) by heart
let your heart rule your head
lose heart
lose your heart to sb
open your heart
pour your heart out
put your hand on your heart
put your heart and soul into
sth! doing sth

sb's heart is in the right place
sb's heart is in their boots
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sb's heart is in their mouth
sb's heart isn't in sth
sb's heart misses/skips a beat
sb's heart sinks
sb, eat your heart out!
set your heart on sth!doing
sth

sick at heart
strike at the heart of sth
take heart
take sth to heart
the heart rules the head: see
let your heart rule your
head

to your heart's content
warm the cockles of your
heart

wear your heart on your
sleeve

your heart bleeds
your heart goes out to sb

HEARTH
hearth and home

HEARTS
in your heart of hearts

HEARTSTRINGS
tear/tug at the heartstrings
tear/tug at your heartstrings

HEARTY
hale and hearty

HEAT
lf you can't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen.

in the heat of the moment
put the heat on sb
take the heat off sb
the heat is on
turn up the heat

HEAVE
give sb the (old) heave ho

HEAVEN
a marriage/match made in
heaven

be in seventh heaven
God/Heaven help sb
manna from heaven
move heaven and earth
smell! stink to high heaven

HEAVENS
the heavens opened

HEAVY
a heavy date
a heavy hitter
be heavy-footed: see have a
heavy foot

be heavy going
have a heavy foot
heavy-duty
heavy-handed
heavy petting
hot and heavy
make heavy weather of
sth/doing sth

time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's
hands)

HECK
(just) for the heck of it

HEDGE
hedge your bets

HEEBIE-JEEBIES
give sb the heebie-jeebies

HEEL
an Achilles' heel
bring/call sb to heel
come to heel
under sb's heel

HEELS
at sb's heels
be head over heels (in love)
cool your heels
dig your heels in
drag your feet/heels
fall head over heels (in love):
see be head over heels (in
love)

hard/hot on sb's heels
hard/hot on the heels of sth
kick up your heels
kick your heels
show sb a clean pair of heels
take to your heels

HELL
(a) hell on earth
a hell-raiser: see raise hell
a living hell
all hell breaks loose
be hell-bent on sth/doing sth
be hell on wheels
be shot to hell!pieces
catch! get hell
come hell or high water
[fight/run/work etc.] like hell
frighten/scare the hell out of
sb

get the hell out
give sb hell
Give them hell!
go hell for leather
go through hell
go to hell in a
handbasket/handcart

Go to hell!
Hell hath no fury (like a
woman scorned).

Hell's bells!
(just) for the hell of it
like a bat out of hell
not have a cat in hell's chance
not have a chance/hope in hell
not have a snowball's chance
in hell

play (merry) hell
play (merry) hell with sth
put sb through hell
raise hell
sure as hell
the [child/house/mother etc.]
from hell

The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.



there'll be hell to pay
to hell with sb/sth
until hell freezes over
what the hell
when hell freezes over: see
until hell freezes over

would see sb in hell before you
woulddosth

HELL-RAISER
a hell-raiser: see raise hell

HELP
God/Heaven help sb

HELTER-SKELTER
helter-skelter

HEM
hem and haw

HEMMING
hemming and hawing: see hum
and haw

HEN
a hen night/party
be as scarce as hen's teeth

HERD
ride herd on sb/sth

HERE
have had it (up to here)
here goes nothing
here today, gone tomorrow
neither here nor there

HERRING
a red herring

HIDDEN
a hidden agenda

HIDE
cover/hide a multitude of
sins

haven't seen hide nor hair of
sb/sth

hide your light under a bushel
tan sb's hide

HIDING
be on a hiding to nothing

HIGH
a high-flier
a high-flyer: see a high-flier
a high roller
be as high as a kite
be flying high
be for the high jump
be riding high
climb/get on your high horse
come hell or high water
come/get (down) off your high
horse: see climb/get on your
high horse

from on high
Give me a high five!: see Give
me five!

have friends in high places
high and mighty
highjinks
high on the/sb's agenda
hold your head up high
hunt/search high and low
in high dudgeon
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it's high time
leave sb high and dry
live high off/on the hog
on high
pile it/them high and sell
it/them cheap

smell! stink to high heaven
the high and mighty: see high
and mighty

the high ground
HIGH-FLYER
a high-flyer: see a high-flier

HIGH-STRUNG
high-sirung: see highly-
strung

HIG.HLY·STRUNG
highly-strung

HIGHWAY
highway robbery

HIGHWAYS
the highways and byways

HIKE
Take a hike/walk!

HILL
be over the hill
king of the hill
not be worth a hill of beans
up hill and down dale

HILLS
be as old as the hills

HILT
(up) to the hilt

HIND
can talk the hind leg(s) off a
donkey

HINDMOST
(let) the devil take the
hindmost

HIP
be joined at the hip
shoot from the hip

HISTORY
the rest is history

HIT see also HITS. HITTING
a hit list
a hit man
aim/hit below the belt: see be
below the belt

before sb knows what hit
them: see not know what hit
you

hit a/the (brick) wall
hit and/or miss
hit sb like a ton of bricks
hit sb (right) between the
eyes

hit sb where it hurts (most)
hitsthhard
hit the books
hit the bottle
hit the buffers
hit the ceiling/roof
hit the deck! dirt
hit the ground running
hit the hay

HOLD

hit the jackpot
hit the mark
hit the nail on the head
hit the road
hit the sack
hit the skids
hit the spot
hit the sth mark
hit your stride
hit/make the headlines
hit/press/push the panic
button

hit/strike home
hit/ strike pay dirt
hit/strike the right note
hit/touch a (raw) nerve
not know what hit you
wouldn't know sth if it hit you
in the face

HITCH
hitch your wagon to a star
hitch your wagon to sb/sth

HITS
the shit hits the fan

HITTER
a heavy hitter

HITTING
be banging/hitting your head
against a brick wall

HO
give sb the (old) heave ha
ho-hum

HOBBYHORSE
on your hobbyhorse

HOBSON
Hobson's choice

HOCKEY
be jolly hockey sticks

HOE
a hard/tough row to hoe

HOG
a road hog
go hog wild
go the whole hog
go whole hog
live high off/on the hog

HOIST
be hoist by/with your own
petard

hoist a few
HOLD
be on hold: see put sth on hold
can't hold a candle to sb/ sth
can't hold their drink/liquor
Don't hold your breath.
get (hold of) the wrong end of
the stick

hang/hold fire
hang/hold on like grim death
hang/hold on (to sth/ sb) for
dear life

have/hold all the aces
have/hold all the cards
have/hold the whip hand
hold court



HOLDING

hold down the fort
hold good
hold out/offer an olive
branch

hold sb to ransom
hold sb's hand
hold the fort
hold the key
hold the purse strings
hold your head up high
Hold your horses!
hold your own
hold your tongue
hold/keep sb at arm's length
hold/keep sth/sb in check
hold/keep your end up
hold/put a gun to sb's head
hold/ stand your ground
not hold water
on hold
put sth on hold

HOLDING
be left holding the baby
be left holding the bag

HOLDS
no holds barred
no-holds-barred: see no holds
barred

HOLE see a/50 HOLES
a hole card
a hole in the wall
a square peg (in a round hole)
an ace in the hole
be in a hole
be in the hole
blow a hole in sth
blow/make a hole in sth
dig yourself into a hole: see be
in a hole

dig/ get sb out of a hole: see be
in a hole

go into the hole: see be in the
hole

have sth burning a hole in
your pocket

hole-and-corner
hole-in-the-corner: see hole-
and-corner

hole-in-the-wall: see a hole in
the wall

need sth like (you need) a hole
in the head

HOLE-IN- THE-CORNER
hole-in-the-corner: see hole-
and-corner

HOLE-IN-THE-WALL
hole-in-the-wall: see a hole in
the wall

HOLES
be full of holes
pick holes in sth

HOLIDAY
a busman's holiday

HOLIER-THAN-THOU
holier-than-thou
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HOLIES
the holy of holies

HOLLOW
beat sb hollow
have a hollow ring: see
ring/ sound hollow

ring/ sound hollow
HOLY
the holy of holies

HOME
a home away from home
a home from home
a home truth
An Englishman's home is his
castle.

be at home
be close to home
be home and dry
be home and hosed
be home free
be nothing much to write
home about

bring home the bacon
bring sth home to sb
Charity begins at home.
chickens come home to roost
come home to roost: see
chickens come home to roost

come home to sb: see bring sth
hometosb

drive/hammer sth home
eat sb out of house and home
hearth and home
hit/strike home
Home is where the heart is.
keep the home fires burning
make yourself at home
not much to write home about
pick up your marbles (and go
homelleave)

play away from home
something to write home
about: see be nothing much to
write home about

the home straight
the home stretch
The lights are on but
nobody's/no-one's home.

until the cows come home
What's sth when it's at home?
Who's sb when he's/she's at
home?

HOMEWORK
do your homework

HONeHO
the head honcho

HONEST
be as honest as the day (is
long)

honest to God
make an honest woman of sb

HONEST-TO-GOOONESS
honest-to-goodness

HONESTY
Honesty is the best policy.

HONEY
the land of milk and honey

HONEYMOON
a honeymoon period

HONOR-BOUND
be/feel honor-bound to do sth:
see be/feel honour-bound to
dosth

HONORS
do the honors: see do the
honours

HONOUR-BOUND
be/feel honour-bound to do
sth

HONOURS
do the honours

HOOF
on the hoof

HOOK
be off the hook
be off the hook: see get/let sb
off the hook

by hook or by crook
fall for sb hook,line and
sinker

fall for sth hook, line and
sinker

get/let sb off the hook
off the hook
on your own hook
ring off the hook
Sling your hook!

HOOKS
get your hooks into sth/sb

HOOKY
play hooky

HOOPS
go/jump through hoops
put sb through hoops: see
go/jump through hoops

HOOT
not care/ give a hoot

HOP
catch sb on the hop
climb/ get/hop into bed with
sb: see be in bed with sb

HOPE
a hope chest
Cross my heart (and hope to
die).

hope against hope
live in hope
not have a chance/hope in
hell

HOPES
pin your hopes on sth/sb

HOPPING
be hopping mad

HORIZON
a cloud on the horizon
on the horizon

HORIZONS
broaden/widen sb's horizons

HORN see a/so HORNS
blow/toot your own horn



HORNET
a hornet's nest
be as mad as a hornet

HORNS
be on the horns of a dilemma
draw/pull in your horns
lock horns
take the bull by the horns

HORROR
a little horror

HORSE
a charley horse
a dark horse
a horse of another/a different
color

a stalking horse
a Trojan horse
back the wrong horse
beat a dead horse
climb/ get on your high horse
closing/ shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolted

come/get (down) off your high
horse: see climb/get on your
high horse

eat like a horse
flog a dead horse
horse sense
I could eat a horse.
not look a gift horse in the
mouth

put the cart before the horse
(straight) from the horse's
mouth

You can lead a horse to water
(but you can't make him/it
drink).

HORSES
Don't spare the horses.
drive a coach and horses
throughsth

Hold your horses!
Horses for courses.
wild horses

HOSED
be home and hosed

HOSTAGE
a hostage to fortune
give a hostage to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

HOSTAGES
give hostages to fortune: see a
hostage to fortune

HOT
a hot button
a hot dog: see hot dog
a hot potato
a hot spot
(all) hot and bothered
be hot off the press
be hot stuff
be in hot water
be like a cat on a hot tin roof
be too hot to handle
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blow hot and cold
cut/go through sth like a (hot)
knife through butter

drop sb/sth like a hot
brick/potato

feel/go hot and cold (all over)
get (sb) into hot water: see be
in hot water

go/ sell like hot cakes
hard/hot on sb's heels
have [done/ seen/had etc.]
more sth than sb has had hot
dinners

hot air
hot and heavy
hot-button: see a hot button
hot dog
Hot dog!
hot -ticket: see the hot ticket
hot-to-trot
hot under the collar
in hot pursuit
in the hot seat
on the hot seat
strike whlle the iron is hot
the hot ticket

HOT·BUTTON
hot-button: see a hot button

HOT·TICKET
hot-ticket: see the hot ticket

HOTFOOT
hotfoot it

HOTS
to have the hots for sb

HOUNDS
run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds

HOUR
at the eleventh hour
in sb's hour of need
The darkest hour is just
before the dawn.

the witching hour
HOURS
at all hours (of the day and
night)

at all hours (of the night)
the small hours
till all hours (of the night): see
at all hours (of the night)

HOUSE
a halfway house
a house of cards
bring the house down
eat sb out of house and home
get on like a house on fire
get/put your own house in
order

not give sth/sb house room
on the house
There wasn't a dry eye in the
house.

HOUSES
be as safe as houses
go (all) round the houses

HUSTLE

People who live in glass houses
(shouldn't throw stones).

HOW
a bit of how's your father
And how!
How do you like them
apples!

HUDDLE
get/go into a huddle

HUE
a hue and cry

HUFF
huff and puff
in a huff

HUG
a bear hug

HUM see a/50 HUMMING
hum and haw

HUMAN
the milk of human kindness
To err is human, (to forgive,
divine).

HUMBLE
eat humble pie

HUMMING
humming and hawing: see hum
and haw

HUMOR
gallows humor
schoolboy humor

HUMOUR
gallows humour
schoolboy humour

HUMP
be over the hump
get the hump
have got the hump: see get the
hump

HUNG
I might as well be
hanged/hung for a sheep as a
lamb.

HUNKY-DORY
be hunky-dory

HUNT
hunt/ search high and low
run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds

HUNTING
a happy hunting ground

HURRAH
a last hurrah

HURT
Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

What you don't know won't
hurt you.

wouldn't harm/hurt a fly
HURTS
hit sb where it hurts (most)

HUSH
hush money

HUSTLE
hustle and bustle



HYDE

HYDE
a Jekyll and Hyde
Jekyll and Hyde: see a Jekyll
and Hyde

HYMNsHEET
sing from the same
hymnsheet! songsheet

1'5
dot the/your i's and cross
the/your t's

ICE
an ice-breaker: see break the
ice

be as cold as ice
be on ice
be (skating/walking) on thin
ice

break the ice
cut no ice with sb
put sth on ice: see be on ice

ICEBERG
the tip of the iceberg

ICING
the icing on the cake

IDEA
not have the faintest (idea)
not have the foggiest
(idea/notion)

What's the big idea?
IDEAS
put ideas into sb's head

IDLE
be bone idle
The devil fmds work for idle
hands.

IDOL
a fallen idol

IF
if and when
If you believe that, you'll
believe anything!

If you can't beat 'em, (join
'em)!

IFS
no ifs and buts
no ifs, ands or buts

IGNORANCE
Ignorance is bliss.

ILL
be ill at ease
It's an ill wind (that blows
nobody any good).

IMAGE
be the spitting image of sb

IMAGINATION
a flight of
fancy/fantasy/imagination

be a figment of your/the
imagination

by no stretch of the
imagination

not by any stretch of the
imagination

IMMEMORIAL
from/since time immemorial
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IN
be a [athlete/star/writer etc.]
in the making

be a [crisis/disaster etc.] in the
making

be in (a bit ot) ajam
be in a fix
be in a hole
be in a lather
be in a spin
be in a stew
be in a tizz/tizzy: see
send/throw sb into a
tizz/tizzy

be in bed with sb
be in business
be in cahoots
be in clover
be in deep/the shit
be in eclipse
be in hand
be in line for sth
be in luck
be in over your head
be in sb's clutches: see fall into
sb's clutches

be in sb's hands
be in sb's line
be in sb's pocket
be in sb's shoes
be in the air
be in the can
be in the cards
be in the chips
be in the clear
be in the club
be in the dark
be in the doghouse
be in the doldrums
be in the frame
be in the grip of sth
be in the groove
be in the hole
be in the know
be in the limelight
be in the loop
be in the market for sth
be in the money
be in the picture: see be out of
the picture

be in the pink
be in the pipeline
be in the red
be in the running
be in the saddle
be in the soup
be in the spotlight
be in the thick of sth
be in the throes of sth/doing
sth

be in the wind
be in the wrong
be in the/your blood
be in too deep
be in touch

be in your cups
be in your element
be in your face
be (stuck) in a groove
be (stuck) in a rut
have been in the wars
in a (cold) sweat
in a huff
in a nutshell
in a pinch
in all modesty
In for a penny, (in for a
pound).

in harness
in keeping with sth
in light of sth
in my book
insb'seyes
in sb's shadow
in spades
in tandem
in the altogether
in the bag
in the bargain
in the bosom of sb
in the buff
in the closet: see come out of
the closet

in the light of sth
in the main
in the name of sth
in the nick of time
in the raw
in the teeth of sth
in the wilderness
in touch with sth: see be out of
touch with sth

in tow
In your dreams!
inlunder sth's shadow
not be backward in coming
forward

not in the business of doing
sth

(out) in the middle of
nowhere

You're in there!
INCH
be every inch sth
beat sb to within an inch of
their life

come within an incb of doing
sth

Give sb an inch and they'll
take a mile.

not budge/ give an inch
not trust sb an inch

INDEED
A friend in need (is a friend
indeed).

INDIAN
an Indian summer

INDIANS
too many chiefs (and not
enough Indians)



INFINITE
in his/her/their (infinite)
wisdom

INFLUENCE
under the influence

INFORMATION
a mine of information

INJURY
add insult to injury

INNINGS
have had a good innings

INS
the ins and outs

INSIDE
an inside job
have the inside track
know sth inside out

INSIGNIFICANCE
fade/pale into insignificance

INSULT
add insult to injury

INTENTIONS
The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

INTENTS
to all intents and purposes

INTERESTING
be as interesting as watching
grass grow

be as interesting as watching
paint dry

INTERFERENCE
run interference

INTO
into the bargaln

INVENT
invent sth out of whole cloth

INVENTION
Necessity is the mother of
invention.

INVERTED
in inverted commas

IRON
an iron fist/hand in a velvet
glove

an iron man
can talk the legs off an iron pot
iron out the kinks
pump iron
rule (sb) with a rod of iron
rule (sb) with an iron
fist/hand

strike while the iron is hot
IRONS
have [a few/a lot etc.] irons in
the fire

IS
as is

IT
It's/That's Gust) not cricket!

ITCH
the seven year itch

ITCHY
get itchy feet: see have itchy
feet
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have itchy feet
ITSELF
an end in itself

IVORIES
tickle/tinkle the ivories

IVORY
an ivory tower

IVY
Ivy League: see the Ivy League
the Ivy League

JACK
ajack of all trades
a Jack the Lad
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

every man jack (of us/them)
JACKPOT
hit the jackpot

JAM
be in (a bit of) a jam
be money for jam
jam tomorrow

JANE
a plalnJane

JAZZ
and all that jazz

JEKYLL
a Jekyll and Hyde
Jekyll and Hyde: see a Jekyll
and Hyde

JEST
There's many a true word
spoken in jest.

JETSAM
flotsam and jetsam

JEWEL
the jewel in the crown

JIGGERY-POKERY
jiggery-pokery

JINKS
highjinks

JITTERS
get the jitters
give sb the jitters: see get the
jitters

JOB
a bang up job
a blow job
a hatchet job
a job lot
a Job's comforter
a put-up job
a snow job
an inside job
an uphill job/task
do ajob on sb/sth
do the job
Don't give up the day job!
fall down on the job
give sth up as a badjob
have the devil's own job doing
sth/to do sth

It's more than my job's worth.
lie down on the job
make the best of a bad job

JUICE

the patience of Job/a saint
JOBS
jobs for the boys

JOG
jog your memory

JOHN
a Dear John letter

JOHNNY-COME-LATELY
a Johnny-come-Iately

JOHNNY-ON- THE-SPOT
Johnny-on-the-spot

JOIN
enter/join the fray
lf you can't beat 'em, Gain
'em)!

Join the club!
join the ranks of sth

JOINED
be joined at the hip

JOINT
put sb's nose out of joint

JOKE see also JOKING
be no joke
get/ go beyond a joke
the joke's on sb

JOKER
the joker in the pack

JOKING
You must be joking!
You're joking!

JOLLY
be jolly hockey sticks

JOLT
come (back) down to earth
(with a bang/bump/jolt)

JONESES
keep up with the Joneses

JOURNALISM
yellow journalism

JOWL
cheek by jowl

JOY
a bundle of joy
be in a transport of
delight/joy

jump for joy
JOYS
be full of the joys of spring

JUDGE
be as sober as a judge
You can't judge a book by its
cover.

JUDGEMENT
against your better judgement
more by luck than judgement

JUDGMENT see also JUDGE-
MENT
a judgment call
sit in judgment on/over sb

JUGGLING
a balancing/juggling act

JUGULAR
go for the jugular

JUICE
stew in your own juice/juices



JUICES

JUICES
stew in your ownjuice/juices

JUMBO
mumbojumbo

JUMP
a quantum jump
be for the high jump
get a/the jump on sb/sth
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

Go jump in a/the lake!
(Go) take a running jump!
go/jump through hoops
jump down sb's throat
jump for joy
jump in at the deep end: see

throw sb in at tbe deep end
jump in feetfirst
jump in with both feet
jump out of the frying pan

(and) into the fire
jump ship
jump the gun
jump the queue
jump to conclusions
nearly jump out of your skin

JUMPS
see which way the cat jumps

JUNGLE
the law of tbe jungle

JURY
the jury is (still) out

JUST
be just the job
be just tbe ticket
be just what tbe doctor
ordered

be Gust/right) up sb's street
get your just deserts
Half/ Just a moo
I could Gust) spit!
It's just one of those thiugs.
Gust) for tbe heck of it
Gust) for tbe hell of it
Just my luck!
not be just a pretty face
The darkest hour is just
before tbe dawn.

JUSTICE
poetic justice
rough justice

JUSTIFIES
The end justifIes the means.

KANGAROO
a kangaroo court

KEEL
on an even keel

KEEN
be as keen as mustard

KEEP see also KEEPING,
KEEPS, KEPT
bear/keep sth in mind
can't keep your hands off sb
can't take/keep your eyes off
sb/sth
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change/keep up/move with
the times

have/keep a foot in botb
camps

have/keep an open mind
have/keep half an eye on
sth/sb

have/keep one eye on stb/ sb
have/keep sb on a short/tight
leash

have/keep your wits about you
hold/keep sb at arm's length
hold/keep sth/sb in check
hold/keep your end up
keep a civil tongue in your
head

keep a grip on yourself: see get
a grip (on yourself)

keep a lid on sth
keep a low profile
keep a straight face
keep a tight rein on sb/ stb
keep a weather eye on sth/sb
keep an eye out for sb/sth
keep an/your ear to the
ground

keep body and soul together
keep faith with stb/sb
keep sb guessing
keep sb in the picture: see put
sb in the picture

keep sb on the edge of their
chair

keep sb on the edge of their
seat

keep sb on their toes
keep sb posted
keep sb sweet
keep sb/ stb on a tight rein
keep sth dark
keep sth under your hat
keep sth/sb at bay
keep tabs on stb/ sb
keep the ball rolling: see
set/ start the ball rolling

keep the home fires burning
keep the wolf from tbe door
keep track
keep up appearances
keep up witb the Joneses
keep your chin up: see Chin
up!

keep your cool
keep your eye in: see get your
eye in

keep your eye on the ball
keep your finger on tbe pulse:
see have your finger on tbe
pulse

keep your fingers crossed
Keep your hair on!
keep your hand in
keep your hands clean
keep your head
keep your head above water

keep your head down
keep your mouth shut
keep your nose clean
keep your nose out of stb
keep your nose to tbe
grindstone

keep your own counsel
Keep your pecker up!
keep your powder dry
Keep your shirt on!
keep your/an eye on sth/ sb
keep your/both feet on tbe
ground

keep yourself to yourself
keep/leave sb in the dark: see
be in the dark

keep/play your cards close to
your chest

keep/ stay in touch: see be in
touch

keep/stay one step ahead: see
be one step ahead

Why keep a dog and bark
yourself?

You can't keep a good
man/woman down.

KEEPER
not be sb's keeper
not be your brother's keeper

KEEPERS
Finders keepers (losers
weepers).

KEEPING
in keeping with sth
out of keeping with sth: see in
keeping witb sth

KEEPS
An apple a day keeps the
doctor away.

for keeps
play for keeps

KEG
a powder keg

KEN
be beyond sb's ken

KEPT
a kept man/woman

KERB-CRAWLER
a kerb-crawler

KETTLE
a fine/pretty kettle of fish
be another/a different kettle
of fish

the pot calling the kettle black
KEY
hold the key
under lock and key

KIBOSH
put the kibosh on sth

KICK
a kick in the teeth
a kick up the arse/backside
for a kick-off
get a kick out of sth/ doing sth
kick against the pricks



kick over the traces
kick sb in the teeth: see a kick
in the teeth

kick sb upstairs
kick sb when they're down
kick (sb's) ass
kick (sb's) butt
kick the bucket
kick the habit
kick up a fuss/row/stink
kick up a stink
kick up your heels
kick your heels
kick yourself

KICKING
be alive and kicking

KICKS
for kicks

KID
a latchkey child/kid
be like a kid in a candy store
handle/treat sb with kid
gloves

the new kid on the block
KIDS
kids' stuff

KILL
be dressed to kill
go (in) for the kill
If looks could kill ...
kill or cure
kill sb with kindness
kill the clock
kill the fatted calf
kill the goose that lays the
golden egg

kill time
kill two birds with one stone
move in for the kill

KILLED
Curiosity killed the cat.

KILLING
make a killing

KllTER
out of killer

KIN
kith and kin

KIND
be one of a kind
be two of a kind
not be the marrying kind
You have to be cruel to be
kind.

KINDLY
not take kindly to sth

KINDNESS
kill sb with kindness
the milk of human kindness

KING
a king's ransom
king of the castle
king of the hill
live like a king
turn king's/ queen's
evidence
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KINGDOM
blast/blow sb/ sth to
kingdom come

till/until kingdom come
KINKS
iron out the kinks

KISS
give sb the kiss of life
kiss and make up
kiss and tell
kiss-and-tell: see kiss and tell
Kiss my arse!
kiss (sb's) ass
kiss/lick sb's arse
kiss/ say/wave goodbye to sth
the kiss of death

KISSING
a kissing cousin

KIT
the whole (kit and) caboodle

KITCHEN
everything but the kitchen
sink

If you can't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen.

kitchen-sink
KITE
be as high as a kite
Go fly a kite!
kite-flying

KITH
kith and kin

KITTEN
a sex kitten

KITTENS
have kittens

KITTY-CORNER
kitty-corner

KITTY-CORNERED
kitty-cornered: see kitty-
corner

KNEE
at your mother's knee
be knee-deep in sth
be knee-high to a grasshopper
on bended knee/knees
put sb over your knee

KNEES
be the bee's knees
bring sb/ sth to their knees
on bended knee/knees
weak at the knees

KNELL
sound/toll the death knell
the death knell; see sound/toll
the death knell

KNICKERS
get your knickers in a knot
get your knickers in a twist

KNIFE see also KNIVES
a turn/twist of the knife: see
turn/twist the knife

cut/go through sth like a (hot)
knife through butter

go under the knife

KNOTIED

have your knife into sb
on a knife-edge
put/ stick the knife in
turn/twist the knife
under the knife: see go under
the knife

you could cut the atmosphere
with a knife

KNIGHT
a knight in shining armor
a knight in shining armour
a white knight

KNIT
knit your brows

KNITTING
stick to your knitting

KNIVES
the knives are out

KNOBS
with (brass) knobs on

KNOCK see also KNOCKED.
KNOCKING. KNOCKED
beat/knock the (living)
daylights out of sb

beat/knock the tar out of sb
blow/knock your socks off
knock-down-drag-out
Knock it off!
knock (on) wood
knock sb for six
knock sb off their pedestal;
see put sb on a pedestal

knock sb off their perch
knock sb sideways
knock sb's block off
knock (some) sense into sb
knock spots off sb/sth
knock sth on the head
knock the bottom out of sth
knock the stuffing out of sb
knock them/'em dead
knock/lick sth/sb into shape
knock/throw sb for a loop
take a knock

KNOCK-SHOP
a knock-shop; see a knocking
shop

KNOCKED
You could have knocked me
down! over with a feather!

KNOCKING
a knocking shop

KNOCKS
the school of hard knocks

KNOT
a Gordian knot
cut the Gordian knot; see a
Gordian knot

get your knickers in a knot
tie the knot

KNOTS
at a rate of knots
tie yourself (up) in knots

KNOTTED
Get knotted!



KNOW

KNOW see also KNOWS
a know-all
a know-it-all: see a know-all
be in tbe know
better tbe devil you know
(than the devil you don't)

know a thing or two
know no bounds
know sb through and through
know sth backwards
know sth backwards and
forwards

know sth inside out
know sth like tbe back of your
hand

know the ropes: see show sb
the ropes

know the score
know what's what
know where you stand
know your onions
know your place
know your stuff
know/learn sth (off) by heart
not know beans about sth
not know if/whetber you are
coming or going

not know sb from Adam
not know the first thing about
sth

not know the half of it
not know the meaning of the
word

not know what hit you
not know where to put
yourself

not know whether to laugh or
cry

not know which way to turn
not know your arse from your
elbow

the left hand doesn't know
what tbe right hand is doing

(Well) what do you know!
What you don't know won't
hurt you.

wouldn't know stb if it hit you
in tbeface

wouldn't know sth if you fell
over one

KNOWS
before sb knows what hit
tbem: see not know what hit
you

for all sb knows
if sb knows what's good for
them

KNUCKLE
a knuckle sandwich
be near tbe knuckle

KNUCKLES
a rap across/ onl over the
knuckles

rap sb's knuckles: see a rap
across/ on/over tbe knuckles
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LA·DI-DA
la-di-da: see Iah-dl-dah

LABOUR
a labour of love

LAD see also LADS
a Jack the Lad

LADDER
at the bottom of tbe ladder: see
at the top of the ladder

at the top of the ladder
the [flrst/highest/next etc.]
rung on tbe ladder

LADS
one of the lads

LADY
a bag lady
a lady-killer
It's not over until tbe fat lady
sings.

Lady Bountiful
Lady Muck

LAGER
a lager lout

LAH-DI-DAH
Iah-di-dah

LAID-BACK
laid-back

LAISSEZ-FAIRE
Iaissez-falre
laissez-faire: see laissez-faire
laissez-faire
laissez-faire: see laissez-faire

LAKE
Go jump in a/the lake!

LAM
ontbelam

LAMB
be as gentle as a lamb
I might as well be
hanged/hung for a sheep as a
lamb.

in two shakes (of a lamb's
tail)

like a lamb
like a lamb to the slaughter
mutton dressed (up) as lamb

LAME
a lame duck
lame-duck: see a lame duck

LAND
a never-never land
be in the land of nod
be in the land of tbe living
do a land-office business
find out/see how the land lies
land on your feet
land/ sock sb one
live in cloud-cuckoo land
live off the fat of the land
the land of milk and honey
the lay of the land: see find
out/see howtbe land lies

the lie of the land: see find
out/ see how tbe land lies

tbe promised land

LANDSCAPE
a blot on the landscape

LANE
life in the fast lane
take a stroll/trip down
memory lane

LANGUAGE
speak/talk the same language

LAP
be in the lap of the gods
drop/fall into your lap
in the lap of luxury

LARD-ARSE
alard-arse

LARGE
as large as life
be writ large
by and large
loom large

LARGER
be larger than life

LARK
be up with tbe lark

LARRY
be as happy as Larry / a
sandboy

LAST
a last hurrah
be on its last legs
be on your last legs
be the last word in sth
every last man (of us/them)
Famous last words.
have heard/ seen the last of
sb/sth

have the final/last word
have the last laugh
last but not least
last-ditch
last-gasp
the final/last straw
the last gasp of stb
the last of the big spenders

LASTED
It was fun while it lasted.

LATCHKEY
a latchkey child/kid

LATE
Better late tban never.
late in tbe day
too little, too late

LATHER
be in a lather
get (yourself) in/into a lather:
see be in a lather

LAUGH
a belly laugh
be a laugh a minute
Don't make me laugh.
have the last laugh
laugh in sb's face
laugh like a drain
laugh sth! sb out of court
not know whether to laugh or
cry



LAUGHING
a laughing stock
be laughing all tbe way to the
bank

be laughing on the otber side
of your face

be laughing out of tbe otber
side of your mouth

be laughing up your sleeve
be no laughing matter
bust a gut (laughing)
split your sides (laughing)

LAUGHS
not be a barrel of laughs
not be a bundle of laughs

LAUGHTER
Laughter is the best medicine.

LAUNDRY
a laundry list
air your dirty laundry/linen
in public

wash your dirty
laundry/linen in public

LAURELS
look to your laurels
rest on your laurels

LAW
be a law unto yourself
find yourself on the wrong
side of the law

get on tbe wrong side of tbe law
lay down the law
Murphy's law
Parkinson's law
Possession is nine-tenths of
tbelaw.

sb's word is law
Sod's Law
take tbe law into your own
hands

tbe law of averages
the law of tbe jungle
the letter of tbe law
the long arm of the law
there's no law against
sth/ doing stb

LAY
get/lay your hands on sth
lay a finger on sb/sth
lay a hand on sb
lay an egg
lay bare sth
lay down tbe law
lay down your life
lay it on tbe line
lay it on thick
lay it on witb a trowel
laysblow
lay stb at sb's door
lay the ghost of sth/sb (to rest)
lay/put a guilt trip on sb
lay/put sth on the line: see be
on the line

lay/put your cards on the
table
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lay/set eyes on sb/ sth
the lay of the land: see find
out/see how tbe land lies

LAYS
kill tbe goose that lays tbe
golden egg

LEAD
go down like a lead balloon
have lead in your pencil: see
put lead in your pencil

have/lead/live a charmed life
lead sb a (merry) dance
lead sb astray
lead sb by tbe nose
lead sb down tbe garden path
lead sb up the garden path
lead tbe field
lead/live tbe life of Riley
put lead in your pencil
swing the lead
You can lead a horse to water
(but you can't make him/it
drink).

LEADING
a leading light
the blind leading the blind

LEADS
one thing leads to another

LEAF
a fig leaf
shake like a leaf
take a leaf out of sb's book
turn over a new leaf

LEAGUE
be out of sb's league
bush league
not in the same league
tbe Ivy League

LEAK
take a leak

LEAN
bend/lean over backwards to
dostb

LEAP
a quantum leap
get/jump/leap on the
bandwagon

Look before you leap.
LEAPS
by/in leaps and bounds

LEARN
know/learn stb (oft) by heart
learn sth down pat
learn stb off pat
learn your lesson
Live and learn.
You live and learn.

LEASE
give sb a new lease of life
give sb a new lease on life
give sth a new lease of life

LEASH
be straining at the leash
have/keep sb on a short/tight
leash

LEG

LEAST
last but not least
Least said, soonest mended.
take tbe line/path of least
resistance

LEATHER
be as tough as shoe leatber
go hell for leatber

LEAVE see also LEFT
fly/leave the nest
French leave
have taken leave of your
senses

I can take it or leave it.
I must/I'll love you and leave
you.

keep/leave sb in tbe dark: see
be in tbe dark

leave a bad taste in your
mouth

leave a lot to be desired
leave no stone unturned
leave sb cold
leave sb high and dry
leave sb in tbe lurch
leave sb out in the cold
leave sb to sb's tender mercies
leave sb to stew
leave sb to the wolves
leave sb to their own devices
leave sb/sth standing
leave sth in sb's hands: see be
in sb's hands

leave tbe field clear for sb
leave well alone
leave well enough alone
leave yourfits mark on sb/stb
leave!!et well alone
leave/let well enough alone
pick up your marbles (and go
home/leave)

Take it or leave it.
LEFT
a left-handed compliment
be left hanging (in the air/in
midair)

be left holding the baby
be left holding the bag
be left on tbe sidelines: see
stay on the sidelines

be out in left field
hang a left/right
left and right
left, right and centre
right and left
tbe left hand doesn't know
what the right hand is doing

LEG
Break a leg!
cost (sb) an arm and a leg
get a leg in the door
get a leg up: see give sb a leg up
get your leg over
give sb a leg up
have a leg up on sb



LEGS

not have a leg to stand on
pull sb's leg
Pull the other leg/one (it's got
bells on)!

Shake a leg!
Show a leg!

LEGS
be on its last legs
be on your last legs
can talk the legs off an iron pot
have legs
with your tail between your
legs

your sea legs
LEISURE
Marry in haste, repent at
leisure.

LEND
lend an ear
lend (sb) a hand

LENGTH
hold/keep sb at arm's length

LENGTHS
go to any lengths to do sth:
see go to great lengths to do
sth

go to great lengths to do sth
LEOPARD
A leopard can't/doesn't
change its spots.

LESSER
a lesser evil
the lesser of two evils

LESSON
learn your lesson
teach sb a lesson

LET
get/let sb off the hook
leave/let well alone
leave/let well enough alone
Let bygones be bygones.
let fly (sth)
let it ail hang out
let it/her rip
let it/things slide
let nature take its course
let off steam
let rip
letsbstew
let sleeping dogs lie
let slip sth
let sthride
let sth speak for
itself/themselves: see speak
for itself/themselves

let the cat out of the bag
let the chips fail where they
may

(let) the devil take the
hindmost

let the genie out of the bottle
let the side down
let your hair down
let yourself go
live and let live
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not let the grass grow under
your feet

LETTER
a dead letter
a Dear John letter
a French letter
a poison-pen letter
the letter of the law
to the letter

LETTERS
a man of letters

LEVEL
a level playing field
be level pegging
be on the level
do your level best

LIBERTIES
take liberties

LIBERTY
take the liberty of doing sth

LICENCE
be a licence to print money

LICENSE
be a license to print money:
see be a licence to print
money

poetic license
LICK see also LICKING
give sth a lick and a promise
kiss/lick sb's arse
knock/lick sth/sb into shape
Lick my arse!
lick sb's boots
lick your lips
lick your wounds

L1CKETY·SPLlT
lickety-split

LICKING
take a licking

LID
blow/take the lid off sth
flip your lid
keep a lid on sth
lift the lid on sth
Put a lid on it!
put the lid on sth

LIE see also LYING. LIES
a white lie
be/lie at the bottom of sth
couldn't lie straight in bed
give the lie to sth
let sleeping dogs lie
liedoggo
lie down on the job
lie low
lie through your teeth
live a lie

- the lie of the land: see fmd
out/see how the land lies

You made your bed (now lie in
it).

You've made your bed (and
you'll have to lie in it).

LIES
a pack of lies

a tissue of lies
fmd out/see how the land lies
Therein lies the rub.
time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's
hands)

LIFE
a fact of life
a fight for life: see be fighting
for your life

a Iife-saver
a matter of life and/ or death
a shelf life
a slice of life
a walk of life
as big as life
as large as life
be (ail) part of life's rich
pageant/tapestry

be another/one of life's great
mysteries

be bigger than life
be fighting for your life
be larger than life
be the life and soul of the
party

be the life of the party
be the light of sb's life
beat sb to within an inch of
their life

breathe (new) life into sth
can't do sth to save your life
can't for the life of me
depart this life
frighten! scare the life out of
sb

Get a life!
give sb a new lease of life
give sb a new lease on life
give sb the kiss of life
give sth a new lease of life
give your life
hang/hold on (to sthlsb) for
dear life

have the time of your life
have/lead/live a charmed
life

It's a dog's life.
It's/That's the story of my life.
lay down your life
lead/live the life of Riley
life in the fast lane
life in the raw
life is cheap
Life is just a bowl of cherries.
life's too short
low life
Not on your life!
place/put your life in sb's
hands: see your life is in sb's
hands

put your life on the line
risk life and limb
see life
set sb up for life
Such is life.



take your life in/into your
hands

That's life.
the bane of your life
the change of life
the facts of life
the love of your life
the staff of life
There's life in the old dog yet.
This is the life!
Variety is the spice of life.
you can bet your life/your
bottom dollar

your life is in sb's hands
LIFETIME
once in a lifetime
once-in-a-lifetime: see once in a
lifetime

Why break the habit of a
lifetime?

LIFT
lift the lid on sth
not lift a finger

LIGHT see also LIGHTS
a guiding light/spirit
a leading light
all is sweetness and light: see
be all sweetness and light

be all sweetness and light
be as light as a feather
be light years away
be light years away from sth
be the light of sb's life
be/feel light-headed
be/go out like a light
bring sth to light
come to light: see bring sth to
light

get the green light see give
sb/sth the green light

give sb/sth the green light
hide your light under a bushel
in light of sth
in the cold light of day
in the light of sth
light a fire under sb
light at the end of the tunnel
light dawns
light relief
light your fire
make light of sth
make light work of sth/doing
sth

see the light
see the light(of day)
shed/throw light on sth
trip the light fantastic

LIGHTEN
lighten sb's/the load

LIGHTNING
a lightning rod
as quick as lightning
Lightning does not strike
twice.

like greased lightning
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LIGHTS
have/see your name in lights
punch sb's lights out
the bright lights
The lights are on but
nobody's/no-one's home.

LIKE
be like a bear with a sore
head

be like a bull in a china shop
be like a cat on a hot tin roof
be like a child in a sweetshop
be like a deer/rabbit caught in
the headlights

be like a fish out of water
be like a kid in a candy store
be like a red rag to a bull
be like a spare prick at a
wedding

be (like) chalk and cheese
be like Fort Knox
be like rearranging the
deckchairs on the Titanic

be like ships that pass in the
night

be like watching grass grow
be like watching paint dry
be of like/ one mind
[fight/run/work etc.] like hell
How do you like them apples!
like a bat out of hell
like a bull at a gate
like a bump on a log
like a chicken with its head
cutoff

like a dream
like a headless chicken
like a lamb
like a lamb to the slaughter
like a shot
like blue blazes
like clockwork
like crazy
like death (warmed over)
like death (warmed up)
like gangbusters
like gold
like gold dust
like greased lightning
like it or lump it
like mad
like moths to a flame
like nobody's business
like nothing on earth
like the clappers
like there's no tomorrow
tell it like it is

LIKELY
A likely story.

LILY
gild the lily

LILY-L1VERED
lily-livered

LILY-WHITE
lily-white

LINE

LIMB
be out on a limb
go out on a limb
risk life and limb
tear sb limb from limb

LIMELIGHT
be in the limelight
steal the limelight: see be in
the limelight

LIMIT
The sky's the limit.

LIMITS
off limits

L1MP-WRISTED
limp-wristed

LINE see also LINES
a fine/thin line
all along the line
all the way down the line
be in line for sth
be in sb's line
be in the firing line
be in the front line
be on the firmg line
be on the line
be out of line
be the end of the line/road
cross the line
down the line
draw a line under sth
draw the line
draw the line at sth
drop sb a line
fall for sb hook, line and
sinker

fall for sth hook, line and
sinker

fall in/into line
feed sb a line
get a line on sb/sth
have a line on sb/sth: see get a
line on sb/sth

in the line of duty
in the line of fire
lay it on the line
lay/put sth on the line: see be
on the line

line sb's pockets
line your (own) pockets
out of the firing line: see be in
the firing line

put your life on the line
put your neck on the line
reach the end of the line/road:
see be the end of the
line/road

sb's ass is on the line
sb's bottom line
sb's butt is on the line
sign on the dotted line
somewhere along the line
step out of line
take the line/path of least
resistance

the bottom line



LINEN

toe/ tow the line
tread a fine/thin line between
sth: see a fine/thin line

LINEN
air your dirty laundry/linen
in public

wash your dirty
laundry/linen in public

LINES
along the lines of sth
along those lines
along/ on the same lines: see
along the lines of sth

be on the right lines
get your lines/wires crossed
Hard lines.
read between the lines
the battle lines are drawn

LINING
Every cloud has a silver
lining.

LINK
a weak link (in the chain)

LION
beard the lion in their den
the lion's share

LIONS
feed/throw sb to the lions
the lions' den

LIP
a stiff upper lip
curl your lip
give/pay lip service to sth

LIPS
be on everyone's lips
lick your lips
My lips are sealed.
Read my lips!

LIQUID
a liquid lunch
liquid refreshment

LIQUOR
can't hold their drink/liquor

LIST
a hit list
a laundry list
a list as long as your arm
a wish list
be on sb's shit list

LISTEN
listen with half an ear: see
have half an ear on sth

LITMUS
a litmus test

L1TILE
A little bird told me (so).
a little horror
a (little) tin god
a nice little earner
Great/Mighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

no/little love lost between sb
too little, too late
twist/wrap sb around/round
your little finger
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LIVE see also LIVES, LIVED,
LIVING
a live wire
be/live below the breadline:
see be/live on the breadline

be/live in a dream world
be/live on the breadline
go live
have/lead/live a charmed life
lead/live the life of Riley
live a lie
live and breathe sth
Live and learn.
live and let live
live by/on your wits
live (from) hand to mouth
live high off! on the hog
live in a fool's paradise
live in cloud-cuckoo land
live in each other's pockets
live in hope
live in sin
live it up
live like a king
live off the backs of sb
live off the fat of the land
live on the edge
live on your nerves
live to a ripe old age
live to fight another day
live to tell the tale
Man cannot live by bread
alone.

never live sth down
People who live in glass
houses (shouldn't throw
stones).

You live and learn.
LIVED
you haven't lived

LIVELY
Look lively!

LIVES
how the other halflives

LIVING
a living death
a living hell
be in the land of the living
be (living) on another planet
be the living end
beat/knock the (living)
daylights out of sb

frighten/scare the (living)
daylights out of sb

in/within living memory
living on borrowed time
Pardon me for
breathing/living!

LIZARD
a lounge lizard

La
10 and behold

LOAD
be a load/weight off your
mind

Get a load of that!
lighten sb's/the load
shoot your load

LOADED
loaded for bear
the dice are loaded against sb

LOAF
Half a loaf is better than
none.

Dse your loaf.
LOCK
lock horns
lock, stock, and barrel
under lock and key

LOCKER
Davy Jones's locker
locker-room

LODE
a mother lode of sth

LOG
be as easy as falling off a log
be as easy as rolling off a log
like a bump on a log
sleep like a log/top

LOGGERHEADS
be at loggerheads

LOINS
gird (up) your loins
the fruit of your loins

LONE
a (lone) voice in the
wilderness

alone wolf
plough a lone/lonely furrow

LONELY
plough a lone/lonely furrow

LONG
a face as long as a wet week
a list as long as your arm
a long face
a long haul
along shot
be as honest as the day (is
long)

be long in the tooth
go a long way
go back a long way
have come a long way
How long is a piece of string?
in the long/medium/short
term

in the long/ short run
in/over the long haul: see a
long haul

It's a long story.
long on sth and short on sth
Long time no see.
long-winded
not be long for this world
not by a long chalk
not by a long shot
So long.
take a long, hard look at sth
take the long view
the long and the short of it



the long arm of the law
think long and hard
to cut a long story short
to make a long story short

LOOK
get a look in
give/ shoot sb a dirty look
Look before you leap.
look daggers at sb
look down your nose at sthlsb
look like a drowned rat
look like something the cat
brought! dragged in

look like thunder
Look lively!
look on tbe bright side
look right/straight through
sb

look sb in the eye/ eyes
look sb in the face
Look sharp!
look tbe other way
look the pari
look to your laurels
Look what the eat's dragged
in!

Look who's talking!
look/feel (like) a million
bucks

look/feel (like) a million
dollars

not be much to look at
not look a gift horse in the
mouth

take a long, hard look at stb
LOOKING
be like looking for a needle in
a haystack

LOOKS
If looks could kill ...

LOOM
loom large

LOOP
be in the loop
be out of the loop: see be in the
loop

knock/throw sb for a loop
LOOSE
a loose cannon
all hell breaks loose
be at a loose end
be at loose ends
be on the loose
cutloose
cutloose sb/stb: see cutloose
Hang loose!
have a screw loose
loose ends
play fast and loose with sth/sb

LOOSEN
loosen the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings

loosen your tongue
loosen/relax the reins: see
tighten the reins
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LORD
as drunk as a lord! skunk
lord it over sb
your lord and master

LORRY
off tbe back of a lorry

LOSE see also LOSING, LOST
have no time to lose: see
There's no time to lose.

loseface
lose ground: see gain ground
loseheari
lose sight of sth
lose the plot
lose touch: see be in touch
lose track: see keep track
lose your cool
lose your edge
lose your grip
lose your head
lose your heart to sb
lose your marbles
lose your mind
lose your rag
lose your shirt: see put your
shirt on stb

lose your touch
not lose sleep over sth
There's no time to lose.
what you lose on the swings,
you gain on the roundabouts

You win some, you lose some.
LOSERS
Finders keepers (losers
weepers).

LOSING
fight a losing battle

LOSS
be a dead loss
beataloss

LOSSES
cut your losses

LOST
a lost eause
be lost for words
Getlost!
like a lost soul
lost in tbe mists of time
lost in the shuffle
make up for lost time
no/little love lost between sb

LOT
a fatlot of good/use
ajoblot
be all over tbe lot
be tbe best of a bad bunch!
lot

cast your lot witb sb
have a lot going for you
have a lot of time for sb/sth
have a lot to answer for
have a lot/ enough on your
plate

leave a lot to be desired
throw in your lot with sb

LUCK

LOUD
For crying out loud!
loud and clear
loud-mouthed

LOUDER
Actions speak louder than
words.

LOUNGE
a lounge lizard

LOUT
a lager lout

LOVE
a labor of love: see a labour of
love

a labour of love
a love child
a love-in
a love nest
All's fair in love and war.
be head over heels (in love)
cupboard love
fall head over heels (in love):
see be head over heels (in
love)

I must/I'll love you and leave
you.

love handles
love-making: see make love
love sb/sth to bits
make love
no/little love lost between sb
not for love nor/or money
puppy love
the love of your life
tough love

LOW
a low ebb
hunt/search high and low
keep a low profile
laysblow
lie low
low-end
Iow-key
low life
tbe low man on tbe totem pole

LOWER
drop/lower your guard
lower the boom
lower the tone
lower your sights

LOWEST
Sarcasm is the lowest form of
wit.

tbe lowest common
denominator

the lowest of the low
LUCK
a stroke of luck
and one (more) for luck
be down on your luck
be in luck
be out of luck: see be in
luck

have the devil's own luck
have the luck of the devil



LUCKY

Just my luck!
more by luck than
judgement

No such luck!
push your luck
take pot luck
the luck of the draw
try your luck
Your luck's in!

LUCKY
getlucky
strike itlucky
strike lucky
thank your lucky stars
You should be so lucky!

LULL
lull sb into a false sense of
security

LUMP
bring a lump to your throat
like it or lump it

LUMPS
take your lumps

LUNCH
a liquid lunch
be out to lunch
There's no such thing as a free
lunch.

LUNGS
have a [fine/good etc.] pair of
lungs

LURCH
leave sb in the lurch

LURGY
the dreaded lurgy

LUXURY
in the lap of luxury

LYING
not take sth lying down

LYRICAL
wax lyrical

MACHINE
a cog in the machine/wheel

MAD
be as mad as a hatter
be as mad as a hornet
be as mad as a March hare
be barking mad
be fighting mad
be hopping mad
be stark raving mad
be stark staring mad
Don't get mad, get even.
like mad

MADE
be made for sb/sth
have (got) it made
I'm not made of money!
see what sb is made of: see
show (sb) what you are made
of

show (sb) what you are made
of

They broke the mould when
they made sb/sth.
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You made your bed (now lie in
it).

You've made your bed (and
you'll have to lie in it).

MADNESS
there's a method to sb's
madness

there's method in sb's
madness

MAGIC
a magic moment
a magic touch
a magic wand
What's the magic word?
work like magic
work your/its magic

MAID
an old maid

MAIL
snail mail

MAIN
be sb's main squeeze
have an eye for/on the main
chance

in the main
the main drag
(with) might and main

MAJORITY
the silent majority

MAKE see a/50 MADE, MAKES,
MAKING
be make or break for sb/ sth:
see make or break sth

be on the make
blow/make a hole in sth
can't make head nor/or tail of
sth

Do you want to make
something of it?

do/make (all) the running
Don't make me laugh.
have/make a stab at sth/doing
sth

hit/make the headlines
kiss and make up
make a bad/poor fist of
sth/ doing sth: see make a
good fist of sth/ doing sth

make a beeline for sb/sth
make a big play of sth
make a big thing (out) of sth
make a clean breast of it
make a [day /nightlweekend
etc.] of it

make a dent in sth
make a fast/quick buck
make a federal case (out) of
sth

make a fool of yourself
make a go of sth
make a good fist of sth/ doing
sth

make (a) great play of sth
make a killing
make a man (out) of sb

make a martyr of sb
make a martyr of yourself
make a meal (out) of sth
make a mental note
make a mockery of sth
make a monkey (out) of sb
make a mountain out of a
molehill

make amove
make a move on sb
make a name for yourself
make a noise about sth
make a pass at sb
make a pig of yourself
make a pig's ear of sth/doing
sth

make a pitch for sth
make a play for sb
make a play for sth
make a production (out) of
sth

make a rod for your own
back

make a run for it
make a song and dance about
sth/ doing sth

make a spectacle of yourself
make a splash
make a stand
make a virtue of necessity
make all the difference
make (all) the right noises
make an ass of yourself
make an exhibition of
yourself

make an honest woman of sb
make as if to do sth
make believe
make (both) ends meet
make common cause with sb
make do
make do and mend
make easy meat of sth/sb: see
be easy meat

make eyes at sb
make free with sth
make fun of sb/sth
make (funny) faces
make good on sth
make hard work of sth/doing
sth

make hay while the sun shines
make headway
make heavy weather of
sth/doing sth

make it
make it big
make (it) good
Make it snappy!
make it up to sb
make it with sb
make light of sth
make light work of sth/ doing
sth

make love



make mincemeat of sb
make no bones about sth
make noises
make-or-break: see make or
breaksth

make or break sth
make (out) a case for
sth/doing sth

make sb eat their words: see
have to eat your words

make sb feel small
make sb quake in their boots:
see be quaking in your boots

make sb sit up and take notice
make sb's blood boil
make sb's blood curdle
make sb's blood run cold
make sb's day
make sb's flesh crawllcreep
make (sb's) hackles rise
make sb's hair curl
make sb's hair stand on end
make sb's mouth water
make sb's skin crawl
make sb's toes curl
make sheep's eyes at sb
make short work of ath
make sth seem like a picnic
make sth up out of whole
cloth

make sth worth your while:
see be worth your while

make the best of a bad job
make the best of sth
make the fur fly: see the fur
flies

make the grade
make the most of sth
make the rounds
make tracks
make up for lost time
make up your mind
make waves
make whoopee
make your name
make your presence felt
make your/a mark
make yourself at home
make yourself scarce
make/pull a face
make/raise a stink
put the make on sb
put two and two together and
get/make five: see put two and
two together

to make a long story short
You can lead a horse to water
(but you can't make him/it
drink).

You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear.

You can't make an omelette
without breaking eggs.

You can't make bricks without
straw.:
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MAKER
meet your maker

MAKES
Absence makes the heart
grow fonder.

Practice makes perfect.
That makes two of us.
what makes sb tick

MAKING
be a [athlete/star/writer etc.]
in the making

be a [crisis/disaster etc.] in the
making

be of your own making
be the making of sb

MAKINGS
have (all) the makings of sth

MALICE
with malice aforethought

MAMA
a mama's boy

MAN see also MEN
a dirty old man
a family man
a girllman/person Friday
a hatchet man
a hit man
a kept man/woman
a man-about-town
a man-eater
a man for all seasons
a man of God
a man of his word
a man of letters
a man of many parts
a man of straw
a man of the cloth
A man's got to do what a man's
gotto do.

a man's man
a man/woman after your own
heart

a man/woman of means
a man/woman of the world
a marked man
a medallion man
a New Man
a poor man's sb/sth
a Renaissance man
a self-made man
a straw man
a yes man
an iron man
Are you a man or a mouse?
as one man
be a fine figure of a
man/woman

be man enough to do sth
be no good/use to man or
beast

be your own
man/woman/person

every last man (of us/them)
every man jack (of us/them)
go to see a man about a dog

MARE

It's every man for himself.
like a man/woman possessed
make a man (out) of sb
man and boy
Man cannot live by bread
alone.

man-to-man
man's best friend
May the best man win.
One man's meat is another
man's poison.

sb's right-hand man/woman
the grand old man of sth
the low man on the totem pole
the man of the moment
the man/woman on the
Clapham omnibus

the man/woman/person in the
street

the man/woman/sth of your
dreams

the odd man/ one out
the thinking man's/woman's
crumpet

to a man
You can't keep a good
man/woman down.

MANGER
a dog in the manger

MANNA
manna from heaven

MANNER
(as) to the manner born

MANY
in so many words
many moons ago
There's many a slip twixt cup
and lip.

too many chiefs (and not
enough Indians)

Too many cooks (spoil the
broth).

MAP
[blow/bomb/wipe etc.]
sth/swh off the map

put swh/sth/sb on the map
MARBLES
have all your marbles: see lose
your marbles

lose your marbles
pick up your marbles (and go
home/leave)

MARCH
be as mad as a March hare
be on the march
march to a different drummer
march to a different tune
steal a march on sb/ sth

MARCHING
get your marching orders: see
give sb their marching
orders

give sb their marching orders
MARE
a mare's nest



MARGINS

Shank's mare: see Shanks's
pony

MARGINS
on the margins of sth

MARINES
(Go) tell it/that to the
marines.

MARK
a black mark
a question mark over sth
be an easy mark
be close to the mark
be first/quickest off the mark:
see be quick off the mark

be near the mark
be off the mark
be quick off the mark
be slow off the mark
be up to the mark
be wide of the mark
get off the mark
hit the mark
hit the sth mark
leave your/its mark on sh/sth
make your/a mark
mark time
overstep the mark
(You) mark my words.

MARKED
a marked man

MARKET
a cattle market
a meat market
be in the market for sth
corner the market
the bottom drops/falls out of
the market

MARRIAGE
a marriage/match made in
heaven

a shotgun marriage
an open marriage

MARROW
be chilled to the bone/marrow
be chilled/frozen to the
marrow

chill sb to the bone/marrow
MARRY
marry beneath your station
Marry in haste, repent at
leisure.

MARRYING
not be the marrying kind

MARTYR
make a martyr of sb
make a martyr of yourself

MASK
sb's mask slips

MAST
natl your colours to the mast

MASTER
be your own master
your lord and master

MAT
sweep sth under the mat/rug
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MATCH
a marriage/match made in
heaven

a shouting match
a slanging match
be no match for sth/sb
meet your match
the whole shooting match

MATTER
a matter of life and/or
death

as a matter of course
be a matter of opinion
be a matter of record
be no laughing matter
be only a matter of time
gray matter: see grey matter
grey matter
mlnd over matter
no matter
no matter how you slice it
the matter at hand
the matter in hand

MATTERS
take matters into your own
hands

MAX
tothemax

MAY
be that as it may
be that as it may
come what may
May the best man win.
Well may you ask!
You may well ask!

MCCOY
the real McCoy

MEAL
a meal ticket
a square meal
make a meal (out) of sth

MEALY·MOUTHED
mealy-mouthed

MEAN
mean business

MEANING
not know the meanlng of the
word

MEANS
a man/woman of means
a means to an end
by falr means or foul
cut your cloth according to
your means

The end justifies the means.
ways and means

MEASURE
for good measure
get/take the measure of
sb/ sth: see have the measure
of sb/sth

have the measure of sb/sth
MEAT
a meat market
be dead meat

be easy meat
be meat and drink to sb
be the meat in the sandwich
make easy meat of sth/sb: see
be easy meat

meat-and-potatoes: see the
meat and potatoes

meat and two veg
One man's meat is another
man's poison.

the meat and potatoes
your meat and two veg

MEDAL
deserve a medal

MEDALLION
a medallion man

MEDICINE
bitter medicine
give sb a dose/taste of their
own medicine

Laughter is the best medicine.
MEDIUM
a happy medium
in the long/medium/short
term

MEDIUM·TERM
long-/ short-/mediurn-term: see
in the long/medium/short
term

MEET
make (both) ends meet
meet a sticky end
meet sb halfway
meet your maker
meet your match
meet your Waterloo
meet/see sb in the flesh
Never the twain shall meet.

MEETING
a meeting of minds

MEETS
There is more to sth/sb than
meets the eye.

MELT
butter wouldn't melt in sb's
mouth

melt in the/your mouth
MELTING
a melting pot

MEMBER
be a card-carrying member of
sth

be a fully paid-up member of
sth

MEMORY
commit sth to memory
have a memory like an elephant
have a memory Imind like a
sieve

in/within living memory
jog your memory
take a stroll/trip down
memory lane

MEN
be all things to all men



Dead men tell no tales.
separate/sort out the men
from the boys

the men in grey suits
the men in white coats

MEND
be on the mend
change/mend your ways
make do and mend
mend (your) fences

MENDED
Least said, soonest mended.

MENTAL
go mental
make a mental note

MENTALITY
a siege mentality

MERCHANT
a merchant of doom

MERCIES
be grateful/thankful for small
mercies

leave sb to sb's tender
mercies

MERCY
be at the mercy of sth/sb
throw yourself on/upon sb's
mercy

MERRIER
The more the merrier.

MERRY
lead sb a (merry) dance
play (merry) hell
play (merry) hell with sth

MESS
a mess of sth

MESSAGE
get the message

MESSENGER
shoot the messenger

MESSING
and no messing
no messing

METHOD
there's a method to sb's
madness

there's method in sb's
madness

METHUSELAH
be as old as Methuselah

METILE
be on your mettle
prove/ show your mettle

MICE
be as poor as church mice
When/While the eat's away
(the mice will play).

MICK
take the mick/miekey

MICKEY
Mickey-Mouse
take the mick/miekey

MICKEY-TAKING
miekey-taking: see take the
mick/miekey
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MICROSCOPE
put sth under the microscope

MIDAIR
be left hanging (in the air/in
midair)

MIDAS
the Midas touch

MIDDLE
a middle-aged spread
be caught in the middle
middle-of-the-road
(out) in the middle of
nowhere

piggy in the middle
play both ends against the
middle

the middle ground
MIDDLING
fair to middling

MIDNIGHT
burn the midnight oil

MIGHT
might is right
might makes right
(with) might and main

MIGHTIER
The pen is mightier than the
sword.

MIGHTY
Great/Mighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

high and mighty
the high and mighty: see high
and mighty

MILE
a mile a minute
a mile off
A miss is as good as a mile.
by a mile
Give sb an inch and they'll
take a mile.

go the extra mile
run a mile
stand/stick out a mile

MILES
be miles away
by miles: see by a mile

MILK
It's no good/use crying over
spilt milk.

the land of milk and honey
the milk of human kindness
There's no point crying over
spilt milk.

MILL
(all) grist to the mill
go through the mill
grist for your mill
put sb through the mill

MILLION
be one in a million
look/feel (like) a million
bucks

look/feel (llke) a million
dollars

MIND

Thanks a million!
MILLION-DOLLAR
the million-dollar question

MILLSTONE
a millstone around your neck

MINCE
not mince (your) words

MINCEMEAT
make mincemeat of sb

MIND see also MINDS
a frame of mind
at the back of your mind
be a ioad/weight off your
mind

be all in the/your mind
be [bored/scared/worried etc.]
out of your mind: see be out of
your mind with
[boredom/fear/worry etc.]

be of llke/ one mind
be of the same mind
be out of your mind
be out of your mind with
[boredom/fear/worry etc.]

bear/keep sth in mind
blow your mind
bring sth/sb to mind
cast your mind back
eome/ spring to mind
cross your mind
Do you mind!
eye/mind candy
get your mind around sth
give sb a piece of your mind
go out of your mind: see be out
of your mind

have a good mind to do sth
have a memory/mind llke a
sieve

have a mind like a steel trap
have a mind of its own
have a one-track mind
have half a mind to do sth
have sth in mind
have your mind on sth
have/keep an open mind
in your mind's eye
lose your mind
make up your mind
mind-biowing: see blow your
mind

mind-boggling: see The mind
boggles.

mind over matter
mind-reader: see read sb's
mind

mind the store
Mind your own business!
mind/watch your p's and q's
Mind/Watch your step.
on sb's mind
Out of sight, out of mind.
pissed out of your
head/mind/skull

prey on sb's mind



MINDED

put sb tn mind of sb/sth
put your mind to it
put/set sb's mind at rest
read sb's mind
slip your mind
speak your mind
sticks tn the/your mind
take sb's mind off stb/sb
The mind boggles.
to my mind
your mind goes blank
your mind is a blank: see your
mind goes blank

your mind is on sth: see have
your mind on sth

MINDED
bloody mtnded

MINDS
a meeting of mtnds
be in! of two mtnds
Great mtnds (think alike).

MINE
a mine of information
Your guess is as good as mtne.

MINT
be tn mint condition

MINTING
be minting it
be minting money

MINUTE
a mile a mtnute
be a laugh a mtnute
not have a minute to call your
own

the mtnute sb's back is turned:
see when/while sb's back is
turned

There's oue born every
minute.

MIRACLE-WORKER
a miracle-worker: see
perform/work miracles

MIRACLES
perform/work miracles

MIRE
drag sb's name through the
mire/mud

MIRRORS
smoke and mirrors

MISCHIEF
do yourself a mischief

MISERY
a misery guts
Misery loves company.
put sb out of their misery
put stb/sb out of their
misery

MISS
A miss is as good as a mile.
a near miss
give sth a miss
hit and/or miss
miss the boat
miss the point
not miss a trick
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MISSES
sb's heart misses/skips a beat

MISSING
without missing a beat

MISSION
mission accomplished

MISSIONARY
the missionary position

MISTS
lost tn the mists of time

MIX
mix business with pleasure
mix it
mix it up
pick and mix

MIXED
a mixed bag
be a mixed blesstng
have mixed feelings about sth
with mixed feelings: see have
mixed feeltngs about sth

MO
Half/Just a moo
Hang on a mo.

MOCKERS
put the mockers on sth

MOCKERY
make a mockery of sth

MODEL
be a/the model of sth

MODERATION
Moderation tn all things.

MODESTY
tn all modesty

MOHAMMED
If Mohammed will not go to
the mountatn, the mountatn
must come to Mohammed.

MOLEHILL
make a mountain out of a
molehill

MOMENT
a magic moment
from one moment to the next
tn the heat of the moment
on the spur of the moment
the man of the moment
the moment of truth

MOMENTS
have your/its moments

MONDAY
a Monday morntng
quarterback

that Monday morntng
feeltng

MONEY
A fool and his money are soon
parted.

a money-spinner
be a licence to prtnt money
be a license to prtnt money: see
be a licence to prtnt money

be coining money
be tn the money
be minting money

be money for jam
be money for old rope
be (right) on the money
easy money
for my money
funny money
give sb a run for their money
have a good run for your
money

have money to burn
hush money
I'm not made of money!
Money doesn't grow on trees.
Money (is) no object.
Money talks.
monopoly money
not for love nor/or money
pin money
pots of money
put your money on sb/sth
put your money where your
mouth is

ready cash/money
see the colour of sb's money
seed money
spend money like water
the smart money
throw good money after bad
throw money at sth
throw (your) money around
with money to burn: see have
money to burn

You pays your money (and you
takes your chances).

You pays your money (and you
takes your choice).

MONKEY
a monkey on sb's back
be cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass monkey: see
brass monkey weather

brass monkey weather
I'll be a monkey's uncle!
make a monkey (out) of sb
monkey business
not give a monkey's
put/throw a (monkey) wrench
tn the works

MONKEYS
be as funny as a barrel of
monkeys

be more fun than a barrel of
monkeys

If you pay peanuts, you get
monkeys.

MONOPOLY
monopoly money
not have a monopoly on sth

MONSTER
a Frankenstein's monster
the green-eyed monster

MONTH
not tn a month of Sundays
the fiavor of the month: see the
flavour of the month



the flavour of the month
MONTY
the full monty

MOON see also MOONS
ask/cry for the moon
be over the moon
once in a blue moon
promise (sb) the moon
reach for the moon! stars

MOONLIGHT
do a moonlight flit
not be all moonlight and
roses

MOONS
many moons ago

MOP
mop the floor with sb

MORE
bite off more than you can
chew

have had more than your fair
share of sth

It's more than my job's worth.
more by accident than (by)
design

more by luck than judgement
More fool you!
More power to you!
More power to your elbow!
more sth than you can shake a
stick at

No more Mr Nice Guy.
That's more like it.
The more fool you!
The more the merrier.
There are plenty more where
they/that came from.

There is more to sth/sb than
meets the eye.

withoutfurther/more ado
MORNING
a Monday morning
quarterback

morning, noon, and night
that Monday morning feeling
the morning after (the night
before)

MORTAL
shuffle off this mortal coil

MOST
make the most of sth

MOTHER
a mother lode of sth
a mummy's/mother's boy
an earth mother
at your mother's knee
be tied to your mother's apron
strings

Mother Nature
Necessity is the mother of
invention.

Shall I be mother?
the mother of all sth

MOTHS
like moths to a flame
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MOTION
put/ set sth in motion
set the wheels in motion

MOTIONS
go through the motions

MOULD
be cast in a different mould:
see be cast in the same mould

be cast in the same mould
break the mould
They broke the mould when
they made sb/sth.

MOUNTAIN
a mountain to climb
If Mohammed will not go to
the mountain, the mountain
must come to Mohammed.

make a mountain out of a
molehill

MOUNTAINS
move mountains

MOUSE see also MICE
a cat and mouse game: see play
cat and mouse

Are you a man or a mouse?
be as quiet as a mouse
play cat and mouse

MOUTH see also MOUTHS
a big mouth
a mouth to feed
a/your smart mouth
be all mouth
be all mouth and (no) trousers
be born with a silver spoon in
your mouth

be down in the mouth
be laughing out of the other
side of your mouth

be speaking/talking out of
both sides of your mouth

butter wouldn't melt in sb's
mouth

by word of mouth
foaming at the mouth
keep your mouth shut
leave a bad taste in your
mouth

live (from) hand to mouth
make sb's mouth water
melt in the/your mouth
mouth-watering: see make sb's
mouth water

not look a gift horse in the
mouth

put words in/into sb's mouth
put your foot in your mouth
put your money where your
mouth is

run off at the mouth
sb's heart is in their mouth
shoot your mouth off
Shut your
face/ gob/mouth/trap!

speak with a plum in your
mouth

MUCH

(straight) from the horse's
mouth

take the words out of sb's
mouth

Wash your mouth out!
MOUTHS
Out of the mouths of babes
(and sucklings).

MOVABLE
a movable feast

MOVE see also MOVED,
MOVES, MOVING
change/keep up/move with
the times

get a move on
make amove
make a move on sb
move down in the world
move heaven and earth
move in for the kill
move mountains
move the goal
move the goalposts
move up in the world: see
come/go down in the world

Move/Shift your arse!
move/step up a gear
not move a muscle

MOVED
the earth moved

MOVER
a prime mover

MOVERS
the movers and shakers

MOVES
as/when the spirit moves you

MOVIE
a snuff movie

MOVING
the moving spirit

MR
MrBig
MrRight
No more Mr Nice Guy.

MUCH
bea bit much
be much of a muchness
get a bit much: see be a bit
much

How much do you want to
bet?

I thought as much!
much ado about nothing
not be much cop
not be much to look at
not be much to shout about
not be up to much
not be up to much
not have much going for you:
see have a iot going for you

not have much time for sb/sth:
see have a iot of time for
sb/sth

set great/much store by sth
too much of a good thing



MUCHNESS

without so much as a by-your-
leave

MUCHNESS
be much of a muchness

MUCK
as common as muck
Lady Muck
muck-raking
treat sb like muck
Where there's muck, there's
brass.

MUD
be as clear as mud
drag sb's name through the
mire/mud

Here's mud in your eye!
mud-slinging: see sling/throw
mudatsb

Mud sticks.
sb's name is mud
sling/throw mud at sb

MUDDY
muddy the waters

MUG
a mug's game

MULE
be as stubborn as a mule

MULTITUDE
cover/hide a multitude of sins

MUM
Mum's the word.

MUMBO
mumbojumbo

MUMMY
a mummy's/mother's boy

MUNCHIES
get the munchies

MURDER
get away with murder
I could murder sth.
scream bloody murder
scream blue murder

MURMUR
without a murmur

MURPHY
Murphy's law

MUSCLE
not move a muscle

MUSCLES
flex your muscles

MUSIC
be music to sb's ears
elevator music
face the music

MUST
needs must
on no account must/should sb
dosth

You must be joking!
MUSTARD
be as keen as mustard
can't cut the mustard

MUSTER
pass muster

MUTTON
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mutton dressed (up) as lamb
MUTUAL
a mutual admiration society

MY
Myarse!
My foot!

MYSTERIES
be another/ one of life's great
mysteries

NAIL
another nail in the coffin
fight tooth and claw/nail
hit the nail on the head
nail-biting
nail sb to the wall
nail your colours to the mast
on the nail
the final nail in the coffin

NAILS
be a bed of nails
be as hard as nails
be as tough as nails
spit nails

NAKED
buck naked
stark naked

NAME
a name to conjure with
clear sb's name
drag sb's name through the
mire/mud

give sth/sb a bad name
have a bad name: see give
sthlsb a bad name

have sb's name on it
have sb's name written all
over it

have/ see your name in lights
I can't put a name to her/him.
in all but name
in name only
in the name of sth
make a name for yourself
make your name
name names
name the day
sb's name is mud
take sb's name in vain
the name of the game
you name it

NAMES
call sb names
name names

NAPPING
be caught napping

NARROW
a narrow escape
the straight and narrow

NASTY
be a nasty piece of work
cheap and nasty

NATIVE
go native

NATURAL
die a natural death

natural-born
NATURE
answer the call of nature
be (in) the nature of the beast
let nature take its course
Mother Nature

NAVEL
gaze at/ contemplate your
navel

navel-gazing: see gaze
at/ contemplate your navel

NEAR
a near miss
be near the bone
be near the knuckle
be near the mark
close/near at hand
so near and yet so far

NEAREST
your nearest and dearest

NEARLY
nearly fall off your chair
nearly jump out of your skin

NECESSARY
a necessary evil

NECESSITY
make a virtue of necessity
Necessity is the mother of
invention.

NECK
a millstone around your neck
albatross around/round your
neck

be a pain in the neck
be dead from the neck up
be up to your neck in sth
breathe down sb's neck
get it in the neck
have the brass (neck) to do sth
I'll wring your neck!
neck and neck
neck of the woods
put your head/neck on the
block

put your neck on the line
risk your neck
save sb's neck
stick your neck out

NEED
A friend in need (is a friend
indeed).

I don't need this!
in sb's hour of need
need sth like (you need) a hole
in the head

need your head
examined/examining

need your head testing
That's all you need!

NEEDLE
be like looking for a needle in
a haystack

NEEDLES
be on pins and needles
have pins and needles



NEEDS
needs must
Who needs it/them?
With friends like that, who
needs enemies?

NEITHER
be neither one thing nor the
other

neither here nor there
NELLY
Not on your nelly!

NERVE
hit/touch a (raw) nerve
strain every nerve

NERVES
a battle/war of nerves
be a bag of nerves
be a bundle of nerves
get/grate on sb's nerves
live on your nerves
nerves of steel

NEST
a hornet's nest
a love nest
a mare's nest
a nest egg
empty nest syndrome
feather your own nest
fly/leave the nest

NET
a safety net
cast your net wide/wider
slip through the net

NETILE
grasp the nettle

NETWORK
the old-boy network

NEVER
a never-never land
Better late than never.
I've never [felt/heard/seen
etc.] sth in all my (born) days!

It never rains but it pours.
It'll never fly.
It's now or never.
never darken your door again
never live sth down
Never say die.
Never the twain shall meet.
on the never-never
Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

You'll never hear the end of it.
NEW
a new broom
a New Man
a whole new ball game
be as clean as a new pin
be as good as new
be new to the game
break new ground
breathe (new) life into sth
give sb a new lease of life
give sb a new lease on life
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give sth a new lease of life
new blood
new pastures
open (new) doors
pastures new
plumb new depths: see plumb
the depths

That's a new one on me!
the new kid on the block
turn over a new leaf
You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.

NEWCASTLE
carry/take coals to Newcastle

NEWS
be bad news
No news is good news.
That's news to me.

NEWT
as pissed as a newt

NEXT
Cleanliness is next to
Godliness.

from one moment to the
next

in next to no time
NICE
a nice little earner
be as nice as pie
Nice one!
Nice work if you can get it!
No more Mr Nice Guy.

NICK
in the nick of time
Old Nick

NICKEL
nickel-and-dime
nickel and dime sb

NICKELS
Don't take any wooden
nickels.

not have two nickels to rub
together

NIGHT
a hen night/party
a night (out) on the razzle: see
be/go (out) on therazzle

a night (out) on the tiles: see
bel go out on the tiles

a night (out) on the town: see
bel go out on the town

a night owl
a stag night/party
at all hours (of the day and
night)

at all hours (of the night)
be like ships that pass in the
night

in the dead of night/winter
morning, noon, and night
the morning after (the night
before)

till all hours (of the night):
see at all hours (of the
night)

NO

NIGHTMARE
the nightmare/worst-case
scenario

NINE
a nine/one/seven-day
wonder

A stitch in time (saves nine).
be on cloud nine
go the whole nine yards
nine times out of ten
the whole nine yards

NINE-TENTHS
Possession is nine-tenths of
the law.

NINEPINS
go down/fall like ninepins

NINES
be dressed up to the nines

NINETEEN
nineteen/ten to the dozen

NIP
a nip and (a) tuck
a nip in the air
be nip and tuck
nip sth in the bud

NITTY-GRITTY
the nitty-gritty

NO
a no-show
and no messing
be a no-no
be no great shakes
be no joke
be no match for sth/sb
be no oil painting
be no picnic
be no picnic
be no/nobody's fool
be up to no good
have no time for sb/ sth: see
have a lot of time for sb/sth

have no time to lose: see
There's no time to lose.

in next to no time
in no time (at all)
in no uncertain terms
no dice
no end
no end of sth: see no end
no expense is spared
no expense spared: see no
expense is spared

No fear!
no go
no matter
no matter how you slice it
no messing
No more MrNice Guy.
No news is good news.
no prizes for guessing sth
no soap
no strings (attached)
No such luck!
No sweat!
no thanks to sb



NO-HOLDS-BARRED

Noway!
no/little love lost between sb
on no account must/should sb
dosth

There's no accounting for
taste!

There's no time like the
present.

There's no time to lose.
NO-HOLDs·BARRED
no-holds-barred: see no holds
barred

NO-LOSE
a no-lose situation: see a no-
win situation

NO-WIN
a no-win situation

NOBODY
be no/nobody's fool
It's an ill wind (that blows
nobody any good).

like nobody's business
NOD
A nod's as good as a wink.
be in the land of nod
get the nod: see give sb the nod
give sb the nod
on the nod

NOISE
a big gun/noise
Empty vessels make (the)
most noise/sound.

make a noise about sth
NOISES
make (all) the right noises
make noises

NONE
be none the wiser
be second to none
Half a loaf is better than none.
none of your beeswax

NONSENSE
Stuff and nonsense!

NOOK
every nook and cranny

NOON
morning, noon, and night

NOSE
be as plain as the nose on your
face

by a nose
can't see beyond/past the end
of your nose

cut off your nose to spite your
face

follow your nose
get a bloody nose: see give sb a
bloody nose

get up sb's nose
give sb a bloody nose
have a nose for sth
have a nose (round)
have your nose in a book
have your nose in the air: see
with your nose in the air
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It's no skin off my nose.
keep your nose clean
keep your nose out of sth
keep your nose to the
grindstone

lead sb by the nose
look down your nose at sth/ sb
nose to tail
on the nose
pay through the nose
poke/stick your nose into sth
powder your nose
put sb's nose out of joint
rub sb's nose in it
rub sb's nose in the dirt
thumb your nose at sth/sb
turn your nose up
under sb's nose
with your nose in the air

NOSEY
a nosy/nosey parker

NOSY
a nosy/nosey parker

NOT
be not on
Not on your life!
Not on your nelly!

NOTE
hit/ strike the right note
make a mental note

NOTES
compare notes

NOTHING
all or nothing
be nothing much to write
home about

be nothing short of
[astonishing/miraculous etc.]

be nothing to shout about
be nothing to sneeze/sniff at:
see not to be sneezed/sniffed
at

be on a hiding to nothing
have nothing between
the/your ears

here goes nothing
like nothing on earth
much ado about nothing
nothing daunted
Nothing doing.
Nothing ventured, nothing
gained.

stop at nothing
There's nothing to it.
think nothing of doing sth

NOTHINGS
sweet nothings

NOTICE
make sb sit up and take notice
not take a blind bit of notice

NOTION
not have the foggiest
(idea/notion)

NOW
every now and again/then

It's now or never.
Now you're talking!

NOWHERE
be all dressed up and/with
nowhere to go

Flattery will get you nowhere.
(out) in the middle of nowhere

NTH
to the nth degree

NUMBER
a number cruncher
do a number on sb
have sb's number
number crunching: see a
number cruncher

number one
public enemy number one
sb's number is up

NUMBERED
sb's/sth's days are numbered

NUMBERS
a numbers game
There's safety in numbers.

NUT
a hard/tough nut
a hard/tough nut to crack
be off your nut
do your nut
use a sledgehammer to crack
a nut

NUTS
can't do sth for nuts
from soup to nuts
the nuts and bolts

NUTSHELL
in a nutshell

NUTTY
be as nutty as a fruitcake

OAKS
Great/Mighty oaks from little
acorns grow.

OAR
put/stick your oar in

OATS
get your oats
sow your wild oats

OBJECT
a sex object
Money (is) no object.

OCCASION
rise to the occasion

OCEAN
a drop in the ocean

ODD
the odd man/one out

ODDS
against all odds
against (all) the odds
be at odds
be at odds with sth
odds and ends
odds and sods
pay over the odds
put sb at odds with sb: see be at
odds



OOOR see also ODOUR
be in bad odor with sb

ODOUR
be in bad odour with sb

OF
be (all) of a piece
be of the essence

OFF
a mile off
be off base
be off beam
be off-color: see be off-colour
be off-colour
be off the hook
be off the hook: see get/let sb
off the hook

be off the mark
be off the (starting) blocks
be off the wall
be off your chump
be off your head
be off your nut
be off your rocker
be off your trolley
[blow/bomb/wipe etc.]
sth/ swh off the map

have sth off pat: see learn sth
off pat

learn sth off pat
off and on
off-calor: see off-colour
off-colour
off limits
off sb's hands
off-the-cuff
off the cuff: see off-the-cuff
off the hook
off the peg
off the record
off the/sb's agenda: see on
the/sb's agenda

off your own bat
on and off
on the off-chance
(right) off the bat

OFF·THE·WALL
off-the-wall: see be off the wall

OFFER
hold out/offer an olive branch

OFFERING
a peace offering

OFFICE
the front office

OFTEN
every so often

OIL
be no oil painting
burn the midnight oil
oil the wheels
pour oil on troubled waters
snake oil

OINTMENT
a fly in the ointment

OLD
a chip off the old block
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a dirty old man
an old chestnut
anoldfiame
an old hand
an old head on young
shoulders

an old maid
an old wives' tale
at the ripe old age of sth: see
live to a ripe old age

be as old as Methuselah
be as old as the hills
be as tough as old boots
be money for old rope
for old times' sake
give sb the (old) heave ho
It's the same old story:
live to a ripe old age
of the old school
old-guard: see the old guard
old hat
Old Nick
open/reopen old wounds
settle old scores: see settle a
score

the good old days
the grand old man of sth
the Old Bill
the old-boy network
the old country
the old guard
the old school tie
There's life in the old dog yet.
You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.

OLDE-WORLDE
olde-worlde

OLDEST
the oldest profession (in the
world)

the oldest trick in the book
OLDIE
a golden oldie

OLIVE
an olive branch: see hold
out/offer an olive branch

hold out/offer an olive branch
OMELETTE
You can't make an omelette
without breaking eggs.

OMNIBUS
the man/woman on the
Clapham omnibus

ON
about/on your person
(all) on your own
be not on
be on a roll
be on about
be on course for sth
be on course to do sth
be on edge
be on hand
be on hold: see put sth on hold
be on ice

ON

be on record: see go on record
be on sb's ass
be on sb's back
be on sb's case: see get on sb's
case

be on song
be on the ball
be on the blink
be on the bottle: see hit the
bottle

be on the brink of doing sth
be on the cards
be on the case
bean the
[expensive/heavy/large etc.]
side

be on the fiddle
be on the fritz
be on the game
bean the go
be on the level
be on the line
be on the loose
be on the make
be on the march
be on the mend
be on the rocks
be on the ropes
bean the run
be on the skids
be on the square
be on the threshold of doing
sth

be on the threshold of sth
be on the up
be on the up and up
be on the wagon
be on the warpath
be on the wing
be on top of the world
be on (your) guard
be on your mettle
be (out) on the piss
be (right) on the money
be/go on at sb
be/go (out) on the razzle
be/live on the breadline
can do sth on thetr ear
off and on
on a dime
on a knife-edge
on a shoestring
on and otr
on balance
on board
on deck
on high
on hold
on paper
on sb's account
on sb's coat-tails
on sb's doorstep
onsb'smind
on sb's (own) head be it
on spec



ONCE

on tap
on tenterhooks
on the block
on the boil
on the brink of sth
on the button
on the cheap
on the dot
on the double
on the face of it
on the fly
on the hoof
on the horizou
on the house
on the lam
on the margins of sth
on the nail
on the never-never
on the nod
on the nose
on the off-chance
on the oue hand ...on the other
hand

on the q.t.: see on the q.t.
on the quiet
on the rack
on the rebound
on the record: see off the
record

on the shelf
on the side
on the spot
on the strength of sth
on the stump
on the table
on the trot
on the/sb's agenda
on the/your (starting) blocks:
see be off the (starting)
blocks

on top of sth
on track
On yer bike!
on your hobbyhorse
on your tod
(right) on the button

ONCE
give sb/ sth the once-over
give sth a once-over
once and for all
Once bitten, twice shy.
once in a blue moon
once in a lifetime
once upon a time

ONCE-IN-A-L1FETlME
once-In-a-lifettme: see once in a
lifetime

ONE
a nine/ one/ seven-day
wonder

a one-hit wonder
a one-horse race
a one-horse town
a one-man band
a one-night stand
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a one-two punch
a one-way ticket to sth
a quick one
and one (more) for luck
as one man
at/in one sitting
back to square one
be another/one of life's great
mysteries

be atone
be neither one thing nor the
other

be of like/one mind
be one in a million
be one in the eye for sb
be one of a kind
be one sandwich short of a
picnic

be one step ahead
be one up on sb/sth
can count sth on the fingers of
one hand

come one, come all
from one moment to the next
from/ since the year one
get/put one over on sb
go in one ear and out the other
go one better
Got it in one!
have a one-track mind
have one foot in the grave
have/keep one eye on sth/sb
If it's not one thing it's
another!

in words of one syllable
It's all one to me.
It's just one of those things.
It's (just) one thing after
another!

keep/stay one step ahead: see
be one step ahead

kill two birds with one stone
land/sock sb one
Nice one!
number one
on the one hand ...on the other
hand

one and all
one for the road
One good turn deserves
another.

One man's meat is another
man's poison.

one of the boys
one of the lads
one-an-one: see one-to-one
one-shot
One step forward, two steps
back.

one swallow doesn't make a
summer

one thing leads to another
one-to-one
one-upmanship
one way or another

one way or the other
public enemy number one
pull a fast one
Pull the other leg/one (it's got
bells on)!

put one over on sb
six of one and half a dozen of
the other

That's a new one on me!
That's/There's one for the
books.

the odd man/ one out
There's more than one way to
skin a cat.

There's one born every
minute.

We've got a right one here!
with one eye on sth/sb: see
have/keep one eye on sth/sb

You're a fine one to talk!
ONE-ON-ONE
one-on-one: see one-to-one

ONIONS
know your onions

ONLY
be only a matter of time
Beauty is only skin deep.
in name only
not be the only pebble on the
beach

only have eyes for sb
ONTO
be onto a winner

ONWARD
onward and upward: see
onwards and upwards

ONWARDS
onwards and upwards
Onwards and upwards!

OPEN
an open marriage
an open sesame
be an open book
be wide open
be (wide) open to
[abuse/ criticism etc.]

blow sth wide open
greet/welcome sb/sth with
open arms

have/keep an open mind
open a Pandor a's box
open and shut
open-ended
open-minded: see have/keep
an open mind

open-mindedness: see
have/keep an open mind

open (new) doors
open sb's eyes to sth
open season
open the door to sth
open the floodgates
open the way for/to sth
open your eyes to sth: see
close/shut your eyes to sth



open your heart
open/reopen old wounds
push at an open door
with your eyes open

OPENED
the heavens opened

OPERATIVE
the operative word

OPINION
be a matter of opinion
contrary to popular
belief/ opinion

OPPOSITE
be different! opposite sides of
the same coin

ORANGES
apples and oranges

ORDER
a pecking order
be a tall order
be in apple-pie order
be out of order
be the order of the day
get/put your own house in
order

ORDERED
be just what the doctor
ordered

ORDERS
get your marching orders: see
give sb their marching
orders

give sb their marching orders
ORGANIZE
couldn't organize a piss-up in
a brewery

OTHER
a significant other
(ali) other things being
equal

bat for the other side
be laughing on the other side
of your face

be laughing out of the other
side of your mouth

be neither one thing nor the
other

every other
have bigger/other fish to fry
how the other halflives
look the other way
one way or the other
Pull the other leg/ one (it's got
bells on)!

sb's better/other half
six of one and half a dozen of
the other

The grass is always greener
(on the other side of the
fence).

the other side of the coin
the other/wrong side of the
tracks

turn the other cheek
wait for the other shoe to drop
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OTHERS
head and shoulders above [the
others/the rest etc.]

OUNCE
An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.

OUT
be out for blood
be out for the count
be out for/after sb's scalp
be out in force
be out of action
be out of bounds
be out of it
be out of line
be out of luck: see be in luck
be out of order
be out of place
be out of pocket
be out of sb'shands
be out of sb's league
be out of sb's way
be out of sorts
be out of the ark
be out of the loop: see be in the
loop

be out of the picture
be out of the question
be out of the (starting) blocks
be out of the way
be out of this world
be out of touch
be out of touch with sth
be out of your brain
be out of your depth
be out of your element
be out of your head
be out of your mind
be out of your mind with

[boredom/fear/worry etc.]
be out of your tree
be out on a limb
be (out) on the piss
be out on your ear
be out to lunch
be/ go outlike a light
be/ go out on the tiles
be/ go out on the town
not be out of the wood/woods
out-and-out
(out) in the middle of nowhere
out of a clear (blue) sky: see out
of the blue

out of circulation
out-of-date
out of hand
out of keeping with sth: see in
keeping with sth

out of kilter
out of sb's hair: see get in sb's
hair

out of sight
out of the blue
out of the doldrums: see be in
the doldrums

OWN

out of the running: see be in
the running

out of whack
Outwith it!

OUTRAGEOUS
the slings and arrows (of
outrageous fortune)

OUTS
the ins and outs

OUTSTAY
outstay/overstay your
welcome

OVEN
have a bun in the oven

OVER
ali over the place
be over and done with: see get
sth over and done with

be over the hill
be over the hump
be over the moon
be over the top
get sth over and done with
get sth over with
over and above
over the counter
over-the-counter: see over the
counter

put sb over your knee
OVER·EGG
over-egg the pudding

OVERBOARD
go overboard

OVERDRIVE
be in overdrive: see go into
overdrive

go into overdrive
OVERPLAY
overplay your hand

OVERSTAY
outstay/ overstay your
welcome

OVERSTEP
overstep the mark

OWL
a night owl

OWN
(ali) on your own
an own goal
as if you own the place
be afraid of your own shadow
be hoist by/with your own
petard

be of your own making
be your own
man/woman/person

be your own master
be your own worst enemy
beat sb at their own game: see
play sb at their own game

blow your own trumpet
blow/toot your own horn
come into your/its own
cut your own throat
dig your own grave



ox
do your own thing
each to his/her own
feather your own nest
get your own back
get your own way
have a mind of its own
have the devil's own job doing
sth/to do sth

have the devil's own luck
hold your own
leave sb to their own devices
line your (own) pockets
make a rod for your own back
Mind your own business!
not have a minute to call your
own

of your own accord
on sb's (own) head be it
on your own account
on your own hook
pay sb back in their own coin
play sb at their own game
save your own skin
stand on your own two feet
tell its own tale
to each his/her own

ox
be as strong as an ox

OYSTER
the world is your oyster

P
mind/watch your p's and q's

PACE
at a snail's pace
can't stand/take the pace
set the pace

PACES
put sb through their paces

PACK
a pack of lies
a pack rat
be ahead of the pack
pack a punch
pack your bags
the joker in the pack

PACKED
be packed like sardines

PACKING
send sb packing

PADDLE
be up shit creek (without a
paddle)

be up the creek (Without a
paddle)

paddle your own canoe
PAGE
turn the page

PAGEANT
be (all) part of life's rich
pageant/tapestry

PAID
put paid to sth

PAID-UP
be a fully pald-up member of
sth
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PAIN
be a pain in the arse/backside
be a pain in the ass/butt
be a pain in the neck
on/under pain of death

PAINS
be at pains to do sth
go to/take great pains to do
sth

growing pains
PAINT
be as interesting as watching
paint dry

be like watching paint dry
paint a [bleak/rosy etc.]
picture of sth

paint the town red
paint yourself into a corner

PAINTED
not be as black as you are/it is
painted

PAINTING
be like painting the Forth
Bridge

be no oil painting
PAIR
a safe pair of hands
have a [fine/good etc.] pair of
lungs

show sb a clean pair of heels
PALE
be beyond the pale
fade/pale into insignificance
go beyond the pale: see be
beyond the pale

pale by/in comparison
PALL
cast a pall on! over sth

PALM
grease sb's palm
have sb eating out of the palm
of your hand

have sb in the palm of your
hand

PALSY·WALSY
palsy-walsy

PAN
a flash in the pan
down the pan
jump out of the frying pan

(and) into the fire
PANCAKE
be as fiat as a pancake

PANDORA
open a Pandora's box

PANIC
hit/press/push the panic
button

panic stations
PANTS
a smarty pants
be caught with your
pants/trousers down

[beat/bore/scare etc.] the
pants off sb

by the seat of your pants: see
fly by the seat of your pants

fly by the seat of your pants
have ants in your pants
wear the pants

PAPER
a paper chase
a paper tiger
a paper trail
couldn't [act/argue/tight] your
way out of a paper bag

not be worth the paper
it's/they're printed/written
on

on paper
paper/smooth over the cracks
put pen to paper

PAPERS
get your walking papers: see
give sb their walking papers

give sb their walking papers
PAR
be below par
be par for the course
not be up to par

PARACHUTE
a golden parachute

PARADE
rain on sb's parade

PARADISE
live in a fool's paradise

PARAPET
put/stick your head above the
parapet

PARCEL
part and parcel

PARDON
Pardon me for
breathing/living!

Pardon my French!
PARKER
a nosy/nosey parker

PARKINSON
Parkinson's law

PARROT
be as sick as a parrot
parrot-fashron

PART
be (all) part of life's rich
pageant/tapestry

be part of the furniture
Discretion is the better part of
valor.

Discretion is the better part of
valour

look the part
part and parcel
take sb's part
take sth in good part

PARTED
A fool and his money are soon
parted.

PARTING
a parting shot
the parting of the ways



PARTNER
silent partner
sleeping partner

PARTNERS
partners in crime

PARTS
a man of many parts

PARTY
a bucks party
a hen night/party
a party animal
a party pooper
a stag night/party
be the life and soul of the
party

be the life of the party
piss on sb's party
sb's party piece

PASS
be like ships that pass in the
night

come through/pass with
flying colors

come through/pass with
flying colours

make a pass at sb
pass by on the other side
pass muster
pass the baton
pass the buck
pass the hat around/
round

pass the time of day
things have come to/reached a
pretty pass

PASSAGE
a rite of passage

PASSAGES
purple passages: see purple
prose

PAST
a blast from the past
be a thing of the past
be first past the post
be past it
be past your sell-by date
I wouldn't put it past sb

PASTURE
put sb out to pasture

PASTURES
greener pastures
new pastures
pastures new

PAT
a pat on the back
have sth down pat: see learn
sthoff pat

have sth off pat: see learn sth
off pat

learn sth down pat
learn sth off pat
pat sb on the back: see a pat on
the back

sit pat
stand pat
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PATCH
not be a patch on sb/sth

PATH
be off the beaten path
beat a path to sb's door
cross sb's path
lead sb down the garden
path

lead sb up the garden path
take the line/path of least
resistance

the primrose path
PATHS
sb's paths cross

PATIENCE
the patience of Job/a saint

PATTER
the patter of tiny feet

PAUL
rob Peter to pay Paul

PAUSE
give sb pause (for thought)

PAVE
pave the way for sth

PAVED
The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

PAY
Crime doesn't pay.
give/pay lip service to sth
hit/strike pay dirt
If you pay peanuts, you get
monkeys.

pay dividends
pay its way
pay over the odds
pay sb back in their own coin
pay the price
pay through the nose
pay top dollar
pay your dues
pay your way
rob Peter to pay Paul
there'll be hell to pay

PAYS
He who pays the piper calls
the tune.

You pays your money (and you
takes your chances).

You pays your money (and you
takes your choice).

PEA-BRAINED
pea-brained

PEACE
a peace offering
be at peace with the world
There's no peace/rest for the
wicked!

PEANUTS
If you pay peanuts, you get
monkeys.

PEAR-SHAPED
go pear-shaped

PEARL
a pearl of wisdom

PENNY

PEARLS
cast pearls before swine

PEARLY
the pearly gates

PEAS
be like two peas in a pod

PEBBLE
not be the only pebble on the
beach

PECKER
Keep your pecker up!

PECKING
a pecking order

PEDESTAL
knock sb off their pedestal:
see put sb on a pedestal

put sb on a pedestal
PEELED
keep your eyes peeled! skinned

PEEPING
a peeping Tom

PEEVE
sb's pet peeve

PEG
a square peg (in a round hole)
bring sb down a peg or two
off the peg

PEGGED
have sb pegged

PEGGING
be level pegging

PELL-MELL
pell-mell
pell-mell: see pell-mell

PELT
(at) full pelt/steam/tilt

PEN
a pen pusher
pen pushing: see a pen
pusher

put pen to paper
The pen is mightier than the
sword.

PENCIL
a pencil pusher
have lead in your pencil: see
put lead in your pencil

pencil pushing: see a pen
pusher

put lead in your pencil
PENN'ORTH
put in! stick in your two
penn'orth

PENNIES
not have two pennies to rub
together

PENNY
A penny for them.
A penny for your thoughts.
A penny saved is a penny
earned.

be penny-wise and pound-
foolish

be ten/two a penny
cost (sb) a pretty penny



PEOPLE

In for a penny, (in for a
pound).

penny ante
spend a penny
the penny drops
turn up like a bad penny

PEOPLE
People who live in glass
houses (shouldn't throw
stones).

PEP
a pep talk

PERCH
fall off your perch
knock sb off their perch

PERFECT
Practice makes perfect.

PERFORM
perform/work miracles

PERIOD
a honeymoon period

PERISH
Perish the thought!

PERSON
a girl/man/person Friday
about/on your person
be your own
man/woman/person

the man/woman/person in the
street

PET
sb's pet hate
sb's pet peeve

PETARD
be hoist by/with your own
petard

PETER
rob Peter to pay Paul

PETTING
heavy petting

PEW
Take a pew.

PHRASE
a turn of phrase
to coin a phrase

PICK
a pick-me-up
have a bone to pick with sb
have your pick of sth
pick and mix
pick-and-mix: see pick and
mix

pick holes in sth
pick sb's brains
pick sb's pocket
pick up steam
pick up sticks
pick up the bill/tab
pick up the pieces
pick up the threads of sth
pick up your marbles (and go
home/leave)

pick up/take the ball and run
(with it)

pick/pull sb/sth to pieces
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pick/iake up the gauntlet:
see throw down the gauntlet

pick/take up the slack
take your pick
the pick of sth

PICKLE
be in a (pretty/right) pickle

PICNIC
be a couple of sandwiches
short of a picnic: see be one
sandwich short of a picnic

be no picnic
be no picnic
be one sandwich short of a
picnic

make sth seem like a picnic
PICTURE
be in the picture: see be out of
the picture

be out of the picture
be the picture of

[health/innocence etc.]
get the picture
keep sb in the picture: see put
sb in the picture

paint a [bleak/rosy etc.]
picture of sth

picture-perfect
put sb in the picture
sb's face is a picture
the big picture
the whole picture

PIE
a slice of the pie
be as American as apple pie
be as easy as pie
be as nice as pie
be pie-eyed
eat humble pie
have a finger in every pie
have a finger in the pie: see
have a finger in every pie

pie in the sky
PIECE
a conversation piece
a piece/ slice of the action
be a nasty piece of work
be a piece of cake
be a piece of piss
be (all) of a piece
give sb a piece of your mind
How long is a piece of string?
say your piece
sb's party piece
take a piece out of sb
the villain of the piece

PIECES
be shot to hell/pieces
be thrilled to pieces
bits and pieces
go/fall to pieces
pick up the pieces
pick/pull sb/sth to pieces

PIG see also PIGS
a guinea pig

a pig in a poke
eatlike a pig
in a pig's eye
make a pig of yourself
make a pig's ear of sth/doing
sth

Pig'sarse!
squeal like a stuck pig
sweat like a pig

PIGEON
a stool pigeon
be sb's pigeon

PIGEONS
put/ set the cat among the
pigeons

PIGGY
piggy in the middle

PIGS
Pigs can fly.
Pigs might fly.

PIKE
come down the pike
down the pike

PilE
at the bottom of the heap/pile
pile it/them high and sell
it/them cheap

pile on the agony
Pill see also PillS
a bitter pill (to swallow)
sugar-coat the pill
sugar/sweeten the pill

PilLAR
a pillar/tower of strength
from pillar to post

PillOW
pillow talk

PillS
pop pills

PilOT
on automatic pilot

PIN see also PINS
as straight as a pin
be as clean as a new pin
pin back your ears
pin money
pin sth on sb
pin your hopes on sth/sb
You could have heard a pin
drop.

PINCH
at a pinch
feel the pinch
in a pinch
pinch-hit
take sth with a pinch of salt

PINK
a pink slip
be in the pink
be tickled pink/to death
pink-collar
the pink dollar
the pink pound

PINS
be on pins and needles



have pins and needles
PINT
get/put a quart into a pint
pot

PIPE
a pipe dream
Put/stick that in your pipe
and smoke it!

PIPELINE
be in the pipeline

PIPER
He who pays the piper calls
the tune.

PIPPED
be pipped at/to the post
be pipped at/to the post

PI SS
a piss-artist
a piss-take: see take the piss
a piss-up
be a piece of piss
be full of piss and vinegar
be (out) on the piss
couldn't organize a piss-up in
a brewery

go (out) on the piss: see be (out)
onthepiss

Go piss up a rope!
not have a pot to piss in
piss on sb's party
Piss or get off the can/pot!
take the piss

PISSED
as pissed as a fart
as pissed as a newt
pissed out of your
head/mind/skull

PISSING
be pissing inIinto the wind

PIT
a bottomless pit
a pit stop
pit your wits against sb/sth

PITCH
fever pitch
make a pitch for sth
queer sb's pitch

PITCHED
a pitched battle

PLACE
alsb's place in the sun
all over the place
as if you own the place
be in the right place at the
right time

be out of place
between a rock and a hard
place

fall into place
give sth pride of place: see
have/ take pride of place

have/take pride of place
in the first place
know your place
not a hair out of place
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place/put your life in sb's
hands: see your life is in sb's
hands

put sb in their place
sb's heart is in the right place
scream the place down
There's a time and a place.

PLACES
go places
have friends in high places

PLAGUE
avoid sb/sth like the plague

PLAIN
a plain Jane
be as clear/plain as day
be as plain as the nose on.your-
face

be plain sailing
PLAN
a game plan

PLANET
be (living) on another planet
What planet is sb on?: see be
(living) on another planet

PLANK
walk the plank

PLANKS
be as thick as two short planks

PLATE
give/hand sth to sb on a plate
have a lot/ enough on your plate
have your plate full
sb's head on a plate/platter

PLATTER
give/hand sth to sb on a
(silver) platter

sb's head on a plate/platter
PLAY see also PLAYING
a play on words
act/play the fool
act/play the goat
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

allow/give sth full play
be child's play
bring sth into play
come into full play: see
allow/give sth full play

fair play
foul play
(if you) play your cards right
keep/play your cards close to
your chest

make a big play of sth
make (a) great play of sth
make a play for sb
make a play for sth
play a bUnder
play a straight bat
play a/the waiting game
play away from home
play ball
play both ends against the
middle

play cat and mouse

PLUG

play devil's advocate
play dirty
play fast and loose with
sthlsb

play footsie
play footsie with sb
play for keeps
play for time
play games
play God
play gooseberry
play hard to get
play hardball
play hooky
play into sb's hands
play it by ear
play it cool
play (it) safe
play (merry) hell
play (merry) hell with sth
play possum
play Russian roulette
play sb at their own game
play sb for a fool
play sb for a sucker
play second fiddle
play silly buggers
play the field
play the game
play to the gallery
play with fire
play your ace
the state of play
Turnabout is fair play.
two can play at that game
When/While the eat's away
(the mice will play).

PLAYING
a level playing field

PLEA
cop a plea

PLEAD
I take/plead the Fifth
(Amendment)

PLEASED
be as pleased as Punch

PLEASURE
mix business with pleasure

PLEDGE
sign/take the pledge

PLENTY
There are plenty more where
they/that came from.

PLOT
lose the plot
The plot thickens.

PLOUGH
plough a lone/lonely furrow

PLOUGHSHARES
beat/turn swords into
ploughshares

PLUCK
pluck sth out of the air

PLUG
a spark plug



PLUGHOLE

pull the plug
PLUGHOLE
go down the plughole

PLUM
speak with a plum in your
mouth

PLUMB
plumb the depths

PLUNGE
take the plunge

PLY
ply your trade

PNEUMONIA
if sb/ sth catches a cold, sb/ sth
gets pneumonia

PO-FACED
po-faced

POACHER
a poacher turned gamekeeper

POCKET
be in sb's pocket
be out of pocket
dig/ dip into your pocket
have sth burning a hole in
your pocket

pick sb's pocket
put your hand in your pocket

POCKETS
deep pockets
line sb's pockets
line your (own) pockets
ltve in each other's pockets

POD
be like two peas in a pod

POETIC
poetic justice
poetic license

POINT
a case in point
a sore point/ spot
a sticking point
be beside the point
be sb's strong point/suit
miss the point
not to put too fine a point on it
point blank
point-blank: see point blank
point blank
point the finger at sb
point the way
reach boiling point
the point of no return
There's no point crying over
spilt milk.

POINTS
earn! get brownie points

POISON
a poison-pen letter
One man's meat is another
man's poison.

What's your poison?
POISONED
a poisoned chaltce

POKE
a pig in a poke
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poke fun at sb/sth
poke/ stick your nose into sth

POLE
be in pole position
I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a
barge pole.

I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a
ten-foot pole

the greasy pole
the low man on the totem
pole

POLES
be poles apart

POLICY
Honesty is the best policy

POLISH
spit and poltsh

POLITICAL
a polttical football

POLITICALLY
politically correct

POLLS
go to the polls

POMP
pomp and circumstance

POND
a big fish in a small pond

PONY
a dog and pony show
Shanks's pony

POOPER
a party pooper

POOR
a poor man's sb/sth
a poor relation
be as poor as church mice
make a bad/poor fist of
sth/ doing sth: see make a
good fist of sth! doing sth

POP
pop pills
pop the question
pop your clogs

POPPING
sb's eyes are popping out of
their head

POPULAR
contrary to popular
beltef/ opinion

PORK
pork barrel
pork-barrel: see pork barrel

PORT
a port of call
Any port in a storm.

POSITION
be in pole position
the missionary position

POSSESSED
like a man/woman possessed

POSSESSION
Possession is nine-tenths of
the law.

POSSUM
play possum

POST
be as deaf as a post
be first past the post
be pipped at/to the post
be pipped at/to the post
from pillar to post
post-haste

POSTAGE
fit/write sth on the back of a
postage stamp

POSTAL
go postal

POSTED
keep sb posted

POT see also POTS
a melting pot
A watched pot never boils.
can talk the legs off an iron
pot

get/put a quart into a pint pot
go to pot
not have a pot to piss in
Piss or get off the can/pot!
Shit or get off the can/pot!
take a pot shot
take pot luck
the pot calling the kettle black
throw sth into the pot

POTATO
a couch potato
a hot potato
drop sb/ sth like a hot
brick/potato

POTATOES
small potatoes
the meat and potatoes

POTS
pots of money

POUND
An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.

In for a penny, (in for a
pound).

the pink pound
your pound of flesh

POUND-FOOLISH
be penny-wise and pound-
foolish

POUR
pour oil on troubled waters
pour your heart out
pour/throw cold water on sth

POURS
It never rains but it pours.

POWDER
a powder keg
keep your powder dry
powder your nose
take a powder

POWER
do sb a power of good
More power to you!
More power to your elbow!
the corrtdors of power
the power behind the throne



POWERS
the powers that be

PRACTICE
Practice makes perfect.
practice what you preach: see
practise what you preach

PRACTISE
practise what you preach

PRAISE
damn sb/sth with faint
praise

praise sb/ sth to the skies
PRAISES
sing sb's/sth's praises

PRAWN
come the raw prawn

PRAYER
not have a prayer
on a wing and a prayer

PRAYERS
the answer to sb's prayers

PREACH
practice what you preach: see
practise what you preach

practise what you preach
preach to the converted

PREPARE
prepare the ground

PRESENCE
make your presence felt

PRESENT
present company excepted
present company excluded
There's no time like the
present.

PRESS
a full-court press
be hot off the press
hit/press/push the panic
button

press the flesh
press/push the right
button/buttons

PRESSED
be hard pressed

PRETENCES
under false pretences

PRETEND
pretend/say that black is
white

PRETTY
a fine/pretty kettle of fish
be in a (pretty/right) pickle
be sitting pretty
cost (sb) a pretty penny
not be a pretty sight
not be just a pretty face
Pretty is as pretty does.
things have come to/reached a
pretty pass

PREVENTION
An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.

Prevention is better than
cure.
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PREY
prey on sb's mind

PRICE
at a price
at any price
Cheap at half the price!
pay the price
What price
[fame/success/victory etc.]?

PRICK
be like a spare prick at a
wedding

prick sb's conscience
prick your ears up

PRICKS
kick against the pricks

PRIDE
give sth pride of place:
see have/take pride of
place

have/take pride of place
Pride comes before a fall.
Pride goes before a fall.
swallow your pride

PRIM
prim and proper

PRIME
a prime mover
prime the pump

PRIMROSE
the primrose path

PRINT
be a licence to print money
be a license to print money:
see be a licence to print
money

the fine/ small print
PRINTED
not be worth the paper
it's/they're printed/written
on

PRISONERS
take no prisoners

PRIZES
no prizes for guessing sth

PROBLEMS
teething problems/troubles

PRODIGAL
the prodigal son

PRODUCTION
make a production (out) of
sth

PROFESSION
the oldest profession (in the
world)

PROFILE
keep a low profile

PROGRAM
get with the program

PROMISE
give sth a lick and a promise
promise (sb) the earth
promise (sb) the moon

PROMISED
the promised land

PULL

PROMISES
Promises, promises!

PROOF
The proof of the pudding (is in
the eating).

PROPER
good and proper
good/right and proper
prim and proper

PROPHET
a prophet of doom

PROPORTION
blow sth out of (all)
proportion

PROS
the pros and cons

PROSE
purple prose

PROTEST
protest too much

PROUD
do sb proud

PROVE
prove/ show your mettle

PROVES
be the exception that proves
the rule

PROVIDENCE
tempt fate/providence

PUB
a pub crawl

PUBLIC
air your dirty laundry/linen
in public

be in the public eye
public enemy number one
wash your dirty
laundry/linen in public

PUDDING
be in the pudding club
over-egg the pudding
The proof of the pudding (is in
the eating).

PUFF
huff and puff

PULL
bring/pull sb up with a start
draw/pull in your horns
get/pull your finger out
haul/pull yourself up by your
bootstraps

make/pull a face
not pull any punches
pick/pull sb/sth to pieces
pull a fast one
pull a rabbit out of the hat
pull out all the stops
pull rank
pull sb up short
pull sb's leg
pull something out of the bag
pull strings
Pull the other leg/one (it's got
bells on)!

pull the plug



PULP
pull the rug from under sb's
feet

pull the rug from under sb/ sth
pull the strings
pull the wool over sb's eyes
pull up short: see pull sb up
short

pull up stakes
pull your socks up
pull your weight
pull/tear your hair out
pull/yank sb's chain

PULP
beat sb to a pulp

PULPIT
a bully pulpit

PULSE
have your finger on the
pulse

keep your finger on the pulse:
see have your finger on the .
pulse

quicken your/the pulse
PUMP
prime the pump
pump iron

PUMPS
all hands to the pumps

PUNCH
a one-two punch
be as pleased as Punch
be punch-drunk
beat sb to the punch
pack a punch
punch sb's lights out

PUNCHES
not pull any punches
roll with the punches

PUNISHMENT
a glutton for punishment

PUP
be sold a pup

PUppy
puppy fat
puppy love

PURE
be as pure as the driven snow
pure and simple: see purely
and simply

PURELY
purely and simply

PURPLE
purple passages: see purple
prose

purple prose
PURPOSE
accidentally on purpose

PURPOSES
to all intents and purposes

PURSE
hold the purse strings
loosen the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings

tighten the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings
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You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear.

PURSUIT
in hot pursuit

PUSH see also PUSHED. PUSH-
ING
at a push
get the push: see give sb the
push

give sb the push
hit/press/push the panic
button

if/when push comes to shove
press/push the right
button/buttons

push at an open door
push the boat out
push your luck
push/drive sb over the edge

PUSHED
be hard pushed

PUSHER
a pen pusher
a pencil pusher

PUSHING
be pushing up (the) daisies

PUSS
a glamor girl/puss: see a
glamour girl/puss

a glamour girl/puss
PUT
a put-up job
be hard put to do sth
be put on full/red alert: see be
on fullIred alert

can't put a foot wrong: see not
put a foot wrong

get/put a quart into a pint pot
get/put one over on sb
get/put sb's back up
get/put the wind up sb
get/put your head down
get/put your own house in
order

hold/put a gun to sb's head
Ican't put a name to her/him.
Iwouldn't put it past sb
lay/put a guilt trip on sb
lay/put sth on the line: see be
on the line

lay/put your cards on the
table

not know where to put
yourself

not put a foot wrong
not to put too fine a point on it
place/put your life in sb's
hands: see your life is in sb's
hands

put a bomb under sth/sb
put a brave face/front on sth
put a damper/dampener on
sth

put a dent in sth
Put a lid on it!

put a rocket under sb
Put a sock in it!
put a spoke in sb's wheel
put all your eggs in one basket
put down roots
put flesh on (the bones of) sth
put hair(s) on your chest
put ideas into sb's head
put in a good word for sb
put in! stick in your two
penn'orth

put it about
put lead in your pencil
put on a brave face/front: see
put a brave face/front on sth

put on the dog
put on/up a front
put one over on sb
put outfeelers
put paid to sth
put pen to paper
put sb at odds with sb: see be at
odds

put sb in mind of sb/sth
put sb in the picture
put sb in their place
put sb off their stride
put sb off their stroke
put sb on a pedestal
put sb on edge: see be on edge
put sb on the right track: see
be on the right track

put sb on the spot
put sb out of action: see be out
of action

put sb out of their misery
put sb out to pasture
put sb over your knee
put sb through hell
put sb through hoops: see
go/jump through hoops

put sb through the mill
put sb through the wringer
put sb through their paces
put sb's nose out of joint
put sb/sth in the shade
put sth back on the rails: see be
back on the rails

put sth down to experience
put sth on hold
put sth on ice: see be on ice
put sth on the back burner: see
be on the back burner

put sth out of action: see be
out of action

put sth to bed
put sth under the microscope
put sth/sb out of their misery
put swh/sth/sb on the map
put the arm on sb
put the ball in sb's court: see
the ball is in sb's court

put the bite on sb
put the boot in
put the brakes on



put the cart before the horse
put the fear of God into sb
put the finger on sb
Put the flags out!
put the frighteners on sb
put the genie back in the
bottle: see let the genie out of
the bottle

put the heat on sb
put the kibosh on sth
put the lid on sth
put the make on sb
put the mockers on sth
put the roses in sb's cheeks
put the screws on sb
put the skids under sb/sth
put the squeeze on sb/sth
put their heads together
put two and two together
put two and two together and
get/make five: see put two and
two together

put up or shut up
put words inIinto sb's mouth
put years on sb
put your back into sth
put your best foot forward
put your feet up
put your finger on sth
put your foot down
put your foot in it
put your foot in your mouth
put your foot to the floor
put your hand in your
pocket

put your hand on your heart
put your head/neck on the
block

put your heart and soul into
sth/doing sth

put your life on the line
put your mind to it
put your money on sb/sth
put your money where your
mouth is

put your neck on the line
put your shirt on sth
put your shoulder to the
wheel

put your thinking cap on
put your two cents (worth) in
put/get sb/sth back on track:
see on track

put/set sb on a collision
course: see be on a collision
course

put/set sb's mind at rest
put/set sth in motion
put/ set the cat among the
pigeons

put/ set the record straight
put/set the seal on sth
Put/stick that in your pipe
and smoke it!

put/stick the knife in
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put/stick two fingers up at
sb/sth

put/stick your head above the
parapet

put/ stick your oar in
put/throw a (monkey) wrench
in the works

put/ throw a spanner in the
works

put/throw sb off the scent
put/turn the clock back

PUTTY
be putty in your hands

PYRRHIC
a Pyrrhic victory

QED
QED

QUAKE
make sb quake in their boots:
see be quaking in your boots

QUAKING
be quaking in your boots

QUANTITY
an unknown quantity

QUANTUM
a quantum jump
a quantum leap

QUART
get/put a quart into a pint pot

QUARTERBACK
a Monday morning
quarterback

QUEEN
turn king's/queen's evidence

QUEER
a queer fish
be in Queer Street
queer sb's pitch

QUESTION
a question mark over sth
be out of the question
beg the question
call sth into question
pop the question
the million-dollar question
the sixty-four-thousand-dollar
question

QUEUE
a queue-jumper: see jump the
queue

jump the queue
queue-jump: see jump the
queue

QUICK
aqnickfix
a qnick one
a quick study
as quick as a flash/wink
as quick as lightning
be quick off the mark
be quick on the draw
be quick on the uptake: see be
slow on the uptake

cut sb to the quick
make a fast/quick buck

RAIN

quick-fix: see a quick fIX
QUICKEN
quicken your/the pulse

QUICKEST
be first/ quickest off the mark:
see be quick off the mark

QUID
not be the full quid

QUIDS
be quids in
not for quids

QUIET
be as quiet as a mouse
on the quiet

QUITS
call it quits

QUOTE
give/quote (sb) chapter and
verse

quote, end quote
quote, unquote

RABBIT
be like a deer/rabbit caught in
the headlights

puli a rabbit out of the hat
RABBITS
breed like rabbits

RACE
a one-horse race
a race against time/the
clock

a rat race
race against the clock
race against time/the clock:
see a race against time/the
clock

RACK
go to rack/wrack and ruin
on the rack
rack your brain/brains

RAG see also RAGS
be like a red rag to a buli
chew the rag
lose your rag

RAGE
be all the rage

RAGGED
be on the ragged edge
run sb ragged

RAGS
go from rags to riches
rags-to-riches: see go from
rags to riches

your glad rags
RAIL
be as thin as a rail

RAILS
be back on the rails
go off the rails
put sth back on the rails: see be
back on the rails

RAIN see also RAINING. RAINS
ask (sb) for a rain check: see
I'll take a rain check

be as right as rain



RAINBOWS

(come) rain or shine
I'll get a rain check
I'll take a rain check
rain on sb's parade

RAINBOWS
chase rainbows

RAINING
It's raining cats and dogs!

RAINS
It never rains but it pours.

RAINY
a rainy day fund: see save (stb)
for a rainy day

save (stb) for a rainy day
RAISE
make/raise a stink
raise (a few) eyebrows
raise Cain
raise hell
raise (sb's) hackles
raise the roof
raise tbe specter of stb: see
raise the spectre of stb

raise tbe spectre of stb
raise tbe tone: see lower tbe
tone

raise your game
raise your hand against/to sb
raise/rear its (ugly) head
raise/up the ante

RAISED
raised eyebrows: see raise (a
few) eyebrows

RAKE
arake-otI
be as thin as a rake
rake over the ashes
rake over tbe coals

RAM
ram sth down sb's throat

RAMROD
be as stiff/ straight as a
ramrod

RANCH
bet the farm/ranch

RANGE
at point-blank range

RANK
pull rank
rank-and-fJ.1e: see the rank
andfJ.1e

tbe rank and fJ.1e
RANKS
break ranks
close ranks
join tbe ranks of stb

RANSOM
a king's ransom
hold sb to ransom

RAP
a bum rap
a rap across/ on/ over tbe
knuckles

a rap sheet
beattberap
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rap sb's knuckles: see a rap
across/ on! over tbe
knuckles

taketberap
RAPTURES
go into raptures

RARING
be raring to go

RASPBERRY
blow a raspberry
give a raspberry

RAT
a pack rat
aratfmk
a rat race
look like a drowned rat
rat-arsed
rat-assed: see rat-arsed
smell a rat

RAT·ASSED
rat-assed: seerat-arsed

RATE
at a rate of knots

RATTLE
rattle sb's cage

RAVING
be stark raving mad

RAW
come the raw prawn
get a raw deal
hit/touch a (raw) nerve
in tberaw
life in tbe raw

RAY
a ray of sunshine

RAYS
catch a few rays
catch some rays

RAZZLE
a night (out) on the razzle: see
be/go (out) on tbe razzle

be/go (out) on tbe razzle
RAZZLE-DAZZLE
razzle-dazzle
razzle-dazzle: see razzle-
dazzle

REACH
reach boiling point
reach for the moon/ stars
reach the end of tbe line/road:
see be the end of tbe
line/road

reach tbe end of your rope: see
be at tbe end of your tetber

reach tbe end of your tetber:
see be at tbe end of your
tetber

REACHED
things have come to/reached a
pretty pass

REACTION
a gut reaction

READ
read between tbe lines
Read my lips!

read sb like a book
read (sb) tbe riot act
read sb's mind
read the runes
read/see the handwriting on
the wall: see the writing is on
the wall

read! see the writing on the
wall: see tbe writing is on tbe
wall

take it as read
READY
be ready to roll
fit/ready to drop
ready cash/money
rough and ready

REAL
Get real!
the real McCoy

REAP
AB you sow, so shall you reap.
reap a/the harvest of stb
reap tbe whirlwind
You reap what you sow.

REAPER
tbe Grim Reaper

REAR
bring up tbe rear
raise/rear its (ugly) head
rear-end sth

REARGUARD
fight a rearguard action

REARRANGING
be like rearranging tbe
deckchairs on tbe Titanic

REASON
it stands to reason
no rhyme or reason
without rhyme or reason: see
no rhyme or reason

REBOUND
on tbe rebound

RECEIVED
the conventional/received
wisdom

RECEIVING
be at/ on tbe receiving end

RECHARGE
recharge your batteries

RECIPE
be a recipe for [disaster/
happiness/success etc.]

RECKONED
be a force to be reckoned witb

RECKONING
tbe day of reckoning

RECORD
a track record
be a matter of record
be on record: see go on record
for tbe record
go on record
off the record
off-the-record: see off tbe
record



on the record: see off the
record

put/set the record straight
RED
a red eye
a red herring
a red-letter day
be in the red
be like a red rag to a bull
be on full/red alert
be put on full/red alert: see be
on full/red alert

catch sb red-handed
go as red as a beet
go as red as a beetroot
go beet red
go beetroot (red)
not a red cent
paint the town red
red-blooded
red eye
red-eye: see a red eye
red-hot
red tape
roll out the red carpet
see red
the red-carpet treatment: see

roll out the red carpet
the red-light district

RED-CARPET
the red-carpet treatment: see
roll out the red carpet

REDUCE
reduce sb to tears

REDUCED
in reduced circumstances

REFRESHMENT
liquid refreshment

REFUSAL
give sb (the right of/to) first
refusal

have (the right of/to) first
refusal: see give sb (the right
of/to) first refusal

REGULAR
be as regular as clockwork

REIGN
a reign of terror

REIN
allow/give sb (a) free rein
allow/give sth (a) free
rein

keep a tight rein on
sb/sth

keep sb/sth on a tight rein
REINS
hand over the reins
loosen/relax the reins: see
tighten the reins

take over/up the reins
tighten the reins

REINVENT
reinvent the wheel

RELATION
a poor relation
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RELAX
loosen/relax the reins: see
tighten the reins

RELIEF
light relief

RELIGION
get religion

RENAISSANCE
a Renaissance man

RENT
a rent boy

REOPEN
open/reopen old wounds

REPENT
Marry in haste, repent at
leisure.

REPUBLIC
a banana republic

RESISTANCE
take the line/path of least
resistance

REST
Give ita rest!
God rest her/his soul.
head and shoulders above [the
others/the rest etc.]

Irest my case.
put/ set sb's mind at rest
rest on your laurels
the rest is history
There's no peace/restfor the
wicked!

RETREAT
beat a retreat

RETURN
return the compliment
the point of no return

REVERT
revert to type

REVOLVING
a revolving door

RHYME
no rhyme or reason
without rhyme or reason: see
no rhyme or reason

RIBS
stick to your ribs

RICH
a rich seam
be (all) pari of life's rich
pageant/tapestry

filthy/stinking rich
strike it rich
That's (a bit) rich!

RICHES
an embarrassment of riches
go from rags to riches

RIDDANCE
Good riddance (to bad
rubbish)!

RIDDLES
talk in riddles

RIDE see also RIDING
a bumpy/rough ride
a free ride

RIGHT

an easy/smooth ride: see a
bumpy/rough ride

come/go along for the ride
let sth ride
ride herd on sb/sth
ride (on) a/the wave
ride on the back of sth
ride out/weather the storm
ride roughshod over sth/sb
ride the crest of a wave: see be
on the crest of a wave

take sb for a ride
RIDICULOUS
from the sublime to the
ridiculous

RIDING
be heading/riding for a fall
be riding high

RIFF-RAFF
riff-raff

RIGHT
a bit of all right
a God-given right
be as right as rain
be in a (pretty/right) pickle
be in the (right) ballpark: see
be in the same ballpark

be in the right place at the
right time

be (just/right) up sb's street
be on the right lines
be (on) the right side of 30/40
etc.: see be (on) the wrong side
of 30/40 etc.

be on the right track
be (right) on the money
be (right) up sb's arse
be (right) up there with
sb/sth

get off/start off on the right
foot: see get off/start off on
the wrong foot

give sb (the right of/to) first
refusal

good/right and proper
hang a left/right
have your head screwed on
(the right way)

hit/strike the right note
(if you) play your cards right
left and right
left, right and centre
look right/straight through sb
make (all) the right noises
might is right
might makes right
MrRight
not be right in the head
press/push the right
button/buttons

put sb on the right track: see
be on the right track

right and left
(right) off the bat
right-on



RIGHTS

(right) on the button
Right on!
sb's heart is in the right place
sb's right-hand man/woman
see sb right
serve sb right
the left hand doesn't know
what the right hand is doing

We've got a right one here!
would give their right arm

RIGHTS
catch/have sb bang to rights
catch/have sb dead to rights

RILEY
lead/live the life of Riley

RING see also RINGING
alarm bells start to ring: see
set (the) alarm bells ringing

have a familiar ring (to it)
have a hollow ring: see
ring/sound hollow

have a ring to it
ring a bell
ring any bells: see ring a bell
ring off the hook
ring the changes
ring true
ring/sound hollow
the brass ring
throw/toss your hat in the
ring

RINGER
be a dead ringer for sb/sth

RINGING
set (the) alarm bells ringing

RINGS
run rings around/round sb

RINGSIDE
a ringside seaUview

RINKY-DINK
rinky-dink

RIOT
read (sb) the riot act
run riot

RIP
let it/her rip
let rip

RIP-OFF
a rip-off

Rlp·ROARING
rip-roaring

RIPE
at the ripe old age of sth:
see live to a ripe old
age

live to a ripe old age
the time is ripe

RIPPLE
a ripple effect

RISE
get a rise out of sb
make (sb's) hackles rise
Rise and shine!
rise from the dead
rise to the bait
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rise to the occasion
sb's hackles rise: see raise
(sb's) hackles

RISK
risk life and limb
risk your neck

RITE
a rite of passage
rite-of-passage: see a rite of
passage

RIVER
sell sb down the river

ROAD
a road hog
be the end of the line/road
down the road
go down that road
hit the road
Let's get the/this show on the
road.

one for the road
reach the end of the line/road:
see be the end of the
line/road

road-to-Damascus: see your
road to Damascus

The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

your road to Damascus
ROARING
do a roaring business
do a roaring trade

ROB
rob Peter to pay Paul
rob the cradle: see a cradle-
robber

ROBBERY
daylight robbery
highway robbery

ROCK see also ROCKS
be as solid as a rock
between a rock and a hard place
like a shag on a rock
rock bottom
rock-bottom: see rock bottom
rock bottom
rock the boat
rock/shake sth to its
foundations

rock/shake the foundations
of sth

ROCKER
be off your rocker
go off your rocker: see be off
your rocker

ROCKET
get a rocket: see give sb a
rocket

give sb a rocket
go like a rocket
it doesn't take a rocket
scientist

it's not rocket science: see it
doesn't take a rocket
scientist

put a rocket under sb
you don't have to be a rocket
scientist

ROCKS
be on the rocks
get your rocks off
The hand that rocks the cradle
(rules the world).

ROD
a lightning rod
make a rod for your own back
rule (sb) with a rod of iron

ROLL see also ROLLING
a roll in the hay
be on a roll
be ready to roll
heads will roll
roll out the red carpet
roll with the punches
roll your sleeves up
roll/trip off the tongue

ROLLER
a high roller
a roller coaster
roller-coaster: see a roller
coaster

ROLLING
be as easy as rolling off a log
be rolling in it
be rolling in the aisles: see
have sb rolling in the aisles

get rolling
get sth rolling: see get rolling
have sb rolling in the aisles
keep the ball rolling: see
set/ start the ball rolling

set/ start the ball rolling
ROMANS
When in Rome (do as the
Romans do).

ROME
fiddle while Rome burns
Rome wasn't built in a day.
When in Rome (do as the
Romans do).

ROOF
a roof over your head
be like a cat on a hot tin roof
go through the roof
hit the ceiling/roof
raise the roof
the roof caves/falls in

ROOFTOPS
shout sth from the roof tops

ROOM
elbowroom
not give sth/sb house room
not room to swing a cat

ROOST
chickens come home to roost
come home to roost: see
chickens come home to roost

rule the roost
ROOT see also ROOTS
root and branch



root-and-branch: see root and
branch

take root
ROOTED
glued/rooted to the spot

ROOTS
put down roots
the grass roots

ROPE
be at the end of your rope
be money for old rope
give sb enough rope (to hang
themselves)

Go piss up a rope!
reach the end of your rope: see
be at the end of your tether

ROPES
be on the ropes
know the ropes: see show sb
the ropes

show sb the ropes
ROSE-COLORED
rose-colored glasses: see rose-
coloured glasses

ROSE-COLOURED
rose-coloured glasses
rose-coloured spectacles

ROSE·TINTED
rose-tinted glasses
rose-tinted spectacles

ROSES
be no bed of roses
bring the roses to sb's cheeks
come out/up smelling like
roses

come out/up smelling of roses
Everything's coming up
roses.

not be a bed of roses
not be all moonlight and roses
put the roses in sb's cheeks

ROSY
Everything in the garden is
rosy.

ROT
stop the rot
the rot sets in

ROTTEN
a bad/rotten apple
be rotten to the core
spoil sb rotten

ROUGH
a bit of rough
a bumpy/rough ride
a diamond in the rough
a rough diamond
cut up rough
give sb a rough time
give sb the rough side of your
tongue

have a rough time (of it): see
give sb a rough time

if the going gets rough/tough:
see when the going gets
rough/tough
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rough and ready
rough-and-tumble: seethe
rough and tumble of sth

rough edges
rough it
rough justice
rough trade
take the rough with the
smooth

the rough and tumble of sth
when the going gets
rough/tough

ROUGHSHOD
ride roughshod over sth/sb

ROULETTE
play Russian roulette

ROUND see also ROUNDS
a square peg (in a round
hole)

go (all) round the houses
round the bend
round the twist

ROUNDABOUTS
it's swings and roundabouts
what you lose on the swings,
you gain on the roundabouts

ROUNDS
do the rounds
make the rounds

ROUTE
en route

ROVING
a roving eye

ROW
a hard/tough row to hoe
get your ducks in a row
kick up a fuss/row/stink
skid row

RUB
not have two nickels to rub
together

not have two pennies to rub
together

rub elbows with sb
rub it in
rub salt in/into the wound
rub sb the wrong way
rub sb up the wrong way
rub sb's nose in it
rub sb's nose in the dirt
rub shoulders with sb
the rub of the green
There's the rub.
Therein lies the rub.

RUBBER
a rubber check

RUBBER-STAMP
a rubber stamp: see rubber-
stampsth

rubber-stamp sth
RUBBISH
Good riddance (to bad
rubbish)!

RUBE
Rube Goldberg

RUN

RUBICON
cross the Rubicon

RUDE
a rude awakening

RUFFLE
ruffle sb's feathers

RUFFLED
smooth (sb's) ruffled feathers

RUG
be as snug as a bug in a rug
cut a rug
pull the rug from under sb's
feet

pull the rug from under sb/sth
sweep sth under the mat/rug

RUIN
go to rack/wrack and ruin

RULE
a rule of thumb
be the exception that proves
the rule

divide and conquer/rule
let your heart rule your head
rule (sb) with a rod of iron
rule (sb) with an iron
fist/hand

rule the roost
RULES
bend/ stretch the rules
no hard and fast rules
The hand that rocks the cradle
(rules the world).

the heart rules the head: see
let your heart rule your head

RUM
a rum do

RUMPY·PUMPY
rumpy-pumpy

RUN see also RUNNING. RUNS
a dry run
a dummy run
be on the run
be run/rushed off your feet
cast/run your/an eye over sth
cut and run
drive/run/work yourself into
the ground

give sb a run for their money
go/run deep
go/run to seed
go/runlwork like clockwork
have a good run for your
money

have sb on the run
have the run of swh
in the long/ short run
make a run for it
make sb's blood run cold
pick up/take the ball and run
(with it)

run a mile
run a tight ship
run andrun
run around/round in circles
run before you can walk



RUNAROUND
run in the family
run interference
run into the ground
run its course
run like the wind
run-of-the-mifl
run off at the mouth
run out of gas
run out of steam
run out the clock
run rings around/round sb
run riot
run sb ragged
runsbto earih
run sb to ground
run scared
run sth into the ground
run sth up the flagpole
run the gauntlet
run the show
run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds

still waters run deep
RUNAROUND
get the runaround: see give sb
the runaround

give sb the runaround
RUNES
read the runes

RUNG
the [first/highest/next etc.]
rung on the ladder

RUNNING
a running battle
be in the running
be running on empty
be up and running
do/make (all) the running
(Go) take a running jump!
hit the ground running
out of the running: see be in
the running

RUNS
sb's blood runs cold: see make
sb's blood run cold

RUSH
a (sudden) rush of blood (to
the head)

Fools rush in (where angels
fear to tread).

the bum's rush
RUSHED
be runlrushed off your feet

RUSSIAN
play Russian roulette

RUT
be (stuck) in a rut
[drag/get/lift etc.] sb/sth out
of a/their rut: see be (stuck)
in a rut

get in/into a rut: see be (stuck)
in a rut

SABER·RATTLlNG
saber-rattling: see sabre-
rattling
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SABRE·RATTLlNG
sabre-rattling

SACK
get the sack
give sb the sack: see get the
sack

hit the sack
SACKCLOTH
sackcloth and ashes

SACRED
a sacred cow

SACRIFICED
be sacrificed on the altar of
sth

SADDER
sadder but wiser

SADDLE
be in the saddle

SAFE
a safe bet
a safe pair of hands
be as safe as houses
be in safe hands
Better (to be) safe than sorry.
on safe ground: see on
dangerous ground

play (it) safe
safe and sound
to be on the safe side

SAFETY
a safety net
a safety valve
There's safety in numbers.

SAID
easier said than done
Enough said.
Least said, soonest mended.
No sooner said than done.
there's [much/a lot etc.] to be
said for sth! doing sth

when all is said and done
won't hear a word (said)
against sb/ sth

SAIL
sail close to the wind
sail close to the wind
sail under false colors
sail under false colours

SAILING
be plain sailing

SAILS
take the wind out of sb's sails
trim your sails

SAINT
the patience of Job/a saint

SAKE
for old times' sake

SALAD
your salad days

SALESMAN
a snake-oil salesman: see
snake oil

SALT
any [judge/lawyer/teacher
etc.] worth their salt

be the salt of the earth
rub salt in/into the wound
take sth with a grain of salt
take sth with a pinch of salt

SALTS
go through sb/ sth like a dose
of salts

SAM
UncleSam

SAMARITAN
a good Samaritan

SAME
along/on the same lines: see
along the lines of sth

be cast in the same mould
be cut from the same cloth
be in the same ballpark
be in the same boat
be of the same mind
be on the same wavelength
by the same token
in the same breath
It's all the same to me.
It's the same old story.
not in the same league
Same difference.
sing from the same
hymnsheet/ songsheet

sing the same tune
speak/talk the same
language

tar sb with the same brush
SAND
be built on sand
bury your head in the sand

SANDBOY
be as happy as Larry / a
sandboy

SANDWICH
a knuckle sandwich
be one sandwich short of a
picnic

be the meat in the sandwich
SANDWICHES
be a couple of sandwiches
short of a picnic: see be one
sandwich short of a picnic

SARCASM
Sarcasm is the lowest form of
wit.

SARDINES
be packed like sardines

SAUCE
What's sauce for the goose (is
sauce for the gander).

SAVE
can't do sth to save your life
save face
save sb's bacon
save sb's neck
save sb's skin
save (sth) for a rainy day
save the day
save your own skin
save/spare sb's blushes



scrimp and save
SAVED
A penny saved is a penny
earned.

Saved by the bell.
SAVES
A stitch in time (saves nine).

SAVING
a saving grace

SAVOIR-FAIRE
savoir-faire

SAY see also SAYING, SAYS,
SAID
before you can say Jack
Robinson

I1You can't say fairer than
that.

kiss/say/wave goodbye to sth
Never say die.
not say boo
pretend! say that black is
white

Say cheese!
say the word
say uncle
say your piece
wouldn't say boo
wouldn't say boo to a fly
wouldn't say boo to a goose
You can say that again!

SAYING
It goes without saying.

SAYS
What sb says goes.

SCALES
The scales fall from sb's eyes.
tip the scales

SCALP
be outfor/after sb's scalp

SCANDAL
a scandal sheet

SCARCE
be as scarce as hen's teeth
make yourself scarce

SCARE
frighten/scare sb out of their
wits

frighten/scare sb to death
frighten! scare the hell out of
sb

frighten! scare the life out of
sb

frighten!scare the (living)
daylights out of sb

scare the shit out of sb
SCARED
be scared shit
be scared shitless
be shit scared: see scare the
shit out of sb

run scared
SCAREDY-CAT
a scaredy-cat

SCARLET
a scarlet woman
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SCATTERED
be scattered to the four winds

SCENARIO
the nightmare/worst-case
scenario

SCENE
set the scene
set the scene for sth
the scene is set for sth: see set
the scene for sth

SCENES
behind the scenes
behind-the-scenes: see behind
the scenes

SCENT
put/throw sb off the scent
scent blood

SCHEME
in the grand/great scheme of
things

SCHOOL
of the old school
the old school tie
the school of hard knocks

SCHOOLBOY
schoolboy humor
schoolboy humour

SCIENCE
blind sb with science
it's not rocket science: see it
doesn't take a rocket
scientist

SCIENTIST
it doesn't take a rocket
scientist

you don't have to be a rocket
scientist

SCORE
know the score
settle a score

SCORNED
Hell hath no fury (like a
woman scorned).

SCOT-FREE
getaway/off scot-free

SCRAP
be on the scrap heap: see throw
sb/sth on the scrap heap

throw sb/sth on the scrap
heap

SCRAPE
bow and scrape
scrape the barrel

SCRATCH
bring sb/sth up to scratch: see
not be up to scratch

from scratch
I'll scratch your back if you
scratch mine.

not be up to scratch
not come up to scratch: see not
be up to scratch

scratch the surface
You scratch my back and I'll
scratch yours.

SEATS

SCREAM
scream bloody murder
scream blue murder
scream the place down

SCREEN
the silver screen

SCREW
a turn of the screw
have a screw loose
screw up your courage

SCREWED
have your head screwed on
(the right way)

SCREWS
put the screws on sb
tighten/turn the screws on sb:
see put the screws on sb

SCRIMP
scrimp and save

SCUM
the scum of the earth

SEA
aseachange
be all at sea
be at sea
between the devil and the deep
blue sea

your sea legs
SEAL
put/set the seal on sth
seal sb's fate

SEALED
My lips are sealed.
signed and sealed
signed, sealed and delivered

SEAM
a rich seam

SEAMS
be bulging/bursting at the
seams

be coming/falling apart at the
seams

SEARCH
hunt/search high and low
Search me!

SEASON
open season
the silly season

SEASONS
a man for all seasons

SEAT
a ringside seat/view
be in the driver's seat
be in the driving seat
be (sitting) in the catbird seat
by the seat of your pants: see
fly by the seat of your pants

fly by the seat of your pants
in the hot seat
keep sb on the edge of their
seat

on the hot seat
take a back seat

SEATS
bums on seats



SECOND

farmies in the seats
SECOND
a second bite at the cherry: see
a bite of the cherry

a second-class citizen
be second to none
come off second best
get a/your second breath
get a/your second wind
have second thoughts
not give sth a second thought:
see without a second thought

on second thought: see have
second thoughts

on second thoughts: see have
second thoughts

play second fiddle
second best
second-guess sh/sth
without a second thought

SECURITY
give sb a false sense of
security

lull sb into a false sense of
security

SEE see also SEEING, SEEN
be [glad/happy/pleased etc.] to
see the back of sb/sth

can't see beyond/past the end
of your nose

can't see the forest for the
trees

can't see the wood for the
trees

find out/see how the land
lies

go to see a man about a dog
have/see your name in lights
I'll believe it when I see it.
Long time no see.
meet/see sb in the flesh
not see sb for dust
read/ see the handwriting on
the wall: see the writing is on
the wall

read/see the writing on the
wall: see the writing is on the
wall

see eye to eye
see how the wind is blowing
see it coming
see Iife
see red
see sb in their true colours:
see show sb in their true
colours

seesbright
see sb's true colours: see show
sb in their true colours

see sb/ sth for what they
(really) are

see the colour of sb's money
see the error of your ways
see the light
see the light (of day)
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see what sb is made of: see
show (sb) what you are made
of

see which way the cat jumps
see which way the wind is
blowing

see your way (clear) to doing
sth

suck it and see
would see sb in hell before you
woulddosth

SEED
go/run to seed
seed money

SEEDS
sow the seeds of sth

SEEING
Seeing is believing.

SEEM
make sth seem like a picnic

SEEN
Children should be seen and
not heard.

have heard/ seen the last of
sb/sth

have seen better days
have to be seen to be believed
haven't seen hide nor hair of
sb/sth

wouldn't be caught/seen dead
SEIZE
seize the day

SELF
a self-made man
a shadow of your former self

SELL see also SOLD
go/ sell like hot cakes
pile it/them high and sell
it/them cheap

sell sb a bill of goods
sell sb down the river
sell sb/ sth short
sell your soul (to the devil)
the hard sell
the soft sell: see the hard sell

SELL-BY
be past your sell-by date

SEND
drive/send sb round the bend
drive/send sb round the twist
send chills down/Up sb's spine
send sb away with a flea in
their ear

send sb packing
send sb to Coventry
send sb to the showers
send shivers down/up sb's
spine

send/throw sb into a spin: see
be in a spin

send/throw sb into a tizz/tizzy
SENSE
but not in the biblical sense
give sb a false sense of
security

horse sense
knock (some) sense into sb
lull sb into a false sense of
security

SENSES
bring sb to their senses: see
come to your senses

come to your senses
have taken leave of your
senses

SEPARATE
separate the sheep from the
goats

separate the wheat from the
chaff

separate/sort out the men
from the boys

SERVE
serve sb right

SERVED
First come, first served.

SERVICE
give/pay lip service to sth

SESAME
an open sesame

SET see also SETS
be carved! set in stone
be set in concrete
have your heari set on
sth/doing sth: see set your
heart on sth/doing sth

lay/set eyes on sb/sth
not set the world on fire
put/set sb on a collision
course: see be on a collision
course

put/ set sb's mind at rest
put/ set sth in motion
put/ set the cat among the
pigeons

put/set the record straight
put/set the seal on sth
set great/much store by sth
set in train
set out your stall
set sb up for life
set the agenda
set (the) alarm bells ringing
set the fur flying: see the fur
flies

set the pace
set the scene
set the scene for sth
set the stage for sth
set the tone
set the wheels in motion
set your face against
sth/ doing sth

set your heart on sth/ doing sth
set your sights on sth/doing
sth

set/start the ball rolling
seU start tongues wagging
the scene is set for sth: see set
the scene for sth



the stage is set for sth: see set
the stage for sth

SETS
the rot sets in

SETTLE
settle a score
settle old scores: see settle a
score

SETTLES
the dust settles

SEVEN
a nine/one/seven-day wonder
the seven year itch

SEVENS
be at sixes and sevens

SEVENTH
be in seventh heaven

SEX
a sex kitten
a sex object
the fair/fairer sex

SEXES
the battle of the sexes

SHADE
put sb/sth in the shade

SHADES
Shades of sb/ sth.

SHADOW
a shadow of your former self
be afraid of your own shadow
beyond/without a shadow of a
doubt

in sb's shadow
in/under sth's shadow

SHAFT
get the shaft
give sb the shaft: see get the
shaft

SHAG
like a shag on a rock

SHAGGY
a shaggy dog story

SHAKE see also SHAKING,
SHAKES
a fair shake
more sth than you can shake a
stick at

rock/shake sth to its
foundations

rock/shake the foundations
of sth

Shake a leg!
shake like a leaf

SHAKERS
the movers and shakers

SHAKES
be no great shakes
in a couple of shakes
in two shakes (of a lamb's
tail)

SHAKING
be shaking in your
boots/shoes

SHALL
Shall I be mother?
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SHAME
hang your head (in shame)
It's a crying shame!

SHANKS
Shanks's pony

SHAPE
get bent out of shape
in any shape or form
(in) any way, shape, or form
knock/lick sth/sb into shape
Shape up or ship out.
the shape of things to come
whip sth/sb into shape

SHAPES
all shapes and sizes

SHARE
have had more than your fair
share of sth

Share and share alike.
the lion's share

SHARP
a short sharp shock
be as sharp as a tack
Look sharp!
the sharp end

SHAVE
a close shave

SHEBANG
the whole shebang

SHED
shed/throw light on sth
shed/weep crocodile tears

SHEEP
a wolf in sheep's clothing
I might as well be
hanged/hung for a sheep as a
lamb.

make sheep's eyes at sb
separate the sheep from the
goats

sort (out) the sheep from the
goats

the black sheep (of the family)
SHEET
a clean sheet
a rap sheet
a scandal sheet
be as white as a sheet

SHEETS
be three sheets to the wind

SHELF
a shelf life
on the shelf

SHELL
a shell game
bring sb out of their shell: see
come out of your shell

come out of your shell
SHIFT
Move/Shift your arse!
shift your ground
the graveyard shift

SHINE
(come) rain or shine
Rise and shine!

SHOCK

take a shine to sb
take the shine off sth

SHINES
make hay while the sun shines
think the sun shines out (of)
sb's arse/backside

SHINGLE
hang out your shingle

SHINING
a knight in shining armor
a knight in shining armour

SHIP
a sinking ship
jump ship
run a tight ship
Shape up or ship out.
when your ship comes in

SHIPS
be like ships that pass in the
night

SHIRT
a hair shirt
a shirt-lifter
a stuffed shirt
Keep your shirt on!
lose your shirt: see put your
shirt on sth

put your shirt on sth
would give you the shirt off
their back

SHIT see also SHITS, SHITTING
a shit-eating grin
a shit-stirrer
be a crock of shit
be as thick as shit
be full of crap/ shit
be in deep/the shit
be on sb's shit list
be scared shit
be shit scared: see scare the
shit out of sb

be up shit creek (without a
paddle)

get your shit together
have shit for brains
not give a shit
scare the shit out of sb
shita brick
Shit or get off the can/pot!
the shit hits the fan
Toughshit!

SHITHOUSE
be bullt like a brick smtnouse

SHITLESS
be scared shitless

SHITS
give sb the shits

SHITTING
be shitting bricks

SHIVERS
give sb the shivers
send shivers down/up sb's
spine

SHOCK
a culture shock



SHOE

a short sharp shock
SHOE
be as tough as shoe leather
lf the hat/shoe fits (wear it).
the shoe is on the other foot
wait for the other shoe to drop

SHOES
be in sb's shoes
be shaking in your
boots/ shoes

fill sb's shoes
step into sb's shoes

SHOESTRING
on a shoestring

SHOO-IN
a shoo-in

SHOOT see also SHOOTING
a turkey shoot
fire/ shoot blanks
give/shoot sb a dirty look
shoot from the hip
shoot sth/sb down in flames
shoot straight: see a straight
shooter

shoot the breeze/bull
shoot the messenger
shoot the works
shoot your bolt
shoot your load
shoot your mouth off
shoot your wad
shoot yourself in the foot

SHOOTER
a straight shooter

SHOOTING
the whole shooting match

SHOP
a knock-shop: see a knocking
shop

a knocking shop
be all over the shop
be like a bull in a china shop
close up shop
shop talk: see talk shop
shut up shop
talk shop

SHORT
a short-arse
a short fuse
a short sharp shock
be a couple of sandwiches
short of a picnic: see be one
sandwich short of a picnic

be as thick as two short planks
be caught short
be nothing short of
[astonishing/miraculous etc.]

be one card! several cards
short of a full deck

be one sandwich short of a
picnic

draw the short straw
fall short of sth
get short shrift from sb: see
give sb/sth short shrift
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get the short end of the stick
give sb/sth short shrift
have sb by the short and
curlies

have sb by the short hairs
have/keep sb on a short/tight
leash

in the long/medium/short
term

in the long/ short run
life's too short
long on sth and short on sth
make short work of sth
not be short of a bob or two
pull sb up short
pull up short: see pull sb up
short

sell sb/sth short
short and sweet
short-change sb
stop short
stop short of sth/doing sth
the long and the short of it
to cut a long story short
to make a long story short

SHOT see also SHOTS
a big shot/wheel
a cheap shot
a long shot
a parting shot
a shot in the arm
a shot in the dark
be shot of sb/sth: see get shot
of sb/sth

be shot to hell/pieces
flre a shot across sb's/the
bows

get shot of sb/sth
give it a shot/whirl
give it your best shot
give sth a shot: see have a shot
atsth

have a shot at sb
have a shot at sth
like a shot
not by a long shot
take a pot shot
take a shot at sth

SHOTGUN
a shotgun marriage
a shotgun wedding

SHOTS
call the shots/tune

SHOULD
on no account must/should sb
dosth

You should be so lucky!
You should talk!

SHOULDER
a shoulder to cry on
give sb the cold shoulder
have a chip on your shoulder
put your shoulder to the
wheel

shoulder to shoulder

straight from the shoulder
SHOULDERS
a wise head on young
shoulders

an old head on young
shoulders

be a weight off your shoulders
have a good head on your
shoulders

have the cares/weight of the
world on your shoulders

head and shoulders above [the
others/the rest etc.]

rub shoulders with sb
SHOUT
be nothing to shout about
not be much to shout about
shout sth from the rooftops

SHOUTING
a shouting match
It's all over bar the shouting.

SHOVE
iflwhen push comes to shove
Shove/Stick sth up your arse!

SHOW
a dog and pony show
a show-stopper
fly/show/wave the flag
go to show (sth)
Let's get the/this show on the
road.

prove/ show your mettle
run the show
Show a leg!
show sb a clean pair of heels
show sb in their true colours
show sb the door
show sb the ropes
show (sb) what you are made
of

show-stopping: see a show-
stopper

show your face
show your hand
show your teeth
show your true colours: see
show sb in their true
colours

steal the show
The show must go on.

SHOWER
take a cold shower

SHOWERS
send sb to the showers

SHRIFT
get short shrift from sb: see
give sb/ sth short shrift

give sb/sth short shrift
SHRINKING
a shrinking violet

SHUDDER
I dread/shudder to think

SHUFFLE
lost in the shuffle
shuffle off this mortal coil



SHUFTI
have a shufti

SHUT
close/shut the door on sth
close/shut your eyes to sth
keep your mouth shut
open and shut
put up or shut up
sb could do sth with their eyes
closed/shut

shut up like a clam
shut up shop
Shut your
face/gob/mouth/trap!

SHUTTING
closing/shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolied

SHUTTLE
shuttle diplomacy

SHY
fight shy of sth/ doing sth
Once bitten, twice shy.

SICK
be as sick as a dog
be as sick as a parrot
be fed up/sick to the back
teeth

be sick and tired of sth/doing
sth

be sick to death of sth/ doing
sth

be worried sick
feel sick to your stomach
sick at heart

SIDE see also SIDES
a bit on the side
bat for the other side
be a thorn in sb's flesh/side
be laughing on the other side
of your face

be laughing out of the other
side of your mouth

be on the [expensive/heavy /
large etc.] side

be (on) the right side of 30/40
etc.: see be (on) the wrong side
of 30/40 etc.

be on the side of the angels
be (on) the wrong side of 30/40
etc.

err on the side of caution
find yourself on the wrong
side of the law

get on the wrong side of the
law

get out of bed on the wrong side
get up on the wrong side of the
bed

give sb the rough side of your
tongue

have time on your side
know which side your bread is
buttered (on)

let the side down
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look on the bright side
on the side
pass by on the other side
The grass is always greener
(on the other side of the
fence).

the other side of the coin
the other/wrong side of the
tracks

this side of the grave
time is on your side
to be on the safe side

SIDELINES
be left on the sidelines: see
stay on the sidelines

stay on the sidelines
SIDES
be different/opposite sides of
the same coin

be speaking/talking out of
both sides of your mouth

be two sides of the same coin
split your sides (laughing)

SIDEWAYS
knock sb sideways

SIEGE
a siege mentality

SIEVE
have a memory/mind like a
sieve

SIGHT
at first glance/sigbt
be a sight for sore eyes
lose sight of sth
not be a pretty sight
out of sight
Out of sight, out of mind.

SIGHTS
have sb in your sights
have sth in your sights
have your sights set on
sth/ doing sth: see set your
sights on sth/doing sth

lower your sights
set your sights on sth/doing
sth

SIGN see also SIGNED, SIGNS
be a sign of the times
sign on the dotted line
sign sth's death warrant: see
sign your own death warrant

sign your own death warrant
sign/take the pledge

SIGNALS
smoke signals

SIGNED
signed and sealed
signed, sealed and delivered

SIGNIFICANT
a significant other

SIGNS
dollar signs in sb's eyes: see
dollar signs in sb's eyes

SILENT
be as silent as the grave

SIT

silent partner
the silent majority

SILK
You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear.

SILLY
play silly buggers
the silly season

SILVER
be born with a silver spoon in
your mouth

Every cloud has a silver
lining.

give/hand sth to sb on a
(silver) platter

silver-tongued
the silver screen

SIMPLE
pure and simple: see purely
and simply

SIMPLY
purely and simply

SIN see also SINS
a sin tax
be as ugly as sin
live in sin

SINCE
from/since time immemorial

SING
sing for your supper
sing from the same
hymnsheet/ songsheet

sing sb's/sth's praises
sing the same tune

SINGS
It's not over until the fat lady
sings.

SINK see also SINKING, SINKS
everything but the kitchen
sink

get/sink your teeth into sth
sink like a stone
sink or swim
sink to such depths
sink without trace

SINKER
fall for sb hook, line and
sinker

fall for sth hook, line and
sinker

SINKING
a sinking feeling
a sinking ship

SINKS
sb's heart sinks

SINS
cover/hide a multitude of
sins

for my sins
SIT
make sb sit up and take notice
not sit well with sb
sit (around) on your backside:
see get off your backside

sit in judgment on/over sb



SIDING

sit on the fence
sit on your arse
sit on your hands
sit pat
sit tight

SITTING
a sitting duck
at/in one sitting
be (sitting) in the catbird seat
be sitting on a goldmine
be (sitting) on your tail
be sitting pretty

SITUATION
a catch 22 situation
a chicken and egg situation
a no-lose situation: see a no-
win situation

a no-win situation
a win-win situation: see a no-
win situation

SIX
be six feet under
knock sb for six
six of one and half a dozen of
the other

six of the best
SIXES
be at sixes and sevens

SIXTY-FOUR-THOUSAND-DOL-
LAR
the sixty-four-thousand-dollar
question

SIZE
cut sb down to size
try sth for size
try sth on for size

SIZES
all shapes and sizes

SKATES
Get your skates on!

SKATING
be (skating/walking) on thin
ice

SKELETON
a skeleton in the/your closet
a skeleton in the/your
cupboard

SKID
skid row
skid-row: see skid row

SKIDS
be on the skids
hit the skids
put the skids under sb/ sth

SKIES
praise sb/ sth to the skies

SKIN
a banana skin
a thick skin: see thick-
skinned

a thin skin: see thin-skinned
be skin and bone/bones
be soaked to the skin
Beauty is only skin deep.
by the skin of your teeth
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get soaked to the skin: see be
soaked to the skin

get under sb's skin
It's no skin off my (back)
teeth.

It's no skin off my nose.
make sb's skin crawl
nearly jump out of your
skin

save sb's skin
save your own skin
skin sb alive
There's more than one way to
skin a cat.

SKINNED
keep your eyes peeled! skinned

SKIPS
sb's heart misses/skips a beat

SKIRT
a bit of fluff/skirt

SKITTLES
not be all beer and skittles

SKULL
pissed out of your
head/mind! skull

SKUNK
as drunk as a lord/ skunk

SKY see also SKIES
blow sth sky-high
out of a clear (blue) sky: see out
of the blue

pie in the sky
The sky's the limit.

SLACK
cut sb some slack
pick/take up the slack

SLANGING
a slanging match

SLAP
a slap in the face
a slap on the back
a slap on the wrist
slap and tickle

SLAPPED
get your wrist slapped: see a
slap on the wrist

SLATE
a clean slate
wipe the slate clean: see a
clean slate

SLAUGHTER
like a lamb to the slaughter

SLEDGEHAMMER
use a sledgehammer to crack
a nut

SLEEP
conld do sth in their sleep
not get a wink of sleep
not lose sleep over sth
not sleep a wink
sb's beauty sleep
sleep like a log/top
sleep on it

SLEEPING
let sleeping dogs lie

sleeping partner
SLEEVE
be laughing up your sleeve
have a card up your sleeve
have an ace up your sleeve
have sth up your sleeve
wear your heart on your
sleeve

SLEEVES
roll your sleeves up

SLEIGHT
sleight of hand

SLICE
a piece/slice of the action
a slice of life
a slice of the cake
a slice of the pie
any way you slice it
no matter how you slice it

SLICED
the best/greatest thing since
sliced bread

SLIDE
let it/things slide

SLIME
a slime ball

SLING
Sling your hook!
sling/throw mud at sb

SLINGS
the slings and arrows (of
outrageous fortune)

SLIP see also SLIPS
a pink slip
a slip of the tongue
fall! slip through the cracks
give sb the slip
letsllpsth
slip through the net
slip through your fingers
slip your mind
There's many a slip twixt cup
and lip.

SLIPPERY
a slippery slope
be as slippery as an eel

SLIPS
sb's mask slips

SLOG
slog/sweat/work your guts out

SLOPE
a slippery slope

SLOW
be slow off the mark
be slow on the draw: see be
quick on the draw

be slow on the uptake
do a slow burn

SMACK-BANG
smack-bang

SMACK-DAB
smack-dab: see smack-bang

SMALL
a big fish in a small pond
a small fortune



be grateful/thankful for small
mercies

Don't sweat the small stuff.
in small doses
It's a small world.
make sb feel small
small beer
small fry
small potatoes
the fme/small print
the small hours

SMART
a smart alec/ aleck
a smart-arse
a smart -ass:see a smart -arse
a smart bomb
a smart cookie
a/your smart mouth
It's easy to be smart after the
fact.

smart -alec/ -aleck:see a smart
alec/aleck

smart-arse: see a smart-arse
smart-ass: see a smart-arse
smart drugs
the smart money

SMART-ASS
a smart-ass: see a smart-arse
smart-ass: see a smart-arse

SMARTS
street smarts

SMARTY
a smarty pants

SMELL
smell a rat
smell fishy
smell! stink to high heaven
Wakeup and smell the coffee!

SMELLING
come ouVup smellinglme
roses

come out/up smelling of
roses

SMILE
crack a smile
grin/smile from ear to ear
wipe the smile off sb's face

SMILES
be all smiles

SMOKE
blow smoke
goup in smoke
Put! stick that in your pipe
and smoke it!

smoke and mirrors
smoke-and-mirrors: see
smoke and mirrors

smoke signals
the (big) smoke
There's no smoke without
fire,

Where there's smoke, tbere's
fire,

SMOKING
a smoking gun
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SMOOTH
an easy/smooth ride: see a
bumpy/rough ride

paper/smooth over the
cracks

smooth (sb's) ruffled feathers
smooth sb's/sth's way
smooth the way for sb/ sth
take the rough with the
smooth

SNAIL
at a snail's pace
snail mail

SNAKE
a snake in the grass
a snake-oil salesman: see
snake oil

snake oil
SNAKE-OIL
a snake-oil salesman: see
snake oil

SNAP
a cold snap
bite/snap sb's head off
Snap it up!
Snap to it!

SNAPPY
Make it snappy!

SNEEZE
be nothing to sneeze/sniff at:
see not to be sneezed! sniffed
at

SNEEZED
not to be sneezed! sniffed at

SNEEZES
when sb/sth sneezes, sb/sth
catches a cold

SNIFF
be nothing to sneeze/sniff at:
see not to be sneezed! sniffed
at

SNIFFED
not to be sneezed! sniffed at

SNOOK
cock a snook

SNOW see also SNOWED
a snow job
be as pure as the driven snow
be as white as snow

SNOWBALL
a snowball effect
not have a snowball's chance
in hell

SNOWED
be snowed under

SNUFF
a snuff movie
up to snuff

SNUG
be as snug as a bug in a rug

SO
Solong.
so near and yet so far

SOAKED
be soaked to the skin

SON

get soaked to the skin: see be
soaked to the skin

SOAP
no soap

SOAPBOX
get on your soapbox

SOB
asobstory
cry/sob your heart out

SOBER
be as sober as a judge

SOCIAL
a social climber

SOCIETY
a mutual admiration society

SOCK
land/socksbone
Put a sock in it!

SOCKS
[beat/bore/charm etc.] the
socks off sb

Bless her /his cotton socks.
blow/knock your socks off
pull your socks up
work your socks off

SOD
Sod's Law

SODS
odds and sods

SOFT
be an easy/soft touch
be soft on sb
have a soft spot for sb/ sth
soft in the head
the soft sell: see the hard sell

SOFTEN
cushion/ soften the blow

SOFTLY
a softly, softly approach

SOLD
be sold a pup

SOLDIER
a soldier of fortune

SOLID
be as solid as a rock

SOME
and then some
You win some, you lose some.

SOMETHING
Doyou want to make
something of it?

have something going with sb
look like something the cat
brought/ dragged in

something to write home
about: see be nothing much to
write home about

SOMEWHERE
somewhere along the line

SON
a favorite son: see a favourite
son

a favourite son
a son of a bitch
a son of a gun



SONG

Son of a bitch!
Son of a gun!
the prodigal son

SONG
a song and dance
be on song
for a song
make a song and dance about
sth/ doing sth

SONGSHEET
sing from the same
hymnsheet/songsheet

SOON
A fool and his money are soon
parted.

SOONER
No sooner said than done.

SOONEST
Least said, soonest mended.

SORE
a sore point/spot
be a sight for sore eyes
be like a bear with a sore head
stand/stick outlike a sore
thumb

SORROWS
drown your sorrows

SORRY
Better (to be) safe than sorry.

SORT
separate/ sort out the men
from the boys

sort (out) the sheep from the
goats

SORTS
be out of sorts
H takes all sorts (to make a
world.)

SOUL
bare your heart! soul
be the life and soul of the
party

be the soul of discretion
body and soul
God rest her/his soul.
heart and soul: see put your
heart and soul into sth! doing
sth

keep body and soul together
like a lost soul
put your heart and soul into
sth/ doing sth

sell your soul (to the devil)
SOUND
be as sound as a bell
be as sound as a dollar
Empty vessels make (the)
most noise/sound.

ring/sound hollow
safe and sound
sound/toll the death knell

SOUP
be duck soup
be in the soup
from soup to nuts
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SOUR
sour grapes

SOUTH
go south

SOW
As you sow, so shall you reap.
sow the seeds of sth
sow your wild oats
You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear.

You reap what you sow.
SPACE
a space cadet
be a waste of space
Watch this space.

SPADE
call a spade a spade

SPADES
in spades

SPAN
be spick and span

SPANNER
put/throw a spanner in the
works

SPARE
be going spare
be like a spare prick at a
wedding

Don't spare the horses.
go spare
save/spare sb's blushes

SPARED
no expense is spared
no expense spared: see no
expense is spared

SPARK
a bright spark
a spark plug

SPARKS
sparks fly

SPATE
be in full flow/spate

SPEAK
Actions speak louder than
words.

let sth speak for
itself/themselves: see speak
for itself/themselves

speak for itself/themselves
speak volumes
speak with (a) forked tongue
speak with a plum in your
mouth

speak your mind
speak/talk of the devil
speak/talk out of turn
speak/talk the same language

SPEAKING
be speaking/talking out of
both sides of your mouth

not be on speaking terms
SPEC
on spec

SPECTACLE
make a spectacle of yourself

SPECTACLES
rose-coloured spectacles
rose-tinted spectacles

SPECTER
raise the specter of sth: see
raise the spectre of sth

SPECTRE
raise the spectre of sth
the ghost! spectre at the feast

SPEED
up to speed

SPELL
spell trouble

SPEND
spend a penny
spend money like water

SPENDERS
the last of the big spenders

SPICE
Variety is the spice of life.

SPICK
be spick and span

SPIKE
spike sb's guns

SPILL
spill the beans
spill your guts

SPILT
It's no good/use crying over
spilt milk.

There's no point crying over
spilt milk.

SPIN
a spin doctor
be in a spin
send/throw sb into a spin: see
be in a spin

spin your wheels
turn over/spin in your grave

SPINE
send chills down/up sb's spine
send shivers down/up sb's
spine

SPIRIT
a free spirit
a guiding light! spirit
as/when the spirit moves you
enter/get into the spirit of
sth

the moving spirit
SPIT see also SPITTING
be the dead spit of sb
I could (just) spit!
spit and polish
spit-and-sawdust
spit blood
spit chips/tacks
spit nails

SPITE
cut off your nose to spite your
face

SPITTING
be spitting in/into the wind
be the spitting image of sb
in/within spitting distance



SPLASH
make a splash

SPLEEN
vent your spleen

SPLIT
split hairs
split your sides (laughing)

SPOIL
spoil sb rotten
Too many cooks (spoil the
broth).

SPOILED
be spoiled for choice

SPOILING
be spoiling for a fight

SPOILT
be spoilt for choice

SPOKE
put a spoke in sb's wheel

SPOKEN
There's many a true word
spoken in jest.

SPONGE
throw in the sponge/towel

SPOON
a greasy spoon
be born with a silver spoon in
your mouth

be spoon-fed
the wooden spoon

SPORTING
a sporting chance

SPOT see also SPOTS
a blind spot
a bright spot
a hot spot
a sore point/spot
be in a tight corner/spot
glued/rooted to the spot
have a soft spotfor sb/sth
have a weak spot for sb/sth
hit the spot
on the spot
on-tbe-spot: see on the spot
on the spot
put sb on the spot

SPOTLIGHT
be in the spotlight
steal the spotlight: see be in
the spotlight

SPOTS
A leopard can't/ doesn't
change its spots.

knock spots off sb/sth
SPOUT
be up the spout
uptbespout

SPREAD
a middle-aged spread
spread like wildflre
spread the word
spread your wings
spread yourself too thin

SPRING
be full of the joys of spring
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be no spring chicken
come/ spring to mind

SPUR
on the spur of the moment
spur-of-the-moment: see on the
spur of the moment

SPURS
earn/win your spurs

SQUARE
a square meal
a square peg (in a round
hole)

back to square one
be on the square
fair and square
square the circle

SQUEAKY
squeaky clean

SQUEAL
squeal like a stuck pig

SQUEEZE
be sb's main squeeze
put the squeeze on sb/sth

SQUIB
a damp squib

STAB
a stab in the back: see stab sb
in the back

have/make a stab at sth/ doing
sth

stab sb in the back
STABLE
closing/ shutting the stable
door after the horse has
bolted

STACK
blow your stack/top
stack the deck

STACKED
the cards are stacked against
sb

STAFF
the staff of life

STAG
a stag night/party
go stag

STAGE
be/take center stage: see
be/take centre stage

be/take centre stage
set the stage for sth
the stage is set for sth:
see set the stage for
sth

STAKE
go to the stake
stake a/your claim

STAKES
pull up stakes

STALKING
a stalking horse

STALKS
sb's eyes are out on stalks

STALL
set out your stall

STARS

STAMP
a rubber stamp: see rubber-
stampsth

fit/write sth on the back of a
postage stamp

STAMPING
sb's stamping/stomping
gronnd

STAND see also STANDING,
STANDS
a one-night stand
can't stand/take the pace
hold/ stand your gronnd
If you can't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen.

know where you stand
make a stand
make sb's hair stand on end
not have a leg to stand on
stand a chance
stand by your guns
stand on the threshold of sth:
see be on the threshold of
sth

stand on your dignity
stand on your own two feet
stand or fall by sth
stand pat
stand sb in good stead
stand the test of time
stand up and be counted
stand/stick out a mile
standi stick out like a sore
thumb

stand/turn sth on its head
stand/walk tall
take a stand

STANDARD
a standard-bearer
bog standard

STANDING
could do sth standing on your
head

leave sb/ sth standing
STANDS
as it stands
it stands to reason

STANDSTILL
grind to a halt/standstill

STAR see also STARS
hitch your wagon to a star

STARING
be staring sb in the face
be stark staring mad

STARK
be stark raving mad
be stark staring mad
stark naked

STARRY·EYED
starry-eyed

STARS
It's written in the stars.
reach for the moon/ stars
stars in your eyes
thank your lucky stars



START

START
a false start
alarm bells start to ring: see
set (the) alarm bells ringing

bring/pull sb up with a start
get off to a flying start
get off/start off on the right
foot: see get off!start off on
the wrong foot

get off/start off on the wrong
foot

give sb a head start: see have a
head start

have a head start
set/start the ball rolling
set/ start tongues wagging

STARTING
be off the (starting) blocks
be out of the (starting) blocks
on the/your (starting) blocks:
see be off the (starting)
blocks

STARTS
in fits and starts

STATE
state-of-the-art
the state of play
turn state's evidence

STATION
marry beneath your station

STATIONS
panic stations

STAY
keep/stay in touch: seebe in
touch

keep/stay one step ahead: see
be one step ahead

stay ahead of the game: seebe
ahead of the game

stay on the sidelines
stay the course

STEAD
stand sb in good stead

STEADY
a firm! steady hand on the tiller

STEAL
steal a march on sb/sth
steal sb's thunder
steal the limelight: see be in
the limelight

steal the show
steal the spotlight: see be in
the spotlight

STEAM
(at) full pelt/steam/tilt
blowoff steam
build/get/work up a head of
steam

full steam ahead
let off steam
pick up steam
run out of steam
under your own steam

STEEL
have a mind like a steel trap
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nerves of steel
STEEP
It's/That's a bit steep!

STEER
a bum steer
steer clear of sth/ sb

STEM
from stem to stern
stem the tide

STEP
be one step ahead
keep/stay one step ahead: see
be one step ahead

Mind/Watch your step.
move/step up a gear
One step forward, two steps
back.

step into sb's shoes
step into the breach
Step on it!
Step on the gas!
step out of line
step/tread on sb's toes
watch your step

STEPS
One step forward, two steps
back.

STERN
from stem to stern

STEVEN
evensteven

STEVENS
even stevens

STEW
be in a stew
leave sb to stew
let sb stew
stew in your own juice/juices

STICK see also STICKING,
STICKS
a stick-in-the-mud
a stick to beat sb/sth with
be as thin as a stick
come in for [a lot of/some etc.]
stick

get (hold of)the wrong end of
the stick

get on the stick
get the short end of the stick
get/take [a lot of/some etc.]
stick

give sb [a lot of/some etc.]
stick: see get/take [a lot
of/some etc.] stick

in a cleft stick
more sth than you can shake a
stick at

poke/ stick your nose into sth
put in! stick in your two
penn'orth

Put/ stick that in your pipe
and smoke it!

put/stick the knife in
put/ stick two fingers up at
sb/sth

put/stick your head above the
parapet

put/stick your oar in
Shove/Stick sth up your arse!
stand/ stick out a mile
standi stick out like a sore
thumb

stick in your craw
stick in your gullet/throat
stick to your guns
stick to your knitting
stick to your ribs
stick your neck out

STICK-THIN
stick-thin: seebe as thin as a
stick

STICKING
a sticking point
That's my story and I'm
sticking to it.

STICKS
be jolly hockey sticks
Mud sticks.
pick up sticks
Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

sticks in the/your mind
up sticks

STICKY
be (batting) on a sticky
wicket

come to a sticky end
have sticky fingers
meet a sticky end

STIFF
a stiff upper lip
be as stiff as a board
be as stiff/straight as a
ramrod

be bored stiff
bore sb stiff: seebe bored to
death/tears

Stiff cheddar!
Stiff cheese!

STILL
still waters run deep

STING
a sting in the tail
take the sting out of sth

STINK
kick up a fuss/row/stink
kick up a stink
make/raise a stink
smell! stink to high heaven

STINKING
filthy/stinking rich

STIR
cause/create a stir

STIR-CRAZY
stir-crazy

STITCH
A stitch in time (saves nine).

STITCHES
have sb in stitches



STOCK
a laughing stock
lock, stock, and barrel

STOCKING
in (your) stocking/stockinged
feet

STOCKINGED
in (your) stocking/stockinged
feet

STOMACH
a strong stomach
feel sick to your stomach
have butterflies (in your
stomach)

have no stomach for sth
not have the stomach for sth
sb's eyes are bigger than their
belly/stomach

STOMPING
sb's stamping/stomping
ground

STONE
a stone's throw
be carved! set in stone
get blood out of a stone
have a heart of stone
kill two birds with one stone
leave no stone unturned
sink like a stone
Stone the crows!

STONES
People who live in glass
houses (shouldn't throw
stones).

Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

STONY
fall on stony ground

STOOL
a stool pigeon

STOOLS
be caught between two stools
fall between two stools

STOP
a pit stop
come to a full stop
stop at nothing
stop (sb) in their tracks
stop short
stop short of sth! doing sth
stop the rot

STOPS
pull out all the stops
The buck stops here.
The buck stops with sb.: see
The buck stops here.

STORE
be like a kid in a candy store
mind the store
set great/much store by sth

STORM
a storm in a teacup
Any port in a storm.
be in the eye of the storm
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[dance/sing/talk etc.] up a
storm

ride out/weather the storm
take sb/sth by storm
the calm before the storm

STORY
a cock-and-bull story
A likely story.
a shaggy dog story
asobstory
a tall story/tale
but that's another story
End of story.
It's a long story.
It's the same old story.
It's/That's the story of my
life.

That's my story and I'm
sticking to it.

to cut a long story short
to make a long story short

STRAIGHT
a straight arrow
a straight shooter
as straight as a die
as straight as a pin
be as stiff/straight as a
ramrod

be as straight as a die
can't think straight
couldn't lie straight in bed
Give it to me straight.
keep a straight face
look right/ straight through
sb

not be thinking straight
play a straight bat
put/ set the record straight
shoot straight: see a straight
shooter

straight-arrow: see a straight
arrow

straight-faced: see keep a
straight face

(straight) from the horse's
mouth

straight from the shoulder
straight-from-the-shoulder:
see straight from the
shoulder

straight up
the home straight
the straight and narrow
with a straight face: see keep a
straight face

STRAIN
strain every nerve

STRAINING
be straining at the leash

STRAITS
be in dire straits

STRAW
a man of straw
a straw in the wind
a straw man

STRING

draw the short straw
the final/last straw
the straw that breaks the
camel's back

You can't make bricks without
straw.

STRAWS
clutch! grasp at straws

STRAYS
waifs and strays

STREAK
talk a blue streak

STREET
a two-way street
be in Queer Street
be (jusUright) up sb's street
street smarts
the man/woman/person in the
street

STREETS
be streets ahead

STRENGTH
a pillar/tower of strength
go from strength to strength
on the strength of sth

STRETCH
at full stretch
bend! stretch the rules
by no stretch of the
imagination

not by any stretch of the
imagination

the home stretch
STRICTLY
be (strictly) for the birds

STRIDE
get into your stride
hit your stride
put sb off their stride
take sth in stride
take sth in your stride

STRIKE
hit/strike home
hit/ strike pay dirt
hit/ strike the right note
Lightning does not strike
twice.

strike a blow against/ at
sth! sb: see strike a blow for
sth!sb

strike a blow for sth! sb
strike a chord
strike at the heart of sth
strike gold
strike itlucky
strike it rich
strike lucky
strike while the iron is hot
strike/touch a chord

STRIKING
in/within striking distance

STRING
another string to your bow
have sb on a string
How long is a piece of string?



STRINGS

the lITSt string
STRINGS
be tied to your mother's apron
strings

have [a lot off a few/several
etc.] strings to your bow: see
another string to your bow

hold the purse strings
loosen the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings

no strings (attached)
pull strings
pull the strings
tighten the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings

with strings (attached): see no
strings (attached)

STRIP
tear a strip off sb
tear sb off a strip

STRIPES
earn your stripes

STROKE
a stroke of luck
put sb off their stroke

STROKES
broad (brush) strokes
(It's) different strokes for
differentfolks.

STROLL
take a stroll/trip down
memory lane

STRONG
a strong stomach
be as strong as an ox
be sb's strong point/suit
come on strong

STRUGGLE
an uphill
battle/fight/ struggle

STRUT
strut your stuff

STUBBORN
be as stubborn as a mule

STUCK
be (stuck) in a groove
be (stuck) in a rut
have your head (stuck) up
yourarse

squealllke a stuck pig
STUD-MUFFIN
a stud-muffin

STUDY
a quick study

STUFF
be hot stuff
do your stuff
Don't sweat the small stuff.
kid stuff: see kids' stuff
kids' stuff
know your stuff
strut your stuff
Stuff and nonsense!
stuff your face
the hard stuff
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STUFFED
a stuffed shirt
Get stuffed!

STUFFING
knock the stuffing out of sb

STUMBLING
a stumbling block

STUMP
on the stump

STYLE
cramp sb's style

SUBLIME
from the sublime to the
ridiculous

SUCCEED
If at first you don't succeed,
(try, try, and try again).

SUCH
sink to such depths
Such is life.

SUCK
suck it and see
teach your grandmother to
suck eggs

SUCKER
play sb for a sucker

SUCKLINGS
Out of the mouths of babes
(and sucklings).

SUDDEN
a (sudden) rush of blood (to
the head)

SUFFER
not suffer fools gladly

SUFFICIENT
A word to the wise (is
sufficient).

SUGAR
sugar-coat the pill
sugar/sweeten the pill

SUGAR-COAT
sugar-coat the pill

SUIT
be sb's strong point/suit
follow suit
in your birthday suit
suit sb down to the ground

SUITS
the men in grey suits

SUMMER
an Indian summer
one swallow doesn't make a
summer

SUN
a/sb's place in the sun
make hay while the sun shines
think the sun shines out (of)
sb's arse/backside

under the sun
SUNDAYS
not in a month of Sundays

SUNSHINE
a ray of sunshine

SUPPER
sing for your supper

SURE
a sure bet
as sure as eggs (are/is eggs)
be a sure thing
sure as hell
sure thing

SURFACE
scratch the surface

SWALLOW
a bitter pill (to swallow)
hard to swallow
one swallow doesn't make a
summer

swallow your pride
swallow/take the bait
wish the ground would
swallow you up

SWATH
cut a swath/swathe through
sth

SWATHE
cut a swath/ swathe through
sth

SWEAR
swear black and blue
swear blind
swear llke a trooper
swear up and down

SWEAT
blood, sweat and tears
by the sweat of your brow
Don't sweat it!
Don't sweat the small stuff.
in a (cold) sweat
No sweat!
slog/sweat/work your guts out
sweat blood
sweat buckets
sweat bullets
sweat llke a pig

SWEEP
a clean sweep
sweep sb off their feet
sweep sth under the carpet
sweep sth under the mat/rug
sweep the board

SWEET
a sweet deal
a sweet tooth
cop it sweet
keep sb sweet
short and sweet
sweet FA
sweet Fanny Adams
sweet nothings
sweet-talk sb into doing sth
You bet your (sweet) ass!

SWEETEN
sugar/sweeten the pill

SWEETNESS
all is sweetness and light: see
be all sweeiness and light

be all sweetness and light
SWEETSHOP
be like a child in a sweetshop



SWIM
go/swim against the tide
go/ swim with the tide: see
go/swim against the tide

sink or swim
SWINE
cast pearls before swine

SWING
be in full swing
get into the swing of it/things
go with a swing
not room to swing a cat
swing both ways
swing the lead
swing/tip the balance

SWINGING
come out swinging

SWINGS
it's swings and roundabouts
what you lose on the swings,
you gain on the roundabouts

SWITCH
be asleep at the switch
fall asleep at the switch: see be
asleep at the switch

SWOOP
at/in one fell swoop

SWORD
a sword of Damocles hangs
oversb

a sword of Damocles hangs
over sb's head

The pen is mightier than the
sword.

SWORDS
beat/turn swords into
ploughshares

cross swords with sb
SYLLABLE
in words of one syllable

SYMPATHY
tea and sympathy

SYNDROME
empty nest syndrome

SYSTEM
get it out of your system

SYSTEMS
all systems go

T'S
dot the/your i's and cross
the/yourt's

TAB
pick up the bill/tab

TABLE
a coffee table book
bring sb to the
[bargaining/peace etc.] table

come to the [bargaining/peace
etc.] table: see bring sb to the
[bargaining/peace etc.] table

drink sb under the table
get your feet under the table
lay/put your cards on the
table

on the table
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under the table
under-the-table: see under the
table

TABLES
The tables are turned.: see
turn the tables on sb

turn the tables on sb
TABS
keep tabs on sth/ sb

TACK see also TACKS
be as sharp as a tack
change tack
try a different tack

TACKLE
your wedding tackle

TACKS
get down to brass tacks
spit chips/tacks

TAIL see also TAILS
a sting in the tall
be chasing your tail
be (sitting) on your tail
can't make head nor/ or tail of
sth

get off your tail
in two shakes (of a lamb's tail)
nose to tail
the tail end of sth
the tail wagging the dog
turn tail
with your tail between your
legs

TAILOR-MADE
be tailor-made
tailor-made

TAILS
be like a dog with two tails

TAKE see also TAKEN, TAKES,
TAKING
accept/take sth as gospel
(truth)

be/take center stage: see
be/take centre stage

be/take centre stage
bear/take the brunt of sth
blow/take the lid off sth
can't stand/take the pace
can't take/keep your eyes off
sb/sth

carry/take coals to Newcastle
catch/take sb off guard
do a double take
Don't take any wooden
nickels.

draw/take a bead on sb/sth
get/take [a lot off some etc.]
stick

get/take the bit between your
teeth

get/take (the) flak
get/take the measure of
sb/sth: see have the measure
of sb/sth

give and take: see give-and-
take

TAKE

Give sb an inch and they'll
take a mile.

(Go) take a running jump!
go to/take great pains to do
sth

have/take a crack at sth
have/take pride of place
1can take it or leave it.
1take my hat off to sb
1take/plead the Fifth
(Amendment)

I'll take a rain check
it doesn't take a rocket
scientist

let nature take its course
(let) the devil take the
hindmost

make sb sit up and take
notice

not take a blind bit of notice
not take kindly to sth
not take no for an answer: see
not take no for an answer

not take sth lying down
pick up/take the ball and run
(with it)

pick/take up the gauntlet: see
throw down the gauntlet

pick/ take up the slack
sign/ take the pledge
swallow/take the bait
take a back seat
take a beating
take a cold shower
Take a hike/walk!
take a knock
take a leaf out of sb's book
take a leak
take a licking
take a long, hard look at sth
Take a pew.
take a piece out of sb
take a pot shot
take a powder
take a shine to sb
take a shot at sth
take a stand
take a stroil/trip down
memory lane

take a turn for the worse
take a/its/their toll
take account of sth/sb
take each day as it comes
Take five!
take heart
take it as read
take it easy
Take it easy!
take it for granted
Take it from me.
take it into your head to do sth
take it on the chin
take it one day at a time
take-it-or-leave-it: see I can
take it or leave it.



TAKEN

take-it-or-leave-it: see Take it
or leave it.

Take it or leave it.
take liberties
take matters into your own
hands

take no prisoners
take on board sth
take over/up the reins
take pot luck
take root
take sb at their word
take sb for a ride
take sb for granted
take sb to task
take sb to the cleaner's
take sb under your wing
take sb's mind off sth/sb
take sb's name in vain
take sb's part
take sb's word for it
take sb/sth by storm
take sb/ sth in hand: see be in
hand

take sth as it comes
take sth at face value
take sth by the throat
take sth for granted
take sth in good part
take sth in stride
take sth in your stride
take sth the wrong way
take sth to heart
take sth with a grain of salt
take sth with a pinch of salt
take sth/ sb into account
take the bad with the good
take the biscuit
take the bit in your teeth
take the bull by the horns
take the cake
take the cloth
take the edge off sth
take the fall for sb/ sth
take the heat off sb
take the law into your own
hands

take the liberty of doing sth
take the line/path of least
resistance

take the long view
take the micklmickey
take the piss
take the plunge
take the rap
take the rough with the
smooth

take the shine off sth
take the sting out of sth
take the wind out of sb's sails
take the words out of sb's
mouth

take the wraps off sth
take to sth like a duck to water
take to your heels
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take umbrage
take up the cudgels against
sb/ sth: see take up the
cudgels for sb/ sth

take up the cudgels for sb/sth
take up the cudgels on behalf
of sb/sth

take years off sb: see put years
onsb

take your breath away
take your eye off the ball: see
keep your eye on the ball

take your life in/into your
hands

take your lumps
take your pick
take/tickle sb's fancy

TAKEN
have taken leave of your
senses

TAKES
It takes all sorts (to make a
world.)

It takes two to tango.
You pays your money (and you
takes your chances).

You pays your money (and you
takes your choice).

TAKING
be as easy as taking candy
from a baby

be like taking candy from a
baby

be there for the taking
be yours for the taking

TALE
a tall story/tale
an old wives' tale
live to tell the tale
tell its own tale
Thereby/Therein hangs a tale.

TALES
Dead men tell no tales.
tell tales

TALK see also TALKING. TALKS
a pep talk
be all talk (and no action)
be the talk of the town
can talk the hind leg(s) off a
donkey

can talk the legs off an iron pot
could talk under water
could talk under wet cement
pillow talk
shop talk: see talk shop
speak/talk of the devil
speak/talk out of turn
speak/talk the same language
talk a blue streak
talk dirty
talk in riddles
talk out of the back of your
head

talk out of your arse
talk shop

talk through your arse
talk turkey
You can talk!
You should talk!
You're a fine one to talk!

TALKER
a fast talker

TALKING
be like talking to a brick wall
be speaking/talking out of
both sides of your mouth

be talking through your hat
Look who's talking!
Now you're talking!

TALKS
Money talks.

TALL
a tall story/tale
be a tall order
stand/walk tall

TAN
tan sb's hide

TANDEM
in tandem

TANGENT
go off at a tangent
go off on a tangent

TANGLED
a tangled web

TANGO
It takes two to tango.

TANK
be built like a tank

TANKED
be tanked up

TAP
on tap

TAPE
red tape

TAPED
have sb taped

TAPESTRY
be (all) part of life's rich
pageant/tapestry

TAR
beat/knock the tar out of sb
tar sb with the same brush

TASK
an uphill job/task
take sb to task

TASTE
give sb a dose/taste of their
own medicine

leave a bad taste in your
mouth

There's no accounting for
taste!

TASTED
have tasted blood

TAT
tit for tat: see tit-for-tat

TAX
a sin tax

TEA
not be sb's cup of tea



tea and sympathy
would not do sth for all the tea
in China

TEACH
teach sb a lesson
teach your grandmother to
suck eggs

Youcan't teach an old dog new
tricks.

TEACUP
a storm in a teacup
ass over teacup/teakettle

TEAKETTLE
ass over teacup/teakettle

TEAPOT
a tempest in a teapot

TEAR
pull/tear your hair out
tear a strip off sb
tear sb limb from limb
tear sb off a strip
tear/tug at the heartstrings
tear/tug at your heartstrings
wear and tear

TEARS
be bored to death/tears
blood, sweat and tears
bore sb to death/tears: see be
bored to death/tears

It'll (all) end in tears.
reduce sb to tears
shed/weep crocodile tears

TEE
toa tee

TEETH
a kick in the teeth
be armed to the teeth
be as scarce as hen's teeth
be fed up/ sick to the back
teeth

by the skin of your teeth
cut your eye teeth
cut your teeth
get/ sink your teeth into
sth

get/take the bit between your
teeth

giveyour eye teeth for sth
giveyour eye teeth to do sth
gnashing of teeth
grit your teeth
have teeth
have the bit between your
teeth: seeget/take the bit
between your teeth

in the teeth of sth
It's no skin off my (back)
teeth.

kick sb in the teeth: see a kick
in the teeth

lie through your teeth
show your teeth
take the bit in your teeth

TEETHING
teething problems/troubles
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TELEGRAPH
the bush telegraph

TELL see also TELLING. TOLD
Dead men tell no tales.
(Go)tell it/that to the
marines.

kiss and tell
live to tell the tale
tell itlike it is
tell its own tale
Tell me about it!
Tell me another (one)!
tell sb where to get off
tell tales
Time will tell.

TELL·TALE
a tell-tale: see tell tales

TELLING
You're telling me!

TEMPERS
frayed tempers: see tempers
fray

tempers become frayed
tempers fray

TEMPEST
a tempest in a teapot

TEMPT
tempt fate/providence

TEN
be ten/two a penny
nine times out of ten
nineteen/ten to the dozen

TEN·FOOT
I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a
ten-footpole

TENDER
leave sb to sb's tender
mercies

TENTERHOOKS
on tenterhooks

TERM
in the long/medium/short
term

long-/short-/medium-term: see
in the long/medium/short
term

TERMS
a contradiction in terms
be on bad terms with sb: see be
on goodterms with sb

be on goodterms with sb
come to terms with sth
in no uncertain terms
not be on speaking terms

TERRIBLE
an enfant terrible

TERRITORY
come/ gowith the territory

TERROR
a reign of terror

TEST see also TESTED. TESTING
a litmus test
an acid test
stand the test of time
test the water/waters

THICK

TESTED
tried and tested/trusted

TESTIMONY
bear testimony/witness to sth

TESTING
need your head testing

TETHER
be at the end of your tether
reach the end of your tether:
see be at the end of your
tether

THANK see also THANKS
thank your lucky stars

THANKFUL
be grateful/thankful for small
mercies

THANKS
no thanks to sb
Thanks a million!

THAT
and that's that!
It's/That's Gust)not cricket!
That'll be the day!
That's (a bit) rich!
That's a new one on me!
That'sllfe.
That's more like it.
That's news to me.
That's sb all over!

THEM
them and us

THEN
and then some
every now and again/then
then and there
there and then

THERE
as if there was/were no
tomorrow

like there's no tomorrow
neither here nor there
then and there
there and then
There are no flies on sb.
There but for the grace of God
(go I).

there's no law against
sth/doing sth

There's no such thing as a free
lunch.

There's nothing to it.
There's the rub.
There, there.
You'vegot me there.

THEREBY
Thereby/Therein hangs a tale.

THEREIN
Thereby/Therein hangs a tale.
Therein lies the rub.

THICK
a thick skin: see thick-
skinned

be as thick as shit
be as thick as thieves
be as thick as two short planks



THICKENS

be in the thick of sth
be thick on the ground: see be
thin on the ground

lay it on thick
thick-skinned
through thick and thin

THICKENS
The plot thickens.

THICKER
Blood is thicker than water.

THIEVES
be as thick as thieves

THIN
a fine/thin line
a thin skin: see thin-skinned
be as thin as a rail
be as thin as a rake
be as thin as a stick
be (skating/walking) on thin
ice

be thin on the ground
be thin on top
disappear/vanish into thin
air: see out of thin air

from thin air
go thin on top: see be thin on
top

have a thin time (of it)
out of thin air
spread yourself too thin
stick-thin: see be as thin as a
slick

the thin end of the wedge
thin-skinned
through thick and thin
tread a fme/thin line between
sth: see a fme/thin line

wear thin
THING see a/50 THINGS
be a sure thing
be a thing of the past
be neither one thing nor the
other

be on to a good thing
Chance would be a fine thing!
do your own thing
have a thing about sth/sb
have a thing going with sb
lf it's not one thing it's
another!

lf sb thinks sth, they've got
another thing/think coming!

It's (just) one thing after
another!

know a thing or two
make a big thing (out) of sth
not know the first thing about
sth

one thing leads to another
[show/teach/tell etc.] sb a
thing or two: see know a
thing or two

sure thing
the best/greatest thing since
sliced bread
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the done thing
the thing to do
There's no such thing as a free
lunch.

THINGS
(ail) other things being equal
ail things being equal
be all things to ail men
First things first.
in the grand/great scheme of
things

It's just one of those things.
Moderation in ail things.
not do anything/things by
halves

the shape of things to come
things have come to/reached a
pretty pass

THINK see a/50 THINKING,
THINKS, THOUGHT
a think-tank
can barely/hardly hear
yourself think

can't hear yourself think
can't think straight
Close your eyes and think of
England.

Great minds (think alike).
I dread/shudder to think
think better of sth
think big
think long and hard
think nothing of doing sth
think on your feet
think the sun shines out (of)
sb's arse/backside

think the world of sb
think you are God's gift to
women

THINKING
not be thinking straight
put your thinking cap on
the thinking man's/woman's
crumpet

wishful thinking
THINKS
If sb thinks sth, they've got
another thing/think
coming!

THIRD
a fifth/third wheel
the third degree

THIS
This is the life!

THOMAS
a doubting Thomas

THORN
be a thorn in sb's flesh/side

THOSE
Those were the days!

THOUGHT
a train of thought
give sb food for thought
give sb pause (for thought)
I thought as much!

not give sth a second thought:
see without a second
thought

on second thought: see have
second thoughts

Perish the thought!
without a second thought

THOUGHTS
A penny for your thoughts.
have second thoughts
on second thoughts: see have
second thoughts

THOUSAND
be batting a thousand

THREAD
hang by a thread

THREADS
pick up the threads of sth

THREE
a three-ring circus
be three sheets to the wind
the three R's
two's company (three's a
crowd)

THRESHOLD
be on the threshold of doing
sth

be on the threshold of sth
stand on the threshold of sth:
see be on the threshold of sth

THRILLED
be thrilled to bits
be thrilled to pieces

THROAT
bring a lump to your throat
cut your own throat
have a frog in your throat
jump down sb's throat
ram sth down sb's throat
stick in your gullet/throat
take sth by the throat

THROATS
be at each other's throats

THROES
be in the throes of sth/ doing
sth

THRONE
the power behind the throne

THROTTLE
(at) full throttle

THROUGH
bea
[Londoner /patriotlpolitician
etc.] through and through

be [French/ good/honest etc.]
through and through

know sb through and through
through thick and thin

THROW
a stone's throw
feed/throw sb to the lions
have/throw a fit
I wouldn't trust sb as far as I
could throw them.

knock/throw sb for a loop



People who live in glass
houses (shouldn't throw
stones).

pour/throw cold water on sth
put/throw a (monkey) wrench
in the works

put/throw a spanner in the
works

put/throw sb off the scent
send/throw sb into a spin; see
be in a spin

send/throw sb into a tizz/tizzy
shed/throw light on sth
sling/throw mud at sb
throw a wobbler/wobbly
throw caution to the wind(s)
throw down the gauntlet
throw good money after bad
throw in the sponge/towel
throw in your hand
throw in your lot with sb
throw money at sth
throw (sb) a curve (ball)
throw sb in at the deep end
throw sb off balance
throw sb to the dogs
throw sb to the wolves
throw sb/sth on the scrap
heap

throw sth back in sb's face
throw sth into the pot
throw the baby out with the
bath water

throw the book at sb
throw (your) money around
throw your weight around
throw your weight behind
sth/sb

throw yourself on/upon sb's
mercy

throw/toss your hat in the
ring

THRUST
the cut and thrust of sth

THUMB
a rule of thumb
be under sb's thumb
be under the thumb: see be
under sb's thumb

have a green thumb
stand/ stick out like a sore
thumb

thumb your nose at sth/sb
THUMBS
be all fingers and thumbs
be all thumbs
get the thumbs down: see give
sth the thumbs down

get the thumbs up: see give sth
the thumbs up

give sth the thumbs down
give sth the thumbs up
twiddle your thumbs

THUNDER
blood and thunder
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have a face like thunder
look like thunder
steal sb's thunder
with a face like thunder:
see have a face like
thunder

TICK
be as full as a boot/tick
what makes sb tick

TICKET
a dream ticket
a meal ticket
a one-way ticket to sth
be just the ticket
big ticket
the hot ticket

TICKLE
slap and tickle
take/tickle sb's fancy
tickle/tinkle the
ivories

TICKLED
be tickled pink/to death

TIDE
drift with the tide
go/ swim against the tide
go/swim with the tide: see
go/swim against the tide

stem the tide
the tide turns: see turn the
tide

turn the tide
TIE
the old school tie
tie the knot
tie yourself (up) in knots

TIED
be fit to be tied
be tied to your mother's apron
strings

could do sth with one
arm/hand tied behind their
back

sb's hands are tied
TIGER
a paper tiger

TIGHT see also TIGHTEN
a tight-arse
a tight-ass: see a tight-arse
be in a tight corner/spot
be tight-arsed
be tight-assed: see be tight-
arsed

be tight-lipped
have/keep sb on a short/tight
leash

keep a tight rein on sb/sth
keep sb/sth on a tight rein
run a tight ship
sittight

TIGHT-ASS
a tight-ass: see a tight-arse

TlGHT-ASSED
be tight-assed: see be tight-
arsed

TIME

TIGHTEN
tighten the purse strings: see
hold the purse strings

tighten the reins
tighten your belt
tighten/turn the screws on sb:
see put the screws on sb

TIGHTROPE
walk a tightrope

TILES
a night (out) on the tiles: see
be/go out on the tiles

be/go out on the tiles
Till
catch sb with their
fingers/hand in the till: see
have your fingers/hand in the
till

have your fingers/hand in the
till

till all hours (of the night): see
at all hours (of the night)

till/until kingdom come
TillER
a firm/steady hand on the
tiller

TILT
(at) full pelt/steam/tilt
tilt at windmills

TIME see also TIMES
(And) not before time!
a race against time/the clock
A stitch in time (saves nine).
About time too!
All in good time.
be before your time
be in the right place at the
right time

be only a matter of time
bide your time
big time
do time
every time sb turns
around/round

for the time being
from time to time
from/since time immemorial
give sb a hard time
give sb a rough time
have a hard time (of it): see
give sb a hard time

have a lot of time for sb/sth
have a rough time (of it): see
give sb a rough time

have a thin time (of it)
have a whale of a time
have no time for sb/ sth: see
have a lot of time for sb/sth

have no time to lose; see
There's no time to lose.

have the time of your life
have time on your hands
have time on your side
How time flies!
in next to no time



TIMES

in no time (at all)
in the fullness of time
in the nick of time
It's feeding time at the zoo!
it's high time
kill time
living on borrowed time
Long time no see.
lost in the mists of time
make up for lost time
mark time
not give sb the time of day
not have much time for sb/ sth:
seehavea lot of time for sb/sth

once upon a time
pass the time of day
play for time
race against time/the clock:
seea race against time/the
clock

stand the test of time
take it one day at a time
the big time
the time is ripe
There's a time and a place.
There's no time like the
present.

There's no time to lose.
time after time
time and time again
Time flies when you're having
fun.

Time flies.
time hangs/lies heavy (on sb's
hands)

time is on your side
time-out
Time will tell.

TIMES
at the best of times
be a sign of the times
be behind the times
change/keep up/move with
the times

fall on hard times
for old times' sake
nine times out of ten

TIN
a (little) tin god
a tin ear
be like a cat on a hot tin roof

TINKER
not givea tinker's cuss
not givea tinker's damn

TINKLE
give sb a tinkle
tickle/tinkle the ivories

TINY
the patter of tiny feet

TIP
arse over tip
be on the tip of your tongue
1tip my hatto sb
swing/tip the balance
the tip of the iceberg
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tip sb the wink
tip your hand

TIRED
be sick and tired of sth! doing
sth

be tired and emotional
TISSUE
a tissue of lies

TIT
arse over tit
tit-for-tat
tit for tat: seetit-for-tat

TITANIC
be like rearranging the
deckchairs on the Titanic

TITS
get on sb's tits

TmLE-TATTLE
tittle-tattle

TIZZ
be in a tizz/tizzy: see
send/throw sb into a tizz/
tizzy

send/throw sb into a tizz/tizzy
TIZZY
be in a tizz/tizzy: see
send/throw sb into a
tizz/tizzy

send/throw sb into a tizz/
tizzy

TO
to a fault
toaman
toaT:seetoaT
toa tee
to hell with sb/sth
to my mind
tosb'sface
to the core
to the gunwales
to the letter
to the max
to the nth degree
(up) to the hilt

TOAST
be the toast of sb

TOO
onyourtod

TODAY
here today, gone tomorrow

TOE see also TOES
from top to toe
toe/tow the line

TOE-CURLING
toe-curling: seemake sb's toes
curl

TOES
curl sb's toes
keep sb on their toes
make sb's toes curl
step/tread on sb's toes

TOFFEE
can't do sth for toffee

TOFFEE·NOSED
toffee-nosed

TOGETHER
Birds of a feather flock
together.

get ittogether
keep body and soul together
not have two nickels to rub
together

not have two pennies to rub
together

put two and two together
put two and two together and
get/make five:see put two and
two together

TOILET
down the toilet

TOING
toing and froing

TOKEN
by the same token

TOLD
Alittle bird told me (so).
all told

TOLL
sound/toll the death knell
take a/ its/their toll

TOM
a peeping Tom
an Uncle Tom
Tom, Dick and/or Harry

TOMORROW
as if there was/were no
tomorrow

here today, gone tomorrow
jam tomorrow
like there's no tomorrow
Tomorrow's another day.

TON
be/ come down on sb like a ton
of bricks

have sb down on you like a ton
of bricks: see be/ come down
on sb like a ton of bricks

hit sb like a ton of bricks
weigh a ton

TONE
lower the tone
raise the tone: see lower the
tone

set the tone
TONGS
be/go at it hammer and tongs

TONGUE
a slip of the tongue
a tongue-lashing
be on the tip of your tongue
bite your tongue
fmd your tongue
get your tongue
around/round sth

give sb the rough side of your
tongue

Has the cat got your tongue?
hold your tongue
keep a civil tongue in your
head



loosen your tongue
roll!trip off the tongue
speak with (a) forked tongue
tongue in cheek
tongue- in-cheek: see tongue
in cheek

with your tongue in your
cheek

TONGUES
set/ start tongues wagging

TOO
be too clever by half
be too close for comfort
be too close to call: see a close
call

be too good to be true
too big for your boots
too big for your britches
too little, too iate
too many chiefs (and not
enough Indians)

Too many cooks (spoil the
broth).

too much of a good thing
TOOLS
A bad workman blames his
tools.

down tools
the tools of the/your trade

TOOT
biow /toot your own horn

TOOTH
a sweet tooth
An eye for an eye (and a tooth
for a tooth).

be long in the tooth
fight tooth and claw/nail

TOP
at the top of the ladder
at the top of the/sb's
agenda

at the top of your voice
be on top of the worid
be over the top
be thin on top
blow your stack/top
from top to bottom
from top to toe
from/out of the top drawer
get on top of you
go over the top: see be over the
top

go thin on top: see be thin on
top

off the top of your head
on top of sth
pay top dollar
sleep like a log/top
the top brass
the top dog
the top flight
the top of the tree
to cap/ crown/top it all
to top it all
to top it all off
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top-drawer: see from/out of
the top drawer

top-flight: see the top flight
top-notch

TOPSY
grow like Topsy

TOPSY-TURVY
topsy-turvy
turn (sth) topsy-turvy: see
topsy-turvy

TORCH
carry a torch for sb

TOSS
a toss-up
argue the toss
not care/give a toss
throw/toss your hat in the
ring

TOTALLY
a totally different ball game

TOTEM
the low man on the totem pole

TOUCH
a magic touch
be an easy/soft touch
be in touch
be out of touch
be out of touch with sth
be touch-and-go
get in touch: see be in touch
hit/touch a (raw) nerve
I wouldn't touch sb/ sth with a
barge pole.

I wouldn't touch sb/sth with a
ten-foot pole

in touch with sth: see be out of
touch with sth

keep/stay in touch: see be in
touch

lose touch: see be in touch
lose your touch
strike/touch a chord
the common touch
the Midas touch
touch all the bases
touch base
touch wood

TOUCHY-FEELY
touchy-feely

TOUGH
a hard/tough nut
a hard/tough nut to crack
a hard/tough row to hoe
a tough cookie
be a hard/tough act to follow
be as tough as nails
be as tough as old boots
be as tough as shoe leather
hang tough
Hard/Tough cheddar!
Hard/Tough cheese!
if the going gets rough/tough:
see when the going gets
rough/tough

tough love

TRAIN

Toughshit!
when the going gets
rough/tough

TOUR
a whistle-stop tour

TOW
in tow
toe/tow the line

TOWEL
throw In the sponge/towel

TOWER
a pillar/tower of strength
an ivory tower

TOWN
a night (out) on the town: see
be/go out on the town

a one-horse town
be the talk of the town
be/go out on the town
go to town on sth
paint the town red

TOY
aboytoy
a toy boy

TRACE
sink without trace

TRACES
kick over the traces

TRACK
afasttrack
a track record
be off the beaten track
be on the right track
be on the wrong track
have the inside track
keep track
lose track: see keep track
on track
put/get sb/sth back on track:
see on track

TRACKS
cover your tracks
make tracks
stop (sb) in their tracks
the other/wrong side of the
tracks

TRADE
do a roaring trade
ply your trade
rough trade
the tools of the/your trade
tricks of the trade

TRADES
a jack of all trades

TRAIL
a paper trail
a trail-blazer: see blaze a
trail

blaze a trail
trail-blazing: see blaze a trail

TRAIN
a train of thought
be in train: see set in train
set in train
the gravy train



TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT
be in a transport of
delight/joy

TRAP
a death trap
fall into the trap of doing sth
have a mind like a steel trap
Shut your
face/gob/mouthltrap!

TRASH
white trash

TRAVEL
Have sth will travel!

TREAD
Fools rush in (where angels
fear to tread).

step/tread on sb's toes
tread a fme/thin line between
sth: see a fme/thin line

tread the boards
tread water

TREADING
be walking/treading on
eggshells

TREAT
a Dutch treat
go down a treat
handle/treat sb with kid
gloves

treat sb like dirt
treat sb like muck
work a treat

TREATMENT
the red-carpet treatment: see
roll out the red carpet

TREE
be barking up the wrong tree
be out of your tree
be up a gum tree
be up a tree
the top of the tree

TREES
can't see the forest for the
trees

can't see the wood for the trees
Money doesn't grow on trees.

TRICK
a dirty trick
do the trick
every trick in the book
not miss a trick
the oldest trick in the book
turn a trick

TRICKS
sb's bag of tricks
tricks of the trade
You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.

TRIED
tried and tested/trusted
tried and true

TRIGGER-HAPPY
trigger-happy

TRIM
be in fighting trim
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trim your sails
TRIP
a guilt trip
an ego trip
lay/put a guilt trip on sb
roll/trip off the tongue
send sb on a guilt trip
take a stroll/trip down
memory lane

trip the light fantastic
TROJAN
a Trojan horse
work like a dog/trojan

TROLLEY
be off your trolley
go off your trolley: see be off
your trolley

TROOPER
swear like a trooper

TROT
on the trot

TROUBLE
be asking for trouble
spell trouble

TROUBLED
pour oil on troubled waters

TROUBLES
teething problems/troubles

TROUSERS
be all mouth and (no) trousers
be caught with your
pants/trousers down

wear the trousers
TROWEL
lay it on with a trowel

TRUCK
have no truck with sth/sb
off the back of a truck

TRUE
be too good to be true
ring true
see sb's true colours: see show
sb in their true colours

show sb in their true colours
show your true colours: see
show sb in their true
colours

There's many a true word
spoken in jest.

tried and true
true-blue
true to form/type

TRULY
well and truly

TRUMP see also TRUMPS
a trump card

TRUMPET
blow your own trumpet

TRUMPS
come up/turn up trumps

TRUST
a brain trust
I wouldn't trust sb as far as I
could throw them.

not trust sb an inch

TRUSTED
tried and tested/trusted

TRUTH
a grain of truth
a home truth
accept/take sth as gospel
(truth)

be economical with the
truth

the gospel truth
the moment of truth
Truth will out.

TRY see also TRIED
If at first you don't succeed,
(try, try, and try again).

try a different tack
try it on
try sth for size
try sth on for size
try your hand at sth
try your luck
try your wings

TUB-THUMPING
tub-thumping
tub-thumping: see tub-
thumping

TUBE
down the tube/tubes

TUBES
down the tube/tubes

TUCK
a nip and (a) tuck
be nip and tuck

TUCKER
your best bib and tucker

TU.G
tear/tug at the heartstrings
tear/tug at your heartstrings

TUMBLE
the rough and tumble of sth

TUNE
call the shots/tune
change your tune
dance to sb's tune
He who pays the piper calls
the tune.

march to a different tune
sing the same tune

TUNNEL
light at the end of the tunnel

TUPPENCE
not care/give tuppence

TURF
aturfwar

TURKEY
a turkey shoot
cold turkey
talk turkey

TURKEYS
like turkeys voting for (an
early) Christmas

TURN see also TURNED,
TURNING, TURNS
a turn of phrase
a turn of the screw



a turn/twist of the knife: see
turn/twist the knife

at every turn
be cooked/done to a turn
beat/turn swords into
ploughshares

come up/turn up trumps
come/go/turn full circle
not know which way to turn
not turn a hair
One good turn deserves
another.

put/turn the clock back
speak/talk out of turn
stand/turn sth on its head
take a turn for the worse
tighten/turn the screws on sb:
see put the screws on sb

turn a blind eye
turn a deaf ear
turn a trick
turn heads
turn in your grave
turn king's/ queen's evidence
turn on the waterworks
turn over a new leaf
turn over/spin in your grave
turn state's evidence
turn (sth) topsy-turvy: see
topsy-turvy

turn tail
turn the corner
turn the other cheek
turn the page
turn the tables on sb
turn the tide
turn turtle
turn up like a bad penny
turn up the heat
turn your back on sb
turn your back on sth
turn your hand to sth
turn your nose up
turn/twist the knife
turn/use sth to good account

TURN-UP
That's/There's a turn-up for
the books

TURNABOUT
Turnabout is fair play.

TURNED
a poacher turned gamekeeper
the minute sb's back is turned:
see when/while sb's back is
turned

The tables are turned.: see
turn the tables on sb

The wheel has come/turned
full circle.: see come/go/turn
full circle

The worm has turned.
when/while sb's back is
turned

your whole world (was)
turned upside down
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TURNING
the wheels are turning

TURNS
every time sb turns
around/round

the tide turns: see turn the
tide

Whatever turns you on.
TURTLE
turn turtle

TWAIN
Never the twain shall meet.

TWICE
Lightning does not strike
twice.

Once bitten, twice shy.
TWIDDLE
twiddle your thumbs

TWILIGHT
the twilight zone

TWINKLE
when sb was a (mere) twinkle
in their father's eye

TWINKLING
in the twinkling of an eye

TWIST
a turn/twist of the knife: see
turn/twist the knife

drive/send sb round the twist
get your knickers in a twist
leave sb to twist in the wind
round the twist
turn/twist the knife
twist sb's arm
twist/wrap sb around/round
your little finger

TWISTED
be bitter and twisted

TWIXT
There's many a slip twixt cup
and lip.

TWO
A bird in the hand (is worth
two in the bush).

a two-way street
be as thick as two short planks
be caught between two stools
be in! of two minds
be like a dog with two tails
be like two peas in a pod
be ten/two a penny
be two of a kind
be two sides of the same coin
bring sb down a peg or two
cut both/two ways
fall between two stools
for two cents
in two shakes (of a lamb's iail)
It takes two to tango.
kill two birds with one stone
know a thing or two
meat and two veg
not be short of a bob or two
not care/ give two hoots: see not
care/give a hoot

UNDER

not have two nickels to rub
together

not have two pennies to rub
together

put in/stick in your two
penn'orth

put two and two together
put two and two together and
get/make five: see put two and
two together

put your two cents (worth) in
put/stick two fingers up at
sb/sth

[show/teach/tell etc.] sb a
thing or two: see know a
thing or two

stand on your own two feet
That makes two of us.
the lesser of two evils
(There's) no two ways about it.
two-bit
two can play at that game
two-faced
two-timesb
two-timer: see two-time sb
two-timing: see two-time sb
two's company (three's a
crowd)

your meat and two veg
your two cents (worth): see put
your two cents (worth) in

TYPE
revert to type
true to form/type

UGLY
an ugly duckling
be as ugly as sin
raise/rear its (ugly) head

UM
umandah

UMBILICAL
cut the (umbilical) cord

UMBRAGE
take umbrage

UN BOWED
bloodied but unbowed

UNCERTAIN
in no uncertain terms

UNCLE
an Uncle Tom
Bob's your uncle!
I'll be a monkey's uncle!
say uncle
UncleSam

UNDER
be under a cloud
be under sb's thumb
be under the gun
be under the thumb: see be
under sb's thumb

be under your feet
Down Under
go under the knife
in/under sth's shadow
under sb's heel



UNGLUED

under sb's nose
under the banner of sth
under the counter
under the llUrrnence
under the knife: see go under
the knife

under the sun
under the table
under the wing of sth
under the wire
under wraps
under your belt
under your breath
under your own steam

UNGLUED
come unglued

UNIVERSE
be the armpit of the
world/universe

UNKNOWN
an unknown quantity

UNQUOTE
quote, unquote

UNSTUCK
come unstuck

UNTIL
till/until kingdom come
until hell freezes over
until the cows come home

UNTURNED
leave no stone unturned

UP
be (just/right) up sb's street
be on the up
be on the up and up
be (right) up sb's alley
be (right) up sb's arse
be (right) up there with
sb/sth

be up a gum tree
beupa tree
be up against sth/sb
be up and about/around
be up and down
be up and running
be up for sth
be up in arms
be up in the air
be up the duff
be up the spout
be up to no good
be up to sth
be up to the mark
be up to your chin in sth
be up to your
ears/ eyeballs/ eyes in sth

be up to your neck in sth
be up with the crows
be up with the lark
be up yourself
come/ go up in the world: see
come/go down in the world

[dance/sing/talk etc.] up a
storm

give sth up as a bad job
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go up in flames
move up in the world: see
come/go down in the
world

not be up to much
not be up to much
not be up to par
not be up to scratch
pick up sticks
raise/up the ante
sb's number is up
up-and-coming
up for grabs
up front
up sticks
up the spout
up to snuff
up to speed
up-to-the-minute
Up yours!
What's up?

UPHILL
an uphill
battle/fight/struggle

an uphill job/task
UPON
once upon a time

UPPER
a stiff upper lip
gain! get the upper hand: see
have the upper hand

have the upper hand
the upper crust
upper-crust: see the upper
crust

UPPERS
be (down) on your uppers

UPRIGHT
bolt upright

UPS
ups and downs

UPSET
upset the applecart

UPSTAIRS
kick sb upstairs

UPTAKE
be quick on the uptake: see be
slow on the uptake

be slow on the uptake
UPWARD
onward and upward: see
onwards and upwards

UPWARDS
onwards and upwards

US
them and us

USE
a fat lot of good/use
be no good/use to man or
beast

It's no good/use crying over
spilt milk.

turn/use sth to good account
use a sledgehammer to crack
a nut

Use your loaf.
USED
be half the [dancer/writer
etc.] you used to be

USUAL
business as usual

VAIN
take sb's name in vain

VALOR
Discretion is the better part of
valor.

VALOUR
Discretion is the better part of
valour.

VALUE
take sth at face value

VALVE
a safety valve

VANISH
disappear/vanish into thin
air: see out of thin air

disappear/vanish off the face
of the earth

VARIETY
Variety is the spice of life.

VEG
meat and two veg
your meat and two veg

VEIL
draw a veil over sth

VELVET
an iron fist/hand in a velvet
glove

VENT
vent your spleen

VENTURED
Nothing ventured, nothing
gained.

VERBAL
verbal diarrhea
verbal diarrhoea

VERSE
give/quote (sb) chapter and
verse

VESSEL
burst/bust a blood vessel

VESSELS
Empty vessels make (the)
most noise/sound.

VICIOUS
a vicious circle

VICTIM
a fashion victim

VICTORY
a Pyrrhic victory

VIEW
a bird's eye view
a ringside seat/view
a worm's eye view
take the long view

VILLAIN
the villain of the piece

VINE
die on the vine
wither on the vine



VINEGAR
be full of piss and vinegar

VIOLET
a shrinking violet

VIRTUE
make a virtue of necessity

VIRTUES
extoll the virtues of sb/ sth

VOICE
a (lone) voice in the
wilderness

a voice crying in the
wilderness

at the top of your voice
VOID
fill a/the void

VOLTE-FACE
a volte-face

VOLUMES
speak volumes

VOTE
vote with your feet

VOTING
like turkeys voting for (an
early) Christmas

VULTURE
a culture vulture

WAD
shoot your wad

WAGGING
set/ start tongues wagging
the tail wagging the dog

WAGON
be on the wagon
fall off the wagon
go on the wagon: see be on the
wagon

hitch your wagon to a star
hitch your wagon tosb/ sth

WAIFS
waifs and strays

WAIST
be dead from the waist down

WAIT
wait for the other shoe to drop
wait on sb hand and foot

WAITING
an accident waiting to happen
be waiting in the wings
play a/the waiting game

WAKE
a wake-up call
Wake up and smell the coffee!

WALK
a walk of life
run before you can walk
stand/walk tall
Take a hike/walk!
the cock of the walk
walk a tightrope
walk the plank

WALKING
be floating/walking on air
be (skating/walking) on thin
ice
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be walking/treading on
eggshells

get your walking papers: see
give sb their walking papers

give sb their walking papers
WALL
a fly on the wall
a hole in the wall
be banging/hitting your head
against a brick wall

be like talking to a brick wall
be off the wall
bel come up against a brick
wall

drive sb up the wall
go to the wall
have your back against/to the
wall

hit a/the (brick) wall
nail sb to the wall
off-the-wall: see be off the wall
read/ see the handwriting on
the wall: see the writing is on
the wall

read/ see the writing on the
wall: see the writing is on the
wall

the handwriting is on the wall
the writing is on the wall
wall-to-wall

WALLS
be climbing the walls
Walls have ears.

WAND
a magic wand

WANDERING
wandering hands

WANE
wax and wane

WANT
Do you want alto bet?
Do you want to make
something of it?

for want of a better word
How much do you want to bet?
want to curl up and die

WAR see also WARS
a battle/war of nerves
aturfwar
a war of words
All's fair in love and war.

WARM
warm the cockles of your
heart

WARMED
like death (warmed over)
like death (warmed up)

WARPATH
be on the warpath

WARRANT
sign sth's death warrant: see
sign your own death warrant

sign your own death warrant
WARS
have been in the wars

WATER

WARTS
warts and all
warts-and-all: see warts and
all

WASH
come out in the wash
It'll all come out in the wash.
wash your dirty
laundry/linen in public

wash your hands of sb/sth
Wash your mouth out!
will not wash

WASHER
be chief cook and bottle
washer

WASTE
a waste of breath: see waste
your breath

be a waste of space
waste your breath

WATCH
mind/watch your p's and q's
Mind/Watch your step.
watch sb like a hawk
watch sb/sth with an eagle eye
watch sb/sth with eagle eyes
watch the clock
Watch this space.
watch your back
watch your step

WATCHED
A watched pot never boils.

WATCHING
be as interesting as watching
grass grow

be as interesting as watching
paint dry

be like watching grass grow
be like watching paint dry

WATER see also WATERS
be dead in the water
be in deep water
be in hot water
be like a fish out of water
be (like) water off a duck's
back

be water over the dam
be water under the bridge
Blood is thicker than water.
blow sth! sb out of the water
come hell or high water
could talk under water
get into deep water: see be in
deep water

get (sb) into hot water: see be
in hot water

go through fire and water
hold water: see not hold water
keep your head above water
make sb's mouth water
not hold water
pour/throw cold water on sth
spend money like water
take to sth like a duck to water
test the water/waters



WATERFRONT

throw the baby out with the
bath water

tread water
You can lead a horse to water
(but you can't make him/it
drink).

WATERFRONT
cover the waterfront

WATERLOO
meet your Waterloo

WATERS
muddy the waters
pour oil on troubled waters
still waters run deep
test the water/waters

WATERWORKS
turn on the waterworks

WAVE see a/50 WAVES
be on the crest of a wave
catch the wave
fly / show/wave the flag
kiss/say/wave goodbye to sth
ride (on) a/the wave
ride the crest of a wave: see be
on the crest of a wave

WAVELENGTH
be on the same wavelength

WAVES
make waves

WAX
the whole ball of wax
wax and wane
wax lyrical

WAY see a/50 WAYS
all the way
all the way down the line
along the way
any way you slice it
be in a bad way
be laughing all the way to the
bank

be out of sb's way
be out of the way
claw your way back from sth
couldn't [act/argue/fight] your
way out of a paper bag

every which way
get your own way
go a long way
go all the way
go back a long way
go down the wrong way
go out of your way to do sth
have come a long way
have your head screwed on
(the right way)

(in) anyway, shape, or
form

in the family way
look the other way
Noway!
not know which way to turn
one way or another
one way or the other
open the way for/to sth
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out-of-the-way: see be out of the
way

pave the way for sth
pay its way
pay your way
point the way
rub sb the wrong way
rub sb up the wrong way
see which way the cat jumps
see which way the wind is
blowing

see your way (clear) to doing
sth

smooth sb's/ sth's way
smooth the way for sb/sth
take sth the wrong way
That's the way the ball
bounces.

That's the way the cookie
crumbles.

There's more than one way to
skin a cat.

way-out
Where there's a will there's a
way!

wing your/its way
WAYS
change/mend your ways
cut both/two ways
see the error of your ways
swing both ways
the parting of the ways
(There's) no two ways about it.
ways and means

WAYSIDE
fall by the wayside

WEAK
a weak link (in the chain)
have a weak spotfor sb/sth
weak at the knees

WEAR
be the worse for wear
If the cap fits (wear it).
If the hat/shoe fits (wear it).
wear and tear
wear sb to a frazzle
wear the pants
wear the trousers
wear thin
wear your heart on your
sleeve

wear/work your fingers to the
bone

WEARING
be wearing your
[teacher's/lawyer's etc.] hat

WEASEL
weasel words

WEATHER
be/feel under the weather
brass monkey weather
keep a weather eye on sth/sb
make heavy weather of
sth! doing sth

ride out/weather the storm

WEB
a tangled web

WEDDING
a shotgun wedding
be like a spare prick at a
wedding

your wedding tackle
WEDGE
drive a wedge between sb
the thin end of the wedge

WEEK
a face as long as a wet week

WEEKEND
a dirty weekend

WEEP
shed/weep crocodile tears

WEEPERS
Finders keepers (losers
weepers).

WEIGH
weigh a ton
weigh each word
weigh your words

WEIGHT
a dead weight
be a load/weight off your
mind

be a weight off your
shoulders

be worth its/your weight in
gold

carry weight
have the cares/weight of the
world on your shoulders

pull your weight
throw your weight around
throw your weight behind
sihlsb

WELCOME
greet/welcome sb/sth with
open arms

outstay/overstay your
welcome

Welcome to the club!
WELL
be alive and well
be all very well
be all well and good
be in well
be well away
be well in
be well up on sth
leave well alone
leave well enough alone
leave/let well alone
leave/let well enough alone
not sit well with sb
well and truly
well-heeled
well-hung
well-to-do
(Well) what do you know!

WENT
went/had gone out with the
ark



WERE
Were your ears burning'?: see
your ears must be burning

WEST
go west

WET
a face as long as a wet week
a wet blanket
a wet dream
be all wet
be wet behind the ears
could talk under wet cement
get your feet wet
wet your whistle

WHACK
out of whack

WHALE
a whale of a
[bill/difference/problem etc.]

a whale of a Dob/party/story
etc.]

have a whale of a time
WHAMMY
a double whammy

WHAT
and what have you
I'll give you what for!
know what's what
see sb/sth for what they
(really) are

(Well) what do you know!
What planet is sb on?: see be
(living) on another planet

What price
[fame/success/victory etc.]?

what the hell
What you don't know won't
hurt you.

What's cooking'?
what's eating sb?
what's his/her face
What's sb's game?
What's sth in aid of?
What's sth when it's at
home?

What's the deal?
What's the world coming to?
What's up?
What's your poison?

WHATEVER
Whatever turns you on.

WHEAT
separate the wheat from the
chaff

WHEEL see also WHEELING.
WHEELS
a big shot/wheel
a cog in the machine/wheel
a fifth/third wheel
be at/behind the wheel
get behind the wheel: see be
at/behind the wheel

put a spoke in sb's wheel
put your shoulder to the
wheel
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reinvent the wheel
The wheel has come/turned
full circle.: see come/go/turn
full circle

WHEELING
wheeling and dealing

WHEELS
be hell on wheels
oil the wheels
set the wheels in motion
spin your wheels
the wheels are turning

WHEN
as and when
if and when
When in Rome (do as the
Romans do).

when the chips are down
WHERE
know where you stand
not know where to put
yourself

Where there's a will there's a
way!

Where's the beef?
WHEREFORES
the whys and (the) wherefores

WHET
whet sb's appetite

WHETHER
not know whether to laugh or
cry

(whether) by accident or
design

WHICH
every which way

WHILE
be worth your whlle
make sth worth your while:
see be worth your while

while the going is good
WHIMPER
not with a bang but with a
whimper

WHIP
a whip-round
crack the whip
get/have a fair crack of the
whip: see give sb a fair crack
of the whip

give sb a fair crack of the whip
have/hold the whip hand
whip sth/sb into shape

WHIPPING
a whipping boy

WHIRL
give it a shot/whirl

WHIRLWIND
reap the whirlwind

WHISKER
by a whisker
come within a whisker of
sth/ doing sth

WHISKERS
be the eat's whiskers

WICK

WHISTLE
a whistle-blower: see blow the
whistle on sb/ sth

a whistle-stop tour
a wolf whistle
be as clean as a whistle
blow the whistle on sb/ sth
He/She/They can whistle for
it!

wet your whistle
WHISTLES
bells and whistles

WHISTLING
be whistling Dixie
be whistling in the dark

WHITE
a white elephant
a white knight
a white lie
be as white as a sheet
be as white as snow
black and white
in black and white
pretend/say that black is
white

the men in white coats
white-bread
white-collar
white trash

WHITER
whiter than white

WHIZZ-KID
a whizz-kid

WHO
Who needs it/them?
Who's sb when he's/she's at
home?

WHOLE
a whole new ball game
go the whole hog
go the whole nine yards
go whole hog
invent sth out of whole
cloth

make sth up out of whole
cloth

the whole ball of wax
the whole bit
the whole enchilada
the whole (kit and) caboodle
the whole nine yards
the whole picture
the whole shebang
the whole shooting match
the (whole) works
your whole world came
crashing down around you

your whole world (was)
turned upside down

WHOOPEE
make whoopee

WHYS
the whys and (the) wherefores

WICK
get on sb's wick



WICKED

WICKED
have your wicked way with sb
There's no peace/rest for the
wicked!

There's no rest for the wicked!:
see There's no rest for the
wicked!

WICKET
be (batting) on a sticky
wicket

WIDE
a wide boy
be wide of the mark
be wide open
be (wide) open to
[abuse/criticism etc.]

blow sth wide open
cast your net wide/wider
give sb/ sth a wide berth
into the wide/wild blue
yonder

WIDEN
broaden/widen sb's horizons

WIDER
cast your net wide/wider

WIDOW
a grass widow

WIFE
(all) the world and his wife

WILD
a wild card
a wild-goose chase
go hog wild
into the wide/wild blue
yonder

sow your wild oats
wild-card: see a wild card
wild horses

WILDERNESS
a (lone) voice in the
wilderness

a voice crying in the
wilderness

in the wilderness
WILDEST
beyond your wildest dreams
not in my wildest dreams

WILDFIRE
spread like wildfire

WILL
Where there's a will there's a
way!

wiih the best will in the world
WILLIES
give sb the creeps/willies

WILLS
a battle of wills

WILLY·NILLY
willy-nilly

WIN
earn/win your spurs
May the best man win.
win (sth) hands down
win the day
You can't win 'em all.
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You win some, you lose some.
WIN-WIN
a win-win situation: see a no-
win situation

WIND see also WINDS
a straw in the wind
be in the wind
be pissing in!into the wind
be spitting in! into the wind
be three sheets to the wind
break wind
get a/your second wind
get wind of sth
get/put the wind up sb
It's an ill wind (that blows
nobody any good).

leave sb to twist in the wind
run like the wind
sail close to the wind
sail close to the wind
see how the wind is blowing
see which way the wind is
blowing

take the wind out of sb's sails
throw caution to the wind(s)

WINDMIUS
tilt at windmills

WINDOW
go out (of) the window

WINDS
be scattered to the four winds

WINE
wine and dine sb

WING
be on the wing
on a wing and a prayer
take sb under your wing
under the wing of sth
wing it
wing your/its way

WINGS -
be waiting in the wings
clip sb's wings
spread your wings
try your wings

WINK
A nod's as good as a wink.
as quick as a flash/wink
not get a wink of sleep
not sleep a wink
tip sb the wink

WINKS
forty winks

WINNER
be onto a winner

WINTER
in the dead of night/winter

WIPE
wipe the floor with sb
wipe the slate clean: see a
clean slate

wipe the smile off sb's face
WIRE
alive wire
down to the wire

under the wire
WIRES
get your lines/wires crossed

WISDOM
a pearl of wisdom
in his/her/their (infinite)
wisdom

the conventional/received
wisdom

WISE
a wise-ass
a wise guy
a wise head on young
shoulders

A word to the wise (is
sufficient).

It's easy to be wise after the
event.

wise-ass: see a wise guy
wise-guy: see a wise guy

WISE·ASS
a wise-ass

WISER
be none the wiser
no one will be any the wiser
sadder but wiser

WISH
a wish list
l/You wouldn't Wish sth on
my/your worst enemy.

wish the ground would
swallow you up

WISHFUL
wishful thinking

WIT see also WITS
Sarcasm is the lowest form of
wit.

WITCH-HUNT
a witch-hunt

WITCHING
the witching hour

WITH
be with child
be with it
with a capital [A/B/C etc.]
with an eye to sth
with bells on
with (brass) knobs on
With friends like that, who
needs enemies?

with it
with money to burn: see have
money to burn

with one eye on sth/sb: see
have/keep one eye on sthlsb

with strings (attached): see no
strings (attached)

with your bare hands
with your nose in the air

WITHER
wither on the vine

WITHIN
be within an ace of sthl doing
sth: see come within an ace of
sth/ doing sth



come within an ace of
sth! doing sth

WITHOUT
beyond/without a shadow of a
doubt

without a backward glance
without a care in the world:
see not have a care in the
world

without a murmur
without fail
without further/more ado
without so much as a by-your-
leave

WITNESS
bear testimony/witness to
sth

WITS
a battle of wits
be at your wits' end
frighten/scare sb out of their
wits

gather your wits
have/keep your wits about you
live by/on your wits
pit your wits against sb/sth

WIVES
an old wives' tale

WOBBlER
throw a wobbler/wobbly

WOBBLY
throw a wobbler/wobbly

WOE
woe betide sb

WOLF
a lone wolf
a wolf in sheep's clothing
a wolf whistle
cry wolf
keep the wolf from the door
wolf-whistle sb: see a wolf
whistle

WOLVES
leave sb to the wolves
throw sb to the wolves

WOMAN
a fallen woman
a kept man/woman
a man/woman after your own
heart

a man/woman of means
a man/woman of the world
a scarlet woman
a woman of her word
be a fme figure of a
man/woman

be your own
man/woman/person

Hell hath no fury (like a
woman scorned).

like a man/woman possessed
make an honest woman of sb
sb's right-hand man/woman
the man/woman on the
Clapham omnibus
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the man/woman/person in the
street

the man/woman/sth of your
dreams

the thinking man's/woman's
crumpet

You can't keep a good
man/woman down.

WOMEN
think you are God's gift to
women

WON
be half the battle (won)

WONDER
a chinless wonder
a nine/one/seven-day wonder
a one-hit wonder

WONDERS
work wonders

WOOD see also WOODS
can't see the wood for the trees
deadwood
knock (on) wood
not be out of the wood/woods
touch wood

WOODEN
Don't take any wooden
nickels.

the wooden spoon
WOODS
a babe in the woods
neck of the woods
not be out of the wood/woods

WOODWORK
come/crawl out of the
woodwork

WOOL
pull the wool over sb's eyes
wrap sb up in cotton wool

WORD
a buzz word
a dirty word
a four-letter word
a man of his word
a woman of her word
A word to the wise (is
sufficient).

be as good as your word
be the last word in sth
by word of mouth
for want of a better word
from the word go
get a word in edgeways
get a word in edgewise
have a word in sb's ear
have the final/last word
in a word
Mum's the word.
not believe a word of it
not breathe a word
not know the meaning of the
word

put in a good word for sb
say the word
sb's word is law

WORK

spread the word
take sb at their word
take sb's word for it
the operative word
There's many a true word
spoken in jest.

weigh each word
What's the magic word?
won't hear a word (said)
against sb/sth

word for word
WORDS
a play on words
a war of words
Actions speak louder than
words.

be lost for words
Famous last words.
have to eat your words
have words
in so many words
in words of one syllable
make sb eat their words: see
have to eat your words

not mince (your) words
put words in/into sb's mouth
Sticks and stones may break
my bones (but words will
never hurt me).

take the words out of sb's
mouth

weasel words
weigh your words
Words fail me!
(You) mark my words.

WORK see also WORKS
All work and no play (makes
Jack a dull boy).

be a nasty piece of work
be all in a day's work
build/get/work up a head of
steam

do sb's dirty work
donkey work
drive/run/work yourself into
the ground

go/run/work like clockwork
grunt work
grunt work
have your work cut out (for
you)

make hard work of sth/doing
sth

make light work of sth/doing
sth

make short work of sth
Nice work if you can get it!
perform/work miracles
slog/sweat/work your guts out
The devil finds work for idle
hands.

wear/work your fingers to the
bone

work a treat
work against the clock



WORKMAN

work like a charm
work like a dog/trojan
work like magic
work wonders
work your arse/backside off
work your ass/butt off
work your socks off
work yourlits magic

WORKMAN
A bad workman blames his
tools.

WORKS
give sb the works: see the
(whole) works

gum up the works
put/throw a (monkey) wrench
in the works

put/throw a spanner in the
works

shoot the works
the (whole) works

WORLD
a man/woman of the world
a world of difference
(all) the world and his wife
be at peace with the world
be dead to the world
be in a world of your own
be in another world
be on top of the world
be out of this world
be the armpit of the
world/universe

be/live in a dream world
come/ go down in the world
come/ go up in the world: see
come/ go down in the world

do sb the world of good
have the cares/weight of the
world on your shoulders

have the world at your feet
It takes all sorts (to make a
world.)

It's a small world.
move down in the world
move up in the world: see
come/ go down in the world

not be long for this world
not be the end of the world
not have a care in the world
not set the world on fire
the four corners of the
earth/world

The hand that rocks the cradle
(rules the world).

the oldest profession (in the
world)

the world is your oyster
think the world of sb
What's the world coming to?
with the best will in the world
without a care in the world: see
not have a care in the world

your whole world came
crashing down around you
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your whole world (was)
turned upside down

WORLDS
be worlds apart
the best of both worlds
the worst of both worlds: see
the best of both worlds

WORM
a worm's eye view
The early bird catches the
worm.

The worm has turned.
WORMS
a can of worms

WORRIED
be worried sick

WORSE
be a fate worse than death
be the worse for wear
for better or (for) worse
for better, for worse
go from bad to worse
sb's bark is worse than their
bite

take a turn for the worse
WORST
be your own worst enemy
bring out the worst in sb: see
bring out the best in sb

IIYou wouldn't wish sth on
my/your worst enemy.

if the worst comes to the
worst

if worst comes to worst
the worst of both worlds: see
the best of both worlds

WORST-CASE
the nightmare/worst-case
scenario

WORTH
A bird in the hand (is worth
two in the bush).

any [judge/lawyer/teacher
etc.] worth their salt

be worth its/your weight in
gold

be worth your while
It's more than my job's worth.
make sth worth your while:
see be worth your while

not be worth a dime
not be worth a fig
not be worth a hill of beans
not be worth the paper
it's/they're printed/written
on

put your two cents (worth)
in

your two cents (worth): see put
your two cents (worth) in

WOULDN'T
wouldn't dream of doing sth
wouldn't harm/hurt a fly

WOUND
rub salt inIinto the wound

WOUNDS
lick your wounds
open/reopen old wounds

WRACK
go to rack/wrack and ruin

WRAP
drape/wrap yourself in the
flag

twist/wrap sb around/round
your little finger

wrap sb up in cotton wool
WRAPS
take the wraps off sth
under wraps

WRENCH
put/throw a (monkey) wrench
in the works

WRING
I'll wring your neck!
wring your hands

WRINGER
go through the wringer: see
put sb through the wringer

put sb through the wringer
WRIST
a slap on the wrist
get your wrist slapped: see a
slap on the wrist

WRIT
be writ large
writ large

WRITE
be nothing much to write
home about

fit/wrtte sth on the back of a
postage stamp

not much to write home
about

something to write home
about: see be nothing much to
write home about

WRITING
read/see the writing on the
wall: see the writing is on the
wall

the writing is on the wall
WRITTEN
be written all over sb's face
have sb's name written all
over it

It's written in the stars.
not be worth the paper
it's/they're printed/written
on

WRONG
back the wrong horse
be barking up the wrong
tree

be in the wrong
be on the wrong end of sth
be (on) the wrong side of 30/40
etc.

be on the wrong track
can't put a foot wrong: see not
put a foot wrong



Don't get me wrong.
fall into the wrong hands
find yourself on the wrong
side of the law

get (hold of) the wrong end of
the stick

get offl start off on the wrong
foot

get on the wrong side of the
law

get out of bed on the wrong side
get up on the wrong side of the
bed

go down the wrong way
not put a foot wrong
rub sb the wrong way
rub sb up the wrong way
take sth the wrong way
the other/wrong side of the
tracks

WROTE
That's all she wrote!

YANK
pull/yank sb's chain
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YARDS
go the whole nine yards
the whole nine yards

YEAR
froml since the year dot
froml since the year one
the seven year itch

YEARS
autumn years
be light years away
be light years away from sth
donkey's years
put years on sb
take years off sb: see put years
onsb

YELLOW
yellow journalism

YELLOW-BELLIED
yellow-bellied

YES
ayes man

YESTERDAY
Ilhel she wasn't born
yesterday!

zoo

YONDER
into the widelwild blue
yonder

YOU
you name it

YOUNG
a wise head on young
shoulders

an old head on young
shoulders

young blood
Z
from A toZ

Z'S
catch! cop/ get some z's

ZERO·SUM
a zero-sum game

ZONE
the twilight zone

ZOO
It's feeding time at the
zoo!
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